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LAUNCH VEHICLE DATA 
This volume contains data and data plots for Tasks V and VI of 
the Radio/Optical/Strapdown Inertial Guidance System Study. The 


















Propellant Slosh Data 
A drawing for each of the vehicle configurations is presented and 
the thrust control characteristics are included. Some of this data were 
extracted from previous study results given under Tasks III and IV. 
Bending mode computer plots are also furnished within this report. A 
summary of thrust control actuation system transfer functions, rate 
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5, THRUST VECTOR CONTROL DATA 
Data and linearized models for the Atlas/Centaur TVC system are 
given in Tables C-5 through C-7 and in Figures C-5 and C-6. 
Table C-5 
Booster Engine Servoactuator Data 
Booster Engine Parameters For One Engine 
2Ih slug-ft = 377 
M slug = 30.8 
e 
e ft =2.52 
X h in. = 1212 
WTWD rad/sec = 46 
WDWT rad/sec = 93 
- IK sec = 36C 
6 max deg = 5 
a max deg/sec = 28 
Z' / s eEngine actuation model for 6w = c: 
Z 
6 Kc WDWT 
(S + Z7, 5) (S + 68.35 ± 381. 6) 
/ s eLow-frequency approximation for 6w = 2° c: 
K 
6 c 18 
S - K ' +18 
/ s e ;Engine actuation model for 6ow = 1 ° c 
6K WDWTc 
c (S+14.5) (S+ 120 : j84) 
Low-frequency approximation for 8w = l/sec: 
K 




Atlas Servoactuator Characteristics 
Symbol Definition Units Booster Sustainer 
2 - 2ft 2 2.47 x 10 4. 1 x 10A Actuating piston area 
B Bulk modules of hydraulic fluid lb/ft2 3.89 x 107 3.89 x 107 
CB Coulomb friction coefficient ft-lb 5. 65 x 102 5. 59 x 102 
CL Discharge coefficient for leakage c 4.78 x 10-6 2.47 x 10 (bypass) orifice lb/ft2 
CV Viscous friction coefficient ft-lb-sec/deg 6.3 x 10 3.76 x 10 
IR Moment of inertia, engine-gimbaled "wet" slug-ft
2 3.77 x 10z 4. 20 x 10 z 
mass about engine gimbal axis 
Ka Servoamplifier gain ma/V 2.7 3.42 
K Spring constant of actuator-backup lb/ft i. 138 x 106 1.441 x 106 
structure 
Kt Feedback transducer gain volt/deg 2.2 3.0 
"
KV Servovalve discharge coefficient ft3/sec 7. ±25 x 0-6 1. 68 x 106 
n I'b/ ftZ 
IR Distance from center of gravity of ft 2.52 2.68 
gimbaled mass to center line of 
engine gimbal axis 
Table C-6 
Atlas Servoactuator Characteristics (Cont'd) 
Symbol Definition Units Booster Sustainer 
M R Gimbaled mass, one engine "wet" slugs 3.08 x 10 3.19 x 10 
PR Hydraulic return pressure from lb/ft2 7.2 x 10 3 7.2 x 10 3 
servovalve 
PS Hydraulic supply pressure to servovalve lb/ft 4. 32 x 105 4. 32 x 105 
R Distance from center line of actuator ft 1.769 8.33 x 10 " 
mounting to center line of engine at 
gimbal point 
V T Total volume of hydraulic fluid in 
actuator cylinder 
one ft3 7. 6 x 10-3 4. 14 x 10­ 3 
T Thrust lb i.545 x 10 5 5.7 x 104 
K c No-load, open-loop actuator velocity gain 36.8 18.06 
6 max Engine displacement limit deg 5 3 
6max Engine actuation rate limit deg/sec 28 z 
U, 
0 
Table C-	 7 
Centaur Servovalve -Actuator-Engine Parameters­
RL-±0A-3 Propulsion System 
Symbol Definition 
A Actuating piston area 
B Bulk modules of hydraulic fluid 
Cb Coulomb friction coefficient 
Cv Viscous friction coefficient 
I R Moment of inertia, engine-gimbaledabout engine gimbal axis 






"wet" mass slug-ft 2 
slugs 
Distance from center of gravity of gimbaled massto center line of engine gimbal axis 
ft 
R Distance from center line of actuator mounting to 
center line of engine at gimbal point 
ft 
Ka Servoamplifier gain mA/volt 
Kt 
Km 
Feedback transducer gain 
Spring constant of actuator-backup structure 
volt/deg 
lb/ft 
K Servovalve discharge coefficient (ft3/sec) 
V mA Ilb/ft 2 
Value 
1. 06 x 10-2 









5.1 	x 105 
"6 1. 02 X 10 
Table C-7 
Centaur Servovalve -Actuator-Engine Parameters­
RL-IOA-3 Propulsion System (Cont'd) 
Symbol Definition Units Value 
PR Hydraulic return pressure from servovalve lb/ft2 7. 2 x 10
3 
PS Hydraulic supply pressure to servovalve lb/ft2 1.512 x 105 
T lb 1.5 x 10 
4 
VT Total volume of hydraulic fluid inactuator cylinder one ft
3 1. 33 x 10 - 3 
K e No-load, open-loop actuator velocity gain I/sec 13. 1 
A F Area of washout piston DPF ft 
2 3.41 x 10 - 4 
CF Discharge coefficient for DPF orifice (ft 3 /sec) 1.342 x 10 ­7 
vlb/ft2 
Kf Spring constant-washout piston Ib/ft 9..36 x 1 3 
K s Pressure feedback gain mA/lb/ft
z 1. 218 x 10 - 4 
N 
53 
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Figure C-5. Linearized Block Diagram of Atlas Booster and Sustainer 
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*GDID-CD-66-016-RA SLV-3C15901 15 MAY 1967
 
WEIGHT, CG AND INERTIA DATA --­
SLV-3C/AC-13 MASS PROPERTY DATA FROM CW67-26 REV.A, DATED 4 MAY 1067
 
CENTAUR LOX = 25035.92 LBS., CENTAUR FUEL = 4931.0 LRS.
 
SUSTAINER CONFIGURATION 2 INCLUDES 9q3 POUNDS IN THE LOX LINE AND THP
 










PROPELLANT SLOSHING DATA ---

SLOSH TABLES WITH THE SHEAR MEMBRANE IN THE FUEL TANK ARE LICMEM.
 
REFO) = 22.6, REFF(1I = 0.0, REFO(2) AND RFFF(2) = q1.O
 
LOX DENSITY = 68.402655, FUEL DENSITY = 50.1115 AT MAX ALPHA Q (T = 18 SFC) 
CENTAUR SHOSH TABLES ARE LABELED SENeIN. 
TRAJECTORY DATA --­
5901 (SLV-3C/AC-13) TRAJECTORY ID IS 13-2MAR 67).
 
THE CENTAUR PROPELLANT WEIGHTS-(Wdd2YAND WOE(?)) OBTAINED FROM T14F
 
TRAJECTORY ARE IN ERROR. THESE WEIGHTS ARE RAISEn TO THE DESTRE9 VALUES
 
BY ADDING 2L4.92 POUNDS TO THF LOX TANK (TOTAL WEIGHT THEN CnroESPnknS Tn
 
A 12 CUBIC FOOT ULLAGE VOLUME) AND 165 POUNDS TO THE LH? TANK. OTHER
 
TRAJECTORY PROPELLANT ERRORS (SUCH AS VENTING GCOX) AND CONTROL DYNAMICS
 
APPROXIMATIONS PRODUCE THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THF GREFN DOOP TOTA WFIGHT
 
AND THE TRAJECTORY WEIGHT. THE GREEN DOOR DATA IS, HnWrV-R, ACCEPTABLE.
 




AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS FOR 5901 * SLV-3C/CENTAUR(AC-11)/SURVEYOR
 
DATA FROM ABL-67-089 DATED 18 APRIL 1967 BY R.G. NORFLL
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK AND ANGLE OF YAW = 6 DEGREES 
AEROPHICS AND DYNAMICS NOMENCLATURE CORRESPONDENCE IS - - ­
(CN/A)PHI=O --CNA, (XCP/LREF)N --CPA, (CY/B)PHI=90 --CNB, (XCP/LRFF)Y --CNR 
THIS TABLE DATED 20 APRIL 1967 
TABLE IDENTIFICATION L3CMEM
 
L3CMEM SLOSH TABLES WITH THE SHEAR MEMBRANF IN THE FUEL TANK
 
EXTENDED SLOSH DATA FOR MODIFIED D SERIES MISSILE TANKS (CENTAUR - nA4 TYPP%) 
TOTAL EXTENSION IS 51 INCHES. (22.6 IN. FOR FUEL TANK, 28.4 IN. FOR LOX TANK) 
FUEL TANK WITH SHEAR MEMBRANE DATA FROM EGGLESIONS EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
OXIDIZER TANK DATA SAME AS TABLE LV3C5I
 
THESE TABLES USE STATION -960.0 AS THE BOTTOM PF THE LOX TANK.
 
DATA FROM LOMENS NEW SLOSH PROGRAM AND WEIGHTS CONTROL CROlO.
 
LOX DENSITY 70.0, FUEL DENSITY 50.4.
 






AC-6 NEW SLOSH TABLES WITH THE THRUST BARREL IN THE LOX TANK
 
THESE TABLES USE THE LATEST AND GREATEST EQUATIONS GFNFPATED RY LOfMFN.
 
LOX DENSITY = 68.78, FUEL DENSITY = 4. B
 
VOLUMES WERE TAKEN FROM REPORT CW64-20, DATED 20 FEBRUARY 1964
 




*GDID-CD-66-016-RA SLV-3C/ 5901 15 MAY 1967 
C.)
 
BOOSTER SECT. INSUL. PANELS NOSE FAIRING SUST 2 + ADAPT. WET CENTAUR W 
WEIGHT (LBS) 7.4598000+03 1.206900003 2.0390000403 8.9390999-03 4.3041999+03 
XCG (SN ) -1.2196000+03 -2.76a100O+02 -6.9539999+01 -9.4349999+02 -2.9660000+02 
YCG (IN ) -9.3000000+00 4.190000000 1.1800000+00 -6.8000000+00 4.6000000-01 
ZCG (IN 1 -1.9000000+00 -8.1999999-01 -6.6999999-01 -1.2900000+01 1.5000000-01
 
IXX (SFZ) 5.04687000+03 9.9390000+02 1.1217000+03 5.1847000+03 1.6190000+03
 
IVY (SF21 5.3628000+03 1.4485000+03 3.1049000+03 1.4008460+05 1.5229600+04
 
IZZ (SF2) 3.7005000+03 1.5024000+03 3.1476000+03 1.3955370+05 1.5380800+04
 
IXY (SF2) -2.3700000+02 -4.4899999+01 -3.4069999+01 2.3504000+03 6.1600000+01
 
IXZ (SF2) -1.2390000+02 3.8800000+00 3.3100000+00 1.1399000+03 -2.0070000+02
 
IYZ (SF23 1.3340000+02 -5.7600000+00 2.4310000+01 4.2600000+02 1.9300000+01
 
XHP (IN I -1.2L20000+03 -1.2100000+03 -1.2100000+03 -1.2100000+03 -0.
 




WEIGHT (LS) 2,2871000+03 2.6236100+04
 
XCG (SN -6.2099999+01 -7.4045079+02
 
YCG (IN 1 1.0000000-01 -4.5925440+00
 
ZCG (IN 1 2.0000000-01 -4.9832385+00
 
IXX (SF23 1.9400000+02 1.4465123+04
 
IVY (SF2) 1.8700000+02 1.2791522+06
 
In! (SF21 1.8500000+02 1.2771325+06
 
IXY (SF23 -5.9299999+00 1.3003287+04
 
IXZ (SFZ) -2.5190000+00 T.1719554+03
 
1YZ (SF23 -4.900000+00 6.6428705+02
 
XHP [IN 1 -0.
 
WT AT SECT END(LB) -0.
 
AERO TABLES ARE NOT USED AFTER STAGE 1 
SC4020 FLAG -0. 
WEIGHTS SUBTRACTED BEFORE TABLE LOOKUP OF SLOSHING PARAMETERS
 
STAGE I STAGE 2 STAGE 3 STAGE 4 STAGE 5
 
OXIDIZER (LBSI 9.9299999+02 -2.4492000+02
 
FUEL (LBSI 0. -1.6500000+02
 
SLOSHING TABLES OF THE PENDULUM ANALOGY WILL BE MODIFIED BY DIVIDING THE VARIABLES MASS M, SLOSHING MASS MD
 
REDUCED PROPELLANT MASS [OR AND THE TOTAL PROPELLANT MASS ID BY THE INDICATED DENSITY RATIO
 
STAGE I STAGE 2 STAGE 3 STAGE 4 STAGE 5
 
OXIDIZER (ND) 1.0233520+00 1.0000000+00
 
FUEL (ND) 1.0057570+00 1.0000000+00
 
SLOSHING TABLES OF THE PENDULUM ANALOGY WILL BE MODIFIED BY ADDING THE INDICATED CHANGE IN REFERENCE LENGTH ul
 
TO XHP. XR, HSN, AND XO.
 
STAGE I * STAGE 2 STAGE 3 STAGE 4 STAGE 5 
OXIDIZER. (IN) 2.2600000+01 5.1000000+01 
FUEL (IN} 0. 5.1000600+01 
T=FLIGFT TIME (SEC) T= 0. T= C.5 T= 20.0 T= 4C.C 1= 60.0 T= 80.C T=108.0 T=112. O 
TRaJFCTFRy PARAMETFS 
ThEN LES IPs= 3.30405 3.30+,5 3.+05 3.43+C5 3.56+05 3.68+05 3.77+05 3.78+05 
TFIX ( LRS )= 5.87+04 5.E7+04 5.97+04 6.39+04 7.08+04 7.75+04 8.18+04 8.20+04 
7WT ( LeS )= 3.24+05 3.24+05 2.93405 2.61+05 2.3C+05 1.98+05 1.54+05 1.48+05 
XDBLOCT (FT/S2)= 3.75+01 3.77+01 4.30+01 4.96+Cl 5.73+01 6.69+01 9.46+01 9.92+01 
VFL (FT/S I= 5.12-05 2.13+CC 1.67+102 4.56+02 9.30+02 1.60+03 3.25+03 3.57+03 
hALT FT )= 0. 0. 1.5C+03 7.37+03 1.98+04 4.03+04 8.36+04 9.12+04 
RANGF (FT-NM); 2.44-07 - 1.14-05 2.08-03 1.61-01 1.03+00 3.28+CC 1.14+01 1.32+01 
LONC C DF )= 2.79+02 2.79+02 2.73+02 2.75+02 2.79+02 2.80+02 2.80+02 2.80+02 
LAT C DEG )= 2.83+01 2.E3+01 2.83+01 2.83+01 2.83+01 2.83+01 2.82+01 2.82+01 
i-PS I . .(DEGI= 9.00+01 q.0C+0I 8.74+01 7.68+01 .43+01 5.22+Q1 3.35+01 3.21+01 
CAfPA C DEC )= -2.11-02 8.92+01 8.88+01 :7.42+C1 6.16+01 5.09+C1 3.46+01 3.28+01 
PROPELLANT PASS PARAMETERS 
PROP FLOW (LBS )= 1.58+03 1.58+03 1.58+03 1.59+03 1.58+03 1.57+C3 1.57+03 1.57+03 
WOOCI) ( LBS )= 1.86+05 1.85+05 1.64+G5 1.42+05 1.20+05 9.88+04 6.85+04 6.41+04 
MID(1) (SLUGS)= 5.74+03 5.72+03 5.07+03 4.39+03 3.71+03 3.04+02 2.10+03 1.96+03 
HSNC(1) ( SN I= -4.93+02 -4.95+C2 -5.44+02 -5.93+02 -6.42+02 -6.90+02 -7.51+02 -7.67+02 
WOF(1) ( LBS I= 8.35+04 8.33+04 7.?6+04 6.37+04 5.3S+04 4.41+04 3.04+04 2.85+04 
MFC1) (SLLGS)= 2.60+03 2.59+03 2.29+03 1.98+03 1.67+03 1.37+C? 9.45+02 8.E4+02 
o I-SF(I) ( SN I= -S.10+07 -9.12+02 -S.44+02 -9.74+C2 -1.CC+C3 -1.03+01 -1.08+03 -1.08+03 
|(O t?) C LPS )= 2.48+04 2.48+04 2.48+04 2.48+04 2.48+04 2.48+04 2.48+04 2.48+04 
MO2) (SLUG )= 7.78+02 7.78+02 7.78+02 7.78+02 7.78+02 7.78+02 7.78+02 7.78+02 
HSNO(2) C SN I= -3.24+02 -3.24+02 -3.24+02 -3.24+C2 -3.24+02 -3.24+C2 -3.24+02 -3.24+02 
WOF(2I I LBS )= 4.77+03 4.77+03 4.77+03 4.77+03 4.77+03 4.77+03 4.77+03 4.77+03 
MF(?) (SLUGS)= 1.53+02 1.53+02 1.53+02 1.3+02 1.53+02 1.53+02 1.53+02 1.53+02 
HSNFC?) ( SN I= -1.57+02 -1.57+02 -1.57+02 -1.57+02 -1.57+02 -1.57+02 -1.57+02 -1.57+02 
TMASS (SLUGS)= 1.01+04 1.01+04 9.10+03 8.12+03 7.13+03 6.16403 4.79+03 4.59+03 
AERCCYNAtIC PARAMETERS 
MACH ( NC I= 4.52-08 2.41-03 1.48-01 4.12-Cl E.73-01 1.65+00 3.31+00 3.61+00 























7-A (LBS/R)= C. 2.14+00 7.68+03 4.92+04 1.84+05 3.00+05 1.58+05 1.34+05 
YR (LRSIR)= C. 2.83+00 1.C2+04 6.5e+04 2.11+05 3.35+05 1.77+05 1.48+05 
DFLTAP C DEG )= -6.36-02 -6.37-02 -2.82-62 -5.90-01 -1.54+00 -1.E5+CC 1.12-01 -7.55-02 
DELTAY C DEG I= C. C. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
LIFT LBS I= C. -1.12-02 -1.61+02 2.40+03 8.65+03 8.30+03 -9.50+02 -5.00+01 
CRAG C [P. 3 -1.02+04 -9.C0+02 -6.36+02 -4.2C+0 -1.6c+04 -3.35+04 -5.48+03 -3.49+03 
Launch Thitough 112 Seconds 
C 
0 













( LBS 1= 
I LPS )= 
C LBS 3= 
(FT/S2)= 
- F _1-)= 
4 FT 3 
(FT-Nl)= 
i DEG 3= 
( DEG 3= 
( DEG 




































































































( LBS )= 
(SLUGS)= 
( SN 1= 
( LBS 3= 
(SLUGS)= 
( SN 3= 
( LP.S )= 
(SLUGS)= 
( SN 3= 
( LES 3= 
(SLUGS)= 





























































































































( KD )= 




( DEG 3= 
( CEG 
( LBS )= 
















































































124 Seconds Through Pre-SECO 
T=FLIGHT TIME (SEC) T= 0. T= 0.5 T= 20.0 T= 40,0 = 60.0 T= 8C°C T=108o0 T=112.0
 
REDUCED PASS-INERTIA FARAMETERS 
WT LBS 1= 3.07+05 3.05+05 2.67405 2.35+C5 2.04+05 1,72+C5 1,28+05 1,22+05 W 
MASS (SLLGS)= 9.53+04 q.48+03 8.29+03 7.31+03 6.33+03 5.35+03 3.99+03 3.79+03 
XCG I SN )z -7.66+02 -7.66+02 -7.79+02 -7. 67+02 -7. ;1+02 -7.88+02 -7.67+02 -7.62+02 
YCG IN )= -3.93-01 -3,55-01 -4.52-Cl -5,12-Cl -5.92-01 -7.00-01 -9..9-01 -9.87-01 
7CG 
IXX 




-4,29-01 -4.90-01 -5.56-01 -6.42-01 
1.4704 147+0447+ 1.47+04 
-7,60-0114704 -1.02+001.4704 -1.07+001a4704 
IVY SF2 )= 4,25406 4.23406 3.85+06 3.60+G6 3.39+06 2,21+06 2.94+06 2.90+06 
177 SF2 )= 4,25+06 4.23+06 3.85+06 3.60+06 3.39+06 3.20406 2,94+06 2.90406 
IXY SFE )= 1.23404 1.23404 1.20+04 1.18+04 1.17+04 1o18+04 1.23+04 1.24+04 
IX? SF? )= 6.46+03 6.44403 6.09+03 5.87 03 5.75403 5.82+02 6.41403 6.57+03 
IYZ SF2 t= 7.94+02 7.S4+02 7.94+02 7.94+02 7.94+02 7.94+02 .7.94+02 7.94+02 
LAA 1 FT )= 4.23+01 4.24+01 4.34+01 4.22+01 .28+01 3.79+01 3.57+01 3.38+01 
LA FT )= 1.39+01 1..9+01 1.45+01 1.5+01 1.2E+01 2.45+01 2.52+01 2.43+01 
LC ( FT )= 3.72+01 3.71+01 3.61+01 3.54+01 3.51+01 3.53+01 3.70+01 3.75+01 
MCPENT EFFECTIVENESS PARAMETERS 
MA (FT-LP/)= 0. 9.C6+C1 3.. 05 2.C8+C6 6.C5+C6 1.14+07 5.65+06 4.53406 
NB (FT-LB/R)= 0, 3.S4+01 1.52+05 1.02+06 2.69+06 8,20+06 4.46+06 3.61+06 
MDEL (FT-LP/R)= 1.23+07 1,22+07 1.2C0C7 1.22+07 1.25+07 1.30+07 1.40+07 1.42+07 








2.14-05 E.64-02 5.77-01 1.79+00 







MUPFP(I) (R/S2/R)= -2.57-02 -2.71-02 -5.13-02 -7.02-02 -c.60-02 -1.33-01 -2.39-01 -2.57-01 
MUPQP(2) (R/S2/R 1= 3.83-02 3.E7-02 5.00-02 6.28-02 7.80-02 9.56-02 1.40 01 1.47-01 
IUPFP(2) (P/S2/R)= 9.70-03 9.81-03 1.26-02 1,57-02 1.94-02 2,39-C2 3.55-02 3.74-02 
MUCOY (R/S2/R)= 2.88+00 2.89+00 3.12+00 3.38+00 3.68+00 4.06+00 4.75+00 4.88+00 
PUROY (P/S2/R)= .. 9.32-06 3.95-02 2.E3-Cl 7.95-01 2,56+00 1.51+00 1.24+00 
MUPOY(II CR/S2/R 3= 3.30-02 3.72-02 7.12-02 7.02-02 6.26-02 4.39-02 -2.12-02 -3.82-02 
MUPFY(I (R/S2/R 1= -2.57-02 -2.71-C2 -5,13-02 -7.02-C2 -9.60-02 -1.33-01 -2.39-01 -2.57-01 
PUPOY(2) (R/S2/R ) 3.83-02 3.E7-02 5.0-02 6.29-02 7.8C-o2 S.57-02 1.40-01 1.47-01 
MUPFY(2P (R/S2/R )= S.70-01 9.81-03 1.26-02 1.57-02 1.94-02 2.39-02 3.55-02 3.74-02 
RATOF I NO = C. 740-06 2.77-02 1.71-Cl 4.e5-Cl 8.76-01 4.04-01 3.20-01 
RATUY ND = 0. 3.22-06 1.26-02 8.38-C2 2.16-01 6.31-C1 3.19-01 2.55-01 
DYNAMIC STABILITY PARAMFTERS 
DEL P DEG 3= -5.48-02 -5.52-02 -6.48-0? -7.49-02 -8.74-02 -1.03-01 -1.31-01 -1.36-01 
DEL Y CEG 3= -5.05-02 -5.r8-02 -5.S7-02 -6.90-02 -8.06-02 -9.47-02 -1.21-01 -1.26-01 
DEL T DEG 3= 7.45-02 7.50-02 8.81-02 1.02-01 1.19-01 1.40-01 1.79-01 1.e5-01 
OMFGAO(1) I RIS ) 4.68+00 4. 7+CC 3.9e+00 4.27+0C 4.60+00 4.96+00 5.90+00 6.04+00 
CMEGAFCI) C/S )= 4.68+00 4.60400 3,98+00 4.27+00 4.60+00 4.96+CC 5,84+00 5.96400 
OMEGAO(? R/S 3= 5.59+00 5.0+00 5.99+00 6.43+00 6.91+00 7.47+0c 8.88+00 9.09+00 
OMFGAF(?) R/S 2= 3.83400 3.84+00 4.11+00 4.41+CC 4.74+C0 5,12+00 6.09+00 6.24+00 
Launch Through 112 Seconds 
T=FLIGT TIME (SEC) T=124.C T=153.f T=156.7 T=160.5 T=199.5 ' T=229.C T=242.5 T=246.5
 
RECUCEE MASS-INERTIA PARAMETERS 
WT LBS 3= 1.04+05 A.17+04 6.1C+04 5.30+04 4.76+04 4.30+04 4.13+04 4.08+04W 
MASS (SLUGS)= 3.23+03 1.S2+03 1.90+03 1.65+03 1.48+03 1.34+C? 1.28+03 1.27+03 
XCG I SN 3= -7.40+02 -6.10+02 -6.07+02 -5.17+02 -4.87+02 -4.804C2 -4.60+02 -4.54+02 U 
YCC i IN ) -1.16+00 -1.55+00 -1.97+00 -9.64-Cl -I. IE+C0 -1.36+00 -1.42+00 -1.44+00 
YCG ( IN 3= -1.26+00 -2.12+00 -2.14+00 -2.20+00 -2.43+00 -2.65+0C -2.77+00 -2.80+OC 
Ixx ( SF2 )= 1.47+04 1.47+04 1.47+04 9.53+03 8.53+03 7.41403 7.41+03 7.41+03 
IYY ( SF2 )= 7.77+06 2.05+06 2.04+06 1.12+C6 1.13+06 5.28+05 8.40+05 8.14+05 
IZ( SF? ) 2.77+06 2.05+06 2.03+06 1.32406 1.13+06 9.27+05 8.39+05 8.13+05 
IXY ( SF2 1=.30+04 1.64+04 1.65+04 8.53+03 E.68+03 8.59+03 8.84+03 8.91+03 
1Xz ( SF2 )= 7.18+03 1.09+04 1.10+04 1.15+04 1.23+04 1.25+C4 1.30+04 1.32+04 
IYZ SF2 3= 7.94+02 7.54+02 7.94+02 6.27+02 6.34+02 6.10402 6.10+02 6.10+02 
LAA ( FT 3= 2.82+01 1.30+01 1.25+01 9.40+CC 6.88+00 6.29+C0 4.64+00 4.17+00 
LAB ( FT z'2.10+01 7.38+00 7.C1+00 8.53+00 6.01+00 5.41+0C 3.77+00 3.30+00 
LC FT = 3.93+01 5.C2+01 5.C5+01 5.77+C1 6.03+01 6.09+01 6.25+01 6.30+01 
PCWET EFFECTIVENESS PARAMETERS 
VA (FT-LF/P)= 2.03406 1.53+05 1.C7+05 4.E5+C4 1.34+C2 4.66+CC 1.65+00 1.26+00 
NR (FT-LB/R= 1.65+06 9.27+04 6.38+04 4.19+04 1.11+02 3.82+CC 1.28+00 9.48-01 
MDEL (FT-LB/)= 1.49+07 1.91+07 4.C+06 4.68+06 4.87+06 4.89+06 5.05+06 5.09+06 
MUCOP (R/S2/R )= 5.38+00 9.33+00 2.01+00 3.55+00 4.31+00 5.27+0C 6.02+00 6.25+00 
O0 MUROP (R/S2/R 3 7.32-01 7.47-02 5.27-02 3.67-02 1.18-04 5.03-06 1.97-06 1.55-06 





















MUP P(? (R/52/R)= 4.37-0? 7.16-02 1. 4-02 1.72-02 2.18-02 3.08-02 3.44-02 3.55-02 
MUCbY (R/52/R -.38+00 9.34+OC 2.01+00 3.55+00 4.31+00 5.27+0C 6.02+00 6.26+00 
mORDY (R/S2/R )= 5.95-01 4.52-02 3.14-02 3. 18-C2 .E6-C5 4.13-06 1.52-06 1.17-06 
MUPOY(i) (RPI/SR= -1.10-01 -5.69-01 -1.0 -01 -2.23-Cl -1.66-Cl -?.59-02 6.24-04 0. 
MUPFY(1) (R/S2/R)= -3.C9-01 -7.07-01 -1.3C-0l -2.42-01 -2.23-01 -1.57-01 -9.27-02 -6.97-02 
NUPOY(2) (P/S2/R3= 1.69-01 2.41-01 4.48-02 4.71-02 5.34-02 7.32-02 7.37-02 7.36-02 
MUPFY(2) (R/S2/R3= 4.37-02 7.17-02 1.34-07 1.72-02 2.18-02 3.08-02 3.44-02 3.56-02 
RATOP ( ND = 1.36-Cl 8.C1-0? 2.62-C2 1.C4-02 2.75-05 9.53-07 3.27-07 2.47-07 
RATOY I ND 3= 1.11-01 4.84-03 1.56-02 8.S5-03 2.28-05 7.82-C7 2.53-07 1.86-07 
DYNAMIC SIABILITY PARAMETERS 
DEL P ( DEG 3= -1.53-01 -7.02-01 -2.03-01 .­ 1.82-01 -1.92-01 -2.08-01 -2.11-01 -2.12-01 
DEL Y ( OEG 3= -1.41-01 -1.86-01 -1.87-01 -7. 7-C2 -6.35-02 -1.07-01 -1.08-01 -1.09-01 
DEL T C DEG ?=2.08-01 2.74-01 2.76-01 1.59-01 2.14-Cl 2.34-01 2.38-01 2.39-01 






















nWEGAFI23 C P/S 3= 6.72+00 8.48+0C 3.67+CC 3.78+00 4.13+00 4.51+00 4.70+00 4.75+00 
0 
124 Seconds Through Pre-SECO ­
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GDC-BTDOO-132 July 198 
ID*5900*RJR *1f00 FREE MCDES SLV-3C AC-13
 















TINF [SEC - 00 
GENERALIZED MASS (SLUGS) - 3.1710E P3 
FREQUENCY (RAC/SEC) i1.3463E 01 
RATE GYRO LOCATION (SNI = 583.7 
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION (SN) - q1.O 
MODE ANTINCDE (SN) - 709.n 
4 
CEFLECTIONS AT -- (FT/FT) 
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LCCATION . 1.2421E-01 
RATE GYRO LOCATION = -2.5517E-0.1 
BCOSTER ENGINE GIMBAL PCIT = 1.00001 CC 
SLSTAINER ENGINE GIPBAL POINT = 9.7693E2-1I 
NCRPALIZEC SLOPES AT --
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LCCATION 
(CEG/FTI 
- -2.5677E 00 
-ATE GYRO LOCATION = 1.28082 Or 
-. .. 
BOOSTER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT 



























GENERALIZED MASS (SLUGS) = 
FREQUENCY IRAD/SEC) a 
RATE GYRC LOCATION (S&I = 
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION (SN) = 











DISPLACEMENT GYRO LCOCAION 
GYRO LOCATION 
BESTER ENGINE GIMBAL-PCINT 






. E.OCOE CC 
T.7S36E-01 
NORALIZED SLOPES AT -- (DEG/FT) 
ISPLACEMENTGYRO LOCATION 





BOOSTER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT = -3.1252E CO 
SUSTAINER ENGINE GIPBAL PCINT * -2.7770E 00 
---- ENGINE SLGPE-COUPLING TERMS -- IEG/FT) 








GDC-BTD6B-13 2 July 1987 
MD*5900 *RJR *14C83FREE MODES SLV-3C AC-I3 
MODE 1 
TIME (SEC) = 180 
GENERALIZEC MASS 
FREOLENCY 










DISPLACEMENT GYRC LCCATICK (SN 





NORMALIZED DEFLECTICNS AT --







BOOSTER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT = I.GCODE CC 






= -2.8257E 0( 
RATE CYRU LOCATION 
BCOSTER ENGINE CIPBAL PINT 
=1.E7E CC 
= -3.4673E P" 





























TIME (SEC) = 112 
GENERALIZED MASS (SLUGS) = 
FREQUENCY (AD/SECI = 
RATE GYRO LOCATION (SN) = 
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION (Shl = 











DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION 
RATE GYRO LOCATION 
BOOSTER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT 









NCRPALIZEC SLCPES AT --
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LEGATION 







BOOSTER ENGINE GIPBAL PCINT 





E0 10 60 80 
SCALE* 00 
00 520 Ia ENGINE SLOPE-COUPLING 
BOOSTER ENGINE 
TERMS -- (CEG/FT) 
7o6596E-01 




GDC-BTDeO-132 	 July 1987 
NO*5900,*RJR 4l153FREE NODES SLV-3C AC-l3 
ME I *BECEOT.153. 
TIME ISEC) - 153 
T. 	 GENERALIZEO MASS ;SLUGS) = 2.1664E 03 
FREQUENCY (RAO/SEC) - 2.599OE 01 
so 	 RATE GYRE LCCATICN (SN) - 563.7 
OISPLACE:NT GYRC LEGATIN ISN) - 991.0 
N 0FIRST 
 NOCE ANTtNOUE IS")=- EE.9
 
I OR*ALIZEO DEFLECTIONS AT -- (FT/FT) 
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION -°4.5238E-O1 
£0 T RATF GYPC LCCATIC - -1.5155E 00 
BOOSTER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT - 1.00OE 00 
¢T SUSTAINER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT = 9.0340E-nl 
NORMIALIZEC SLOPES AT -- 4DEG/FT)
 
OISPLACEIENT GYPC LCATION - -4.0037E 00 
RATE CYRO LOCATION = 1.2435F Cc 
F BCGSIER ENGINE GIMBAL PCINT -	-6.288E CC 
SISUSTAINER 	 ENGINE GIPBAL POINT * -4.5774E C 
-to -o to so so co to too o ENGIKE SLCPE-COUPLING TERMS -- (CEG/FT) 
£707100 I01II SCALS=lBOOSTER ENGINE -2.018C 00 
1
SUSTAINER ENGINE 
- 5,983E 0[ 
rtio9OO * JR *lJ *IFREE MODES SLV-3C AC-13wITlh SLOSH IN 
0LUE I *EPJ *T-156. 
Tlih (SLC) = 154 
hO- ULNRALIZLU MASS 4SLUGS) = 2.1603E 02 
I-kkwUENCY (IRAD/SEC) - 2.6633E 01 
o--- I,AT bYk LKjLATILN (SN) * 583.7 
OISPLACLMENT GYk. LOCATION ISN) - 991.0 





VEFLECTIUNS AT -- (FT/FT) 
bIbPLALLMET bYkC LOCATION S 6.0743E-02 
o tIN 	 TL uYRu LUCATIUN = -8.697f-CI 
r TLSIbr ENGINE GIMBAL POINT = C. 
C	 SLSTAINLR NINL GIPBAL POINT 1.l°OOOb no 
NL,NALILEO SLUPbS AT -- (OEG/FT)
/bISPLACtMENI 	 bYkEG LOCATION - -2.754LE 00 
,AIL YkU LI;CATIUN - .°1639E-01
 
BLLSTLK ENGINE GI~bAL POINT . 0
 
tSLSTAIlEk 
 ENbINE GIPDAL POINT - -3.1772E 00
 
LKo1NE SLUPE-CUUPLNG TERS- (DEG/FTI
 
.L.STEk ENGINE G 
 0. 
LSAlk LuINE * .137E G 
5900-10 
63GDC-BTfl66-132 July 1967 
MU*900*JR 41JCFAEE IUtLL SLV-3C AC-13 
MuU I *IPJ *T=190. 
TIMt (,Lt = 151 
31 uENLkALIZtU MASS (bLUbS) =?.9OwE .2 
EtJIEAuCY IhAD/SLC) = 2.934E 01 
3.o KATE UYhL LtLITIC.' (SKI = 5b3.7 
OISPLAULcNT bYRU LCCATIOiy (SN) 122.t 
K 210 FIRST rUO ANTINUt ISN) 595.3 
aoo - - NUkMALILEU uL.LECIIuNS AT -- (FT/FT) 
uISPLALcHENT bYKG LULATION = I.CbZ3E W' 
o *-.ATL 
CL 
,YKO LULAT Uk 





c to. SLSTAit.t LbINE UIFo.,L POINT = 1..:CeJE LO 
T 
K 
S-&U.ALICL) SLuLS AT -- (DLG/FT) 
OLSFLALCKtNT tYt.b CLATIbN =5.26,21, 04 
-o - - - - ~~~ KAIL uYI 3 LtLATILN IS~,-. 
oGos[LR cIGINL.t GbAL PuINT C. 
SLSTAIOLR -N bI WFAL POINT -3.114)1 v. 
20o 0 
___-
0 0 1.0 1~20 
-
040 
bLNC SLJPE-LUUPLINL TERNS 
OLCSTLk EUINL 
-­ " (Wb/FT) 
L. 
*1'0s0. LSIAIEK I a, 7.1822t 
MD*S900 $RR *1*221FREE 
MODE 1 
MODES SLV-3C AC-13 
*NFJ *T-E21. 
TIME (SEC) - 221 
o 
a 
GENERALIZED MASS ISLLGS) 
FREQUENCY tRAD/SEC) 
RATE GYRO LOCATION (SRI 
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LCCATICN (SN) 
FIRST MODE ANTINODE (N) 
- 1.502EE 02 




NORMALIZED DEFLECTIONS AT -- (FT/FTI 
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION 1.3e16E 00 
¢ 
0 
RATE GYRO LCCATICN 
BOOSTER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT 
SUSTAINER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT 
* -9.2646E-O 
- 0. 
. l.C000o 0 
NORMALIZED SLOPES AT --
DISPLACEMENT GYRC LCCATION 
IDEG/Fl) 
- 6.3449E 00 
UAXt 
ScS 
RATE GYRO LOCATION 
BOOSTER ENGINE GIPBAL PCINT 
SUSTAINER ENGINE GIMBAL PCI&T 
. 3.9956E-01 
- 0. 
- -3.4741E 00 
ENGINE SLGPE-COUPLING TERPS -- (OEG/FTI 
BOOSTER ENGINE - 0. 





GDC-3BTD66-132 July 1967 
00O5900 *RJR *1*241FAEE NODES SLY-3C AC-13* 
MODE I *SECT-249. 
TIME (SEC) - 249 
GENERALIZED MASS (SLLOS) - 8.3557E 02 
FREQUENCY VrAD/SECI - 3.3S96E 01 
c RATE GYRO LOATION (SN) . 5e3.7 
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCAtION ISN) - 122.0 
oFIRST MODEANT1NWEt (SNi . 612.3 
NORMALIZEU DEFLECTIONS AT -- (FT/FTI 
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION - 1.46GIE 00 
RATE GYRO LOCATION . -S.EES6E-01 
L! 
BOOSTER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT - 0. 
SUSTAINER ENGINE GINAL POINT - 1.COCE O0 
NORMALIZED SLOPES AT ­ (OEG/FTI 
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION - 6.8714E 00 
RATE GYRO LOCATION, . 3.7604E-01 
-
BOOSTER ENGINE GI'SAL POINT - 6. 
- SUSTAINER ENGINE GIPSAL POINT - -3.5310f 00 
-so -o to jo SO SO too 0:0 *40 
oAU X10 ENGINE SLOPE-COUPLING TERMS - (CEG/FT) 
BOOSIER ENGINE 5 0. 








MDV5900*RJR *1*00 FREE MODES 
2 
TIME (SEC) . 0' 
GENERALIZED MASS 
FRECUENCY 









DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION (SN) a 991.0 
o o-BOOSTER 
A 1. 
NORMALIZED DEFLECTIONS AT --
DISPLACERENT GYRO LCCATION 
RATE GYRO LOCATION 







SLSTAINER ENGINE GIPBAL POINT = 8.4424E-B1 
NORPFALIZEC SLOPES AT --
DISPLACEVENT GYRC LOCATION 
RATE GYRO LOCATION 
BOOSTER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT 














20 4 6oD A. 
SCALE* 
A.lz 











PD*5900 *RJR *l*O41FREE NODES 
MODE 2 
TIME (SEC)= n 




MASS (SLUGS) = 
FREQUENCY (RAD/SEC) = 
RATE CYPO LOCATION (SN) = 








C . -I* 
I 
NCRFALIZEE OEFLECTICNS AT --
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION 
RATE GYRO LCATION 
BSTER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT 





= 1.PPOE CP 
7.4246E-O1 
SBOSTER 
NORMALIZED SLOPES AT --
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LCCATION 
RATE GYRO LECAT ION 
ENGINE GIMBAL POINT 
(DEG/FT) 
= -2.6537E O0 
= 2.56e5E DO 
= -9.4898E OP 
SUSTAINER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT = -4. IE67E it 
l0-
......... 
ATATN .. CSN. SCALE 10 
ENGINE SLOPE-COUPLING TERMS --
BOOSTER ENGINE 







tO*iSOO,*RJR *1*8OOFREE NOES SLV-3C AC-13 
- -
NODE 2 T=80. 
TIRE (SECI ­ 080 
GENERALIZED MASS (SLUGS) - 1.G619E 04 
FREQUENCY (RAD/SECI - 3.8448E 01 
so -
- RATE CYRC LOCATION (SK) - 5E.7 
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION (SN) - 551.0 
NORMALIZED CEFLECTIOMS AT -- (FTIFT) 
± 0DISPLACEMESNT GYRO LOCATION - -5.0521E-01 
RATE GYRC LECATION - I.43e0E cc 
oBOOSTER ENGINE GIFBAL POINT I.ECCCE 0O 
C SUSTAINER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT - 1.C5OIE-OI 
o 
N 
NORMALIZED SLOPES AT -- (DEG/FT) 
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION - -2 IE.2E CO 
RATE GYRO LOCATICN - E.1053E AO 
BOOSTER ENGINE GlMBAL POINT a -l.0378E VI 
SLSTAINEP ENGINE GIBAL FCEIT - -4.2623E 00 
xC°LE ENGINE SLOPE-COUPLING TERMS -- (EEGtFT) 
-Ao -o so to Aos  jog o o BOOSTER ENGINE 7.6-24E CC 
SEztOztI MOC A~t *looA SUSTAINER ENGINE . 1.5894E 01 
I. to. 
ND*tEOOt*RJR *1*I12FREE NODES SLV-3C AC-13 
*0 NODE 2 T-11Z. 
...... TIME (SEC) = 112 
GENERALIZED MASS (SLUGS) - 8.4615E 03 
FREQUENCY (RAD/SEC) = 3.8714E 01 
A. RATE CyRC LOCATION (SKI ­ 58.7 
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LCATION (SN) 551.0 
NORMALIZED DEFLECTIONS AT -- FT/FT) 
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION - -5.SqGOE-O1 
RATE GYRO LOCATION 1.1786E 0 
BOOSTER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT I°.croE CA 
SUSTAINER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT 6°916E-CI 
NCRPALIZEC SLOPES AT -- (DEG/Fl) 
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LCCATION - -2.9234E 00 
RATE GYRO LOCATION - f.5426E E0 
BOOSTER ENGINE GIMBAL FCINT - -I.87OTE At 
SuSTAINER ENGINE GIMBAL PCINT - -4.4076E O0 
ENGINE SLOPE-COUPLING TERMS -- (EEG/FT) 
-20 0 00 40 60 60 *2 200 010 BOOSTER ENG(NE 89.0271E CC 
STAt;oc DA CAso SUSTAINER ENGINE 1.6402E 01 
5900-14 





PDI5900*RJR *1*153FREE MCGES SLV-3C AC-1 
DMODE2 1BECO*T=153 
(SECI = 153 
GENERALIZED MASS (SLUGS) = 
FRECUENCY (RADfSEC) = 
RATE GYRC LCCATICN "(SN) -








NCRPALIZED DEFLECTICNS AT --
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION 
RATE GYRO LOCATION 
BOOSTER ENGINE GIPBAL PCINT 











NORPALIZED SLOPES AT --
OISPLACEFENT GYRC LCCATION 
RATE GYRO LOCATION 
BOOSTER ENGINE CIMBAL POINT 
SLSTAINER ENGINE GIPBAL PCINT 
IDEG/T) 
= -24A795E r 
= .6E71E r 
= -2.6156E "1 




i60 90 iso S 
SCALEH xSUSTAINER 
1,, 








I * r43C11 
5o-6900*RJk *1*I5o.FRL MLULS 3LV-3C A-13 
MUOL 2 
Tlft SILC) = 1 
btLtSALIZLU MASS (SLUS = 
FREQUENLY (IAU/SLC)= 
hA7L UY+L LULrIN (Sh) = 









NLI0AL IZi UtILCl(,CNS i --
LISPLACEMLNI bYkO LUCATIUN 
IAATL GYRU LUCATII' 
bUCSIlK LNbsItL UIPoAL PFIINT 
SLSIAINUR ENlINt GIPBAL PUINT 
I TI/FT) 
= -t.9C91E ut 
= -1-.1459E uC 
= t 
1.(tC t CL 
"55 
*" 
IoLHALItLU bLgLEt AT --
UISPLACIENT Ykb LbLATILN 
kA7E uYkds LUCATIUN 
sCSTER INGIN u 1l.AL PGINT 
"SoSiALNCREOCINL GIbAL P0,INT 
IlOt'/FT) 
= -a.3661 36 
= .7227L OC 
= I. 
= -2.o557E 6I 
055o-
STATICSNSERS SCALE X0 
- tiablad sLUPt-CJUI'LII, 











GDC-13TD66-132 July 1987 
MU590*RJR &*IQOFREE MODES SLV-3C AC-13 
_ MODE2 *IPJ *T190. 
7 
-
X TINE (StC) = 19 
GENERALIZED MASS (SLUGS) 
-REQUENCY (RAA'SEC) 
RATE GYKO LOCATION (SN) 











to NORMALILED OtFLECTIONS AT -­ (FT/FT) 
o 
C 
*DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION 
RATE GYRO LOCATION 
bOOSTER ENGINE GIPMAL POINT 








- NORMALIZED SLOPES AT -- (OEG/FT) 
• DISPLACEMENT GYRO LUCATION ='1.4627E 01
 
RATE GYRO LOLATION = -1.3750E 01 
BOOSTER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT = V. 
SUSTAINER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT 2.7014E 01
 
.w. ENGINE SLOPt-CU, PLING TERMS-- (DEG/FT)
 
L r n kENGINE = 0. 
-to -o Ao 40 60 A. 200 00o 
SUSTAINtM ENGINE -5.9757E 02 
MD*5900*RJR *1*221FREE MODES SLV-3C AC-13
 
MODE 2 *NFJ *T-221. 
TIME (SECI A 221 
GENERALIZED MASS "" (SLUGS) - 4.7799E 03 
FREQUENCY 1(9AO/SEC) - 5.1942E 01 
SO RATE GYRO LOCATION (SNI * 5e3.7 
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LGCAtGIN'ISN) * 122.0 
NORMALIZED DEFLECTIONS AT -- (IF/FI 
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCitION" 9.891SE-01 
RATE GYRO LOCATION -2.31SE-01 
BOOSTER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT 0;
 
SUSTAINER ENGINE GIMBAL 'OINT 1.00O E 00 
NORMALIZED SLOPES AT (DEG/FT)
 
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION * 7.3320E 00 
"- RATE GYRO LOCATION a -3.6142E 00 
BOOSTER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT . 0. 
- SUSTAINER ENGINE GI8tAL-POINT - 5.9612E 00, 
EhGINE SLOPE-COUPLING TERMS -- ICEG/FT) 
.00 0 to 40 6* ' 00 00 6 
BOOSTER ENGINE A 0. 








 July 1987 
IS 




TIME (SEC - 249 
GENERALIZED MASS (SLLGS) .1o3268E 03 
FREQUENCY IRAUjSEC) . 5.3585E 01 
RATE GYRO LOCATION (SN) - 5e3.7 
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION (SM - 122.0 
NORPALIZE DEFLECTIONS AT --
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION 






BOOSTER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT 






PORMALIZEC SLOPES AT -
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION 
RATE GYRO LOCATION 
BOOSTER-ENGINE GIMBAL POINT 
SUSTAINER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT 
(CEG/fl) 
- 3.219TE 0 
. -1.8426E 00 
* 0. 
a 2.3196E 00 
.tt -o to 40 65 50 000 0*0 
-,i4., 





. -1.I185E 02 
5900-17 
GDC-BfTD s-132 July AY 
00 ' 
NO*ISOOSiRJR *1400 FREE MODES SLV-3C AC-1l 
MODE 3 
- TIME (SECI - 00 
cGENERALIZED MASS (SLUGS) 
FREQUENCY (RAO/SEC) 
RATE GYRO LOCATION ISN) -







NORMALIZED DEFLECTIONS AT --
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LECATION 
RATE GYRO LOCATION 
BOOSTER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT 




- 1.0020CE cc 
- 1.2058E-01 
£ So 
NORFALIZED SLOPES AT --
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LCATION 
RATE GYRO LOCATION 
BOOSTER ENGINE GIMBAL FECINT 
SUSTAINER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT 
LDEG/FT) 
- 9.6893E--2 
- -2.2991E 00 
- -2.1095E OI 





40 50 *0 000 
S 010 
00 l40. 

















3 T. 40. 
TIME (SEC) 
- 040 
GENERALIZED MASS (SLUGS) 
FREQUENCY (RAD/SEC) 







D-ISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION (SN) - 991.0 
NORMALIZED DEFLECTIONS AT A- (FT/Fl) 
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION a -2.484SE-01 
RATE GYRO LOCATION a 6.7635E-02
 
EOOSTER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT - IOnCOE Co
 
SUSTAINER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT - -3.02SIE-02
 
NORMALIZES SLOPES AT-- DEG/IFT) 
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION - 4.4766E-01
 
RATE GYRO LOCATION - -1.489E 00
 
BOOSTER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT - -2,.3fis 01
 
SUSTAINER ENGINE GIMBAL PCINT = -1.1838E 00
 
ENGINE SLCPE-CDUPLING TERMS -- ICEG/FY) 
-,. .... 40 0 40 000 00 oo~. BOOSTER ENGINE . 2.8082E 01 
AtotI. sos "carAu" o V SUSTAINER ENGINE - 4.6413E 00 
5900-18
 
71GDC-BTDO6-132 July 1967 
KI(*5900*RJR *JEOBOFREE MODES SLV-3C AC-13 
MODE 3 
BC 
TIME (SEC$ = 080 
GENERALIZEG MASS (SLUGS) - 2.3604E 03 
FREQUENCY IRAD/SEC) - 4.T881E 01 
RATE GYRO LCCAIION (SN) ­ 583.7 
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION (SN) - 991.0 
NCRPALIZEC CEFCECTIENS AT -- (FT/FT) 
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION -I.6314E-01 
RATE GYRC LOCATION 5.324SE-02 
BCOSTER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT - 1.O00fE 00 
SUSTAINER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT = -2.SS1OE-01 
NORMALIZED SLOPES AT -- (DEGEFT) 
DISPLACEPENT GYRO LOCATION 8.4160E-01 
RATE GYRO LOCATION = -7.1925E-01 
BOOSTER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT = -2.6956E Cl 
SUSTAINER ENGINE GIPBAL PEINT = 4.6988E-01 
xto-, 
ENGINE SLCPE-CUUPLIG TERMS -- (EEG/FT) 
-oo 10 40 NC 80 100 5 h4 BOOSTER ENGINE - 3.3559E 01 
SUSTAINER ENGINE - -2.3940E 0l 
NOD*tOOj*RJR S1#112FREE MEOES SLV-3C AC-13 
Tfl112. 
MODE 3 
TIME (SEC) = 112 
GENERALIZED MASS (SLUGS) * 3.2485E 03 
FREQUNCY (RAO/SEC) = 4.03752 01 
RATE GYRO LOCATION (SK) - 5e3.7 
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION (SN) ­ 991.0 
NORMALIZED DEFLECTIONS AT -- (FT/FT) 
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION * -8.9531E-02 
RATE GYRO LOCATION - 6.0568E-02 
o BOOSTER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT * 1.OOEOE 00 
SUSTAINER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT - -4.4623E-01 
o NCRPALIZEC SLOPES AT -- (DEG/FT) 
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LCCATION = 1.1730E 00 
RATE GYRO LOCATION - -6.6C83E-01 
SCOSTER ENGINE CIPBAL PINT = -2.9291E 01 
SUSTAINER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT - 2.2183E 00 
00- E)GINE SLOPE-COUPLING TERMS-- bEG/FTr 
BOOSTER ENGINE = !.765E 01 
-10 20 40 80 0 0 50 20 





MO.5900i*RJR *14I53FREE MODES SLV-3C AC-13 
MOOE 3 .tBECO*T153. 
TIME (SEC) 153 
GENERALIZED MASS ISLUGS) - l.201E G4 
FREQUENCY (RAD/SEC) - 4.9527E 01 
RATE GYRC LCCATICN (SNI ­ 5E3.7 
DISPLACEMENT GYAC LCCATICP (SMl - 991.0 
-, " NERVALIZEC rEFLECTIONS AT --
DISPLACEMENT GYRC LCCATION 
RATE GYRO LOCATION 
BOOSTER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT 
(FT/FT) 
- l.n493E (0 
-4.48-4E-0 
. 100nE 00 
C 
SUSTAINER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT 
NORMALIZED SLOPES AT --
- -5.7175E-01 
(DEG/FT) 
DISPLACEMENT GYRC LCCATION 
RATE GYRO LOCATION 
-EOSTER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT 
SUSTAINER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT 
- 3.1841E 
- -3.524 E S0 
- -E.IIG2E t1 






4. o *0 £00 
SCA1.1* 550 




- 3.4C87E II 
- -2.SE635 02 




MODES SLV-3L AC-13 
*bPJ *T1S16. 







KATE bYkC LULAIlUI 







NU MALIEO DEFLECICjN$ AT --






kATE GYRU LUCATION 
INblNE ulisBAL POINT 
SUSTAINER ENGINE WIHEAL PUIwT 
= -5.573bE-01 
= 1. 
= I.(&O6E UL 
I 
tNyAALIZLU SLOPES AT - (OG/FTI 
DISPLACEMENT GYO LOCATION 
KATE EYkO LOCATION 
- -3.2444E 00 
= I.4b8lb 00 
UOCSTLM ENGiNE GIPBAL POINT 




-. 0524E OC 
0ENGIIE E-CUUPLI'NU TEMMS -- {E]/ Tl 
-to 
.1111M maxl 











GDC-BTDO-132 July 1967 
MNU*S00I*RJR t,*19OFREE MODES SLV-3C AC-13. 
NODE 3 
TIME (5IC) 19C 
GENERALIZED MASS (SLUGS) = 
PREQUENCY IRAD/SEC) = 
oATE GYRO LOCATION (SN) = 







NORMALIZED UEFLECTIONS AT --
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION 
RATE 6YRD LOCATION 
BOOSTER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT 
SUSTAINER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT 
(FT/FT) 
= 1.1732E 00 
- -7.7232E-O1 
- C. 
= 1.COUOE 00 
NORMALIZED SLOPES AT -
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION 
-RATE GYRU LOCATION 
800TER ENGINE bIMHBAL POINT 
SLSTAINER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT 
(OEG/FT) 
8.4533E 00 
. 1.2089E 00 
= 0. 
- -3.0627E 00 
-to -o 
*TA?00X'mIE$ 
to do 40 00 









- -3.5762E 01 
.... "--
MDO5900*RJR fl*ZZIFREE MODES SLV-3C AC-I3 
MODE 3 *NFJ *T-221. 
TIME (SECI - 221 
GENERALIZED MASS (S-UGSI - 1.2068E 03 
FREQUENCY (RADISEC) - 6.951IE 01 
RATE GYRO LOCATION .(SNI * 5e3.7 
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LCC& ON'(SN) - 122.0' 
t 
0 
NORFALIZEO DEFLECTIONS AT --
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LECAYION 
RATE GYRO LOCATION 
BOOSTER ENGINE GIMBAL'POINt 
SUSTAINER ENGINE GIcXLP'FOINT 
S * 
NORMALIZED SLOPES AT -
DISPLACEMENT 'GYRO LOCATION 
RATE GYRO LOCATION 
BOOSTER ENGINE GIMBAL'PIINI 
SUSTAINER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT 
(FT/FTI 
= 1.0,845E 00 
- -80Se34E-01 
. 0. 
- 1.0OOOE 00 
(CEGIFT3 
- k:0403E-01 
- 1,1TTOE 00 
0. 
- -3.1661E 00 







GDC-BT .32 74 
July 1967 
M005900 *RJR *10Z49FREE NODES SLV-3C AC-I 
MODE 3 
TIFE [SEC) - 249 
GENERALIZED MASS (SLEI 
FREGLENCY (RAc/sEcI 
RATE GYRO LOCATION (SN3 
DISPLACEMENr GYRO LOCATION (SN) 
OSECO*T7249. 
- 1.43SSE 04 




NORMALIZED DEFLECTIONS AT --
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATICN 
RATE GYRO LOCATION 
BOOSTER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT 
SUSTAINER ENGINE GI&'SAL PCItT 
(FT/FT) 
1oE024E GO 
= -I.0269E DO 
. a. 
. 1.00001 00 
* 
,CRPALIZEC SLOPES AT --
OISPLACEFENT GYRO LCCATICP 
RATE GYRO LCCATION 
BCCSTER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT 





- -3.225BE 0C 
-to -o 
*0AtOz kni* 
*0 40 a o 
Lant0 
i o o 









GDC-BTD6S-132 July 1967 
* 
0 
KDO590O0*RJR *1400 FREE NODES 
MODE 4 
TINE (SEC) 00 
GENERALIZED MASS 
FREQUENCY 







4. 356E 01 
583.7 
--- 10 
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION (Sh) = 991.0 
NCRMALIZEC CEFLECTIONS AT --




RATE GYAC LOCATION 
BOOSTER ENGINE GIMBAL PEINT 
= -3.167OE-O] 
= 1.OCOOE 00 
SUSTAINER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT - -8.7278E-01 
NORMALIZED SLOPES AT -- (CEG/FT) 
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION 





BOOSTER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT = -3.0304E 01 






=0 *0 o * ±o .Z 
S¢ALE• x00SUSTAINER 
t 




= 4.21I7E 01 
* -2.6895E 02 
ND*5900*RJR *I44OFREE 
MODE 4 








T IME (SE C = 40 
GENERALIZED MASS (SLUGSI = 
FREQUENCY (RAD/SECI = 
RATE GYRO LCCATION (SN) = 














CRPVALIZEC CEFLECTIONS AT --
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LCCATION 
RATE GYRO [COAT ION 
BOOSTER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT 
SUSTAINER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT 





= 1.nnlE CC, 




RATE GYRO LOCATION 
BOOSTER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT 
. 5.1389E 00 
-2.2021E Cl 
0:00 [_ENGINE SUSTAINER ENGINE GI[BAL PCINT SLOPE-COUPLING TERMS -- 2.0839E 01 (CEG/FT) 
-tO - 0 40 so *o so I.o I.o BOOSTER ENGINE = 3.3745E Cl 




GDC-BTDl86a32 July 1967 
'O*590O,*PJR *AC8OFREE MODES SLV-3C AC-13 
ODET 
8C. 
...... TIME (SEC) . D80 
4C GENERLZEE MASS ISLUGS)= 1.03Ege 06 
FREQUENCY (RAD/SEC) * 5.0598E 01 -
--- RATE GYRO LOCATION (SM) ­ 563.7 
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LCCATIO (SNl - 991.0 
0 
hCRMALIZE£ CEFLECTIONS AT (FT/FT) 
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION a 4.05301 D0 
RATE GYRO LOCATION -1.6974E 0 
BOOSTER ENGINE GIMBAL PCINT 1.0f00 COD 
SUSTAINER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT a 1.2768E 00 
NORMALIZED SLOPES AT -- (EEG/FT) 
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION = -1.7314E 01 LX 
RATE GYRO LOCATION - 1.3877F 01 LX 
BOOSTER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT . 9.1426E 01 
SUSTAINER ENGINE CIPBAL POINT a 7.6!48f '1 
ENGINE SLOPE-COUPLING TERMS -- (DEG/FT) 
SCOSTER ENGINE = -1.1438E 02 
SUSTAINER ENGINE - -2.7738E 03 
T- I.-
D*900*RJR *l*112FREE NODES SLV-3C AC-13 
MODE 4 7-112. 
TIME (SEC) = 112 
1 GENERALIZED MASS FRECUENCY (SLUGSI tRAD/SEC| = = 1.3842E 06 5.1525E 01' 
RATE GYPC LCCATION (SN) a 5e?.7 
o F "' -I" DISPLACEMENT * * GYRO * LCCATICN ISN) a 991.0 
, "-- I NORPALIZEC DEFLECTICNS AT -- (FT/PT) 
DISPLACEMENT GYRO-LOCATION - 2.9168E 00 
RATE GYRC LECATION = -;.6456E CO 
o BOOSTER ENGINE GIMBAL OCINT a 1.7C00E On 
SUSTAINER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT a E.9554E 00 
T 
NORMALIZED SLOPES AT -- (DEG/FT) 
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION a -2.876CE 011 
RATE GYRO LOCATION - I.27OlE 01 
BOOSTER ENGINE CIRAL POINT a 2.456AE P2 L 
SUSTAINER ENGINE GIBAL PCIhT a 5.8396E 0! 
ENGINE SLCPE-COUPLIG TERMS -- (CEGEFTI 
-0 t. 44 BOOSTER ENGINE - -. 4774E 02 




GDC-BTD65-12 July 1987 
MD*5900i *RJR *I*153FREE MODES SLV-3C AC-13 
0° \ -, MODE4 *BECO*Tfl53. 
TIME (SEC) - 153 
to, - GENERALIZED MASS (SLUGS) = 4.6485E C3 V 
-, FROUENCY (RAD/SEC) = 5.9201E 01 
St RATE GYRO LOCATION (SN) 5E3.7 
DISPLACEMENT GYRC LECATIEN (SN) = 991.0 
NORPALIZED DEFLECTIONS AT -- (FT/FT) 
DISPLACEMENT GYRC LCCATION -1.0398E GO 
RATE GYRO LOCATION -l.304BE 00 
BOOSTER ENGINE GIPBAL FCINT = 1.0000E 0 
SUSTAINER ENGINE GII'BAL POINT = I.BE78E 00 
NORMALIZED SLOPES AT -- (CEG/FT) 
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION = -E.5601E CC-
RATE GYRC LCCATICN = 5.6256E 00. 
BOOSTER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT = 1.4E82E 0I -
SUSTAINER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT = -7.1482E 05 
ENGINE SLOPE-COUPLING TERMS -- (DEG/FT) 
-70 ____ 
-to -o 00 to so so too to is , BOOSTER ENGINE -3.4402E 01 
St= SNUS SALE* ott .UL.SUSTAINER ENGINE -1.1267E 02 
mo8590*O&JR 
4 
e*I5oFREE NUDES SLV-3C AC-i 
MODE 4 *BPJ *T=156. 
TIrE (SEC) = 156 
r 
-o- GENERALIZED MASS (SLUGS) = 6.2659E 02 
FREUENCY (RAD/SEC) = 6.7739E 01 
-50 RATE GYRO LOCATION (SN) = 583.7 
DISPLACEMENT GYRU LOCATION (SN) = 991.0 
N6IMALIZEO DEFLECTIUNS AT -- (FT/FT) 
-1. UISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION = -. b949E-01 
RATE GYRO LUCATION -4.6324E-01 
BOOSTER ENGINE GIRbAL POINT C. 
L 
C -- SUSIaTNER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT 1.000OE 00 
o NURNALILEU SLOPES AT -- (DEG/FT) 
St-DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION =-3.3214E 00 
RATE GYRO LOCATION = 1.7477E 00 
BOOSTER ENGINE GIPBAL POINT = 0. 
SUSTAINER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT - -3.3683E 00 
050'1 ENGINE SLUPE-COUPLING TERMS -- (DEG/FT) 
-to -o to 40 *0 50 000 50 50 BOCSTER ENGINE = 0. 
.tatAt u10 SCLE zo SUSTAINER ENGINE = -3.4197E 01 
5900-25 
ODC-BTD6S.132 78 July 1967 
NO*59001*KJR *1*19C REE MODES SLV-3C AC-13 
MODE 4AIPJ *T-190. 
TIME (SEL) =,- 19C 
bENERALIZED MASS (SLUGS) - 1.0OO& 03 
FREQUENCY tRAD/SEC) - 7.050EG 01 
RATE oYRU LOLATION (SN) r 563.7 
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION (SN) - 122.G 
NLkMALIZEO UELECTIONS AT -- (fT/FT) 
DISPLACELNt GYRO LOCATION = 6.T368E-01 
MATE GYkO LOCATION = -7.IOU2E-O1 
E -- bOOSTER ENWINE GhIRAL POINT - C. 





ORMALIZEO SLOPES AT -- IDEG/FT) 
s DISPLACEMENT bYRD LOCATION - 1.611db 00 
RATE GYRO LOCATION - 1.5383E 00 
-- CSTLR INbINE bIIdAL POINT = 0. 
SUSIAINER ENGINE GIMbAL POINT = -3.4961E 00 
.ILI* 
ENGINE SLOPE-COUPLING TERMS -- (DEG/FT) 
------ USTEk ENGINE GO. 
-0 -o 00 40 0 8go I.0 t0 0 
SLSTAINER ENGINE -3.1293E 01 
ND*5900 *RJR *I*221FREE HIDES SLV-3C AC-13 
PCOE 4 .*NFJ *To22. 
TIRE (SEC) -' 221 
GENERALIZED MASS (SLUGS) = 1.6207E 02 
FRECUENCY (PAO)SECI= 0.7016E 01 
RATE GYRO LOCATION ISN) t 503.7 
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION SNt - 122.0 
NORMALIZED DEFLECTIONS AT -- (FT/FT) 
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION" = -9.1748E-02 
RATE GYRO LOCATION - -5.7963-41 
BOOSTER ENGINE CIMSAL'POINt a 0. 
SUSTAINER ENGINE GIRDALPOt" - 1.00000 00 
NCRMALIZEE SLOPES AT -- (CEIFT) 
' DISPLACENENT GYRO LCAYTfw - -2.4267e DO 
-- -RATE GYRO LOCATION - 2.030E 00 
BOOSTER ENGINE GIMBAL PrINt * 0. 
SUSTAINER ENGINE GISiAL'POIkT c*-4.360C 00 
±30-80 * *, 
ENGINE SLOPE-COUPLING TERRI - (CEG/FT) 
t. -o d .0  M0 210 
* a.. a a BOOSTER ENGINE 0 0. 





GDC-BTDfB-132 July 1967 
'0' 
Ic.5900.tJARIt*249FEE ACDES SLV-3C AC 13 
MODE 4 
TIME (SEC) - Z249 
GENERALIZED MASS iSLUGS) 
FREQUENCY (RAD/SEC) -
RATE GYRO LOCATION (SN) -






NORMALIZED DEFLECTIONS AT -- (FT/FT 
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION 
RATE GYRO LOCATION 
BOOSTER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT 




- 1.00OE 00 
NORPALIZEO SLOPES AT-
-DfISPLA.MENT-GfEO CCATICN 
RATE GYRO LOCATION 
BOOSTER ENGINE GIMOAL POINr 





- 3.6800E 00 





* -2.248E 01 
5900-27
 
G D C ' n a 6 "I S 2J u l y 1 9 8 7180 
.5Q000.t*PJR *PO0 FREE NODES SLV-3C AC-I3 
*-;.-NODE 5 T-LAL 4 
. TIME (SEC) - 00 
---- GENERALIZED MASS (SLUGSI = 2.6235E 0G 
I FREQUENCY INAOlSECI a. 5.310SE 01 
0--RATE GYRO LOCATION ISN) 5 3.7 
OISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION (Sh) 91.0 
o 
NORPVALIZEC DEFLECTIONS AT (FT/FT) 
*"DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION . -1.67106 Go 
RATE GYRO LOCATION 3.0960E 8 
0.0 BCOSTER ENGINE GIMBAL PCINT . 1.0000E o0 
L SUSTAINER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT - 5.38042 00 
o 
N 
NORMALIZED SLOPES AT ­ (EG/FTI 
P - DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION = -2.5264E 02 
RATE GYRO LOCATION 
. -1.73s3E 01 0/ 
BOOSTER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT' - 1.0132E V 
SUSTAINER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT - -2.7081E-01 
ENGINE SLOPE-COUPLING TERMS -- (DEGIFT) 
.=l - *6 40 40 60 too too u - - BOOSTER ENGINE -1.6230E 02 
SIToo ,t. t, xo SUSTAINER ENGINE = -. 514E 02 
NO*590 01*RJR A, O4OFREE NODES SLV-3C AC-I3 
NOD/MiE 5 1- 40. 
TINE (SEC) = - 40 
W GENERALIZED MASS ISLUGS) - 1.VA7SE 04-
FREQUENCY (RAO/SEC) - 5. E2OE 01 
itt RATE GYRC LCCATION (SNI - e3.7 
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION [SN) - 991.0 
t tO *k $ * 
o 
£ NCRIALIZEC CEFLECTIONS At -- IFT/FT) 
*, DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION -1.268E 00 
RATE GYRO LOCATION a I°.O3EE 00 
--- BOOSTER ENGINE GI#BAL PCINT - I.OOOE 0 
L SUSTAINER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT - 2.1277E 00 
NORMALIZED SLOPES AT- (OEGIFT) 
D,'ISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION - -8.2572E 00 
" RATE GYRO LOCATION - -7.3376E 0 
// BOOSTER &EGINE GIMBAL POINT - 1.9422E 01 
r SUSTAINER ENGINE GIMBAL PCINT - -7.2864E 00 
, ENGINE SLOPE-COUPLING TERNS -- ICEG/FT) 
-2o -o .0 oto BOOSTER ENGINE = -4.142TE 01 






GDC-BTDOB-132 July 1967 
NO*M0 1 fld4 44S810F21E UK$SSLV-3C AC-13 
40 ____ MOE S T- 80. 
TIME (SEC) . O80 
G5ENERALZED MASS (SLUGS) - e.1945E 05 
FREQUENCY (RAG/SEC) - 6.5929E 01 
to-RATE GYRO LOCATION (SN) - 583.7 
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION ISN) - S9I.0 
NOAALIZEO OEFLtCTIONS AT (FT/FT) 
OISPLACEMENT GYRO LCCATIOM - -1.3418E 00 
RATE GYRO LOCATION - 4.1594E 00 
K 0 
BOOSTER ENGINE GIMBAL PCINT .1o.OOOOE 00 
SUSTAINER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT - 1.5522E 00 
K 
o NORMALIZED SLOPES AT -- (CEG/FTI 
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION - -6.4728E 001 
RATE GYRO LOCATION - 6.8100E 00 ' 
BOOSTER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT * 5.9518E 00 2 
SUSTAINER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT -7.90C6E 00 
ENGINE SLOPE-COUPLING TERMS -- (DEG/FT) 
20 4 &COSTER ENGINE = -2.2594E 01 
SIATIC NUw[S SCALE. zoo SUSTAINER ENGINE -6.4041E 01 
MD*O5Oo*tJR 1*112FfEE NODES SLV-3C AC-13 
T=.12. 
MODE S 
TINE (SEC) * 112 
GENERALIZED MASS (SLUGS) - 2.6107E 06 
FREQUENCY (RAD/SEC) = 6.5967E 01 -
RATE GYRO LOCATION (SN) = 5E3.7 
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION (SN) - 991.0 
£ NORYALIZEC CEFLECTIONS AT -- (FT/FT) 
---
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION -1.2797E 00 
RATE GYRO LOCATION - 6.5369E 00 
-
- - BOOSTER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT = 1.000'E 00 
SUSTAINER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT - 1.5376E 00 
NORMALIZED SLOPES AT -- IEG/FT) 
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION -6.3E37E 00 
RATE GYRO LOATION * 1.4752E 01 
BOOSTER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT - 5.9C79E 00 
SUSTAINER ENGINE GIMBAL FPINT - -7.5829E 00 
0000 ENGINE SLCPE-COUPLING TERMS -- (EEG/FT) 









GDC-BTD86-132 Jaly 1067 
- -
940*341-RJR #*I3FREE MOES SLV-3C AC-13 
NGDE 5 
TIME (SEC) - 153 
GENERALIZEO MASS (SLUGS) 
FRECENCY (RAD/SECt 
RATE GYRO LOCATION (SN) * 







NORIALIZEC DEFLECTIONS AT 
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION 
(FT/FT) 
* -1.4726E 00 
0 ---
RATE GYRO LOCATION 
8BOOSTER ENGINE GIMBAL PRINT 
-1.4696E01 
- laOOfE C' 
C 
oU 
-- ~tnt . a 
-
SUSTAINER ENGINE GIPBAL POINT 
NORMALIZED SLOPES AT --
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION 
RATE GYRC LCCATICh 
BOOSTER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT 
SUSTAINER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT 
= 1.5427E OC 
(DEG/FT) 
- -7.9152E Cc' 
- 7.2952E On 
- 5.7754E 0 
- -8.6511E 00 
-z o = n * = oa40 4 
ENGINE SLOPE-COUPLING TERMS -
BOOSTER ENGINE 
(IEG, 0TI 
- -2.3440E DI 
STATI=uIU ocazno 
'.955. 
SUSTAINER ENGINE - -6.4E23E 01 




TIME (SEC) = 156 
GENERALIZED MASS (SLUGS) - 9.0208E 02 
FREUUEhCY (RAD/SECI - 7.3951E 01 
RATLGYkC LOCATION (SN) = 583.7 
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION ISN) = 991.0 
oto 
NORRALIZEO DEFLECTIONS AT --
*--DISPLACEMENT GYRU LOCATIUN 
RATE GYRO LOCATIUN 





SUSTAINER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT 1.OOOOE 00 
o NORMALIIED SLUPES AT --
IIISPLAGLIENT GYRO LOCATION 
RATE GYRU LOCATION 
,UGSTEX ENGINE bIMBAL POINT 
SUSTAINER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT 
(DEG/ETi 
- -3.4167E 00 
- 2.1646E 00 
= U. 





a 40 00go 000 
-ILA*o 
0 









GDC.-BTD66t132 July 1987 
Ao.5900t0J iII19CFREE MCOLS SLV-3C AC-13 
MOk 5 *IPJ *T=190. 
SISPL (SECI = ISc 
GENERALIZED MASS (SLUGS) = 2.4q34E 02 
f-kEUENCY (RAW/SEC) = 6.i06,E 01 
"ATL uYKC LuCATILN ISN) = 583.7 
LISPLALtNENT 6YRO LOCATIUN (SNI = 122.0 
IjKMALIZEO ULILtLTIUNS AT -- (FT/FT) 
/ 
/uISPLACEMEIT uY&U LCLAIIUN 
RAI GYKO LOCATION 
/LS2t ;LG2I' bZ dAL PINT 
/SbSTAINLR*INGlNE GIMbAL POINT /I = -S.1SGOE-1 -4.b154E-01 a. 1.LCGOE G 
KLP.,ALLEd SL(,PLS AT -- Wt /TI 
* -o OISPLACLMENT GYRO LOCATION = -3.2856E CC 
NATE GYRO LULATIUN = 2.1193L 0D 
-s - - dLGSItf LNuINE GIPAL FLINT = ' 
SUS[AINEI tNGINE GIMBAL POINT = - .24 
9 
1c 
.Nt, IIILSLCPL-LCUPLINC TEKMS -- (UEG/F) 
adCSELR ENGINE = C. 
.... SUSTAI.NtR E.GINk = -2.5676E 01 
MD*5900 *RJR *1*221FREE MODES SLV-3C AC-13 
ASS8 5 *NFJ *T-22I. 
TIME (SEC) = 221 
GENERALIZED MASS (SLUGS) - 4.7163E 03 
FREQUENCY -RAD>SEC)1.2542E 02 
RATE GYRC LCCATICN (SN) = 583.7 
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION (SN) t 122.0 
NORMALIZED DEFLECTIONS AT -- (FT/FT) 
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION" = -2.1282E 00 
RATE GYRO LCCATION - 4.5411E-l 
BOOSTER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT . 
SUSTAINER ENGINE GIPBAL'POINT - 1.0000E 0 
NORPALIZED SLOPES AT ­ (DEC/FTI 
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOZATION w 1.3967E 01 
RATE GYRO LOCATION * 2.7244E 00 
BOOSTER ENGINE GIMBAL PCINT = 0. 
-o SUSTAINER ENGINE GIPBAY POINT - -6.2492E O 
ENGINE SLCPE-COUPLING TERMS -- (DEG/FT) 
BOOSTER ENGINE = C. 
SUSTAINER ENGINE -2.OBE 01 
5900-31 
GDC-f3TD6S-132 84 July 1987 
MD*5900 *RJR SlW249FREE MODES LV-3C AC-13 
,o-- - - - - - -
MODE 5 
TIME (SEC) 249 
GENERALIZED MASS (SLUGS) -
FREQUENCY (RAD/SEC) 
RATE GYRC LOCATION ISN) . 
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LEGATION (SN) -
*SECO*1-249. 
1.5021E 03 




NORMALIZED DEFLECTIONS AT --
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION 
RATE GYRO LOCATION 
BOOSTER ENGINE GIMBAL PCINT 
SUSTAINER ENGINE GIMBAC POINT 
(FT/FT) 
- -1.0650E 00 
* -5.6296E-O1 
- 0. 
* l.OOOE 0O 
oo - - I NORMALIZED SLOPES AT --
DISPLACEMENT GYRO LOCATION 
RATE GYRO LOCATION 
BOOSTER ENGINE GIMBAL POINT 
SUSTAINER ENGINE GIPAC POIT 
(DEG/FT) 
. 3.6256E 00 
. 3.3277E 00 
C. 
-6.9004E 0O 
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88 1.ATLAS SLV3 /Bt 
Thrust Versus Time 
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ATh;AS SLV3VBUMMB -2 91 
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15 X q 
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0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 
TIME - SECONDS 
00 
ATLAS SLV 3A/BURNER 2,MOMENT OF INERTIA VERSUS TIME,SUSTAINER PHASE 
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ATLAS SLV 3A/BURNER 2, CENTER OF GRAVITY VERSUS TIME, SUSTAINER PHASE 
,LI 
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0n 
Ilaf 
i ~~ ~ ~~~5 0 
. .. 
.7.13.5799.135 
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TAS SLV3A/BUBWJ 2, -BENDING MODAL FMEUECS (w~m) VERlS TIM 103 
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O 201 01 
ATLAS SLV3A/BtMM 2: MODAL SLOPES AT THE BOOSTER ENGINE GIMBAL 106 
(0jTYozT"'03Tl)., STATION 1212 
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ATIAS SLV3A/BUR= 21 MODAL SLOPES AT THE BOOSTER ENGINE GIMBAL 107 
(042 1.105TS ), STATION 1212 
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ATIAS SLV3A/BUBNER 21 MODAL SLOPES AT THE RATE GYROS 
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ATTAS SLV3A/BURW3R 2,, MODAL SLOPES AT THE RATE: GYROS 
(01 4,Ir,-'0'5RG ), STATION 577 
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ATjAS SLv3/,'BUE 21 SUSTAINER PHASE 114
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4TIAS SLYaA/IIURTT; USTAINER PHASE 
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117ATIAS SMA/Blplll _ I-PUSTAINER PHASE 
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ATTAS SLV3A/BUMR 2., SUSTAINM PHASE' 118 
ON AT THE SUSTAINM ENGINE GIMAL 
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120 AT-,AS qLV3A/ mFFE-a 2zUSTAINER PHASE 
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123 -ATLAS SLV3A!BURNEM 2, SUSTAINER PHASE 
•MODAL 	 SLOES AT THE- ATEGYO 
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ATLAS SLV3A/BURfF 2, SUSTAINER PHASE 
MODAL SLOPES AT THE PATE GYROS
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ATLAS SLV3A/BUNXR 2, SUSTAINER PHASE 
MODAL SLOPES AT THE GUIDANCE SENSORS
 
















ATLAS SLV 3A/BURNER 2, SLOSH MASS VERSUS TIME 
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ATLAS SLV3A/BURNER 2, SLOSH MASS ATTACH STATION VERSUS TIME 
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ATTAS SLV3P./BURMM 2, SUSTAINER PHASE 133 
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Atlas SLV3A/Burner 2 
Bending Mode Data 
Parameter 	 Printout 
Bending Mode Frequency OMEGA (rad/sec) 
Bending Modal Mass TOTAL MASS ( Slugs) 
Bending Mode Deflection Y/Q ED PHI (non dimensional) 
Bending Mode Slope PHI PR (inch 1 ) 
Primary Statioins 
Engine Gimbal 1212 inches 
Atlas Position Gyros 991 
Atlas 	Rate Gyros 577 
Guidance Sensors 	 375 
NOTE: 	 Beam 2 contains the booster engines. The sustainer engine 
and vehicle structure are represented by Beam 1. 
- " w .- '°-rr- - r -- ,-0* .-....... 
-- "---
­
_____________ ____ IStart BooFtg _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
D" 1 Atlas SLV3A/Burner 2
 
BEA M I- .. . .... .. ..
 
OMEGA OMEGA SUARED TOTAL MASS GENERAlIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION
 
------- _ __ DM ACLERATION 
1.80811105E+C1 3.26926558E+02 8.16403912 .t02 7.94933489t+Q)Z 7.30477129E+02 0.
 
:TATIqN-IN INTQ -PHI DX M- LB IN/IN- -Q -IN 8.SLOPE I/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PRIME W/IN
 
:-5.7O00E+01_O. 0. .. . -- -8k533902E02 9.34241383E+0O -1,86533902E-02 
-3.70000E+-01 1.20652761E+02 .2 806 §_413171E+02 -1.86416399E-02, -. t.g 8,96798069E+00 -1,87831029E-02
 
-2.50000E+01 2.26899361E+ 2 1.33808488E+04 8.27122220E+02 -1.858751Q1-02 8.73978597E+00 -1.9074D526E-02
 
... 4.39421610+2 4.1723-7221E+04 1.43461741E+03 -1.82Q98936E-02 8.26246602E-30 -1.89830448E-02
 
2,5QO$DEP1 6.40p6g7-9E+p2 8.t28§8 E+4 2,0e8153@8Et03 -1.79206618E-02 7.79104594 +0D -1.8494420IE-02
 
5.00000E+01 8.29086549E+02 1.418547 53Et05 2.5484@4E+03 -1.76239298E-02 7.33203810E+00 -1.81902549E-02
 
IL.5UOOC+01_l.0067265E+G3 
2-1.7i39E@ _ 9 9562886Et%3 -1.73650255E-2 6.881672322E+00 -i.19012164E-02 
1.OOOO0E+02 1.17321648E+03 2.94402727E+05 3.532142572+03 -l.703318262-D2 6.43700883E*00 -1.7652856 
1.2500E+02 1.32866520E+03 3.832553TE+05 3.97647737E+03 -1.65852373E-02 6. 0034341E+D0 -1.72828649E-02 
.50000E+02 1 .4 202E +3 4.92969384E-+05 4.38995564E+03 -1.60065714E-12 5.57400036E2+0 -1.67767391E-02
 
l75000E+02 1.60756379E+03 6.07575483E+05 4.77367646E+03 -1.56795041E-02 5.16632167E+00 -1.61568718E-02
 
2.00000E+02 1.73171335Et)3 7.31412716E+05 5:12854312E+03 -1.52814358E-02 4.76677262E+00,-l.5794290lE-02
 
2.,25000+02 1.84599663E03 8.63767550E+05 5 45520417E-D3 -1.48D70849E-02 4,37726649E D+ -1*53526053E-02
 
2.50G00E+02 1.95C69811E+03 1.00394449E+06 5.75447346E+03 -1.43265356E-02 4.00166663E+00 -1.46143992E-02
 
2.75000E+02 2.04623506E+03 1.15127316E+06 6.02754642E+03 -1.39725262E-02 3.64276046E+00 -1.41323403E.02
 
3.00000E+02 2.13293223E+03 1.30511133E+06 6.27535557E+03 -1.36543074E-02 3.29414248E00 -1.37674958E-02
 
7.2oaF+0 2 2.2110)21922+03 1.46C48359E0 76.49856201E+03 .-1.3-35.79834E--02 2.95402727E+00 -1.34468012E-0 I 
3.50000E+02 2,280f7583F+03 1.62983922E+06 6.69774153E+03 -1.30760039E-02 2.62160853E*30 -1.31496921E-02 
3.75OOE+02 2.34214904E+03 2.70719850E+06 1.78179496E+04 -1.26884172E-02 2.29510588E+00 -1,28524584E-02 
3.85000E02 2.36446140E+03 2.88538754E+06 1.78198393E+D4 -1.25256944E-02 2.16744421E+00 "-1o26798452E-02 
4.00000E+02 Z.39555895E+03 3.15656992E+06 1.85357144E+0, -1.22944861E-02 1.97906378E+00 -1.24432479E-02 
4.25000E+02 2.44118375E+03 3.65822055E+06 2.20085982E+04 -1.18966514E-02 1.67207716E+t3 -1.215152802-02 
450000E+02 2.47923600E+03 4.27343191E+06 2.745481562+04 -I.14126917E-02 1.37314137E+0 -1IA8004716E-02 
4.75000E+02 2.50993613F+03 5.03929221E+06 3.39035138E+04 -l.08864745E-02 1.D8448094E+00:-l.i3D63323E-D2 
1L,0O000E+02 2.53356623E+03 5.96937952E+06 4.04465298E+04 -I.4302991E-02 8.07409600E-0 -10o8747665E-D2
 
5.25000E+02 2.55040142E+03 7.05526649E+06 4.62289242E+04 -1.00279256E-702 5.4088318DE-0I -1.03600733E-02
 
5.50000E+02 2.56068781E+03 8.26637545E+06 5.02496832E+04 -9.52803465E-03 2.81580755E-01 -I.02357767E-02
 
5.75000E+02 2.56460674E+03 9.54687692E+06 5.17853642E+04 -8.81001605E-03 3.41046499E-02 -9.53938738E-03
 
5.77000E+02 2.56465594E+03 9.65046945E+06 1.50873836E-02 -9477T3249E-Q3 1 
6.00000E+02 2.56257067E+03 1.08361420E+07 5.09820669E+04 -7.98798476E-03 -1.9424574E-01 -8.70604204E-03 
r Lo 
- - - - - --
0.25UO0E+G2 2.55510384F+$3 1.20781830E+07 4.80442743E±Q4 -7!0635264E-03 -4.00091918E-01 -7.74020596E 03 I
 
6.51000E+32 2.54280745E+C3 1.32225332E-7 4.32088962E+04 -6.04252301E-03 -5.80227476E-01 -6.65109901E-03 I
 
6.75OOE+02 2.52636131E+ 3 1.4225032CE+C7 3.67430172E+04 -4.93467950E-03 -7.31730699E-01 -5.45218678E-03 I
 
7.00003E+02 2 .5n6 5 1 36 2E+0 3  1.50485393E+07 2.89406023E+D4 -3.75298212E-03 -8.52063568E-01 -4.16059624E-03 I
 
7.25000E+02 2.48407C31E+03 1.56635576E 07 2.011"83060E+04 -2.5131083OE-03 -9.39155290E-01 -2.79646472E403 ­'
 
7.50000E+02 2.45988249E+,3 1.60487386E+07 1.06105436E+04 -1.23278868E-03 -9.91468819E-01 -1.38223296E-03 I
 
7.750002+02 2.43482661-+03 1.61912594E+07 7.63894215E+02 2.70976408E-05 -1.308176282'-00 1#7304122-5-,%

8.00(sOOE+02 2.4.)977346E+03 1.60869559E+07 -9.08127977E+03 1.16462515E-03 -9.91795359E-01 1.26900767E-03
 
8.25C00E+02 2.38551016E+C3 1.57397807E+07 -1.86172997E+34 2.19925118E-03 -9.45709401E-01 2.41324313E-03 t
 
8.50')0E+.2 2.36274257E+ 3 1.5161,088E+07 -2.75641262E+04 3.16017592E-03 -8.72186403E-01 3.4630784DE-03
 
8.75uOOE+02 2.34212619E+03 1.43686351E+07 -3.56651645E+04 4.0i7812152-03-7.74042770E-01 4.37806634E03
 
9.000$0E+02 2.3Z423293E+C3 1.33868558E+07 -4.24943655E04 4.77038869E-03 -6.54483795E-01 5.16753230f-03
 
__9.25000E+U2- 2.3956181E+03 1.22655177E+07 -4.69801386E+04 5.41371976E-03 -5.16856343E-01 5,79259185E-_003j
 
9.50000E+(2 2.29851752E+03 1.10489545E'+i -5.016264-41 *4- 5.-943-89560 -03 -3.64959926E-01 6.34843305E-03
 
9.75000E+02 2.29143669E+03 9.76690239E+06 -5.22035576E+04 6.41717660E-03 -1.99985958E-01 6.83817304E-03
 
9.91u0iE+02 2.28912784E+03 8.92563250E+Q6 -5.28694375E+04 6.68909383E-03 -8.83187362E-02 7.11546026E-03
 
1.00COE+03 2.28862409E+03 8.44902778E 06 -5.30147818E04 6.83125192E-03 -2.3627746'E D2 7.25879048EU01
 
1.02500E+03 2.29C34431E+D3 7.12704519E+06 -5.25206390E+(4 7.18475049E-03 1.62350891E-01 7.59506799E-63 if
 
1.05030E+03 2.29680997E+03 5.83438924E+06 -t.06597804E+04 7.46882248E-03 3.55737576E-01 7.8646a2022r03 :F
 
1.07503E+03 2.36818414E+03 4.60584409E 06 -4.73850481E+64 7.69412429E-03 5.54746387E-01 8.04774405E-03
 
1.10000E+03 2.32458473E+n3 3.47720286E+06 -4.26627404E+04 7.86388361E-03 7.57674701E-01 8.17529047E-03
 
-1.125Cf02+C03 
 2.346078732+03 2.485232302+0.6 -3.63537761E+04 7.96296547E-03 9.620623612-01 8.202996402-03
 
1.133002+03 2.35403787E+03 2.20426909t+06 -3.38595934 0; 7.98553055E-03 1.02772249E+00. 8.21126i17E01
 
1.16000E+03 2.38478554E+03 1.42015060E+06 -2.47628037E+04 8.04193655E-03 1.25006557E+00, 8.2572S528.-03'
 
1._190LE+03 2.4260C396E±03 7.24760629E05 -1.95326614E+04 8.07788351E-03 1.497601.,0E+0. 8.226642i9E436
 
1.20600E+03 2.45141738E+03 4.37798139E+05 -1.65785557E+04 8.08821430E-03 1.62905491E+00 8.20663256E-03
 
1.21200E+3 2.46C'93856E+u3 3.86190745E+05 -8.47456845E+03 8.09559105E-03 1.67800689E+00 8.16712415E-03
 
1.22500E+03 2.48344472E+13 2.79700198E+05 -7.90273253E+03 8.10861802E-03 1.78447840E 00 8.21864787E-03
 
1.24200E+03 2.514979832+03 1.52077357F+05 -7.1015411E+03-8.11965485E-03-1.926130272 0 8.514i8491E403
 
1.250000E+3 2.530661022+03 9.68495802E 04 -6.70309816E+03 8.12266555E-03 1.99416865E+00 *.495D50g9E03,
 
.1.26418E+03 2.55979060E+03 6.99622347E+03 -5.96293676E+03 8.12486261E-03 2.1143600D4E+00 18.456,13687E403
 
1.2641800flE+3 TOTAL DEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM = 2.485680902O0
 
1.26418E+03 2.55979060E+03 6.99622347E+03 -8.75841022E+02 8.12486261E-03 2.11436004E+00 8.17352044E-03 1
 
1.27500E+03 2.58314547E+03 7.(08186816E+(2 -2.82413705E+02 8.12497180E-03 2.20262117E+00 8.14066145E-013
 
1.280002+03 2.594260242+03 2.96674878E-14 1.55185002E-15 8.12497540E-03 2.24328538E 00. 8.12497540.mE-0
 
- ----- , 

LMEA .OMEGASUARED . TOTALMASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ OM ACCELERATION . 
1.80811105E+01 3.26926558E+02 8.07512953E+00 2.95455521E+01 2.91327444E+01 0.
 
STATION IN INTG. PHI DX MIl LB IN/IN . V/Q-LBTN- BSLOPE 1/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI" PHI-PRIME-1INIW 
1.160±0E+. 3 .. .. 0. 9,97363153E-03 122581284E*0 0 9.9 736 1 53
0 -E7'3 $3
 
1.16200E+03 2.46530348E+OC 7.02410942E+03 3.51460960E+03 9.97363855E-03 1.24561963E+00 9.90334636E-03
 
1.16400E+03 4.97634941E+00 1.40554498E+04 3.51673636E+D3 9.97365963E-03 1.26542630E+00 9.9033249OE-03
 
1.16600E+03 7.52700864E+00 2.10910772E+04 3.51889666E+03 9.97369477E-03 1.2852-3294E+00 9.90331684E-03
 
1.16800E+03 1.01172812E+01 2.81310588E+04 3.52109052E+03 9.97374399E-03 1.3O503957E+D00f, 90332ZV8Et0$­
lol7000E+03 1.27471670E+01 3.51754617E+04 3.52331793E+03 9.97380730E-03 1.32484623E+004 9.90304b94Et3 ti

'
Li.isOE+032.64907999+01 7.04661435+ 3.53495823E+03 9.97433541E-063 1.42388084E+00. 9.90363'625',40"31i19000EQ3 4.12247993E+01 1.05874122E+05 354743734Et03 9,975217022-03 1.522920082+00 9.904268285-03
 
1.20000E+03 5.69492283E+01 1.41417687E+05 3.56075530E+03 9,97645339E-03 1,62196733E+00: 9.90523828E-03
 
1.20600E+03 6.68593309E+01 1.62807248E+05 3.56914877F+03 9.97736604E-03 1.6814D094E+00 9.90598306E-03
1.21007E+03 7.36654226+01 1.E6114162+05 -4.170180742+03 9.97777793-03 1.72164509E+00 1$.0115e402)
 
1.21200E+03 7.71288353E+01 1.37776982E+05 -4.16724737E+03 '9.97796719E-03 I.74176759E+.006112tE-52W$!
 
1.220E3 9.13849428E+01 1.04486937E+05 -4.15517302E+03 9.978613182-03 18225983E+00 1-4.0641l'E~G%
 
1.23000E+03 1.10110632E+02 6.30137965E+04 -4.13931311E+D3 9.97917143E-03 1*92287845E+00' 1.00619577E-02 
1.24000E+03 1.29842515E+02 2.17035158E+04 -4.12260099E+03 9.97945373E-03 Z.02349801 +00 ' 1400619057e-02 





'-,'n 4''t/K ag ~ , r> {~ 
________ ______- a.'t O,.d,______ ___'t"_*,. ,b(t' 
to,)* 
II Itwo t-O 
IL___________________Start Booster 
Phase 
MWde 2 Atlas SLV3A/Burner 2 
4BEAM I 0 
OMEGA,:-- OMEGX SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM .. ACCELERATION 
3.656298742+01 1.33685205E+03 8.16403912E+02 8.04939714E+02 6.59964903E+02 0.
 
STATION IN INTG. PHI DX M/Q LB TN/IN . V/Q LB/IN 

J-#790000E+01 O. 0. 0..
 
-3*70000E+01 -2.34113652E+02 -4.22626880E+04 -4.18004021E+03 

-2.50000E+01 -4.37101997E+02 -1.06763844E 05 -6.55286274E+03 

0. -8.31258414E+02 -3.29125150E+05 -1.11601454E+04 
2*50000E+01 -1.18701160E+03 -6.61027331E+05 -1.53183616E2+4 
5.0000E+01 -1.50641319E+03 -1.09150927E+06 -1.90516095E+04 
7.50000E+01 -1.79151409E+03 -1.61026779E+06 -2.24839956E+14 
1.00000E+02 -2.04376160E+03 -2.2C750703E+06 -2.53321631E+04 
1.25000E+D2 -2.26440968E+03 -2.8737940E+06 -2.79108331E+04 
1.50000E+02 -2.45526580m+03 -3.600143:22+06 -3.01411204Et?4 
1.SOOOE+02 -2.61915388E+03 -4.37823060E+06 -3.20564407E+04 
2.00000E+02 -2.75841676E+03 -5.20056492E+06 -3.36838441E+04 
2.25000E+02 -2.87473468E+03 -6.06018596E+06 -3.50429672E+04 
2.50000E+02 -2.97016654E+03 -6.95067410E+06 -3.61579121F+04 
2.75000E+02 -3.04757794E+03 -7.86633306E+06 -3.70622479E+04 
3.00000E+02 -3.10916240E+03 -8.80224744E+06 -3.77817139W+14 
.F3.25000E+02 -3.15648650E+03 -9.75403078E+06 -3.83345436E+04 
3.s50000E+02 -3.19089856E+03 -1.07177175E+07 -3.87364753E+04 
3.75000E+02 -3.21363008E+03 -1.58129519E07 -5.81315491E+94 
3.85000E+02 -3.21975609E+03'-1.63942784E+07 -5.81336687E+04 
4.00000E+02--3.22608273E+03 -1.72695478E+07 -5.86897854E+04 
4.25000E+02 -3.22967294E+03 -1.87518291E+07 -5.96267622E+04 
4.50000E+02 -3.22568626E+0'3 -2.0221731 4E+07 -5.71036013E+04 
4:7500E+02 -3.21552210E+03 -2.15531117E+07 -4.81655538E+D4 
5.00000E+02 -3.20070408E+03 -2.25626199E+07 -3.11708382E+04 

5.25000E+02 -3.18255325E+03 -2.30385222E+07 -5.42321544E+03 

5.50000E+02 -3.16215429E+03 -2.27725095E+07 2.72636885E+04 

5.75L,OOE+02 -3.14072644E+03 -2.16612002E+07 6.17279936E+04 

5.77000E+02 -3.1390077E+03 -2.15349828E+07 6.44886DO4E+14 

















































































































1.16223394E-04 8.58665773E-01 -7.92066752E-04 ­




&.250f0E0 23.003ZS27E+03, -. 69048662E+07 









bizsoo,500E+ot3 066a69852E+03 -7.16686842E+04 ­
IsoO0bE+0,3.0632o0024E+O3 4.65624738E+06 

,- , ,708244E+03 9.17957821E+06 

8.00000E+02 -3.08303709E+03 1.33020887E+07 

8.25000E+0,2 -3.09907291E+03 1.68541036E+07 

8.50000E+02 -3.11808169E+03 1.96988766E+07 

































2 6 iOpqg±j I 1 0920322E+03 
1.26691421E+5 -2.89843550E-03 7.23806996E-01 -4.68282171E-03
 
1.53121718E+05 -4.12467429E-03 5.86002933E-01 -6.28131821E-03
 
1.73279863E+05 -5.04325789E-03 4.13046574E-01 -7.48381934E-03
 













1.28732717E+05 -3.31237401E-03 -7.07637138E-01 
-4.79206041E-03
 
9.81782358E+04 -2.17370482E-03 -8.07963756E-01 -3.25258653E-03
90E,.O , '59l0'6r,2E"3 2.17359820E+07 6.43874809E+04 -9.69023856E-04 -8.68341678E-01 
-1.61940245E-03 
00 '414465:b32.29058999E+07 3.008409852+04 2.427584652-04 -8.88611815-01l -3.84313343E-051."s.z{dOE -t3:-3n301.03 ".2.33076345E+07 2.53122729E+03 1,.40182311E-03 -8.71288907E-01 1.38140998E-03 
2.30555031E+07 -2.24548862E+04 2.45789777E-03 -8.20985161E-31 2.63898556E-03 
2.22010630E+07 -4.55013306E+04 3.48863937E-03 -7.39681825E-01 3.85558558E-03 
2.136480432E+07 -5.88185551E+04 4.12284104E-03 -67231353.E-Dl 4.59718423E-03 
2.08040611E+07 -6.57147856E+04 4.46794363E-03-6.28826006E-1- 4.99791157E-03 
1.89-459455E+07 -8.225638172+04 5.37170878E-03 -4.906756022-01 



























&,4At..-l 2.0'9052S28E+0 + -3,52490384E+04
1.26418000E+03 TOTAL DEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM 

1.26418+03 -3.14872996E+03 2.09052828E+04 -2.60599680E+03 

.T OE+03 -3.13180649E+03 2#12801662E+03 -8,47542612E+02 



































































































OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SO DM ACCELEFRATION ­
3.65629874E+01 1.33685205E+03 8.07512953E+00 1.95393274E+01 1.85838706E+01 0.
 
STATION IN INTG. PHI DX M/Q LB IN/IN VIQ LB/IN B.SLOPE /IN Y/O EQ. PHI PHI PRIME WIN
 
3
:L1.1 6 0 00E+0 0. 0. 0. 1.51607459E-02 4.54551749E-0t 1*51607459E-02 j
 
1.16200E+03 9.3664C817E-01 2.55766570E+04 1.27922548E+04 1.51607715E-02 4.84361725E-01 1.49049264E-02
 
1.16400E+03 1.93517412E+00 5.11645903E+04 1.27957130E+04 1.51608482E-02 5.1417L577E-01 1.49D49340E-02
 
1.16600E+03 2.99332717E+00 7.67596467E+04 1.27993778E+04 1.51609762E-02 5.43981492E-01 1.49049886E-02
S1.16800E+03 4.11110019E+CC 1.02362239E+05 1.28032490E+04 1.51611553E-02 5,7379r563E-31 1*4905M93-t2 1
 
1*17000E+O3 5*28849360E+00 1.27972780E+05 1.28073267E+04 1*51613856E-02 6*03601884E-01 1#49052391E-02
 
1.18000E+03 1.20697937E+01 2.56159176E+05 1.28308127E+04 1.51633061E-02 7.52660547E-01 1.49066898E-02 I
 
1.19000E+03 2.03417728E+01 3.84606.244E+05 1.28594615E+04 1.51665097E-02 9.31739613E-01 1.4993204E-02
 
1.20000E+03 3.01046938E+01 5.13365618E+05 1.28932739E+04 1.51709992E-02 1.05085090E+00 1.49131338E-02
 
1.20630E+03 3.66782522E+01 5.90792631E+05 1.29160404E+04 1.51743116E-02 1.140338D6E+00 1.49159908E-02
 
1.2-1000E+03 4.13632683E+01 5.34173800E+05 -1.41461531E+04 1.51758116E-02 1.20217073E+00. 1.54587346E-02
 
1.21200E+03 4.37985276E+01 5.05869892E+05 -1.41377190E+04 1.51765050E-02 1E23308873E+00 1.54592593E-02.
 
1.22000E+03 5.41579536E+01 3.92929369E+05 -1.41018407E+04 1.51789017E-02 1.35676997E+0 1.546093 e42_
 
1.23000E+03 6.84987239E+01 2.52154835E+05 -1.40521736E+04 1.51810517E-02 1.51138601E+00 1.54620952E-02
 
1.24000E+03 8.43856950E+01 1.11903747E+05 -1.39971515E+04 1.51822649E-02 1.66600839E+00 1.54622079E-D2
 
1.24200E+03 8.77486361E+01 -2.10800609E-07 -4.29665609E-08 1.51823674E-02 1.69692851E+00 1.51823674E-02
 
&PIZ, 
- 1' *'''. ... 
I taO Start Booster Pbas. 
mode 3 Atlas SLV3A/Burmer 2 
'B'EAM 1 
OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GE.NERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION 
4.71521216E+01 2.22332257E+03 8.16403912E+02 8.20673592E+02 2.29146908E+02 1. 





-5.7000E+01-1.30232816E+02 -3o93732075E+04 -. 883626Y6E+53 

2.50000E+01 -2.41971176E+02 -9.91328219E+04 -6.05598446E+03 

1' 
0. -4.54406444E+[2 -3.03272615E+05 -1.01857493E+04 
2.50000E+01 -6.39767723E+02 -6.04029632E45 -1.378892642+04 
5.0DOOOE+01 -7.99972365E+02 -9.88654212E+05 -1.69029748E+04 
7.50000E+01 -9.36915530E+02 -1.44541194E+06 -1.95649469E+04 
1.00000E+02 -l.05193521E+03"-l.963347I1E+06 -2.18004245E+04 
1.25000E+02 -1.14619371E+03 -2.53206532E+06 -2.36321099E+04 
1.50000E+02 -1.22133905E+03 -3.14185142E+06 -2.5n920263E+04 
1.15000E+02 -1.27986602E+03 -3.783984512+06 -2.62292752E+04V 2.00000E+02 -1.32382203E+03 -4.45095228E+06 -2.70831622E+04 
I' 2.25d00+02-l.35468550E+03 -5.13601916E+06 -2.76824245E+04 
2.50000E+02 -1.37423903E+03 -5.83323533E+06 -2.80617818E+04 
2.75000E+02 -1.38487118E+03 -6 53767245E+06 -2.82677680E+04 
3.00000E+02 -1.38838771E+03 -7.24547460E+n6 -2.83356049EC4 


































































3.25000E+02 -1.38607721E+03 -1.95351027E+06 -2. -82902361E+04 7.15712387E-03 

3.50000E+02 -1.37904151E+03 -8.65922196E+06 -2.81530567E+34 5.64254638E-C3 

3.75000E+02 -1.36833458E+03 -1.09735011E+07 -1.74050678E+04 3.95292396E-03 

3.85000E+02 -1.36326849E+03 -1.11475374E+07 -1.7402i475E+04 3.369i529E-03 

4.00000E+02 -1.35504481E+03 -1.14016065E+07 -1.60801408E+04 2.44494921E-23 

4.25000E+02 -1.3/013748E+03 -1.17207501E+07 -8.21559691E+93 1.08860813E-C3 

4.50000E+02 -1.32451817E+03 -1.17496688E+07 
4.75000E+2 -1.30918486E+03 -1.13080565E+07 
5.00000E 02 -1.29509141E+O3 -1.02523480E+07 
5.25000E+02 -1.28296330E+03 -8.501367162+06 
5.50000E+02 -1.27331511E+03 -6.05844544E+06 
5.75000E+02 -1.26685544E+03 -3.07385316E+06 
K 5.70000E+02 -1.266490052+03 -2.83581296 



































6.25000E+02 -1.26485632=+03 3.58859471E+06 1.32595074E+05 -3.96109623E-03 -1.08839911E-01 -5.82863249E-03
 
6.500O0E+.2 -1.26933996E+?3 6.77288577E+06 1.20598274E+05 -3.54127703E-03 -2.48014126E-01 -5.23984427E-03
 
6.75C-'.2E+)2 -1.277n7463E+03 9.54584774E+06 9.99045970E 0l4 -2.87978385E-03 -3.67789399E-DI -4.28689085E-03
 
7.0OOQ-E+C2 -1.28746889E-031.170867152E+07.7.20960652E+04 -2.01837091E-03 -4.59838491E-01 -3.03350845E-03
 
7.25ifE+02 -B.29974493E+03 1.31085873E+07 
 3.92532836E+04 -1.01185278E-03 -5.17665011E-01 -1.56471593E-03
 
7.5CuOOE+02 -1.31299133E+03 1.36496394E+07 3.81436470E+03 7.30666438E-05 -5.37111217E-01 1.93431973E-05
 
7.75000E+U2 -1.32623232E+03 1.32995708E+07 -3.15941122E+04 1.13110490E-03 -5.16995207E-01 1.53615762E-03
 
8.0(,000E+02 -1.33852251E+03 1.20912346E+07 -6.44579378E+04 2.03012074E-03 -4.62003968E-01 2.77101657E-03
 
8.25t)00E+C2 -1.34907847E+03 1.0115338CE+07 -9.26917349E-04 2.75493515E-03 -3.79211807E-01 3.82035738E-03
 
8.501'?E+2'2-l1.3572788CE+23 7.50937651E+(6 7-14617716E+05 3.305567662-03 -2.74298155E-D1 4.5651.03002-03
 
8.750t;)E+02 -1.36266387E+03 4.4474420CE+06 -1.29014207E+05 3.655394042-03 -1.55292180E-01 4.95856785E-03
 
9.00000E+C2 -1.36497883E+03 1.12710673E+06 -1.35127984E+05 3.80858825E-03 -2.96604940E-02 5.07146661E-D3
 
2	 2 42 7 3 1 3 3E+ 0 6
9.2500E+02 :I.36414128E+0 3 t . -1.33434710E+05 3.78327713E-03 9.55182403E-2 4.85936350E-03
 
9.5C0'3E+C:2 -1.36(25753E+C3 -5.49558593E+06 -1.25822929E 05 3.60668513E-03 2.14433640E-01 4.62138617E-03
 
9.75'OE+P2 -1.35349772E+C3 -8.48683015E+06 -1.12573886E+05 3.28764774E-03 3.25019126E-01 4.19550166E-03
 
-1.347779642+l)3 -1.0201'3431E+C7 -1.01367013E+05 3.01538957E-03 3.89334181E-01 3.832865482-03
 
I.0000OE+03 -1.344125032+03 -l.10815679E+07 -9.42068877E+04 2.84i17128E-03 4.22803511E-01 3.60090425E-03
 
1.02500E+03 -1.33251187E+03 -1.31605145E+07 -7.14470073E+04 2.28889590E-03 5.03860839E-01 2.84707564E-03
 
1.050002E+C-3 -1.31911916E4-03 -1..46481P78E+07 -4!.5198125Ef04 1.67716901E-D3 5.650103832-01 2.03327940E-03 ­
1.07500E+'3 -1.30446091E+03 -1.53997536E+07 -1.64726760E+04 1.02638760E-03 6.04745021E-01 1.14931802E-03
 
1.10000E+3 -1.28908634E+03 -1.54367354E+07 1.36587493E+,4 3.75308195E-04 6.22490363E-01 2.75609295E-04
 
.1.12502+C3 -i.273517uiE+03 -1.47124366E+07 4.46994871E+04 LI1.281614a88204 6.20641944E-01 -4.232961572-04
 
1.13300E+03 -1.26856885E+03 -1.43126015E+07 5.52472432E+04 -2.67943173E-04 6.16397571E-01 -6.36258128E-04''
 




* 	 _ 1.19000E+03 -1.23534275E+03 -9.465514092+06 1.05226175E+05 -1.062882402-03 5.38358328E01 -1.86427380203
 
1.20600E+03 -1.22697681E+03 -7.722085122+06 1.11993058E+05 -1.21677596E-03 5.07224717E-01 -2.01672638E-03
 
1.21200E+03 -1.22397483E+03 -6.93705234E+06 1.31097053E+05 -1.34805647E-03 4.93434261E-01 -2.45463537E-03
 
1.22500E+(,3 -1.217804C8E+03 -5.22575421E+06 1.32165707E+05 -1.58649077E-03 4.55912208E-01 -3.42663575E-03
 
.2200+0 -1'21066832+03 -29135+0 -. 916E3 wa33r88.+03.60463912E-01 -9.207796712-03
 
1.25000E+03 -1.20817920E+03 -1.89914744E+06 1.33839093E+05 -1.85613827E-03 2.86445143E-01 -9.291643472-03
 
1.26418E+03 -1.20505580E+03 2.90179686E+03 1.34378987E+05 -1.89696971E-03 1.5406957,E-01 A9.36246898E 03,
 
1.2541800E0',+.3 TOTAL DEFELECO Of THEi SPRIN MAS SYTEM- -9.6838572+0
 
1.26418E+03 -1.2C505582E+(,3 2.90179686E+03 -3.80450883E+02 -1.89696971E-03 1.54069572E-01 -1.87583355E-03
 
2
1.27500E+032I.2ftL02992IEj*Qtil±J%136ThI2+O) -1.114182842+02 -1.89692541E-03 1.336936342-01 -1.89073551E-03
 
1.28000E+03 -1.20285423E+03 2.91602798E-05 -4.04188564E-06 -1.89692402E-03 1.24221267E-01 -. 89692402E-03
 
i& 
0OMEGA,; , iJ&MGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS. INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION 
4.71521216E+01 2.22332257E+03 8.07512953E+00 3.80544992E+00 3.78421304E+00 0.
 
,,STAJIONTN , INT,G-P.HI',DX M/Q LB IN/IN V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE 1/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PRIME /IN
 
1. 6000E4.03O,0...... . 0. 2.25004560E-03_ 5.3.5,59516E-Q. 2.25004560E-03 
o16200E+03 1.07161801E+00 1.63018209E+04 8.15847725E+03 2.25006190E-03 5.39233582E-01 2.08689235E-03 
1.16400E+03 2.1542589CE+00 3.26250033E+04 8.16471316E+03 2.25011082E-03 5.43407286E-01 2.08681656F-03 
1.16600E+03 3.24524707E+00 4.89607056E+04 8.17099714E+03 - 2.25019240E-03 5.47580869E-31 2.08677246E-03 
:'Z,-1.63800403-. 6.53090240E+04 8.17732921E+03 2.25030667E-D3 5.51754397E-1 2.0867600DE-{)3
, ,4,-345 2345+00 

TV1,I'l7 E'+03t5 ,4,z6466E+Oo 8.16700545E+04 8.18370935E+03 2.25045365E-03 5.55927931E-31 2.08677946E-03
 
-i.8 00 E0i8892E+01: 1.63669256E+05 8.21633128E+03 2.25168007E-03 5.76797932-01 2.087353452-03
 
1.19000E+03 1.69882558E+01 2.46000688E+05 8.25015554E+3-22-5-37-2-8.4"E-0()3- 5.9-'767'7658E--1-- 2.0887250'3E-03
 
1.20000E+03 2.30695016E+01 3.28676377E+05 8.28518292E+03 2.25660123E-03 6.18575103E-01 2.09089758E-03
 
1.20600E+03 2.68185982E+01 3.78452041E+05 8.30677736E+03 2.25872255E-03 6.31125411E-01 2.092587)1E03 
*1,2dOOE'4-03,,",'K2-9,3627725E+'O1 3.38457191E+05 -9.99102565E+03 2.25967842E-3 6.40962146E-016 2.45949893E-03 
21200b31!::3'06496160E01 3.18482543E+05 -9.98361355E+03 2.26011638E-03 6.45881438E-01 2.45978865E-03 
[""2" -22000E+032.38733890E+05 -9.95339840E+03 6.65563569E-01 2.46967015E-03>',-3'589539,14E+01 2.26160218E-03 
1.23000E+03 4.26740715E+01 1.39393948E+05 -9.91435386E+03 2.26286239E-03 6.90173242E-01 2.4611494-72-0 3 
1.24000E+03 4.96988607E+01 4.04515383E+04 -9.87389175E+03 2.26346165E-)3 7.14784261E-01 2.46D93948F-03 
1.24200E+03 5.11333510E+01 3.88969968E-05 8.79570059E-07 . 2.26349547E-03 7.19703058E-01 2.26349547E-0'3 
Ln 




Start Booster , , • i 
Phase
 
Mode 4 Atlas SLV3A/Buner 2 
i BEAM 1 
OMEGA OMEGA _SQUARE.. TOTAL MASS -GENERALIZED MASS INTGo PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION
 
5.82599537E+01 3.39422220E+03 8.16403912E+02 6.52900306E+02 5.90424728E+02 0.
 
[ STATION IN INTG. PHI DX M/Q LB IN/IN V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE 1/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PRIME I/IN
 
. 7.54935269E-02 -1&59235745E01 754935269E-02
1-5.70000E+01 0. 

-3.70000E+01 -1.96735499E+02 -9.15023814E+04 -8.99850681E+03 7.52885026E-02 -1.43900065E+01 7.772D5314E-02
 
-2.50000E+01 -3.63536265E+C2 -2.29538692E+05 -1.39494232E+4 7.43550787E-02 -1.34101210E+01 8.2566217E-02
 
0. -6.72849222E+02 -6.96226659E+05 -2.31293247E+04 6.94936047E-02 -1.13447100E+01 8.0507568gE-02 
2.5000E+01 -9.31633132E+02 -1.373491582+06 -3.08086591E+04 6.32587442E-02 -9.39186098E+O 720612183E-02 
5.00000E+01 -1.14435917E+03 -2.22530594E+06 -3.71208(53E+04 5.85281920E-02 -7.64993861E+D00 6.67772598E-02 
I7.500qO_+01 -1.31539082E+03 -3.21922759E+06_ -4.21960193E+04 5.45294027E-02 -6.05259438E+00 6.19322131E-02 ­
1.00000E+02 -1.44780867E+03 -4.325547072+04 -4.612419452+04 4.95765007E-02 -4.55414602E+00 5.76684647E-02 
1.25000E+02 -1.54429492E+03 -5.51653583E+06 -4.89853452E+04 4.31092860E-02 -3.18336284E+00 5.17032062E-02 
1.50000E+02 -1.60858274E+03 -6.76683542E+06 -5.08902330E+94 3.50333382E-02 -1.983B0128E+00 4.39614492E-02
 
1. 750002+02 -1.64612191E+03 -8.054466562+06-5.200262602+04 3.06236148E-02 -1.03272928E+00' 3.58238774E-02 
2.00000E02 -1.66132599E+03 -9.36143550E+06 -5.24518415E+04 2.54408664E-02 -1.99605438E-01 3.06860506E-02,, 
2.25000E+02 -1.65740594E+03 -1.06723215E+07 -5.23331135E+04 i.94782901E-02 4.94598377E-01 2.47116075E-02.
 
2.50000E+02 -1.63815957E+03 -1.19742875E+07 -5.17596006E+04 1.36373955E-02 1.01354461E+00 1.62266342E-02
 
2.75000E+02 -1.60844454E+03 -1.32577417E+07 -5.08755931E+04 9.48681750E-03 1.34717730E+00 1.08357312E-02
 
3.00000E+02 -1.57187568E+03 -1.45163832E+07 -4.97887239E+04 5.88444804E-03 1.56579D20E+00 6.78248605E-03
 
!F 35000E+0 -1.531^3078E+03 -1.57461254E4-07 -4.85751837E+04 2.64378624r=-03 1.69102390E+00 -3.30767766E-03d­
3.50000E+02 -1.48809594E+03 -1.69446286E+07 -4.72997580E+34 -3.37430503E-D4 1.73406301E+0 1.82958626E-04
0 2L A.90Et -1.445232972+03 -1.60378894E+07 2.953781532+04 -2.94837449E-03 1.68561351E+00 -3.22031479E-03*­
_ ___ __7± - -----.------------- ... - ---
3.85000E+02 -1.42855879E+03 -1.57424376E+07 2.95524823E+04 -3.87337857E-03 1.64881681E+00 -4,.12902288E-03
 
4.000002+02 -1.40435483E+03 -1.52677711E+07 3.53812831E+04 -5.06326457E-03 1.57751088E+00 -5.34722350E-03
 
4.25000E+02 -1.36682784E+03 -1.40584531E+07 6.51893239E+04 -6.79036756E-03 1.41751978E+00 -7.54531051E-03
 
!74.5o000E+02 -1.33399270E+O3 -1.18484626E+07 1.14075708E+05 -8.38595040E-03 1.20070947E+00 -9.99718921E-03
 
4.75000E+02 -1.30732283E+03 -8.27668177E+06 1.72265974E+05 -9.55669532E-03 9,27776373E-01 -1.16900201E-02
 
5.O0000E 02 -1.28790037E+03 -3.25534121E+06 2.28028376E+05 -1.00589170E-02 6.23364299E-01 -1.25647233E-09,
 
5.2500E+02 -1.27626234E+03 3.00414785E+06 2.693563662+05 -1.00823069E-02 3.07847758E-01 -1.20175910E-02
 
5.50000E+02 -1.27252577E+03 9.99608743E+06 2.84477457E+05 -9.63102345E-03 -1.96285939E-02 -1.36377482E-02 i
 
5.75000E+02 -1.27714649E+03 1.694092312+07 2.65563508E+05 -8.54166880E-03 -3.4577D018E-01 -1.22819999E-02
 
5777000E+o2 -1-•A27786245-E+03 17469635E+7- 262643715E+05-j4Y-05gb 8E--3 -3.70182926E-0i -1.21298726E-z! 
6.00000E+02 -1.28938496E+03 2.30143772E+07 2.15553450E+05 -6.92215348E-03 -6.25631129E-01 -9.95811756EP3.
 
- - -~ ---- 7 ..... _ _ _ _ _ 
- -
6.25000E+02 -l.30779C56E+03 2.75078825E+07 1.4033114E+05 -4.87231311E-03 -8.37106551E-01 -6.84880852E-03
 
6.50000E+02 -1.33044214E+03 2.98859908E+07 4.77655L74E+04 -2.54247576E-03 -9.63685884E-31 -3.21522952E-03
 
6.75000E+02 -1.35508932E+03 2.98280709E+07 -5.29498614E+04 -1.17712661E-04 -9.96112760E-01 6.28060035E-04
 
7.0O000E+02_-1.379352222+0j3 2.72516991E+07 -1.52091900E+05 2.20056369E-033 -9.33356952E-01 4.34270313E-03
 
• 7.25000E+02 -1.40093090E+03 2.23152423E+07 -2.40263771E+05 4.21405792E-03 -7.8281649DE-01 7.59805469E-03
 
7.O50000E+02 -1.41780994E+03 1.53991263E+07 -3.09231055E+05 5.74639567E-03 -5.59737709E-01 1.01017626E-02
 
7.75000E+02 -1.42845526E+03 7.06714165E+06 -3.52705705E+05 6.63820392E-03 -2.89069054E-01 1.11600719E-02
 
8.00000E+02 -1.43212753E+03 -l.99854657E 06 -3.677017952+05 6.82276854E-03 -5.193854352-03 1.10492259E-02
 
8.25000E+02 -1.42884855E+03 -1.10811570E+07 -3.54300825E+05 6.39628703E-03 2.65671803E-31 I.D4687103E-02
 
8.50000E+02 -1.41911750E+03 -1.94933085E+07 -3.14561677E+n5 5.44304606E-03 5.07672833E-01 8.89976778E-03
 
I8.75000E+02 -1.403906402+03 -2.66220592E+07 -2.52458166E+05 4.101521222-03 7.31246208E-01 6.65160370E-03
 
9.o00000E+02 -1.38457028E+03 -3.19789040E+07 -1.76186936E+05 2.50908875E-03 8.35824329E-01 4.15569562E-03
 
9.25000E+02_-1.36263739E+03 -3.55143559E+07 -1.06699527E+05 8.15616904E-04 9.308716259E-01 1.67609696E-03
 
9.50000E+02 -1.33965341E+03 -3.73240455E+07 -3.78962948E+04 -8.46320790E-04 9.23098102E-01 -5.40705510E-04
 
9.75000E+02 -1.31700970E+03 -3.74176133E+07 2.98911414E+04 -2.55141815E-03 8.31389702E-01 -2.79247574E-03
 
9.91000E02 -1.30334317E+03 -3.66084864E+07 7.08032441E+04 -3.62974727E-03 8.25383798E2-1 -4.2074117E-03
 
1*0000E 03 -1.29610047E+03 -3.58729130E+07 9.24724499c+14 -4.22304265E-03 7.84105181E-01 -4.96878821E-03
 
1.02500E+03 -1.27828858E+03 -3.28712283E+07 1.45797190E+r5 -5.78836126E-03 6.34482220E-01 -6.92740181E-03
 
1.05000E.03 -1.26479511E+03 -2.86908714E+07 1.86205285E+105 -7. 1421C2322-03 -4.39813054E-01 -8.59683111E-03
 
1.07500E+03 -1.25664148E+03 -2.36944604E+07 2.10626590E+05 -8.27610147E-03 2.08583422E-01 -9.84794169E-03
 
1.10000E+03 -1.25462178E+03 -1.83126220E+07 2.16701612E+05 -9.16093032E-03 -4.96815472E-02 -1.D7426939E-02
 
1.12500E+03 -1.25922526E+03 -1.30257333E+07 2.02567428E+,5 -9.68304327F-03 -3.20155816E-01 -1.10205233E-02
 
1.13300E+03 -1.26214034E+03 -1.14415918E+07 1.93084296E+05 -9.80080275E-03 -4.08614572E-01 -1.10880314E-02
 
1.16000+E03 -1.27725618E+03 -6.83962335E+06 1.47442206E+35 -1.00853140E-2 -7.12155619E-01 -1.13674231E-02
 
1.19000E+03 -1.30403661E+03 -2.36420498E+05 1.94879487E+95 -1.02018164E-02 -1.07087653E+00 -1.16859980E-02
 
1.20600E+03 -1.32265056E+03 2.68707376E+06 1.72133372E+05 -i.01794089E-02 -1.25556898E+00 -1.14089329E-02
 
1,21200E+03 -1.33036158E+03 2.46379321E+06 -3.82383603E+04 -1.01332635E-02 -1.31477195E+00 -9.81049678E-03
 
1.22500E+03 -1.34826910E+03 1.93644651E+06 -4.29637023E-04 -1.00468182E-02 -1.44023157E+00 -9.44863395E-03
 
I124200E+03 -1.374035-45E+03 1.14918086E+06 -4.97667618E+04 -9.96703129E-03 -1.86-6665E4-O7.22111 t-3
 
1.25000E+03 -1.38695585E+03 7.37491862E+05 -5.31754558E+04 -9.94410863E703 -1.64343237E+00 -6.98991664E-03
 
1,26418E+03 -1,41094490E+03 -6.09868157E+04 -5.95051183E2+04 -9.92923051 E 03 -1.73993382c+00 -6.62339061E-03
 
1.26418000E+03 TOTAL DEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM = 3.15813819E+00
 
1.26418E+03 -1.41094490E+03 -6.09868157E+04 7.59846824E+03 -9.92923051E-03 -1.73993382E+00 -1,03513676E-02
 
1.27500E+03 -1.43036870E+03 -6.21184096E+03 2.47374595E+03 -9.93018440E-03 -1.85041792E+00 -1.00676147E-02
 
I 28000E+03 -1.43974578E+03 4.51915910E-06 1.80901148E-08 -9.93021601E-03 -1.90041407E+00 -9.93021601E-D3
 
. ... .. .. . . . . . . .. ... . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . 
BEAM 2
 
OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTALMASS GENERALTZED MASS .1N.T. PHI SQ DM _ ACCE.LERATION .. 
5.82599537E+01 3.39422220E+03 8.07512953E+00 1.71578736E+02 1.55355523E+02 0.
 
STATION IN INTG. PHI 5X M/Q LB IN/IN - V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE I-N "YIQ-EQPI PHIPRIME 1/IN 
S1.16000E-03 0. 0. 0. -6.23881575E-02 1.340642802-01 -6.23881575E-02
 
1.16200E+03 1.46716526E-01 -2.01730123E+05 -1.60862886E+05 -6.23883593E-02 1.33224331E-02 -6.03711015E-02
 
1.16400E+03 5.26188297E-02 -4.03456369E+ 5 -1.00863714E+D5 -6.23889644E-02 -1.07423298E-01 -6.03716902E-02
 
1.16600E+03 -2.82965765E-01 -6.05186394E+05 -1.0866665E+05 -6.23899731E-02 -2.28164568E-01 -6.03726398E-02
 
1.16800E+03 -8.60041056E-01 -8,06924444E+n5 -1.00871739E 05 -6.23913852E-02 -3.48911098E-31 -6.03739504E-02
 
l.i7000E+03 -1.67861229E+00 -1.00867477E+06 -1.00878937E+05 -6.23932n08E-02 -4.69660611E-C1 -6.03756221E-02
 
p 1.IBOOOE+03 -9.39419221E+00 -2.01775912E+r6 -1.0'946783E+05 -6.24083324E-02 -. 7347818E+00 -6.03893967E-02
 
1.19000E+03 -2.314878762+01 -3.02778743E+06 -1.01067731E+05 -6.24335591E-02 -1.677478662+00 -6.04122045'-02
 
1.20000E+03 -4.29446793E+01 -4.03929082E+06 -1.01241803E+05 -6.24688931E-02 -2.28175242E+00 -6.04440570E-02
 
1.20600E+03 -5.77233239E+01 -4.64712193E+06 -1.01371756E+15 -6.24949519E-02 -2.64448551E2G -6.04675168E-02
 
1*2100DE+03 -6,88180895E+01 -4.22641940E+06 1.05123914E05 -6.25067832E-02 -2.90293342E+00 -6.46D92615E-02
 
1.21200E+03 -7.47531180E+01 -4.01622338E+06 1.05071726E+05 -6.25122783E-02 -3.33212643E+00 -6.46137128E-D2
 
1.22000E+03 -1.01077938E+02 -3.17655126E+06 1.04840.243E+05 -6.25314582E-02 -3.54909781ED00 -6.46282631E-02
 
1.23000E+03 -1.39800545E+02 -2.12980396E+06 1.04499743E+05 -6.25491442E-02 -4.19544158E+00 -6.46391390E-02
 
1.24000E+03 -1.84986998E-02 -1.08674586E+06 1.04102404E+05 -6.25598638E-02 -4.84185358E+00 -6.46419119E-02
 
1.24200E+(J3 -1.94799988E+02 3.72900068E-07 -2.14947301E-07 -6.25608806E-02 -4.97110573E 00 -6.25608806E-02
 
V >, -0 
I -0 
'Start Boster 
Mode 5 	 Atlas SLVA/Bumner 2 
BEAM I
 
OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG.,_PHI SQ ON ACCELERATION 
7.12588489E+01 5.07782355E+03 8.16403912E+02 3.10946977E+02 3.00850003E+D2 0.
 
STATION IN INTG. PHI DX M/Q LB IN/IN V/Q-LB/IN B.SLOPE IN Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PRIME 1/TN 
-5700+10. 0. 0. 5.87172550E-02 -1.2)3486677E+01 5.87172550E-02 
3.70000E+01 -1.25867070E+02 -8.8380605CE+04 -8.66084384E+03 5.851888482-02 -9.15143689E+00 6.08596534E-02 
-2.50000E+01 -2.31031415E+02 -2.20743896E+05 -1.33309054E+04 5.76195228E-02 -8.37595390E+00 6.54612319E-02
 
0, -4.19861203E+02 -6.62614117E+05 -2.171489702E+04 5.296996762-02 -6.74045771E+00 6.331039482-02
 
2150000E+01 -5.68926186E+02 -1.29175189E+06 -2.83319634E+04 4.70703924E-02 -5.21728082E+00 5.51652391E-02
 
5.00000OE+01 -6.82562484E+02 -2.06615677E+06 -3.33756532E+04 4.26490847E-02 -3.89615975E+00 5.00658965E-02
 
7*50000E+01 -7.64936020E+02 -2.94897950E+06 -3.70320390E+04 3.89600102E-02 -2.71258291E+00 4.54568591E-02
 
1.OO000E+02 -8.18985653E+02 -3.90726493E+06 -3.94293717E+04 3.44558912E-02 -1.62413620E+01 4.13733249E-02
 
1.25000E+02 -8.47274669E+02 -4.91089713E+06 -4.06821075E+04 2.86578982E-02 -6.56386106E-01 3.57951101E-02
 
1.50000E+02 -8.53290403E+02 -5.9331C939E+06 -4.C9450679E+04 2.15243985E-02 1.53033792E-01 2.87077437E-02
 
1.75000E+02 -8.41897052E+02 -6.95175706E+06 -4.04369595E+04 1.76889853E-02 7.46326257E-01 2.17326812E-02
 
2.00000E+02 -8.16963987E+02 -7.94993905E+06 -3.93273258E+04 1.32525790E-02 1.23415199E+00 1.71853116E-02
 
2.25000E+02 -7.81331422E+02 -8.91415625E+06 -3.77422836ED4 8.23153559E-03 1.60032097E+DO 1.20057639E-02
 
2.50000E+02 -7.38274464E+02 -9.83429062E+06 -3.58276766E+04 3.39070014E-03 1.81917718E+00 5.18295520E-03 
2.75000E+02 -6.91725405E+02 -1.07042832E+07 -3.37584479E+04 9.96851101E-06 1.89165766E2+0 9.05038847E-04 
3.00000E+02 -6.44545152E+02 -1.15219929E+07 -3.16618427E+04 -2.87436068E-03 1.87283634E+00 -2.30327679E-03 
3.25000E+02 -5.98772948E+02 -1.22879027E+07 -2.96280451E+04 -5.425153102-03 1.78051454E+03 -5.02021783E-03 
3.50000E+02 -5.56118315E+02 -1.30045527E+07 -2.77328454E+04 -7.73250609E-03 1.62438476E+0 -7.42739097E-03 
: 3.75000E+02 -5.18287250E+02 -5.11908004E+06 7.93386135E+04 -8.76762045E-03 1.39798631E+00 -9.49805248E-03 
3.85000E+02 -5.04787775E+02 -4.32560405E+06 7.93563739E+04 -9.04269084E-03 1.30180791E+00 -9.72916466E-03 
40000E+02 -4.86370524E+02 -3.09947403E+06 8.59149629E+04 -9.32946878E-03 1.15362082E+00 -1.00189950F-02 
4.25b00E+02 -4.60745151E+02 -6.14677919E+05 1.16028705E+05 -9.55754270E-03 8.94166220E-31 -1.D9012451E-02 
[450Q00E402 -4.41841617E+02 2.79931479E+06 1.57779737E+05 -9.43295578E-03 6.14919968E-01 -1.16614831E-02 
4*75000E+02 -4.30089488E+02 7.24199086E+06 1.95732796E+05 -8.884 35444E-03 3.26679187E-01 -1.13082900E-02 
.Lo'0ooE+02 -4.25367913E+02 1.24339638E+07 2.15536501E+05 -8.07841506E-03 5.41802534E-02 -1.04469480E-D2 
5.25000E+02 -4.27128003E+02 1.77690456E+07 2.05495920E+05 -7.14690595E-03 -1.90014711E-01 -8.62336259E-03 
5.50000E+02 -4.34566317E+02 2.24098137E+07 1.60101498E+05 -5.82114707E-03 -4.36675932E-01 -8.07639775E-03 
5.75000E+02 -4.46920000E+02 2.55199211E+07 8.44958509E+04 -3.87577322E-03 -5.72215239E-01 -5.06585563E-03 
[$'. 	 f7OOOE+O2t -4.48074299E+02 2.56818904E+07 7.74533741E+04 -3.71059851E-03 -5.82083o43E-01 -4.80149111E-03
 





6.50000E+02 -4.94251966E+02 2.09731593E+07 -2.05029139E+05 2.19512802E-03 -5.64316356E-01 5.08286237E-03
 
6.75000E+02 -5.06455017E+02 1.48633344E+07 -2.79679293E+0.5 3.65270479E-03 -4.04136901E-01 7.59184976E-03
 
7.02000E+02 -5.13976221E+02 7.22896404E+06 -3.25690498E+05 4.55126180 03 -1.92776872E-01 9.13845191E-03
 
7.25000E+02 -5.15860435E+02 -1.13253565E+06 -3.37221482E+05 4.79902340E-03 4.32756731E-02 9.54862173E-03
 
7.50000E+02 -5.11854310E+02 -9.33048417E+06 -3.12722690E+05 4.37300427E-03 2.74768900E-01 8.77754921E-03
 
7.7500O)EtU2 -5.024336562+0*2 -164915350E+07. -2.5 5153920E+05.3.3622968112-.03 4A-70 8l16545E-.01 6.63350091E-03
 
Lk-4000E .r 2.495 4 3225E+T-.1Z6100Et5 1.8938559E-03
 
8.00008+02 -4.88852430E+02 -2.18763249E+07 -1.72162222E+05 2.00200817E-03 6.06521026E-01 3.98088429E-03
 
8.25000E+02 -4.72749643E+02 -2.49710122E+07 -7.37116437E+04 4.67657768E-04 6.73381876E-01 1.31491804E-03
 
8.500002+02 -4.55824829E+02 -2.55203952E+07 2.970870472+04 -1.11368383E-03 6.71410546E-01 -1.44015311E-03,
 
8.7500E+02 -4.3977938E+02 -2.353055052+07 1.277840042+05 -2.548739322-03 6.047868242-01 -3.83948684E-03
 
9.O0OOOE+Cs2 -4.26067001E+02 -1.92538481E+07 2.09122564E+05 -3.71823388E-03 4.84753237E-01 -5i67265036E-03
 
~.200E+2 4.58180202-1.33731459+7 257652181E+05 -4.54475854E-03 3.28454843E-01 -6.62259871E-03
 
9.50000E+02 -4.D9811537E+02 -6.55227959E+06 2.84754161E+05 -5.00017706E-03 1.53489764E-01 -7.29658158E-03
 
9.75000E+02 -4.08289795E+02 6.95119000E+05 2.91572563E+05 -5.13394016E-03 -3.23202734E-02,-7.48533180E-03
 
.~9000Ec+&2 -4.119759633E+02- 5.31896928E+06 2.84991415E+05 -5.04620714E-03 -1.512297872 O&1-7.344525002-03 
1.0000E+03 -4.11414972E+02 7.85252487E+06 2.77582533E+05 -493834948E03 -2.16623261E-01 -7.17691830E-03
 
1.02500E+U3 -4.18994595E+02 1.44075828E+07 2.43641042E+05 -4.43013257E-03 -3.87141326E-01 -6.33357821E-03
 
1.05000E+03 -4.305259692+02 1.98867637E+07 1;91997000E+05 -3 o673341362-03 -5.31741861E-01 -5.17331793E-03
 
1.07500E+03 -4o452670572+02 2.38873993E+07 1.259910402+05 -2.722755266-T3 -6.424642262-01 -3.6629869DE-03
 
1.10000E+03 -4.62284595E+02 2.61011783E+07 4.97821907E+04 -1.66527930E-03 -7.13783980E-01 -2.02865296E-03
 
*1.12500E+03 -4.805873882+0t2 2.63254514E+07 -3.3608304572+04 27.88414992E-04 -7.456124502-01 -5.66513129E-04
 
1.1f3E+03 -4.86563221E+02 2.59402660E+07 -6.27061002E+04 -5.36655867E-04 -7.48345902E-01 -1.18615199E-04
 
1.16000E+03 -5.06582859E+02 2.28647409E+07 -1.557 3 8 19 1E+05 2.36644810E-04 -7.28404178E-01 1.59088995E-03
 
1.19000E+&3 -5.26459368E+02 8.41018072E+06 -5.07963285E+05 7.76560177E-04 -5.44564952E-01 4.64515473E-03
 
1.20600E+s3 -5.35377778E+02 1,.35112426E+05 -5.24491670E+05 8.53518068E-04 -5.20313268E-01 4.59988714E-03
 
1.21200E+03 -5.38484612E+02 1.49846543E+05 1.84361521E+03 8.56080919E-4- -5.15298083E-01 8.40519123E-04
 
1.225002+'3-5.451112732+2 1.56751842E+05 -7.71772665E+02 8.62201640E-04 -5.04188161E-01 8.72947042E-04
 
1.24200E+03 -5.35486522+02 !,15169647E+05 -4.102397482+03 8.69432111E-04 -4.880204092-0l 1.09734308E-03
 
1.25000E+03 -5.57416299E+02 7.622506192+04 -5.62894582E+03 8.71776603E-04 -4.78891359E-01 1.18449582E-D3
 
jta1.264182+03. -5.64080794E+02 -2.23649010E+04 -8.?5990390nE+03 8.73068995E-04 -4.61038175E-01 '1.33195255E-03
 
1.26418000E-03 TOTAL DEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM = 3.49210026e-01
 
1.26418E+03 -5.64080794E+02 -2.23649010E+04 2.84049645E+03 8.73068995E-04 -4.61038175E-01. 7.15263637E-04
 
1.275002E+03 -5.69024190E+02 -2.21944463E+03 8.89172305E+02 8.72722286E-04 -4.52713234E-01 8.23323824E-04
 




- - -- ____________________________________________________ 
,BEAM 2 
OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS. INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION 
7.12588489E+01 5.07782355E+03 8.07512953E+00 5.13532065E+02 4.33293369E+02 0. 
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.... ......... Atlas SLV3A/Buiner 2
 
AOMEGA UED.. . TOTAL _MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION-OMEGA 
1.97098109E+01 3.88476647E+02 7.40336878E+02 7.24116700E+02 6.56246934E+02 1.
 
-STATION IN INTG. PHI DX M/Q LAIN/IN-----V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE 1/iN -Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PRIME I/IN
 
O1-5.700- --- - -.-. 2.31398007E-02 -1.13916385E+01 2.313980D37E-02
 
I -3.70000E+01 -1.470360602+02Y7.63366241E+0'3 -7.58103774E+02 2.31227785E-02 -1.09268648E+01 2.33276714 -02
 
i'-2.50000E+01 -2.76454539E+02 -1.93800636E+04 -1.19770088E+03 2.30443749E-02 -1.)6428818E+l1 2.37489048E-02
 
0. -5.35088088E+02 -6.040901402E04 -2.07619395E+*3 2.26278859E-02 -1.00484877E+01 2.36165497E2-2"
 
2.50000E 01 -7.78941539E+02 -1.22771244E+05 -2.90447482E+03 2.20789245E-02 -9.46265140E+00 2.29087745E-02
 
5.00000E+01 -I.00838379E+03 -2.05225210E+05 -3.68380234E+03 2.16495507E-02 -8.89479010E+00 2.24681735E-02
 
7.50000E+01 -1.22378957E+03 -3.065641Q2E+5 -4.A1545625E+33 2.12750548E-02 -8.33944103E+0D 2.20496963E-02
 
1.00000E+02 -1.42542293E+03 -4.256080882+05 -5.10031924E+03 2.07952399E-02 -7.79235127E+00 2.1690)328E-02
 
1.25000E+02 -1.61351149E+03 -5.61196493E+05 -5.73916736E+03 2.01477776E-02 -7.25640420E+00 2.11546491E-02
 
1.50000E+02 -1.78839123E+03 -7.12192374E+05 -6.33314087E+03 i.93116499E-02 -6.73625691E+O0 2.04227273E-02
 
1.75000E+02 -1.95061112E+03 -8.77495557E+05 -6.88412726E+03 1.88392118E-02 -6.24263582E+00 1.952762452-02
 
2.OOOOOE+02 -2.10063321E+03 -1.05605336E+06 -7.393677122+03 1.82643827E-02 -5.76076367E+00 1.90037504E-02
 
2.25000E+02 -2.23878539E+03 -1.24684331Et06 -7.86290392E+03 1.75795786E-02 -5.29339855E+00 1.8365869E-02
 
2.50000E+02 -2.36547846E+03 -1.44887388E+06 -8.293204212+63 1.68859807E--2 -4.84610712E+0) 1.73008426E-02
 
2.75000E+02 -2.48131446E+03 -1.66119663E+06 -8.68662749E+33 1.63751276E-02 -4.42289591E+00 1.66054445E-02
 
3.00000E+02 -2.58676188E+03 -1.88291136E+06 -9.044772212+03 1.59159960E-02 -4.31452622E+00 1.60791364E-02
 
3.25000E+02 '-2.68215579E+03 -2.11315073E'06-9.368771552+03 1.54885048E-02 -3.6184218bE+b 1.56165506E-2­
3.50000E+02 -2.76778716E+03 -2.35107364E+06 -9.65961247E+03 1.50817363E-02 -3.23341880E+02 1.51880108E-02
 
E3.75000E+02-2.4389261E+(3 -3.86464045E+n6 -2.59634731E+04 1.45291323E-12 -2.85680702E+0,3 1.47681654E-02
 
3.85000E+02 -2.87172788E+03 -4.12428931E+06 -2.59662743E+)4 1.42966863E-02 -2.71C35923E+D0 1.45213080E-02
 
4.00000E+02 -2.91076755E+03 -4.51490355E+06 -2.61135950E+04 1.39660069E-02 -2.495177(8E+00 1.41755863E-02
 
4.25000E+02 -2.96877369E+03 -5.17054807E+06 -2.63324929E+,4 1.33993559E-02 -2.14712251E+00 1.37043066E-02
 
.500002+02 -3.01824488E+03 -5.83125969E+06 -2.65191762E+04 1.27263180E-02 -1.81244596E+01 1.31,08826E-02
 
3.05955257E+03 r6.49624986E+06 -2.66750394E+04 1.20266632E-02 -1.49456430E+00 1.23570o42E-02
 
4.7S0YE+02 -3.o93111E+03 -7.16476867E+06c-2.6817325E+4 1.14581016E-O2 -1.19352393E+00 1.17526261E-02
 
5.25000E+02 -3.11935380E+03 -7.93935627E+06 -2.85223119E+94 1.099287032-02 -9.363114602-1 1.119779882-02
 
5.50000E+02 -3.13852478E+03 -8.67004289E+06 -3.74258444E+04 1.04571433E-02 -6.27509628E-01 1.09842679E-02
 
5.M00E+02 -3.15085386E+03 -9.68404980E+06 -4.31761095E+04 9.71802469E-03 -3.60867747E-01 1.03261389E-02
 
9.65526768E-03 -3.40273479E-01 1.02679908E-02 ­5;77000E+02 -3.15155501E+03 -9.77073246E+06 -4.35633409E+04 

6.OOOOOE+02 -3.15673580E+03 -1.08037618E+07 -4.59173486E+04 8.89236336E-03 -1.12279044E-01 9.539D8658E-03
 
1N 
6.25000E+02 -3.15666614E+03 -1.19567441En7 -4.58792031E+04.974594142-03 
_ 1.14990936E-01 8.620780102-.3 
6.50000E+02 -3.15121684E+03 -1.301678052+07 -4.332945322E+04 6.96474891E-03 3.17696160E-01 7.57562289E-03 
6.75000E+02 -3.14104088E+03 -1.41048164E+07 -3.85729208E+04 5.86791703E-03 4.92756666E-01 6.41119761E-03 
7.00000E+02 -3.12686471E+03 -1.49898536E+07 -3.19487488E+04 4.69363128E-03 6.37393096E-01 5.14361366E-03 
7.25000E+02 -3.10947937E+03 -1.5689760CE+7 -2.382624492+04 _3.45518474t-03 7.49225776E-01 3.79)76565E-03
7.500002+02 -3.08972896E+03 -1.61719582E+07 -1.45995068E+04 2.16888713E-03 8.26399246E-01 2.37451399E-03 
.X745000E02 -3.06849120E+03 -1.64139676E+07 -4.68099930E+03 8.95579066E-04 8.67719579E-01 
- 9.55591877E-04 
8.00000E02 -3.04664792E+03 -1.640366892+07 5.51968756E+03 -2.609449052-04 8.753648342-01 -3.243895902-04 
8.25000E+02 -3.02500350E+03 -1.61387561E+07 1.56289274E+04 -1.31888520E-03 8.52536133E-01 -1.49852805E-03 
8.50000E+02 -3.00428364E+03 -1.56258444E+07 2.53046023E+04 -2.30671983E-03 8.0142n885E-01 -2.58479239E-03 
45OOE,,,O2"'-2.98516645E+03 l1*48797822E+07 3.423125722+04 -3.1927362E-03 7.2"4738441E-1-3.53850648E03 
'tq.O o'PoE - 2968247632 03 -1o39230572E+07 4.19021412E+04 -3.97374789E-03 6.25690289E-01 -4.36535669E-03 
V i bb4s00ba2°9544938E+03 -1.28079678E+07 4.70597547E.4 -4.64413789E-03 5.07688106E-01 -5.02365204F-03 
9.50000E+02 -2,94299747E+03 -1.158179742+07 5.8084416772+04 -5.19880923E-03 3.74646653E-01 -5.608842842-03 
9.75000E+02 -2.93544669E+03 -1.02757498E+07' 5.34302559E+04 -5.69581666E-03 2.27807478E-01 -6.12670582E-03 
9.91000E+02 -2.93260258E+03 -9.41233692E+06 5.44047307E+04 -5.98222660E-03 1.27386643E-01 -6.42097443E-03 
IqppO,petO03,.-2o93171927E+03 -8.92119756E+06 5.47073356E+04 -6.13223195E-03 6.89047522E-02 -6.57342014E-03 
'0 3 -293209619E+03 -7.55209193E+06 5.45799127E+04 -6.50612938E-03 -1.00237670E-01 -6.93253494E-03OQEp 

[ 0o0+03,:-2.93680435E+03 -6,20455959E+06 5.29701857E+04 -6.80766330E-03 -2.77310840E-01 -7.22149287E-03 1.075005+03 -2.94601870E+03 -4.91644324E+06-4810224-70635-3-40392-1-.1401-3 1.I0000E+03 -2.95986660E+03 -3.72687562E+06 4.50802004E+04 -7.22923402E-03 -6.47805105E-01 -7.55828658E-03 1.12500E+03 -2.97842125E+03 -2.67616806E+C6 3.86079457E+04 -7.3356522E-3 -8.3 6806435E-01 -7.59056669E-03fnr33o0E+03 -2.98535876E+03 -2.37751714E+06 3.602461372+04 -7°35997027E-03 -8.975728802-01 -7.60013436E-03 
i4tjbb6bsOEa3 -3.01237040E+03 -1.54032370E+06 2.65335035E+04 
-7.42096443E-03 -1.10349298E+00 -7.65169055E-03
s4%1196ddE*03 °3.04891977E+03 -7.90679833E+05 2.11418479E+04 -746005308E-03 -1.33289362E+00 -7.62106715E-03 
1.20600E+03 -3.07122029E+03 -4.79470854E+05 1.8012775304 -t.41'34227E--3 -1.454649342+0 -7.60000495-03­
1.21200E+03 -3.08008406E+03 -4.23151435E+05 9.25207746E+03 -7.47942305E-03 -1.49993877E+00 -7.55751904E-03
 
1.225005+03 -3.100224002+03 -3.06784856E+05 8.644D2648E+03 -7.4937C376E-03 -1.59851446+00 -7.61405466E-D3
 
%.a fZ, 03, 3.12851147E+03 -1.66999682E+05 7.79005903E+03 -7-.505816-8E-03"-. 3 o7721o00 7.93859724E"03lZQoWS93, -. 14260580E+03 -1.06371181E+05 7.36451279E+03 -7.50912272E-03 -1.79350619E+03 -7.91826232E-03 
10,4.o16883188E+03 -7.49993564E+03 6.57266493E+03 7°51153289E-03 -1.90550051E+00 -7.87668094E-03 
1.26418000E+03 TOTAL DEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM=--2-316741342+00 . . .. . ...
 
1,26418E+03 -3.16883188E+03 -7.49993564E+03 9.38665503E+02 -7.51153289E-03 -1.90550051E+00 -7.56368097E-03
 
1.27500E+03 -3,18989112E+03 -7.59425758E+02 3.C,2824264E+02 -7.51164995E-03 1.98715060E+00 -7.52847352E-03
 )8Q0+03"-e319992O87E+03 -1.453857582-12 -1.05672633E-13 -7.51165381E-03 -2.0247510)5E+03 -7.511653812-03 
BEAM 2
 
OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION
 
1.97098109E+01 3.88476647E+#02 8.07512953E+C0 2.42953C79E+01 2.39194216E+01 0.
 
STATION IN INTG. PHI DX M/Q"-LB IN/IN V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE W/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PRIME 1/IN 
1.o6000E+03 0. O.--0  . -9.51639913E-03 -1.f7698439E+00 -9.51639913E-03
 
1.16200E+03 -2.16746437E+00 -7.61847082E+03 -3.8119'371E+03 -9.51640674E-13 -1.'9586483e+0) -9.44016867E-03
 
1.16400E+03 -4.37807434E+00 -1.52444967E+04 -3.81412850E+13 -9.5164296,E-03 -1.11474514E+3 -9.44014723E-03
 
1.16600E+03 -6.62644490E+00 -2.28750102E+04 -3.81639130E+- 3 -9.51646772E-)3 -1.13362542E9O0 -9.44013990E-03
 
1.1600E+03 -8.912576n4E+00 -3.0510C872E+04 -3.8186921CE+l3 -9.51652111E-03 -1.15250571E+00 -9.44114726E-03
 
1.17000Ef03 -1.12364678E+01 -3.81498039E+04 -3.82103090E+03 -9.51658977E-(.3 -1.17138612E+01 -9.44016915E-D3
 
1.18000E+03 -2.34223404E+01 - .64206415E+04 -3.83329496E+03 -9.51716252E-C3 -1.6578905E+30 -9.44149662E-03
 
1.19000E+03 -3.65522658E+01 
-1.14818870E+05 -3.84651913E+03 -9.5181186lE-03 -1.36'19717E+00 -9.44118842E-03
 
1.20000E+03 -5.0626313DE+01 -1.53353991E+05 -3.86067348E+03 -9.51945935E-03 -1.4546141)4E+00 -9.44224588E-03
 
1.20600E+03 -5.95239624E+01 -1.76544725E+05 -3.86962822E+.3 -9.52044902E-03 -1.51126988E+00 -9.44305645E-03
 
1.21000E+03-6.56459279E+01 
-1.58518921E+05 4.50321489E+Q3 -9.52089576E-03 -1.54971310E+00 
-9.61096006E-03
 
1.21200E+03 -6.87645762E+01 -1.49515624E+05 4.500O7623E+13 -9.52110112E-0r3 -1.56893516E+0,1 -9.6111D264E-03
 
1.22000E+03 -8.16236180E+01 -1.13566367E+05 4.48713468F+13 -9.5218C-263E-03 -1.64582589E+00 -9.61154532E-03
 
1,23000E+03 -9.85624600E+01 -6.87794521E+04 4.47(N08716E-3 -9.52241035E-03 -1.74194294E+013 -9.61181239E-13
 
1.24000E+03 -1.16462480E+02 -2.41678488E+04 4.45207228E+03 -9,52272007E-03 -1.83806107E+0) -9.61176152E-03
 










: OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG.,PHISQDM ACCELERATION 
* 3.7202935CE+31 1.384*5838E+03 7.40336878E+02 7.27481266E+02 5.77798519E+02 0. 
-N ..... .... V/Q Y/Q EQ. PHI PRIME I/IN
" -STAION INTG.-PHI-dX M/Q LB IN/IN LBiN B.SLOPE 1/IN PHI 
-.5.70000E+01 0. 0. 0. 5.1565514E-02 -1'.58889883E+01 5.15655124!j':0?
 
-3.70000E+01 -2.01171551E+02 -3.76201343E+04 -3.72001501E+03 5.14814455E-02 -1.48479330E+01 5.24868550E-02
 
-2.50000E+01 -3.75449338E+02 -9.5q095266E+04 -5.82916807E+03 5.10962104E-02 -1.41983648E+01 5.45251328E-02
 
. -7.13297078E+02 -2.92707926 E +05 -9.91771057Et03 4.90671929E-02 -1.28331132E+01- -,.37899
122E-02
 
S2.500002+01 -1,17433252+03 -5.87492558E+05 -1.35981261E+04 4.64236257E-02 -1.1511B0?oE+oD 5o,3088046E-02­
5.0000E+01 -1.28968457E+03 -9.69405141E+05 -1.68926287E+04 4.43820192E-02 -1.02782843E+01 '481359367E-02
 
__7.5000EtGl+-1.53187547E+03 -1.42909353E+06 -1.98234205E+04 4.26242408E-02 -9.10549691E+ 0 4.61020338E-02
 
1.O0000E+02 -1.74529357E+03 -1.95767279E+06 -2.24058308E+04 4.040318362-02 -7.97347171E+00 4.43340311E-02
 
1.25000E+2 -1.93105481E+03 -2.54659309E+06 -2.46534237E+04 3.74460114E-02 -6.89542283E+00 4.17711734E-02
 
1.5DOOOE+02 -2.09076557E+03 -3.18771374E+06 -2.65856276E+04 3.36787369E-02 -5.89212851E+01 3.83428821E-02
 
1,750002+02 -2.22692897E+03 -3.87350592E+06 -2.82331083E+04 3.15792262E-02 -5.00697423E+00 3.44025371E-02
 
2.00000E+02 -2.34161989E+03 -4.59720212E+06 -2.96206676E+04 2.90599026E-02 -4.17571798E+O0 3.20219694E-02
 
LZ.25000E+02 -2.43632743E+0 3 -5.3525,2236E+06 -. 7663230E+04 _2.61000955E:02 -3.40974925E+0O 2.91767278E-02
 
2.50000E+02 -2.51287373E03*-6.13368248E+06 - 616921591d+04 2.314184522-02 -2.73075964E 00 2,47272238E-02
 
2.75000E+02 -2.57378633E+03 -6.93555994E+06 -3.24288302E+04 2.09938288E-02 -2.15102383E+00 2.18536457E-02
 
3.O1t~tQOE+O2 -2.62099773E+03 -7.75374465E+06 -3.29998127E+54 1.9899072E-t02 zbfi2I9??fft9 1.968512402-02
 
3.25000E+02 -2.65588800E+03 -8.58430902E+06 -3.34217362E+04 1.73413453E-02 -1,16447662E+00 1.779813IE-02.
 
3.5P0000E+02 -2.67964413E+03 -9.42370918E+06 -3.37089453E+04 1.56998936E-02 -7.41377712E-01 1.60707574E-02
 
3.75000E+02 -2.69336115E+03 -1.38407395E+0 7 -4,67531658E+04 1.36282121E-02 -3@62993316E-01 1.40586458E-02
 
3.85000E+02 -2.696307462+03 -1.43082768E+07 -4.67542204E+04 1#28090791E-02 -2.26648379E-01 1.32135273E-02
 
4.0C:0OOE+02 -2.69828087E+03 -1.50098353E+07 -4.67805480E+04 1.16860692E-02 -3.72927371E-02 1.20615150E-02
 
4.25000E+02 -2.695640212+03 -1.61790982E+07 -4.67448059E+04 9.86002819E-03 2.42500250E-01 1.04013693E-02
 
4.50000E+02 -2.68655989E+03 -1.73463535E+07 -4.66224519E+04 7.80926828E-03 4*77753796E-01 8.46777748E-03
 
4,75000E+02 -2.67223114E+03 -1.85096308E+07 -4.64294309E+04 5.77166485E-03 6.61771421E-01 6.34664232E-03
 
5°00000E+02 -2.65390521E+03 -1.96673793E+07 -461827909E+04 4*18106449E-03 7.98729440E-01 4#68856769E-03
 
,
5.25000E+02-- 2.63263139E+03 -2.08074386E+07 -4.03490664E+04 2.92435723E-03 8.98378596E-01 3.21425908E-03
 
5.50000E+02 -2.6G930926E+03 -2.13401673E+.07 -1.68830099E+03 1,55580427E-03 9.62208262E-01 1.5T958316E-03
 
5.75000E+02 -2.58502860E+03 -2.08780098E+07 3.87366197E+04 -1.53337420E-04 9.73152180E-01 -6998923613E-04
 
5w;77000E+0!2 -2.58308388E+03 r2.07973018E+07 4.19704926E+04 -2.87777386E204 9.7157424%65-01 -8.78911084E-04
 




6.250lP)E+02 -2.53911743E+03 -1.69808096E+07 1.15163535E±Q5 .3.2 58.2131E03_ 8..30352393201 -4.804292E-03
 
6.50?U02+t2 -2.52G09c'99E+r3 -1.36933153E+07 1.46838803E+5 -4.50020579E-03 6.86519208E-01 -6.56835794E-03
 
6.75030E+02 -2.50514425E+03 -9.69559590E+06 1.717216612+05 -5.44748972E-03 5.05195109E-01 -7.86610467E-03
 
7.COCEtO? -?.A9?5;a378F+n3 -5.17517023F+106 1.88.469377E+05 -6.049.9.3243E-03 2.97049506E-01 -8.704430702-03 
7.250OOE+02 -2.49043054-4+--3 -3.47307067E+05 1.96214681E+05 -6.27391460E-03 7.41918139E-02 -9.03750166E-03
 
7.5000E+t2 -2.49139133E+r3 4.55750719E+06 1.94613195E 05 -6.10387880E-03 -1.50436952E-01 -8.84490971E-03
 
7.75000E+0 2 72.49784385E+C3 9.30698536E+,6 1.83873857E+05 -5.56536489E-03 .-3.62147302E-01 -7.92272203E-03
 
8.CC0o0E+02 -2.55926153E+C3 1.36823592E+07 '1.64871983E+05 -4.75535715E-03 -5.46872284E-01 -6.65043741E-03
 
8.25000E+C2 -2.52486584E+03 1.74924980E+07 1.38895864E+05 -3.73967038E-03 -6.97370470E-01 -5.33617456E-03
 
8.5CJ0.E+.2 -2.54378073.+23 2,f5812C84E+07 1.f7417626F+05 -2.55369471E-03 -8.10509779E-01 -3.73410819E-D3
 
8.751Vf2+02 -2.565C.99c2+Q3 2.28312425E+07 7.2092rw919E+04 -1.29157818-03 38S886766-01--2.01978113-03
 
9,OZOOJE+02 -2.58750187E+03 2.41696096E+07 3.5850r1546E+04 -1.57994995E-05 -9.11050135E-01 -3.50847674E-04
 
9.250002'Q+02 -2.41C,?20)162+03 2.46929389E+07 6.48651710E+03 1.2096i4739E-03 -9.00435Qg-0I 1.15733677E-03
 
9.5000E+02 -2.63221188E+C3 2.45167995E+07 -2.03455352E+04 2.33059242E-03 -8.54743312E-01 2.49466932E-03
 
9.75000E+02 -2.65264692E+03 2.36914905E+07 -4.52792138E+04 3.42859746E-03 -7.76019501E-01 3.79375241E-03
 
9.9100E+0? -2.66453336E+03 2.28492527E+07 -5.97823814E+04 4.10611602E-03 -7.0891690IE-01 4.58823200E-03
 
1. '0o 60+3 -2.67071903E+03 2.22769048E+07 -6.73269909E+04 4.47542259E-03 -6.65677247E-01 5.01838219F-03
 
1.02500E+03 -2.68565967E+03 2.03569731E+07 -8.55578358E+04 5.44480021E-03 -5.26015080E-01 6.11322080E-03
 
1.05010E+03 -2.69678452E+r03 1.803782522+07 -9.913570442+04 6.28803271E-03 -3.610242942-01 7.06253040E-03
 
1.07500E+03 -2.7t.351 1452+03 1.54449597E+07 -1 .07347382E+O5 7.01209650E-03 -1.74778425E-01 7.81319637E-03
 
1.10OCOE+63 -2.70536406E+03 1.27200188E+C7 -1.09615722E+05 7.60504298E-03 2.83571394E-02 8.40515774E-03
 
1.12500E+03 -2.7!2C1133E+03 1.00174334E+97 -1.05414914a+05 7.98378251E-03 2.41 G7881E-01 8.67979935E-03
 
1.13300E+03 -2.69980339E+03 9.18533521E+06 -I.C-248S234Er5 8.07621814E-03 3.10876481E-01 8.75945969E-03
 
1.16000E+03 -2.68817178E+03 6.60919453E+06 -8.81777602E+04 8.32363520E-03 5.51963597E-01 9.09039833E-03
 
1.19000E+03 -2.66748285E+03 3.85234391E+06 -8.39530682E4.04_ 8.50085479E-03 8.27041182E-01 9.14023246E-03
 
1.2C600E+03 -2.653C82222+03 2.57042654E+(6 -7.67796958E-+04 8.558141972-03 9.73024922-01 9.10656836E-03
 
1.212U0E+03 -2.64708318E+03 2.28788293E+06 -4.67650760E+04 8.60164344E-03 1.02667532E+00 8.99638340E-03
 
1.22500E+03 -2.63296443E+03 1.68962601E+'6 -4.52468058E+04 8.67953717E-03 1.14544084E+00 9.30950908E-03
 
1.24200E+03 -2.61207707E+03 9.39074920E+05 -4.30019848E+04 8.74692249E-03 1.31555834 +00 1.11359216E-02
 
1.25000E+03 -2.60119696E+03 5.99689607E+05 -4.18315926E+04 8.76555429E-03 1.40446845E+00 .1.10895317E-02
 
A.26418E+03 	-2,58017171E+C3 2.22720482E+04 -3.95697530Et04 8.77882321E-03 1.56096617E+00 1.09771428E-02
 
1.26418C01)E+t3 TOTAL DEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM = 4.24664593-+00
 
1.26418E+03 -2.58017171E+03 2.22720482E+04 -2.77594027E+03 8.77882321E-03 1.56096617E+00 8.93304211E-03
 
1.27500E+Q -2.56276215E+03 2.26760877E+3-9.03097393E+028.77917150E03 1.65706687E+00 8.82934358E-03
 
1.28000E+03 -2.55436676E+03 -3.15581017E-09 -3.03792021E-12 8.77918304E-03 1.70108875E+00 8.77918304E-03
 
L. .. 	 ... . . ... .. . .. . . . .. ...... 
7 
iI'BEAM ,''2 
,OMEGA ~.. MEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION
 
3.72029350E+01 1.38405838E+03 8,07512953E+00 2.09307415E+01 1.98661124E+01 0.
 
j,,STATION,IN. INTG4'PHI DX M/Q LB IN/IN V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE IN Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PRIME I/IN
 
-,.16000+3 0 0. l_._.60030412E-02 4.45132146E-01 1,6 0O4122-02. 
1.16200E+03 9.19496234E-01 2.74898307E+04 1.37489015E+04 1.60030687E-02 4.76589050E-01 1.57280907E-02 116400E+03 1.90413051E+00 549911266E+04 1.37524320E 04 160031512E-02 5.08045234E-D1 1.57281025E-02
 
1. 16600E+03 2.95167722E+00 8. 24997092E+04 1.37561882E+04 1 60032887F-07 5.39501493E-0 1 1.57281649F-02
 
1i6'8r62+0 '3.<:0621366 IE+00 1.10016030E+05 1.37601699E+04 1.60034812-02 5.70957928E-01 1.57282778E-02
00E

.ll00E+35: .23550913E+00 1.37540539E+05 1.37643772E+04 1.60D37287E-02 6.02414638E-01 1.57284412E-02
 
I>'61'8010oE+O3 ,:',f.,2o046o9 7E+o1 2.75301713E+05 1.37887975E+04 1.60057928E-02 7.59705874E-01 1.57300168E-02 
1.19000E+03 2.04297005E+01 4.13335290E+05 1.38188581E+04 1.60092357E-02 9.17019195E-01 -1.57328585E-02 
1.20000E+03 3.03865988E+01 5.51697679E+05 1.38545600E+04 1.60140606E-02 1.07436728E+00 1.57369694E-02 
1.20600E+03 3.71160858E+01 6.34896412E+05 1.38786896E+04 1.60176203E-02 1.16879809E+00 1.57400465E-02 
4k21000E+0'3 1!4i192j851E+01 5.74223745E+05 -1.51590799E+04 1,60192324E-02 1.23408531E+00 1.63224140E-02 
E>"1l20OCf4'44226&6&9E+01 '5.43914514E+05 -1.51501128E+04 1.60199778E-02 1.63229801E-02 1.26673071E+00 

0;.2,2066EgOO43, 5" ,50788690EtOi 4.22863951E+05 -1.51119035E+04 1.60225558E-02 1.39732228E00 1.63247938E-02 
1.23000E+03 6,98683575E+01 2.12005187E+05 -1.50588737E+04 1.60248717E-02 1.56057743E+00 1.63260492E-02 
1.24000E+03 8.62904412E+01 1.21705990E+05 -1.49999899E+04 1.60261837E-02 1.72383953E+00 1.63261835E-02 
1.24200E+03 8.97707725E+01 -1.45673633E-09 4.90698426E-09 1.60262954E-02 1.75648729E+00 1.60262954E-02 
'2­*ao, 
I A -.. *, _ _ _ __ _ _ _ 
-I -_. 
.... ... . Atlas SLV3A/Eue_ r 2 
'BEAM I 	
-
OMEGA .OMEGA SQUARED ..... TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG, PHI SO DM ACCELERATION.<.­
4.81071538E+01 2.31429825E+03 7.40336878E+02 7.36075008E+02 1.92111702E+02 0.
 
STATION IN INTG. PHI DX M/Q LB IN/IN V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE 1/IN *' Y/Q EQ. PHI- PHI PR'IME 1fIN I 
_-5.lOOOaE+c1 0. 0. 0. 3o31035877E-02 -8.t6779242E+O0 3,31035877T-0'2..
 
-3.700002+01 -1.02067362E02 -3.21562334E+04 -3.17039903E+03 3.30316270E-02 -7.49739192E+00 3.38884916E-02 I
 
-2.50000E+01 -1.89495760E+02 -8.09195407E+04 -4.93969338E+03 3#27030139E-02 -7,07400779E+00 3.56087159E-02 I
 
0. -3.55163143E+02 -2.47258665E+05 -8.29207007E+03 3.09824685E-02 -6.18267646E+00 3.49310733E-02
 
2.50000E+01 -4.98921849E+02 -4.91824636E+05 -1.12008852E+04 2,87592414E-02 -5.32996099E+00 3.t959A943E-02]

I 5.00000E+01 -6.22338496E+02 -8.03881703E+05 -1.36979989E+04 2,70580178E-02 -4,55180091E+00 3O010275E-02,
 
L7.50000E+c1 -7.26958960E+02 -1.17355666E+06 -1.58148717E+04 2.56071814E-02 -3.82498262E00 2.838172032-02
 
1.0000+02 -8.13874836E+02 -1.59163,37E+06 -1.75732276E+04 2.37927942E-02 -3.13298914E+0O 2.68758166E-02
 
1.25000E+02 -8.84034912E+02 -2.04938871E+06 -1.89923582E+04 2.14012717E-02 -2.48650104E+00 2.47332644E-02
 
1.50000E+02 -9.38781027E02 -2.53865196E+06 -2.00994045E+04 1.83858575E-02 -1#90198488E+00 2.19120688E-02
 
f t1.75000E+02 -9.80133582E+02 -3.05210890E+06 -2.09357592E+04 1.67229774E-02 -1.41114195E 00 1,88165534E-02
 
2.00000E+02 -1.00974767E+03 -3.58345848E+06 -2.15344953E+04 1.47488484E,02 -9.63950183E-01 1.69022979E-02
 
2.25000E+02 -1.02882014E+03 -4.12705400E+06 -2.19198290E+04 1.24545305E-02 -5.688742345-01 1.46465134 -02
 
2.50000E+02 -1.03878987E+03 -4.67791007E+06 -2.21209349E+04 1.01851288E-02 -2.41277614E-01 1.1291713E4-02
 
2.75000E+02 -1.04157012E+03 -5.23189627E+06 -2.21766118E+04 8.55564449E-03 1.22940620E-02 9.14363442E-03
 
3.00000E+02 -1.03860339E+03 -5.78577456E+06 -2.21161448E+04 7,12707633E-03 2.20038931E-01 7.525984705-03
 
I3.25000E+o2 -1.03091881E03 -6.33690926E+06 -2.19602717E+04 5.82924778E-03 3.90395283E-01 6.129385325-03
 
3.50000E+02 -1.01939495E+03 -6.88314152E+06 -2.17267456E+04 4.62389809E-03 5.27581271E-Ot 4.86293445E-03
 
3.75000E+02 -1.00489318E+03 -8.63549586E+06 -5.61169152E+03 3.27915531E-03 6.27863628E-61 3.33081942E-03
 
3.85000E+02 -9.98459651E+02 -8.69159364E+06 -5.60783238E+03 2.77488267E-03 6.58615875E-01 2.82339333E-03
 
4.00000E02 -9.88298303E+02 -8.77401182E+06 -5.37916684E+03 2.10543994E-03 6.95752317E-01 2.148611435-03';
 
4.25000E+02 -9.70352206E+02 -8.903492142+06-4.975456212+03 1.06972352E-03 7.36385055E-01 1.12734316E-03
 
4.50000E+02 -9.51715709E+02 -9.02265511E+06 -4.55621387E+03 -2.67092315E-05 7.50961293E-G, 3.764.40-17-" 1
 
4.75000E+02 -9.33060719E+02 -9.13129876E+06 -4.13648954E+03 -1.05993805E-03 7.38129488E-01 -1.00871217E-03 I
 
5.0OOOE+02 -9.15018067E+02 -9&22959640E+06 -3.73064891E+03 -1.82600368E-03 7,02697077E-01,-11T8500754E03 I
 
5.25000E+02 -8.98079299E+02 -9.30445802E+06 3.46382162E+03 -2.40245892E-03 6.50250411E-01 -2.42734595E-03
 
5.50000E+02 -8.82695245E+02 -8.67630714E+06 4.60876345E+04 -2.98580283E-03 5.75910934E-01 -3.63492444F-03
 
5.75000E+02 -8.69575065E+02 -7.05225191E+06 8.26103320E+04 -3.62615836E-03 4.70114207E-01 -4.78968416E-03
 
* 	5.77000E+02 -8.68644498E+02 -6.88443481E+06 8.51978085E+04 -3#67111819E-03 4.60453129E-0 -487108732&'O3
 
6.00000E+02 -8.59428016E+02 -4.61495689E+06 1.10850626E+05 -4.10135771E-03 3.387822118-01 5.6343 *}
 
6.2500JE+C2 -8.527985A4E+-2 -1.59147652E+O6 1.29302810E+05 -4.35471849EO3 _.89988600E-01 -6.17588482E-03
 
6.50GO E+02 -8.5-r-2242E+&2 1.76102695E+06 1.3782182E+15 -4.34918876E-03 3.34076776E-02 -6.27992372E-03
 
6.75000E+nl2 -8.511"2872Ei<2 5.17198102E+ b 1.3401D-586E+O5 -4.06911462E-03 -1.20436247E-01 -5.95658767E-03
 
7. 00E+C 2 -8.5589927E+ 2 8.37557692E+06 1.20647873E+05 -3.52059454E-03 -2.60967321E-01 -5.21986036E-03
 
7.25000E+02 '8.63933896E+02 1.11290332E+07 9.82678165E+04 -2.73035468E-03 -3.78348196E-01 -4*.11440844E-03'
 
7.50000E+02 -8.74520531E+62 1.32295856E+)7 6.87810191E+04 -1.74319385E-03 -4.64205938E-01 -2.71194060E-o3­
7.75)0OE+u2 -8.86794159E+,32 1.45289560E+r7 3.46137874E+04 -6.55302904E-04 -5.12021707E-01 -I.D9906941E-03,
 
8.0000E+02 -8.99766189E+ 2 1.49441803E+07 -1.49493559E+03 3.87161667E-04 -5.2'588195E-01 4.04344835E-04
 
8.2500EE+Q2 -9.12492763E+02 1.44599015E+C7 -3.69308104E+04 1.34663669E-03 -4.93283692E-01 1.77112876E-03
 
8.50UW0E+{;2 -9.24132414E+'2 1.31230516E+07 -6.93287807E+,)4 2.20767400E-03 -4.33872001E-01 2.96952873E-03
8.75000E+C2 -9.33944031E+,2 1.103608A5E C7 -9.66346269E+04 2.91245879E-03 -3.48009442E-01 3.88856613-03 '.
 
9.00000E+02 -9.41352371E+$2 8.34763412E+06 -1.16710697E+05 3.44074972E-03 -2.42359253E-01 4.53150390E-03
 
9.25000E+C2 -9.45947516E+C2 5.29G55276E+C,6 -1.26686828En5 3.78562908E-03 -1.24450460E-Dl 4.80729705E-03
 
9.5GLOOE+02 -9.47528555+-N2 2.,16996194E+06 -1.29915166E+05 3.95321939E-D3 -1.43721498E-03 5.00092234E-03
 
9.75C00E+02 -9.45996988E+02 -1.15220859E+C6 -1.26793122E+05 3.97378170E-03 1.23940828E-01 4.99630688E-03
 
9.91Y)OE+C2 -9.43379327E -2 -3.14163225E+(.C6 -1.21454475E+05 3.91111877E-03 2.03140897E-01 4.89059034E-03
 
1.OaY)OE+03 -9.41354804E+02 -4.21674510E+C6 -1.17326194E+05 3.85086321E-03 2.46753268E-01 4.79704219E-03
 
1.025t0E+03 -9.33726515E+CZ -6.96767878E+06 -1.01766926c+05 3.59563904E-03 3.62249114E-0t 4.39069315E-03
 
1.05030E+03 -9.233558!E+02 -9.25841402E+06 -8.06122921E+04 3.23787002E-03 4.65773779E-01 3,86765355E-03
1.07500E+03 -9.1C577109E+02 -1.09573175E+P7 -5.45481973E+04 2.799249622-03 5.543001982-01 3.206325722-03
 
1.lOWIPE+03 -8.957999372+C2 -1.19518189E+07 -2.44C61033E+04 2.31503854E-03 6.2562429BE-01 2.49318528E-03
 
1.12500E+03 -8.79457874E+02 -1.21496259E+07 9.52603585E+13 1.91227292E-03. 6-.79622216E-01 1.84937593E-03
 
1.13360E+03 -8.73964898E+02 -1.20248321E+07 2.17138279E+04 1.79583686E-03 6.936'21875E-01 1.65107801E-03
 
1.16000E+03 -8.4736146E+02 -1.08432851E+07 6.22820927E+04 1.43370334E-03 7.27979729E-01 8.92119929E-04
 
1.19000+03 -8.32536101E+12 -8.88557862E+06 7.89300196E+04 1.09425291E-03 7.49876759E-01 4.9313D248E-04
 
1.2)6f03E+03 -8.2.)485843E+02 -7.53420427E+06 8.90427032E+D4 9.47152509E-04 7.56214388E-01 3.11133201E-04
 
1.21200E+C3 -8.15950315E+02 -6.77642509E+06 1.26704457E+D5 8.18990313E-04 7.55628283E-01 -2.50511061E-04
 
1.22500E+C-3 -8.06184041E+02 -5.11781230E+06 1.28463507E+05 5.85790489E-04 7.46875494E-91 -1.20280870E-03
 
1.24200)E+-Z3 -7.938749C9E+02 -2.91480123E+06 1.30687895E05 3.79216120E-04 6.899345432-01 -6.88122249E-03
 
1.25000E+03 -7.88577485E+02 -1.86543307E+06 1.31640837E+05 3.21261500E-04 6.34421318E-01 -6.99211832E-03
 
1.26418E+03 -7.8029102E+1-2 1.21052066E+04 1.33131621E+05 2.81305377E-04 5.34290443E-01 -7,11489577E-03
 
1.264180C%2+03 TOTAL DEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM = -9.294874356+0 ­
1.26418E+'23 -7.80291l24E+02 1.21052066E+04 -1.52793696E+03 2.81305377E-04 5.3429D443E-01 3.66193763E-04
 
1.275c0E+t3 -7.74490254E 02 1.21171300E+03 -4.84464149E+02 2.81493581E-04 5.3794f702E-01 3.08408256E-04
 




OMEGAOMEGA.SQU..........TOTAL GENERALIZED MASS SQ DM ACCELERATION
MASS INTG. PHI 

4.81071538E+01 2.31429825E+03 8.07512953E+0V 1.23369997E+01 1.20027523E+1n 1.
 
.IN/IN
STATION IN INTG. PHI DX M 1. 1 V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE I/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PRIME l/IN 
L.16000E+03 
0o 0. 0. 8.95164839E-03 6.05369954E-01 8.95164839E-03 
'16200E+03 % 8.95168201E-03 8.61516551E-03122494395E+00 -'3.36337268E+04 -1.68258252E+)4 6.22600599E-01 

16400E+03 2.487375435+0( 6.72929117E+04 1.68333942E+04 8.95178294E-133 6.3983)869E-DI 8.61511505E-03
 
116600E+03 3.78426739E+00 1.00967441E+05 1.68411698E+04 8.95195120E-D3 6.57061121E-nl 8.61512780E-03
 
V-10,16800E+03 5.11561990E+00 1.346577294E+05 1.68491521E+4 8.95218682E-03 6.74291423E-01 8.6152D378E-03
 
O1.17000E+03 6.48143324E+00 1.68364187E+05 1.68573409E+04 8.95248984E-03 6.91521959E-01 8.61534302E-03
 
1.18000E+03 1.38274409E+01 3.37153510E+05 1.69013846E+04 8.95501706E-03 7.776823OCE-01 8.61698937E-03
 
1.19000E+03 2#20351608E+01 5.06409101E+05 1.69505947E+.)4 8.95923446E-03 8.63867036E-01 8.6202225TE-03
 
I1.20000E+03 3.11049163E+01 6.76182633E+05 1.70049733E+04 8.96514697E-03 9.50092057E-n! 8.62504750E-03
 
1.20600E+03 3.69607408E+01 7.78316869E+05 1.70400824E+04 8.96951.36E- ,3 1.031853,4E+00 8.62870871E-03
 
'I121000E+034.10430103E+01 7.00942502E+05 -1.93367159E+04 8.97148268E-03 1.03928258E+02) 9.35809700E-03
 
1021200E+03 4.31402921E+01 6.62293607E+05 -1.93181415E+34 8.97239150E-03 1,)5799944E+03 9.35875433E-03
 
I,122000E+03 5.19037923E+01 5.07956251E+05 -1.92655991E+04 8.97551198E-f3 1.13287835Eon 9.36082396E-n3
 
1.23000E+03 6.37006451E+01 3.15649228E+05 -1.919487000E+14 8.97825694E-03 1.2264944CE+01 9.36215434E-03
 
1*24000E+03 7.64337016E+01 1.24077561E+05 -1.91185278E+34 8.9T972227E-03 1.3201168CE+00 9.36209283E-03
 
1.24200E+03 7.90926592E+01 4.73823084E-08 9.834123292-1C 8.97983351E-03 1.33883507E+00 8.97983351E-03
 







Atlas SLV3A/Burner 2 
BEAM 1
 
OMEGA O; EGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQDM ACCELERATION 
6.25254t'76E+, I 3.9C94266" E+,3 7.40336878E+02 4.94207460E+02 4.73065666E+02 0. 
STATION IN INTG. PHI DX M/Q LB IN/IN V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE 1/IN- Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PRIME W/IN 
-5.7C$3)UE+,, ,1. Q. 0. -8.05490773E-02 1.57765452E+01 -8.0549._73 E-2_ 
-3.70rIifE+cl l.934r578E+,,' 2 1.L4151878E+05 1.02285278E+04 -8.03155549E-02 1.413859172+01 -8. 3O002 19E,02 
-2.5;2,t'%E+, 1 3.5710"548E+i"2 2.6Ct834168E+05 1.58134219E+04 -7.92540981E-02 1.30880701E+01 -8.85561110E-02 
0. 6.56479422=+02 7.88048477E+05 2.60471738E+04 -7.37413023E-02 1.38736403E+01 -8.61447184E-02
 
2.5r'O',YE-tI 9.u178,685E+2 1.54776658E+06 3.44311306E+4 -6.66994108E-02 8.78892551E 0 -7.65368767E-02
 
5.,fllflrE+,l 1.(981"!31E+G,3 2.4957,0097E+06 4.11404306E+04 -6.13810129E-02 6.94355672E+00 -7.05233308E2'-02
 
7.5 ,OE.t1 1.25:'38683E+',u3 3.59225459E+06 4.63451248E+04 -5.69070657E-02 5.26185418E+O0 -6.50377894E-02
 
1."f . ",/E+ 2 i.3621289"E+C3 4.80,139509E+56 5.016255n9F+*94 -5.13953890E-02 3.69262814E+00 -6.01958366E-02
 
1.25"tE+ 2 1.43637"'88E+ 3 6.08968q7E+06 5.2697299TE+04 -4.42371515E-02 2.26767402E+00 -5.34822917E-02
 
1.5'e,1)E+i.2 1.47731258E+ 7.42675462E+@6 5.40929f,21E+04 -3.53485798E-02 1.03461213E+00 -4.4838562TE-02
 
1.753.,TE+$ 2 1.49'97829:+U3 8.78660J84E+C,6 5.45578816E+,4 -3.05237517E-02 T.35367982E-02 -3.59795399E-)2
 
2.OC(WtE+'2 1.48221479'+3 1.,11482506E+07 5.42557813E+4<4 -2.48880030E-02 -7.56963876E-01 -3.03135812t-02
 
2.25E2 1.45456222E+r3 1.1494'004E+07 5.33076185E+14 -1.84456793E-02 -1.43487889E+00 -2.37764412E-02
 
2.d5,1 ,E+C2 1.41216693E+:23 1.28094136E+07 5.18554987E+04 -1.21746050E-62 -1.92340262E 00 -1.47686409E-02
 
2.75'jC-E+'t2 1.36f l993%E+3 1.4Q84t,844E+G7 5.f47653C1E+04 -7.74946177E-03 -2.21660214E+00 -9.07718918E-03
 
3.t EHME+t2 1,3,247186E+C3 1.5311613C-E+7 4.81013399E+14 -3.93584704E-03 -2.38837026E+00 -4.80344974E-03 
3.25C,,9E+02 1.2417-4199E+r03 1.64882910.E+07 4.60224422E+04 -5.29835110E-04 -2.461-577E+00 -1.15883746E2-03 .1 
3.50,&OE'E.2 1.180182717+t3 1.76125256F+07 4.39181052E+04 2.58054975E-03 -2.44951906E+0O 2.09736537E-03 
3.750'KtE+2 1.12026955C+t03 1.41101752E+C'7 -8.09532086E+)4 5.00309816E-03 -2.33453253E+00 '5,74839498E-03 
3.85-' >E +e2 I. 97 2 2 913= 1.33005259E+07 -8.L9765487E+04 6.50154325E-032 + 3 5.801054072-03 -2.27321813E+00 
4.C2,JE+,C2 I.'56391251E+v3 1.20763092E+07 -8.22423969E+04 6.77546543E-03 -2.16834584E+00 7.43551677E-03 
4.25)C)E+'2 1.! 122t'942S+'.3 9.9952908CE+n6 -8.42065325E-04 8.07169978E-03 -1.96295080E+00 9.04687676E-03 I 
4.5tDfJIE+C2 9.66f'92126E+ '2 7.8677527CE+0'6 -8.59584462E+04 9.16370661E-03 -I.72166611E+0 1.03778090E,-02 
4.7raOE+02 9.26383378=+,2 5.69940423E+06 -8.74669(84E+04 9.94323369E-03 -1.45310440E+00 1.10264152E-O2
 
F 8.9354127-CE+f%2 1.,130704190-02 
5.25%',WE+C2 8.67743231E+02 1.23375730E+96 -1.05732595E+05 1.04838794E- 02 -8.90t50298E-TDI 1.12435518E-027 
5.5t,6CuE+V2 8.492f8834E+t,2 -2.563879962+06 -1.92414797E+5 1.04346327E-02 -5.83348558E-01 1.31447002E-02 
5.750,,s)E+02 b.3879('749E+f'2 -8.r76792272E+06 -2.41365886E+05 1.00141552E-02 -2.49290560E-01 1.34136748E-02 
5. C ry>+u2 3.49658471E+t'6 -8.87144026E+04 1.03321584E-02 -1.17349162E+00 
5.770QE+02 8.383189 747+r2 -8.55291229E+06 -2.43581723E+05 9.9605203--3-2.22484502E-01 1.39127052-02
 
6.0Cxj3E:.2 8.3669l113E+(:2 -1.43052390E+07 -2.51194535E+05 9.11365749E-03 7.87063961E-02 1.2651608TE-02
 
n42'-0002E2 4243498iE+5,
.2 2 8. E I 2  -'03D3883 0E27, 4'7 . 1,,,29,4 859E ".47 656-0 [$1', 03869t93E-0t 
6.50000E+02 8.54901225E+02 -2.52471075E+07 -1.65386635E+,05 5.86570704E-03 6.14723873E-01 8.19509627E-03 
6.75000E+02 8.72452346E+02,-2.83889555E+07 -8.27452776E+04 3.68906046E-03 7.78938418E-01 4.85448691E-03 
7.00000E+02 8'.93013477E+02 -2.92660266E+07 L.40569391E+04 1.34798015E-03 8.54402146E-01 1; 14999509E-03 
44i2+0,0E 732502E6E419.1'605E6041O3 *l:'r723Q28'5q54269
hv'7>.".50 0 .--.75V2 B E.___,_.____________-_ _.,,_,.'_86__2E_,3. _.5_.__2_8_9.-___-8.._8__6 _-O_.__5O00E+&.i404.'5O0'.11524E .
8.00000E02 9.60871423E+02 -9.70330066E+06' 3.33424246E+05 -5. 3547305E-03 3.18562218E-01 -9.467935,65E-03
 
8.25000E+02 - 9'.65780639E+02 -1.01866586E06 3.56522287E+05 -5.98671507E-03 7.22855981E-02 -1.00646724E-02
 
8.50000E+02 9.64488973E+02 7.87866966E+06 3.50443027E+05 -5.77438847E-03 -1.74189616E-01 -9.6254107t4E-03
 
9.50000E02 9.09620135E+02 3.35224423E+07 1.35637044E+05 -1.23720023E-03 -7oA9317902E-01 '-2.33104735E-03
 
9.75000E+021 8.89158166E+02 3.60370496E+07 6.50777274E+04 3.50383606E-04 -8.30920361E-01 -1.74436777E-04
 
9.91000E+02 8.=75919768E+02 3.67124713E+07 1.94292626E+04 1.41032791E-03 -8.22307801E-01-, 1.25364031E-03

S 0000,E O s 8 6586 .@E48 9 7 ! E+07; :: 3"39 %0188475 27,-03! 8 '7.98" 0VE 5E*03A*)
E"2\; 3 gIjO 3 :.1.. t99 ',2- %PQ7@ 4 

I 1:'M &2it,8'.7,7p2E 7 , ,,3 -233846E'-Ol14'&2-3003902Et; 03Q,,259301628' 7 i4') 'E0 66g8t983E!-03, -. 74?ILI+'O5,03: 0' . 2 '1'I . '2 .; .32-31'9,792EP07. t,29 W&Z?665 2E.+ 4'. - 3 ; 4 5A. 5 O] 6L.;i,973915E-03i;:05 &s'41,83590,5O .808,42 

1*07500E403 8.19847225E+02, 2.94042739E+07 -1.73922945E+05 6.54054879E-03 -4.21523506E-01 7.83848122E-03
 
'
 1.10000E03 8.11924299E+02 2.46tf61425E+07 -2.0126664 1E +05 7.68101119E-03 -2.08320426E-01 9.15011076E-03
 
1.12500E+03 8.09625245E+02 1.95028777E+07 -2.09208074E+05. 8.o41797951E-03 2.71728962E-02 9.79930533E-03
 
0E.80 9 V , 1 5'2 8 2,7E818E-05:,. ,073 Eo03,863574E285 -10681381,,
 
1.20600E+03 8.46952812E+02 -1.42698192E+06 -2.75350314E+05 9.35189237E-03 9.22200826E-01 1.'13186803E-02
 
1.21200E+03 8.52651793E+02 -1.32686345E+06' 1.75606278E+04 9.32721556E-03 9.77459625E-01 9.17898782E-03
 
1.22500E+03 8.66126946E+02 -1.07246277E+06 2.16557948E+04 9.28001466E-03 1.09564074E+ob 8.97850072E-03 I 
2'061 4r82E 52O 896E 03- 20268 58E+00'.,N fq r aE;02 ;6989jTD2EO,4k5 ­
0'it9 +0 619.8g192E3 052i6$0iE-,0 
1.26418000E+03 TOTAL DEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM - -1.78707577E+00
 
1.26418E+03 9.15358133E+02 5.72259939E+04 -7.11530587E+03 9.21403392E-03 1.40526906E+00. 9.60932869E-03
 
1.27500E+03 9.31117976E+02 5.84443688E+03 -2.32602681E+03 9.21492983E-03 1.50782579E+00,. 9.34415354E-03
 
~ O6 ~~0340Er0w3~?766Z ' 921495 9588E-0'3.1, 'W;542425; -5g90~W 45 ­
;;4t"
Y n.k- WxIgw. 
B EAM 2 T. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . .. . . . . . .. . .
 
ii OMEGA OMEGA SQU.ARED TOTAL MASS .GENERALIZEP MASS - INTG, PHI SQ PM ACCELERATION 
6.25254076E+01 3.90942660E+03 8.07512953E+00 2.54204547E+02 2.25171798E+02 0.
 
STATION IN INTG PHI OX M/Q LB IN/IN V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE I/IN Y/Q EQ. - PRIME 1/INPHI PHI 

hI.16000E+03_ 0. . 8.3445281IE-02 -8.45922521E-Cl 8.34452811E-02
 
-"
1.16200E+03 -1.52643843E+00 2.85654364E+05 1.42807288E+05 8.34455668E-02 -6.84744855-01 -8.05"8942i2-I02 
1.16400E+03 -2.73474860E+00 5.71256157E+05 1.42795050E+05 8.34464237E-02 -5.23564996E-31 8.05905227E-02 
1.16600E+03 -3.62069648E+00 8.56836739E+05 1.42786977E+05 8.34478518E-02 -3.62382427E-01 8.05921303E-02 
1.168002+03 -4.18427565E+00 1.14240264E+06 1.4278369E+05 8.34498511-02 -2.01196137E-01 8.05942437E-02 
1.17000E+03 -4.42547765E+00 1.42796039E+06 1.42777926E+05 8.34524214E-02 -4.10051150E-02 8.05968629E-D2 
.'i18000E+03 2.85585545E+6 8.34738402E-O.2 7.66056393E-O1 8.06175464E-02-7.95392486E-01 1.42814692E+05 

1.19000E+03 1.08965534E+01 4.28452639C+06 1.42933108E+05 8.35095411E-02 1.57238798E+00 8.06508790E-02
 
1.20000E+03 3.06536934E+01 5.71478989E+06 1.43133209E+05 8.35595360E-02 2.37911617E+00 8.06968718E-02
 
1.20600E+03 4.63811312E+01 6.57405230E+06 1.43292498E+05 8.35964021E-02 2.86339616E+00 8.07305521E-02
 
1 O21000E+03' 5.85268418E+01 5.99143706E+06 -1.455884152+05 8.36131559E-02 3.20946810E+00 8,632492432-02
 
S1.21200E+03 6.51188326E+01 5.70032641E+06 -1.45521651E+05 8.36209504E-02 3.38252448E+00 8.65313835E-02
 
i.220008+03 9.49482802E+0 1 4.53732426E+06 -1.4521 9537E+05 8.364824982-02 4.37486546Et03 8.6552640-5-02
 
1.23000E+03 1.40024887E+02 3.08733851E+06 -i.44762999E+05 8.36736628E-02 4.94048280E+0 8.656892282-02
 
1.24000E+03 1.93758290E+02 1.64235652E+06 -1.44218785E+05 8.36894254E-02 5.80620590E+00 8.65738011E-02
 




_ _-j Mode5 
1 
WAtas SLV3A/Baurner 2 
-
L O-MEGA OMEGA SRPUA_ .. . MASS ._GENERALIZEDMASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERAtION 
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.845507562+04 -4.57927607E-03 -2.87445878E+00 -7.00320815E-03
 
4.50551730E+04 1.76145698E-04 -2.96968570E+00 -1.01844562E-03
 
1.61107443Et07-4.16224530E+04 4.21752388E-03 -2.93718137E+00 3.46678070E-03 
1.71093049E+07 3.82885090E+04 7.77688060E-03 -2.80206441E+00 7425358021ErO3 
1.80269157t+07 3.51636092E+04 1.09826129E-02 -2.57817689E+00 1.05957449E-02 
5.74501925E+06 -1.42329953E+05 1.22741290E-02 -2.25150172E+00 'l.3594917E-02 
4.32156-8252+066 -1.4235932+65- 1.256745252-02 -2.11451699.2.00 1.37989398 6-02t 
2.17432124E+06 -1.43912841E+05 

5.07771172E+02 -1.45227468E+06 -1.46138590E+05 

4.73507737E+02 -5.12875764E+06 -1.47902737E+05 

4.48204681E+02 -8.84354770E+06 -1.49205097E+05 

4.31350274E+02 -1.25853867E+07 -1.50072467E+05 

4.22259851E+02 -1.635556202+07 -1.56252938E+05 

4.20315239E+02 -2.05070419E+07 -1.6843)549E+05 

4.25157397E+02 -2.44131048E+07 -1.37408163E+05 

4.25805398E+02 -2.46838310E+07 71.33281138E+05 





1.28192461E-02 -1.90596428E+00 1.39742448E-02 


































6.25000E+02 4.49353884E+C2 -2.78001663E+07 1.71788278E+4 2.5600r79E-.3 6.11223748E-31 2.31805187E-03
 
6.50000E 02 4.646872362--E+t,2 -2.615C7079E+C7 1.15123793E+05 3.68088829E-$4 
 6.143159332-1 -1.253373)5E-13
 
6.75000E+02 4.79256725E+(:2 -2.21j850616E+;:7 2.818)236E+15 -1.59255767E-5,3 t.41063723E-?1 -4.52467367E-n3
 
:_7.00000E02 4.9104192CE+C2 -1.589(7077E+r7 2.83451836E+05 -3.1365C1 T h E-$ 3 3.93664224E-01 -7.l287664 E-n3
7.25000E+02 4.98434655E+02 -8.14744407E+P6 3.30669593E+ ,5 -4.11372382E-r3 1.92673965E-01 -8.771P4293E-03
 
7.50000E+02 5.00420734E+02 3.53663018E+ 5 3.43362083E+05 -4.43'12277E-03 -3.52878717E-92 -9.26620845E-13
 
7.75000E+0249670.1255E+02 8.71537311E+06 3.19638566E+05 -4.0800C,877E-C3 -2.5778698CE-01 
-8.17793910E-03
 
8.00000E+02 4.878616682+02 1.60632605E+07 2.6326271E-' 5 -3.20278815E-03 -4.42524606E-01 
-6.228796312-03
 
8.25000E+02 4.75090973E+02 2.16691002E+07 
 1.81756418E+05 -1.96667242E-,3 -5.72336797E-11 -4.05582665E-03
 
8.50000E+02 4.59819772E+02 2.CIT1971E+07 8.43438542E+04 -5.04729105E-C.4 -6.40635455E-01 -l.43158465E-03
 
8.75000E+02 4.43660720E+02 2.58391987E+07 -1.87078758E+"4 9.820416COE-04 -6.4316287oE-3 1.17101014E-03
 
9.00000E+02 4.28205423E+02 2.41236043E+07 -1.14294878E+05 2.34625055E-03 -5.84774466E-01 3.41442698E-03
 
1_9.250002+02 4.14845750E+02 2.03999931E+07 -1.80528431E+5 3.47058928E-3 -4.78382135E-01 4.92646372E-03
 
9.50000E+02 4.04576419E+02 1.52527145E+07 -2.28548916E -5 4.28542857E- 3 -3.39433756E-31 6.12856499E-03
 
9.75000E+02 3.98111171E+02 9.12111259E+06 -2.58784223E+05 4.84224428E-03 -1.75308323E-01 6.92921383E-03
 
9.91000E+02 3.96210637E+02 4.89816207E+06 -2.676744852+05 5.0465528E- 3 -6.19785947E-22 7.20517048E-03
 
1.00000E+03 3.95946272E+02 2.4814739E+r6 -2.6890j974F+05 5.10689925E-03 3.23078082E-03 7.27553614E-03
 
I1.02500E+03 3.98298522E+02 -4.14806732E+4)6 -2.57923492E+35 5.06823732E-03 1.84444187E-01 7.08326460E-03
 
l.05000E+03 4.05068008E+02 -1.02422419E+07 -2.26283992E+05 4.74976748E-03 3.55337288E-01 6.51761116E-03
 
1.07500E+03 4.15879500E+02 -1.53044099+7 -1.75757%)78E+,5 4.1942935!E-03 5.06089884E-01 5.50591349E-03
 
1.10000E+03 4.30I13633E+02 -1.88965265E+07 -I.C:9226504E+05 3.46990005E-33 6.28690383E-01 4.2671738nE-03
 
1.12500E+03 4.47003587E+02 -2.06590569E+t -2.8855779CE+04 2.80780519E-03 7.18503762E-01 2.9 9 832 9 54E-03
 
1.13300E+03 4.52841240E+02 -2.077I8281E+07 8.14759645E+02 2.60820923E-"3 7.40909448E-0I 2.60277750E-03
 
1.16000E+03 4.73594003E+02 -1.92838321E+07 I.C1C3T479E+05 1.9720(958E-03 7.90889149E-01 I.D9348368E-03
 
1.19000E+03 4.96668347E+02 -7.29532383E+06 4.31832328E+05 1.51129178E-03 7.448006CCE-01 -1.77749747E-03
 
1.20600E+03 5.08353702E+02 -1.87644535E+05 4.54340144E+05 
 1.44371126E-03 7.15870071E-01 -1.80157548E-03
 
1.21200E+03 5.12675444E+02 -2.12126230E+05 -3.18827220E+G3 1.44011528E-03 7.2471049E-01 1.46702721E-03
 
1.22500E+03 5.22218968E+02 -2.28126507E+05 7.43497300E+02 1.43131885E-03 7.43523882E-01 1.42096712E-03
 
1.24200E+03 5.35052910.E02 -1.70759951E+05 6.03176573E+03 1.42068298E-03 7.65719741E-0I 1.08558489E-03
 
1.25000E+03 5.41211096E+C2 -1.12374782E+05 8.56897910E+03 1.41721021E-03 7.73826752E-01 9.41155818E-04
 
1.26418E+03 5.52266433E+02 4.13541786E+04 1.31247556E+04 1.41545100E-03 7.8536202E-01 6.86297913E-04
 
1.26418000E+03 TOTAL DEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM = -5.52303548E-01
 
1.26418E+03 5.52266433E+02 4.13541786E+04 -5.20126245E+03 1.41545100E-03 7.85362002E-01 1.7044ID03E-03
 
1.27500E+03 5.60858109E+02 4.15900060E+03 -1.66109035E+03 1.41609502E:03_- 8.92748166E-01 1.5083778IE-03
 
1,28000E+03 5.64890129E+02 4.72324437E-13 9.71782009E-16 1.41611615E-03 8.10059776E-01 4.1611615E-03
 




:i.- -- O.MEGA....... O.MEGA..SQUAR.ED.. . TOTAL. MASS .GENERALIZE.D. _MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM 'ACCELEPATION'.
 
' 7,28044578E+01 5.30048907E+03 8.07512953E+00 3.60942599E+02 3,01767724E+02 0.
 
STATION IN INTG. PHI DX M/Q LB IN/IN V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE I/IN YIQ EQ. PHI PHI PRIME I/IN-2 
' 1.16000E+03 O. 0. 0. -1.19078194E-01 2,92167594E+00 -1.19070194E-01'.
 
-. 6496982+5 -. 3232272+0 -l190865E-0 
1.16400E+03 1.07566569E+01 -9.29529609E+D5 -2.32281463E+05 -l.19080053E-01 2.46395128E+00 -1.14434424E-01 
1.16600E+O3 1.54556882E+01 -1.39402696E+06 -2.32216937E+15 -1,19082377E-01 2.23507895E+00 -1.144380.38E-01 
1.1800+031.696670+0 -18580152+6 -. 315897205-1.19085629E-01 2.O619859E.00 -1.14442455-Ii2 
1.1600203 .598 742+0 2.928718+00-1914431613E-01­
1
.17000E+03 
 2.34804757E+01 -2.32266594E+06 -2.32106742E+05 -1.19089810E-01 1.77730860E+00 -1.t4447676E-01':<
 
L__j4j0QE+03 3.55306237E+01 -4.64277502E+06 -2.31941271E+05 -1.19124639E-01 6.32657865E-01 -I.14485814E-01-:2
 
S- 1.1 0E+'3--3.1 2022+-1 -'6.962017402+.6 -2.3 1E+0-5 --1.19182662--O-l- -5.12474510E-01 -1.14544003E-01 
1.20000E+03 2.52788522E+01 -9.28195959E+06 -2.32082047E+05 -1.19263882E-01 -1.65828902E+00 -1,14622241E-01 
1.20600E+03 1.32655B62E+01 -1.06749184E+07 .2.32247011E+05 -1.19323752E-01 -2.34618856E+00 -1.14678812E-01 
1.21002+03 -9760820 2.2450232E+055 -:1.19351020E-01 -2.84150521E4-00 -l.23841068E-Di,­2.929320 
1.21200E+03 -3.04047125E+00 -9.32767845E+06 2.24420923E+05 -I.19363756E-01 -3.08919858E+00.-1.23852175E-I . 
_122000E+0.3 -3.17177584E+_-7.53381 366E+D6 2.24027131E+05 -1.19408719E-01 -4.08017216E0DO -1.23889262E-01'..: 1".23000E+03 -7.87145187E+01 -5.29662732E+06 2.23381779E+05 -1.194514842-01 -5.31922932E 00 -1,23919119E-01
 
1.24000E+03 -1.38103037E+02 -3.06674528E+06 2.22566266E+)5 -1.19479357E-01 -6.55849356E+O0-1.23930682E-01
 













25. •5. ,75. ,100., 125. ,150. ,175., 
1200.,225. ,250.,275.,300.,325. , 
3. 3 85. 400. 9425. ,45a. 
­


















OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION 











































































































































































































































































































6 25000E+02 3.37101284E+03 1.L8733150E+7Q 3.34585449F±q4-794527829E-3 4.52547996E-02 -8.41652540E-03
 
6,50000E+02 3.36962883E+03 1.27062611E+07 3.27707077E+04 -6.95405024E-03 -1.528584862-01 -7.41560951E-03
 
6.75000E+02 3.36361648E+03 1.34928479E+07 2.98036788E+04 -5.89713548E-03 -3.24709236E-01 -6.3169n560E-03
 
7.00000E+02 3.35366176E+03 1.41802584E+07 2.48952432E+4-4.7845911E-03 -4.67976569E-31 -5.13109634E-03
 
:)1' 1.47244621E+07 1.84098771E+04 -3.61385591E-03 -5.80661835E-01 -3.87314995E-03
725000E+O2"',3.'34050484E+03 

', 50000E 02 3.32493072E+03 1.50908276E+07 1.07341633E+04 -2.41033619E-03 -6.61185904E-01 -2.56152159E-03
 
47,75000E+02. 3.3o0775233E+03 1.52546061E+07 2.2710O3422E-03 -1.22464614E-03 -7.08572529E-01 -1.25376197E-03
 
8.00000E+02 3.28978298E+03 1.52011497E+07 -6.58104535E+03 -1.51428738E-04 -7.24945349E-01 -7.57845381E-05
 
8.25000E+02 3.27176310E+03 1.49253457E+07 -1.54593340E+04 8.27905752E-04 -7.13281907E-01 1.00559925E-03
 
8.50000E+02 3.25436047E+03 1.44307406E+07 -2.40317474E+04 1.74079484E-03 -6.75586993E-11 2.00487997E-03
 
8750QOE+02 3.23819897E+03 1.37288724E+07 -3.1§921665E+04 2.55864513E-63 -6.14377165E-01 2.88179832-0:3
 
#OO000E+Q2 3.22382640E+03 1.28386772E+07 -3.88654544E+04 3.27902586E-03 -5.32598326E-01 3.64225440E-03 
;1Vi5O0E+02 3.211723132*03 1.18063412E+07 -4.350299272+04 _3.89709163E-03 -4.33381606E-01-4.24-792222E-0'3 
9.50000E+02 3.20228088E+03 1.06740082E+07 -4.691360172+04 4.40833i752-03 -3.23324842E-01 4.78666725E-03 
9.75000E+02 3.19582625E+03 9.46965396E+06 -4.92455811E+04 4.86636318E-03 -1.94564545E-01 5.26350497E-03 
9.91000E+02 3.19340222E+03 8.67405011E+06 -5.01.217312E+04 5.13030556E-03 -1.08144182E-01 5.53451307E-03 
6OOOOOE+0,3' 3A9265595E+03 8.22161799E+06 -5.03914301E+04 5.26854615E-03 -5.76951519E-02 5.67492865£-03 
02500E+Q3" 3.19302875E+03 6.96074454E+06 -5.02583789E+04 5.61314165E-03 8.86063933E-02 6.00578524E-03 
'A.05OOOE+6j _3.19715371E+03 5.71999158E+06 -4.87708208E+04 5.89109210E-03 2.42216103E-01 6.27211414E-03
 
1.075002+03 3.20519208E+03 4°53398499E+06 -4.58703037E+04 6.112400062-03 4.014037852-01 6.454715752-03
 
1.10000E+03 3.21726132E+03 3.43860527E+06 -4.15147476E+04 6.27986293E-03 5.64511337E-01 6.582890282-03
 
1.12500E+03 3.23342904E+03 2.47086345E+06 -3.55660519E+04 6.37807883E-03 7.29127916E-01 6.61290870E-03
6.62181276E-03
IF133002+03 3.23947383E+03 2.19572119E+06 -3.31917889E+04 6.40053417E-03 7.820701552-01 
1.16000E+03. 3.26300980E+03 1.42405047E+06 -2.44687353E+04 6.45689083E-03 9.61523855E-01 6.66966244E-03
 
1.19000E+0.3 3.:29485817E+03 7.32058635E+05 -1.95311177E+04 6.49305087E-03 1.16148258E+00 6.64179779E-03
 
1.20600E+03 3.31429087E+03 4.44433679E+0 -1.66550073E+04 6.50350813E-03 1.26758495E+00 6.62247247E-03
 
1.21200E+03 3.32201473E+03 3.92283209E+05 -8.56812628E+03 6.51099892E-03 1.30703325E+00 6.58332173E-03
 
1.22500E+03 3.33956443E+03 2.84491804E+05 -8.00924214E+03 6.52423977E-03 1.39292056E+00 6.63575256E-03
 
.24200E+03 "3,36421453E03 1.54918822E+05 -7.22430633E+03- 6.53547393E-03 1.50769829E+30 6.93682428E03
 
[3.250002+03 3.37649780E+03 9.86797189E+04 -6.83311614E+03 '6.53854137E-03 1.56311965E+00 6.91815893F-03
 
V.1.26418E 03 3.39935660E+03 6.89547731E+03 -6.10511181E+03 6.54077626E-03 1.66095580E+00 6.87994914E-03
 
1.26418000E+03 TOTAL DEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM = 2.04359019E+00 
1.26418E+03 3.39935660E+03 6.89547731E+03 -8.63020650E+02 6.54077626E-03 1.660955802+00 6.58872185E-03 
1.27500E+03 3.41771*288E+03 6.98211541E+02 -2.78415638E+02 1.7320)72062+00 6.55635142E-03_6.54088389E-03 

1.28000E+03 3.42645510E+03 4.59951504E-13 7.98608764E-14 6.54088744E-03 1.76481528E+00 6.54D88744E-03
 
--.. .. ..... ... .... ...... 
BEAM 2
 
OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION
 
2.f2426895E+ I 4.Q9766477E+62 8.07512953E+C0 1.85883287E+01 1.82959700E+01 0.
 
STATION IN INTG. PHI DX M/Q LB IN/IN V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE IIIN-Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PRIME 1/IN
 
1.16,ilOE+.)3 (1. 0. 8.39244925E-03 9.37008791E-01 8.39244925E-03
 
1.1620F+4 3 1.885976 77E+CL 7.03663696E+P3 3.52076736E+03 8.39245629E-03 9.53652961E-01 8.32204094E-03
 
1.164rC-E+'3 3.8'992676E+JOt 1.40802082E+C4 3.52280977E+03 8.39247740E-03 9.70297021Er01 8.32202121E-03
 
1.166(OE+'-3 5.76716484E+C 2.11278996E+04 3.52488752E+03 8.39251261E-03 9.86941055E-01 8.3221i486E-03
 
1.16810E+C'3 7.75769198E+O 2.817q7819E+04 3.52701061E+03 8.39256192E-03 1.00358509E+00 8.32202190E-03
 
1.1710E+03 9.7815'522E+0( 3.52359256E+C4 3.52914903E+03 8.39262533E-03 1.02022915E+00 8.32204235E-03
 
1.18f'lOE+t3 2.r3999J25E+f'l 7.05830406E+04 3.54042121E+03 8.39315433E-03 1.10345081E+00 8.32234591E-Q3
 
1.19tCuE+o3 3.185',5372E+tI 1.36C,47295E+C'5 3.55257688E+03 8.394037382-03 1.18667719E+00 8.32298585E-03
 
1.20v.PfE+03 4.41334734E+01 1.41637523E4C5 3.56561609E+03 8.39527570E-03 1.26991166E+00 8.32396338E-03
 
1.2*6;)JE+03 5.19t27790E+Ol 1.63055804E+05 3.57386376E+03 8.39618975E-03 1.31985762E+O 8.32471248E-03
 
1.2100E+03 5.7250t'458E+C1 1.46418789E+05 -4.15627215E+03 8.39660238E-03 1.35377596E+00 8.47972782E-03
 
1.212rE+23 5.99745573E+0i 1.38109131E+05 -4.15337989E+03 8.39679207E-03, 1.37073555E+00 8.47985966E-03
 
1.2200)E+u3 7.12118 21E+CI 1.04929424E+05 -4.1414575E+03 8.39744013E-03 1.43857619E+00. 8.48026914E-03
 
1.23Cts0E+n3 8.65]2158282+01 6.35927745E+C4 -4.12572912E+03 8.39800178E-03 1.52338036E+00 8.48051636E-03
 
1.2400(E+C3 1.0 1679413E+02 2.24178426E+04 -4.10910722E+03 8.39828839E-03 1.60818554E+00 8.48D47053E-03
 




__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
t.*.0 
Mode 	 - .
 
Atlas SLV3A/ua er 2 	 . 
- OMEGA . MEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACrELERATION , 
3.98875762E+01 1.59101873E+03 6.55523083E+02 6.43045518E+02 4.30330321E+OZ 0.
 
STATIO-N IN~ITG- PHI DX !/Q LB IN/IN V/Q LB/IN 
:-5TOOOE . .. 	 _0. 0. 
-3.70000F401 -1.53674034E+02 -3.31080111E+04 -3.2710l068E+03 

-2.50000E+01 -2.86371440E+02 -8.35262416E+04 -5.11710157E+03 

0. _ -5.41969828E+02 -2.56719741E+05 -8.67281930E+03 
2.50000E+01 -7.69732515E+02 -5.139374792E+O5-1.1841462+04 
5.00000E+01 -9.71268650E+02 -8.45743054E+05 -1.46445725E+04LI:PPOPE+O -1l.148179SBE_+_03 -1..24331250E+06 -1.71055096E+04 
l.OCOOOE+02 -1.301)596922+03 -1.69829319E+06 -1.92394290E+04 

1.25000E+02 -1.43250079E+03 -2.20267122E+06 -2.10600392C+04 

1.50 0E+02_-1.54229432.+03 -2.74884506E+06 -2.25868744E+C4 

1.75000E+02 -1.63315112E+03 -3.32982532E+06 -2.38504572E+04 

2.00000E+02 -1.70685541E+03 -3.93937817E+06 -2.48753895E+04 

I 	2.25P0E+02 -1.764691482+034._5117 322+06 -2.:567958882+04 
2.50000E+02 -1.80824548E+03 -5.22169648E+06 -2.628490652+04 
2.75000E+02 -1.83964682E+03 -5.88459761E+06 -2.67212812E+04 
3.aOOEE+02 -1.86053642E+03 -6.55654427E+06 -2.70115397E+04 
I 	3.25000E+02 -1.87208131E+03-7.2Th0922BE+06-2.718483E+04 
3.50000E+02 -1.87528289E+03 -7.91417005E+06 -2.72161183E+04 
3750002+02_-1.87109531E+03 -1.19397064E+07 -2.63540762E+04 
3.85000E+02 -1.86758630E+03 -1.16032403E+07 -2.6352-6281F+04 
4.00000E 02 -1.86058121E+03 -1.19977552E+07 -2.62441614E+04 
4.25000E 02-1.84473890E+03-
4.50900E+02 -1.82446722E+03 -1.329713815+07 -2.56855128E+04 
4.75000E+02 -1.80070627E+03 -1.39347774E+07 -2.53179369E+04 
L5.00ooE+02 -1.77440539E+03 -1.45627098E+07 -2.49112163E+04 
5.250008+02 -1.74634207E+03 -1.51801124E+07 -2.44773127E+04 

5.50000E+02 -1.71712318E+03 -1.57864272E+Q7 -2.40254942E+04 

B.SLOPE1/IN Y/Q 20. PHI 'PHI :PItjFqE I 
4.24720426E-02 -1.1844856E01 4. 24704t 6E-ot 
4.23980272E-02 -1.13264688E+01 4.328208412-02 
4.20591999E-02 -1.07897656Ef01 4.50692597e-02 
4.02776857E-02 -9.66137462E+00 4.440759962-02 
3.79620795E-02 -8.57196995e+00, 4.Z345263TfQ,V;T 
3.61784512E-02 -7.55967800e+00 3.943289fl I:.73.46469545E-02 -6.60067192E +00 -4:1"f}l 2i , 
3.27175368E-02 -5.67754718E+00' 3.60928752-02
 
3.01561029E-02 -4.80175649E+00 3.3&508467E-02 
2.69027111E-02 -3.9912rn396E+{0. 3.D86532D06-02 





















5.75000E+02 -1.68733991E+03 -1.63813126E+07 -2.35648748E+04 -7.00277802E-04 

5.77000E+02 -1.68495496E+03 -1.64284055E+07 -2.35280106E+04 -8.06115642E-04 

6t00000E+02 -1.65778817E+03 -1.69020656E+07 -6.43415500E+03 -2.04444628E-03 























 1.00771966E 00: 4b,26pf 












-- -- - --- -
6.25C-1E+(2 -1.62949881E+03 -1.63788016E+07 4.76940246E+04 -3.395515J1E03 1.09055637E+00 .-4.06726192E-O03'
 
6.5$03fE+&2 -1.6t374Q84E+)3 -1.45577782E+07' 9.69794810E+04 -4.65124216E-03 9.64017453E-01 -6.01715034E-03
 
6.75, 'E+02 -1.58172431E+23 -1.15895924E+07 1.39105865E+05 -5.71265247E-03 7.92164277E-01 -7.67189001E-03
 
7.0(uuE+,2 -1.56447608E+-'3 -7.67867168E+06 1.72107507E+05 -6.49514552E-03 5.83825893E-01 -8.91919492E-03
 
7.250*Th + 2 -1.55Z770C0r+G,3 -3.07278124E+06 1.94502982E05 -6.93243576E-03 3.50335106E-01 :9.67191t43OEO3i
 
7.500E,)+E'2 -1.54707273E+03 1.95044590E+06 2.05398780E+05 -6.97952192E-03 1.04841498E-01 -9.87246249-03A
 
7.75l0tW+l2 -1.54750376E+03 7.09917189E+06 2.04569756E+05 -6.63094437E0O3 l.36705018E-01 -9.25363355E6t0g
 
8.%000E,.2 -1.55372913F+03 1.20865532E+07 1.92655961E+05 -5.95611992E-03 -3.575697697E01 -8.17055626E-03
 
8.250'lE+ 2 -1.565r93134+(3 I.66500f)822+07 1.7C904208E+05 -5.02016995E-03 -5.47844547E-01 -6.98458613E-03 I
 
8.5W',E+;.2 -1.5'78817E+(3 Z.35626357E+07 1.40874554E405 -3.86126188E-03 -7.02546914E-01 -5.40933390E-03 I
 
8.75GyJE+u2 -1.599834428+r3 2.36402174E+07 1.04438771 +05 -2.57646239E-03 -8.14964058E-01 -3 63139947E'03
 
9.CGC('UOE+02 -1.621j1447(, -C3 2.57499770E+07 6.49917237E+04 -1.23601007E-03 -8.82940596E-01 -1.84340935E03
 
9.250)0'E+(?2 -1.64361162E+^3 2.69535680E+07 3.16189875E+04.8.54207559E-05 -9.07718248E-01 -1.69571079E-;04. l
 
9.5COCCE+P2 -1.6661828EA03 2.73472,527E+07 -4.02079005E+O1 1.32252960E-03 -8.933310052-01 1.32285386E-03
 
9.751'(0E+Q,2 -1.687927782+03 2.69612095E+07 -3.054141§5E+04 2.55970245E-03 -8.41653244E-01 2.80600421E-03
 
9.SlOOflE+C2 -1.7,98375E+C3 2.63244779E+07 -4.88,45242E+04 3.33547700E-03 -7.89332190E-01 3.72946510E-03
 
'
 1.O0000E+03 -1.7t79264+2F+3 2.56406436E+07 -5.85688723E+04 3.76240194E-03 -7.53483911E-01 4.23489285e-O3
 
1.02500E+63 -1.72528225E+03 2.40626430E+07 -8.29343952E+04 4.89733641E-03 -6.30732314E-01 5.5452590 E-03-2
 
1.05(O00E+03 -1.73917790E+C3 2.17344014E+07 -1.02429195E+05 5.90343982E-03 -4.77320352E-01 6.70366191E-03 I
 
1.(75JOE+03 -1.7489nl9E+(03 1.89900257E+07 -1.16071047E+05 6.784377022-03 -2.97556314E-01 7.6505Y7887E-03
 
1.1C",C'E+U3 -1.75385261E+t3 1.59866300E+07 -1.23024561E+05 7.52102263E-03 -9.62242607E-02 8.41901212E-03
 
1.125&UE (3 -1.75359813E+03 1.28998623E+07 -1.22615451E+05 '8.00237515E-03 1.18269378E-01 8.81196096E-03
 
1.13300E+03 -1.75236810'+03 1.19258614E+07 -1.20741502E+05 8.12188635E-03 1.89238255E-01 8.9268253530 i
 
1.1600C;E+03 -1.743941211+03 8.81566918E+06 -1.08963641E+05 8.44724399E-03 4.36716653E-01 9.394$39i -03!
 
1.19t>IOE+C3 -1.72655515E+03 5.35068610E+C6 -1.07748044E+05 8.68778231E-03 7.22273110E-01 .9.508380006r03
 
1.2C610F+03 -1.71378298E+C3 3.68889106E+06 -I.C04444562+05 8.768474002-03 8.74223355E-01 9.48593439E-03
 
1.2120E+C3 -1.7,0836995E+V3 3.29000413E+06 -6.61430542E+04 8.83096557E-03 9.30118516E-01 9.38927338E-03
 
1.22500E+03 -1.695468C0E+03 2.44029254E+06 -6.45484602E+04 8.94321037E-03 1.05479775E+00 9,84191948E-03
 
1.24200E+03 -1.67601342E+33 1.36284595E+06 -6.21461772E+04-9.04076344E-03 1.23928776E+00, 1.249.3328fE-02: A
 
1.25COE+C3 -1.66569999E+G3 8.70712056E+15 -6.08708478E+04 9.06781484E-03 1.33907077E+00 1.2 495286,02
 
1.264182+C3'-l.645465572+C3 2.49405420E+04 -5.83685692E+04 9.08696094E-03 1.5148184QE+ 00JL:23296592E 02,,
 
1.264180,)XE+,3 TOTAL DEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM = 5.54860325E+00
 
1.26418E+03 -1.64546557E+&3 2.49405420E+14 -3.10571672E+03 9.08696094E-03 1.51481840E+00 9.2?5950076E-03
 
1.27500E+03 -1.62853657E+93 2.542324956+03 -1.01223345E+03 9.087351136E-03 1.61438643E+00 9.14358632E-03
 




OMEGA SQUARED MATA . GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION 
3.98875762E+01 I.59101873E+03 8.07512953E+00 2.05526948E+01 1.92877855E+01 0.
 
STATION IN INTG. PHILDX M/Q--LB-IN/IN..... V/Q - BIN' Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PRIME 1/'IN"... B-.SLO0P-E iItN 

V-1,16000E+03 .0, 0. 0. .1.7441859SE-02 3.10519073E-01 1.74418598E-02 
1.16200E+03 6.53733941E-01 3.17714546E+04 1.58889578E+04 1.74418915E-02 3.447673842-01 1.71241124E-02 
116400E 03 1.37751695E+00 6.35523065E+04 1.58919411E+04 1.74419869E-02 3.79015635E-01 1.71241480E-02 
1e16600E403 2.16979657E+O0 9.53394074E+04 1.58952068E+04 1.74421458E-2 4.13264015E-01 1.71242416E-02 
,1.6S, 03 303057318E+00 1.27133322E+05 1.58987547E+04 1.74423682E-02 4.47512640E-01 1.71243931E-02 
2-.11.666E+O3 3.95984739E+00 1.58934614E+05 1.59025850E+04 1.74426543E-02 4.81761626E-01 1.71246026E-02 
jb,,-8OOE+03 9.63371980E+00 3.18071515E+05 1.59259716E+04 1.74450391E-02 6.53016029ET31 1.71265197E-02 
'1.19000E+03 1.70202563E+01 4.77477578E+05 1.59564175E+04 1.74490166E-2 8.242968582-01 1.712988832-02 
1.20000E+03 2.61197939E+01 6.37223402E+05 1.59939241E+04 1.74545898E-02 9.95618643E-01 1.71347113E-02 
1.20600E+03 3.24019516E+01 7.33263357E+05 1.60198180E+04 1.74587012E-02 1.09843743E+00 1.71383048E-02 
1$. 6.64207865Et05 -1.72540020E+04 1.74605645E-02 1.16965713E+00 1678056445E-02
000e#O3" 4469381388E+01 

,3,li9300649E+0O 6.29709601E+05 -1.72442130E+04 1.74614271E-02 1.20526910E+00 1.78063113E-02
 
k-1..22000E+Z6 .i95250448E+01 4.919211'33E+05 -1.72021211E+04 1.74644L79E-02 l34772814E+00 1.78084604E-02
 
1.23000E+03 6.38927861E+01 3.20189909E+05 -1.71429000E+04 1.74671247E-02 1.52582203E+00 1.78099827E-02
 
1.24000E+03 8.00415147E+01 1,49087602E+05 -1.70763380E+04 1.74686885E-02 1.7,0392409E+00 1.78102153E-02
 






Mci. SLV3A/B.rner 2-Atlas 

aFtEAM I 
I OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION
 
4.96400985E+01 2.46413938E+03 6.55523083E+02 6.32228199E+02 2.29665413E+02 0.
 
STATION IN INTG,. PHI'DX M/Q LB IN/IN V/Q LBIN B.SLOPE I/IN-- -YIQEQ. PHI-PHI -PR-IME-iI-N­
L-.TOOE~l .0. 0. 3.88592880E-02 -9.228719842+03* 3.885928802-02 
-3.70000E+01 -1.15029125E+02 -3.86431954E+04 -3.807718092+03 3.877278602-02 -8.44152539E+00 3.98019152E-02 
-2.50000E+01 -2.13341313E+02 -9.71754057E+04 -5,92615634E+03 3.83780386E-02 -7.94383929E-O 4.18640129E-02 
0 1 -3.98790143E+02 -2.96454004E+05 -9.92179548E+03 3.63136231E-02 -6.89606358E+00 4.10382876E-02 
:2;50000E+01 -5.58498412E+02 -5.88638453E+05 -1.33625442E+04 3.36503671E-02 -5.89493625E-00 3746823692-02 
:O000OE+01 -6.94349944E+02 -9.60309337E+05 -1.62891952E+04 3.16161378E-02 -4.98329284E+00 3.52359590E-02 
• *5OOOOE+01 -8.08199344E+02 -1.39914995E+06 -1.87419369E+04 2.98846164E-02 -4.13321829E+00 3,31726755E-02 
1.0000E+02 -9.01356436E+02 -1.89368785E+06 -2.07485225E+04 2.77237755E-02 -3.32499642E00 3.13638671E-02 
1925000E+02 -9.74960450E+02 -2.43306056E+06 -2.23336176E+04 2.48815746E-02 -2.57132393E+00 2.87997531E-02 
1.50000E+02 -1.03061698E+03'-3.00714118E+06 -2.35318017E+04 2.13057776E-02 -1.89169220E+00 2,54341639E-02 
J.75000E+02 -1070726384,+03 -3.60687003E+06 -2.43954376E+04 1.933839252-02--.322-92338E+00 2.17779363E-02 
2.0000E+02 -1.09725018E+03 -4.22447132E+06 -2.49662567E+04 1.70083436E-02 -8.06063092E-01 1.95049693E-D2 
":21:25000E02 -1.11160934E+03 -4.85299620E+06 -2.52748722E+04 ._1.43070986E-02 -3.50988081E-01 1.68345859E-02
 
2.50000E+02 -1.11550562E+03 -5.48633044E+06 -2.53580268E+04 1.16417389E-02 2.46054566E-02 1.29102569E-02
 
2.75000E+02 -1,11117924E 03 -6.11943101E+06 -2.52640908E+04 9.73316178E-03 3.13843252E-01 1.04030130E-02
 
3.00000E02 -1.10031328E+03 -6.74836457E+06 -2.50294407E+04 8.06453296E-03 5.49594697E-01 8.51598838E-03
 
73.250006+02 l1O8410814E 03 -7.36994606E+06 -2.46798324E+04 6.55291880E-03 7.41773346E-01 6.89022538E-03
 
213400005402
O-l.6358657E 03 -7.98158218E+06 -2.42372702E+04 5.15311355E-03 8.953868212-01 5.41977056E-03
I,,/3 O5OE002t2 -i'03977787E+03-9.78587634E+06 4,77360819E+03 3,60754406E-03 1.00384568E+00 3.56359578E-03
 
3.85000E+02 -1.02957424E03 -9°73810785E+06 4.78012417E+03 3.03930790E-03 1.03662793E+00 2.99795734E-03
 
4,OOOOOE+02 -1.01372684E 03 -9.66357654E+06 5.15973650E+03 2.29544111E-03 1.07583233E+00 2.25403070E-03
 
4.25000E+02 -9.86260137E+02 -9.52641281E+06 5.81751974E+03 1.17071923E-03 1.11758471E+00 1.10334784E-03
 
W5Q0OE.02 49.58108576E+02 -9.37256393E+06 6.49170129E+03 1.48385580E-05 1,13061983E+00 -7.685213832-05
 
4WOO0 Z-9.30000147E 02 -9.20183631E+06 7.16491327E+03 -1.04426378E-03 1.11473842E+90 -1.13199335E-03
 
,Oo0000 O-",l9.Ozs79134E+02 -9.01445782E+06 7.82153746E+03 -1.80398067E-03 1.07643365E+00 -1.88993163E-03
 
5°25000E+02 -8.76325687E+02 -8.81099378E+06 8.45014658E+03 -2.35852657E-03 1.02196573E+0 -2.41923957E-03
 
5.50000E+02 -8.51591415E+02 -8.59225274E+06 9.04242832E+03 -2.91936936E-03 9,54525871E-01 -3.04672751E-03
 
75000E+02 -8.28762031E+02 -8.35925203E+06 9.58916382E+03 -3.60298966E-03 8.69675534E-01 -3.73804830E-03
 
r00502 ,-82030211E+02-8.34003219E+06 9.63062261E+03 -3.65685836E-03 8.62144963E-01 -3.79250093E-03
 
-8.04807141E+06 2.73417305E+04 -4.26675870F-03 7.66873925E-01 -4.65185349E-03
 
o 
oZrSQOE -7 62 -6.693639IE+6. .9369792+C0449.8699 2700-03 6.33360842E-01 .- 598774361E-03 
6.50000E+02 -7.76880628E+02 -4.17191775i+06 1.20357742E+05 -5.31494445E-03 4.70108525E-01 -7.01012392E-03
 
6.75000E+02 -7.67401286E+02 -7.83534031E+05 1.48445143E+05 -5.51948153E-03 2.86384609E-01 -7.61025819E-03
 
7.00000E+02 -7.62645988E+02 3.13335569E+06 - 1.62527886E+05 -5.42709659E-03 9.37262317E-02 -7.71622175E-03
 
7.25000E+02 -7.62678913E+02 7.22426427E+06 1.62414709E+05 -5.00942983E-03 -9.50366822E-02 -7.29696095E-D3
 
7.50000E+02 -7.67238726E+02 1.11419509E+07 1.48879659E+05 -4.26657924E-03 -2.66824215E01-6.36347585E-03
 
,775000E+02 -7.75747498E+02 1.457.04920E+07 1.23652961E+05 -3.26200182E-03 -4.08337399E-01 -4.84729619E-03
 
8.00000E+02 -7.87297912E+02 1.72495473E+07 8.94144139E+04 -2.138228E-03 -5.90946E01 -3.16595467E-03
 
8.25000E+02 -8.0084646CE+02 1.89918239E+07 4.92402379E+04 -9.56095780E-04 -5.68849985E-01 -1.52207553E-03
 
8.50000E+02 -8.15345590E+02 1.96881899E+07 6.26543973E+03 2.50598677E-04 -5.85400770E-01 1.81747691E-04
 
7i 9mo" +02 -8.29740354E+02 1.9078017+07 '73.63926492 +04 1.38670444E-03 -5.60832269E-01 1.75430696E-03
 
9.O0000E+02 -8.43059172E+02 1.78964487E+07 -7.46895535E+04 2.39885382E-03 -4.99638646E-01 3.09688703E-03
 
IL9.250ooE+o2 -8.544616852+02 1.568558632+07 -1.0C966158E+05 3.24385397E-03 -4.08984950E-01 4.05800718E-03
 
4
9.50000E+6o2 -8.63318822E+02 1.290818217fg; '-1.2021--37312E+05 -3.8"9'5536022-03 -2.970809892-01 .8 6 S00I59E-03t4
 
9.75000E02 -8.69147693E+02 9.72979594E+06 -1.32883106E+05 4.41123600E-03 -1.67313035E-01 5.48287396E-03
 
9.9100E+2-87j_1OM)72L+O2 7.56542546Et06 -1.37141710E+05 4.662967842-03 -7.718059552-02 5.76894938E-03
 
jl.00000E+03 -8.71564497E+026T.32589582+C -1.814925 4.763320 -2.46912669E-02 5.89065645E-03
 
1#02500E+03 -8.70313237E+02 2.88934414E+06 -1.35427935E+05 4.98562844E-03 1.25344911E-01 6.04365919E-03
 
1.05000E+03 -8.65289116E+02 -3.77126955E+05 -1.24522468Et05 5.03972433E-03 2.76479787E-01. 6.01255612E-03
 
1.07500E+03s-8.56524273E+02 3.26896464E+06 -1.05492879E+05 4.95967668E-03 4.23732300E-01 5.74693697E-03
 
1.10000E+03 -8.44177746E+02 -5.58688811E+06 -7.86840531E+04 4,77151072E-03 5.62685384E-01 5.34584687E-03
 
1.12500E+03 -8.28507792E+02 -7.14146422E+06 -4.401579552+04 4.55828377E-03. 6.89446163E-01 4.84890427E-03
 
1.13300E+03 -8,22839549E+02 -7.44050993E+06 -3.06254382E+04 4#48802465E-03 7.27614660E-Ol 4.69219424E-03
 
1°16000E+03 -8.01561259E+02 -7.58193259E+06 1.69338654E+04 4.24879820E-03 8.46433206E-01 4.1'0154720E-03 .
 
1.19000E+03 -7a74321810E+'2 -7.21955321E+06 3.01544297E+04 3.99272360E-03 9.67173128E-01 3.76307066E-03
 
1.20600E+03 -7.58377934E+02 -6.61364250E+06 4.436658462+04 3.86866902E-03 1.02558870E+OD 3955176484E-03
 
1.21200E+03 -7.52170986E+02 -5.96093472E+06 1.09380769E 05 3,75605022E-03 1.04339394E+00 2*83277659E-.3
 
22500E+03 -7.38399062E+02 -4#52191345E+06 1,12020548E+05 3.55047582E-03 1.07536360E+00 1.99081217E-03
1
 
1.24200E+03 -7.20019762E+02 -2.587590122+06 1.155502172+05 3.36752716E-03 1.076862452+00 -3.05192935E-03.
 
1.25000E+03 -7.11504863E+Z -1.65'663942E+06 1.17181080E+05 3,31605827E-03 1.05186232E+00 -3.19400171E-03
 
fl126418E+C3 -6.96920322E+02 2.49450663E+04 1.19974733E+05 3.28080529E-03 1.00512728E 00.-3.38445766E-03
 
1,26418000E+03 TOTAL DEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM = -7.98037885E+00
 
1,26418E+03 -6.96920322E+02 2.49450663E+04 -3.12670085E+03 3,28080529E-03 1*00512728E+00 3.45451089E-03
 
1.27500E+03 -6.85846045E+02 2.52062322E+03 -1.00560870E+03 3.28119438E-03 1.04187416E+00 3.33706153E-03
 
i[i2800E+03 -6.80595309E+02 2.37315608E-14 -5.72651682E-16 328120719E-03- 10584201E+.-00, 3#28120719E-03
 
. ' 
OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI' SQ"OM ACCEL E R A TION
 
4,96400985E+01 2.46413938E+03 8.07512953E+00 3.13700133E+01 2.99114826E*01 0.
 
FTSTATION IN I NTG.'PHI, OX M/Q LB IN/IN V/Q LB/1N B.SLOPE 1/IN'.% Y/Q-EQi PHI :.':PHIe"!PRIME-IN' 
LA.16000E O3 0. o-.. 0... 87079751E-02 6.17535272E-01 ; 1.8Taf9 7511 O0f:
 
1.16200E+03 1.26820900E+00 5.95057432E+04 2.97626853E+04 1.87080346E-02 6.53761147E-01 1.81127809E-02
 
1.16400E+03 2.61195684E+00 1.19039615E+05 2097712635E+04 1.87082131E-02 6.89986698E-01 1.81127879E-02
 
1.16600E+03 4.02815588E+00 1.78591106E+05 2.97803042E+04 1.87085108E-02 7.26212372E-01 1.81129047E-O
 
1.168002+03 5.51680658E+0O 2.38161140E+05 2.97898074E+04 1.87089275E-02 .7.62438390E-01 181131314F!2--t
 
I17000E+03 7.07790984E+00 2.97750644E+05 2.97997732E+04 1.87094634E-02 7.98664971E-01 1.81134640' t2t
 
L.18000E+03 1.59702772E+01 5.96022573E+05 2.98565401E+04 1.87139318E-02 9.79814023E-0 1.81168010e02i
 
1.1900(0E+03 2.66743478E+01 8.94919997E+05 2.99248725E+04 1.87213860E-02 1.16101017E+00 1.81228885 -02
 
1.20000E+03 3.91907304E+01 1.19455859E+06 3.00047744Et04 1.87318327E-02 1.34228100E+00 1.81317372E-02
 
1.20600E+03 4.75708263E+01 1.37474564E+06 3.00582711E+04 1.87395404E-02 1.45109083E+00 1.81383750E-02
 
1.21000E+03 5.35304055E+01 1.24252862E+06 -3.3034199OE+04 1.87430301E-02 1.52870043E+007 1,I 9.4037i14tE.4020.
 
1.21200E+03 5.66266147Et0l 1.17647991E+06 -3.30144334E34 1.87446428E-02 1.56750910E+00, 1,9040493142,-0fl
 
1.22000E+03 6.97876911E+01'9.12695222E+05 -3.29304160E+04 1.87502136E-02 1.72276515EO0: I*94088219Ei.02 _
 
1.23000E+03 8.79858385E+01 5.83961601E+05 -328142430E+04 1.87552018E-02 1.91686873E+00 1.94114867E-02
 
1.24000E+0,3 1.08125114E+02 2.56451668E+05 -3.26856783E+04 1.87580025E-02 2.11098677E+00 1.94117160E-02
 
1.24200E+03 1.12385911E+02 2,83831228E-14 -6.36752804E-09 1.87582370E-02 2.14980015E+00 1.87582370E-02,i
 
* NL 




Atlas SLV3A/Burner 2 
BEAM I 
OMEGA OMEGA SQVARED....... TTAL.MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION
 
6.42670878E+01 4.13025858E+03 6.55523083E+02 4.53114275E 02 4.423956982+02 0.
 
* SATINHI X I MQ - LBIN/N VQ LIIN B.SOPE1/I YQ EQ. PHI1 PHI PRIMEING. INfi
 
-5,070000Et+0.. 0. 9.57604967E-02 -1.82478626E+01 9.576049672 02
 
-3.7U000E+01 -2.235565272+02 -127144463E+05 -1.24798964E+04 9.54753476E-02 -1.62997271E 01 9,884829262-02
 
*-2.50000E+01 -4.116444612+02 -3.18206573E+05 -1.927346922+04 9.41800456E-02 -1.504826202+01 1.0551738DE-01
 
0. -7.54699699E+02 -9.598884892+05 -3.16626432E+04 8.74602133E-02 -1.24101960E+01 1.025376622-01 
2.50000E+01 -1.033381272+03 -1.88193737E+06 -4.17254051E+04 7.88901839E-02 -9.93125051E+00 9.08117282E-02 
5.00000E+01 -1.25391506E+03 -3.02872160E+06 -4.968777482+04 7.24295421E-02 -7.74413031E+00 8.347126982-D2!. 
7.50000E+01 -1.42232809E+03 -4.350653802+06- 5.57687010E+04, 6.70052910E-02 -5.756366172+00. 7.67892736E2,02 
1.00000E+02 -1.542875382+03 -5.80273479E+06 -6.011924422+04 6.033735182-02 -3,905851D62 00 7.088458772-02 
1.250002+02 -1.619267072+03 -7.34330331E+06 -6.28741228E+04 5.169618882-02 -2.230932562+00 6.272673672-02 
1.5000E+02 -1.65660566E+03 -8.93466312E+06 -6.42175745E+04 4.09906761E-02 -7.88797680E-01 5.225691722-02 
1.750002+02 -1.662159282+03 -1.05446735E+07 -6.44153935E+04 3.51934981E-02 3.265023782-01 4.16350374 E 02 
2.00000E+02 -1.64175969E+03 -1.21476110E+07 -6.36754625E+04 2.84389224E-02 1.284189412+00 3.4806468-7502 
*2.25000E+02 -1.59967304E+03 -1.37219089E+07 -6.21518570E+04__2907377689E-02 2.058280312+00. 2.69529546E-0t
 
2.500002+02 -1.540876242+03 -1.525015282+07 -6.002480212+04 1.32606476E-02 2.605979822+00 1.626334742-02
 
2.75000E+02 -1.47151166E+03 -1.67200136E+07 -5.75165826E+04 7.99956927E-03 2.92257507E+00 9.52456198E-0:3
 
3.00000E+02 -1.39609148E+03-1.81241766E+'7 -5.47905053E+04 3.47866063E-03 3.09539154E+00 4.466915652-03
 
3.25000E+02 -1.317831202+03 -1.94586921E+07 -5.196222952+04 -5.47091237E-04 3.15208337E+00 1.63091947E-04,1
 
3.50000E+02 -1.239438632+03 -2.07222533E 07 -4.91294024E+04 -4.21232556E-03 3.10741867E+00,-3.67180680E-03 i
 
3.75000E+02 -1.16373074EQ03,1.52112297E+O7 1.18162B24E+05 -6.89659544E-03 2.93907126E+00 -7.9,84463082-03.
 
3.SSOOOE+C2 -1.134757572+03 -1,402944572+07 1.181938312+05 -7.747901312-03 2.85521585E+00 -8,77033929E-03
 
4.00000E+02 -1.09296747E+03 -1.22438535E+07 1.19871195E+05 -8.757405322-03 2.71613926E+00 -9.71945343E-03
 
4.25000E+02 -1.02829313E+03 -9.21407826E+06 1,2466 EtO5 -1.00189852E-02 2945276133E+00 -1.14372450E-02
 
:4W.50000E+02 -9.706617912+02 -6.12287528E+06 1.247795522+05 -1.095626212-02 2*152972005+00 -1.271868522-02.
 
4.75000E 02 -9.20867237E+02 -2.977732652+06 1.26777796E+05 -1.14847036E-02 1.829759422+00 -1.305470722-02
 
45000+2-8.79205250E+02 2.13290542E+05 1.28449517E+05 -1.160752902-02 1.503492085+00 .-1.30190622Et'09,
 
5.25000E 02 -8.456542222+02 3.44202855E+06 1.29795707E+05 -1.149931942-02 1.181780892+00 -1.243188172-02
 
5,50000E+02 -8.20068833E+02 6.70042566E+Q6 1.30822169E+05 -1.115636032-02 8.60701149E-01 -1.29989261E-02
 
5,75000E+02 -8.02542821E+02 9.98042923E+06 1.31525064E+05 -1.048386332-02 5.43450031E-01 -1 23363290E-02
 
5.77000E+02 -8.01480529E+02 1.02435223E+07 1.315676882+05 -1.041862482-02 5.18841724E-01 -1.227169082-02 I
 
6.000002+02 -7.92715233E+02 1.33161356E+07 1.42590882E+05 -9,54589960E-03 2.455391875-01 -1.15542219E-02I
 
5 .> ­
6A.250002E+02 -7.900,861342+02 _1.7114917?E.tP:. 155570390+05 -8.32101507E-03 -3.19408783E-02 -1.051214732- 02
 
6.50000E+02 -7.93976876E+02 2.08239038E+07 1.36147045E+05 -6.78794996E-03 -2.73666552E-01 -8.70551398E-03
 
6.75000E+02 -8.03265940E+02 2.36980642E+07 8.98934726E+04 -4.98492441E-03 -4.61792408E-01 -6.25102966E-03
 
7.00000+02 -8.16432272E+02 2.51575628E+07 2.43702676E+04 -3.00391500E-03 -5.82454962E-01 -3.34715821E-03
 
7.250OOE+02 -8.31677765E+02 2.48302980E+07 -5.14833464E+04 l-9.75514761E-04 -6.27533612E-01 -2.50397206E-04
 
7.50000E+02 -8.47085680E+02 2.25768019E+07--1.28137476E+05 9.48956120E-04 -5.95747322E-01 2oT5370930E-03
 
7.75000E+02 -8.60812884E+02 1.84940499E+07 -1.96379491E+05 2,56707002E-03 -4.948234832-01 5.084755802-03
 
8.00000E+02 -8.71374558E+02 1.288938912+07 2.48879350E+05 3.68182377-03 -3.45178812E-01 6.54250595E-03
 
8.25000E+02 -8.77824766E+02 6.22058612E+06 -2.80953035E+05 4,30661991E-03 -1.67767408E-01 7.53596514E-03
 
8.50000E+02 -8.79649115E+02 -9.65682909E+5 -2.90019909E+05 4.47220568E-03 2.23152409E-02 7.65923764E-03
 
8.75000E+02 -8.76774003E+02 -8.08475085E+06 -2.75734345E+05 4.2112341OE-03 2.05134242E-01 6.99642950E-03
 
9.06000E+02 -8.69577786E+02 -1.45749432E+07 -2.41384000E+05 3.59704190E-03 3.65836205E-01 5.85296713E-03
 
E -8.58743680E+02 -2.010586502+0Th -1.996767652+05 4.94419488E-01 ,4.33 959172E-03500+02 2.729295232-03 

9.50000E+02 -8.45186226E+02 -2.44977239E+07 -1.50286474E+05 1.71089694E"03 5.85756180E-01 2.92288463E-03
9.75000E+02 -8.29816631E+02 -2.75650019E+07 -9.42926558E+04 5.22347037E-04 6.38698396E-01 1.28277168E-03
 
9.91000E+02 -8.19494852E+02 -2.87737633E+07 -5.66903940E+04 -2.98583494E-04 6.50283437E-01 1.58597103E-04
 
.- 0-010+3 -8.136489402+02 -2.91881643E+7-3.54068091E+4 -7.73078463E-04 6.48801986E-01 -4.8T539680Et04
 
1.02500E+03 -7.97790758E+02 -2.93446067E+07 2.23645365E+04 -2.10697096E-03 6.14066591E-01 -2.28169390E-03,K
 
LA1k5000E+03 -7.833516672+02 -2.81130309E+07 7.49753231E+04 -3.37181761E203 5.3 584 73 2 5E-01.,t-3.9575b232E-03
 
1.07500E+03 -7.71368066E+02 -2.56706096E+07 1.18633460E+05 -4.53739424E-03 4.18148125E-01 -5.42271856E-03
 
1.10000E+03 -7.62761094E+02 -2.22839009E+07 1.50005507E+05 -5.54915441E-03 2.66671184E-01 -6.64408511E-03
 
1.12500E+03 -7.58230665E+02 -1.82939770E+07 1.66695489E+05 -6.22636499E-03 9.30175443E-02 -7.32699547E-03
 





 1.62455910E+05 -6.85767196E-03 -1.79924678E-01 -8.27033E205-0
 
1.19000E+03 -7.69314553E+02 -3.57875107E+06 2.83521545E+05 -7.12947093E-03 -4.62575311E-01 -9.288740fq9t03
 
1.20600E+03 -7.77893909E+02 8.50995865E+05 2.70833521E+05 -7.15363853E-03 -6.09620683E-01 -9.08816368E-03
 
1.21200E+03 -7.81679002E+02 7.96875988E+05 -9.63432761E+03 -7.13887059E-03 -6.5207'190E-0l -7.05754806E-03
 
1.22500E+03 -7.90747852E+02 6.53115587E+05 -1.25460201E+04 -7,11032691E-03 -7.43130414E-01 -6,93564849E-03 I
 
F 1.24200E+03 -8.04354636E+02 4.03564471E+05 -1.69163476E+04 -7.08285485E-03 -856116042E-1 -6.143057T6E-0:(

I 1.25000E+C3 -8.11398013E+02 . 2.59272172E+05 -1.91775322E+04 -7.07478434E-03 -9.04728034E-0 -&.oo93&S98EO;,oaI
 
L,26418E+03 -B-.24819667E+02 -4.27706506E+04 -2.348704412+04 -7.06990716E-03 -9.88218371E-01"U[-5.76501i37E-03j'i

1.26418000E+03 TOTAL DEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM = 1.11379065E+00
 
1.26418E+03 -8.24819667E+02 -4.27706506E+04 5.31047942E+03 -7,06990716E-03.-9,88218371E-01 -7.36493379E-03
 
1.27500E+03 -8.35937601E+02 -4.37618815E+03 1.74095355E+03 -7.07057719E-03 -1.06685255E+00 -7.16729683E-03
 







_,,_____OMEGA OMEOA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SO DM ACCELERATION
 
6.42670878E+01 4.13025858E+03 8.07512953E+00 2.10483938E+02 1.84714253E C2 0.
 
2 ,STATION IN INTG. PHI DX M/Q LB IN/IN V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE 1/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PRIME 1/IN
 
1-:6O00E+03 0. - .. 	 0. -7.86104155E-02 1.02C29269E+DO -7.86104155E-02 
1.16200E+03 1.883771792 0O -2.75403710EE+S -1.37676198E+05 -7.8610699E9-02 8.68579746E-01 -7.58571670E-02
 
* 	1.16400E+03 3.46921620E+00 -5.50738599E+05 -1.37659233E+05 -7.86115171E-02 7.16864327E-31 -7.58583324E-02
 
1.16600E+03 4.75122709E+00 -8.26042806E+05 -1.37645515E+05 -7.86128938E-(2 5.65146092E-01 -7.58599835E-02
 
I1.16800E+03 5.72979787E+00 -1.10132282E+06 -1.37635r44E+05 -7.86145212E-02 4.13424n69E-01 -7.58621203E-62
 
1*1700E+03 6.40491997E+00 -1.37658515E+06 -1.37627821E+05 -7.86172991E-02 2.61697287E-01 -7.58647427E-02
 
1.18000E+03 5.22836525E+00 -2.75285865E+06 -1.37640410+E5 -7.86379462E-02 -4.97042001E-01 -7.58851380E-02
 
1.19000E+03 -3.53680513E+00 -4.12966401E+06 -1.3t734198E+05 -7.86723581E-02 -1.25604594E+00 -7.59176741E-02
 
1.20000E+03 -1.98938448E+01 -5.50781339E+06 -1.37909221E+05 -7.87205440E-C2 -2.01543598E+00 -7.59623596E-02
 
1.20600E+03 -3.33539743E+01 -6.33568616E+ 6 -1.38053247E+05 -7.87560741E-02 -2.47130590E+00 -7.5995039iE-02
 
S1.21O00E+3 -4.38915608E+01 -5.7793 327E+06 1.39103203E+05 -7.87722269E-n2 -2.79749605E+00 -8.1554291.E-02
 
1.21200E+03 -4.96496660E+01 -5.50088790E+06 1.3904159IE+05 -7.81797468E-02 -2.96061099E+00 -8.15605787E-02
 
1.220002+03 -7.59447337E+01 -4.38964338E+06 1.38760229E+D5 -7.88061206E-02 -3.61318330E+00 -8.15813252E-02
 
1.23000E+03 -1.16155947E+02 -3.00411966E+06 1.38329963E+05 -7.88307641E-02 -4.42908590E+00 -8.1f593633E-02
 
1.24000E+03 -1.64526805E+02 -1.62333515E+C6 1.37812388E+D5 -7.88461861E-02 -5.245094,1E+00 -8.16024338E-02
 
1.24200E+03 -1.75183197E+02 3.38082534E-09 -1.79608587E-09 -7.88477169E-02 -5.40825719E+030 -7.88477169E-02
 
-o 
____ ______ 	 4o-- -----------
Mode 5 Atlas SLV3A/BDaner 2 
rBEAM 1 . . .. . ..... 	 .. . . ..... .. 
OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED ... TOT.AL_MASS . _GENERALIZED MASS INT.G. PHI SQ DM ... ACCELERATION-... 
7.30658305E+01 5.33861558E+03 6.55523083E+02 3.23868284E+02 3.06808489E+02 0.
 
STATION IN INTG. PHI DX M/Q LB-ININ " V/Q C&IIN 8.SLOPE 1/IN" Y/Q- EQ. -PHI "-PHI PRIME 1/IN­
-5.70000E+01 0. 0. 0. 7.29406222E-02 -1.24983348E+01 729406222E-02
 
-3.70000E+01 -1.51596337E+02 -1.12092996E+05 -1.(9777547E+04 7.26889542E-02 -1.10104971E+01 7.56559149E-02
 
-2.50000E+01 -2.77931974E+02 -2.79756628E+05 -1.68761713E+04 7.15487840E-02 -1.00454422E+01 8.14759436E-02
 
0. -5.03469161E+02 -8.3823061QE+05 -2.74042641E+04 6.56618806E-02 -8.01037550E+00 787115302E-02
 
[ 2.50000E+01 -6.79565207E+02 -1.6307052CE+06 -3.56225996E+04 5.82062788E-02 -6.11854182E+0 6.83841644E-02 
5.00000E+01 -8.11723277E+02 -2.60233916E+06 -4.17894434E+04- 5.26310219E-02 -4.48260642E+00 6.19175649E-02 
7.50000E+01 -9.05216415E+02 -3.70515308E+06 -4.61524213E+04 4.79990016E-02 -3.02n66582E+00 5.60869176E-02 
1.O0000E+02 -9.63764267E+02 -4.89634784E+06 -4.88821840E+04 4.23385977E-02 -1.679310392+00 5.091441942-02 
1.25000E+02 -9.90612454E+02 -6.1369,541E+06 -5.01311124E+04 3.50832959E-02 -4.90493470E-O1 4.38782279E-02 
1.50000E+02 -9.901589692+02 -7.39225724E+06 5.01044924E+14 2.61824504E-02_ 4.99007480E-01 3.49727123E-02 
1.75000E+02 -9.684860752+02 -8.633939012+06 -4.90898515E+04 2.14114891E-02 1.21963994E+00 2.63204742E-02 
2.OOOOOE+02 -9.30415578E+02 -9.84036004E+06 -4.73093105E+04 1.59109756E-02 1.80830911E+00 2.06419056E-02 
2.25000E+02 -8.79493784E+02 -1.09943943E+07 -4.49284012E+04 9.70720090E-03 2.24537098Eo0 . 00 410E-02 
2.50000E+02 -8.19789351E+t2 -1.208344-7+07 -4.21376649E+G4 3.74702991E-03 2.50042726E+00 5.854937842-03 
2.75000E+02 -7.56119317E+02 -1.30997803E+07 -3.91623995E+04 -3.98883555E-04 2.57721339E+00 6.39466968E-04 
3.O0000E+02 -6.91969424E+02 -1.40412953E+07 -3.61655660E+04 -3.92150821E-03 2.54268509E+00 -3.26919078E-03 
[*-.2500zE+O2 	 -6.298237,11E+02 -1.49088465E+07 -3.32626658E+04 -7.02337357E-03 2.41874032E+03 -6,56876286E-03 
3.50000E+02 -5.71758342E+02 -1.57060211E+07 -3.05504711E+04 -9.81659131E-03 2.21745230E+00 -9.48D47684E-03 
13.750002+02 -5.1989221(12+02 -4.76911321E+06 1.231761902+05 -1.090519922-02 .927217492+0IO -1.20392225E-02 
3.85000E+02 -5.01225660E+02 -3.537220822+06 1.23202008E+05 -1.11472458E-02 1.80595856E+00 -1.22130071E-02
 
4.0000E+02 -4.75518904E+C.2 -1.67901117E+06 1.24535382E+05 -1.13496098E-02 1.62152686E+00 -1.23490912E-02
 
4.25000E+02 -4.38887646E+02 1.45896848E+06 1.26435219E+05 -113 6 67631E-02 1.30820945E+00 -1.28309810E-02
 
4.50000E+02 -4.10155207E+C2 4.63933098E+06 1.27925211E+35 -1.09929185E-02 9.89926725E-01 -1.27997718E-02
 
4.75000E+02 -3.89306148E+02 7.85180541E+06 1.29006000E+05 -1.02921764E-02 6.8L10601E-01 -1.18897739E-02
 




5.25000E+02 -3.69283!8E+C2 1.4 3§4122+t07 i"b.043590E;05-8.72434752E-3- 1.35513242--01-9,65869075E2O
 
5.50000E+02 -3.68922547E+02 1.75859203E+07 1.30061640E+05 -7.67825900E-03 -1.08618920E-01 -9.51011308E-03
 
75000E+02 -3.744346572+02 2.08344660E+07 1.29774697E+05 -6.12900157E-03 -3.27509644E-01 -7.95681421E-03
 
5,77000E+02 -3.75105454E+C2 2.10939809E+'7 1.29739904E+05-5.993748482-03 -3.432878122-01 -7.82107108E-03
 
6.00000E+02 -3.849049422+02 2.39880020E+07 1.06321822E+05 -4.31882114E-03 -5.03060247E-01 -5.81631159E-03
 
6.25000E+02 "3.98923623E+02 2.55537938E+07 1.613K2327E+)4 -2.3C.599176E-t3 -6.8187446E-01 -2.53317814E-l3
 
i 	 6.50000E+02 -4.14513972E+02 2.47101481E+07 -8.41576224E+j4 -2.62346845E- 4 -6.28267577F-01 9.22971780E-04 
6.75000E+02 -4.29541713E+02 2.13763815E+07 -1.8r819476E+r5 1.61224256E-)3 -5.63878718E-01 4.15899476F-03 
I 	7.ooOOE+02 -4.42008890E+02 1.58071606E+07 -2.61C?8645E+flS 3.125:)6824E-13 -4.25285837E-31 6.8f124634E-03 
To 8.55171674E+(6 -3.14236898E+",5 4.11623394E-'3 -2.313598n6E-01 8.54210575E-,3t25000E+02 -4.50284338E+02 

7'.5OOOOE+02 -4.53293439E+02 3.78921919E+05 -3.33594192E+G5 4.47959471E-,3 -7.42747948c-23 9.178!305E-03
 
7.75000E+02 -4.50650196E+02 -7.82341454E+Q6 -3.16619823E+1l5 4.1938526125-3 2.148970'TSE-0l 8.25306829E-03
 
8.00000E+02 -4.42843712E+02 -1.51752798E+07 -2.66466303E+r.5 3.38C,19964F-"3 4.)3322185E-! 6.4430072E-r3
 
8.25000E+02 -4.30972215E+02 -2.09286850E+07 -1.9C15l781E+)5 2.19765662E-13 5.39955486E-m- 4.38329778m-03
850E+2-4.16399169E+02 -2.45379216E+C,7 -9.652 ;7189E+n4 7.74148686E-,.4 6.174_,1139P- 1 1.83481593E-03 
S8*,75000E 0,2 -4.00690828E+02 -2.56939556E+P7 4.379 4717E+,') -6.94081729E-'4 6.3)418151r- l -7.38114529E- 4 
9.OOOOOE+02 '3.85419362E+02 -2.43459848E+(7 9.94866567E+04 -2.06014814E-Cg3 5.82771406E-1 -2.98992997E-03

.925000E+02-3.71980239E+02 z2.09839858E+C7 1.66584377E+C5 -3.204459o4E-r3 4.86526862E-31 -4.54788144E-13
 
9.50000E+02 -3.61394137E+02 -1.61642713E+(<7 2.16442855E+)5 -4.i5346233E-.' 3 3.56477376=-01 -5.79896922E-13
 
9.75000E+02 -3.54407460E+02 -1.30334280E+ 7 2.49351887E+Q5 -4.65811947E-03 1.99762275E-01 -6.66902178E-03
 
9.91000E+02 -3.52085215E+02 -6.21528861E+06 2.6(292242E+05 -4.89881545E-Y3 9.017947412-)2 -6.99794644P-03
 
ftoO000E+03 -3*51559294E+02 -3.85950112E+06 2.62768586F+25 -4.98127588c-C3 2.66918892E-02 -7.10037737E-03
 
i1*.02500E+03 -3.53119574E+02 2.66164242E+06 2.55431545E+15 -5.0C796636E-03 -1.51315177E-01 -7.01352530F-03
 
1.05000E+03 -3.59047064E202 8.740341746+6 2.2752977"E+)5 -4.75537174f--3 -3.21412633E-01 -6.532948C7E-03
 
1.07500E+03 -3.69025593E+02 1.38787700E+7 1.8C561138F+15 -4.263440795-13 -4.73677494E-01 -5.61091197E-03
 
1.1OO00E+03 -3.82491910E+i)2 1.7631308tiE+07 1.17167526E+n5 -3.59593541E-t3 -5.9992078CE-01 -4.45117283E-03
 
1,12500E+03 -3.98724825E+02 1.96254469E+'7 3.93611332E+04 -2.97231946E-03 -6.949123n8E-01 -3.23220689E-03
 
;k3300E+03 -4o04381394E+02 1.98251727E+j7 1.C4C42449F+04 -2.78226238-C3 -7.19240044E-01 -2.85162411E-03
 
.16O00E+03 -4.24648280E+02 1.86678452E+07 -8. 8 1 1 29345E+ 4 -2.17074854E-03 -7.76794193E-31 -1.40454911E-03
 
)+02 7.36608957E+06 -4.08882354E+0. -1.71940518E-03 -7.42451383E-01 1.39459950E-03
 
1.20600E+03 -4.59172694E+02 6.24319121E+05 -4.31564C82E+05 -1.647289142-(3 -7.195214778-01 1.43531144E-03
 
1.21200E+03 -4.63521789E+02 7.28545461E+05 1.64665346E+04 -1.63515778E-1 3 -7.30176943E-01 -1.77415083E-03
 
1.22500E+03 -4.73163919E+C2 9.16741143E+05 1.24659U19E+C4 -1.60273737E-63 -7.53227635E-)1 -I.776300%29E-03
 
K1.'l24200E+03 -4.86231793E+02 1.08289159E+06 7.04461421E+03 -1.55094924E-03 -7.84573445E-01 -1.94231670E-03
 
I. 5000E+03 -4.92567779E+02 1.12876416E+06 4.41531937E+3 -1.52409867E-C3 -7.99422879E-01 -1.76939397F-03
:j, .i64 1 8E 0 3 -5.04066597E+02 1.15769239E+06 -3.575856768E+02 -1.47463415E-C3 -8.22292631E-01 -1.45476828E-03 
1.26418000E+03 TOTAL DEFFLECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM = 5.71275926E-01 
1.26418E+03 -5.04066597E+02 1.15769239E+06 1.87343036E+04 -1.47463415E-(3 -8.22292631E-01 -2.51542880E-03 
1.27500E+03 -5.13103803E+02 1.34021090E+06 1.498 3 591 8E+n 4 -1.43339845E-03 -8.48170492E-31 -2.26582021E-03
 





ILOMEGA OMEGASQUARED TOTALSMASS GENERALIZED MASS. INTG..PHI SQ ON ACCELERATION.."><
 
7.30658305E+01 5.33861558E+03 8.07512953E+00 3.39729928E+02 2.84175686E+02 0.
 
-SATION IN INTG. PHI DX M/Q LB IN/IN V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE I/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PRIMEI /INJ
 
S1.16000E+03 0.' 0. 0. 1.15384608E-01 -2.82679536E+00 1.15384608E-OL,
 
if.f620E;0 -5.41762394E+004.46694642E+05 2.23253595E+05 1.15385055E-01 -2.60495974E+00 1.10919983E-01I
 
1.16400E+03 -1.04057016E+01 8.93131821E+05 2.23184607E+05 1.15386395E-01 -2.38311718E+00 1.10922703E-01
 
1.16600E+03 -1.49500882E+01 1.33943716E+06 2.23121755E+05 1.15388627E-01 -2.16126841E+OOi.10926192E-01
 
- 116802+3 -. 9507698E+01 1.78562293E+J06 2.23065040E+05 1.153917532-01 -1.93941190E+00, 1.10930452-1 
1.17000E+03 -2.27077292E+01 2.23170141E+06 2.23014462E+05 1.15395770E-01 -1.71754609E+00 1.10935481E-01I
 
1.18000E+03 -3.43358828E+01 4.46091404E+06 2.22853638E+05 1.15429234E-O1 -6.08023902E-01 1*10972162E-01'
 
1.1920.03 3.486665912+0--6.68928578E+06 2a22846297E+05 1.15484985E01 5.019611922-01 1.11028059E-01
 
1.20000E+03 -2.42944683E+01 8.91835184E+06 2.22992517E+05 1.15563022E-01 1.61260133E+00 1.11103172E-01
 
1.2060.IE+03 -1.26186849Et01 1.02567637E+07 2.23.154000E+,15 i.5257-122977EO)1.11157467E-01.
 
1.210002+03 -2.54024436E+00 9.35975712E+06 -2.24176785E+05 1.15646702E-01 2.75985522E+00 1.20130238E-01
 
1.21200E+03 3.21973431E00 8.91148210E+06 -2.24097121E+05 1.15658883E-01, 3.00012640E+00 1201408262-01'%'
 
1.22000Et03 3.10656589E+C1 7.12017473E+06 -2.23711995E+05 1.15701633-01 3.96140099E+00. 1.20175873E01"i
 
1.230002+03 7.66889964'+01 4.88607125E+06 -2.23080996E+05 1.15741650E-01 5.16331188E+00 1.202032W:-OI
 
1.24000E+03 1.34332508E+02 2.65910896E+06 -2.22283751E+05 1.15766796E-01 6.36540573E+00 1.20212471E-01
 































Model .. ... .... . 
Atlas SLV3A/]krer 2 
:BEAM 
OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZEDMASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACELERATION 
2.05481600E+01 4.22226880E+02 5.74486813E+02 5.74215372E+02 5.16049005E+02 0.
 
L STATION IN INTG. PHI DX "M/Q 'LB IN/IN V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE iIN " EQ.-PHI -PHI-PRIME-1/IN 
5L7000E+0 0.I . D . -2.35916022E-02 1.14408930E+01 -2.35916022E-02 
-3.70000E+01 1.47600094E+02 8.33098286E+03 8.27265184E+02"-2.35730241E-02 1.09669026t+01 -2.3?966093E-02 
-2.50000E+01 2.77463051E+02 2.11475905Et04 1.30669540E+03 -2.34874649E-02 1.16769236E+01 -2.42561092E-02 
0. 5.36787659E+02 6.58989300E+04 2.26406217E+03 -2.30330634E-02 1.00697949E+01 -2.41111882E-02
 
2050000E+01 7.81021242E+02 1.33886241E+05 3.16570558E+03 -2.24343067E-02 9.47201585E+00 -2.333879416-02
 
5.00000E+01 1.01056644E+03 2.23732767E+05 4.C1311905E+03 -2.19661347E-02 8.89384928E+00 -2.28579389E-02
 
7.50000E+01 1.22583210E+p3 3.34102948E+05 4.80782009E+03 -2.15579297E-02 8.32933247E+00Q-2.24014069E-02
 
.O0000E+02 1.427106306+03 4.63693212E+05 5.55085537+03 -2.10351006E-02 7.77382919E+00 -2.20)89349E-02
 
1.25000E+02 1.61463741E+03 6.11222704E (05 6.24314529E+03 -2.03298167E-02 7.23048091E+00 -2.14251054E-02
 
1.50000E+02 1.78879179E+03 7.75438TIEr05. 6.88604126E+03 -1.94193018E-02 6.70435691E+00 -2.06273792E-02
 
LL.75000E+02 195016742E+03 9.55132064E+05 7.48177783E+03 -1.89049897E-02 6.20711109E+00 -i.96531675e-02
 
2.00000E+02 2.09926738E+03 1.14914982E+06 8.03219006E+03 -1.82793979E-02 5.72266386E+00 -1.90826169E-02

I2.250a0E+02 2.23644879E+03 1.35637476E+06 8.53859595E+03 -1.75343340E-02 5.25401272E+00 -1.83881936E-02
 
-
2.50000E+02 2.36215880E+03 1.57572632E+06 9.00264776E+03 -1.6779016E-02 4'80720186E+00 -I.7'2325296-02

2.75000E+02 2.477052056+03 1.80617487E+06 9.42676761E+03 -1.62243925E-02 4.38656544E+00 -1.64743335E-02
 
3.00000E+02 2.58163777E+03 2.04674778E+06 9.81284394E+03 -1.57252508E-02 3.982062272+00 -1.59022448E-02
 
;3o2500E+02 2.6762801E 2.29651124E+06 3.59089D21E+00 -1.53995044E-02
-'03 1.01622155E+04 -1.52606143E-02 
3.50000E+02 2.76129550E+03 2.55456242E+06 1.04760481E+04 -1.48185952E-02 3.21178214E+00 -1.49338521E-02 
3.75000E+02 2.83694090E+03 4.17932771E+06 2.80788089E2+04 -1.42208739E-02 2.84178627E+00 -1.44793819E-02. 
3.85000E+02 2.86464087E+03 4.46013108E+06 2.80818387E+04 -1.39695001E-02 2.69832680E+0b-i.42124226F-02 
4,00000E+02 2.90353625E+03 4.88257129E+06 2.82413650E+04 -1.36118928E-02 2.48799269E+10 -1.38385490E-02 
4.25000E+02 2.96147272E+03 5.59164821_E+06 2.84789927E+04 -1.29990949E-02 2.14887984E+00 -1.33289037E-02 
4.SOOOOE+02 3.01111132E+03 6.30623718E+06 2.86825794E+04 -1.22712396E-02 1.82423406E+00 -1.26763608E-02 
4.750005+02 3.05285375E+03 7.02550694E+06 2.88537639E+04 -1.15145899E-02 1.51775041E+00 -1.18719120E-02 
5.OOOODE+0Z 3.08716648E+03 7.74867163E+06 2,89944858E+04 -1.08997004E-02 1.22947940E+00 -1.12183211E-02 
5.25000E+02 3.11446335E+03 8.47499155E+06 2.91064363E+04 -1.03965560E-02 9.56192860E-01 -1.06056813E-02 
5.50000E 02 3.13508293E+03 9.20376546E+06 2,91909882E+04 -9.82235292E-03 6.94059433E-01 -1.02334936E-02 
5.75000E+02 3.14932536E+03 9.93432255E+06 2o92493683E+04 -9.05066563E-03 4.47734423E-01 -9.46262856E-03 
5&77000E+02 -34,50201972+03 9.99282i4912+06 2--.92529'640E+04 -8.98638-451F-03 4".28873333E-0Di1-9.3983980O9E-0-3­
600000E+02 3.15765567E+03 1.06660318E+07 2.92835014E+04 -8.22001191E-03 2.21422253E-01 -8.63245559E-03 
- - -- - -- - O--D 
I6.25000E+02 3.16059642E+03 1.13983133E+07 2.92955161E+04 -7.330322602-03 1.66062163F-02 -7.7429355I)E-03
 
6.50000E+02 3.15870171E+03 1.21306422E+07 2.92876928E+04 -6.38157307E-03 -1.65230012E-01 -6.79407579E-03
 
6.75000E+02 3.15256454E+03 1.28485627E+07 2.72257982E+04 -5.37399096E-03 -3.22407154E-D1 -5.75745291E-03
 
7.OOOOOE+02 3.14283604E+03 1.34708590E+07 2.22832174E+04 -4.31189293E-23 -4.52350058E-01 -4.62574106E-03
 
7.250002 ,3.13022073E+03 1.39505102E+07 1.587579412+4 -3.20511539-03 -5.53148948E-01 3.428718122-03
 
7.50000E+02 3.11546556E+03' 1.42555957E+07 8.38255790E4-03 -2.06651279E-03 -6.23392570E-01,-2.18457699E-03
 
7.75000E+02 3.09934157E+03 1.43638693E+07 1.97286445E+02 -9.48185288E-04 -6.62273831E-01 -9.50714601E-04
 
8.OOOOOE+02 3.08261653E+03 1.42629343E+07 -8.29242855E+03 6.06296231E-05 -6.11943839E-01 1.559448942-04
 
8.25000E+02 3.06598630E+03 1.39496482E+07 -1.67353100E+04 9.77765164E-04 -6.55320522E-01 1.17012505E-03
 
8.50000E+02 3.05007630E+03 1.34292387E+07 -248108790E+04 1.82918948E-03 -6.14362793E-01 2.10183651E-03
 
8.75000E+02 3.03546818E+03 1.27146300E+07 -3.22250755E+04 2.58852681E-03 -5.51551731E-01 2.91403262E-03
 
9.00000E+02 3.;02266956E+03 1.1825897E+07 -3.85334710E+04 3.25397002E-03 -4.69737020E-01 3.61409592E-03
 
9.25000E+02 3.01212290E03 1.08077455E+07 4.269829 6 4 E+O4 3.82163892E-03 -3.71923866E-01 4.16598002E-03
 
9.50000E+02 3.00418576E+03 9.70122037E+06 -4.56526130E+04 4.28803165E-03 -2.61524584E-01 4.65619788E-03
 
9.75000E+02 2.99915479E+03 8.53412854E+06 -4.75257998E+04 4.70264887E-03 -1.39618499E-01 5.08592145E-03
 
9.91000E+02 2.99758555E+03 7.76837654E+06 -4.81105526E+04 4.93979888E-03 -5.62738023E-02 5.32778721E-03
 
1.00000E+3 2.99729741E+03 7.33477615E+06 -4.82180273E04 5.063371442-03 -7.75743858-03 5.45222650E03
 
1.02590+$. 2.99884405E+03 .6.13378234E+06 -4.76441807E+04 5.36902794E-03 1.32439453E-01 5.74124810E-03
 
tU05006E03 3.00397761E+03 4.96369064E+06 -4.57360902E+04 5.61221927E-03 2.78953332E-01 5.96953248E-03 i
 
1.07500E+03 3.01283593E+03 3.85853206E+06 -4.2442284624 580256591E-34.3015'8225E-01 6.1i9299372-03
 
1.1000E+03 3.02551568E+03 2.85342476E+06 -3.77270826E04 5.94347214E-03 5.84510869E-01 6.21885231E-03
 
1.12500E+03 3.04206816E+03 1.98448152E+06 -3.14524126E+04 6.02381546E-03 7.39838760E-01 6.23148445E-03
 
11.133005+03 3.04818635E+03 1.74265929E+06 -2.89762363+04 6.041747332-03 7.8970738E-01 6.23492224t-03 '
 
1.,16500203 3.07178439E+03- 1.08931181E+06 -1.99585414E+04. 6.08569689E-03 9.58397908E-01 6.25924942E-03
 
1.19000E+03 3.i0334321E+03 6.16864891E+05 -1.21429294E+04 6.11415064E-03 1.14530118E+00 6.20662990E-03
 
1.20600E+03 3.12246141E+03 4.47814444E+05 -9.22671721E+03 6.12360493E-03 1.24445590E+00 6.189510052-03
 
1.21200E+03 3.13003966E+03 3.95262881E+05 -8.63364246E+03 6.13115265E-03 1.28162806E+00 6.20402848E-03
 
1.22500E+03 3.14722706E+03 2.86654059E+05 -8.06965283E+03 6.14449406E-03 1.36258680E+00 6.25684795E-03
 
-;4290E03- "3.17130682E+03 1.56100297E+05 -7.27956499E+03 6.15581377E-03 1.47093818E+00 6.56023405E-03
 







1.26418000E+03 TOTAL DEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM = 2.00210700E+0
 
1.26418E+03 3.20554090E+03 6.90345765E+03 -8.64283935E+02 6.16115557E-03 1.61584060E+00 6.20917135E-03
 








L'i#280 0 0E43 
HK;_____________ __ OD 
W .
 
_ __ __ _ 
BEAM 2 
I OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS._ GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION 
2.05481600E+01 4.22226880E+02 2.12435233E-01 4.83876318E-01 3.18474723E-01 0.
 
VQ "-	 Y/Q PHI-STATId°IN ....INTG. PHI DX -MiQ LB IN/IN A-LB/IN B.SLOPE 1/IN EQ. PH! PRIME 1/IN
 
I. I6000E+03 0.' 0. 6.31635706E-O3 9.56436331E-01 6.31635706E-03
 
1.16200E+03 1.53335704E+00 4.72880031E+02 2.37495421E+02 6.31635753E-03 9.69059588E-01 6.31160762E-03
 
1.16400E+03 3.48409940E+00 9.50000093E+02 2.39629244E+D2 6.31635895E-03 9.81682762E-01 6.31156637E-03
 
1.166002+03 5.46008803E+00 1.43141542E+03 2.41790683E+02 _6.31636133E-03 9.94305854E-01 6.31152552E-03
 
1T.16800E+03 7.46132276E+00 1.91718124E+03 2.43979738E+02 6.31636468E-03 1.00692886E+00 6431148508E-03'
 
1.17000E+03 9.48780343E+00 2.40735278E+03 2.46196408E+02 6.316369OOE-03 1.01955179E+00 6.31144507E-03
 
LI,9000E+03 	1.99988903E+01 4.92622942E+03 2.57693981E+02 6.316405572-03 1.08266527E+00 6.31125169E-03
 
1.190002+03 3.1141.10252+01 7.563533602+03 2.69881.913E+02 6.316467922-03, 1.14577§87E+00 6.31107028E-03
 
1.20000E+03 4.29144219E+01 1.03261688E+04 2.82760182E+02 6.31655726E-03 1.20888672E+00* 6.31090206E-03
 
1.20600E+03 5.02813378E+01. 1.20467806E+04 2.90818498Et02 6.316624362-03 1.24675185E+00 6.310807992-03
 
1.21000E+0 5.53188866E+01 i.18434710E+04 -4.80630081E+01 6.316656212-03 1127202247E+00 6.31761747E-03
3 

I.21200E+03 5.78755667E+01 1.17501370E+04 -4.52663784E+01 6.31667193E-03 1.28465767E+00 6.31757726E-03
 
1.. i22000E+03 6.83549888E+01 1.14335629E+04 -3.38034414E+l 6.31673372E-03 1.33519762E 00 6.31740979E03
 
1.23000E+03 8.20228318E+01 1.11697056E+04 -1.88528436E+01 6.31680898E-03 1.39837062E+0O 6.31718604E-03
 
1.24000E+03 9.63223933E+01 1.10588094E+04 -3.21123937E+00 6.31688299E-03 1.46154129E+00 6.31694721E-03
 







Atlats SLV3A/flurner 2 
IBEAM I 
OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS ._GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION
 
1 4,34944367E+01 189176602E+03 5.74486813E+02 5.74409919E+02 2.07808240E+02 0.
 
iL STATIN IN INTG. PHI DX M/&-LB-NiIN"- V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE 1/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PRIME*I/IN 
5.L570000E+01 0 . 0. 3.23904648E-O2-8.53170232EO0 3.23904648E-02 ­
-3.70000E+01 -1.070650222E+02 -2.75056108E+04 -2.71444703E+03 3.23289400E-02 -7.87676856E+00 3.30625744E-02 
I-2.50000E+01 -1.99119685E+02 -6.92971473E+04 -4.23721567E+03 3.20476673E-02 -7.46567539E+00 3.45401471E-02 
0. -3.74918759E+02 -2.12323035E+05 -7.14511218E+03 3.05721053E-02 -6.60102026E+00 3.39745396E-02
 
m 2. 500 00 E0 1 -5.29417346+02 -'4.'23613897E+05 -9.70051845E+03 2.86601612E-02 -5.76909400E+00 3.14317379E-02
 
5.00000E+01 -6.63953963E+02 -6.94603723E+05 -1.19256846E+04 2.71925868E-02 -5.00107677E 00 2.98427389E-02
 
L-5oooaE+ol -7.79854877E+02 -1.01733048E+06 -1.38426731E+04 2.59370163E-02 -4.2771469CE+00 2.83655555E-02
2.43614504E-2 -3.5830301E+00 70749104  1.00000E+02 -8.78056717E+02 -1.38429602E+06 -1.54667220E+04 

1.25030E+02 -9.59373119E+02 -1.78833634E+06 -1.68113526E+04 2.22778776E-02 -2.92804640E+00 2.52272377E-02
 
1.500LUE+02 -1.02496155E+03 -2.22269275E+06 -1.78957013E+04 1.96420144E-02 -2.3266543E+0 .27816111E-02
 
1.75000E+02 -1.07658391E+03 -2.68120232E+06 -1.87492733E+04 1.81835801E-02 -1.80741449E+00 2.00585074E-02
 
2.00000E+02 -1.11568926E+03 -3.15842959E+06 -1.93957399E+04 1.64463959E-02 -1.32622520E+00 1.83859698E-02
 
2.25000E+02 -1.14332345E+03 -3.64940661E+06 -1.98523985E,+04 1.44208201E-02 -8.90678394E-01 1.64060600E-02
 
2.50000E+02 -1.16075081E+03 -4.14963894E+C6 -2.01402011E+04 1.24110985E-02 -5.14731922E-01 1.34185983E-02'
 
2.75000E+02 -1.16967308E+03 -4.65525005E+06 -2.02873571E+04 1.09634629E-02 -2.04906772E-01 1.15D13612E-02
 
3.O0000E+02 -1.17137832E+03 -5.16301418E+06 -2.C3152455E+04 9.69052061E-03 6.40185346E-02 1.00569462E-02
 
3.25000E+02 -1.16678553E+-3 -5.67014515E+06 -2.02390036E+04 8.530819442-03 2.99528635E-01 8.80743190-03
 
3.50000E+02 -1.15668073E+03 -6.17420515E+06 -2.00716144E+04 7.45094945E-03 5.05328648E-01 7.67177616E-03
 
tu75000Et02 -1.14184233E+03 -8.48583901E+06 -7.36424654F+03 6.13879693E-03 6.77173346E-01 6.20659597E-03 
3.85000E+02 -1.13477174E+03 -8.55946439E+06 -7.36077978E+03 5.64272964E-03 7.367205542-01 5.70640420E-03 
4.OOCOOE+02 -1.12311403E+03 -8.66829572E+06 -7.14636385E+03 4.98243816E-03 8.17168084E-01 5.03979261E-03 
4.25000E+02 -1.101.22727E+03 -8.84203272E+06 -6.74393827E+03 3.95657086E-03 9.30265435E-01 4.03467089E-03 
W4.50000E+02 -1.07683465E 03 -9.00510868E+06 -6.29545039E+03 2.864945D1E-03 1.01760736E+00 2.95386380E-03
 
4.750obE+02 -1.05060252E+03 -9.15652293E+06 -5.81309942E+03 1.83139877E-03 1.97763882E+00 1.90338762E-03
 
_5000E+02 -1 .02316288+03 -9.29558041E+06 -5.30865080E+03 1.06160154E-03 1.11492048E 00 1.119938362-03
 
5.25000E+02 -9.95011956m+02 -9.42184753E+06 -4.79117704E+3 4.79877389E-04 1.135099332+005.143012612-4
 
5.50000E+02 -9.66526623E+02 -9.53508803E+06 -4.26752062E+03 -1.32709991E-04 1.14186311E+00 -7.26040665E-05
 
5.75000E+02 -9.38094127E+02 -9.63523077E+06 -3.74478300E+03 -9.05794557E-04 1.13030909E+00 -8.53D51135E-04
 
I 5.77000E+OZ -9.35835278E+02 -9.64267851E+06 -3.7,326823+03 -9.6798147E-04 1.12854023E+0O-9.5822700E-04
 
6.00000E+02 -9.10193509E+02 -9.72240887E+06 -3.23185114E+03 -1.68643074E-03 1.29914878E+00 -1.64191171E-03
 
-ul 
_ _ _ _ _ _ 
,?500E+02 -8.8332p0634E+r2 79.79698042E+Q6 -2.73777375E+03 n.47358591E-03 

6.50000E+02 -8.57969984E+0)2 -9.85953066E+06 -2.27167142E+03 -3.26626549E-03 

6.7500)+02 -8.34660610E+C2 -9.69205927E+06 

7.00000E+02 -8.14136979E+02 -8.39261829E+06 

7.250002+02 -7.972518622+02 -6.02567132E+06 






























































































1.61355260E+05 -5.15412123E-03 -1.66379366E-01 -7.D0877939E-03
 
1.47149987E+05 -4.46357197E-03 -3.29892921E-01 -6.08060480E-03
 




2.12589476E+07.6.88575112E+04 -1.62691477E-03 -6.42521418E,01 .-2.182217212'03i­




































1.26418000E+03 TOTAL CEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM 

1.26418E+U3 -8.73511124E+02 2.02595264E+04 -2.51758379E+03 

1.27500E+03 -8.61993180E+02 2.07079221E+03 -8.23984046E+02 

I .28pOOE+03 -8.56389027E+02 -1.55882921E-08 -2.39698066E-10 



































































































G NERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI 
















-1.-i16200E+03 1.76011171E-01 2.66427242E+03 1.33268158E+03 
 1.31725525E-01 7#66797336E-03 I
1.16400E+03 4.24126263E-01 5.33082652E+03 1.33389758E+03 7.69465131E-03 

, 7.02913249E-01 7.99996294E+03 1.33526390E+03 7.69466464E-3. 1.47061457E-01 7.667959362-03
16600E+03 

1.33678054E+03 7.69468331-03 1.62397364E-01 7.66794770E-03
1.16800E+03 1.01237207E+00 1.06719823E+04 
 7.66793838E-03
1.17000E+C3 1.35250269E+00 1.33471853E+04 1.33844750E+03 7.69470733E-03 1.77733250E-01 





7.69524337E-D3 3.31091992E-01 7.66797568E-03 I1.19000E+03 6.44075387E+00 4.03404544E+04 1.36338476E+03 7.66808542E-03
1.20000E+03 1.01350741E+01 5.40616986E+04 1.38149043E+03 7.69571523E-03 4.07772246E-01 

7.69606454E-03 4.53781035E-01 766818139E-03







1.21200E+03 1.55809865E+01 6.18022961E+04 -9.04871354E+01 7.69631290E-03 - 4.99969881E-01 








1.24000E+03 3.25977581E+01 6.03672173E+04 -7.08881867E+00 7.69744951E-03 7.15511320E-01 7.69759129E-03
 
7.69750988E-03 7.30906435E-01 7.69750988E-03













OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED. .. TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ.DM ACCELERATION
 
5.35874387E+01 2.87161359E+03 5.74486813E+02 5.74158008E+02 4.27468052E+02 0.
 
STATION IN INTG. PHI OX M/Q LB INJ!N V/Q LBIN B.SLOPE 1/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PRIME IiIN
 
-5.70000E+01, 0. 0. 0. 7.19405792E-02 -1.5907602E+01 7.19405792E-02
 
-3.70000E+01 -1.97262325E+02 -7.74556881E+04 -7.62345423E+r3 7.17670988E-02 -1.44487283E+O1 7.38274918E-02
 
-2.50000E+01 -3.65090986E+02 -1.94502052E+05 -1.18378001E+04 7.09765072E-02 -1.35227152E+01 7.79399191E-02
 
0. -6.78679407E+02 -5.91427755E+05 -1.97115945E+04 6.68516597E-02 -1.15725268E+Oi 7.623B1333E-02
 
#'250000E01 -944437811E+02 -1.11006205E+06 -2.63837618E+04 6.15479382E-02 -9.71683898E+00 6.90861558E-02
 
5O0000E01 -1.16614700E+03 -1.90142587E+06 -3.19497161E+04 5.75120948E-02 -8.34005227E+00 6.46120317E-02
 
,47.50000E+01 -1.34751121E 03 -2.75911140E+06 -3.65030052E+04- 5.40902945E-02 -6.48611845E+00 6.04943305E-02
 
100000E+02 -1.49114686E+03 -3.71867472E+06 -4.01082267E+04 4.98384741E-02 -5,01603339E+oa .5.687530512-02
 
1.25000E+02 -1.59933188E+03 -4.75709418E+06 -4.28228658E+04 4.42697494E-02 -3.65465462E+00 5.17825329E-02
 
1.50000E+02 -1.67525399E+03 -5.85305586E+06 -4.47269345E+04 3.72946040E-02 -2.43982143E+00 4.51414346E-02
 
1.'750005402 1ei72361186E+03 -6.98769839E+06 -4,59398862E+04 3.34744543E-02 -143367i20D .8064429o0
 
' 0000o+o2'--n4822546E+O3 -8.14507646E+06 -4.65564203E+04 2.89714159E-02 -5.42590117E-01 3.36270579E-02
 
.,5006 02'-!T1.75187081E+03 -9.31112652E+06 -4,66462360E+04 2.37762277E-02 2.34806575E-01 2.84408513E-02
 
250000E+02 -1.73784730E+03 -1.04736789E+07 -4.62923657E+04 1.86741939E-02 8.59304028E-01 2*09899379E-02
 
2.75000E+02 -1.71041625E+03 -1.16229612E+07 -4.56020335E+04 1.50396199E-02 1.32068727E+00 1.62487107E-02
 
3OOOOOE+02 -1.67275816E+03 -1.27516490E+07 -4.46553240E+04 1.18782896E-02 1.68092987E+00 1.26837366E-02
 
"­O340OQzoE.2,l.o2749OA4E+03 -1.38540657E+07 -4.35089347E+04 -90'2924658-0--3- 95899672E+-06 ""9.623896082-03 
I3.SoOOOOE+0Z '-1.7548806E+03 -1*49258353E+07 -4.22111294E+04 6.40464926E-03 2.16464117E+00 6.86905359E-03I1450002*02 l.&51979147E+03 -1.67564997E+07 3.92398741E+04 3.68999252E-03 2.28130818E.00 3.32873008E-03 
3,85000E+02 -1.49683369E+03 -1.63640157E+07 3.92569576E+04 2.72596009E-03 2.30982827E 00 2.38636703E-03 
4.OOOOOE+02 -1*46198239E+03 -1.57678798E+07 4.02296872E+04 1.49340030E-03 2.33615527E+00 1.17052961E-03 
S425000E02 -1,40343695E+03 -1.47417225E+07 4,18634392E+04 -2.95883423E-04 2.34105999E+0O -7.80694531E-04 
U5$000+O r3lf43593E+03 -1.36748164E+07 4 34842172E+04 -2.03368464E-03 2.299073602+00 -264786850E-03U 4tz0o0ot2 4*'46O89192E 03 -1.25678898E+07 4.50599546E+04 -3,53148630E-03 2.21357880E+00 -4.08950432E-03P ..O6 6etok 4 t.49507 E+03 -1j14224097E07 4,65650766E+04 -4.53545820E-03 2.09859628E+00 -5,04716234E-03 
5.25000E02 -1.18413923E+03 -1.02403662E+07 4,79827765E+04 -5.21098650E-03 1.96426596E+00 -5,55573539E-03 
"50000E02 -1.13686536E+03 -9902408943E+06 4993018243E+04 -5.82721301E-03 1.81351472E+00 -6.52160490E-03 
5..75000E+02 -1.09364973E+03 -7,77622048E+06 5.05077024E+04 -6.50484748E-03 1.64157868E+00 -7,21622357E-03 
$f*liO901 6j*j o767511375E.06 1.62709500E 00 -7.26735104E-03O 5.05988917E 04 -6955469060E-03 



































































































































S.16000E 03 -1.00029254E+03 
-5.27327827E+06 







-4.05992438E+06 5.91142131E+04 6.36477122E-n3 1.26542265E+DO 5.94252684E-03
1.21200E+03 
-9.40907086E+02 




-2.83587900E+06 6.72599076E+04 6.16743017E-03 1.37232647E+00 
 5.23096954E-o3
1.24200 803---8.99568284E+b2 -1.64731907E+66 
7.26158043E+4 6.05183582E-03 
 1.44e76555E0 2.01762447E-03 
­1.25000E+03 -8.87980453E+02 
-1.05606536E+06 7.52022141E+04 6:01902742E-03 1.45619205E+00 1.84112664E-03
1.26418E+03 -8.67160256E+02 4.31632674E+04 
7.98497976E+04 5.99699584E-03 
 1.48026153E+00 1.56089597E-03























._._ OMEGA ... OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS . INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCEL.ERATION
 
5.35874387E+01 2.87161359E+03 2.12435233E-01 5.41240683E-01 3.36639597E-01' 0.
 
-- STATION IN ItG.,PHI 3--M/Q" LB IN/IN V/Q LBIN' B.SLOPE'1/IN YQ-EQ.PHIP-HI--PRIME"/I­
.. 2.... 

1.16200E+03 1l54227952E+00 3.58889177E+803 180166594E+O3 7.02162839E-03 9.75171451E-01 6.98559508E-03
 
1.16400E+03 3.50659341E+00 7.20680236E+03 1.81627929E+03 7.02163919E-03 9.89142360E-01 6.9853136DE-D3
 
K_1.160.0E+03 0. . 	 0. 7.02162481E-03 9.61199977E-01 .'7.02162481E-03
 
.1.16600E+03 5.49884856E+00 1.08541475E+04 1.83110050E+03 7.02165724E-03 
 1#0031271E+00 6.98503523E-03
 
I1.l6SfOE+03 7.51904385E+00 1.45313429E+04 1.84612956E+03 7.02168262E-03 1.01708250E+00 6.98476003E-03 
1.17000E+03 9.56717818E+O0 1.82388043E+04 1.86136648E+03 7.02171539E-03 1.03105175E 00 6.98448806E-03 
.LI P18000E+0.Q3 2.02268978E+Oi 3.72446498E+04 1.94066854E+03 7.02199214E.-3 1.10089001E+00. 6_98317877E-03 
1.19000E03 3.15849361E+01 5.70694921E+04 2.02516569E+03 7.02246301E-03 1.17D71563E+00 6.981959702-03 
1.200V0E+03 4.36411712E+ll 7.77652775E+04 2.11485701E+03 7.02313644E-03 1.240,52954E+00 6.98083930E-03 
1.20600E+03 5.12099997E+01 9.06224077E+04 2.17116465E+03 7.02364143E-03 1.28241269E+03 6.98.21814E-031.21000E+03 5.63958985E+01 8.91899222E+04 -3.387616252+02 7.02388115E-03 1 31053638E+00 7.03065638E-03
 
1.2120uE+03 5.90310324E+01 8.85319679E+04 -3.19157774E+02 7.02399962E-03 k.32459742E+00 7.03038278E-03
 
1.22000 E+03 6.985277202E+01 8.62985039E+04 -2.38650379E+02 7.02446555E-03 1.38083596E+0_ 7.02923856E-03
 
.23000E+03 8.40125683E+01 8.443434572+04 -1.33309799E+ 2 7.02503408E-03 1.45112075E+00 7.02770027E-03
 
1.24000E+03 	 9.88751337E+01 8.36497352E+04 -2.27410300E+01 7.02559374E-03 1.52138959E+00 7.02604856E-03
 




Atlas SLV3A/Burner 2 
BEAM I
 
, OMEGA--- OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION
 
6.86438894E+01 4.71198355E+,3 5.74486813E+012 5.73638928E+C2 5.44381198F+02 1.
 
STATION iN INTG. PHI DX M/Q LB IN/IN V/0 LB/IN 8.SLOPE I/IN V/0 EQ. PHI PHI PRIME I/IN
 
-5.70000E01 O. 0. . 9.40158842E-02 -1.69889108E+01 9.40158842E-02
 
-3.70000E+01 -2.07126707E+02 -1.34771423E+05 -1.3214751E+14 9.37134696E-02 -1.50736940E+01 9.72848412E-02
 
-2.50000E+01 -3.80592621E+02 -3.36839429E+05 -2.[)3621329E+S4 9.23415128E-0Z -1.38372917E+01 1.04319238E-01
 
0. -6.93748201E+02 -1.01278753E+06 -3.32643994E+A4 8.52404143E-02 -1.12303075E+C1 1.01080605E-01
 
2.50000E+01 -9.43427697E+02 -1.97823162E+t36 -4.35494513E+14 7.62145765E-02 -8.79371D53E+01 8.86572769E-02
 
5.00000E+01 -1.13623886'+03 -3.17081013E+06 -5.14909754E+n4 6.94367390E-02 -6.66564230E+00 8.0879178nE-02
 
,__7.50000E+01 -1.27854673F+03 -4.53545744E+r6 -5.73527792E+4 6.37694764E-02 -4.74786546E+00 7.38313675E-02
 
1.0003E+02 -1.37484321E+03 -6.C2263162E+06 -6.13167751E+04 5.68342265E-02 -2.97533351E+03 6.75915555E-02
 
1.25000E+02 -I.*2904641E+03 -7.586815732+06 -6.35452969E+04 4.78867450E-02 -1.38761422E+03 5.90350427E-02
 
S15 0Q0E+02 - 1.44650645E+03 -9.18725238E+'6 -6.42587459E+t4 3.68531214E-02 -4.31994581E-02 4.81265856E-02
 
I 1.75000E+02 -1.43473738E+C3 -1.07897857r+07 -6.37706247E+1)4 3.9069670E-u;2 9.66042562E-01 3.72840295E-02
 
2.00000E+02 -1.39973398E+03 -1.23677937E+C7 -6.23246968E+(,4 2.4013C349E-Z2 1.8123005CE+00 3.02455045E-02
 
2.25000E+02 -1.34589278E+03 -1.38995405)+07 -6.01 2l163E+@4 1.6192617rE-12 2.46994551E+01 2.22028286E-02
 
2.500002+02 -1.2783f254E+C3 -1.53681554E+117 -5.73131506E+14 8.63670522E-)3 2.89791157E+0) 1.15037565E-02
 
2.75000E+02 -1.20312389E+03 -1.67626440E+07 -5.42121375E+04 3.34818636E-03 3.09582664E+01 4.78556512E-03
 
3.O00OE+02 -1.12485142E2(+3 -1.80777196E+r7 -5.C19846,48E+14 -1.1729C328E-03 3.15038C57E+0O -2.53295197E-04
 
3.25000E+02 -1.J4668815E+l3 -1.93119209E+17 -4.77619948E+C4 -5.1784305NE-03 3.118943226E+O0 -4.52565317E-03
 
n
3.50000E+02 -9.71322188E+02 -2.04667856E+07 -4.46548976E+04 -8.80731503F--3 2.928n7973E+O -8.316014502-03
 
3.75000E+02 -9.01518686E+02 -1.018971677E+07 1.34822935E+,5 -I.08767947E-02 2.64812115E+01 -1.21180439E-02
 
3.85000E+C2 -8.75655637E+C2 -9.54877922E+06 1.34854510E+e)5 -1.1472180CE-02 2.52425999E+00 -1.26387415E-02
 
4.00000E+02 -8.39246113E+02 -7.51329182E+C'6 1.36521593E+.l5 -1.21288887E-02 2.32994415E+09 -1.32245676E-02
 
4.25000E+02 77.85260409E+C2 -4.0685361(2,+06 1.38993152E+05 -1.28122716E-02 1.98577417E+00 -1.4421922E-02
 
4.500002+02 -7.40161998E+C2 -5.67029135E+35 1.41057715E+05,-1.30948753E-f2 1.61928539E+03 -1.50872159E-02
 
4.75000E+02 -7.04365287E+02 2.98078584E+ 6 1.42696230E+05 -I.2969Li60E-*2 1.24581517E+03 -1.47361420E-02
 
5.OOQE+02-6.77761731E+02 6.56427255E+06 1.43913823E+05 -1.25789489E-C2 8.84578389E-01 -1.41604195E-02
 
5.25000E+02 -6.59987830E+l2 1.01731073E+07 1.44727208E+05 -1.206461032-2 5.40C42691E-01 -1.31044531E-02
 
5.50000E+02 -6.5O626268E+0)2 1.379744042+07 1.45155312E+05 -1.12734071E-02 2.0543fl568E-01 -1.33178481E-02
 
5.75000E02 -6.49512522E+C2 1.74277090E+07 1.45205541E+15 -1.n0143369E-02 -1.12406716E-01 -1.20594854E-02
 
5.770046E02 -6.4976134'1+02 1.77181091E+07 1.45194149e+05 -9.90096328E-03 -1.36412470E-1 -1.19459513E-02
 
6.00000E+02 -6.55919967E+02 2.10548455E+C7 1.449114502E+5 -8.46257149E-03 -3.95J63913E-01 -1.05035778E-02
 
'ID 
6.25u()OE+02 -6.68869352E+C2 2.46707806E+0,7 1.44317551E05 -6.61869637E-03 -6.35115951E-01 -8.65133794E-03
 
6.5C0X)E+ .2 -6.87206599E+02 2.82686637E+07 1.43476835E+05 -4.48390000E-03 -8.25177308E-01 -6.5D470049E-03
 
6.75G:nE+-2 -7.09542580E+02 3.1304687CE+07 6.73516794E+04 -2.06822165E-03 -9.50365646E-01 -3.01683685E-03
 
7.0C,)tPE+% 2 -7.33720117E+12 3.12791559E+07 -6.98537322E+04 4.78399520E-04 -9.69874471E-01 1.46225490E-03
 
7.25000E+02 -7.56997416E+02 2.78548006E+07 -2.0'1948208E+05 2.88505157E-03 -8.79024920E-01 5.72939252E-03
 
7.5CY0JE+c2 -7.76738681E+02 2.13497026E+07 -3.13974734E+05 4.88794590E-03 -6.89147129E-01 9.31012525E-03
 
7.75000E+02 -7.90752846E+02 1.24288669E+07 -3.93451699E+05 6.22777347E-03 -4.26140132E-01 1.12720260E-02
 
8.0000E+L2 -7.97736025E+02 2.01008710E+06 -4.33050954E+05 6.74635958E-03 -1.31094827E-01 1.17239568E-02
 
8.25000E+C2 -7.97347475E+02 -8.87481463E+06 -4.30835679E+05 6.52317633E-03 1.61362124E-01 1.14753106E-02
 
8.5'? 00E+.2 -7.899,6t09E+02 -1.91970153E+07 -3.88633648E+05 5.64766270E-03 4.28867872E-01 9.91836214E-03
 
8.750)0E+02 -7.76373913E+1,2 -2.80173558E+(7 -3.11914173E+05 4.27327109E-03' 6.44822628E-01 7.42391'930E-03
 
9.0G&OE+02 -7.58246329E+02 -3.45795853E+07 -2.12680639E+05 2.57061963E-03 7.94073558E-01 4.55828915E-03
 
9.25:FJ&E+)2 -7.37270638E+02 -3.87444480E+07 -1.20423226E+05 7.29316323E-04 8.72336881E-01 1.70047137E-03
 
9.5r4Z)eE+Q2 -7.15227651E+C2 -4.06120214E+07 -2.87953523E+04 -1082923102-03 8.83154709E-01 -8.50702519E-04
 
9.7500?®E+02 -6.93717406E+02 -4.02026156E+07 6.06225227E+04 -2.92809335E-03 8.29676397E-01 -3.41698466E-03
 
9.91rQ0E+.'.2 -6.809680O3E+02 -3.88027028E+07 1.13620694Et05 -4.07931566E-03 7.62273243E-01 -4.99561157E-03
 
'­1.b000E+C3 -6.74327159E+02 -3.7654611E+07 1.41206951E+05 -4#70521376E-03 7.13469985E-01 -5.84397949E- 03
 
.1.025 0E+03 -6.585-75075E+02 -3.32683050E+07 2.06692984E+05 -6.32117616E-03 5.39877062E-01 -7.93596510E-03
 
1.05000E+03 -6.47767625E+02 -2.74914496E+(7 2.51642011E+15 -7.65773787E-03 3.19480540E-01 -9.62369108E-03_
 
1.07500E+03 -6.42930311E+O2 -2.08935310E+07 2.71774559E+05 -8.70519130E-03 6.412711612-02 -1.073335972-02
 
1.1000E+03 -6.44772031E+02 -1.41342411E+07 2.64168152E+05,-9.44230028E-03 -2.13302398E-01 -1.13705350E-02
 
1.12500E+03 -6.53617257E+"2 -7.93001364E+06 2.26611799E+05 -9.80908677a-03 -4.94841 23SE-Ol -1.13053231E-02
 
1.13300E+03 -6.57937111E+02 -6.19299513E+06 2.07099305E+05 -9.87699953E-03 -5.85122275E-01 -1.12576616E-02
 
1.16000E+63 -6.77819991E+C2 -1.75422450E+06 1.23197365E+05 -9.99655470E-03 -8.87073054E-01 -1.10678361E-02
 
1.19000E+03 7.09283570E+02 6.57777218E+05 3.96905804E+04 -1.00077728E-02 -1.20719935E+00 -1.03100520E-02
 
1.2060E+03 -7.29901056E+02 9.91663579E+05 4.66034806E+03 -9.99219013E-O -1.369691282+00 -1.00254783E-02
 
1.21200E+03 -7.38298402E+u2 9.70337946E+05 -5.10285815E+03 -9.97459243E-03 -1.42942404E+00 -9.93151965E-03
 
1.22500E+03 -7.57714128E+02 8.58439462E+05 -1.22140538E+f04 -9.93844563E-03 -1.55761060E+00 -9.76838919E-03
 
1.24200E+03 -7.85565900E+02 5.65483319F+05 -2.24177119E+04 -9.90111109E-03 -1.71691904E+00 -8.65568265E-03
 
1.250GOE+03 -7.99573508E+02 3.65752978E+05 -2.75481057E+04 -9.88974105E-03 -1.7849831OE400 -8.35929073E-03
 
1.26418E+03 -8.25699506E+02 -9.20302767E+G4 -3.71186367E+04 -9.88336587E-03 -1.89971873E+00 -7.82121939E-03
 
1.264180CE+B3 TOTAL OEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM = 1.64753551E+30
 
1.26418E+G3 -8.25699506E+02 -9.20302767E+04 1.14787464E+04 -9.88336587E-03 -1.89971873E+00 -1.05210740E-02
 
1.27500E±03 -8.46857904E+02 -9.35976535E+03 3.72866487E+13 -9,88480459E-03 -2.31125977E+00 -1.00919526E-02
 
1.28000E+03 -8.57039059E+02 5.65668776E-09 2.552203242-11 -9.8A4852212-03 -2.06120396E+00 -9.88485221E-03
 
BEAM 2 
.. - OMEGA .....-- OMEGA SQUARED, TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS - INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION____ 
6.86438894E+01 4.71198355E+03 2.12435233E-01 1.06032088E+00 4.07520876E-01 0.
 
STATION IN INTG. PHI DX M/Q LB IN/IN V/Q -LB/IN B.SLOPE1/TN ./Q--EQ PI PHI-PRME-/IN 
I 0.------------.. 0. 0. 71.25376997E-02 -8.42628069E-01 -1.25376997E-02.1d600..3 

1.16200E+03 -1.36464040E+00 -1.06875710E+04 -5.35427398E+03 -1.25377104E-02 -8.67489724E-01 -1.243062492-02
 
1.16400E+03 -3.12448081E+00 -2.14175006E+04 -5.37575672E+03 -1.25377425E-02 -8.9235D575E-01 -1.2432274E-02
 
1.166wE+03 -4.93404214E+O0 -3.21910025E+04 -5.39784642E+03 -1.25377961E-02 -9.17210640E-01 -1.24298392E-02
 
1216800E+03 -6.79332282E+00 -4.30092908E+04 -5.42054305E+03 -1.25378713E-02 -9.42069938E-01 -1.24294605E-02
 
1.17000E+03 -8.70232135E+00 -5.38735793E+04 -5.44384660E+03 -1.25379682E-02 -9.66928488E-01 -1,24290913E-02
 
1.1800OE+03 -1.89930313E+01 -1.08927507E+n5 -5.56946747E+03 -1.25387811E-0Z -1.09121070E+0O -1.24273918E02­
-I.21547717+O -I.24259460-02 ­1.190IOE+G3 -3.052648272-OlE+OI -1.65313497E+05 -5.71025875E+03 "-.25401512-02 

1.2rOEF+'3 -4.33025308E+01 -2.23183244Eb5 -5.86621867E+03 -1.25420924E-02 -1.3397351E+00 -1.24247680E-02
 
1.20600E+03-5.15645561E+('1 -2.58680395E 05 -5.96707496E+-3 -.I25435376E-02 -1.41427735E+00 -1.2424r962E-02
 
1.21000E+03 -5.73221272E+01 -2.55936804E+05 6.50551364E+02--1.25442Y2-0 "-1.46450775E+00-1.25572348E-02
 
1.21200E+3 -6.(,2762569E+01 -2.54671661E+05 6.14489678E+02 -1.25445641E-02 -1.48962184E+00 -1.25568539E-02
 
1.22000E+03 -7.25950337E+01 -2.50350715E+05 4.64111766E+02 -1.25459103E-02 -1.59007017E+00 -1.25551926E-02
 
1.23000E+03 -8.91234566E+01 -2.46705657E+05 2.62345814E+02 -1.25475661E-02 -1.71561047E+00 -1.25528130E-02
 
1:24000E+03 -1.069(?7158E+02 -2.45154877E+05 4.52564111E+01 -1.25492044E-02 -1.84112535E+00 -1.25501095E-02
 






Atlas SLV3A/furner 2 
OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQDM----- ACCELERATION
 
1.10098718E+02 1.21217277E+04 5.74486813E+02 5.70173930E+02 4.30113275E+02 0.
 
STAfON IN INTG. PHI DX M/Q LB IN/IN V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE 1/IN Y/Q EQ.'PHI-PHI-PRIME'1/IN 
-5.703000E+01_ 0. 0. 0. 7.22855836E-02- 9.00410241E+00 -7.22855836E-02
 
-3.70000E+01 I.05059701E+C2 1.80472488E+05 1.75198172E+4 -7.18786734E-02 7.51167586+00 -7.66137592E-02
 
-- 2.50000E+01 1.89145378E+U2 4.45488931E+05 2.64360402E+04 -7.00542443E-02 6.50260354E+00 -8.56048562E-02
 
6 0 8 1 5 3 8 87 E-0 2
 0. 3.24857937E+ ,2 1.29799095E06 4.C8200860E+04 - . . 4.37813782E+00 -8.02535248E-02
 
2.50000E-01 4.1006038C+02 2.44176110E+06 4.98435735E+04 -4.94560872E-02 2.5035791E00 -6.36971082E-02
 
5.O0000E+01 4.53701647E+C2 3.75370702E+06 5.44606378E+04 -4.12570889E-02 1.03151019E+00 -5.33594529E-02
 
7.50000E+01 4.63985761E+02 5.13540410E+06 5.55463908E+04 -3.4687571E-02 -1.73134367E-Oi -4.44325518E-02
 
1.000002E-02 4.46.549444'+02 6.50656767E+06 5.36979000E+04 -2.70232960E-02 -1.188835662+00 -3.644398022-02
 
1.25000E+02 4.06678468E+02 7.80023790E+06 4.94473781E+04 -l.75992525E-02 -1.97712477E+00 -2.62742312E-02
 
1.50000E+02 3.50412182E+02 8.96448248'E+06 4.34670645E+4 -6.55341469E-03 -2.48647879E+00 -1.41792155E-02
 
1.75000E+02 2.855697312+02 9.96621906E+06 3.65858043E+04 -9.10738609E-04 -2.68119673E+00 -4.56931904E-03
 
2.OOCOOE+02 2.179U9027E+02 1.07912651E+07 2.94050366E+04 5.27599463E-03 -2.71015874 E+O. 2.33549097E-03
 
2.250002+02 1.51735635Ei-02 ,1.143777092+07 2.23813060E+04 1.19004953E-02 -2.56090474E+00 9.66236470E-03
 
2.500E+02 9.16153735E+01 1.19156772E+07 1.60007394E+04 1,795062422-02 -2.22259920E+00.7l1501981E-02
 
2.75000E02 4.19830793E+01 1.22471624E+07 1.07340131E+04 2.19349582E-02 -1.73415941E+00 2.16503569E-02
 
3.00000E+02 5.81143190E+00 1.24643014E+07 6.89555148E+03 2.51457705E-02 -1.14914330E+00 2.50213956E-02
 
3.25000E+02 -1.47620768E¥b1 1.26057363E+--074.71116710E+03 2.78336537E02 4.82197E01 2.776926482-2
 
3.50000E+02 -1.8007331iE+01 1.2715178CE+G7 4.36396136E+03 3.01443865E-02 2.35834488E-01 3.00963745E-02
 
-. 750,)02+02 -3.463?35158E+00 -4t. 15097088E~+074.74518063E+04 2.40126026E-02-9.058344932-01 2.357573692-02
 
3.85000E 02 6.T1908443E+00 -4.103503652+07 4.748382812+04 2.161011122-02 1.12959149E+00 2.11993514E-02
 
4.00000E+02 2.58834534E+01 -4.03064657E+07 4.97455858E+04 1.84908775E-02 1.42346305E+DO 1.80916353E-02
 
450002+002 6.65598726E+01 -3.90052794E+07 5.45408941E+04 1.38410322E-02 1.81423029E+00 1.32094063E-02
 
4.50000E02 1.15500483E+02 -3.75713131E+n7 6.030940562+04 9.15710210E-03 2.08458215E+00. 8.30527434E-03
 
4.750-00-E+02 1.69681397E+02 -3.59846748E+07 6.66961442E+04 4.96319522E-03 2.23685650E+00. 4.13723677E-03
 
5.00000E+02 2.26533267E+02 -3.42339343E+07 7.33947609E+04 2.02781565E-03 2.30169552E+00 1.22127982E-03
 
S .250002+02 2.842096422+02 -3 .23i415iGE4067 B.6'OliiSOSE+0r.4-4.946020 2.b3055-5 --6.21D91716E-04
8892+0 

5.50000E+02 3.41397306E+02 -3.02249244E+07 8.69267173E+04 -2.05471699E-03 2.25905045E+00 -3.27903695E-03
 
5.75000E+02 3.96557634E+02 -2.79698184E+07 9.34263613E+04 -4.40237151E-03 2.14619589E+00 -5.71823575E-03
 
5.77000E+02 4.008384022+02 9.39304843E+04 -4.58221811E-03
62.77824611E+7 2.13457226E+00 -5.90518268E-03
 
6.0COUOE+02 4.48161795E+02 -2.55571080E+07 9.95063245E+04 -6.56173712E-03 1.97475731E+00 -7.96323465E-03
 
i ' 
- - -- - - ----
2 2 9 9 380 4 E+0 7
6.25000E+02 4.94797508E02 - .	 1.05001460E+25 -8.52058353E-93 1.74977421E+00 -9.99947733E-13
 
6.50000E+02 5.35198037E+02 -2.03131618E+07 1.09761977E+05 -1.02678570E-02 1.47663329E+00 -I.181380942-02
 
6.75000E+02 5.68047907E+02 -1.55708572E+07 3.74787493E+n5 -1.17631457E-02 1.13371243E+00 -1.70418428E-02
 
7.00000E+02 5.90341584E+02 -1.74931969E+06 7.00502437E+05 -1.25163312E-02 6.33218871E-01 -2.23825627E-02
 
7. 2 5 000 E+02 5.98922957E+02 1.77718412E+7 	8.25721114E+05 -1.18912980E-02 4.98885882E-02 -2.35211729E-02
 
7.50000E+02 	5.93106711E+02 3.77692"681E+07 7.40381727E+05 -9.63732610E-03 -5.04241176E-01 -2.00652378E-02
 
4.75700489E+15 -6.05412207E-03 -9.15704686E-01 -1.21528463E-02
 
-- 7.75000E+02 5.74996598E+02 5.32839832E+07 

8.00000E+02 5.492841812+02 6.06284979E+07 1.C0021009E+05 -1.9925rn04E-03 -1.11018304E+00 -3.14216681E-03
 
8.25000E+02 5.21559786E+02 5.80392271E+07 -3.05382814E+05 1.91529835E-03 -1.08103494E+00 5.42544563E-03
 
8.50000E+02 4.970632612+62 4.57602255E+07 -6.63205473E+n5 5.187244372-03 -8.54994193E-01 1.247521662-D2
 
2.58047289E+07 -9.111644251+05 
 7.30123023E-03 -4.90732124E-01 1.650491132-02
fi8s75000E+02 4.8079666E+"2 

9.00000E+02 4.73143886E+02 1.43248377E+96 -1.01135762E+06 8.061634682-03 -6.15789765E-02 1.75135751E-02
 
:LI.25000E+02 4.76981873E+02 -Z2.355095632+07 -9.6870079E+05 7.52423292E-03 3.57722827E-01 1.53363303E-02
 
9.500002+02 4.90441219E+02 -4.61637015E+07 -8.246122522+05 5.92614329E-33 7.1n356881E-01 1.25762421E-02
 
9.750002+02 5.11655595E+02 -6.40863715E+07 -5.97495800E+05 3.39892212E-03 9.73156580E-01 8.21743664E-03
 
9.91000E+02 5.28094174E+02 -7.226235362+07 -4.215266632+D5 1.40884991E-03 1.0 7787082E+00 4.808258482-03
 
1,00000E+03 5.3794829E+02 -7.55844117E+17 -3.16164259E+15 1.979032112-04 1.11193270E+00 2.74761498E-03
 
1 1.02500E+03 5.65916808E+02 -7.974 30922E+07 -1.67791384E+04 -3.35557319E-C3 1.10632636E+00 -3.22448618E-03
 
L._5000E+03 5.91895222Et92.-7.66008856E+07 2.61393816E+15 -6.80962087E-03 9.544246472-01 -8.85173661E-03
 
1.075002+C3 6.12418457E+C2 -6.71628965E+07 4.8WU94026E+05 -9.93488156E-C3 6.72501873E-01 -1.35251355E-02
 
1.10000E+03 6.245602C82+C2 -5.32950604E+C7 6.11227327E+05 -1.24818054E-02 2.88472909E-01 -1.694331662-02
 
1.12500E+03 6.26405034E+02 -3.75244125E+p7 6.30646506E+05 -1.39992692E-02 -1.46731755E-01 -1.81632017E-02
 
1.13300E+03 6.24645680E+02 -3.255188592+07 6.10219031E+35 -1.433660GIE-02 -2.93106873E-01 -1.840472702-02
 
1,16000E+03 6.099009422+02 -1.799941772+07 4.54314853E+05 -1.51212582E-02 -8.01645935E-01 -1.90718221E-02
 
I1.19000E+0)3 5.774752132+02 -7.02518091E+06 2.55357459E+05 '-1.552884862-0)2 -1.352233532+01) -1.74736240E-02
 
1.51477771E+05 -1.56234416E-02 -1.62519726E+00 -1.67154257E-02
 
1.212002+03 5.43601178E+02 -3.17136378E+06 1.041105702+05 -1.56860822-02 -1.72419252E+0 -1.656479652-02
 
1.225002+03 5.19773083E+02 -1.960928442+D6 8.16668052E+04 -1.57856432E-02 -1.941668152+00 -1.69226913E-02
 
4.82168233E+04 -1.58554391E-02 -2.24113915E+09 -1.85341515E-02
 
1.20600E+03 5.53649347E+02 -3.82470509E+06 

[1.24200E+03 4.842485972+02 -8.50157939+5 

1.[25000E+03 4.65741448E+02 -5.33459218E+05 3.07763963E+04 -1.58719275E-02 -2.38564808E+03 -1.75817273E-02
 
26418E+03 4.30231398E±02 -3.30682093E+p5 -2.70202518E+93 -1.58888261E-02 -2.62219733E+00.-1.57387136E-02
 
1.26418000E+03 TOTAL DEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM = 5.777C5146E-01
 
1.26418E+03 4.30231398E+02 -3.306820932+05 4.11354058E+04 -1.58888261E-02 -2.62210733E+01 -1.81741264E-02
 
1.27500E+03 4.10840679E+02 -3.374021482+D4 1.34322308E+04 -1.58940020E-02 -2.81055795E+00 -1.66402370E-02
 




OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS ...GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM .. . ACCELERATION ----...
 
1.10098718E+02 1.21217277E-04 2.12435233E-01 4.52531918E+00 7.46094600E-01 0.
 
STATION IN INTG. PHI DX M/Q LB IN/IN V/Q LB/IN A.SLOPE I/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PRIME I/IN
 
1.16000E+03 0. 3. 0. -3.01230151E-02 -5.23r6858E-01 -3.01230151E-C2
 
1.16200E+03 -8.90587443E-01 -6.68926507E+04 -3.34639848E+04 -3.01230820E-02 -5.81976802E-01 -2.94538023E-02
 
I.16400E+03 -2.11344824E+00 -1.33858406E+05 -3.35023868E+04 -3.01232827E-02 -6.4')883830E-01 -2.94532350E-02
 
1 1.16600E+03 -3.45412199E+00.-2.00904665E+05 -3.35444886E+04 -3.01236175E-02 -6.99789782E-01 -2.94527277E-02
 
1.16800E+03 -4.91260668E+00 -2.68038827E+05 -3.35902900E+14 -3.01240864E-02 -7.58694781E-I -2.94522806E-02
 
1.17000E+03 -6.48890052E+00 -3.35268291E+05 -3.36397911E+04 -3.01246897E-02 -8.17598945E-01 -2.94518939E-02
 
1.8000E+03 -1.61374612E+01 -6.73104119E+05 -3.39427891E+04 -3.0129729CE-02 -1.11211151E+00 -2.94508733E-02
 
I1.19000E+03 -2.87311222E+01 -1.01443236E+06 -3.43382734E+04 -3.01381634E-02 -1.40662156E+03 -2.94513980E-02
 
1.20000E+03 -4.42699363E+01 -1.36017788E+06 -3.48262456E+04 -3.01500324E-02 -1.70114475E+00 -2.94535075E-02
 
1.20600E+03 -5.5nO69794E+Ol -1.57013024E+06 -3.51634256E+04 -3.01588223E-02 -1.87787164E+90 -2.94555538E-02
 
1.21000E+03 -6.27601729E+01 -1.55966122E+06 2.49425329E+03 -3.S1629952E-C2 -i.99872466E+0. -3.02128802E-02
 
1.21ZOOE+03 -6.68180477E+01l -1.55479951E+06 2.36682207E+03 -3.01650714E-02 -2.05914996E+00 -3.02124079E-02
 
°1.22000E+03 -8.42580189E+01 -1.53801515E+06 1.81914698E+03 3.01733170E-02 -2.30083926E+1O -3.32096999E-02
 
.C49124E+03 -3.01835181E-02 -2.60291193E+00 -3.02045015E-02
 1.23000E+03 -1.0877681BE+02 -1.5235945E+6 

1.24000E+03 -1.36316051E+02 -1.51734788E+06 1.84345697E+02 -3.01936498E-02 -2.90492274E+0 -3.01973367E-D2
 

























Atlas SLV3A/BTrer 2 
BEAM I
 
OMEGA . OMEGA SQUARED------ TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION
 
2.05811406E+01 4.23583350E+02 4.9345054'E+02 4.85426061E+02 4.35438295E+02 0.
 
STATION IN INTG'* PHI DX -- AMQ LB IN/IN V/Q LB/IN" ' B.SLOPE-1/IN .. EQ. PHI PHI PRIME 1/IN
 
-5.7C1000.E+01 0. . .- 2.12234561E-02 1.02194888E+01 -2.12234561E-02
 
-3.70000E+1i 1.31812500E+02 7.46474926E+03 7.41211594E+02 -2.12068093E-02 9.79308565E+00 -2.14071365E-02
 
-2.50000E+01 2.47764457E+02 1.89475590E+04 1.17065923E+03 -2.11301490E-02 9.53224048E+00 -2.18187720E-02
 
0. 4.79235599E+02 5.90355463E+04 2.02794275E+03 -2.07230489E-02 8.98612332E+00 -2.16887359E-02
 
2.50000E+01 6.971319962+02 1.19925564E+05 2.83494077E+03 -2.018668932-02 8'.4838Y6+00 -2.09966723E-02
 
5.00000E+01 9.01814445E+02 2.00375153E+05 3.59299578E+03 -1.97673640E-02 7.92822322E+00 -2.05658075E-02
 
7.50000E+01 1.09364923E+03 2.99178883E+05 4.30347171E+03 -1.94018011E-02 7.42028749E+03 -2.01567962E-02
 
i.0,600E+2" f1.27289445E+03 4.15160074E+05 4.967309322+03 -I.8933661OE-02 6.92042867E+00 -1.98051188E-02
­
1.25000E+02 1.43977266E+03 5.47162470E+05 5.58533596E+03 -1.83022482E-02 6.43145961E+0 -1.92821317E-02
 
1.50000E+02 1.59461203E+03 6.94055100E+05 6.15876610E+03 -1.74872295E-02 5.95791781E+01 -1.85677148E-02
 
1.75000E+02 1.737947922+03 8.54746124E+05 6.68960668E+D -1.70269350E-02 5.51022237E+00 -1.76958957E-02
 
2.00000E+02 1.87023063E+03 1.02819418E+06 7.17950555E+03 -1.64671436E-02 5*97398648E+00 -1.71850942E-02
 
2.25000E+02 1.99177989E+03 1.21339001E+06 7.62964648E+03 -1.58005637E-02 4.65189088E+00 -1.65635283E-02
 
2.56002+02 2.102 992+0 1'.409§357242+-06 6 .04151i302 +'03 '-1.51257190E-02 4.249336442+00 -1.55279902E-02
 
2.75000E+02 2.20446413E+03 1.61516525E+06 8.41727837E+03 -1.46289082E-02 3.87018540E+00 -1.48520837E-02
 
3.0000E+02 2.29663991E+03 1.82993453E+n6 8.75863642E+03 -1.41825959E-02 3.505459742+00 -i.43405752E-02
 
3.2500E+02 2.379848-8 +3 -2 85282039 E+06 9.667 803E+03 -1.37672205E-02 3.15265270E+00 -1.38911389E-02
 
3.500'0E+02 2.45437375E+03 2.28300595E+06 9.34277875E+03 -1.33721468E-02 2.81062956E+00 -1.34749355E-02
 
2.52C445322+03 3.73884:567E+06 2.47937202E+04 -1.28368656E-02 2.47683201E+00 -1930651293E-02
 
3.85000E+02 2.544565812+03 3.98679622E+06 2.479636702+04 -1.26120794E-02 2.34737318E+00 -1.28265809E-02
 
4.00u00E+02 2.57835073E+03 4.35979896E+06 2.49353777E+04 -1.22925940E-02 2.15752188E+00 -1.24927174E-02
 
4.2503$sE+V2 2.62843950E+03 4.98582528E+06 2.51414773E+04 -1.17458155E-02 1.85132619E+00 -1*20369733E-02
 
4.53000E+02 2.67104082+0 561i6615752+06;O 2.-531i673412+0 -1192020 5804-9342+00 -1*1.4547911E-02
 
4.75000,E+02 2.70649288E+03 6.25141699E+06 2.54626151E+04 -1.04236152E-02 1.28095804E+00 -1.07389417E-02
 
1 5.00000E+02 2.73523111E+03 6.88951624E+06 2.55808524E+04 -9.87668743E-03 1.02006669E+00 -1.01577957E-02
 
5.25000E+02 2.75761676E+03 7.53024188E+06 2.56729545E+04 -9.42947871E-03 7.72493200E-01 -9.61393495E-03
 
5.50000E+02 2.77395068E+03 8.17295666E+06 2.57401452E+04 -8.91946255E-03 5.34837455E-01 -9.28199981E-03
 
5.75000E+02 2.78449994E+03 8.81705040E+06 2.57835196E+04 -8.23438891E-03 3.11234354E-01 -8.59753707E-03
 
5.7000E+02 2.785152+03 8.46861995E+06 2.578601062E04 -7,11733368E-03 2.096239E-01 -8.54052161E-03
 






SL 2.58058596E+04 -6.70826085E-03 -B.13689349E-02 -7.D7172366E-03
6.25000E+02 

2.57887495E+14 -5.86716073E-03 -2.47754127E-01 -6.23038255E-03
 1 6.5000E+02 2.78580040E+03 1.07520899E+07 

2.57556264E+)4 -4.97406986E-03 -3.92452916E-01 -5.33682516E-03
6.75000E+02 2.77776305E+03 1.13964256E+07 

2.57087883E+04 -4.02905463E-03 -5.14161063E-01 -4.39115024E-03
7.00000E+02 2.76639359E+03 1.20397569E+07 

2.'56506676E+04 -3.03220906E-03 -6.11577177E-01 -3.39348607E-03
7.25000E+02 2.752283062+03 1.268177102+07 

7.50000E+02 2.73606013E+03 1.324699,0E+07 1.84797670E+04 -1.98537533E-03 -6.82353184E-01 -2.24565374E-03
 
9.5'504978E+03 -9.36408918E-04 -7.23466155E-01 -1.058268532-03
2.71843594E+03 .1.35978982E+07
L 7.7500E+02 
 2.63441499E-05 -7.36263509E-01 2.41562410E-05
8.OOO0 +02 2.70I-43C2E+03 1.37194295E+07 1.90348077E+02 
 1.01966954E-03
8.25000E+02 2.68186106E+03 1.36074612E+07 -91.12009884E+03 9.14840822E-04 -7.23196549E-01 

81090832E+04 1.75065917E-03 -6.86010577E-01 1.94966008E-03
8.50000E+02 2.664207'12E+03. 1.32661106E+07 -.
 
8.750oE+02 2.64776161E+03 1.27071519E+07 -2.64821743E+04 2.50509443E-03 -6.26851428E-01 2.77259114E-03
 
9.00000E02 
2.63303806E+03 1.19495218E+07 -3.37596026E+04 3.17373112E-03 -5.48360639E-01 3.489241432-03
 
9.25000E+02_- 2.62048868E+03 1.10406392E+07 -3.87295474E+04 
3.75031939E-03 -4.53422548E-01 4.06265445F-03.
 
9.500002+02 2.61048390E+03 1.00236089E+07 -4.24648936E+04 4.22940614E-03 -3.45377786E-0l 4.57186496E-03
 
9.75000E+02 2.60333283E+03 8.92627368E+06 -4.51352295E+04 4.66033826E-03 -2.25302562E-01 5.02433204E-03
 
5.28228392E-03
9.9100E+02 2.60038564E+03 8.19464691E+06 -4.62360559EtO4 4.91941250E-03 -1.42815969E-01 

F-1.060 +03 2.59931697E+03 7.77660537E+06 -4.66351196E+04 5.04009128E-03 -9.4666770DE-32 5.41618095E-03
 
1.02500E+03 2.59868275E+03 6.6C503689E+06 -4.68732380E+04 5.36654654E-03 4.49685731E-02 5.73274371E-03
 
1.5E00_EtQk. ?_.6630 E±03 5.44408591E06 -4.57748473E+04 5.63068137E-03 1.91619965E-31 5.98829737E-03
 
6.1646D912E-03
1.07500E+03 2.60831378E+03 4.32792227E+06 -4.32819283E+04 5.84160965E-03 3.43619106E-01 

1.1000E+03 2.61884720E+03 
 3.29196384E+06 -3.93525287E+'04 6.00168257E-03 4.99419547E-01 6.28892716E-03
 
2.37273949E+06 -3.38563150E+04 6.09584096E-03 6.56711764E-01 6.31938205E-03
.12-500E-03 2. 9612E+03 

1.133002+03 2.63875219E+03 2.11064054E+06 -3.16410338E+04 6.11741507E-03 7.07304935E-)1 6.32835529E-03
 
1.16000E+03 2.66016245E+03 1.37313426E+06 -2.34424216E+f4 6.17166683E-03 8.78826333E-t)l 6.37551398E-03
 
1.190002+03 2.689397792+03 7 07702715E+05 -1.88234375E+04 6.20657546E-03 1.06999015E+00 6.34993277E-03
 
6.21669097E-03 1.17143092E+q 6.33155120E-03
1.20600E+03 2.70732931E+03 4.30238216E+05 -1.6C804322E+4 

1.21200E+03 2.71447103E+03 3.79816911E+05 -8.28537458E+03 6.22394309E-03 1.20914418E+00 6.29387922E-03
 
1.22500E+03 2.73072366E+03 2.75546669E+05 -7.75C34579E+03 6.23676529E-03 1.29125924E+D0 
 6.34467347E-03
 
275360309'E+03 1.50105444E+05 -6.99723165E+03 6.24764823E-03 1.40102715E+00 6.63638332E-03
F-l-.2200E+E;3 
 6.61846835E-03
1.25000E+03 2.76502339E+03 9.56221645E+04 -6.62126096E+03 6.25062052E-03 1.45404795E+00 

1.26418E+03 2.78630550E+03 6.64862771E+03 -5.92061627E+93 6.25278569E-03 1.54764459E+00 6.5817D8811-03
 
1.91908257E+00
1.264180002+03 TOTAL DEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM 

1.26418E+03 2.78630550E+03 6.64862771E+03 -8.31915967E+02 6.25278569E-03 1.54764459E+00 6.29901324E-03
 
6.26780716E-03
6.73442602EtO2 -2.68518304Et02 6.25288947E-03 1.61563242E+0O
1.27500E+03 2.80341882E+03 








INTG. PH..-SQ 	DM..... ACCELER.ATION
TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MA.SS.







STATION" IN INTG. PHI:DX M/Q LB IN/IN V/Q LB/IN "BSLOPE-1/IN Y/Q EQ. P HI-PRIME 1/FN
 
0. 	 8.04088347E-03 8,55043567E-01 804088347E-03ri,
1.16000E+03 	C- 7.97288901E-03
3.40006269E+03 8.040890626E-03 8.70989429E-O1
1.16200E+03 	 1.7-21757842+00" 6.79550422E+03 
 7.97287082E-03
8.04091065E-03 8.86935186E-01
1.16400E+03 	 3.47968246E+00 1.35975529E+04 3.40199177E+03 
 9,02880921E-01 7.97286554E-03
 
. 5.26949857E00 2.04034947E+04 3.40395586E+03 8.04094466E-03 
*1.16610E+03 
 9.18826657E-01 7.97287317E-03
 1.168,)0E+03 	 7.09120615E+00 2.72133996E+04 3.40595494E+03 8.04099227E-03 
 9.34772422E-01 7.97289373E-03
 1.17C00E+03 	 8.94480522E+00 3.40273377E+04 3.4C798901E+03 8.04105351E-03 
 7.97319067E-03
3'.41868435E+03 8.04156436E-03 1.1450257E+00
1.18000E+P3 	 1.86911777E+01. .@.81599755E+04 

Df9423732E+00 7.97381199E-03
1.19002+03-	 Z.923487202E+061 l.02403941E+C5 3.43025462+063- 8.441020 1.17397990E+00 7.97475884E-03
3.44269996E+03 8.04361284E-03
1.2000E+03 	 4.Q5759503E+OI 1.36767985E+n5 
'8.04449546E-03 1.22183057E+00 7.97548372E-03
 1.2,60)0E+C3 .4.77.33796E+.1 1.57447689E+05 3.45058721E+03 

1.21000E'+03 5.27 5OUiE+01 
1.41422822E+05 -4.00336i86E+03 8.04489395E-03 1.25432986E+00 8.12496119E-03





6.56652567E+G l 1.01459513E+05 -3.98915145E+03 8.04570348E-031.22000E+03 
 8.12572806E-037923 552+0 1 6.16427655E+04 -3.97404939E+03 8.04624707E-03 1.41683864E+ao1.2300112+03 
1.24000E+03 	 9.40020329E+01 2.19814973E+04 -3.95805563E+03 8.04652573E-03 1.49809595E+00 
8.12568684E-03 









Atlas SLV3A/Burner 2 
BEAM 1 
QGENERALIZE ACCELERATION
OMEGA . 0 MEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS .- GE.. .MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM 
4.55826183E+01 2.07777509E+03 4.93450544E+02 5.00940429E+02 1.111744787E+02 3.
 
STATION-IN -INTG PHIDX-M/Q LB-IN/IN . V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE 1/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PRIME 1/IN 
-5.70000E+01 0. 0 . 2.64940090E-02 -6.65858576E+01 2.64940090E-02 
-3.70000E+01 -8.33118849E+01 -2.35477826E+04 -2.32231738E+03 2.64413200E-02 -6.12260643E+00 2.70689733E-02 
-2*50000E 01 -1.54760662E+02 -5.92778066E+04 -3.62044485E+03 2.62006310E-02 -5.78552312E+00 2.83303O45E-02 
0. -2.90504655E+02 -I.81288218E+05 -6.08656775E+03 2.49396608E-02 -5.07639477E+00 2.78380264E-02 
2,50000E+01 -4.08793469E+02 -3.60960962E+05 -8.23542548E+03 2.33088112E-02 -4.39545788E+00 2.56617899E-02 
5.OOOOE+O1 -5.10773856E+02 -5.90596432E+05 -1.00879555E+04 2.20596099E-02 -3.76915534E+00 2.43013778E-32 
7.50000E+01 -5.97579032E+02 -8.63062373E+O5 -1.16648631E+04 2.09931868E-02 -3.18050373E+00 2.30396540E-02 
1.00000E+02 -6.70009429E+02 -1.17166173E+06 -1.2980450CE+04 1.96581585E-02 -2.61737556E+OD 2.19354304E-02 
1.25000E+02 -7.28760875E+02 -1.5101142E+06 -1.40474180E+04 1.78968241E-02 -2.08765103E+O 2.03612834E-02 
I.50000E+02 -7.74819305E+02 -1.87210827E+06 -1.48836707E+04 1.5674C37rE-02 -1.63349676E+O0 1.82852073E-02 
1.75000E+02 -8.967547E+C2 2.2525042E+06 -I.551653IE+04 1.44472584E-2 -1.18846919E+D0 1.5998917TE-02 
2.OOOOE+02 -8.34544717E+02 -2.64642520E+06 -1.59680926E+04 1.29898034E-02 -8.05625279E-01 1.45866126E-02 
2.25000E+02 -8.50315843E+02 -3.04952989E+06 -1.62542100E+04 1.12949332E-02 -4.61255673E-01 1.292D3542E-02 
2,50000E+02 -8.58049895E+02 -3.4579156E+06 -1.6 3942949E+04 9.61771741E-03 -i.6677480dE-O1 1.04378308E-02" 
2.75000E+02 -8.59162414E+O2 -3.86824741E+06 -I.64141196E+04 8.41305661E-03 7.2916351DE-02 8.84826001E-03 
3.OOOOE+02 -8.54720928E+02 -4.27778282E+C6 -1.63331419E+14 7.35681030E-03 2.78699297E-O1 7.65141079E-03 
3.25000E+02 -8.454868592+02 -4.686417981E+06 -1.61651371E+04 6.39733503E-G3 4.56821406E-01 6.61826874E-03 
3.50000E+02 -8.3211128E+02 -5.08541302E+06 -1.59218956E+04 5.50655154E-03 6.104)9191E-0 5.68172329E-03 
3,75000E+02 -8,15249557E+02 -6.79790474E+06 8.19860147E+02 4.44201035E-03 7.34688792E-01 4.43446230E-03 
3.85000E+02 -8.07690022E+02 -6.78968598E+06 8.23930618E+02 4.04655615E-03 7.774i46iE-d 4,D3942872E-03 
4.00030E+02 -7.95607477E+02 -6.77551819E+06 1.06796555E+03 3.52651045E-03 8.33595484E-01 3.51793930E-03 
4*25000E+02 -7.73761333E+02 -6.74338664E+06 1.50909450E+03 2.73425329E-03 9.I.1349148E-O1 2.71677681E-03 
4.50000E+02 -7.50223026E+02 -6.69977878E+06 1.98438430E+03 1.9120304GE-03 9.68960464E-01 I.884O0"23BE-O3 
4.75000E+02 -7.25506145E+02 -6.64396902E+06 2.48350451E+03 1.15210193E-03 1.00598829E+00 1.12134646E-03 
5.00000E+02 -7.00074361E+02 -6.57548473E+06 2.99697675E+03 6.00199667E-04 1.02671657E+00 5.67265856E-04 
5.25000E+02 -6.74278637E+02 -6.49405981E+06 7351775646E+03 I.93711327E-04-1.03554572E+0 -I.68436787E-04 
5.50000E+02 -6.48378904E+02 -6.39957904E+06 4,04066169E+13 -2.22140284E-04 1.33487501E+10 -2.79051012E-04 
5.75000E+02 -6.22655401E+02 -6,29205602E+06 4.56004554E+03 -7.33987036E-04 1.02139095E+O0 -7.98213029E-04 
;F i77000E+0 2 -6.20614257E+02 -6.28289472E+06 4.60124762E+03 -7.74551437E-04 1.01975337E+00 -8.39357742E-04 
6.OOOOOE+02 -5.97429029E+02 -6.17166064E+06 5.06936893E+3 -1.23664184E-03 9.95042147E-01 -1.30804140E-03 
. Z 0 o A 

6.25000E+02 -5.73020644E+02 -6.d3872504E+06 5.5622P103E+3 -1.72907891E-03_ 9.56(7597.E-01 -1.80741977E-03
 
6.50000E+02 -5.49741144E+02 -5.89374055E+06 6.03224280E+03 -2.21130570E-03 9.14767267E-!l -2.29526687E-03
 
6.75000E+02 -5.27895366E+02 -5.73735415E+06 6.47334064E+03 -2.67937558E-03 8.41417350E-01 -2.77054939r-03
 
7.00000E+02 -5.07780297E+02 -5.57036473E+06 6.87949940E+03 -3.13540023E-03 7.66352631E-01 -3.23229459E-03
 
7.25000E+02 -4.89684470E+02 -5.39371893E+06 7.24489464E+03 -3.57756178E-03 6.79922956E-01 -3.67960255E-03
 
7:50000E+02 -4.73928392E+02 -4.84305711E+06 4.07641933E+04 -3.99657784E-03 5.77398825E-01 -4.57072141E-c3
 
7 75000E+02 -4.61015645E+02 -3.40462825E+06 7.30173731E+04 -4.32514530E-03 4.534n1646E-01 -5.26126547E-03
 
8.00000E+02 -4.51385421E+02 -1.26060731E+06 9.70696825E+04 -4.49383182E-03 3.15848223E-01 -5.60957529E-D3
 
8.25000E+02 -4.45269852E+02 1.37563724E+06 1.12341937E+05 -4.49216334E-N3 1.72864679E-01 -5.78344997E-03
 
8.50000E+02 -4.42737034E+02 4.28172316E+06 1.18662087E+35 -4.31777137E-03 3.02667012E-02 -5.62175D34E-03
 
8.75000E+02 -4.43683536E+02 7.23610907E+06 1.16291146E+)5 -3.98481266E-03 -1.34289382E-01 -5.15947070E-03
 
9O00000E+02 -4.47834597E+02 1.00301410E+07 1.06348166E+05 -3.51763262E-03 -2.25177930E-01 -4.51154071E-03
 
9.25000E+02 -4.54796187E+02 1.25281281E+07 9.28744834E+04 -2.95375832E-03 -3.28337115E-01 -3.70274609E-03
 
9.50000E+02 -4.64076337E+02 1.46454112E+07 7.58721125E+04 -2.33456694E-03 -4.11716631E-01 -2.94643882E-03
 
9.75000E+02 -4.75190607E+02 1.62936981E+07 5.55102496E+04 -1.62947618E-03 -4.74715956E-01 -2.07713948E-03
 
9.91000E402 -4.83019070E+02 1,70682437E+07 4.11691278E+04.-1.14365555E-33 -5.03177372E-01 -1.47566465E-03
 
11 I;00000E+03 -4.87600372E+02 1.74011606E+07 3.27802729E+04 -8.61530253E-04 -5.14889605E-01 -1.12588729E-03
 
1.1o02500E+03 -5.00709279E+02 1.79220008E+07 8.76698846E+03 -5.75990134E-05 -5.30612330E-01 -1.26091111E-04
 
1.050002+03 -5.1389937CE+02 1o78382672E+07 -1.53966131E+04 7.28826354E-04 -5.21560152E-01 8.49112393E-04
 
1.07500E+03 -5.26564001E+02 1.71602393E+07 -3.85942233E+14 1.48670670 -03 -4.88615270E-01 1.77472329E-03
 
1.10000E+03 -5.38122327E+02 1.59254431E+07 -5.97683607E+04 2.18452250E-03 -4.33436420E-01 2.62078791E-03
 
1.12500E+03 -5.48079666E+02 1.41956399E+07 -7.83010675E+04 2.68710316E-03 -3.60997478E-01 3.20409700E-03
 
* 113300E+03 -5.50862268E+02 1.3546776f+07 -8.38448993E+04 2.82068842E-03 -3.34652968E-01 3.37965441E-03
 
1.16000E+03 -5.58573705E+02 1.10496465E+07 -9.873785(2E+04 3.20835650E-03 -2.34047470E-01 .4.06694651E-03
 
1.19000E+03--5463698018E+02 7.83111987E+06 -1.09865757E+05 3.53131104E-53 -1.06504350E-01 4.36803700E-03
 
120600E+03 -5.64838196E+02 6.06427483E+06 -1.107662672+05 3.65562408E-03 -3.593602532-02 4.44681170E-03
 
1.21200E+03 -5.64972489E+02 5.43770960E+06 -1.04436252E+95 3°75862712E-U3 -8.82810440E-03 4.64016450E-03
 
1.22500E+03 -5.64666684E+02 4.OO20178E+06 -1.04388594E+05 3.94517439E-03 5.58749729E-02 5.39857824E-03
 
24200E+03 -5.62766835E+02 2.307687062+06 -1.o04089189E+05 '.10930056E-03 I.76611493E-01 9.89203329E-03
 
[A-o2500E+03 -5.61036844E+02 1.47602266E+06 -1.03809847E+05 4.15515681E-03 2.55886297E-01 9.92237055E-03
 
"A 2641'8E+03 -5.564105652+02 8.91529425E+03 -1.03062756E+OS 4.1870723,4E-03 3.96613199E-01 9.912780992-03
 
.1.26418000E+03 TOTAL DEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM = 7.83924673E+00
 
1.26418E+03 -5.56410565E+02 8.91529425E+03 -1.09867630r+03 4.18707234E-03 3.96613199E-01 4.24810991E-03
 
1.27500E+03 -5.51871706E+02 9.21196515E+02 -3.65654387E+02 4.18721247E-03 4.42362431E-01 4.20752661E-03
 
1.28O00E+03 -5449607426E+02 -5.15019546E-10 -3.90207008E-12 4.18721717E-03 4633496E-01 4.18721717E-03
 
L 
M E 2" *~ : - , __-"_ . . ./ ' ', . .. ... ... 
BAM2----
OMEGA .OMEGA'SQUARED, TOTAL' MASS GENERALIZED MASS .INTG. PHI'SO --. ,5.ACCEE RA­
4.55826183E+01 2.07777509E+03 8,07512953E+00 5985244617E-01 4.32112636E-01 0.
 
rESTATION IN INTG. PHI OX M/Q LB IN/IN' V/ LB/IN B.SLOPE, 1IIN , Y/Q EQ4'PI,;$.PHI"PRY MEtIt&;, ] 1,16000E+03 U. _ _ __ _ _ 6.07195765E-03 2 6 8j0.0e-

1.16200E+03 -5.26252900E-01 6.89839606E+03 3.44568326E+03 6.0719645,6E-03 -2.57197933E-01 6.0035089E-03
 
1.16400E+03 -1.02984261E+00 1.37870303E+04 3.44297252E+03 6.07198524E-03 -2.45791758E-01 6.00312579E-03
 
1.16600E+03 -1.50941982E+00 2.06703723E+04 3.44039104E+03 6.07201970E-03 -2.33785422E-01 6.00321188E-03
 
P 1.16800E+03 -1.96498417E+00 *Z75486806E+04 3.43793881E+03 6.07206792E-03,-2.21778903E,-D: 6-0'033P9t56t03' 
1.17000E+03 '-2.3§653528E+00 ,3.4222137E+04 3.43561584E+03 6.07212989E-03 -2.097721i78E-O11,,034ilE'8t+i03,./-,,
1A.18000E03 -4 19407548E+00" '6.8727,2997E+04 -3.42593997E+03 6.07264572E-03 -1.49734688EOt.0 :.'oi264a 0;jJ 
1.19000E+03 -5.39120066E+00 1,02951786E+05 3.41949604E+03 6.07350417E-03 -8*96887,31E-02 6.00511425E-03 
1.20000E+03 -5.98781209E 00 1.37127995E+05 3.41628458E+03 6.07470460E-03 -2.96314783E-02 6.00637890E-03 
1.20600E+03 -6.05748089E+00 1.57623996E+05 3.41590956E+03 '6.07558885E-03 6.40942058E-03 6.00727066E-03 
e1.21000E03 -5.9827,6806E+00 - 1.45891382E+Q5 -2.93290521E--',6.0599354E-,03 3*.094724816E-I02 'tfl-6131465164;E,03,,. 
1,.21200E+03 -5.90860413E+00. 1.40025946E+05 -2.93250600E+03, .6.07618415E-03 .4,321673,,57E-42- 61348327E4 . 
.22000E.03 -5.36654839E+00 1.16576162Et05 -2.92958820E+03 6.07686841E-03 9.2Z980251E-02, 6.1'3546OI8E.O32, 
*i.23000E+03-4.13678489E+00 8.73106262E+04 -2.92296858E+03 6.07754800E-03 1.53655580E-01 6.13600137E-03
 
1.24000E+03 -2.29342284E+00 5.81278005E+04 -2.91304607E+03 6.07803274E-03 2.15017303E-01 6.13629366E-03
 
1.24200E+03 -1.85111564E+00 3.43329458E-10 -3°1506)245E-08 6.07808891E-03 2.27289039E-01 6.07808891E-03
 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-__ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - r7: 
___________________________________-_,, ._ ____,_________- 'A 
N 
il', ________i',ffi. -
H 2 KmUA'E, ' TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION.O u 
.i5.471'65668E+01 2.94390268E +03 4.93450544E+02 4.56087372E 02 3. 94070635E 02 O.
 




,.; -,,4.. . . . . . . .. ' ,-,, , ,, ,. . . . . 0. 0 .O - 8 °4 00 40 370 E - 0 2 1 . 8 2 1 32 2 8 8 E + 0 1 - 8 °4 00 4 0 .7 0 E- -O 
-3;70000E+01 2.25518328E 02 9.24005853E 04 9.09135001IE+03 -8°.3797050E-02- 1.65092175E+01 -8°62541719E,-02 
-2°50000E+01 4.17132006E 02 2.31935968E+05 1.41078912E+tn4 -8.28541343E-02 1.54,263955E+01 -9.11528938E-02 
0o 7.74161795E+02 7°045815].0E+05 2°34542U81E 04 -7.79379099E-.02 1.31457868E+01 -8.91065805E-02 
Ir24,,SOOOO E t '',- 1' , C75 2 8'469 E , 3" 1 * 3 924 35 59E +06 313361521E 04 -7o16227643E-02 1°39782584E 01 -8005759506E-02 
I0090M t ' 3°78724410E 04 -6o68225753E-02 9.02399034E+00 -7°52386733E-02'Q',Tll.520127. 2°26O21066E+06 

11,7,66000E O . -5277,60tAFE 03 , 3*27581550E 06 4*31793066E 04.-6.27574251E-02 7.21608609E+00 -7003327421E-02 
IOOOOOE+02 1°68664,522E 03 440959857E+06 473370086E 04 -5°77126267E-02 5°50819241E+00 -6°60173651E-02 
1.25000E 02 1°80438334E,03 5963367628E 06 5.04169948E 04 -5.11136490E-02 3.92975731E+00 -5°99587358E-02 
1°50000E+02 lo88476664E 03 6992228522E+06 5°25185037E 04 -4.28589049E-02 2.52549566E 03 -5.20726775E-02S 5-37890760E04 -3.8Y 5-­
1,0 O00E ,862E',03-- ,60578339E 06 3946606205E-01 -3.84643297E-012­2,,,,,l 9 5.43454937E+0 4 -3°30297803E-02 

'2', V696Og47338E+07 04 -5.4019{)377E-01L '2.O~oE;:I §5:028"-F.jO 5.42737929E -2.69075123E-02 -3.23348916E-02 
2°50000E+02 1.92928353E+03 1.23150764E+07 5.36"/62400E+04 -2.09035822E-02 -1.24679314E 00 -2.35886994.E-02'
 
2.75000E+02 1,89145836E+03 1,36452826E+07 5.2684133-/E O4.-1.66332115E-02 -1.76222802E 00 -1.80300769E-D2 
3*00000E+02 1.84228034E+03 1°49468167E+07 51395334.4E+04 " 1°99246838E-_02 -2o15908610E 00 -1038517002E-02 
-t3 #,25000E1-O 1*l"78,440688E 03 "1,62131570E+07 4°98791225E 04 -958779850E-03 -2.45967988E+00 -1.02695112E-02 
I, 5,00.;,..;20918E+0 3, 17093703E 07 481944075E 04 -6°51871514E-03 -2.67554.577E 00 -7°04894715E-03 
OE3,,, .6'1 °90 ,74325E+07 00 -29.88900416E-031 ; O2"J "3203 ' " -5,67002363E+04 -3,41101566E-03 -2.78584384E 
-3o85000E+02, 1.62370499E+03 1084.503218E 07 -5.67219420E+04 -2°32041904.E-03 -2.80937012E+00 -1°82974480E-03
1.0000+021.666422+034.4959575064.737086504 5.712267-025.581941+00-6.017651-0
 
4.o00000E+02 1.58143085E 03 1*75902762E+07 -5°7952050 9E+04--9.37675795E-04 -2°82622803E+00 -4972571053E-04 
4*25000E+02 l°5l088025E+03 10611.5794CE 07 -6.00046051E 04 1.03954267E-03 -2°81064722E 00 1°73444255E"03 
. OE' 0,2 "t;4,4137461E+03 2°91727894E-03 -2°74274199E 3°79336276E-03:5.00 ' '1° .5903003E+07 -6°20267350E 0)4 00 
0 11.;7500 301,50222E 449421395E-03 -2°62780956E 5°28655518E-033'7416526E+03 , 07 -6°39815548E+04 03 
=',O 0O,,.,,'28E,403o 1,1392UI96E 07 -658410856E+04 5°51671168E-{}3 -2.48S289869E+DO 624024009E-03 
5°25000E 02 1.25021199E+03 9.72390930E+06 -6°75878881E+04 6.17607302E-03 -2°31929028E+00 6.66168163E-03 
S5°50000E+O2 1919441954E+03 89,013651.80E+06 -6.92108608E+04 6.74067295E-03 -2.13931155E+00 7o71.547381E-035.75000E+O 1.14342168E+03 6o26453194E06 -7°06944.76E 04 7°31665544E-03 -1.9866557E+00 8.31235132E-03
 
102E+03. 6.2303.67E+06 -7°08066986E+04 7.35661544E-03 -1.92199917E-,.0
835389288E-03 
&t, ;5O OOEOsi&0 56857E.+0,3 4948018962E 06 -7120270661E+04 775013425E-03 -72489932E+00 8.764.59997E-03 
---- ------- -------- 










7Js0C30QE+02 9.70476741E+.02 2.92962095E+06 -7.572493C,32+04 8.01017056E..03 -8.12589762E-01__9.07671888E-03

















 5.70274094E-03 4.32736950E-02 7.31715914E-03
 8.250GOE+02 9.363570(51E+02 
-1.71721063E+07 








9.00000E+02 9.65240202E+02 -2.34079501E+07 
-2.60844449E+04 







-2.29634799E+07 4.242555912+04 -1.17708220E-03 
 4.88729933E-01 -1.51922381E-03 
9.75000E+02 1.00203306E+03 
-2.15127262E+07 7.30417841E+04 -2.19080629E-03 4.34794220E-01 -2.77985293E-03 


















































1.20600E+03 9.65346498E+02 2.57092705E+06 













































-3.43043514E+03 1.36683394Ee03 -5±.46998839E-03 -1.16102562E+00 -5.54592361E-03






OMEGA " - OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION
 
5.47165668E+01 '2.99390268E+03 8.07512953E+O0 4.54383019E+01 4.19414446E+01 0.
 
INTG. PHI DX M/Q LB IN/IN VIQ LB/IN B.SLOPE 1/IN YI/ EQ. PHI PHI PRIME 1/IN
 
,16000E0 ., . 0..- 2.89681083E -2.06022455E-01 -2.89681083E-02
 
1.16200E+03 -4.67144113Z-01 -9.03524411E+04 -4.51804279E+04 -2.89681986E-02 -2.62151683E-01 -2.80645900E-02
 
1.16400E+03 -1.04757676E+00 -1.80717654E+05 -4.51849299E+04 -2.89684697E-02 -3.18281017E-31 -2.80647711E-02
 
1-16600E+03 -1.74026856E+00 -2.71092741E+05 -4.51903025E+04 -2.89689215E-02 -3.74410876E-01 -2.80651154E-02
 
,, I PO +003".,
t2"54'522087E 00 -3.61479444E+05 -4 51965459E+04 -2.89695540E-02 -4.30541588E-01 -2.80656231-02 
r"'i5l,00E03a -'3,*46243575E+00 -4.51879505E+05 -4.52036601E+04 -2.89703674E-02 -4.86673478E-01 -2.83662942E-02O 

rt6.732e.5-9.04141126E+05 -4.52522926E+04 -2.89771471E-02 -7.67362049E-01 -2.80721012E-02
 
1.19000E+03 -1.880993932+1 -1.35699794E+06 -4.53226987E+0-2.8-9-8 '4'522-0-2-1.-48129142+00 -2.80819982E-02
 
1.20000E+03 -3.06955475E+01 -1.81066770E+06 -4.54148862E+04 -2.900 2898E-02 -1.32901567E+00 -2.80959920E-02
 
1.20600E+03 -3.91754299E+01 -2.08335041E+06 -4.54806580E+04 -2.901 .9716E-02 -1.49762198E+00 -2,81063585E-02
 
r4~oqe4o~t454s,6o1Eto1 -1.89089.180E"-06 4.803909182+04 2.027i 2-2 -.617481E 0-.9304E2
 
-1.79473902E+06 4.80635346E+04 -2.902 7276E-02 -1.67751388E+00 -2.99849983E-02 
J 12obks46s oas"4'8242:E+01 -1.41066695E+06 4.79520023E+04 -2.90322750E-02 -1.91742070E+00 -2.99913150E-02 
1.23000E+03 -8.37543892E+01 -9.31929295E+05 4.77916512E+04 -2.90400828E-02 -2.21735990E+00 -2.99959158E-02 
1.24000E+03 -1.07427815E+02 -4.54911476E+05 4.76080348E+04 -2.90447045E-02 -2.51732685E+00 -2.99968652E-02 
1.24200E+03 -1.12522462E+02 -2.70275960E-06 '9.54811819E-07 -2.90451275E-02 -2.57730604E+00 -2.90451275E-02 
: ,+







K - - Atlas SLVBA/Burer 2 I 
IBEAM 1 
.-----OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALZE.D .MASS .... INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION I, 
6.60796113E+01 4.36651502E+03 4.93450544E+02 2.05314262E+02 1.99021227E+02 0.
 
STATION'-IN ...INTG. PHI DX- &Q 6 "IN/IN V/Q LB/IN 8.SLOPE 1/IN Y/ EQ PHI PHI-PRIME -1/1N,I 
-5.70000E+01 0. 0. 0. 5.47079996E-D2 -1.02156836E+01 5.47079996E-02
 
-(QOE+Cff.2492_5457E+02 -7.'51933907E+C4 -7".37759069E+03 5.45393284E-02 -9.102051732+00 5.65332718E-02
 
-2.5000E+01 -2.29848298E+02 -1.88091914E+C5 -1.13841278E+04 5.37735052E-02 -8.38508835E+00 6.04700509E-02
 
O. -4.20476150E+ 2-5.66689736E+05 -1.86623087E+04 4.98039967E-02-6.87350028E+00. 5.86908104E-02 1 
2.50000E+01 -5.74253029E+02 -1.10946507E+06 -2.45325120E+04 4.47480042E-02 -5.45638287E+00 5.17572934E-02 1I 
5.00000E+01 -6.94862736E+02 -1.78280166E+06 -2.91361249E+04 4.09420776E-02 -4.21168133E+00 4.74167720E-02 
7.5000E+01 -7.85864638E+02 -2.55685965E+06 -3426098504E+04 3.77516118E-02 -3.08465952E+OO 4.34726382E-02 
1.O0000+02 -8.49771143E+02 -3.4046698E+06 -3.504798I7E+04 3.38362384E-02 -2.03874927E+00 3.99850071E-02 
1.25000E+02 -8.88773114E+02 -4.30132010E+06 -3.65346264E+04 2.87705845E-02 -1.09639'17E+00 3.51801681E-02 
1.500 002E+02 -9.05875480E+02 -5.22441135E+06 -3.71844938E+04 '2.25054330E-02 -2.90970209E-01 2.90290284E-02 K 
* 1.75000E+02 -9.05336321E+02 -6.154967:+I4+06 -3.71622108E+04 1.91186845E-02 3.23541005E-01 2.28349055E-7'. 
2.00000E+02 -8.90564995E+02 -7.07798687E+06 -3.65962556E+04 1.51796021E-02 8.4571630DE-01 1.88392277tE-02 
2.2500E+02 -8.64057636E+02 -7.98103953E+06 -3.55819364E+04 1.06964898E-02 1.26059269E+00 1.4254683t4E-0 
2.50000E+02 -8.28717987E+02 -8.85426034E+06 -3.42304254E+04 6.35114929E-03 1.54374190E+00 8.06350296E-03 I 
2.75000E+02 -7.88106118E+02 -9.69091087E+06 -3.26779253E+04 3.29913217E-03 1.69328412E+00 4.16555357E-03 I 
3.00000E+02 -7.44831273E+2 -1.04873198E+07 -3.10242627E+04 6.80962121E-04 1.75965362E+00 1.240546O0E-O3I 
ni. 25 0 0 0 E+0 2 -7.00752981E+02 -1,124187332+0- -2.9345-72+-4--1.64667156-03 1.75889934E+00,-1.245671D3E'-03 j; 
3.50000E+02 -6.57435502E+02 -1.19545725E+07 -2.76852253E+04 -3.76265530E-03 1.69963164E+00 -3.,45806409E-03 v 
3.75000E+02 -6.16488998E+02 -7.78592473E+06 6.89506667E+04 -5.16538860E-03 1.57074578E+00 -5.80018386E-03 '.' 
3.85000E+02-7.633033E+06.89680996E+04-5.59868837E-03 1.51072351E+00 --..028-27 -E7-923-+
 
4.00000E+02 -5.79142507E+02 -6.05475024E+06 6.98990075E+04 -6.10418485E-03 1.41405476E+00 -6.66517207E-03
 
4.25000E+02_-5.45970950E2+02 -4.28929147E+06 7.13063949E+04 -6.71275090E-03 1.23716807E+00 -7.53853428E-03
 
4.50000E+02 -5.17448493E+02 -2.49107613E+06 '7.25164900E+04 -7.12698915E-03' 1.04228955E+0 -8.15123336E-03­
4.75000E+02 -4.93955086E+02 -6.65251951E+05 7.35131616E+04 -7.31264901E-03 8.37088404E-01 -8.22302872E- 3I
 
7.42922826E+04 -7.29534190E-03 6.32763753E-Ot -8.411174061E,-03. ,
5.00000E+02 -4.75587818E+02 1.18276748E+06 

5.25000E+02 -4.62276798E+02 3.04757351E+(6 7.48568809E+04 -7.16693867E-03 4.33039765E-01 -7.70477387E-03
 
5.50000E+02 -4.53894742E+02 4.92387715E+06 7.52123170E+04 -6.90062265E-03 2.35257057E-01 -7.95995106E-03
 
5.75000E+02 -4.5r449624E+02 6.80643608E+06 7.53582007E+04 -6.42765064E-03 4.18224276E-02 -7.48903375E-03 I,
 
5.77000E+02 -4.50380913E+02 6.95715561E+06 7.53611148E+04 -6.383Z5196E-03 2.68885527E-02 -T.44467611E-03' I;
 
6.00000E+02 -4.51676431E+02 8.69013415E+,06 7.53058695E+04 -5.80278011E-03 -1.37905406E-01 -6,86342616EO37 I'
 
t 0I .0 lo,
 
6.25000E+02 -4.57181419E+02 1.05702147E+07 7.50719093E+04 -5.02611379E-03 .-3.O062469E-0t74,t834)4&3&lb'3::I

6.5(}000E02 -4.66478542E+02 1.24423871E+07 7.46769976E+04 -4.09811991E-03 -4.40798566E-011 -5.14990861E-03
 
6.75000E+62 -4.78984402E+02 1.43029284E+07 7.41458833E+04 -3.01959048E-03 -5.56287348E-01 -4.06389870E-03
 
7.00000E+02 -4.94020340E+02 1.61487850E+07 7.35073564E+04 -1.79159148E-03 -6.42735230E-01 -2.82690636E-03
 
7.25000E+02 -5.10813348E+02 1.79776732E+07 7#27942095E+04 -4.15404739E-04 -60-96388946E 0 .] E. 4.40'6.753DE7.03I
 
7.50000E+02 -5.28404567E+02 1.89395583E+07 -6.90776183E2+03 1.08792559E-03 -7.D0169444gE-O ".s*' pie;5O
 
7.75000E+02 -5.45262840E+02 1.76422427E+07 -9.54821846E+04 2.53157691E-03 -6.38283923E.01.3:.$551074.PO .
 
8.00000E+02 -5.59793603E+02 1.42678222E+07 -1.71822120E+05 3.66742017E-03 -5.17754949E-01' 5.64238706E-03
 
8.25000E+02 -5.70790882E+02 9.20605333E+06 -2.29614770E+05 4.43738301E-03 -3.57578129E-01 7.07663324E-03
 
8.50000E+02 -5.77441418E+02 2.97841394E+06 -2.64545407E+05 4.82135078E-03 -1.72216761E-01 7.72844316E-03
 
a,75000E+02 -5.79347623E+02 -3.81239404E+06 -2.74549271E405 4.80140938E-03 1.89144860E-02' 'Ti57.4634E 03"""
 
9.0]000E+02 -5.76577386E+02 -1.05451225E+07 -2.60783990E+05 4.41441834E-03 1.99575504E-01 6.8516518903 I
 
9.25000E+02 -5.69553181E+02 -1.67353387E+07 -2.32246833E+05 3.73381478E-03 356886102E -O1 5.O606773t2S-A 03vi
 
950000E+02 -5.59012234E+02 -2.20591706E+07 -1.916'43757E+05 2.84827339E-03 4.82600754E-01 4.39378755E-03 I
 
9#75000E+02 -5.45744943E+02 -2.62297917E+07 -1.40539314E+05 1.74595387E-03 5.74057768E-01 2.87933544E-03
 
9.91000E+02 -5.36250642E+02 -2.81889422E+07 -1.03970640E+05 9.52991143E-04 6.11524868E-01 1.79146405E-03
 
1.OOOOOE+03 -5.30687287E+02 -2.90286579E+07 -8.25564924E+04 4.84584531E-04 6.24776158E-O. ,:lG,-I0,270E

1.02500E+03 -5.14920834E+02 -3'.03346804E+07 -2.18316438E+04 -8.68402828E-04 6.30605513,E-01.978,3L s-QV
1.05000E+03 -4.99585178E+02 -3.01340382E+07 3.72426961E+04 -2.19987306E-03 5.40666097 ,0;I-,9Od1i'iE.0C
 
1.07500E+03 -4.85793398E+02 -2.85222947E+07 9.03604467E+04 -3.47140146E-03 5.0733300.E-01 -4.14573315E-03
 
1.100OOE+03 -4.74583016E+02 -2.56988838E+07 1.33551157E+05 -4.61587709E-03 3.85047978E-01 -5.59070305E-03
 
1.12500E+03 -4.66791656E+02 -2.19538377E+07 1.63982212E+05 -5.41149594E-03 2.34812394E-01 -6.49421163E-03 I
 
1.13300E+03'-4.65125251E+02 -2.06128744E+07 1.;70962826E+05 -5.61646583E-03 l8178878361: , 6Z1:80E 0r­
1 *16 0 0 0 E+ 0 3 
L 4.62818205E+02 -1.57921482E+07 1.81207008E+05 -6.18950389E-034 -1:45953807E-0,2h, .651O.W 
1.19000E 03 -4.67460352E+02 -4.99877214tE+06 3.53279089E+05 -6.54399114E-03 -2.9434t330Er0o+t3, 2, 480.0
 
1.20600E+03 -4.73341862E+02 5.78402248E+05 3.44137168E+05 -6.58340007E-03 -4.40627803E-01 -9o04152270E-03.o
 
1.21200E+03 -4.76103275E+02 5.45649774E+05 -5.93397781E+03 -6.57332554E-03 -4.79843054E-01 -6.52323735E-03
 
1.22500E+03 -4.82889336E+02 4.53939370E+05 -8.23734153E+03 -6.55363559E-03 -5.64166249E-01 -6.43894697E-03
 
1.24200E+03 '-4.93390527E+02 2.84467521E+05 -1.18029390E+04 -6.53440083E-03 -6oT017,4484E-.0w. Si6P,5;E6o,
 
1.25000E+03 -4.98938288E+02 1.82596637E+05 -1.36858625E+04 -6.52870931E-03 -7.167657'8E',:;,54683406,61* i
" 

1.264182+03 -5.09672278E+02 -3.68461303E*+04 -1.73295971E+04 -6.525388332-03
 
1.26418000E+03 TOTAL DEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM = 8.00953057E-01 I
 
1.26418E+03 -5.09672278E+02 -3.68461303E+04 4.56396136E+03 -6,52538833E-03 -7.97116904E-01 -6@77894174E-03',
 
1.27500E+03 -5.18689014E02 -3.78177462E+03 1.50342292E+03 -6.52596617E-03 -8,69562614E-01 -6.60948967e-03 1
 




-Il.. ' .4 { ' , 
BEAM 2
 
OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED .... TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ.DM ACCELERATION.
 
6.60796113E+01 4.36651502E+03 8.07512953E+00 2.96211411E+02 2.5744473E 02 0.
 
STATION IN " INTO. PHI DX MJQ LB IN/IN V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE 1/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PRIME 1/IN
 
1.16000E+03 0O 0. .. -9.64095222E-02 1.51024676E+O0 -9.64095222E-02
 
1.16200E+03 2.82704763E+00 -3.46167248E+05 -1.73043180E+05 -9.64098684E-02 1.32435083E+00 -9.294900482-02
 
1.16400E+03 5.28985026E+00 -6.92225046E405 -1.73015320E+05 -9.64109068E-02 1.13845133E+00 -9.29506004E-02
 
1.16600E+03, 7.38085024E+00 --- 03823133E-r-6 -1.72991666E+05 -9.64126372E-02 9.52548027E-01 :9.29528039E-02
 
1#16800E+03 9,10003878E+00 -1.38419451E+06 -1.72972218E+05 -9.64150597E-02 7.66639709E-01 -9.29556153E-02
 
.17000E+0 1.04474046E+01 -1.73012301E+06 -1.72956977E+05 -9.64181740E-02 5.80725161E-01 -9.29590345E-02
 
1.i000E+03 1.16063295E+01 -3.45953958E+06 - .72943866E+05 -9.64441224E-02 -3.48983578E-01 -9.29852451f02..
 
1.19000E+03 3.46660248E+00 -5.18935096+06 -1.73035945-E+05 -9.64873661E-02 -1.27903038E+01 -9.30266472E-02
 
1.20000E+03 -1.39759168E+C1 -6.92060926E+06 -1.73233258E+05 -9.65479143E-02 -2.20956719e+00 -9.30832491E-02
 
1.20600E+03 -2.89090600E+01 -7.96049663E+06 -1.73402185E+05 -9.65925571E-02 -2.76818773E+00 -9,31245134E-02
 
I 
' 1,21000E+03 -4,07823429E+01 -7.26721626E+06 1.73248492E+05 -9.66128606EZ02 -3.16846479E+60 -i'o07--83E-01 
Xe21200E 03 -4.73194340E+01 -6.92079247E+06 1.73174543E+05 -9.66223192E-02 -3.36862853E+00 -1.3008581DE-01 
1.22000E+03 -7.74715147E+01 -5.53671216E+06 1.72833456E+05 -9.66555380E-02 -4.16942648E+00 -1.00112207E-01 
'
1.23000E+03 -1.24171792E+02 -3.81092463E+06 1.72305172E+05 -9.66866939E-n2 -5.1766298E+0 -1.0132797-O
 
I 1.24000E+03 -1.80885233r+02 -2.09098628E+06 1.71663618E+05 -9.67063633E-02 -6.17203659E+00 -I.00139636E-01
 




____ _______  ______  _ -Atlas SLV3A/urner 2 
BEAM 1. 
OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION 
8.29429571E+01 6.87953413E+03 4.93450544E+02 3.71419644E+02 3.43541901E+02 0.
 
STATION IN INTG. PHI DX MIQLBIN/IN V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE 1/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PRIME 1/IN
 
1 r5. 70000E+01. 0. 0. 0. 4.78797181E202 -7.48236681E+00 4.78797183E-02 
-3,70000E+01 -8.98742494E+01 -8.61276798E+04 -8.416249002+03 4.76861402E-02 -6.50247265E+0 4.996080212-02 
-2,50000E+01 -164044814E+02 -2.14362637E+05 -1.28789512E+04 4.68114338E-02 -5.85928814E+00 5,43872875E-02 
0. -2.93439590E+02 -6.37902403E+05 -2.06625422E+04 4.23167793E-02 -4.50252557E+00 5.21560852E-02 g2.50000E+01 -3.90052930E+02 -1.23102520E+06 -2,64723673E+04 3.66651323E-02 -3.25812262E+00 4.42286658E-02 
5*g0000E+[1 -4.58124357E+02 -1.94728223E+06 -3.05648528E+04 3.24743023E-02 -2.20924654E+00 3.92664919E-02 
M50 00E 01 -5.01672631E+02 -2,74699202E+06 -3.31832188E+04 ..2.90167146E-02 -1.29260518E+00 3.48383320E-02
 
1,0000E+02 -5.23527792E+02 -3.59555065E+06 -3.4-947421E+04 2.48475799E-0,2 -4.68104634E-01 3.08992890E-02
 
1.25000E+02 -5.26158183E+02 -4.46206834E+06 -3.46488093E+04 1.95469312E-02 2.41223426E-01 2.56256697E-02
 
1.50000E+02 -5.12857910E+02 -5.31998204E+06 -3.38435874E+04 1.31091572E-02 8.D2287985E-01 1.90466287E-02
 
1075000E+02 -4.88050322E+02 -6.14854011E+06 -3.23485600E+04 9.69405089E-03 1.17121153E+00 1.29289069E-02
 
2.00000E02 -4.55196767E+02 -6.93336731E+06 -3.03691353E+04 5.79816942E-03 1.44432037E+00 8.83508295E-03
 
2*.25000E+02 -4.16852968E+02 -7.66423603E+06 -2.80590787E+04 1.45077774E-03 1.60892548E+00 4.25668561E-03
 
2.50000E+02 -3.75902170E+02 -8.33500083E+06 -2.55924181E+04 -2.68385140E-03 1.64658896E+00 -1.40360816E-03
 
2.75000E+02 -3.35626740E+02 -8.94423500E+06 -2.31669718E+04 -5.52945487E-03 1.56469117E+00 -4.91520657E-03
 
3.00000E+02 -2.98369041E+02 -9.49487713E+06 -2.09237670E+04 -7.92317550E-03 1.40778614E+00 -7.54577402E-03
 
3* 1.19087839E+00 -9.75228116E-03
25000E+02 -2.65800217E+02 -9.99278121E+06 -1.89629466E+04 -1.00114534E-02 

3.50000E+02 -2.39308834E+02 -1.04460757E+07 -1.7367.9123E+04 -1.18763356E-02 9.22433802E-01 -1.16852549E-02
 
3;75000E+02 -2.20132443E+02 3.50668493E+06 6.41953248E+04 -1,15750602E-02 6.12349821E-01 -1.21660753E-02
 
,3.85000E+02 -2.14611459E+02 4.14868915E+06 6.42051619E+04 -1.13524150E-02 4.91964624E-01 -1.19078229E-02
 
4.OOOOOE+02 -2.08551790E+02 5.11502161E+06 6.46098115E+04 -1.09985260E-02 3.16275231E-01 -1.15170639E-02
 
4.25000E+02 -2.04186468E+02 6.73488755E+06 6.49011001E+04 -1.03062371E-02 3.49905891E-02 -1.10578422E-02
 
:,'450000E+02'-2.06663744E+02 8.35626211E+06 6.47349349E+04 -9.38264329E-03 -2.30948075E-01 -1.02969785E-02
 
415000t+02 -2.15516753E+02 9,96807180E+06 6.41423042E+04 -8.34439972E-03 -4.73522338E-01 -9.13873166E-03
 
5.00000Et02 ,2.A091650E+02 1.'15601946E+07 6.31675291E+04 -7.44941673E-03 -6.89074528E-01 -8.14356540E-03
 
5,25000E+02 -2.49758902E+02 1.31236147E+07 6.18525663E+04 -6.68444959E-03 -8.81208306E-01 -7.12885079E-03
 
5450000E+02 -2.73981669E+02 1.46502951E+07 6.02328936E+04 -5.78027723E-03 -1.05610897E+0O -6.62862784E-03
 
5.75000E+02 -3.02310240E+02 1.61329594E+07 5.83384417E+04 -4.53869859E-03 -1.20622788E+00 -5.36036678E03
 
>5;77000E+02 '304733310E+02' 1.62494746E+07 5.81764938E+04 -4.43423895E-03 -1.21684200E+00 -5,25362619E-03
 
:.OQOOOE+02 .-3.339,84249E+02 i.75653532E+07 5.62204982E+04 -3.17953971E-03 -1.32312109E+00 -3.97137771E-03
 
I 	6o5ooE+0:2 -4.03809704E+02 2.02613496E+07 5.15509769E+04 -1.25855341E-04 -1.44553979EDO:-8.5,1925439E'.04 
6.75000E+02 -4.40015321E+02 2.15198578t+07 1.55927769E,03 -1.44555892E+, 8;67310579E-044.91296651E+04 0 0 : 
7.OOOOOE+ 0 2 -4.75672431E+02 2.27181364E+07 4.67449255E+04' 3.34346857E-03 -1.4011a5308E+00; 2.68<508934E-03 I 
.9A10!02 E 4724942r 
8.0000OE+02 -5.81901669E+02 4.17139404E+06 -5,16400495E+05 ,9.38133641E-03 -4.72440291E-01 1.53169743E-02 
8,25000E+02 -5.88820345E+02 -9.62348782E+06 -5.73644623E+05 9.21206434E-03 -7.95919146E-02 158605680'7,P-02 
8.50000E+02 -5.86043"910E+02 -2.38383353E+07 -5.50591233E+05 8.17227915E-03' 2.96576919E-01 ' I42227323'E,-02 
'9.50000E+02 -5.08954548E+02 -5°43010595E+07 -1.42183421E+04 -7.35202076EA'04 9.93150477E-01 -;6.20538027E-?04
 
9.75000E+02 -4.8479734E+62 -5.28001202E+07 1.32746158E+05 -3.18324997E-03 9.31923020E-l '-4,25.3783s0-E-03
 
9.91000E+02 -4.70506401E+02 -4.99732684E+07 2.19223880E+05 -4.68148650E-03 8.4609g361E-01 .6.44942102E7§J

l,'6,,3295,81E;,EtOZ,,'4;3:. 	 o0f 
1507"1 2't4-3"t . J E ,-ttA,,.k &4, t5'KO: 500'0 E' 03%44'3,9.1t9405 E.0'2 ["-2 * 98"2"z46. 9E O4"d.7'.~42.9230t138&,+05 S4.'.; kZ',YO zz22h4 f 	 ,r 
4.46006916E+05 :-1.00 6 76 12 8E-0 2 0 33960226E.92, 
1.10000E+03 -438729878E+02 -7.94587282E+06 f 
,1.07500E ,03 -4.3.3163843Et02 -1.87820703E+07 	 -5.30239890E702 -1'

4.12304614E+05 -1.06286213E,02 -3o927700?SEsO ."1*36381440E"02, 
1.12500E+03 -4.52673103E+02 1.40463369E+06 3.25956090E+05 -1.07354615E-02 -,721300625EOl:-1 2'8876326E-02', 
''13300'E04V 5i81,E' 7&S43 5, 6 	 %,24Q%\2t72;A 	 ?7,14 
1.20600E+03 -5.47903235E+02 -5.10796972E,+05 -3.07176892E+05 -1.02212559E,02, -,54914878E+0Q 8;-8; 27l352E"-3;­
1.21200E+03 -5.57386488E+02 -3.25327249E+05 2.83595952E+04 -1.02286982E-02 -1.61193548E+00 :-1.O7,Zf ,,4
 
1.22500E+03 -5.79226376E+02 -3.15303978E+04 1.66822686E+04 -1.02351948E-02 -l..74804724E+ O0 ,>-.O467-4
, 2EO
 
Z~t5.000 E±0t7 p7+' 	 nZ, 26Er *44o Vim #,"T4 
1.26418000E+03 TOTAL DEFELECTION OE THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM 9.97164 .9E'01 ". ,' ," ''
 
1.26418E+03 -6.55545639E+02 -1.50695327E+05 1.88112413E+04 -1.02301907E-02 ,-2, 374182,E+00, -1, .1275256
 
1.27500E+03 -6.79312113E-02 -1.53082779E+04 6'.10013736E+03 -1.02325456E-02 :105714
 
A' tt..~~~~~~~~.~ ''.31.4/ 'gc',;~r4%4 .	 K 
' .'X$"t 	 "tb, ~.'.* .r't- t~~CZ.~Z Att~;~t-1I AM4'.. 	 'tkA't.9''C'.',?4 A~ 9".A< s',. .'A..,A , I: sA~:tatA 
-,"W Wy-'".*' 
.. (4-'" 	 '" t '' " -,:,(,. ,''.-'-, 4', . , 
* ~ 4o49&~ '- ~IT­
I
OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTALMASS GENERALIZED MASS "CNTG PH SQ AEL..... "" . ,
'iTi PHI S,S O O ,, :.:ACNE'I O . :'q 
8.29429571E+01 6.87953413.+03 8.07512953E+00 1.30106030E 02 1.02118627E+02 0.
 
STATION IN INT. PHI DX M/Q LB IN/IN' V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE 1/IN .Y/Q-'EQnypHIZ.lhi4E4IIIsi 
11.16000E+03 0. 0. 81857566E-02 -" 883" 6295E+-'8j ,56
 
1.16200E+03 -5.59592547E+00 3.564195462+05 1.780857392+05 8.18578132E-02 -2.72687619E+00 7.82960985E-02 I
 
1.16400E+03 -1.089301836E+01 7.12495685E+05 1.77991330E+05 8.18588822E-02 -2.57028114E+00. 7.82990556E-02
 
1.16600E+03 -1.58770454E+01 1.06838859E+06 1.77902503E+05 8.18606631E-02 -2.41367957E+00 7.83026130E-02
 
A 	 1.1680)EE+03 -2.05477964E+01 1.424109422+06 1.77819258E+05 8.18631556E-02 e2.25707028E00 ,,'27,-3067'05E-02t>'( 
L1.18000E+03 -4.1993779CE+01 3.555446.152+06 1'.77437034E+05 8.18930375E-02 .-1.31718544Eko02:7L8,342969Eb2, ' 
1.19000E+03 -5.12476828E+01 5.32887545E+06 1.77272105E+05 8.19374605E-02 -5.3351&31DE-01 7.83920184E-02
 
1.20000E+03 -5.26622595E+01 7.10135397E4-06 1.77246893E+05 8.19996119E-02 2.50704711E-01 7.84546740E-02
 
1.20630E+03 -4.97455842E+01 8.164966102+06 1.77298876+05 8.204541072-02 7.215643'45E-01 7.84994332E-02
 
1.21000E+03 -4.61769334E+01 7.515708.34E+06 -1.62279407E+05 8.20663182E-02 1:0627735Eo0 -8453:190,6302,zQ
1.212002+03 -4.38807560E+01 7.19118'3E+06 -1.62238483E+05 8.20761228E-D2 '-I123340643E-0'fhrtJ5320"8924Ea0.4
 
1'.22000E+03 -3.128288642+01 5.89411478E+06 -1.62013956E+05 8.21110161E-02 1.,16101094,O2;53512-9.52E,024
 
1.23000E+03 -7.85382595E+00 4.27593628E+06 -1.61596388E+05 8.21449140E-02 2.76975330E+00 8.53768417E-02
 
1.24000E+03 2.41128028E+01 2.66269422E+06 -1.61026659E+05 8.21680396E-02 3.62359187E 00 8.53885728E-02
 
1.24200E+03 3.15307638E+01 -5.42876172E-08 1.18152990E-07 8.21705941E-02 3.79432127E+00 '8.21705941E-02
 
l$ASOGI , 7, ' J' .l
 
IC)- SECOND BURN ' '- -2" . ' . .' "
 
"' " N=5 tWQOSQ=0. ,DWOS 10. .	 , "' _ _ .......... ___ _ '_





OUTST -57.,-37. ,j-25.,.., 	 qto 
200,225.,250,,275.,300.,325., : ... . *1 

50..375.,385.,400.425.50. 




2 5 60 0 .,6 2 5 .,6 5 0 .,6 7 5 .,?70C.,7 ., 





























































































































_ O . ...._ ..-0. 75-
0 0. 1.5, 7 5 tOo7.28740293E+;3 273315483E+02 -1.95469230E-02 































































































Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PRIME 1/IN
 
- - E- 0 -­
.93346849E+ O.­
.34A4E0xk9537 rL



















































2.28113243E+04 -7.16078396E-03 -4.42873900E-02 -7.48207022E-03
 
2.28108483E+04 -710842247E-03 -5.91992116E-02 -7.429T203E-03
 




6.Z5000E+02'2.I62,64E403 9.23284556E+06 2.27607159E+04. -5.763486522-03 -3.84211156E-01 -6.08405999E-03
 
6650000E+02 2.27020884E+03 9.80124064E+06 2.270815742+04 -4.99597421E-03 -5.26805476E-01 -5.31580742E-03
 
6.75000E+02 2.25547187E+03 1.03681261E+07 2.26403296E+04 -4.18268189E-03 -6.49618224E-01 -4.50155978E-03
 
7.00000E+02 2.23792442E+03 1.09331493E+07 2.25595730E+04 -3.32374592E-03 -7.51501575E-01 -3.64148639E-03
 
7.25000E+02 2.21810402E+03 1.14960176E+o7--224683598E+04-2.41932870E-03 -8.31312299E-01 -2.73578447E-03
 
7.50000E+02 2.19657671E+03 1.20565018E+07 2.23692935E+04 -1.46961369E-03 -8.87912390E-01 -1.78467416E-03
 
7.75000E+02. 2.17393344E+03 1.26144396E+07 2.22651100E+04 -5.07152349E-04 -9.20085448E-01 -7.92602477E-04
 
8100000E+02 2.15078768E+03 1.31665294E+07 2.03251328E+04 4.00080482E-04 -9.28327882E-01 1.66458266E-04
 
8.25000E+02 2.12775052E+03 1.35102777E+07 7.21466383E+03 1.26798468E-13 -9.11474688E-01 1.18555751E-03
Jr 8.50000E+02 2.10544805E+03 1.35307658E+07 -5.47595849E+03 2.10941997E-l03 -8.69437415E-01 2.16959534E-03 
8.75000E+02 2.08449410E+03 1.3242890CE+07 -1.73986056E+04 2.88736944E-C3 -8.03847272E-01 3.06311293E-03
i 9.0000E+02 2.06544444E+03 1.26701752E+07 -2.79184953E+04 3.59029675E-03 -7.17170091E-01 3.85121727E-03 
I9.250002+02 2.04879488E+03 1.1B764861E+07 -3.52859829E+04 4.2-0599642E-03 -6.12356912E-01 4.49356079E-03 
I 9.50000E+02 2.03495701E+03 1.09195740E+07 -4.10594300E+04 4.72463556E-n3 -4.92916333E-01 5- .05575999E-03
 
9.75000E+02 2.02427526E+03 9.83448909E+06 -4.55164782E+04 5.19674100E-03 -3.60045652E-01 5.56380937E-03
 
9.91000E+02 2.01924314E+03 9.08861322E+06 -4.76163860E+04 5.47206754E-03 -2.68651134E-01 5.85607066E-03,
 
1.00000E+03 2.01706557E+03 8.65582737E+06-4 85248521'E+04 5.61726047E-03 -2.15253639E-01' "-o8589§3E03
 
1.02,500E+03 2.01360757E+03 7.42128926E+06 -4.99687288E+04 5.98231128E-03 -6.01929832E-02 6.37269197E-03
 
L 05000E+03 2.01413080E+03 6.17123375E+06 -4.97521882E+04 6.28037320E-03 1.02970897E-01 6.66906217E-03
 
1.07500E+03 2.01881517E+03 4.94815286E+06 -4.77998804E+04 6.52045771E-03 2.72410986E-016.87717324E-03
 
1.10000E+03 2.02779417E+03 3.79616951E+06 -4.40565381E+04 6.70421261E-03 4.46347962E-01 7.02579318E-03
 
1*12500E+03 2.04114716E+03 2.76080985E+06 -3.83775521E+04 6.81323687E-03 6.22156582E-01 7.06663007E-03
 
!.13300E+03 2.04635075E+03 2.46309771E+06 -3.60162498E+04 6.83837554E-03 6-.7874b86 -O1 -7.07848387E-03
 
1 1.16000E+03 2.06726485E+03 1.61725344E+06 -2.70792644E+04 6.90195976E-03 8.70681471E-01 7.13743163E-03
 
IL1.19000E+03 2.09660002E+03 8.40161734E+05 -2,21279433E+04 6.94322419E-03 1.08476975E+00 7.11174826E-03
 
1.20600E+03 2.11486539E+03 5.13059348E+05 -1.90665246E+04- 6.9552"5668E-03 f-i9837974E+O 7O--7
§i01757E-03"
 
1.21200E+03 2.12218233E+03 4.53173830E+05 -9.84553525E+03 6.96390710E-03 1.24062062E+00 7,04701242E-03
 
1.22500E+03 2.13890792E+03 3.29134105E+05 -9.23017058E+03 6.97921397E-03 1.33256535E+00 7.10772576E-03
 
1.724200E+03 2.16260201E+(3 1.79521510E+05 -.358510232+03 6.99222118E-03 A43567812f00 7;T626r--­
l125000E+03 2.17448573E+03 1.14390737E+05 -7.92126058E+03 6.99577650E-03 1.51524952E+00 7.43584653E-03 
1.26418E+03 2*19671756E+03 7.80215784E+03 -7.10324713E+03 6.99836441E-03 1.62039498E+00 7.39298925E-03 
1.26418000E+03 TOTAL DEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM = 2.06766970E+00-....... 
1.26418E+03 2.19671756E+03 7.80215784E+03 -9.75583482E+02 6.99836441E-03 1.62039498E+00 7.05256349E-03 
1.27500E+03 2,21466201E+03 7.91005754E+02 -3.15328041E+02 6.99848624E-03 1.69650766E+00 7.01600447E-03 






OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ,DM... ACERATi0N r4A
 
2.17580370E+01 4.73412173E+02 8.07512953E+00 1.76105965E+01 1.72660144E+01 0.
 
,STATION IN INTG- PHI DX M/Q LB IN/IN V/Q LB/IN Bo-SLO-E'"IC-,TWQ EQC PHI K'PHI-,PIMEA,1W
 
S160002+03 O. 0. 0. 	 9.11089010E-03 8.422.16.9ETO;. ..........O ..
 
1.16200E+03 1.69827341E+00 8.03012156E+03 4.01760635E+03 9.11089813E-03 8.60272792E-01 9.03054600E-03 
1.16400E+03 3.43688007E+00 1.60674592E+04 4.01973867E+03 9.11092222E-03 8.78333863E-OF 9.0305274SE-03 
1.16600E+03 5.21160885E+00 2.41091058E+04 4.02191530E+03 9.11096240E-03 8.96394912E-01 9.03052409E-C3 
1;16800E+03 7.02245973E+00 3.21551499E+04 4-.-024-13623E+03 9.11101866E-03 9.14455969 fQj'j 
.17000E+03 8.86943275E+00 4.02056802E+04 4.02640146E+03 9.11109102E-03 9.32517066E±O ­
1.18000E+03 1.86461361E+01 8.05287254E+04 4.03839216E+03 9.11169459E-03 102282420E+bO: o-io409 6i
 
1.19000E+03 2.93259352E+01 1.20977216E+05 4.05149047E+03 9.11270201E-03 1.11313687E+00, 9903167220E'03.
 
1.20000E+03 4.09689048E+01 1.61562227E+05 4.06569648E+03 9.11411459E-03 1.20345892E+00 9.03280066E-03,
 
I 	 1.20600E+03 4.82922538E+01 1.85983373E+05 4.07475183E+03 9.11515720E-03 1.25765824E+00 9.03366217E-03 
1.21000E+03 5.33965612E+01 1.67189921E+05 -4.69507307E+03 9.11562809E-03 1,29.49569E0 299 
1.21200E+03 5.60039718E01 1.57802965E+05 -4.69187519E+03 9.11584476E-03 1.31291491 E 2INE 1 
1..22000E+03 6.68020065E+01 1.20320455E+05 -4.67863187E+03 9.11658637E-03 1 3:8659,2E+00, -9.,210;1;-5Eti 
1.23000E+03 8.11284650E+U1 7.3621-04912--+04-4-.-6610O61102E+03 9.11723274E-03 1.47869776E+00, 9.21045397 03< 
1.24000E+03 9.63759660E+01 2.71029987E+04 -4.64236070E+03 9.11756839E-03 1.57080238E+00 9.210415605E-a 
1.24200E+03 9.95359916E+01 -8.40629312E-07 -1.59554228E-08 9.11759237E-03 1.58922178E+00' 9.11759237E6-0% 
S * 
' s'.;' V;-' 
, 
--	 ______________1 
Mode Atlas SLV3A/Buxnei ­2 	 2 
jBEAM 1 
OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ,ACCELERA ION't-...,di
 
4.68502176E+01 2.19494289E+03 4.12414275E+02 4.19301383E+02 7.60324105E+01 0.
 
I 	 IST~ATION IN.INTG. PHI OX M/o LB IN/IN V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE UINi ~/ Q H <H P~E1K'
 
1-5.70000E+01 0. 	 0. 0. -2..46860946E-02 6.04019575E+00 -? 4864T-.j-,0l
2 

-3.70000E+01 7.54416516E+01 2.25485287E+04 2.22289132E+03 -2.46356317E-02 5.54063362E+00 -2.52364132E-02
 
-2.50000E+01 1.40041898E+02 5.67349767E+04 3.46278224E+03 -2.44052196E-02 5.22607414E+00 -2.64421503E-02.
 
0. 2.62392076E+02 1.73319590E+05 5.81092101E+03 -2.31990533E-02 4.56425230E+00 -2.59661585E-02
 
I2,50000E+01 3649320 .4722+57861720 2148120 .253340 -3e6,3~'~

I 	 5.00000E+01 4.59343136E+02 5.63217868E+05 9.59044978E+03 -2.04487403E-02 3.34706646Et0O-2.2579O513E0Ot
 
7.500.2+01 5.36126446E+02 8.219427.94 + 05 ,. !110639495E+04 -1.94324093E-02 2.80060888E O0,2.13j3453O tQ <:
 
1.00002+02 5.995751942+02 1.11428111E+Q6 1.22813638E+04 -1.81619146E-02 2.27859087E+00 -2#03165398E-02
 
1.25000E+02 6.50355238E+02 1.43398232E4:06 1.32555336E+04 -1.64880954E-02 1.78850128E+00 -1.88136276E-02
 
1.50000E+02 6.89407788E+02 .1.77517948E+06 1.40045146E+04 -1.43788571E-02 1.34186978E+00.-1.68357895E-02 
1.75000E+02 7.18147344E+02 2.13256433E+Q6 1.45557920E+04 -1.32165216E-02 9.60745819E,01 i4672. 0$ Q 
2.0000E+02 7.37732119E+02 2.50150361E+06 1.49313159E+04 -i.18378002E-02 6.iO215303E01i.333093 EtOV72.2500GE+02 7.49000606E+02 2.87779873E+06 1.51471771E+04 -1.02370848E-02 2.961836482t-01 17 1'O&02ts
 
2.5000202 .5259522+2 1.222374+04-8.555164-03
3257 0 2+0 2.92775187E-02 -9.41705869E-03
 
2.75000E+02 7.50941174E+02 3.63798483E+06 1.51836174E+04 -7.52159398E-03 -1.86188987E-01 -7.92417189E-03
 
3.00000E+02 7.43947722E+02 4.01607746E+06 1.50491158E+04 -6.52907596E-03 -3.69810528E-01 -6.80O51650E-;03'
 
3.50000E+02 7.17789548E+02 4.75713881E+06 1.45466310E+04-4.79504273E-03 6.2159749E-047x4.95508Q tO3A 
3.750002+0O2 6.99860,1252+02 6.23977368E+06 r'S838E0 -. "1452-03 fl.6870417 Th0tZ6# 846'E4?
 
3.85000E+02 6.91992958E+02 6.19378309E+06 -4.60131369E+03 -3.44826902E-03 -8.04568770D.-01 -3.40846527E-03
 
4.00000E+02 6.79565895E+02 6.12279393E+06 -4.86644222E+03 -2.97601617E-03 -8.52039625E-01 -2.93695965E-03
 
4.25000E+02 6.57432026E+02 5.99530252E+06 -5.33856529E+03 -2.26571335E-03 -9.16184391E-01 -2.20388862E-03
 
4.50000E+o2 6.33922157E+02 .5.85562117E+06 -584003115E+03 -1.54089657E-03'-9.62121195E+0-I-'V "134 0
 
"i 4,75000E+02 6.09496138E+02 5.70313823E406-Y6.36106665E+03 -8.82275077E-04 -9.89905492EOfb30 i 5 , 
'L5.0000E+02 5.84555175E+02 5.53747769E+06_-6.89300902E+03 -4.12729809E-04 -1.00382995E4-00tgf4o 44t;*984 
5.25000E+02 5.59394789E+02 5.35844959E+06 -7.42959438E+03 -7.36512737E-05 -1.00786298E+00 -2*02707785E-05
 
5.50000E+02 5.34229547E+02 5.16599654E+06 -7.96630469E+03 2.65248220E-04 -1.00388979E+00 3.77449695E-"64
 
5.75000E+02 5,09299513E+02 4.96017608E+06 -8.49802822E+03 6.73650977E-04 -9.89220087E-01 7o9334151
 
!i 	 5.07322-6922--02. 4 .943786E+06 8 54Q18204E+03 7;055-971-96-0- 9.6436671 0,1 5.770002+02 

6.OOOOOE+02 4.84863294E+02 4.74118315E+06 7-9.01919773+03 1.06492239E-03 -9.64366719E-0L:- .i)9i953
 
Jffi _ _ - __ * _ _ -_4, 
6-.25__ 0 6Z_2_j.1 741.E402 4,509314488 + 6 -9.52450119_6 3 438OQE-03 -9.29775803-0p 1.57216_5 -J.
 
6.50OOE+02 4438461515E+02 4.26513255E+06 -1.00088750E+04 1.79190371E-03 -8.85921156E-01 1.93287378E-03
 
6o75000E+02 4.16957994E+02 4.00911929E+06 -1.04675105E+04 2.12561996E-03 -8.33303276E-01 2.27304968E-03
 
7.00000E+02 3.96873725E+02 3.74200937E+06 -1.08958759E+04 2.43823745E-03 -7.72448068E-01 2.59170049E-03
 
YbZZOOOE+oz 3478407802E 02 3.46461322E+06-1.12897256E+04 2.72889324E-03 -7.03905339E-01 2.88790346E-03
§y5po0oI+o2" 3o4 745299E402 3.17784370E+06 -1.16451127E+04 2.99679396E-03 -6.28247060E-01 3.16080964E-03
 
;17 5000EO2x.3.70553s3E O2 ;2-88270848E+06 -1.19584102E+04 3.23367670E-03 -5.46197398E_-01 
 3.38698965E-03:
 
8.OOOOOE+02 3.34482066E+02 2.57281184E06 -1.64860828E+04 3.42609508E-03 -4.58978239E-01 3.61559029E-03*:
 
8925000Ee02 3.24194442E+02 1.80810487E+06 -4.36312064E+04 3.57200583E-03 -3.62608567E-01 4.07351395E-03
 
8.50000E+02 3.16435283E+02 4.46976881E+05 -6.41006542E 04 3.64491018E-03 -2.57188691E-01 4.34931298E-03
 
iitty5O0QE+02" 3.1137898E+2 -1.33749660E+06 -7.74558383E+04 3.62148765E-03 -1.47767201E-01 4.40386986E-03
 
b1"7 O0Q0E+02> 3o09043376E+02'-3.36568580Et06 -8.35067314E+04 3o49583982E-03 -3.91050930E-02 4.27627657E-03[;t.250002*02<'W3.09376354E+02 -5.45582143E+06 -8.28595254E+04 3.27675071E-03 6.42484364E-02 3.9449769E-03 
9050000E+02 3.12179103E+02 -7.46900451E+06 -7.74322577E+04 2.98249028E-03 1.58915046E-01 3.60694397E-03 
9.75000E+02 3.17228161E+02 -9.29117152E+06 -6.76589055E+04 2.60065111E-03 2.43571856E-01 3.14628745E-03 
9.91000E+02 3.21509073E+02 -1.03093953E+07 -5.93738649E+04 2.31523074E-03 2.91149863E-01 2.79405223E-03 
f 4?sQOP oE-+032'344238256E+02 -l.08203186E+07 -5.40945340E+04 214228650E-03 3.15335306E-01 2.57853275E-03 
I 959#0?bt 32853489E+02 -1.19699744E+07 -3.74230986E+04 1.62350816E-03 3.71769421E-01 1.91587612E-03j Ae5SOOOE3,i0 .3.42666621E+02 -1.26721415E 07 -1.84331097E+04 1.08137490E-03 4.11130338E-01 1.22538357E-03
1.07500E+03 3.53245138E+02 -1.28793058E+07 2.03453755E+03 5.27844741E-04 4.32817535E-01 :5.12661625E-04 
1.10000E+03 3.64143595E+02 -1.25652487E+07 2.31228148E+04 -9.11966461E-06 4.36909565E-01 -1.77899335E-04 
1.12500E+03 3.74952564E 02 -1.17238101E+07 4.43954470E 04 -4.14585085E-04 4.25940968E-01 -7.07712286E-04 
4841E+02 -1.13401038E+07 5915134340E+04 -5.25652878E-04 4.19628184E-01 -8.69075771E--04
 
A .P 4-Q,3t8,9a64?932+02 -9,.61931286E+06 7.351929712+04 -8.56592446E-04 3.87675157E-01 -1.49589068E-03
[jt 906O2 :.O,01717r72to2 !-7.24698456E+06 8.53281649E+04 -1.14580214E-03 3.38168036EO0 -1o79565240E-0b 
1.20600E 03 4.05346240E+02 -5.84498506E+06 8494665676E+04 -1.26300149E-03 3.08526131E-01 -1.90204840E-03
 
1iZ1200E+03 4°07159878E+02 -5.24867789E+06 9.95382168E+04 -1°36235050E-03 2.96019669E-01 -2.20254398E-03
 
* 122500E+03 4.10794446E+02 -3.95056129E+06 1.00160008E 05 -1.54268038E-03 2.63144620E-01 -2°93720957E-03
 
;4?'4g4 Oi.Q32 146784z7,TE+-02 06 1.85109602E-01 -7.30353174E-03
*-2.24184033E L°00830201E+05 -1.70185390E-03 

$1*450Q5924Bi5E+02 -1°43429479E+06 1.O142843E+05 -1,74641423E-03 1.26439881E-01 -7.35990551E-03
 
,6.30976358E+01 1.01222131E+05 -1.77728561E-03 2.16974272E-02 -7.4o0073732E-03
 
*1926418000E.03 TOTAL DEFELECTION OF-THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM = -7.36828445E+00
 
:.4'64t8.03- 4.16975249E+02 6.30976358E+01 -2.06208938E+01 -1.77728561E-03 2.16974272E-02 -1.77614000E-03
 
7500E03 4.17106000E+02 -7.34317447E+00 1,68630177E+00 -1,77728535E-03 2.47111?4732-0 :-177737904E-03
 
,4'.083376912-02 3.978032562-03 -1.77285402-03 -6.4157240 
 77285622-03
 
~t~ ~ 01 
BEAM 2
 
OOMEGA OMEGAQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION
 
4.685J2176E+C1 2.19494289E+03 8.07512953E+0* 1.18802113E+0Q 1.18759322E+00 0.
 
STATION IN INTG. 'PHI-DX M/Q LB IN/IN V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE 1/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PRIM'M-,T­
1.16000E+03 0. 0. 0. 3.14511710E-04 3.62946847E-01 3.14511710EQ4r
 
1.16200E+03 7.24541589E-01 8.32701735E+03 4.16856688E+03 3.14520030E-04 3.63409336E-01 2.31148692E-04
 
1.16400E+3 1.45182251'+00 1.66682858E+04 4.17270248E+03 3.14545024E-04 3.63871573E-01 2.31090974E-04
 
1.16600E+03 2,18C('27B1Et00 2.50178308E+04 4.17684333E+33 3.14586709E-04 3.64333711E-01 2.31049842E-04
 
1.168GOE+03 2.90915731E+60 3.33756627E+04 4.18098944E+03 3.14645101E-04 3.64795783E-01 2.31025312E-04
 
1.17000E+03 3.63921092E+00 4.17417920E+04 4.18514C80E+03 3.1472C217E-04 3.65257823E-01 2.31017401E 04
 
1.18000E+03 7.303348uE+C0 8.36972688E+04 4.20597644E+03 3.15347239E-04 3.67568701E-01_ .31227710E-04
 
1.19000E+u3 l.099659902+01 1.25861759E+05 4.22694359E+03 3.16394859E-tU4 3.69883770E-01 2.31855987E-04
 
1o2000aE+U3 I.4701C4522+U1 1.68236580E+05 4.24804260E+03 3.17865175E-04 3.72207221E-01 2.32904323E-04
 
1.20600E+03 1.69384856E+01 1.93762981E+05 4.26076554E+03 '3.18951135E-04 3.73607065E-01 2.33735825E-04
 
I.216oE+b3 1o843632122 01 1.72411052E+05 -5.33352103E+03 3.19439359E-04 3t75310904E-01 4.26109779E-04
 
1.21200E+03 1.91877953E+41 1.61748282E+05 -5.32924786E+03 3.19662131E-04 3.76163263E-01 4.26247088E-04
 
1.22000E+03 2.22107463E+01 1.19182954E+05 -5.31205821E+03 3.2041122CE-04 3.79575015E-q01.26652384E-__
 
I.23000E+03 2.60278336E+01 6.61706968E+04 -5.29035280E+03 3.21028944E-04 3.83842755E-01 4.268360DIE-04
 
1.24009 +03 2.98876016E+01 1.33767070E+04 -5.26840469E+03 3.21293981E-04 3.88110543E-01 4.26662074E-04
 









INTG. PHI SQ DM ACELERATION
OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS
OMEGA 
5.52220215E+01 3.04947166E+03 4.12414275E+02 3.94202709E+02 3.61943426E+02 0.
 
* STATION IN INTGo PHI DX M/Q LB IN/IN - V/Q LB/IN -SLCPE i/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PRIME 1/IN 
:-5.70000E+01 0. _9. 0. 8.53793857E-02 -1.83646172E+01 8.53793857E-02 
*-3.70000E+01 -2.27253902E+02 -9.48734099E+04 -9.33337010E+03 8.51668454E-02 -1.66324587E+01 8.76893778E-02 
;-2.50000E+01 -4.20235584E+02 -2.38102862E+05 -1.44795132E+04 8.41987876E-02 -1.55311549E+01 9.27161483E-02 
0.O, -7.79392902E+02 -7.23028888E+05 -2.40561359E+04 7.91529080E-02 -I,32115153E+01 9.06081631E-02 
<2SOOE+50000 l- 69E+0+03-1.4282s709 +06 321158145E+04 7.26738295E-02 -1.10081303E+01 8.18497765E-02 
:'5.O0000E+01 -1.33178865E+03 -2.31725182E+06 -3.87830269E+04 6.77512962E-02 -9.02364481E+00 7.63697466E-02 
*1.*5000OE+01'1.53419115E+C3 -3.35681948E+06 -4.41791790E+04 
6.35845407E-02 -7.18935642E+00 7.13352739E-02
1.00000E+02 -1.69210704E+03 -4.516316662+06 -4.83881698E+04 5.84163814E-02 -5.45774510E+00 6.69055340E-02
 
1.25000E+02 -1.8083235.3E+03 -5.76694839E+06 -5.14846974E+04 5.16595607E-1)2 -3.85895776E+00 6.06919637E-02
 
i 1.50000E+02 -1.88672958E+03 -7.08213536E+06 -5.35724237E+04 4.32119351E-02 -2.438723.65E+00 5.26106059E-02
 
'',;75000E+02 -1.93302391E+03 -8.43846675E+06 -5.48052028E+04 3.85942360E-02 -1.27883118E+00 4.40747563E-02
 




 2.69073636E-02 6.4839593&E-fi1 3.24234347E-02
 
2.50000E+02 -1.92105174E+03 -1.256982582+07 -5.44796487E+n4 2.07772374E-02 1.35509639E+00 2.35625446E-02
 
2.75000E+02 -1.88055982E+03 -1.39190057E+07 -5.33979858E+04 1.64198281E-02 1.86693302E+00 1.78356204E-02
 
3.00000E02 -1.82883489E+03 -1.52372397E+07 -5.20173285E+04 1.26380511E-02 2.25788230E+0D 1.35762864E-02
 
"'3&25000E+02 -1.76858583E+03 -1.65179829E+07 -5.04096095E+04 9.23736285E-03 2.55072225E+O0 9.926325922-C3
 
3O00E+02 -1.70210885E+03 -1.77563393E+07 -4.86359670E+04 6.11152662E-03 2.757254042t00 6.64661664E-03
 
3{-5000E+02 -1.63180212E+03 -1.90863352E+07 6.14387152E+04 2.98191078E-C3 2.85591581E+00 2.41627441E-03
 
3.85000E+02 -1.60314662E+03 -1.84718349E+07 6.14613587E+04 1.88867117E-03 2.87471276E+30 1.35699852E-03
 
4.OOOOOE+02 -1.55994539E+03 -1.75403171E+07 6.27417635E+04 5.06925906E-04 2.88449997E+00 3.38045285E-06
 
4.25000E+02 -1.48808490E+03 -1.59451123E+07 6.48712167E+34 -1.45752944E-03 2.85718378E+00 -2.208788462-03
 
4.50000E02 -1.417561C8E+03 -1.42970874E+07 6.696103482+04 -3.30686388E-03 2.77768834E+00 -4.25264121E-03
 
4 .75000E+02 -1.34963609E+03 -1.25977061E+07 6.89739144E+04 -4.84375369E-03 2.65187390E+Gl -5.69791982E-03
 
- 5D0600E+02 -1.28523524E+03 -1.08492670E+07 7.088212134-04 -5.82647732E-03 2.49727310E+00 -6.6f540l73F-03 
5.25000E+02 -1.22493378E+03 -9.05461513E+06 7.26687577E+04 -6.44837102E-03 2.32512208E+00 -6.97048489E-03 
5.50000E+02 -1.16909177E+03 -7.21692408E+'6 7.4323305OE+04 -6.96503575E-o3 2.13738934E+00 -8.01184287E-03 
5.75000E+02 -1.11822676E+03 -5.33968266E+06 7.58304251E+04 -7.47160377E-03 1.93017592E+00 -8.53963793E-113 
oT 7.59442840E+04 -7.50556386E-C3 1.91306091E+io -8.57520166E-03
OOEo2-1.11438352E+03 -5--°a879778E+06 

6OOOOOE*02 -1.07268803E+03 -3.42671936E+06 7.71796641E+04 -7.82531442E-03 1.71169989E+O -8.91235194E-!3
 
00 
?,*'5QD)QOE+02-9698426L27Et2 4.90079721E+05 7,93798343E+04 -8.06361902ErO3 I.25667774E+00 -9.18164486E-03
 
ig,t OOOE+,Z-9,.698tO1O5 02 2.48550267E+06 8.02257863E+04 -7.94377799E-03 1.02814547E+O0 ,-9.07371864E-03
OO.-,OO!2 9.9.46974442E+,o2 4,.49997014E+06 8.090398201+04 -7.66221963E-03 8.04359262E-01 -8.80171233E-03
 
4398~ ?OW6i WAE"4ivARQQOE+O2 '-9;O7O15723E+02 1,26697028E+07 8o27435591E404 -5.04320980E-03 4.10702584E-02 -5.99428519E-03 
3y'1k,50oo 02 r-07761421E+02 1.7301109E+07 -7.99673952E+04 -4.15322676E-03 -9.78472014E-02 -5.07239222E-03 
Awob0660E+b2 "-9A.165837E+02 1.65716978E+07 6;56472508E+04 -3.1-956175E-O3--2.OO38099E-Oi -3.90096011E-03 
QO4~~~t4 tE*QtQ ;n26E9~Eo4 '9- 6flV"P1'' 
'O000O+.2 -9,3577923202 1.81293880E+O7 -3.45951089E+04 5.92237793E-04 -3.48845350E-01 8.71230606E-04 I 
, bO0E,+O'2,-,:.91909875E402 .i.6'75377EO7-5.vOloo6E+04 1'.,391883O1E-03 -3.1466190IE-01 1.85164189E-03 I 
O O" 159538599E+0,-698287130E.+O 1.87128014E-03 -2.80318161E-01 2.43441492E-D3 
3~9~13.8 3,7 *O; Pi~~2259585E-,O3 
,'O,'07500E 9';6.8634.413E+02 8.25185162E+06 -1.02017700E+05 3.71354157E-03 2.36111790E-02 '4047486769E-03 
+,1O-6-pe.3 5.75305811E+O61',9.6595'615"9E+O4 4.008009'62E-03 .38834862E-01 4.71308711E-039. 6612438E+ 02 
$1e12500E8#3' .96168'1659E402. 3.48801678E+06 "8.30646886E+0' 4.1616$419E-Q3 2.55892336E-O1 4.71008052E-03
9a'%i~p9$3flT3 486O93EtD'6A'45,5o 29B*94 'R41 1 ii~~ V 52 51 <:4"i.'0305009EO~ 
~n~~5 &g~tl4~ 613-tO&dPii $4& -4f''P 
, 060,U ,t93 "-, .25395944E+02'-14.78465829E+,6 -4.70112787E+04, 4.22958179E-03 6.39468135E-01 ,4.56537664E-03
47200'l03 -9.2,1487007E+02 -1.62462741E+06 2.71379086E+04 4.19904258E-:03 6o'63510799E-01 3.96997384E-03
 
I,t b E,3 t9,.12334687E+02 -1258&20624i06 '2.92604422,E+04 4.14244911E-03 -7.i3769257E-O1 3.73505556E-03
 
?641 00E4O3 TOTAL? DEFELECTION OF; THE"SPRING MASS SYSTEM = "2.07474646E+00 
8 - 2 8 3.1845299 0 3 4.0665991E-03' .B'.6222308E.O1 4.24351630E-03 
-0O6 4;06699766E-03 8.61499173E-01 4.12439005E-03E 
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5.52220215E+01 3.04947166E+03 "' 8.07512953E+00 2o62866952E+01 2.42138105E+01 0.
 
SLP'.Y 'P/HI~i 1RP M-H.J 
1.16200E+03 3.09442707E-,0I 7.01154228E+04 3.50605236E+04 2.23028520E-02 1.76656610E-01 2.16O16415E-02 
1..16400E+03 7.05959295E-01 '1.40239489E+05 3.50636562E+04 2#23030623E-02 2.19860020E-01 2.16017892E-02 
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1.'19000E+03 1.37246372E+01", 1.05298159E+06 3.51665062E+04 2.231,.856B4E-02 7.81634t963E-01 2.16152383E-02
1.200002+03 2.262191752+01K 1.40498387E+.6 3.52167963E+04, 2.23308577E-02, 9.97839114E-01 2.16261217E-02
 
1.'20600E+03 2.89982695+01 1.61655269E+06 3.52871707E+04 2.23399221E-02 1.12761944E 00 2.16341787E-02 
1;r.003 4$393, 91%to52F.633'26Et04t4fl02"22o23.2 ,hO8 q -2 30902. ".tQ2.A-43 I2 :21 
u'i,~bE0~ 913,02 0E',fr 3E0A%%\12'~:&Z~93~Q223 +t61X6.2 .3090 
1.23000E+03 6.27113748E+01 7.25119412E+05 -3.70009870E+04 2.23586469E-02 1.68185946E+00, 2.30986667E-02 I 
1.24000E+03 8.06849273E+01 3.55804307E+05 -3.68589926E+04 -,2.23622492E-02 1.91285230E+00 2.30994291E-02 
1,242002+03 8.45568306E+01 6.58060108E-09 -2.03§02364E-08 2.23625803E-02 1.95903991E+00 2.23625803E-02f 
"-7A
 
~fd4v-', . ,'~,,,- sz4$s.''s,$2, - ,x ~ ;~'W.h'u,-,, % 
A'0rP' 
mode 4 AtiMode4 SMV3A/furmar- Z 
'BEAM I 	 ,. . .. .,,+..
 
OMEGA  SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION., "
 
6.87969226E+01 4.73301656E+03 4.12414275E+02 9.b2415456E+01 8.84172244E+01' 0.
 
,,""--SffbN I . INTG;"PH-I'Dx-" MQL--LB "IN/IN 	 WSPET
......V/Q 'B/IN- ..	 -- /Q EQ. PHI PHI ,PRIME lfIN
 
:.-5.70000E+Of 0. .E 0. 2,99653819E-02 -5.4'3741802E+00 2.99653819E02 
- '3.700-2.98614862-0~4. 2688901E+00 -66193 3.10165687E-02 
-2.50000E+01 -1.21873292E+02 -1.08316714E+05 -6.54870174E+03 2.94269900E-02 -4.43250422E+00 3.32791675E-02 
0. 	 -2.22229041P+02 -3.25749035E+05 -1-.7018985E+04 2.71432448E-02 -3.60082270E+00 3.22393870E-02 
2.50sbffEkii -3.02338400E+02 -6.36418263E+05--1.401'65452+064 2438160 28398E0 2847-0 
5.00000E+01 -3.64325870E+02 -1.02035232E+06 -1.65811173E+04 2.2059103BE-02 -2.14618585E+0O, 2.57437965E-02 
_.7*50000E+01 -4.10238422E+02 -1.45993576E+06 -1.84807447E+04 2.02351443E-02 -1.53610695E+0OO, 2.34773'802E-02. 
1.000COE+02 -4.41520461E+02 -1.93933746E+06 -i.97742134E+04 1.80023245E-02 -9.72718480E-01 2.14714847E-02 I
 
1.25000E+02 -4.59431592E+02 -2.44402606E-06 -2.05139434E+04 1.51205583E-02 -4.68756770E-01 1.87194958E-02
 
1.50000E+02 -4.65692597E+02 -2.96100752E+06 -2.C7711392E+04 1.15653176E-02 -4.30673663E-02 1.52093771E-02

'"-50O0-2--4.627234282-+02 
-3.47942183E+06 -2.C,647211E+04' 9-64836878E-03 2.7458811TE-0 1.11309051E-02,
 
2.00000E+02 -4.52455609E+02 -3.99084716E+06 -2.02210688E+04 7.42454521E-03 5.39776365E-01 9.#44665209E-03:,
 
2.25000E+02 -4.36304870E+02 -4.48844243E+06 -1.95512883E+04 4.90011567E-03 7.44211271E-01 6.85524 ,450'E-03
 
2.50000E+C2 -4.15911305E+02 -4.96694063E+06 -1.87059442E+04 2.45921844E-U3 8.74534783E-01 3.39497053E-03
 
2.750UOE+02 -3.93266724E+02 -5.42297999E+06 -1.77676343E+04 7.49187380E-04 9.30378549E-01 1.22027783E-03
 
3.00000E+02 -3.69826223E+02 -5.85505419E+06 rl.67966930E+04 -7.14247387E-04 9.39813600E-01 -4.1128584LE-04
 
1-3.2"5"0+-0E- "2--3.4-662"6 9§54E''02" -6.26290082E*06" -1.58358721E04 -2;0123741-E-0-3"--9T-832- O1 -179594056E.03
 
3.50000E+u2 -3.2454013(,E+02 -6.64723332E+06 -1.49211732E+04 -3.19006416E-03 8.51294399E-01 -3.02590230E-03
 




4.00000E+02 -2.86946624E+02 -2.50571964E+06 3.79231927E+04 -4.24124388E-03 6.44479621E-01 -4954560337E-03
 




-. 0000E+02 -2.606921722+02 -5704239E+O5 3.91305 12+4-4i-z-4.60989896E-03 4.00990049E-01 -5a .625903.1E4.qj
 
4.75000E+02 -2.52278496E+02 4.06364644E+05 3.95174045E+04 -4.62279858E-03 2.72334090E-01 -5.1121782O,E03,
 
j 5.0O000E+02 -2.47054381E+02 I39760411E+06 3.97575659E+04 -4.54978731E-03 1.46066362E-01 -4,,86g36 306E,0
 
5.25000E+02 -2.44940698E+02 2.39305058E+06 3.98546966E+04 -4.43357889E-03 2.36914684E-02 -4.71992876E-03
 
5.50000E+02 -2.45837812E+02 3.38918986E+06 3.98133378E+04 -4.24211611E-03 -9.64Q03408E-02 -4.80286734E-03
 
5.75000E+02 -2.49716058E+02 4.38257039E+06 3.96348205E+04 -3,92870867E-03 -2.12783830E-01 -4.48694558E-03
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?~SaodEib 4-141E 21VP-VS3-5Eot*8~-DEt-\ 3 
- 8O000E0Z "-3.7034622E+02: 1.27379438E+07 '2.17663348E+04 2.21384389E-03 -6.20699683E-01 1.96365613E-03 
8i250002,402 ';. 85036919E+d,' 1.22149692E+Q7 "-6'.19'043122E+04 3".035331V00E-03 -5.49002637E-01 3.74687481E-03 I 
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-9.75000E+02 -4.65547780E+02 -d.53156938E+07.-1.88399383E+05 3.33932078E-03 '2.95926939E-01 .4.85867065E-03 ,
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:zAi18E4-03 2 1.44939521E+03 -3.70256559E-03 -2.19337078E-01 -3.78308754E-03 
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. 
BEAM 1 	 "-. . 
OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED_. TOTAL MASS. . GENERAL IZED. MASS- INTG. PHI.. SQ. DM ... LERATjIO.....£ 
9,74601675E+01 9.49848424E+03 4.12414275E+02 3.84636275E+02 3.03122684E+02 0. 
OYSTATION IN INTG. PHIOX M/Q LB"IN/IN 	 LB/IN B.SLOPE 1/IN YiQ EQ. PHI-.HI PRIME 1/IN­-V/Q 

L-57000E0 O0O 	 . -615934711E-02 8498072"4E+00 -7.15934711E-02
 
:.00O-E+o1 1.00556148E+02 1.34231005E+05 1.30723572E+04 -6.12912831E-02 7.23145283E+00 -6.48243526E-02 
-2.50000E+01 1.82262081E+02 3.32670150E+05- 1.98606290E+04 -5.99312844E-02 6.38620271E+00 -7.16140074E-02
 
00. 3.19430016E+02 9.79341184E+05 3.12528876E+04 -5.29951091E-02 4.60405887E+00 -6.78774365E-02
 
2.50000E+01 4.13900984E+02 1.86569449E+06 3.90950014E+04 -4.43723615E-02 3.90258861E+00 -5.55423619E-02
 
5.00000E+01 4.72308170E+02 2.90927699E+06 4.39410331E+C4 -3.80646761E-02 -1.70313030E+00 -4.78293502E-02
 
L 7.50000E+01 5.00832960E+02 4.04210429E+06 .4A@3QlSS1JE+ 0 4 -3.29359721E-02 6.D61l276E01:74..16Z093E.-2.
 I O0000E+02 5.3813803E+02 5.20693883E+06 4.65485831E+04 -2.68517265E-02 -3.48784805E-01 -3.50181i446E-02 
1.25000E+02 4.85028959E+02 6.35442360E+06 4.49799155E+04 -1.92412549E-02 -1.12940675E+00 -2.71324681E-02 
1.50000E+02 4.49398984E+02 7.44423320E+06 4.2c103632E+04 -1.01550365E702 -1.69104320E+0.-1.7525277E-02. 
1.,75000E+02 4.03219912E+02 8.44776495E+06 3.81695919E+04 -5.42050883E-03 -1.987335322+00 -9.237468022-03
 
2.00000E+02 3.51307654E+02 9.34872950E+06 3.38520006E+04 -1.18575109E-04 -2.14778767E+00 -3.50377517E-03
 j2.250002E+02 2.97239648E+02 'A.01388599E+07 2.93547982Et04 5.68688374E-03 -2.15817665E+00 2..751403&91Ef-03
 
* 	2.50000E+02 2.44935776E+02 1.081767682+07 2.500"8240E+04 1.11085932E-02 -2.00075957E+00 9.85770398E-03 
2.75000E+02 1.98553899E+02 1.13932679E+07 2.11479717E+04 1.47684013E-02 -1..69645181E+00 1.42076847E-02 
3.00000E+02 1.60984362E+02 1.18812001E+07 1.8024191GE+04 1.77909407E-02 -1.29905513E+00 1.74658388E-02 
"	 ­3.25000E+02 1.34294511E+02 1.23020213E+07 i.58046404E+04 2.03829087E-02 -8.277359232-01 2.016690202­
3.50000E+02 1.0218549E+02 1.26801480E+07 1.46303116E+C4 2.26624346E-02 -2.93742925E-01 2.25014728E-02
 
4
L 3.7 50002+0Q2 1.19691463E+02 -2.04120909E+07 :1.&4U74 .89E.t 1.97868586E0C2 2.44233001E0l.. 1.99563274E-02
 
3,85000E+02 1.23103997E+02 -2.05961276E+07 -1.83990734E+04 1.85934033E-02 4.37734955E-01 1.87525648E-02
 
4.O0000E+02 1.31695177E+02 -2.08666186E+07 -1.76043107E+04 1.70042369E-02 7.06615766E-01 1.71455235E-02
 
4.25000E+02 1.54435102E+02 -2.12823793E+07 -1.55037490E+04 1.45345975E-02 1.1.0409891E+OO 1.47141429E-02
 
4.50000E+02 1.86333130E+02 -2.16347614E+07 -1.25579893E+04 1.19091117E-02 1.43913376E+00 1.20864845E-02
 
4.75000E+02 2.25770612E+02 -2.19044742E+07 -8.91582718E+03 9.43048917E-03 1.70781453E+00 9.54090189E-03
 
5.00000E+02 2.71214947E+0-2 -2.20759542E+07 -4*72051744E+03 7.59480673E-03 1.92142603E+00 7.64668055E-03
 
5.25000E+02 321-467248E+02 -2.21368153E+07 -8.21191988E+01 6.21987580E-03 2.09384888E+00 6.22046581E-03.
 
5.50000E+U2 3.7562C187E+02 -2.20770573E+07 4.91665814E+03 4.79215326E-03 2.23337282E+00 4.72290455E-03
 
5.75000E+02 4.32713199E+02 -2.18887136E+07 1.01873412E+04 3.01845421E-03 2.32832105E+00 2.8797053E-03
 
+00 2.-72776013E.-03
Jt,5.77000E+02 4.37375444E+02 -2.1867908B82E+07' 1.06175 68.4E+04 -2.87730,335E-0.3 -2..3339.23762-
K,,;.0o0000E+02 4.'91608353E+02 -2.15663080E+07 1.56239222E+04 1.26532199E-03 2.377L7316E+O0 1.D4526675E-03 
F L
 
_ _ 	 - . . ... . ... ... .. _..._ 





























































8.615953 4E+02 -1.56397555E+07 

48.93724UE+02


















8.33686576E+02 6.59495433E+07 -2.84499682E+05 

8.14333327E+02 5.67019479E+07 -4.46861654E+05
8.021407692+02 4.41092496E+07 -5.49146748E+05 

7.98878226E+02 2.98696314E+07 -5.76638635E+05 

8.05422556E+02 1.59677188E+07 -5.2( 384586E+05 













*[-924200+ 9-.- 8915857E+02 

















1.264180002+03 TOTAL DEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM = 

1.26418E+03 1.00902045E+C3 2.3597596E+05 -2.94028576E+04 





. . . .
 












































6.35289156E+u5 -8.96308312E-03 -3.78(k97889E-J1 -1.49DO3650E-02
 
5.13876281E+05 -6.66493124E-73 -7.j31725'2E-01 -1.D8D90948E-02
 
3.41889284E+05 -3.98774324E-03 -9.24398819E-01 -6.74491489E-,3
 




































































































































IBSEAM - . . . ...... . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . 
-OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL.MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION 
9.74601675E+01 9.49848424E+03 8.07512953E+00 3.58531291E+01 2.58212935E+01 0.
 
STATION IN INTO.-PHI D--M/Q "LIN/IN . /Q LB/IN B.SLOPE i/IN Y/Q EQ; PH! iPoIRIME 1/IN 
1.16000E+03 -0. 0. 0. -4.89797963E-C. 2 .29P22174E+00 -4.89797963E-02. ­
1.16200E+03 4.48783781E+00 -2.41561404E+05 -1.20643805E+05 -4.39800380E-02 2.20309322E+00 -4.65671619E-02 
1.16400E+03 8.80088795E+0O -4.82742118E+(5 -1.20537672E+05 -4.89807624E-02 2.11995611E 00 -4.65700089E-02 
1.l6600E+rJ3 1.29276579E+01 -7.23715149E+05 -1.20436123E+05 -4.89819688E-02 2.31681292E+03 -4.65732464E-02 
1',16800E+03 1.68681347E+01 -9.64489665E+65 -1.20339158E+05 -4.89836571E-02 I.92366286E+0 -'Z4.65768739EJ02 I 
1.17000E+03 2.06223039E+01 -1.20507484E+06 -1.20246777E+05 -4.89858267E-02 1.83050516E+00 -4.65808911E-02 
1.18000E+03 3.65979180E+1_ -2.40548146E+06 -1.19853657E+05 -4.90038827E-02 i.36457475E00 -4.66068096E-02 
1.19C0OE+03 4.79127699E+ul -3.6U253028E+C6 -1.19575228E+05 -4.90339251E-02 898336665E-Ol -4.66424206E-02 
1.2U000E+03 5.45632987E+01 -4.79736860E+06 -1.19411575E+05 -4.90759260E-02 4.31694133E-01 -4.66876945E-02 
1.20600E+03 5.63128977E+01 -5.51368820E+06 -1.19368521E+05 -4.91068593E-02 1.51474318E-01 -4.67194888E-02 
1.2100OE+03 5.65099643E+b -5.11527045E+06 9.96055358E+04 -4.91210312E-t2 -5.29501725E-02 -5.11131419E-62­
1.21200E+03 5.63018329E+01 -4.91606366E+06 9.96004142E+04 -4.91277188E-02 -1.55183103E-01 -5.11197271E-02 
1.22000E+03 5.34242781E+Ul -4.11948990E+06 9.95296049E+04 -4.91518133E-02 -5.64235539E-01 -5.11424054E-02 
1.23000E+C3 4.5224428,E+61 -3.12509784E+C'6 9.93278273E+04 -4.91759608E-02 - '37576778E4-00 -5.11&2-5174E-02 
1.24000E+03 3.19084C29-+CI 2.13335301E+06 9.900I536E+4 -4,91934872E-U2 -1.58745542E+00 -5.11734903E-02 




i; . ..... ... . ........ . . ... .... . ....... .
 L 




- ....-...... Atlas SLY3A/ nr 2 
"BEAM1
 
OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI. SQ DM ACCELERATION 
2.44618039E+01 5.98379848E+02 3.31378005E+02 3.20147500E+02 2.68194465E+02 0.
 




-3.70000E+01 1.01507651E+02 8.14681166+0-3 8.07913821E+02 -1.92772633E-C2 7.52662167E+00 -1.949561842-02
 
-2.50000E+01 1.90397589E+02 2,06472085E+04 1.27299311E+03 -1.91936716E-02 7.28836797E+00 -1.99424911E-02
 
000+O1 0. -....92954425E-02 7.91464111E+00 -1.92954425E-02
 
0. 3.663574532+02 6o41159909E+04 2.19361259E+03 -1.87508549E-02 6.789172412+00 -1.97954323E-02
 
2.50000E+01 5.29924404E+02 1.29787250E+05 3.04937764E+03 -1.81693555E-02 6.29923326E+03 -1.90406D63E-02
 
.O06000E+01 6.81492733E+02 2.16062344E+05 3.84236094E+03 -1.77163625E-02 5.82842128E+00 -1.85702204E-02
 
7.50000E+01. 8.21460830E+02 3.21399617E+05 4.57465825E+03 -1.73228866E-02 5.37089995E+00 -1,81254582E-02
 
1.00000E+02 9.50109635E+02 4.44301576E+05 5.247715972+03 -1.682098082-02 4.92220292E+O0 -1.77416327E-02
 
1.25000E+02 1.06768184E+03 5.83302195E+05 5.86280894E+03 -1.61466117E-02 4.48534087E+00 -I.71751747E-02
 
1.50000E+02 1.17453279E+03 7.36974263E+05 6.42179486E+0)3 -1.527954102-02 4.065132662+00 -1.64061717E-02
 
1.75000E+02 1.27123411E+03 9.03950007E+05 6.92770121E+03 -1.47917980E-02 3.67233627E+00 -1.54845682E-02
 
.O00000E+02 1.35826464E+03 1'.08293751E+06 7.38300299E+03 -1.42010271E-02 3.29180523E+00 -1.49393274E-02
 
::2.25000E02j 1.43596558E+03 1.27269321E+06 7.78948492E+03 -1.35004505E-02 2.92632586E+00 -1.42793990E-02
 
2.50000E+02 1.50476108E+03 1.4720230CE+06 8.14936869E+0 -1.27940078-E02 2.58144061+O -1.32016744E-02
 
2.75000E+02 1.56526137E+03 1.67900063E+06 8.46585392E+03 -1.22761857E-02 2.26075200E+00 -1.25006490E-02
 
3.OOOOOE+02 1.61793842E+03 1.89497485E+06 3.74142072E+03 -1.18129963E-02 1.95505262E+00 -1.19706651E-02
 
3 25000E+02 1.663,2963E+03 2.11654538E 06 8.97782659E+03 -. fl837820E-02 1.66168409E+00 -1.15064846E-02
 
1w35P0O0E±OZ 1.70112696E+03 2.34355259E+06 9.17659700E+33 -1.09773305E-02 1.37943233E+00 -1.10782908E-02
 
j1.57030+02, 1.73218412E+03 3.81751424E+06 1.98469188E+04 -1.04209124E-02 °.i!0697961E+03 -1.06036333E-02
 
3.85000E+02 1.74272918E+03 4.01599X74E+06 1.98485533E+14 -1.01929749E-02 1.)0213984E 00 -1.0646752E-02
 
4.O0000E02 1.75661246E+03 4.31434182E+06 1.99292349E+04 -9.87401569E-03 8.49210030E-01 -1.00339614E-02
 
4.25000E+02 1.77476194E+03 4.81396527E+06 2.00347129E+04 -9.33979289E-03 6.04491269E-01 -9.57181041E-03
 
*4 50QOOE 2f § 869~5301E 03 5.31578872E+06 2.01055490E+04 -872012057E-03 3.72577571E-01 -9.30409725E-03
 
IC5o0E ,9353523E+03 5.81897067E+06 2.01437654E+04 -8.087b3O28E-03 1.56140271E-01 -8.33728868E-03
 
p5; 0O0.. 4897962+03 6.32272441E+06 2.01516559E+04 -7.58228046E-03 -4.53215480E-02 -7.80372723E-03
 
5.25000E+02 1.79137903E+03 6.82631715E+06 2.01311768E+04 -7.174336572-f -.346522172-1-7.31897599E03
 
5.50000E+02 1.78325146E+03 7.32906024E+06 2.00838967E04 -6.71494510E-03 -4.14866496E-01 -6.99781688E-03
 
5.75000E+02 1.77076377E+03 7.83030032E+06 2.00L12554Et04 -6.10366835E-03 -5.82243098E-01 -6.38551701E-03
 
*!TT00gEy2 9 7.87031602E+06.76 58651E+03 2.90054118E+04 -6.205021E-03 -5.949 3322-01 -6.33477347E-03 
.'.j*4060 ,71 2 -86,WI+ 03  1.991542592+04 -5.45205.022E-03 -7.338094322-01 -5.73254918E-03-t'i, 8.32942973E+06 
_ _ _ _ - N 
6.25000E+02 1.73423015E+03 882589811E+06 1.97987806E+04 -4.76028353E-03 -8.68533530E-01 5.039i396bb3:
 
6,50000E+02 1.71102712E+03 9.31921625E+06 1.96638388E+04 .-402860302E-03 -985425638E-01 . 30555849E-03
 
6.75000E+02 1.68513573E+03 9.80895974E+06 1.95132657E+04 -3.25728030E-03 -108347926E+00 -3.53211503E-03
 
7.00000E+02 1.65703934E+03 1.02947726E+07 1.93498713E+04 -2.44661847E-03 -1.16170205E+00,-2.71915187E-03
 
7.25000E+02 1062724604E+03 1,07763710E+07 1.91766093E+04 -1.59694646E-03 -1.2t911060E+O0'-1.86703955E-03,
 
7.50000E+02 1,59628837E+03 1.12535466E 07 .1,89965755E+04 -7.08613079E-04 -1.25473105E+00-9.76170481E-04"­
_-t_75000E+02 1.56471978E+03 1.17261703E+07 1.88130086E+04 1.87928254E-04 -1.26753798E+0O.-5.32641642tE-O.; ' 
8.00000E+02 1.53311142E+03 1.21941953E+07 1.862921282+04 1.02962382E-03 -1.25815700E+00 8.15494934E-04
 
8.25000E+02 1.50200650E+03 1.26576553E+07 1.84483293E+04 1.83652656E-03 -to22771994E+00. 1.62447680E-03
 
8.50000E+02 1.47191522E+133 1.31166610E+07 1.82733531E+04 2.63693397E-03 -1.17687899E+f), 2.43612789E-03
 
8.75000E+02 1.44334717E+03 1.352707352+07 9.705438502+03 3.410305522-03 -1.10545428E+00 3*31227078-3F '
 
9.000002+02 1.41684970CE+03 1.35285290E+07 -8.78266041E+03 4.14479316E-03 -1.01088751E+00. 4.22687410 -03
 
9.25000E+0 13_9298701E+03 1.31365672E+07 -2.21255065E+04 4.81381245E-03 -8.95155767E-01 .'4o99224396E-03
 
9.50000E+02 1.3722481.0+03 1.244307612+07 -3.306104722+04 5,,3960375E-03 -7.61872179E-01 5.66282510E-03
 
9.75000E02 1.35504504E+03 1.14990534E+07 -4.21325889E+04 5,94120229E-03 -6.12452073E-01 6.28098124E-03
 
9.91000E+02 1.34607010E+03 1.07859064E+07 -4.68654187E+04 6926553069E-03 -5.09019374E-01 6.64347761E-03
 
.60000E+03 1.34176190E+03 1.03536805E 07 -4.913682772+04 6.43851881E-03 -4.48360t,157E-O1 6,83478355E-03
 
1.02500E+03 1.33274659E+03 9o06096490E+06 -5.38915922E+04 6,87963140E-03 -2,71342282E-01 7.30065947E-03
 
1.05000E+03 1.32829187E+(.3 7.67914410E+06 -5o62422442E+04_ 7.24695396E-03 -8.38381697E-02 7.68634649E-03
 
1.07500E+03 1.32863272E+03 6*26993619E+06 -5.6064364E+04 7.548323122-03 1.11967247E-01 7,96671390E-03
 
1.10000E+03 1.33394830E+03 4.89778566E+06 -5.32641704E+04 7.78315997E-03 3.13889318E-01 8.17194953E-03
 
1.12500E+03 1.34434994E+03 3.62936792E+06 -4.76666002E+04 7.92503176E-03 5.18625240E-01 8.23975721E-03
 
1.13300E+03 1.34876294E+03 3.257957782+06 -4,51354644E+04 7.95817816E-03 5.84625493E-01 8o259081296.03 'i
 
1.16000E+03 1.36757037E+03 2.18072765E+06 -3.50139803E+04 4'.04304282E-03 8.08856896E-01 8.34751222E6-03,:l
 
1.1.90E+3 1.39559912E+03 1.15292788E+06 -2.96754800E+04 8.09912781E-03 1.05946561E+00 8.32513312E'03
 
1.20600E+03 1,41361467E+03 7.11587276E+05 -2.578750182+04 8,115716255-03 1.19245222E+00 8.29991269E-03
 
1.21200E+03 1.42C91749E+03 6.29288118E+05 -1935455670E+04 8*12772104E-03 1.24182135E+OGF 8.24205800E-03
 
1.22500E+03 1.43776081E+03 4.58216489E+05 -1,27623035E+04 8.14900255E-03 1.34945888E+00 8.32669228E-03
 
1.2420102+031.6935E0 2043220 -118813+4-' 81136046-E 1.49419463E+00 8.a81373723E--0 3~
 
1.25000E+03 1.47415871E+03 1.59793362E+05 -1,.10698029E+04 8.17210160E-03 1.56460037E+00 8.78709065E-3j'
 
._.J__64.18E+03 1.497225602E+03 1,03328457E+0..4 -9,99701319E+03 8.17570804E-03 1.68881729E+00 8.73109766E-03,4i
 
1.26418r00E+03 TOTAL DEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM = 2.324338612+00
 
1.26418E+03 1.49722560E+03 1.03328457E+04 -1.29037117E+03 8,.17570804E-03 1.68881729E+00 8.24739533E-03
 
1.2750E+03 1.51597997E+03 1.04935251E+03 -4.18154471E+1'2 8,17586948E-03 1.T7779535E+00 8*1991D29E-03.
 
8 1758
 I 1.28000E+03 1.52497130E+03 -7.69083492E-06 2.90613189E-07 8.17587482E-03 1.81873302E+00 . 4 82 E-03--­
-tf 
J 
I BEA 2 
OMEGA OMEGASQUARE.. TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ.DM, ACCELERA-IOt ,I,', 
2.44618039E+01 5.98379848E+02 8.07512953E+00 1.93056344E+01 1.88006211E+01 0.
 
STATION IN INTG. PHI DX, M/Q LB WIN V/Q LB/IN 8.SLOPE i/N Y/1 EQ. PHIU-:PH1 PRI EMVXIN> 
1600E+ 3. 0 . 0. -. .. .. 1.10287799E-O2 7.69410833E-O0t$ .1:02879EL0t; 4 f 
1.16200E+03 1.55681526E+00 1,08494875E+04 5.42778870E+03 1.10287908E-02 7.91251406E-01 1.09202350E-02 
;116400E+03 3.16115853E+00 2.17077406E+04 5.43027576E+03 1.10288233E-02 8.13091855E-01 1.09202178E-02 
1_1_6_0+3 4.80918268E+00 3.25708356E+04 5.43283054E 03 1.10288776E-02 8.34932291E-01 1.09202210E-02 
1.16800E+03 6.50088771E+00 4*34391079E+04 5.43545303E+03 1;10289536E-02 8.56772753E-01 14O92 2445EO2$ 
1.17000E+03 8.23627374E+00 5.43126929E+04 5.43814324E+03 1:10290514E-02 8.78613283E-01 1.0920285E402> f 
Ltl80os-Eo3 1.75684277E+01 1.08765048E+05 5.45261001E+03 .1286-0 9.8835-11OOl4Et124? 
1.1900E+03 2.79926673E+01 1.63370536E+05 5.46876973E+03 1.10312272E-02 1.09703128E+00 1.09218518E-02 I 
1020000E+03 3.95090964E+01 2.18146087E+05 5.48662258E+03 1,10331346E-02 1.2062571gE+00 1.09234022E-02 
1.206002+3 4.69432672E+01 2.51100091E+05 5.49814708E+03 1j,10345423E-02 1.27180097E 00 1.09245794E-02
 
1--100-E+03 5.21197498E+01 2.26090141E+05 -6.24826725E+03 1.10351786E-02 1.31644063E+00< 1;L1r6014,3,
 
{1.21200E+93 5.47749515E4-01 2.13597711E+05 -6924415114E+03 1.10354717E-02 i.33876113EO?0:'.fl",6'0354'"
1 t26 
1200E+03 65421798E+01 1.6-6.269945E+03 1.10364778E-02 1.428046825+00< '1.1t16l{flEtD2,, 
1.23000E+03 8.06807078E+01 1.01556015E+05 -6.20399186E+03 1.10373619E-02 1.53965949E+00 1.11614417E-02
 
1.24000E+03 9.66353762E+01 3.96383201E+04 -6.17925882E+03 1.10378324E-02 1.65127416E+00 1.11614176E-02
 









iSEAM. "t - . . . . ..... .. . ..... . . . . 
OMEGA. OMEGAQUARE TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHISQ OM . ACCELERATION
 
4.77110396E+01 2.27634330E+03 3.31378005E+02 3.35789269E+02 7.28010952E+01 0.
 
STAT WN'IN-:- INTG' PHI DK M/Q LB IN/IN LB/IN B.SLOPE ./IN Y/Q 20. PHI PHI PRIME 1/IN
.V/Q 

'i,_51__oo1l 0., ,. .o0''. ... . 2..8.3 a .- 2937638E+On___2*B3874837E-902
0E . .. 0..... .. . 48 7E.-02 6._ 

3,70 0 00E+0 1 -8*52013384E+01 -2.64272792E+04 -2.60460244.+03 2.83283328E-02 -6,25478191E+00 2.90322794E-02
 
-2,50000E+01 -1.58086023E+02 -6.64736322E+04 -4.05538242E+13 2980583335E-02 -5.89266546E+O 3°04438526E-02
 
.'0. -2.•95844306E+0 2 -2.02923978E+05-6._79728277Et03 __2. 66456691E-02 -5.1I30 71901IE+00.2*9.8824704S-02
 
2.50000E601 .4,14863209E+02 -4.032263846+05 -9,16601682E+03 2,48219917E-02 -4,40060165E+O0 2,74408536E-0D2
if.00000EO. -5.16430645E+02 -6.58337553E+05 -1.11873474E+04 2.34279803E-02 -3.73171237E 20 2.59140575E-02
 
. 7.50000E+01 -6.01815939E+02 -9,59911088E+05 -1.28866838E+04 .222405051E-02-3,10497456E+00 2.45013268E-0_2
 
11.00000E+02 -6.71915779E+02 -1.30013450E+06 -1.42815779E+04 2.07574562E-02 -2.506878902+00 2.32629962E-02
 
I 1.25000E+02 -7.27510192E+02 -1.67158100E+06 -1953876304E+04 1.88054115E-02 -1.94615859E+03 2.15049958E-02
 
1.50000E+2 -7.69700061E+02 -2.06728943E+06 -1.62267438E+04 1.63479277E-02 -1.43623442E+00 1.91947249E-02
 
.1.75000E+02 .8.00134711E+02 -2.48097529E+06 -1.68321551E+04 1.4995028PE-02 -1.00256582E+00 1.66782436E-02
 
2.00006E+p2 -8.20163157E+02 -2.90716959E+06 -1.72303779E+04 1.33919071E-02 -6.04581122E-01 1.51149449E-02
 
2.250006+02 -8.30762723E+02 -3.34092866E+06 -1.74408630E+04 1.15326147E-02 -2.49113743E-01 1.32767010E-02
 
2.50000E+02 -8.33104950E+02 -3.77783937E+06 -1.74869769E+04 9.69748612E-03 5.16146273E-02 1.D5722692E-02
2:75000E 02 -8.28733488E+02 -4.21417021E+06 -1.73995104E+04 8.38318057E-03 2,92822474E-01 8.84451059E-03
 
3.OOOOOE+02 -8.18808223E+02 -4,64689611E+06 -1,72016214E+04 7923410227E-03 4,97175936E-01 7,54436750E-03 
3.25000E+02'-8'04156218E+02 -5.07346834E+06 -1.69097032E+04 6.19333868E-03- 6715106-E-01 6.424448612-03 
350000E+02 -7.85481990E+02 --549171477E+06 -1.65377582E+04 5.22993722E-03 8.19283765E-01 5.41188466E-03 
3.75000E+02 -7,63514548E+02 -7._I0169.1E+06 8.OO88544E+03 4.10334883E-03 9.34103431E-01 4.0g29688576-03 
3.85000E+02 -7.53981388E+02 -7.02113233E+06 8,C0650885E+03 3.69231498E-03 9.72346919E-01 3.62305452E-03 
4.OOOOOE+02 -7.39016714E+02 -6.89857232E+06 8.33760621E+03 3.15853869E-03 1.02256778E+00. 3.09162371E-03 
4.25000E+02 -7.12582647E+02 -6.68289969E+06 8.92235331E+03 2.36235838E-03 1.08935485E+00 2.25903061E-03 
4.500006t.&2 -6.84735493E+02 -6.45219432E+06 9.53834996E13 1.55901560E:03 1.13562293E+00 1.42429314E-03 
4.75000E+02 -6.55990237E+02 -6.20581692E+06 1.01742438E+04 8.37493362E-04 1.16176687E+00 7.11496534E-04 
5.00000E 02 -6.26785888E+02 -5.94339910E+06 1.08202053E+04 3.29794170E-04 1.17293136E+00 2,10890815E-04 
I5.25000E+02 -5.974395792+02 -5.664781426+06 1.146 92651 604'--3.1f6b02j35EtZ -05 1.17358618+0 51.40036-04 
5°50000E+02 -5.68178187E+02 -5.36995066E+06 1.21164693E+04 -3.86497608E-04 1.16563496E+00 -5.57?52105E-04 
5o75000E+02 -5.39262520E+02 -5.05902178E+06 1.27560573E+04 -8.07128158E-04 1.14628312E+30 -9.86790937E-04 
F5.77000E+02 -5.369T1961E+02 -5.033458991+66 1.8617+483640E0 .4264+0-.0 2006084E-03 
[600000E+02 -5.10960998E+02 -4.73226131E+06 1.33820361E+04 -1.20204314E-03 1&11651132E+00 -1.39052252E-03
 
-.---------- - - - - - -- - - -- - - ­
6.2500E+02 -4. 3527682E+02_-4.39007999E+06 1.39888268E+04 -1.56998144E-03 1.07698406+00 '-1.76700717E-032
 
6.50000E+02 -4.57196883E+02 -4.03302334E+06 1.45712274E+04 -1.90972056E-03 1.02839883E+00 -2.11494912E-03
 
6.75010E+02 -4.32185982E+02 -3.66176206E+06 1.51244301E+04 -2.22008712E-03 9.71484824E-01 -2.43310726E-03
 
7.000OE+02 -4.08693752E+02 -3.27708192E+06 I.56440387E+04 -2.49996652E-03 9.07001491E-01 -2.72030509E-03
 
'
 7.250002+02 -3.86899620E+02 -2.87987328E+06 1.61260850E+04 -2.74831184E-03 8.35736787E-01 -2.97543979E03 '
 
7.50000E+02 -3.66962977E+02 -2.47112020E+06 1.65670437E+04 -2.96415179E-03 7.58505229E-01 -3.197490449E o.a3:
 
'I7.75000Et02 -3.49O?1278E±O2 -2.05188917Et06 1.69638595Et04 -3.14114977E-03 6.76314632E-0i -3,35863451 5Et
 
8.00000E+02 -3.33179112E+02 -1.62331428E+06 1.73142347E+04 -3.27073668E-03 5.90681374E-01 -3.46975087E-03
 
8.25000E+02 -3.19508261E+02 -1.18657762E+06 1.7616589gE+04 -3.36200784E-03 5.02693022E-01 -3.56449738E-03
 
8.50000E+02 -3.08060678E+02 -7.42894811E+05 1.78697644E+04 -3.42203844E-03 4.12928105E-01 -3.61840948E-03
 
8.75000E+02 -2.98872473E+02 -2.41520879E+05 2.779147272+04 -3.45190051E-03 3.21779063E-01 -3.732622 46E-03>j
 
9.00000E+02 -2.92013096E+02 7.01069997E+05 4.60656811E+04 -3.44199799E-03 2.26475819E-01 ,3.87251838EO3
 
925002O +02 -2.87563704E+02 1.98337692E+C06 5.55568178E+04 -3.376900672-03 1.297773382-01_-3.82493953E!6;O31"
 
9.50000E+02 -2.85506820E+02 3.43371598E+06 5.96787319E+0I-3.25417512E-03 3.50551521o-02 -3.73545521E-03
 
9.75000E+02 -2.85777719E+02 4.92835547E+06 5.91305032E+04 -3.06407585E-03 -5.61181750E-02 -3.54093475E-03
 
9.91000E+02 -2.87119465E+02 5.85524978E+06 5.64357986E+4 -2.90711895E-03 -1°11398612E-01 -3.36224636E-03
 
1.000hoo0E+03 -2.88255870EA-02 6.35331354E+06 5.41556274E+04 -2.80720274E-03 -. 17381001-;39i?03
 
1.02500E+03 -2.92754968E+02 7.60230665E+06 4.51253964E+04 -2.48965744E-03 -2.175202 OE--i -2,84219960E6034
 
1.05000E+03 -2.99029656E+02 8.57987096E+06 3.25322482E+04 -2.13363388E-03 -2.83037989E-01 -2.3877920YE403
 
1.07500E+03 -3.067932202+02 9.204019772+06 1.6954347E+04 -1.74832020E-03 -3.36350125E-01 -1.8748451SE-03
 
1.10000E+03 -3.15726195E+02 9.40802249E+06 -9.70656431E+02 -1.35540195E-03 -3.76638974E-01 -1.34831687E-03
 
1.12500E+03 -3.25512768E+02 9.14041729E+06 -2.09577758E+04 -1.04567265E-03 -4.04784583E-01 -9.07295981E-04
 
1.13300E+03 -3.28777892E+02 8.94432908E+06 -2.80838156E+04 -9,.58576685E-04 -4.11496435E-01 .-7,?13512408E4,04
 
1.16000E+03 -3.40099472E+02 7.84014131E+06 -5.15965926E+04 -6.93180966E-04 -4.25223299E-01 -2.44514943E-04
 
1.19000E+03 -3.52934632E+02 6.21910351E+06 -6.17921005E+04 -4.51650324E-04 -4.29109308E-01 1.89517663E-05
 
1.20600E+03 -3.59791172E+02 5.18079181E+06 -6.74549721E+04 -3.49552375E-04 -4.27839292E-01 1.32268854E-04
 
1.21200E+03 -3.62351505E+02 4.65702396E+06 -8.75209841E+04 -2,61448476E-04 -4.25605049E-01 4.77308589E-04
 
1.22500E+03 -3.67819521E+02 3.51292846E+06 -8.84900018E+04 -1.01277619E-04 -4.15628099E-01 1.13076991E-03
 
71724200E+03 -3.74575057E+02 1.99820659E+06 -8.96921744E+04 4.04283656E-05 -3.71376568E-01 5.o2332695E-Q3!
 
1.25000E+03 -3.77384191E+02 1.27864283E+06 -9.01892239E+04 8.01537182E-05 -3.30906884E-01 5.09066616E-03­
1.07582892E-04 -2.58158418E-O1 5.5915620E-03->
L.26418E+03 -3.81560823E02 -5.69605802E+03 -9.09283196E+04 

1.26418000E+03 TOTAL DEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM = 6.43155501E+00
 
1.26418E+03 -3.81560823E02 -5.69605802E+03 7.20754313E+02 1.07582892E-04 -2.58158418E-01 6m75409857E-05
 
1.27500E+03 -3.84349344E+02 -5.68233405E+02 2.27367947E+02 1.07494436E-04 -2.57279881E-01 9.48628831E-05
 
1.28000E+03 -3.85634479E+02 -8.78446570E-08 1.15566671E-09 1.07491551E-04 -2.56773988E-01 1.Q74915516El-0
 
Ok5 NA.> &Ai OEG TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ OM ACCELERATION
 
4977110396E+01 '2*27634330E+03 8.07512953E+00 3.66386536E+00 3.58072607E+00 0.
 
V"AST'IN~i.N# ING PHI 'DXj.M/Q LB IN/IN V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE 1/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PRIME I/IN 
-,'A]6000EC30 <~0 ... 0. 0 -4.4636688.7E- 03 -3.61359526E-01 -4.46366887 -03 
1.16200E+03 -7.29483796E-01 -1.77975649E+04 -8o904O3741E+03 -4.46368666E-03 -3.69930925E-01 -4.28560591-03 
1.16400E+03 -1,47791683E+00 -3.56100365E+04 -8.90845111E+03 -4o46374007E-03 -3.78502096E-01 -4.28557104E-03 
•1.16600E+03 -2.24349215E+00 -5.34314367E+04 -8.91296591E+03 -4.46382911E-03 -3.87073231E-01 -4 28556979E-03 
t 8'""d,E0380 30'2'690977"E.'00'-7.12619676E+04 -8.9175818bE+03 -4.46395380E-03 -3.95644398E-01 -4.28560216E-03
 
b d6982E+O0.-8.91018313E+04 -8.92229879E+03 -4.46411416E-nl3 -4.04215662E-01 -4.285668182-03 
["sneOOos+o ;a'sOa8s2o31E -Oo -1.78448220E+05 -8.94740019E+03 -4.46545170E-03 -4.47075819E-01 -4.2865037E-03 
1.19000E+03 -1,27676283E+01 -2.68058261E+05 -8.97502950E+03 -4.46768400E-03 -4.89948550E-I -4.28818341E-03 
1*20000E+03 -1.78815616E+01 -3.5795724CE+05 -9.00518?71E+03 -4*47081383E-03 -5.32842311E-01 -4929071008E-0 
1.*20600E+03 -2.11558595E+01 -4.12045838E+05 -9.02449710E+03 -4,4731'2378E-03 -5.58592189E-01 -4.29263384E-03 
9'jq EOE,,-7670,1E+O1 -3.70705792E+05 1.03279673E+04 -4.47416744E-03 -5.77313610E-01 -4.68072678E-03 j't.tG 1200E,32,,5,91!6591E+0I. -3o50056703E+05 l.3211029E+04 -4.47464794E-03 -5.86675411E-01 -4.681070OE-03
 
0'3869-E+OI,-, 676O0949E+05 10292512E+04 -47629493E-03 -6°24128591E-01 -468214575E-03
 
1.23000E+03 -3.59102770E+01 -1.64864171E+05 1.025435412+04 -4.47773627E-61 -:6.7095453E-ZO146233E
 
1.24000E+03 -4.28539607E+01 -6.25230730E+04 1.02134053E+04 -4.47849400E-03 -7.17782595E-01 -4.68276210E-03
 









J BEfAM 1 " "r:l 
L OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION
 
5.53828116E+01 3.06725582E+03 3.31378005E+02 3.12220220E+02 2.82053568E+02 0.
 
STATION IN INTG. PHI DX M/Q LB IN/IN V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE 1/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI. PRIME tf'INi
 
-5.70000E+01 0. 0. 0 7.44916950E-02 -1.59906918E+01 7.4491,69-5OE0Z.
 
-3.70000E+C1 -1.97846861E+02 -8.30858038E+04 -8.17345337E+03 7.43055586E-02 -1.44793399E+0I 7.65146001E-02
 
-2.50000E+01 -3.65832279E+02 -2.08510609E+05 -1.26791616E+04 7.34577986E-02 -1.35182297E D+ 8.09161289E-02
 
0. -6.78372545E+02 -6.33103134E+05 -2.10612946E+04 _6.90392792E-02 -1.14938287E+01 7.90684671E-02I 2.50000E+01 -9.41301841E+02 -1.25047400E 06 -2.81121154E+04 6.33663507E-02 -9.57127229Et00 7.13983836E-02 
I 5.000OE+01 -1.15867811E+03 -2.02855872E+06 -3.39410121E+04 5.90568137E-02 -7.84040253E+00. 6.65992609E-021 
7.50000E+01 -1.33446859E+03 -2.93823655E+06 -3.86550026E+04 5.54093936E-02 -6.24104867E+00 6.21909730E02. 
1.O0000+02 -1.47147545E+03 -3.95263278E+06 -4.23279809E+04 5.08859934E-02 -4.73161070E+00 5.83119549E-02 
1.25000E+02 -1.57213931E+03 -5.04650079E+06 -4.50257387E+04 4.49729032E-02 -3.33846865E+00 5.28721556E-02 
1.5000E2+02 -1.63986483E+03 -6.19654521E+06 -4.68395574E+04 3.7581131OE-02 -2.10162796E+D 4.57985972E-02
 
1 1.75000E+02 -1.67963890E+03 -7.38226016E+06 -4.79048589E+04 3.35411401E-02 -1.09255749E+0OV 3.8331626E02) 1 
i 2.00000E+02 -1.69550642E+03 -8.58643905E+06 -4.83287447E+04 2.87890756E-02 -1.91518439E-01 3.36219501E-02 i
 
I 2.2500E+02 -1.69041084E+03 -9.79400613E+06 -4.81901545E+04 2.33185320E-02 5.82080998E-01 2.81375474t-02
 
2.50000E+02 -1.66783862E+03 -1.09920273E+07 -4.75828144E+04 1.79574905E-02 1.19467428E+00 2.03377883E-02
 
2.75000E+u2 -1.63225442E+03 -1.21702631E+07 -4.66267174E+04 1.41472786E-02 1.63691605E+00 1.53835378E-02
 
3.00000E+02 -1.58698055E+03 -1.33212069E+07 -4.54112074E+04 1.08408378E-02 1.97347293E00 1.16599186E-02 J
 
3.25002+02 -1.53438514E+03 -1.44391914E07 -4.39995364E+04 7.86795012E"03 '2.22426351E+00: 8e46930482E-03>
 
I 3.50000E+02 -1.47647546E+03 -1.55199986E+07 -4.24454600E+04 5,13565110E-03 2.39961148E+00, 5.60263353-03:;
L375q0E+O2 -1.41534673E+03 -1.65960228E+07 5.39013194E+04 2.41270521E-03 2.48079334E+00el.91646198EF03.: 
3.85000E+02 -1.39046424E+03 -1.60569108E+07 5.39210962E+04 1.46224557E-03 2.49529411.E+00 9.95800105E-D4 
4.00000E+02 -1.3529851t7E+03 -1.52397181E+07 5.50383765E+04 2.61419745E-04 2.50104845E+00 -1,8030D773E-04 
4.25000E+02 -1.29073558E+03 -1.38405216E+07 5.68937962E+04 -1.44461910E-03 2.47272562E+DO-2.10349341E-03 
o4.50000E+02 -1.22976178E+03 71.23953462E+07. 5.87111591E+04 -3.0489581QE-03 2.39906847E+00 -3.87821176E-0'3S
 
4.75000E+02 -1.17116005E+03 -1.09055562E+07 6,04578839E+04 -4.38053242E-03 2.28523051E+00 -5.12923687E-03
 
5.OOOOE+2_ -1.115731902+03 -9.37324466E+06 6.21098075E+04 -5.23051522E-03 2.14650042E+00 -5.9134058E03,
 
5.25000E+02 -1.06397417E+03 -7.80097993E+06 6.36522505E+04 -5.76715987E-03 1.99263849E+00 -6.22449152E-03
 
5.5oC00E+02 -I.01619695E+03 -6.19161532E+06 6.50761017E+04 -6.21132237E-03 1.82532036E+00 -7.12788719E-03
 
5.75000E+02 -9.72847960E+02 -4.54827805E+06 6.63680148E+04 -6.64459966E-03 1.64119964E+00 -T.57936043E-03
 
7;7T00 +0o2 -9.69580750E+02 -4.41544451E+06 6.646537302+04 -6.67351500E-03 1.62601049E+00 -7.60964701E-03
 
2


















































































1.11766489E+07 7.14969788E+04 -4.43798837E-03 -2.56288422E-02 -5.25979272E-03
 
1.29634411E+07 7.14312513E+04 -3.65421030E-03 -1.47560889E-01 -4.47525917E-03
 
1.47475192E+07 7.12825259E+04-2.79388503E-03 -2.48049727E-01 -3.577209492-03.
 
1.64654360E+07 5.91544187E+04 -1.88823362E-03 -3.24347141E-01 -2.48575300E-03
 
1.75512021E+07 2.79587087E+04 -9,64380061E-04 -3.70434813E-01 -1422567640E-03
 
1.79069487E+07 7.03407794E+02 -7.44500202E-O5 -3.86351739E-01 -801226637E-05
 
1.759957782+07 -2.517181462+04 7.349684372-04 -3.75587325E-01 9.379669412-04
 
1.66615285E+07 -4.94690185E+04 1.51593237E-03 -3.39797253E-01 1.91487607E-03
 
1.57563231E+07 -6 4269274E+04 _1.9880C575E-03.-3.04430609E-01 249951323E-03
 
I1.19000E+03 -8.38330129E+02 -9.03258526E+05 -5.97450833E+04 
lo20600E03 -8.28703569E+02 -1.76766328E+06 -4.90987114E+04 
1.21200E+03 -8.24790137E+02 -1.60961826E+06 2.68102831E+04 
1.22500E+03 -8.15810975E+02 -1.24734126E+06 2.89515869E+04 
l>1.24200E03 -8.03119473E+02 -7.29752261E+05 3.19804923E+04 
1.25000E+03 -7.96854168E+02 -4.67957967E+05 3.34741882E+04 
-"1.26418E+03-7.85383980E+02 2.59677595E+04 3.62090828E+04 
1.26418000E+03 TOTAL DEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM = 
1.26418E+03 -7.85383980E+02 2.59677595E+04 -3.24020030E+03 
1.27500E+03 -7.76204767E+02 2.63977663E+03 -1.05170654E+03 



















2.24098763E-03 -2.805273632-01 2.80989386E-03 
2.88548437E-03 -2.00308933E-01 3.56432550E-03 





















































































BEAM 2 	 __ __ _"_ '- " 
OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION
 
5.53828116E+01 3.06725582E+03 8.07512953E+00 2.72329149E+01 2.50486567E+01 0.
 
STATION IN INTG. PHI DX M/Q LB IN/IN V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE 1/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PRIME-I/IN
 




1.162002+03- 2.8'18862"65E-01 7. 18654141;'420 S3.593.52619E+04 2.28942370E-02 1.63416307E-01 2.21755317E-02 
1.16400E 03 6.53070033E-01 1.43738770E+05 3.59382114E+04 2.28944526E-02 2.07767506E-01 2.217568p3E-02 
1.16600E+03 1.11295660E+00 2.15618730E+05 3.59418657E+04 2.28948119E-02 2.52119147E-01 2.21759746E-02 
116800E+03 1.66154712E+00 2.87506703E+05 3.59'462250E+04 2.28953150E-02 2.96471491E-01 2.21763905E-02
 
1.17000E+03 2.29884325E+00 3.59404100E+05 3.59512891E+04 2.28959620E-02 3.40824796E-01 2.21769362t-0t
 
JLA.180002+o3 	 6.81600266F+0.0 7.190817772+0j5 3.59871836E+04 2.29013541E-02 5.62614825E-01. 2.218161042-0i
 
1.19000E+03 1.35513503E+01 1.07920'653E+U6 3.60407044E+04 2.29103451E-02 7.84467825E-01 2.2189 31OE-02
 
1.20000E 03, 2.25056784E+O1 1.43995464E+06 3#61118578E+04 2.29229403E-02 1.00641628E+00 2.22007031E-02
 
1.20600E+03 2.89438370E+01 l1.65677609E+06 3.61630171E+04 2.29322303E-02 1.13964472E+00 2.22089700E-02
 
1.2i-0-E+- 3.36919851E+01 429364451E-02 2.36983654E02
1.50431216E+06 -3.809601772+04 1.23443148E+00 

1.21200E+03 3.62082460E+01 1.42813999E+06 -3.80760229E+04. 2.29384000E-02 -1.28182979E+00 2.36999205E-02
 
1.22000E+03 4.72213409E+01 1.12387382E+06-3.o79885l0OE*04 2.29452051E-02 1.47145061E+00 2.37049753E-02
 
1.23000E+03 6.31211698E+01 7.44604747E05 -3.78621658E04 2.29514327-02 1.70852129E+00 2.37086760E-02
 
1.24000E+03- 8.13918419E+01 3.66693306E+05 -3.77169823E+04 2.29551362E-02 1.94561446E+00 2,37094758E-02
 
- 1.24200E+03 8.53304895E+01 -6.40986541E-09-5.78537411E-09 .295547t6E-02 19930219E 00 2,29554776E-02 
I­
-7-
F M-Atlas SLV3A/Burner 2 
BEAM I 0! 
L OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED ....... TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION
 
7.14505486E+01 5.10518089E+03 3.31378005E+02 6.63646538E+01 6.41542414E+01 0.
 
STATION"IN INTG. PHI OX M/Q LB IN/IN V/Q LB6/i B.SLOPE I/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PRIME 1ff
 
1-5.70000E+01 O. .. . o 3. 0935171E-02 -4.08073598E+00, 2.30935171E-021.' 
.-3.70000E+01 -4.96441407E+i -3.50419264E+04 -3.43410678E 03 2.30148675E-02 -3.60979169E+00 2.39430044E-02
 
-2.50000E+01 -9.11302799E+01 -8;75278399E+04 -5.28632064E+33 2.26582679E-02 -3.30456484E+00 2.57678683E-02
 
0. .. .-1.65647262E+(2 2.62768381Et15 -8.61268065E+03 2.08145324E-02 2.66076758E+00 2.49158089E02
1 ' 5oE+o1 -2.24514187E+02 1.84748238E-02 -2.96148911E+00 2.16862207E-02.. -5.12.36322+.5 -1.12398890.+04 
5.0'00EO+Q1 -2.69450225E+02 -8.19601803E+'5 -1.32450965E+04 1.67211271E-02 -1.54233084E+00 1.96644819E'02 
-L~jj,50000E+01 -3.021n7279E+02 -1.17002260E+66 -1.47024834E+C04 1.52576181E-02 -1.!37771.2382+00 1. 78370011E-02: 
1.0OOOE+02 -3.23650558E+02 -1.55058616E+06 -1.56631734E+04 1.347037602-02 -6.50803384E-01 1.62183011E-02
 
1.25000E+02 -3.35096173E+02 -1.94941721E+06 -1.61727820E+04 *1.11691373E-02 -2.71745540E-01 1.40064675E-02,
 
1.50000E+02 -3.37826921E+02 -2.35597548E+06 -1.62930296E+04 8.33696942E-03 4.45215057E-02 lo1.1953957E-02
 
S1.7a5OOE02 -3.33773274E+02 -2,76156404E+06 -1.61111823E+04 6.81366611E-03 2'.74966344E-01 84,2478434E-03I 2.00000E+02 -3.24471320E+02 -3.15957882E+06 -1.56949098E+04 5.05090434E-03 4.63568584E-01 6.62039533k-03 
.L.2.25000E+02 -3.11048071E+92.-3.54477312E+06 -159452542+4 3.054816242-03 6.03887238E-01i456426878E*-03_ 
2.50000E+02 -2.94803924E+02 -3.913249432+06 -1.43682473E+04 1.12925735E-03 6.85663063E-01 1.84801912E-03
 
2.75000E+02 -2.77303986E+02 -4.26273244E+06 -1.35860803E+04 -2.16490379E-04 7.09117240E-01 1.43730491E-04
 
3.O0000E+02 -2.59688130E+02 -4.59251568E+06 -i.27989981E+04 -1.36560172E-03 6.96195780E-01 -1.13474650E-03
 
3.50000E+02 -2.27228307E+02 -5.19518668E+06 -1.13488704E+04 -3.30400940E-03 5;86296890E-01-3.17914981E-03
 
L3__7 0__0E+02 -2.13733352E+02 -1.967266832+06 2.74647829E+04 -3.69841840E-03 4,91747697E-01 -3.95127330E-03
 
3.85000E+02 -2.09015598E+02 -1.69258736E+06 2.747102322+04 -3.80500134E-03 4.51763009E-01 -4.D4263995E-03
 
4.00000E+02 -2.02699544E+02 -1.27811497E+06 2.77843475E+04 -3.91941772E-03 3.90310204E-01 -4.14240606E-03
 
4.250002+02 -1.942592942+0;2 -5.77999297E+05 2.82029999E+04 -4.02912186E-03 -- 2.84375025E-D1 -4.355734482-03
 
4.50000E+02 -1.88515408E+02 1.30919568E+05 2.84878847E+04 -4.056250872-03 1.74671433E-01 -4.45862212E-03
 
4.75000E+02 ,1.'85532252E+02 8.45250496E+05 2.86357881E+04 -4.00246004E-03 6.43514106EL02 -4.,35758281E-03
 
5.000002+02-1.85269699E02 1.56158403E+06 2.86487461E+04413334E-03 -4.28472078E-02 -4.21895473E-03
 
5.25000E+02 -1.87640240E+02 2.27659930E+06 2.85311117E+04 -3.78596377E-03 -1.46193767E-01 -3.99095543E-03
 
5.50000E+02 -1.92548 )78E+02 2.98709404E+06 2.82875464E+04 -3.61258745E-03 -2.471222E-01 -4.01100360E-03
 
5.75000E+02 -1.99949503E+02 3.68994295E+06 2.79203243E+04 -3.3432903BE-03 -3.44076066E-01 -3.73653438E-03
 
5.77000E+02 -2.00645104E+02 3.74574922E+06 2.788582422+04 -3.31930424E-03 -3.5i54725E-o -3.1D632ETg3

6.00000E+02 -2.09682317E+02 4.38214575E+06 2.74374263E+04 -3.01772178E-03 -4.33454356E-01 -3.40416440E-03
 
Lr 
6.25000E+02'-2.21538288E+02 5.06093560E+06 2.68491525E+04 -2.63685351E-03. -5. 13811016E-9.1 -___35II_059E-03­
6.50000E+02 -2.35275021E+02 5.72382521E+06 2.61675622E+14 -2.20186959E-03 -5.83742904E-01 -2.57042680E-03 
6.75000E+02 -2.50614751E+02 6.36865037E+6 2.54064327E+04 -1.71414186E-03 -6.41883432E-01 -2.07197894E-03 
I 	7.o00000E+02 -2.67246065E+02 6.99361225E+06 2.45812105E+04 -1.17520227E-03 -6.J6907516E-01 -1.52141650E-03
 
,?.a5000E+G2 -2,848249,4E+02 7.59731849E+06 2.37089570E+04 -5.86711710E-04 -7.17535777E-01 -9.20640681E-04
 
7.50000E+02 '3.02976156E+02 8.17882286E+06 2.28082899E+04 4.95743792E-05 -7.32537895E-01 -2.71669140E-04
 
.. 5002+02 43.ai296463Ef02 8.73766344E+06 2.18993455E+04 7.09493277E-04 -7.30618162E-01 4.28732437E-04
 
8.00000E+02 -3.39354156E+02 9.27389934E+06 2.10034235E+04 1.34330526E-03 -7.1I700256E-01 1.10188660E-03
 
8.25000E+02 -3.56729374E+02 9.78811654E+06 2.01412541E+04 1.96231854E-03 -6.76360064E-01 1.73080987E-03
 
8.50000E+02 -3.73022899E+02 1.02814098E+07 1.93328270E+04 2.58563044E-03 -6.24983842E-01 2.37318179E-03
 
84 0E+02 '-387823131E+02 1.05616622E+07 -1.7"9562831E+04- 3.19"3'9887"72'03 -55559712E-0- " "3.37536537E-03
 
-I90000E-k)i-4,00512 02 9.10894173E+06 -9.36403149E+0E4 3.73579821E-03 -4.54886857E-91 4.61094134E-03
568 

I' 	 9.25000E+02 '#4'i0351974E+02 6.14192636E+06 -1.40653299E+05 4.12493032E-03 -3.29976412E-01 5.25923112E-03 
9.500002+02 -4.16899342E+02 2.22501954E+06 -1.70121569E+55 4.317879682-03 -1.92482031E-0 5.6898271-0 
9.75000E+02 -4.19911534E+02 -2.23124591E+06 -1.83673964E+05 4.31902159E-03 -4.81607538E-02 5.80026324E-03 
9.91000E+02 -4.19943940E+02 -5.17998549E+06 -1.838..4278E-O5 4.21122724E-03 4.3,9756696E-D2 5.6936_045E-03 
VW&00000E403 -4,19319870E+02 -6.82320792E+06 -1.81004296E+05 4.11298484E-03 9.47065653E-02 5.57269690E-03
 
3I05Q500E+03 "-4.15266932E+02 -1.11513114E+07 -1.62750309E+05 3.70344881E-03 2.27676663E-01 4.97493563E-03
 
1.05000E+03 ,4,08110158E+02 -1.48440399E+07 -1.30519377E+05 3.130427902-03 3.42287267E-01 4.15011053E-03
 
1.07500E+03 -3.98376448E+02 -1.75804257E+07 -8.66960923E+04 2.426733312-03 4.32793292E-01 3.07371907E-03
 
1.10000E+03 -3.86731362E+02 -1.91070021E+07 -3.42622998E+04 1.65092392E-03 4.95116007E-01 1090101370E-03
 
1#12500E+03 -3.73885644E+02 -1.92463045E+07 2.45903454+04 1.00958113E-03 5.29C57016E-01 8.47219904E-04
 
.133002403 -3.69631287E+02 -1.89664150E+07 4.54177900E+04 8.255169212-04 5.34532236E-01 5.22731654E-04
 
K 
It.' 6000E+03 -3,55174651E+02 -1.67412154E+07 1.12889779E+05 2.59776184E-04 5.31823855E-01 -7.21874066E-04 
I-W19060E+03 -3.40469370E+02 -6.17291270E+06 3.71790026E+05 -1.35855836E-04 4.46941355E-01 -2.96736923E-03 
1.20600E+03 -3.33698397E+02 -1.12017867E+05 3.843937382+05 -1.92467532E-04 3.99482366E-01 -2.93813709E-03 
1.21200E+03 -3.31304732E+02 -1.23045839E+05 -1.36333026E+03 -1.94581086E-04 3.98406234E-01 -1.83073333E-04 
1.22500E+03 -3.26141875E+02 -1.27438901E+05 6.85310901E+02 -1.99577842E-04 3.95879392E-01 -2.09119435E-04 
1.?42002+03 ,-3.19448363+02 -9.31657599E+043.4859+32.4457-4 .9425-0-31964-4 
?,25000E+03 -;3.i6332025E+02 -6.14775900E+04 4.57843714E+03 -2.07334815E-04 3.87836210E-01 -4.61692434E-04 
i.26418E+03 -3.10884736E+02 _1.88226818E+04 6.74046438E+03 -2.08362302E-04 3.80423709E-01 -5.82832545E-04 
S126418000E+03 TOTAL DEFELECTION OF THE SPRING-MASS SYSTEM = -2.85446456E-01 
1.26418E+03 -3.10884736E+02 1.88226818E+04 -2.38195689E+03 -2.08362302E-04 3.80423709E-01 -7.60313632E-05 
1.27500E+03 -3.06775644E+32 1.87727534E+1)3 -7.51219624E+02 -2.08070009E-04 3.79112725E-01 -1.66335585E-04 
,-3.04882420+02 7.46441662E-06 -6.6913G5-08 -2.08060478E-04 3.73176703E-01 -2.0836048-04 
--- 
BEAM 2 
OMEGA OMEGA..SQU.ARED .... TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION 
7.14505486E+01 5.1051S8(89E+03 8.07512953E+00 2.73088481E+02 2.3('326233E C2 0.
 
STATION IN INTG. PHI DX M/Q LB IN/IN V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE I/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PRIME 1/IN
 
_.16 0 00E+03 0. ( . -1.01231762E-01 2.3)226690E+ -I.D1231762E-l 
1.16200E+03 4.39835332E+00 -3.896215iE+05 -1.94737883E+05 -1.01232152E-Nl 2.1 759555E+02 -9.73373942E-02 
1.16400E+03 8.41886814E+00 -7.79043242E+05 -1.94684708E+05 -1.01233321E-21 1.91291864E+00 -9.73396264E-02 
1.166O0e+03 1.2050(242E+01 -1.16836377E+06 -1.94636683E+05 -1.01235268E-'U 1.71823659E+0O -9.7342543E-P2 
i.16800E+03 1.52918099E+01 -1.55759341E+06 -1.94593807E+-5 -1.01237994E-) 1.523548SE+0) -9.73461178E-,2 
1.17000E+03 1.81442108E+01 -1.94674244E+06 -1.94556082E+05 -1.01241498E-u1 1.32885167E+00 -9.73503766E-,2 
1.18000E+03 2.65647536E+l -3.89163910E+06 -1.94444713E+05 -i.ql270691E-0i 3.55214863E-01 -9.73817968E-02 
1*1900rE+03 2.52469752E+01 -5.836,6602E+(6 -1.94462142E+05 -1.01319329E-01 -6.18843498E-01 -9.74300866E-02 
1.20000E+03 1.41860466E+01 -7.78131147E+06 -1.946C8432E+25 -1.21387415E-')1 -1.59345310E+00 -9.74952465E-02 
1.20600E+03 2.87013694EG -8.94938783E+(6 -1.94758094P+ 5 -1.01437607E-C1 -2.17856314E+03 -9.75424449E-02I 1.21000E+03 -6.6860421E+0 -8.190473552+06 1.8966C818E+05 -1.P146046CE-01 -2.59953823E+(O -1.)5253676E-01 
.212OE+U3 -1.20956307E+01 -7.81122253E+06 1.89589271F+05 -1.01471128E-01 -2.81005492E+00 -1.D5262913E-,n 
dI22000E+03 -3.79448396E+C1 -6.29581647E+06 1.89247393E+05 -1.31508745E-Cl -3.65228792E+O0 -1.05293693E-01
 
1.23000E+03 -7.97328792E+01 -4.40598988E+06 1.88694711E+05 -1.01544415E-01 -4.70536075E+0i -1.053183 9E-O1
 
1.24000E+03 -1.32052621E+02 -2.52238656E+06 1.88002737E+15 -1.01567516E-01 -5.75860288E+33 -1.D5327560E-01
 
1.24200E+03 -1.43780481E+02 6.60866142E-06 -4.22970958E-06 -1.01569902E-0l -5.96923153E+O0 -1.01569902E-01
 




Atlas SLV3A/Burner 2 
; BEAM 1 
_ OMEGA. OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. DHI SO DM ACCELERATION 
1.06483802E+62 1. 133880( E+<4 3.31378:%5E+r2 3.3 388783.2c+ 2 1. 3r7"32362c+. 2 C.
 
r-STATION IN INTG. PHI DX M/Q LB IN/IN V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE I/TN Y/Q Efo. PHI PHI PRIME !/IN
 
_5.TOOQE+Cl _." . '. -8.79 9850fE-'-2 1.1296-292 +'! -8.79-96596F--2
 




-2. 5C2OOE+01 2.388551('!E+'2 5.243841C3E+"5 3.11772'912+t4 -8.52853771E-;2 ,. 261"3t14E+ ,' -i...3624794E- I 
0. 4.1286Cf176E+u2 1.53283;'17E+1,6 4.8429 if 79 +,4 -7.4392C344E-,2 5.687l77 4 8+'-J -9.7453L66,5 2­
2.50000E+01 5.255419C.4E+, 2 2.89503455F+,6 5.9593B447E+,4 -6. '9519126F-' 2 3.4 '451' 4-7+ :j -7.79734958F-:2
 
5.00000E+01 5.874f5648_+C2 4.47C76916E+t6 6.57172173F+'4 -5.12'974775-t2 1.,5963424 +' -6.58139737E-(2

7.50000E+01 6.U8135191E+"2 6.14698964E+l6 6.7767-3271+ 4 -4.33669911E-,'2 i. 429Z5 87-K1 -5.525667,E-,2
 
1.O00 OE+O2 5.9450936L(E+-',2 7.83,"7'l14E+'6 6.c41'45I74E+1'4 -3.41673978E-:2 -'.16489465r+11 -4.581732'1E-'2
 
1.250fOE+02 5.52422648E+02 9.44362691E+c6 6.22163548P+"4 -2.2791195E-42 -2.16426935E+I' -3.3 763452E-.2
 
1.500,00E+02 4.8942694C2+&2 1.,)9241723E-+1:7 5.5051991'+ 4 -9.374129?8E- 3 -2.83 14'2( E+11 -I .9!9 269'F-'2
 
1.75000E+02 4.14869805E+02 1.2231991CE+07 4.855,13523E+14 -2. 473256','5,3 3 62725r+. 7.3?S29128E'3
 
2.0OCOE+02 3.357826742+02 1.33479243E+S,7 4.(6985935E+l4 5.1495B36SE-:3 -3.19 162-2+rt 1.,7967133E-)3
 
I 2.25000E+02 2.57409516E+02 1.42674)25E+"7 3.29165273E+"4 1.33785- -3.'51653442+1'C
13=E- 1. C863523E-(2

2.500QUE+02 1.853"4655E+'r2 1.49989942E+C'7 2.5765?759F+ 4 2.19559359c-;.,2 -2.6774 686R+' 1.96677556E-'2
 
2.75000E+02 1.253258C3E+2 1.55656683E+P7 1.9804' 365+,4 2.59943345E-2 -2.!'868934;+ 2.54692/L96F-'2
 
3.00000E+02 8.11043814E+11 1.6,023164E+f-7 1.54141961F+ 14 3.,r"95'2362-'? -1.41557352;+Y'i 2.9816998!E-'2
 
3-.-25T0h(OE+02---5,5684488E+C1 1.63517559E+l7 1.28679226E+:4 3.35632232E-'2 -5.24235369-"i1 3.33873535E-12
 
3.50000E+02 5.06659517E+01 1.66629401E+ V 1.23877834E+4 3.65757C43E- 2 2.495,248bE-)! 3.64394147E-',2

3.75000E+02 6.749C7461E+YU -4.48546405E+O7 5.58546871+04 2.q9713425E-u2 1.u 29468 E+Th 2.94571155F-J72
 
3.85000E+62 7.96340451E+C(1 -4.42959219E+r<7 5.589t4(42E+r4 2.737657549-,t'2 1.35456814E+Y 2.6893'944E-02
 
4.000OOE+L2 1.02810734E+02 -4.34391695E+f,7 5.84473184E+,4 2.4Y,12t,661E- 2 l.73195838E+f1, 2.35429865F-"i2
 
4.25030E+02 1.52848n66E+:2 -4.19120 24E+Y7 6.39655375E+14 1. 9:;q79fi352- ,2 2.254119491F+10 1.82671329E-12
 
4.50000E2+02 2.14326'84E+,2 -4.02304Lj21E+C7 7.C-428995E+'4 1.39834432a-,2 2.54639,86c+,)% 1.29842497c-r2
 
4.750.3E+02 2.83977517E+C2 -3.83673643E+7 7.84217137E+24 9.50134247E--3 2.9118:)6E+:0 8.5317573F-03
 
L5_OOOOOE+C2 3.59052297E+02 -3.63043879E+07 8.669527u8E+" 4 6.379155 8E-,3 3 . )33P7t76 E+1) 5.4264598nE-O3
 
5.25000E+02 4.375853472+C2 -3.40294558E+7 9.53484317E+ 4 4.18788958:- 13 3.19144 99F+)) 3.5;,282538F-23
 
5.50000E+02 5.18185009E+02 -3.15350332E+07 1.C4229996E+,,5 2.)821V322E-C 3 3.245)5879E+,*Z, 6.14751-4E-4
 
5.75000E+02 5.99196990S+02 -2.88175879E+017 1.13157749E+-5 -3.5297t46CE-r4 3.22794251E+'' -1.94674157-.3
 
fl.77ThoE+2 6.r64876E+vz-2.85905615s+C7 1.138683465E+15 -5.381588?)3-'4 3.22335358E+f7 -2.14193999E- '3
 
6.CO,000E+t2 6.79012518E+02 -2.58782565E+07 1.21952791E+",5 - 2 .5 5 9 9 2 6S 2 E- 3 3.14963842E+' -4.2775,97=-,3
 
6.25ff4CE+02 7.56165627E+2 -2.27223957E+0,7 1.30454766E+'5 -4.52105840E-03 3.01614714E+00 -6.35844947E-03
 
6.S0OE+-2 S.293622gF+,12 -l.9359159lE+07 1.3852)519E+05 -6.21925062E-03 2.83395866E+00 -8.17f24385E-03
 
6.75J0E+;,2 8.97471249E+02 -1.58010496E+07 1.46025415E+05 -7.63826203E-03 2.61002771E+00 -9.69495802E-03
 
7.§ E+'2 9.5Q54'7r 6E+02 -1.20634424E+C7 1.52864576E+05 -8.76297944E-03 2.35174184E+00 -1.09160016E-02
 
7.25uILE+ft2 1.'!43% 847F+C 3 -8.16407511E+C,6 1.58954021E+05 -9.57962833E-03 2.06688341E+00 -1.18184174E-D2
 
7.5Yv.)0E+ 2 1.1'6271138E+03 -4.12251304E+06 
 1.64231696E+C5 -1.00759420E-02 1.76358631E 00 -1.23890645E-02
 
7.75,l E+J12 1.1,289927E+03 4.04123235E+04 1.68658953E+C5 -1.02398710E-02 1.45178270E+00 -1.24021653E-02
 
8.CiX-E+,2 1.13532368E+03 4.30331559E+06 1.72230656E+05 -1.00893831E-52 i.143335912+00 -1.206904582-02
 
8.25t E+t2 1. 11734C$E+Q3 8.64498928E+06 1.74967468E+'15 -9.66935414E-03 8.45859911E-01 -1.16804745E-02
 
8.5r(&CE+C2 1.17775882E+r3 1.30450014E+07 1.76903900E+05 -8.99673129E-03 5.63388429E-01 -1.09407302E-02
 
8.75flK.E+62 1.188530272+03 1.77619742E+07 2.28478161E+5 -8.11130745E-03 3.00552187E-01 -1.04191677E-02
 
9.0C.CnOE+02 1.19284489E+03 2.43895111F+07 2.86604356E+05 -6.98006329E-03. 4.77991385E-02 -9.65860867E-03
 
9.2500CE+ '2 1.19118744E+03 3.14540C42E+07 2.69392965E+05 -5.58663108E-03 -1.72271883E-01 
-7.75915500_-03
 
9.5C0CV E+02 I.18468578E+Q3 3.74617137E+07 2.t4183719E+n5 -4.01417603E-03 -3.41301082E-01 -5.66081892E-03
 
9.75C,,E+02 1.17467982E+03 4.13699674E+07 1.039'6728E+05 -2.21303466E-03 -4.51030040E-01--3.05099214E-03
 
9.910Q02+02 1.167172876+G3 4.24381371E+07 2,8729053E+04 -9.91094788E-04 -4.85318617E-01 -1.22256983E-03
 
I.,OOCOOE+03 1.16277674E+03 4.24989879E+07 -i.527440,93E+04 -2.956158132-04 -4.916002802-01 -1.72435093E-D4
 
1.02500E+03 1.15076997E+03 4.05972426E+07 -1.35536427E+05 1.60174746E-03 -4.59759027E-01 2.66062579E-03
 
1.05010,C2+03 1.14041696E+0j3 3.58601041E+07 -2.39328035E+05 3.28794136E-03 -3.61195498E-01 5.15769164E-03
 
1.0750E+(3 1.13322542t+03 2.88972722E+O7 -3.11311669E+05 4.693631802-03 -2.078285912-01 7.51685321E-03
 
1.l0OuOAE+C3 1.13-38598E+r!3 2.06578823E+07 -3.39836712E 05 5.73966309E-03 -1.57531939E-02 8.22022303E-03
 
1.12510E+C3 1.13253974c+03 1.23250266E+07 -3.17637546E+05 6.28988232E-03 1.89573849E-01 8.38712902E-03
 
1.13300E+0 1.13432486E+C3 9.85764662E+6 -2.98235222-i05 6.396613922-03 2.567079982-01 8.38484873E-03
 
1.160COE+03 1.14431597E+03 3.13154740E+06 -1.97794101E+05 6.59437352E-03 4.83198887E-01 8.31432223E-03
 
1.19000E+03 1.162089032+03 1.27309070E+06 -6.23345925E+03 6.65927124E-03 6.97605556E-01 6.70674461E-03
 
1.20610E+03 1.17408862E+03 1.5941D5432+06 4.28056826E+04 6.68373156-03 8.0200632E-D1 
6.37797668E-03
 
1.21200E+03 1.17902774E+03 1.3125949(E+06 -4.47235158E+04 6.70972273E-03 8.44369719E-Dl 7.08723006E-03
 
1.22500E+03 1.19O6f 901E+03 7.96363813E+05 -3.45192685E+04 6.75062289Et03 9.37364098E-01 7.23123514E-03
 
1.24200E+C3 1.2,761739E+ 3 3.34188050E+05 -1.95372006E+04 6.77858155E-03 1064991232+00 7.86398159E-03
 
1.250"0E+3 1.21638227E+03 2.08507015E+05 -1.18111257E+04 6.78503448E-03 1.12622999E+00 7.44120813E-03
 
i.26418E 03 1.233r62412+33 1.43841716E+05 2.89830927E+03 6.79187107E-03 1.22608598E+00 6.63085389E-03
 
1.264180002+03 TOTAL CEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM-= -2.93245764E-01
 
1.26418E+03 1.23306241E+03 1.43841716E+05 -1.79165356E+04 6.79187107E-03 1.22608598E+00 7.78723417E-03
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1.1 64838'2E+.2 1.13318E+ 4 8.( 751293E+' 5.5653C277E+CC 3.83866753E+0? 1. 
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l.16r2.,,E+.5 * ' -2.g314Q924E-32 1.'7660805E+00 -2.03140924E-02
 
"1. 152',.F+ 3 2.1 '". 2232-+ -1.:5765 t64H+ 5 -5 .28' 5'3' t0{F+t4 -2.C 3141983E-02 1.38!"951OE+O0 -1.92580821E-02 
1.164. E+ -3 4.14T99S +i -2.11316448E+, 5 -5.27459521'+%4 -2.)3145154E-fl2 q.99577447E-01 -1.92595964E-02 
1.1656J'E+t B 6.1 7629836+ -3.1675C381E+,'5 -5.26883582E+ 4 -2.,315"43E-1Y2 9.61056602E-01 -1.92612763E-02
 
1.168 'E+'3 7.9'121919-+K -4.22,f71389E415 -5.2633%275F+l4 -2.13157823E-C2 Q.22532232E-01 -1.92631218E-02
 
1.17, 'E+, 3 9.7977"0'E+W' -5.272840it E+z5 -5.257996f3E+fl4 -2.:)3167317E-2 8.841fO4005E-O1 -1.92651325E-02 
1.18 ">cE+ 3 1.7o743-,71-+ 1 -l.'5187955'c+,6 -5.23485843F+14 -2.,3246294E-$2 6.91293482E-01 -1.92776578E-02_
 
1.19. '*E+,3 2.3623'381E+ 1 -1.5744t4445F+v6 -5.21738378P+14 -2."3377625E-O2 4.98437175E-01 -1.92942858E-02
 
t
1.2.. - E+, 3 2.754246622+,'i -2.-9554523E+f 6 -5.2 '557695 +t4 -2.03561134E-r2 3.95394153E-O1 -1.93149981E-02 
1.2 6 E3+, 2.127' 762 +f 1 -2.4(77388F+jl6 -5.2*,121589E+-)4 -2.)3696234E -2 1.8946175cE-01 -1.932938)3E-02 
1 21 ...E+- 3 2. ,155.23.+-2.24655619E+,6 4.( 3y3987C-E+l4 -2.13758292E-02 1.04747050E-01 -2.11819089E-021 
1.212"tt'+ S 2.98P263flt-+f1 -2.1659428E+C6 4.t3r88964E+'4 -2.037877G8E-&2 .6.23801656E-02 -2.11849488E-02 
t +-3
1.22 ';".. 2.97' 332.+C'i -1.94346619E+,6 4.t3'36384E+04 -2.03894626E-02 -1.07143449E-01 -2,1955354E-02
1. 26t. .=+- 3 2.75722q34 -1i -1..44'69,,96E+ 4 6 4.% 241)286E+04 -2.04004094E-02 -3.19150551E-01 -2.12052300E-02 
1.24.,',E+,:3 2._32. 3636E+' 1.-1.',3885326E+'6 4.t 116129E+C4 -2.04086739E-02 -5.31234954E-01 -2.12109965E-02 
1.242"sF+..3 2.2215471?E-:1, -1.96179500E- 2 -3.4561173,,E-)4 -2.04096858E-02 -5.73645524E-01 -2.04096858E-O2 
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-3.70000E+01 -9.66344206E+01 -1.02949486E+04 -1.01978164E+03 
I -2.50000E+01 -1.80907128E+02 -2.60554489E+04 -1.60337780E+03 
0. -3.4642'5247E+02 -8.06638012E+04 -2.74957814E+03 
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l.OOOOOE+p2 -8.78540349E+02,-5.51425895:+05 -6.43430310E+03 

1.25000E+02 -9.81169030E+02 -7.21334015E+05 -7.14492803E+03 

1.50000E+02 -1.07242363E+03 -9.08015415E+(15 -7.77676639E+03 
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2.50000E+02 -1.33611279E+03 -1.78586418E,+06 -9.60251049E+03 
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3.85000E+02 -1.48225807E+03 -4.68028308E+06 -1o76298760E+0D4 

4.O0000E+02 -1.48627049E+03 -4.94498347E+06 -1.76607097E+04 

4.25000E+02 -1.48823322E+03 -5.38678190E+06 -1.76757668E+04 

1.28634906E-02 -1.89583985E+00 1,334 97-02
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5.50000E+02 -1.42210842E+03 -7.57368926E+06 -1.71667451E+04 5.94750899E-03 

5.75000E+02 -1.39613760E+03 -8.00041813E+06 -1.69668541E+04 5.31948720E-03 
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6.5,0O00E+02 -1.29907770E+03 -9.246,14742E+016 -1.62198457E+04 3.23207728E-03 1'.45142412E+00: 3.46052581E-03 . 
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8.25000E+02 ,-1.02084043E+03-1.18993798E+07 -1.40784760E+04 -2.'42467544E-03 ;1.55893291E+00-2.26285388E-03 
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9.50000E4"02 -8;53366132E+02 -1.32391464E+07 9.55366303E+03 -5.84328125E-03 1.04617315E+00 -5.92032692E-03'1 
9.75000E+02 -8.29148629E+02 -1.27833267E+07 2.64548994E+04 -6,436.30189E-03- 8'.88959160E-01 -6.64964785E-03 I 
9.91000E02 -8.15801019E+02 -t.22838892E+07 3.57702647E+04 -6.80127718E-03 7.790114502-01 -7.08974706E-03 
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1.07500E+03 -7.77748270E+02 -7.88588822E+06 6.23304449E+04 -8.33380739E-03 1.03518192E-01 -8.79895996E-03 
1.10000E+03 -7.77947087E+02 -6.32119351E 06 6.21944884E+04 -8.63282494E-03 -1.20287287E'-01 -9.08679930E-03 
t.12500E+03 -7.83798892E402 -4".80929912E+06 5.80132378E+04 -8.81816259E-03 -3.48423656E-01 -9.20120318E-03' 
1.20600E+03 -8.42575625E+02 -1.01980794E+06 3.56009878E+04 -9.07855900E-03 -1.10470047E+00.-9.33285177E-03 
1.21200E+03 -8.49370106E+02 -9.03456984E+05 1.91810088E+04 -9095,77852E-;03 -1.16012666E+00 -9.25768376E-03!1 1.22500E+03 -8.65238630E+62 -6.60347334E-i05 1.82043387E+04 -9.126,38717E-03 -1.28118469E+O0.-9.37984643E-03 ' 
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1.20000E+03 -3.50353652E+01 -2.96610366E+05 -7.454S2608E+03 -1.30514424E-02 -1.13396002E+00.-1.29023458E-02
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1.240002+03 -9.09004050E+01 -5.92291881E+04 8,24588185E+03 -1.30578901E-02 '-1.66093122E+Ot.-1.32228077E-02 I 
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412680.4E2t0 *40'8eT!r6'S4E+'o4FN: EZ36700 a .2350%tSOQZOL9 8Q00554E+OZ-2 - - 4041125 8548V 786#, 0 
0 259878 3 .5E-0 '1.2217291E-2'2.0000E+02 -. 4s~926E+2 -478044iObT91E+06_-2.5656E++ E-402X 10h0 2.71923573E-021.OOOOOE+02 -7.767883552+02 -1.536271512E+06 -1.68454665E+04 2.42350123E-02 -2.86978399E+00 
1.25000E+02 -8.40263330E+02 -1.97426152E06 -1.813350872E+04 2.192926E-02 72.21470306E+00, 2.511033792E-02 
1.50000E+02 -8.88086898E+02 -2.44029517E+06 -1,91036400E+04 1.90274048E02 -1.61969906E+O0 2.23789206E-02 
9~4-' lft+ 4lZdtE±5S49Z~, 0l'4# 3 6, AIW?&4&4tO;!~~~~d~~~toE18 iA02 -4&95g,,to06 
2.5000E+02 -9.56749026E+02 -4.44971721E+06 -2.04954543E+04 1.11860269E-02 1.08951259E-01 1.22112981E-02 I
 
27500OE+02 -9.50471271E+02-4.96079732E+06 -2.03674534E+04 -9.63840783E-03 3.87056748E-01 1.01784299E-02.
 
3.000002+02 -9.378014O8E4'02,5.46701l61E+0'6 -2.01098372E+04. 8.28613156E-03 6.21799613E-01, 8.64885221E203
 
o2.50E0:*'.1?143t2t *6 3 E'+O 9Ait~42 166404 - , 06096E3 
3.8000+02-8.592211816+02' -8.164655472+06 1.09378858E+04 4.13506965E-03 1.16142061.E+00 4,04045126E-03 
13465526E+04 3.51526693E-03 1.21724200E+OtP 3.4242'5126E-03
0 -7958306
4.000020 837+02 
 1.20487761E+04 2.59466329E-03 l.29064300'E+OO 2.455129t1E-03
4500+2-8.09988755E+02 -7.705310372+06 

E':6 A 875,86:404. E+ 
~ 000E+ Z~ ~ i8l1 15E*--i0-42 4i064 4 5.59975:8E4 64,: 2' ,4 2 99 E 04t2&6'7 2 791 +,a>' . 1 0IP+&-h4&4' 
5.250002+02 -6.74490489E+02,- -6.34903923E+016 1,51057819E+04 -l.36227870E-04 1.37387157E+00 -2.44760595E­
5.,500002+02 -6.40269518E402 -5.96173040E+06 1.587779592+04 -5.31888507E-04 1.36181675E+0.-7.555194356-04
 




-'.77000E402 O8554E0 552-IS;' 9 8 87E+t06 1 .69,953P260t4%1.Q3i3S# 
II -1"'4400-6W 4551t 02 ,I--r5 7 -"8% " 54i,17.~sE,013 
- t* -AtA~t'12., '4''t .''P, '?4 ~~AA' ej<<4 
I 6.25000E+02 
-5.4158o7412E+C2 




















2.0644776CE )4 -3.02853387E-,-3 9.78424184C-r'1 
-3.31930536E-03











 2.24511530E+04 -3.53745819E-, 3 6.15651888E-P1)I -3.79551742E-03
 
8.50000E+02 














-+02"i.72655586E+06 2.53168731E+04 -3.42428503E-03 2.40619021E-01 -3.62845336E-03

* 9.5.0000E+02 
-3.01339916E+02 2.49392211E+06 3.52995393E+04 
-3.329310362_-03 1.49937863E-21 
-3.6139840)72-03
9.75000E+02 -2.98712248E+02 3.45307654E+06 4.06710384E+04 
-3.19465983E-03 6.C5621813E-02 
-3.52265 2rn8E-13*' 9.91000E,402 -2.98188947E+02 4.11477963E+06 4.17387153E+04 
-3.08462337E-03 4.96596251E-03 
-3.42122591E-03 
I .O000Eg o,4Z.98281393E+0Z 4.48999341E+06 4.15486672+0+-3.061421836E- 3 -2.55193424E-02 
-3.34928820F-03I;02500E,4 I .999383,3ZE+0 '5'.49487525E+06 
3.81539254E+04 -2.78731702E-03 
-1.621385r)E-01 -3.08539456E-C3
3.o35.22 2eE+o2 6.36480494E+06 
 .1-50O00
3.08157018E+04 -2.52656539E-03 -1.79513279E-01 -2.76731306F-C3

,1.07500E+03 -3.08831853E+(2 7.00622328E+',6 
 1.994846392+04 
-2.236962 mE-D3 "-2.4398)448E-01 
-2.385831132-03
1.1OOOOE+03 -3.15629683E+02 7.33683378E+06 
6.03525090E+03 -1.93418810E-23 -2.98565545E-31 -1.97824103E-03
S1'.12500E+03 -3.23669909E+02 
 7.28610817E+06 -1.C7209379E+04 -1.6900U952E-03 
-3.43448696E-01 -1.61922301E-03





 6.40731224E+06 -3.82863311E+04 
-1.40543980E-03 
-3.90815402c-01 -1.07251518E-03
I4^9 E+03 -3.48757901E+02 






 4.45671583E+06 -5.199580332+104 
-1.11i021-063 -4.332132)32'-01 -7.467056182-04

, 2OOE+03 -3.58196548E+02 
4.00838487E+06 -7.49574798E+04 -1.04229313E-03 
-4.36212890E-01 
-4.09583514E-04
1.2 00E+03 -3.63880799E+02 
3.02726702E+06 
-7.59846442E+04 -9,04351870E-O4 -4.38287329E-01 1.53583389E-04
K 4 603-.-3.?1182939E+02 1.72418362E+06 -7.73084839E+04 -7.82158435E-04 






'3.7948764;+02 -7.f084794E+03 -7.88073399E+04 
-7o24254155E-04 -3.34363208E-01 3.6539314E-03

.o26418000E03 TOTAL DEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM =. 5.48892399E+0.






1117500E 03 -3.83149943E+02 -7.78282542E+02 
















OMEGA .. OrEGA SQUARED TOTA-L MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SO DI ACCELERATION
 
4.81851942E+01 2.32181234E+13 8.C.7512953E7'n 4.48571299E+'Q 4 .33246143E+,' I.
 
STATiOIN- INTG. PHI DX M/Q LB IN/IN V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE I/IN Y/) Eq. PHI PHI PRIME I/IN 
l 0qgqE+'3 0 .. '. -6.263fl5734E- 3 -3.13659683E-rl -6.C,6305734E-C3
 
1.16200E+03 -6.37463231E-1 -2.07044763E+C4 -1. 356978E+0J4 -6.63n78Q4E-'-3 -3.25371722E-il -5.85593988E-r3
 
1.16400E+03 -1.29991854E+$C -4.14222531E+C4 -1.(3608925E+ 4 -6.'6314016E-23 -3.37' 83578-'1 -5.85592231E-03
 
1.16600E+03_-l.98579754E+UU 
-6.214814,C3E+ 4 -1.L365,O181E+,14 -6.6324373E-Z3 -3.48'Q5437F-'N -5.85594337E-t3
 
1.16800E+O3 -2.69-510t34E+' ,:"'
-8.28824195E+:)4 -1 .&3692,346E+C4 -6.06338876E-)3 -3.6.)5O7377 E-41 -5.85SMO3 7E--3
 
1.17000E+03 -3.42782717E+:0 -1.c3625373E+c25 -1.(,3736920E+'4 -6.16357527E-C3 -3.722194752-Cl -5.85610143E-C3
 
SZ.18000E+03 -7.44284088E+0 -2.0748Z11(E+t:5 -1.C3978426E+ 4 -6.fl65136('E-C3 -4.3."785344E-t! -5.85717374E-43
 
1.19000+03 -1.2063581E+M,1 -3.11593968E+,.'5 -1."4255163F+.14 -6.)6772574E-;3 -4.99366181E-01 -5.85921541E-,,3
 
1.20000E+03 -1.7230249rE+1 -4.160C.2184F+(,5 -1.L,4567144F+%4 -6.07136346E-0:3 -5.479725932-l1 





1.21200E+03 -2.42361355=E+b! -4.'18362087E+O,5 

1.22000E+03 -2.94161434E+,) -3.14653132+1)5 

1.23000E+03 -3.64367466E+1! -1.97882737E+l5 

1.24000E+03 -4.40985997E+0l -8.15542211E+04 

1.24200E+03 -4.57067219E+fl -8.57354178E-(-7 

-1.04771,257+)4 -6.)7404781E-f 3 -5.8315262CE-31 

l.I73636( E+s'4 -6.07526197F-'3 -6.']839217942-,"1 

1.17289660E+P4 -6.'75822t9E-03 -6.21(11191E-2! 

1.16978679E+t4 -6.07775P.'2E-C3 -6.71499991E-l 

1.16555784E+1l4 -6.07945824E-03 -7.34622C89E-,)1 

1.16094919E+)4 -6.083B8944E-03 -7.977485442-91 




























Atlas SLV3A/Burner 2 
BEAM 1 
OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG.PHISQ DM ACCELERATION
 
5.64273413E+01 3.18404485E+03 2.7013773E+02 2.35457348E+02 2.04942196E+02, 0.
 
'STAfION iN INTG. PHI DX M/Q LB IN/IN V/Q LBIIN B.SLdPE 1/IN Y/Q-EQ. PHI--HI-PIME-1/TN 
-5.7000OEyUl .- . - . -§r17617031E-02 i.30B02093E+01 -6.17617031E-02
 
-3.70000E+01 1.61665615E+02 7.05196484E+04 6.93562440E+03 -6.16337003E-02 1.18267119E+01 -6.34781933E-02
 
-2.50000E+01 2.98797228E+02 1.769229(32E+05 1.07538387E+04 -6.08842774E-02 1.10285570E+01 -6.72100649E-02
 
0. 5.53399585E+02 5.36818330E+05 1.784211262+04 -5.71365135E-02 9.34716296E+00 -6.56327575E-02
 
2.50Q00E+01 7.66817986E+02 1.05946172E+06 2.37831167E+04 -5.23282008E-02 7.75240589E+O0 -5.9123377DE-02
 
5.OUOuOE+01 9.42497611E+02 1.71724560E+06 2.86732589E+04 -4.86784549E-02 6.32025465E+00 -5.50502902E-02
 
7.500,0EtC0i 1.08380307E+03 2.48515515E+06_ 3.26067573Et04 -4.559207032-02 4.99961502E+00 -5.13125541E-02
 
1.00000E+02 1.193110722+03 3.34015266E+06 3.56486625E+04 -4.17679678E-02 3.75527065E+00 -4.80221191E-02
 
1.25000E+02 1.27249059E+03 4.26063408E+06 3.78569017E+04 -3.67735011E-02 2.60949053E+02 -4.34150628E-02
 
1.50000Et02 1.32482591E+Q3 5.2267n196E+06 3.931i722gE+04 -3.053581102-02 1.595988072+00 -3.743260432-02
 
1.75000E+02 1.35432765E+03 6.22094772E+06 4.01318293E+04 -2.71297856E-02 7.74511435E-01 -3.11429686E-02
 
2.00000E+02 1.36440754E+03 7.22879215E+06 4.04109977E+04 -2.31272321E-02 4.42643099E-02 -2.71683319E-02
 
2.25000E+02 1.35754956E+03 8.23756262E+06 4.r2183812E+04 -1.85239105E-02 -5.78503105E-01 -2.25457486E-02
 
2.500002+02 1.33669141E+03 9.23645147E+06 3.963596332+04-1.401681522-02 -1.06580832E+00 -1.59995773E-02
 
2.75000E+02 1.30558155E+03 1.02170036E+07 3.87683242F+04 -1.08165986E-02 -1.41027768E+00 -1.18445006E-02
 
3.0000E+02 1.2670C596E+03 1.11731437E+07 3.76932334E+04 -8.04205723E-03 -1.66610834E+00 -8.72192917E-03
 
3.250002+02 1.22295047E+C3 1.21003975E+07 3.64657515E+04 -5.54962054E-03 -i.85003745E+00 -6.04800877E-03
 
3.50000E+02 1.175T9729E+C3 1.29955525E+07 3.513264465+04 -3.26081748E-03 -1.97076397E+00 -3.64734475E-03
 
,_3.750002E+02 1.12519821E+C03 _1.34?60660)E407 -4.69603239E+04 -1.04752641E-03 -2.013101502+00 -6.15185547E-04
 
3.85000E+02 1.l'505358E+O3 1.29563797E+07 -4.69769446E+04 -2.79579461E-04 -2.01549321E+00 1.26795492E-04
 
4.O0000E+02 1.07488586E+03 1.22447184E+07 -4.79105177E+04 6.87434893E-04 -2.00620634E+00 1.07194948E-03
 
4.25000E+02 1.025243162+C03 1.10276812E+07 -4.944650742+04 2.05287768E-03 -1.960212142+00 2.625506602-03
 
4.50000E+02 9.77206769E+02 9.77280811E+06 -5.09327797E+04 3.32480774E-03 -1.87779710E+00 4.04419728E-03
 
4.75000.E+02 9.31652942E+02 8.48168541E+06 -5.23422909E+04 4.36839496E-03 -1.76353483E+00 5.01659670E-03
 
5.00000E+02 8.89208578E+02 7.15649891E+ 16 -5.36554239E+04 5.02419649E-03 -1.63010155E+00 5.61381653E-03
 
5.25000E+02 8.50252316E+02 5.79981555E+06 -5.48605710E+04 5.42932627E-03 -1.48532638E+0O 5.82349106E-03
 
5.50000E+02 8.150140342+02 4.41442410E+06 -5.59507229E+04 5.75254713E-03 -1.33030608E+00 6.54D058548E-03
 
5.75000E+02 7.83840C98E+02 3.09333042E+06 -5.69151581E+94 6.05181218E-03 -1.16263995E+00 6.85343412E-03
 
5.77000E+02 7.81528545E+02 2.88942845E+36 r5.69866618E+04 6.07082116E-03 -i.1_4891294+00 6.87345019E-03
 
6.0000E+02 7.56941489E+02 1.56976947E+06 -5.77472826E+04 6.23635118E-03 -9.88606048E-01 .7.04969319E-03
 





6.5r")Je+0-2 7.163888,1i+02 6.30448710E-o3 -8.11141383E-], 7i12763224E-03
-1.35124834E+r6 





























8.25d0SE +,2 2.73105634E-1 4.24537266-037.:2738388E+1,2 
-1.17939041E+07 
-5.94227370E+'',4 2.841946102-03
8.50 E+2 3.70438080E-01 3.52496607E-037.13C'5B84E+c2 
-1.3275o2482+C7 
8.7563'0)+t2 7 -5.91 488712+04 2.06358172E-u3 4.48270136E-01 2.71308598E-03
.
2 4 958535E+,2 
-1.47487135+ 7 -5.87349236E+04 
















































1.075)E+C'3 8.,Q9 70 6 9 3 9E+ -. !087123_33E-3-1.07143822E+07 





-5.21664313E-031.12500E+53 -7.052977742-02 -6.02501365E-038.,'6146908+d2 
-5.2648005E+t6 1.C0'287385E+<5 
-5.43631093E-031.133,)02+43 8.0'4181378E+02 


















































THE SPRING MASS 
SYSTEM = 2.15370824E+001.26418E+--,3 






















OMEGA OMEGA..SQUAREP TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION 
5.64273413E+01 3.18404485E+03 8.07512953r+OC 4.27548540E+C1 3.q9i3857.16=+01 . 
STATION IN INTG. PHI DX M/Q LB IN/IN V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE 1/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PRIME I/IN 
11.16000E+03 0. -0. 0. -2.98622398E-)2 -4.64642467F-32 -2.98622398E-02 
1.16200E+(3 -1.50541263E-01 -9.39726910E+t4 -4.69876 49E+r,4 -2.98623338E-,2 -I.43419335E-01 
1.16400E+03 -4.17005237E-01 -1.8794994UE+05 -4.69898029E+04 -2.98626157E-f2 -1.621547'?8E-ll 

1.16600E+03 -7.99160555E-01 -2.81932539E+C5 -4.69929553E+u4 -2.98630856E-<2 -2.2001726E-nI 

'K1.16800E+03-1.29700884E+00 -3.7592239E+05 -4.69973619E+14 -2.98637434E-02 -2.77847727E-01 

1.17000E+03 -1.91055240E+00 -4.69921423E+05 -4.70021230E+04 -2.98645893E-l2 -3.35696047E-01 

I.la8000E+03 -6.71382725E+00 -9.40120875E+05 -4.7G417443E+n4 -2.98716391E-(2 -6.24969282E-31 

1.19000E+03 -1.441Q,2180E+01 -1.41083586E+06 -4.71052304E+)4 -2.98833934E-02 -9.14326223E-01 

1.20000E+03 -2.50007731E+01 -1.88230506E+06 -4.71925900E+04 -2.98998584E-112 -1.21380917E+00 

1.20600E+(3 -3.27448997E+0l -2.16564794E+06 -4.725o4699E+04 -2.99120020E-"2 -1.37757704E+10 
| 1.210002+03 -3.85024306E+01 -1.96789969E+06 

1.21200E+03 -4.15666260E+C1 -1.86910097E+06 

1.22000E+03 -5.50597923E+01 -1.94A22Et06 

1.23000E+03 -7.47085716E+01 -9.824780472+05 

1.24000E+03 -9.74492632E+01 -4.92262182E+05 

1.24200E+03 -1.02368448E+02 8.30192380E-14 

4.94119110E+04 -2.99175134E-2 -1.50119121E+03 

4.93866350E+04 -2.99200714E-,2 -1.563004796+01 

4.92753323E+04 -2.99289871E-C2 -1.81! 29561E+3g 

4.911325302+04 -2.99371759E-C2 -2.11946844E+20 

4.89256691E+04 -2.9942n9O7E-S2 -2.42867181E+03 

































Atlas SLVSA/Burner 2 
BEAM I
 
... OMEGA-.---.---- OMEGA SQUARED 
 TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION
 
7.42582609E+01 5.51428931E+03 2.70137!)73E+P2 7.5!7182E+01 6,9q364"39E+,^i J.
 
-STATIbN h IN INTG. PHI DX M/Q LB IN/IN V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPF I/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PRIME I/IN
 
-5.7CC00E+01o 0. *. 2.51765332 - .2 -&.32585574E+O 2.51765332F- 2
 
-3.7_C&OE+1 -5.2489205E+ 1 -4.0 Y775757E+C4 -3.92514822-+,3 2.5C865541- 2 -3.81194743E+)) 2.61474'r1E-02
 
-2.50000E+01 -9.62189918E+el -1.C); %28192E+n5 -6.L3442323E+t3 2.46788891- 2 -3.47773113=+)" 2.8228548RF-C2
 
0. -1.74291626E+'2 -2.997216C6E+05 -9.798789;"2+!.3 2.2573q544E- 2 -2.77267197E+. 2.724Yn444E-12 
2.50000E+O1 -2.35251112E+02 -5.83079735E+1 5 -1.27373439E2+J4 1.99O1C1RE-'2 -2.11883n61F+M', 2.35473426E-r)2 
5.00000E+C1 -2.81U65145E+-2 -9.33529364E+r'5 -1.4 0 4547!4c+14 1.791457752...2 -i.5564814E+) 2.12357934E-02 
'
I..7.50000E+01 -3.13618786E+02 -1.32503131E+Q6 -1.65146B4E+,4 1.62549846E-S2 -i.'56323$36+ e 1.915228432-2
 
1.000002+02 -3.342411622+02 -1.75145891E+)6 -1.75-;77396E+?4 1.4233e986E-"2 -5.99233323E-' 1.73,.52318r 2
 
1.25000E+02 -3.440q1289E+fj2 -2.196Q8,)51E+,"6 -I.7981.TC;7E+(4 1.1637928LE--2 -1.9661F;65E-! 1.47925'22r- 2
 
1.50000E+02 -3.44739787E+02 -2.64680567E+ 6 -1.8:'13261E+'-4 8.45189547E-f 3 1.34818135E-t,1 1.16116"28E-',2
 
1.75000E+02 -3.38361691E+02 -3.09379689E+@6 -1.77117k.9U;+ '4 6.7430n't4.'-' 3 3.7.'T)7858E-)1 8.51317l31F-!)3

i 2.OOOOOE+U2 -3.26681732E+02 -3.52975671E+06 -1.71372821E+r4 4.771) 396E->3 5.58(69585E-01 6.48473217E-13 
1 2.25000E+02 -3.10966741E+C2 -3.9490358CE+C6 -I.6378134r.E+"4 2.54422'55E-.f3 6.919579k 8E- 1 4.182t4395E-13
 
2.50000E+02 -2.92671893E+02 -4.3476196C'E+C6 -1.5494$39.'E+ 4 4.(1795695E-"4 7.6 361'.,43(.a-)I 1.17690443E-',yV

2.75000E+02 -2.73530757E+02 -4.72344454E+r6 -1.457Tt5487E+'4 -1.)914'!681E-'3 7.64921'22E-31 -7.15,83778E-)4
 
3.00000E+02 -2.548.1452E+02 -5.0763189CE+86 -1.36665234E+'14 -2.36315726,E- 3 7 .2?",56168E-M.')I -2.11665271E-03
 
3.25000E+02 -2.37381125E+2,-5.4073,472E+C,6 -1.28259'4E+',4 -3.48627975E-)3 6.b',866347-,,1 -3.311 98369E-C3
 
= -
I 3.50000+E02 -2.22021284E+(,2 -5.71844626E+Z6 -1.2-84716E+>4 -4.5"122199 3 5.64539365E-'2.1 -4.36826672E-(2" 
LAT5000E+02 -2.09434345E+02 -1.26580k466E+!6 2.8176579)3E+ 4 -4.79784285E-,3 4.41V 2611C-,I -5.'j5725r,91E-"3
3.8500E+02 -2.05277391E+02 -9.84)f8564E+n5 2.81825183+ 4 -4.86338979E-"3 3.9-266749E-'1 -5.10718327E-03 
4.00000E+02 -2.0f21.0629E+C2 -5.59v7311(F+ Z5 2.84652349=+'4 -4.923rg9f'' .. 3.13273429P-01 -5.15154296E-3 
4.25000E+02 -1.93791889E+02 1.57078582E+r'5 2.87978477E+,4 -4.94759155=-f3 1.33183627E-D1 -5.281r9297E-3
 
4.50000E+02 -1.90856472E+C2 8.793568C4E+1,5 2.9955t 525E+"4 -4.88395865 r.3 5.1483471=F-0- -5.29292846E-03
 
4.75006E+02 -1.91202674E+C2 1.60336287F+^6 2.89354&"CIE+'4 -4.7448933E-' 3 -7.65288274E-112 -5.1f323925E-03
 
_5.0OOOOE+02 -1.94737027E+02 2.3247534C1E+Q6 2.87469542E+'4 -4.58255897E-' 3 -2.-3499345 kl -4.89845q56-'3
E - .
5.25L0E+02 -2.013301742+02 3.;'393450,5E+06 2.83935571E+14 -4.41692249E- 3 -r.23787!55-O1 -4.62092656E-C3
 
5.50000E+02 -2.10855454E+i'02 3.74313094E+216 2.788322554-4 -4.1945IIF-:3 -4.392653882-01 -4.58723341E-C3
 
5.75010E+02 -2.23232325E+'.!2 4.43222902E+C 6 2.72199393E+,,4 -3.864748862- 3 -E.498?7537E-il -4.24812828F-03
 
-. 7700 +E02-2.243404465E+2 4.48665969E+6 2.716f5751E+04 -3.8359 7 834E--3 -5.582942472-C1 -4.21852166E-03
 




6.25.v00+C2 -2.556q366E+0 2 











7.751 2E+2 -3.927b6235E+'2 

8.0(o.ocE {2 -4.174(520'E+.2 

























































1.05rflUE+3 -5.59743985E+62 -5.02012934Et06 -1.79000584E+05 

1.0750JE+-'3 -5.54767111E+92 -9.23363572E+06 -1.54799657E+05 

1.0CrOOE+03 -5.45941940E+C,2 -1.26039367E+07 -1.11885366E+05 

1.12500?E+03 -5.33772851E+(;2 -1.46898198E+07 -5.1595,-218E+04 

1.13300E+03 -5.2926415CE+C2 -1.50081901E+l7 -2.77548857E+04 

1.16000E+03 -5.12219650E+02 -1.45295150E+07 5.75061694E+4 

1.19C00E+Ct3 -4.91457270E+02 -5.60232377E+06 3.28075397E+C5 

1.2-6n0E+03 -4.8C113274E'+02 -1.54847225E 05 3.50750375E+15 

1.212tO)E+C3 -4.75773885E+D2 -1.86110754E+05 -4.27667943E+03 

1.225?00E+(3 -4.65986595E+C,2 -2.14685561E+05 -8.18657500E+01 

1.24200E+03 -4.52408706E+02 -1.67129300E+05 5.73850221E+03 

1.25'OOE+03 -4.45733592E+02 -1.09825672E+05 8.59963792E+03 

i.26418E+03 -4.3503159E+02 4.9CG434359E+04 1.3843)162E+04 

1.2641800CE+03 TOTAL DEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM = 

1.26418E+,i3 -4.33503159E+02 4.90434359E+414 -6.14219204E+03 

1.275f00E+03 -4.23790466E+-'2 4.96056679E+03 -1.97864313E+03 

1.28000E+03 -4.19173864E+02 -3.48485300E-06 -3.98993092E-08 

2.548n3871E+04 -3.04227914E-03 -To1b9T790!_E_01 -__3.4_015T84E-03
 
2.44324680E C4 -2.55307490E-33 -8.20814433E-01 -2.89719417E-D3
 
2.32876859E+4 -2.1462795E-03 -8.86414985E-01 -2.34262352E-03
 































































































































































OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI, SQ DM ACCELERATION
 
7.42582609E+O1 5.51428931E+i,.3 8.07512953E+('( 2.c03041120E+02 1.68589944E+02 0.
 
STATION IN INTG. PHI DX M/Q LB IN/IN V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE I/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI PH! PRIME 1/tN
 
1. 16000E+03 ). • -9.08513614E-02 2.35023297E+00 "-9.08513614E-02 
1. 16230E+I3 4. 51426477E+Q:o -3. 62527045E+05 -1.81182938E+05 -9.0851724E-02 2.17578055E+00 -8.72280653E-02 
1.164TC'E+v3 8.69136821E+CZ -7.24832416E+05 -1.81123265E+05 -9.08528114E-02 2.0,3132224E+00 -8.72303461E-02 
1.1660fE+f,3 1.251955r'E+C! -1.08702343E+6 -1.81068576E+05 -9.08546233E-02 1.82685875E+00 -8.72332518E-02 
1.1680rE+G3 1.59987986E+0II -1.44911004E+36 -1.81018873E+05 -9.08571594E-02 1.65238882E+00 -8.7236782E-02 
I.1;, +,3 1.9129998E+01 -1.8111"1924E+06 -1.8C;974154E+)5 -9.08604197E-02 1.47791120E+00 -8.724D9366E-02 
1.18;'t(E+s3 2.05457261-+L 1 -3.61999586E+06 -1.80825345E+05 -9.08875764E-02 6.05364169E-01 -8.72710695E-02 
1.19S,,tE+Q;3 3.12351147E+Z1 -5.4281j2472E+r6 -1.80801211E+)5 -9.09328167E-02 -2.67562SE-01 -8.73167925E-02 
1.21.ssG E+33 2.41926933E+,J1 -7.23643588E+C6 -1.8i901817E+)5 -9.09961382E-02 -l.1412363E+00 -8.73781018E-02 
1.2"61-0E+- 3 1.57734861E+1. -8.32218513E+6 -1.81022091E+05 -9.10428137E-02 -1.66542225E+O -8:.74223718E-02 
1.21, uE + 3 8.35554751E+C, -7.62606163E+06 1.73973857E+05 -9.1064T779E-02 -2.D0455912E+0 -9.4543555dE-02 
1.212c&E+t-3 4.,7933583E+,l -7.27817410E+.6 1.73912768E+05 -9.10740140E-02 -2.23265504E+00 -9.45522694E-02 
1.22r.:E4%,3 -1.68,'79139E+i -5.8880C788E+36 1.73614379E+05 -9.11091228E-02 -2.98919585E 0O .45814_E-2 
1.231,1"2) +U3 -F.14293967E+r1 -4.15422444E+-6 1.731I9786E+05 -9.11425942E-02 -3.9351'374E+O -9.46049899E-02 
1.24v=z)E+-3 -9.55112592E+,,1 -2.42606266E+06 1.72491045E+05 -9.11645250E-02 -4.88124817E+00 -9.46143258E-02 







OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS .GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION
 
1.06921933E+02 1.14322997E+04 2.70137073E+02 2.75219769E+02 9.6fl3l19C";2:+Zl
 
SSTATION IN INTG. PHI DX M(Q LB IN/IN VlQ LB/IN B.SLOPE 1/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PRIME 1/IN
 
L- 5.7Pro E±+01 . . 0. -8.20919889E-02 1.35134933E+01 -8.29919899E-n2
 
-3.70000E+01 1.23157688E+02 1.99059499E+n5 1.93415474E2+4 -8.16433636E-02 8.82W12560E+V0 -8.687'088E-C2
 
-2.50000E+01 2.22149232E+02 4.91922587E+05 2.9241r851E+04 -7.96297705E-02 7.678465C3E+0' -9.68304088E-02
 
0. t.837264782+02 1.43744021E+06 4.539258C4E+)4 -6.94126165E-02 5.27355566E+9'1 -9.10281309F-C2
 
2.50000+01 4.88018322E+02 2.71370825E+06 5.58104680E+4 -5.68114898E-%2 3.14215580E+01 
-7.27573378E-02
 
5.O0000E+01 5.44886282E+02 4.18871613E+06 6.14863245E+14 -4.76816382E-02 1.45580946E+1) -6.13452659E-02
 
!L7.50000E+01 5.63411951E+02 5.75616005E+06 6.33337398E+0)4 -4.033548012-02 6.58663363E-02 -5.14466625E-02
 
1.00000E+02 5.49951658E+C2 7.32869204E+(,6 6.197670C2E+l4 -3.17232883E-c2 -1.11506399E+01 -4.25963936E-32
 
1.25000E+02 5.10032031E+02 8.83287948E+06 5.79715217E 04 -2.10796755L-02 -2.043118362+09 -3.125C179E-02
 
1.50000E+02 4.50727879E+02 1432110 533E+07 5.2f;257223E+4 -8.53444901E-C3 -2.65885860E+,)2 -1.76617687E-02
 
1.750002+02 3.80781667E+02 1.14255146E+07 4.50245987E+K;4 -2.08630656E-03 -2.91457(36E+00 -6.58876643E-03
 
2.00000E+02 3.06763955E+02 1.24588702E+07 3.76155493E+4 5.03133542E-03 -2.98237452E+01 1.26978047E-03
 
2.25000E+02 2.33575955E+02 1.33069664E±073.3YC2887T12E+04 1.27088317E-Pl2 -2.84648361E+0) 9.67996161E-03
 
2.50000E 02 1.66468556E+,2 1.39783635E+07 2.35712146E+,4 1.97740868E-02 -2.49C74785E+00 1.85949528E-02
 
2.75000E+02 1.10699203E+C2 1.44950743E+07 1.7989386E+4 2.44678617E-32 -1.95423457E+ 3 2.39908917E-02
 
3.o00000E+02 6.98396463E+01 1.48902916E+07 1.38997484E+04 2.82850813E-02 -1.31202038E+0 2.80343718E-02
 
3.25000E+02 4.64048327E+0i .52646395E+07 1.15578307E2+4 3.15111333E-02 -5.58478752E-9I 3o13531690E-02
 
3.5000E+02 4.26343497E+01 1.54844945E+07 1.117218(4E+04 3.43114128E-02 2.61634640E-091 3.41884972C-r2
 
3.75000E+02 5.90855718E+01 -4.26127604E+97 5.64C07391E+04 2.80276837E-02 -1.32D5157E+O0 2.75084295Er02
 
3.85000E+02 7.07254915E+01 -4.20485869E+07 5.64352574E+04 2.55635691E-02 1.29484611E+00 2.50753748E-02
 
4.00000E+02 9.28010098E+01 -4.11843668E+r,7 5.88918065E+04 2.23716439E-02 1.64631404E+00 2.18989970E-02
 
4.25000E+02 1.40224404E+02 -3.96489717E+07 6.41638225E+04 1.76322442E-02 2.13C76599E+0) 1.68891773E-02
 
4.50000E+02 1.98219963E+02 -3.79663934E+07 7.C6100)3262+0E4 1.28847193E-02 2.49207518E+00 1.18874028E-02
 
4.75000E+02 2.63703624E+02 -3.61115513E+07 7.7888876(2+04 8.66004412E-03 2.73352697E+00 7.69547599E-03
 
5L0000OE+02 3.34084200E+02 -3.40674651E+07 8.57C%90748E+04 5.72546346E-03 2.88735077E+00 4T78360550E-03
 
5.25000E+02 4.07518044E+C2 -3.18232999E+07 9.38671498E+34 3.67243276E-03 2.98060919E+) 2.99801170E-03
 
5.50000E+02 4.82703936E+02 -2.93724530E+07 1.C2220424E+05 1.70754194E-03 3.02334803E+30 2.67817654E-C4
 
5.75000E+02 5.58086181E+02 -2.67121081E+07 1.10596263E+15 -5.55339807E-04 2.99983394E+00 -2.11303365E-03
;.77000E+02 
5.64081441E+02 -2.649&24952+07--I1126134E+:5 -7.26961031E-04 2.99542663E+06"-2.29403334E-03
 
6.00O00E+02 6..32167323E+02 -2.38438560E+07 1.18826726E+05 -2.59526984E-03 2.91957150E+JD -4.26888570E-03
 
6.25000E 02 7.03591456E+02 -2.07732345E+C7 1.26762271E+05 -4.39567954E-G3., 2.78842052E+r0,-6.18106365F-03
 
6.50000E+02 7.71169496E+C2 -1.75093109E+CZ7 1.3427O67E-+5 -5.94n59218F-33 2.S1269798E+) -7.8317227rE-03
 
6.75000E+02 8.33870873E+02 -1.40642440E+C7 1.41236229E+05 -7.2148899CE-l3 2.39915355E+0% -9.23413256E-03
 
7.00000E+02 8.90838837E+02 -1.04528158E+C7 1.47564978E+05 -8.2Ci454444E-03 2.15493864+l) -I.C2829244E-C2
 
i 7.25000E+02 9.41400045E+02 -6.69193509E+G6 1.53181710E+05 -8.89680879E-03 1.887569b8E+' -1.10542977E--,2
 
7.50000E+02 9.85073178E+02 -2.80011615E+n6 1.58032949E+05 -9.28036790E-!3 1.60488671E+0i -1.15061841F-%2
 
I 7.75000E 2+ 1.02158r61E+03 1.20306677E+06 1.62C87941E+05 -9.347090U9E-03 1.316434Z4E+C- -1.1425146E- 2
 
8.00000E+02 1.05093712E+03 5.29765860E+06 1.65348161E+05 -9.12056723E-U3 1.53341457E+)C -I.lf 2 ll2t8E-0
 2
 
8.25000E+02 1.07337385E+03 9.46406879E+06 1.67839451E+05 -8.64162734E-03 7.62933698E-Q1 -1.t578164F-m2
 
8.50000E+02 1.08923778E+03 1.36835393E+37 1.69603600E+15 -7.9236269E-l3 5.9874335E-l) -9.7874?555F-C3
 
,fd8.75000E+02 1.09902327E+03 1.79384619E+07 1.70686505V+05 -7.00873344E-"3 2.77859238-ll -8.73283956E-03
 
9.OOOOE+02 1.10337595E+3 2.22154893E+07 1.71395647E+.5 -5.92393849E-03 7.48223511r-)2 -7.52576697E-%3
 
.25000E+02 1.1030411)2E+03 2.64965380E+07 1.68453584E+)5 -4.70,840122E-03 -9.6)562713E-0? -6.D6689787F-03
 
9.50000E+02 1.09892326E+(3 3.02562754E+07 1.26773640.E+05 -3.41460699E-03 -2.282711.14E-nl -4.436975%6E->3
 
9.75000E+02 1.09205646E+03 3.26034082E+07 5.73619446E+04 -1.9793922(E-03 -3.14847291E-11 -2.44198852E-)3
 
9.91000E+02 1.08678233E+03 3.310n9387E+07 4.07758181E+'-3 -I.2162898E-03 -3.42886971E-ni -I.C545127nF-" 3
 
1.00000E+03 1.08366972E+03 3.29967491E+(,7 -2.732VD639E+T4 -4.80445035E-014 -3.48804776E-01 -2.6)121940E-04
 
1.02500E+03 1.07512276E+03 3.12237082E+07 -1.13648570E+05 9.85304253E-t4 -3.28r31431E-,1 I.8731837F-03
 
i.05000E+03 1.06773552E+03 2.74122624E+07 -1.8828778E+5 2.27801137E-t73 -2.57114357E-01 3.74900965E-03
 
1.07500E+03 1.06265321f+03 2.20045080E+07 -2.3963l60E+Y5 3.35039288E-(3 -1.45129153E-31 5.13868093E-03
 
1.10000E+03 1.06075289E+03 1.56989950E+07 -2.58891531E+,05 4.1460467E-03 -4.23577948E-n3 6.03576593E-c3
 
1.12500E+03 1.06251564E+03 9.37039904E+06 -2.40599611E+05 4.56415318E-33 1.46383239E- 6.15274605E-tl3
 
1.13300E+03 1.06388366E+03 7.50269204E+06 -2.25608133E+15 4.64533598E-03 1.95623373E-11 6.I4939C2lE-D3
 
1.16000E+03 I.07140923E+03 2.42261688E+06 -1.49267694E+15 4.79647514E-'3 3.616933'8E-41 6.09445638E-03
 
1.19000E+03 1.08465706E+03 9.80241522E+05 -6.23927447E+'3 4.84683,"22E-13 5.18440864E-0I 4.89434787E-03
 
1.20600E+03 1.09356316E+03 1.19542482E+06 3.46219092+ 4 4.86540382E-13 5.94570468E-.1 4.64781674E-03
 
1.21200E+03 1.09722324E+03 9.84792415E+35 -3.34657(081E+04 4.38489903E-<3 6.25454782F-01 5.16738018E-03
 
1.22500E+03 1.1d579499E+03 5.98386769E+.5 -2.58508838E+4 4.9156C440E-33 6.93276612E-11 5.27552662E-03
 
1.24200E+03 1.11836428E+03 2.51822684E+05 -1.46878406E+04 4.93663775E-03 7.86495339E-C1 5.752628902-03
 
1.25000E+03 1.12483535E+03 1.57112511E+05 -8.93667446E+3 4.94150134E-n3 8.31271I94E-31 5.43798326E-01
 
1.26418E+03 1.13714129E+03 1.6881698E+05 2.C(,4920OE+'3 4.94662763E-fl 9.f4171(25E-1t 4.835244242-03
 
1.26418000E+03 TOTAL DEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM = -2.14065272E-Cd
 
1.26418E+03 1.13714129E+03 1.06881698E+C5 -1.33149364E+,4 4.94662763E-C3 9."4171C25E-CI 5.68634631-r-3
 
4 3 3 5 14 621F+ 3
1.27500E+03 1.14724289E+03 1.08847785E+04 - . 4.94829945E-k3 9.63038573E-fl 5.1891491E-n3
 
1.28000E+03 1.15212145E+03 5.28930O9E-05 2.41253873E-,7 4.94839484=-(3 9.88384987E-01 4.94835484E-03
 
BEAM 2 
OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION__ 




































INTG. PHI DX M/Q LB IN/IN V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE 1/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PRIME /IN
 
0. 0. 0. -1.49457021E-02 7.99496614E-01 -l.49457021E-02
 
1.56665855E+0v -7.763C1659E+04 -3.8757633CE+04 -1.49457798E-02 7.71157761E-01 -1.41706271E-02
 
3.C8C'6323E+00 -1.5510t312E+05 -3.87127931E+14 -1.49460125E-02 7.42815398E-01 -1.41717567E-02
 
4.53791844E+O -2.32482458E+05 -3.866963212+04 -1.49464nO1E-027.14470654E-01 -1.41730075E-02
 
5.93851277E+00 -3.(t9779960E+05 -3.86281502E+04 -1.49469424E-12 

7.28240954E+00 -3.86996178E+05 -3.85883476E+04 -1.49476392E-02 

7 1 9 7 55 6 4 E+0 5 
1.315120402±G1' -7. -3.84145294E404 -1.49534355E-02 
1.76Ci4587E+01 -I.15542681E+06 -3.82827246E+04 -1.49630736E-32 
2.06319465E+0 -1.53777022E+06 -3.81929695E+04 -1.49765403E-02 
2.17681286E+(. -1.76681951E+06 -3.81593188E+34 -1.49864542E-02 










... 950i334E+01. 3.4772146E-06 
















































2.93618429E+04 -1.50010264E-02 -7.14332227E-02 -1.55882633E-02
 
2.93175982E+04 -1. 50090865E-02 -2.2735413-01 -1.5-5954384E-02
 








aseb... .... ......... ........... _ ___
 
Mode 1 Atlis SLV3A/Thnmer 2 
BEAM 1 
OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTALMASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ OM ACCELERATION 
3.29824761E+01 1.08784373E+03 2.08747824E+02 2.01811134E+02 1.34585193E+02 0.
 
STATION IN INTG."PHI OX M/Q LB IN/IN V/Q LB/I'N 8.SLOPEi/IN YIQ EQ. PHI PHI PRIME I/IN 
-5.70U0'E+0i Ot.. 0. 0. .2.46026443E-02-7.79759237E+00 2.46026443E-02
 
-3.70000E+C1 -9.88746103E01 -1.45202379E+)4 -1.43630270E+03 2.45702024E-02 -7.30177812E+00 2.49583923E-02
 
-2.5CC3OE+Ol -1.84653217E+02 -3.66864817E+04 -2.25223060E+03 2.44214775E-02 -6.99465628E+00 2.57463190E-02
 
0. _ -3.51445610E+(12 -1.13143115E+05 -3.8387102AE+03 2.36375696E-02 -6.35013717E+00 2.54655269E-02
 
2.50100E+01 -5.02286145E+C2 -2.27356735E+l5 -5.27341141E+63 2.26151334E-02 -5.722513922+0 2.41218224E-02
 
5.00000E+01 -6.37879214E+C2 -3.756071)75E+05 -6.56306949E+03 2.18245705E-02 -5.12880048E+00 2.32830304E-02
 
7.50000E+01 -7.58930172E+02 -5.54357850E+05 -7.71442813E+03 2.11431170E-02 -4.55856930E+00 2.24965255E-02
 
1.00.E+102 -8.65936705E+02 -7.60214745E+05 -8.73214537E+03 2.02810563E-02 -4.i4087502+60 2.18130116E-02
 
1.25i00E+j2 -9.593303222+C2 -9.89885233E+05 -9.62034341E+03. 1.91321093E-02 -3.47050019E+00 2.08198889E-02
 
1.*50010E+02 -1.?)3973357'+,3 -1.24020129E+06 -1.03849401E+04 1.76670428E-02 -2.96590944E+00 1.94889621E0D2
 
1.75000E+02 -1.10811960E+(3 -1.50818157E+06 -l.10353059E+04 1.684987822-02 -2.50731755E+00 1.79534088E-02
 
2.00000E+02 -1.16529616E+03 -1.79107759E+06 -1.15790301E+04 1.58686300E-02 -2.06969575E+00 1.70265330E-02
 
2.25Q40E+Q2 -1.21184304E+03 -2.08629001E+06 -1.20216262E+04 1.47152003E-02 -1.65751051E+0O 1.59173629E-02
 
2.500CGOE+02 -1.24847t062E+3 -2.39137134E+06 -1.23698615E+04 1.35619866E-02 -1.27925519E+00 1.41807805E-02
 
2.75000E+C2 -1.27616523E+03 -2.70407694E+06 -1.26331385E 04 1.27245001E-02 -9.39738265E-01 1.30594547E-02
 
3.0C(-OCE+02 -i.295t81Q3E+03 -3.02238072E+06 -1.28186578E+04 1.19822550E-02 -6.24143068E-01 1.22134648E-02
 
3.2500E+02 -1.3u755b39E+3 -3.34440453E+06 -1.29315186E+04 1.13008289E-02 -3.28169084E01 114775678E-02
 
3.50000E+02 -1.31225423E+C3 -3.66838790E+06 -1.29761177E+04 1.06615726E-02 -4.97485584E-02 1.08043351E-02
 
3.75'OOE+(,2 -1.3 1022 148E+0 3 -5.75198739E+06 -1.34971967E+04 9.79255939E-03 2.093935202-01 9.91682142E203
 
3.850.('E+02 -1.30763962E+r3 -5.88695594E+C6 -1.34964685E+04 9.45385321E-03 3.06821795E-01 9.57060467E-03
 
4.00,l)E+02 -1.3,0198511E+C3 -6.08898202E+06 -1.34366430E+04 8.99501279E-03 4.46780563E-01 9.10285102E-03
 
4.25000E+d2 -1.28805172E+03 -6.42317685E+06 -1.3289310E+04 8.26225869E-03 6.65433355E-01 8.41615927E-03
 
4.5OO'fE'+12 -1.26887760E+03 -6.75298608E+06 -1.3(1865950E+04 7.45628288E-03 8.65997688E-01 7.64112179E-03
 
4.75;YE+02 -1.24494035+r-3 -7.07708664E+06 -1.28335087E+04 6.66992144E-03 1.04639700E+00 6.82885035E-03
 
5.000)0E+02 -1.21672259E+03 -7.39428523E+06 -1.25352241E+04 6.06667980E-U3 1.20893068E+00 6 20442952E-03
 
5.25020E+(02 1;18461976E+03 -7.7035061CE+Ot -1.21959066E+04 - 5.59779851 03 -1.3575876E+00 5.68542418E-03
 
5.500C124K2 -1.14894060E+63 -8.00376551E+C6 -1.18187624E+04 5.08923734E-03 1.49554509E+00 5.25569878E-03
 
5.75000E+0.2 -1.i998676E+03 -8.29415519E+G6 -1.14069890E+04 4.43199393E-03 1.61869927E+00 4.59265575E-03
 
5.77u00E+C2 -1.1+ -8.1693489E+06 -I.'3726781E+04 4.378409732-03 1.62783054E+00 4.53858830E-03
 
6.00000E+02 -1.06816250E+03 -8.573862222+06 -1.09648928E+04 3.75175765E-03 1.72498270E+00 3.90619276E-03
 
L.6.2OC!E o2 -12389988E+03 -8.84218488E+'6 -1.(,497,W75E+(14 3.04941907E-03 1.81382168E+00 3.19726425F-13 
6.500,%E+G2 -9.7764365E+02 -9..9853666E+.6 -I.Cc,81152E+14 2.32592171E-."3 1.88466719E+10 2.466878682-03 
6.7500]QE+02 -9.29840386E+02 -9.34244991E+06 -9.5C273975E+n3 1.58224765T-,3 1.93699557E+00. 1.71608905E-03 
7.00000+02 -8.80969114E+02 -9.57357924E+C6 -8.98613971E+,)3 8.19417733E-34 1.97C31 56E+1) 9.45983C81E-04 
17.25,0E+02 -8.315C7791E+02 -9.79170487E+06 -8.46331121F+03 3.84716512E-05 1.9841432E+0 1.57673077E-04 
7.50000O02 -7.81949)38E+02 -9.99673567E+,6 -7,93943064E+13 -7.59537363E-04 1.97851902+3) -6.47714396E-04 
750.700E+0.2 7.32792949E+t2 -1.31887121E+ 07 -7.41984737E2+3 -1.54732802E-13 1.95164983'+1-0 -1.45223177E-03 
8.00000E+02 -6.8453959E+t.2 -1.03678077E+07 -6.9r)98,91(E+13 -2.27080801E-C3 1.906096'4E+00 -2.19138492E-03 
8.25000E+02 -6.37651977E+02 -1.05343228F+07 -6.41418589E+03 -2.94951567E-0,3 1.84277849E+Ol -2.8757894E-03 
8.50000fE+02 -5.92558383E+2 -1.,)6886753E+(37 -5.93754622E+,3 -3.60866508E-03 1.76248231E+-00 -3.54341732E-n3
 
fl8.750oE+02 -5.49677390E+02 -1.0831395IE+(,7 -5.4843,)062E+3 -4.2327C132E-03 1.66583524E+00 -4.17730434E-03
 
9.W0000E+02 -5.0f9446138E+02 -1.0966,8443E+07 -4.83318438E+C3 -4.82261743E-03 1.55377359E+00 -4.77744748E-03
 
L_ .5000E+02 -4.72121424E+C2 -1.1f(733472F+07 -4.17634515E+^3 -5.37397548E-03 1.42710190E+00 -5.34029528E-03 
9.50OOE+02 -4.38172525E+r,2 -1.11701513E+07 -3.57824882E+93 -5.87956618E-03 1.28722247E+00 -5.85370934E-03 
9.75000E+02 -4.°788P552E+02 -1.12527964E+07 -3.r4456493E+n3 -6.38922917E-03 1.13453685E+00 -6.36467623E-03 
.o910W0E+02 -3.9C5608752+02 -1.1299012990i+07 -2.73912227E+')3 -6.71726756E-03 1.305951E+0o -6.69517544E-03 
* 1.000002+03 -3.81565485E+02 -1.12971433E+i7 4.33881110E03 -6.90224224E-03 9.68756501E-01 -6.93723265E-?3 
I 1.02500E+03 -3.59594437E+02 -1.09163324E+07 2.5399365fE+04 -7.40839152E-03 7.86764286E-01 -7.60682406E-03 
L 1.05000+ 03 -3.42373739E+02 -1.,0651247E+r7 4.19078137E+3& -7.87f01996E-33 5.89056192E-01 -8.19742475E-03 
1.075002+03 -3.3 )26762E+02 -8.86182212E+l6 5.35133023E+04 -8.27990479E-03 3.77935605E-01 -8.67925779E-03 
1. 1000oE+03 -3.2358i-5'9E+l2 -7.43275150E+0 6 5,99258495E+t)4 -8.62336936E-3 1.55904116E-Il -9.06078432E-3 
1.12500E+03 -3.22528395c+2 -5.91061587E+'6 6.0.9154118E+14 -8.84584087E-03 -7.25414731E-02 -9.24804347E-03 
1.13300 03- -3.234C5533E+02 -5.42653734E+Q6 6.L.0664E+U4 -8.90041905E-03 -1.46742867E-31 -9.3042616E-03­j.*16002E+03 -3.3C786333E+02 -3.89298914E+06 5.29951534E+1)4 -9.04649600E-C3 -4.I0752815E-01 -9.50732342E-03 
L19I030_2OE+03 -3.47114077E+C2 -2.2C750568E+C6 5.11866592E+,4 -9.14979407E-03 -6.87581755E-01 -9.53962624E-03 
1.20600E+03 -3.59334953E+62 -1.42911895E+(,6 4.6l540-3E+)4 -9.18221422E-03 -8.40DOQ25E-01 -9.51371808E-03 
1.21200E+03 -3.64544166E+12 -1.26955362E+016 2.6371637H+-4 -9.20637749E-03 -8.96404506E-01 -9.42897815E-03
 
1.22500E+03 -3.77.a69CE+02 -9.33419624E+15 2.53186696E+34 -9.24951048E-03 -1.01998372E+01 -9.6022267E-03
 
I 1.24200E3t -S3.95766266'+2 2.37329614E+014 -9.28664370E-03 -1.06051416E2-2 "
-5.16136971E+65 -1.18974543E+l0 
I 1.25000E+03 -4.05623037E+02 -3.29568613E+^5 2.28995803E+34 -9.29688068E-03 -1.27444744E+00 -1.05690796E-02

,A.418E+±3 -4.24753559E+02 -i.61093791E+rl4 2.1282)466E+04 -9.30423709E- 3 .42375968EtQ0 -1.3486573DE-02 ­
1.26418000O+03 TOTAL DEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM = -2.83094768E+00 
1.26418E+03 -4.24753559E+02 -1.61093791E+4 2.00357098E+03 -9.30423709E-03 -1.42375968E+3 -9.41554659E-03 
1.27500E+03 -4.4U707630E2+2 -1.64479423E+03.6.54633491E+02 
-9.33448926E-03 -1.52523691E+0) -9.34085779E-03 
fl1.28000E+03 -4.48450349E+02 1.09394623E-10 -1.48978048E-12 --. 304497632-03 -1.571850762+00 -9.30449763E'-3 
IU 









FBEAM . . 
OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION
 
3.29824761E+01 1.08784373E+03 8.C7512953E+rC 1.5,)118197E+01 1.4I810151E+01
 
F STATION IN INTG. PHI DX M/Q LB IN/IN V/ LB/IN B.SLOPE IIIN Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PRIME I/IN
 
1616030E+03 Il. . f. -1.41417931E-('2 -3.28488894E-O1 -1.41417931E-02 
1.16200E+03 -6.8325,7667E-CI -1.84166731E+:4 -9.21C6575tE+,3 -1.41418116E-e2 -3.564:4159E-r-I -1.39575934E-02 
1.16400E+03 -1.42397419E+C<' -3.68400494E+l4 -9.212745C:5E+6 3 -1.41418668E-C2 -3.84319363E-M1 -1.39576119E-$2 
1.16616E+03 -2.22052816E+CUk -5.52677582E+1-4 -9.21499993E+% -1.41419589E-G2 -4.12234629E-0I -l.39576591E-t2 
1.I680fE+03 -3.rf7291279E+C -7.37001141E+14 -9.21739217E+P3 -1.4142C879E-C2 -4.4 15t22 -l -1.395774tE-02 
1.lTGlO0E+03 -3.9811283E+jO -9.21374318E+(4 -9.21995174E+13 -1.41422537E-C2 -4.68C65612E-')1 -1.39578547E-02 
1.1800fE+u3 -9.3596917EE+-Cq .-I.84409462E+05 -9.2351.987E+,3 -t.41436363E-0.2 -6. 7648852E-01 -1.39589341E-02
 
1.19dOUE+3 -1.61341557E+O1 -2.76852742E+05 -9.2542199E+.3 -1.41459425s-r2 -7.4724711'i-G -1.396?8584F-O2
 
1.20C-120E+03 -2.43047125E+"I -3.69506616E+5 -9.27722864E+)3 -1.41491741E-i2 -8.86U68844E-C1 -1.39636295E-C2
 
1.20600E+03 -2.9877283aE+>l -4.2521639E+05 -9.29293353E+'3 -1.41515582E-'2 -9.70656i'78E-lI -1.396569q5-2
 
1.21000E+03 -3.38747427E 1 -3.34836153E+05 I.0t891171E+)4 -1.41526383E-(.Z -1.28C7271E+L -1.435442)6E-72
 
1.21200E+03 -3.59595952E+,,1 -3.64663767E+r5 1.CC832415E+l4 -1.41531379E-'2 -l.Z5678194E+Y) -1.43548-28E-.2
 
1.22000E+3 -4.48732189E+01 -2.84C096592E+P5 1.C',5812,7E+;4 -1.41548679E-$2 -I.f7162559E+- 3 -1.4356033BE-02
 
1.23000E+03 -5.73'72938E+C1 -1.83687225E+05 1.1'023784E+,4 -1.4156427(E-.2 -1.31519-81 4(+C) -I.43568885E-02
 
1.24000E+03 -7.1177CT513E+C1 -8.3648512CE+04 9.98398996E+1 3 -1.41573179E-02 -1.45876C87S+)l -1.43569977E-02
 

















. .. . ... ... .. ... .... ... ... . ... 	 Pha se . .. . . .. . .. . . . .
 
Mode 2
 Atlas SLV3A/Burner 2 
BEAM 1 
.. OOMEGA TOTAL MASS 	 INTG. PHI ACCELERATIONMEGA SQUAREP 	 GENERALIZED MASS. SQDM 
4.83455916E+01 2.33729623E+03 2.C08747824E+02 2.13211829E+02 7.64705130E+01 0.
 
STATION IN- INfT. PHI bX
. 
. M/Q LB IN/IN V/Q LB/IN B;SLOPE 1/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PRIME I/IN 
-5.70QOE+l 0. 0. 0. *3.414634132-02 -8.1.1887261E+00 3.41463413E-02
 
-3.70000E+01 -i.012072442+02 -3.22474007E+04 -3.17764407E+03 3.40741572E-02 -7.427593612+00 3.49329799 -02
 
-2.5t000E+01 -1.87722728E+02 -8.10952995E+04 -4.94586365E+03 3.37447369E-02 -6.99165373E+00 3.66540685E-02
 
0. -3.51te566E+Q,2 -2.47433003E+05 -8.28282195E+03 3.20218091E-02 -6.07430800E+00 3.59660100E-02
 
2.50000E bl -4.91733215E+02 -4.91391107E+05 -1.11585961E+04 2.979874702-02 -5.19586623E2(00 _3-.29869173E-02
 
5.00(OOE+O1 -6.11477426E+02 -8.01798367E+05 -1.36054715E+04 2.81004378E-02 -4.39210711E+00 3.11238759E-02
 
QOO. -77. 	 -l.16835645E+06 -1.56552662E+34 2.66546282E-02 -3.639746752+00 2.94011661E-02-7.11786265E+02 

1.O00JOE+C2 -7.93753323E+02 -1.58143554E+06 -1.73299591E+04 2.4_8501447E-02 -2.922334482+00 2.78904884E-02
 
1.2500E+02 -8.58330075E+02 -2.03188894E+06 -1.86490903E+04 2.24765727E-02 -2.25048857E+00 2.57483429E-02
 
.0000E+02 -9.06857891E+02 -2.51115278E+06 -1.96400616E+04 _ 1.94904449E-02 -1.64051549E+0O 2.29360697E-02
 
1.750002+02 -9.413419842+02 -3.01150888E+06 -2.03443640E+14 1.78476687E-02 -1.123122902+00 1.988210512-02
 
2.00300E+02 -9.63421174E+02 -3.52625639E+06 -2.07950688E+04 1.59024638E-02 -6.49133090E-O 1.79819707E-02
 
2.2500E+02--9.74283327E+02 -4.04935000E+06 -2.10164504E+04 1.36480932E-02 -2.26793323E-01 1.57497383E-02
 
2.50000E+02 -9.75350701E+02 -4.57540617E+06 -2.10376364E+04 1.14246236E-02 1.29165899E-01 1.24770170E-02
 
2.7503OE+02 -9.68491839E+02 -5.09988973E+C6 -2.(8968958E+04 9.83344607E-03 4.13157432E-01 1.03875057E-02
 
3.0030kE+02 -9.55109339E+1 2 -5.61914292E+06 -2.06229815E+04 8.44339403E-03 6.52578181E-01 8.81537024E-03
 
3.25Qu0E+02 -9.36203263E+02 -6.13009943E+06 -2.i02362463E+O4 7.18536802E-03 8.55709795E-0-D -7.46194279E-03
 
3.50tJC0E+U2 -9.12625)27E+Vt2 -6.63016035E+06 -1.97540656E+04 6.02178134E-03 1.02675250E+00 6.239114402-03
 
3.75,)vE+(,*2 -8.85259616E+02 -8.47629908E+06 1.18019810E+j4 4.67225594E-03 1.15766593E+00 4.56360084E-03
 
3.85L00E+C:2 -8.73465910E+02 -8.35824378E+06 1.18091241E+04 4.18227597E-03 1.20085955E+00 4.08012092E-03
 
4.O0COtE+.'2 -8.55C27377E+02 -8.17798937E+06 1.22279978E+04 3.54811922E-03 1.25716680E+00 3.44998119E-03
 
8 63 1 7 9 8 6E+0 6
4.250QOE+02 -8.22634675Et02 -7. 1.29637348E+04 2.60766152E-,3 1.33092501E+00 2.45753141E-03
 
4.5000CE+02 -7.88702299E+02 -7.52951142E+06 1.37344311E+04 1.66625720E-03 1.380355762+0 1.47226806E-03
 
4.7500C2£+G2 -7.53838161E+02 -7.17628242E+26 1.45263255E+04 8.27785645E-04 1.40620023E+00 6.47893069F-04
 
5.09U00+02 -7.18551985E+02 -6.80311721E+(16 1.53277005E+04 2.43435424E-04 1.41481002E+DO_7.49991544E-05
 
5.25C00E+02 -6.832067C8E+C2 -6.4Q988733E+06 1.61303681E+.4 -1.68055961E-04 1.41147313E+O -2.83950180E-04
 
5.5C000E+02 -6.480590732+02 -5.99663503E+t6 1.69285730E+04 -5.66686473E-04 1.3982941E+00 -8.05117078E-04
 
5.75000E+02 -6.1341C,279E+02 -5.56355338E+06 1.77154830E+04 -1.03295532E-03 1.37212608E+00 -1.28246917E-03
 
5.7T0O0E+02 -6.10668629E+C2 r5.52806C1 4E+06 1.77777376E+0(4 -!.0687349E-03 f.369524E+O0 -i.31912546E-03
 




6.25C00E+C2 -5.46785 41E+,2 -4.63954529E+C6 1.92285669E+04 -1.85680324E-03 1.28624689E+00 -2.2762813E-03
 
6.5 uOOE+02 -5.153376C4E+ 2 -4.14983542E+06 1.99427502E+04 -2.21133375E-03 1.228415578+00 -2.49221756E-93
 
6.75C20E+C2 -4.8544M46+ft2 -3.64270230E+o6 2.C62161268+04 -2.525663n5E-03 1.16197519E+00 -2.81610830E-03
 
7.0(if00fE+02 -4.5731c0tf5E+n2 -3.11908760F+06 2.12605592E+04 -2.79842322E-03 1.087961288+00-3.09786772E-03
 
7.25006JE+fl2 -4.3110.58194E+62 -2.58004046E+l6 2.18555929E+'4 -3.02832675E-03 1 .,)O744413E+00 -3.336152002-03
 
7.50110E+42 -4.C6988557E+02 -2.0267i226E+ 6 2.24033334E+04 -3.21417454E-C-3 9.21526395ET-1 -3.52971445E-03
 
7.75"C00+02 -3.85070729E+02 -1.460290942+06 2.290105202+04 -3.35088779E-03 8.31556829E-01 -3.64449102E-03
 
8.c: j0':E+02 -3.65431796E+'02 -8.82J800 9+5 2.33470121E+04 -3.43364538E-03 7.39364749E-01 -3.70200184E-03
 
8.25C,,E+ 2 -3.4811.597E+ 2 -2.93378965E+05 2.37403359E+n4 -3.47186287E-03 6.46199563E-31 -3.74474030E-03
 
8.5'CW)'E+(2 -3.33124344E+0,2 3.044936238+C5 2.40826282E+04 -3.471662778-V3 5.52721460E-31 -3.73628506E-0'3
 
8.75 C'JE+2 -3.2f,467261Et12 9.lQ21133GE+,5 2.43680245C+14 -3.43674407E-:3 4.60051946E-01 -3.68288574E-03
 
9.CtWrE08+C2 -3.1G138133E+,',2 1.52372321E+(6 2.47259180E+04 -3.37119687E-03 3.68997731E-01 -3.60228022E-03
 
9.25UfJE+t2 -3.r1997883E+02 2.14588229E+C,6 2.5C3281462+04 -3.27991567E-,13 2.80306592E-01 -3.48179320E-03
 
9.5CQ0flE+C2 -2.96'6 6 1418+>2 2.77467704F+06 2.52572458E+)4 -3.168106t2E-03 1.94575849E-01 -3.37179349E-03
 
9.75C-)0E+:,2 -2.92239855'+l2 3.4080824E+V6 2.54019818E+04 -3.0276 251E-3 1.11961419E-01 -3.23245720E-03
 
9.9lqovE+02 -2.90856591E+02 3.81497144E+06 2.5454282,0,E+04 -2.92254197E-03 6.10631001E-02 -3.12781844E-03
 
1.rYCsO'OE+c3 -2.9t432681E+02 4.04681777E+06 2.61371920E+-)4 -2.85822787E-03 3.31770644E-02 -3.06901168E-O3
 
1.025%OE+L3 -2.9C541 639E+02 4.70538201E+(.6 2.591009128+04 -2.65959181E-03 -4.115921232-02 -2.86201439E-03
 
1.050002E+Q3 -2.92436C24E+?2 5.311622842+,6 2.200118968+04 -2.439563168-3 -1.096901802-O1 -2.61144745E-03
 
I.(,75$OE+f. 3 -2.9596032C6+C2 5.777471386+06 1.47386332E+C14 -2.19953260E-03 -1.71251414E-01 -2.30952240E-03
 
I.1C',-ufE+- 3 -3.0G,925599E+L'2 6.023868(E+(6 4.50759629E+03 -1.95051638E-03 -2.24946h092-DI -1.98341855E-(3
 
1.1250C E+63 -3..l71352486+b2 5.9809460CE+6 -8.52419853+t3 -1.750)10650-03 -2s7O852655E-Ol -1.69382428E-03
 
1.13300E+:-3 -3.0 9354815E+02 5.89301466E+06 -1.349812992+04 -1.69292121E-3 -2.84038880E-01 -i.60293434E-03
 
1.160OE+CS -3.17561292E+'2 5.27644103E+06 -3.0918145!+04 -1.51619552E-03 -3.22555763E-01 -1.24734209E-03
 
1.190U0C+r3 -3.27786233E+02 4.36289522+r6 -3.68664986E+n4 -1.35041241E-03 -3.58C77575-01 -1.06964106E-03
 
1.2f,6,6E+O3 -3.33646999E+"'2 3.72987176E+06 -4.182523658+t4 -1.27791256E-6,3 -3.744 22956E-01 -9.791668712)-40
 
1.2120C'E+u3 -3.359C72396+t,2 3.355184732+0,6 -6.26535871E+04 -1.214460628-03 -3.789904392-01 -6.85607101E-04
 
1.22500E+03 -3.4fl74361E+; 2 2.53483170E+06 -6.3557)966E+04 -1.39897887E-03 -3.85182197E-01 -2.140725338-D4
 
1.2 4 200E+u3 -3.473474032+C2 1.4442702VE+06 -6.47381479E+04 -9.96642711E-04 -3.707413708-01 2.5999-2106E-03
 
1.25,,E+,. 3 -3.5 229174E+C2 9.2425t'4666+A5 -6.52616923E+14 -9.67926402E-04 -3.49701285E-01 2.65772317E-03
 
1.26418E+63 -3.5491715CE+1)2 -7.31558657E+03 -6.61134617E+04 -9.48152305E-04 -3.1148528.E-01 '2.72481779E-03
 
1.264ISCiE+Q3 TOTAL DEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM 4.58128370E+G(;
 
1.26418E+ 3 -3.5491715r+0,2 -7.31558657E+03 9.17473260E+02 -9.48152305E-04 -3.11485281E-01 -9.99123042E-04
 
1.2750vE+03 -3.583449' 3E+?2 -7.386678259+02 2.94743194E+--2 -9.48266383E-04 - 3 .22 11 0 4 8 5E-01 -9.646410058-04
 
1.2800,E+Z3 -3.599674112E+,2 -6.6690993UE-11 1.49367672E-12 -9.48270138E-04 -3.26892868E-01 -9.48270138E-04
 
zN 
L I BEAM 2-OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ QM -- ACCELERATION 
4.83455916E+01 2.33729623E+03 8.07512953E+00 3.61112440E+00 3.46969670F+00 0.
 
-STATION IN INTG. PHi DX --- M/Q Lb-IN/IN. V/Q "LB/IN B.SLOPE I/IN YIQ EQ. PH! PHI PRIME-I/IN" 
'1.1000+030. 0. 0. -5.82527239E-03 -2.51161406E-01 -5.82527239E-03
 
1.16200E+03 -5.123397082-01 -1.88g76778E+04 -9.45261074E+C3 -5.82529129E-03 -2'624340102-01 -5.6362395E-03
 
1.16400E+03 -1.04848t19E+00 -3.78061229E+04 -9.45585716E+33 -5.82534799E-03 -2.73706474E-r1 -5.63623084E-03
 
1.16600E,+03 -1.6C716562E+CO -5.67211974E+C.C4 -9.45924C10E+03 -5.82544251E-C3 -2.84978956E-U1 -5.63625771E-03
 
1.16800E+03 -2.18839608E+O. -7.56431743E+04 -9.46275955E+23 -5.82557488E--3 -2.96251528E-01 -5.63631969E-03"
 
1.17000E+03 -2.79217184E+00 -9.45723266E+04 -9.46641552E+1)3 -5.82574509E-03 -3.07524258E-01 -5.63641678E-03
 
L1.18000E+03 -6.I4924854E+G -1.89335276E+05 -9486743i9E+3 -5.82716446E-03 -3,63892758E-01 -5.63742960E-03
 
1.19000E+03 -1.00700756E+01 -2.-84318569E+05 -9.51C48447E+(3 -5.82953253E--13 -4.21275785E-01 -5.63932284E-03
 
1.20000E+03 -1.45548423E+01 -3.79556348E+05 -9.53764050E+03 -5.83285168E-03 -4.76682157E-01 -5.64209887E-03
 
1.20600E+03 -1.75165052E+C1 -4.36835376E+15 -9.55557388E+03-5.83530080E-03 -5.10540862E-01 -5.64418932E-03
 
1.21000E+03 -I.96070544E+o1 -3.94338369E+05 1.06175837E+04 -5.836409022-03 -5.34734260E-lI -6.04876069E-03
 
1.21210E+03 -2.06886207E+01 -3.73109726E+05 I.06110346E+04 -5.83692065E-03 -5.46832167E-3M -6.44914134E-03
 
1.22000E+03 -2.52568649E+C1 -2.88330532E+05 i.C5833731E+04 -5.83868439 E-03 -5.9523,3472E-01 -6.05035186E-03
 
1.23000E+03 -3.15117040E+01 -1.82683118E+05 1.C545499(E+04 -5.84025423E-03 -6.55738701E-01 -6.05116421E-03
 
1.24000E+03 -3.83716531E+01 -7.74327656E+04 1.05039608E+04 -5.84112105E-03 -7.16251169E-01 -6.05120027E-03
 






Mode 3 Atlis SLV3A/Burner 2 
BEAM 1 
'1 OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SO DM ACCELERATION 
5.95059058E+01 3.54095283E+03 2.C8747824F+02 1.39191723E+02 1.2C477984E+02 0.
 
STATION IN INTG. PHI DX M/Q LB IN/IN V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE I/IN Y/0 EQ. PHI PHI PRIME I/IN 
L-5.7OOOOE+O1 0.. . 0. -. 4.66368445E-32 -9.50133r232+E 4.66368445E-02
 
-3.70000E+01 -1.17065811E+02 -5.689184692+04 -5.59138930E+r3 4.65093317E-2 -8.55385975E+O0 4.80215180E-02
 
-2.50000E+01 -2.16078731E+02 -1.42608909E+05 -8.65731632E+)3 4.592q221CE-02 -7.94829364E+20 5.10217630E-02
 
. -3.9875-236E+02_-4.31806509E+05 
-1.431329C.5E+n4 4.29116437E-'2 -6.67213649E+0') 4.97274963E-02
 
2.50000E+01 -5.50225308E+02 -8.50210067E+n5 -1.90023321E+J4 3.904837112-02 -5.46634219E+00 4.44776t189E-D2
 
5.00000E+01 -6.73264681E+02 -1.37461233E+C6 -2. 2 81 11 12 5E+Q 4 3.6123r726E-02 -4.39151555E+00 4.11921865E-02
 
7.50000 +01 -7.7O583459E+('2 -1.98412949E+06 -2.58236693E+04 3.36555692E-C-2 -3.40637762E+03 3.81860375E-02
 
1.00000E+02 -8.44093962+02 -2.65964660E+0)6 -2.80985139E+04 3.06V66877E-02 -2.48273541E+OC 3.55362515E-02
 
1.25000E+02 -8.95462448E+02 -3.38333278E+06 -2.96874072E+(14 2.66353967E-02 -1.63826264E+D0 3.18437138E-02
 
i.50000E+_2_-9.26999363E+O2 -4!13889027E+u6 -3.,6618648+4 2.16892342E-02 -8.99579268E-01 2.70685088E-02
 
1.75000E+02 -9.42050040E+L,2 -4.91219466E+06 -3.11267644E+04 1.8996C348E-02 -3.12723869E-01 2.21087112E-02
 
2.00000E+02 -9.43315792E+02 -5.69166723E+06 -3.11646715E+l4 1.58401697E-02 2.01642672E-01 1.89566368E-02
 
2.25000E+02 -9.32766310E+02 -6.46737516E+06 -3.('8365676E+04 1.222Gq993E-02 6.30940115E-01 1.5304656!E-92
 
2.50000E+02 -9.12720345E+02 -7.23103565E+06 -3.0:2144269E+04 8.68710689E-(3 9.5379D834E-01 1.01985630E-02
 
2.75000E+02 -8.86104995E+02 -7.97641993E+06 -2.93890652E+14 6.18512764E-03 1.16554801E+00 6.96434832E-13
 
3.00000E+02 -8.55087855E+02 -8.69936022E+16 -2.84277624E+04 4.02192324E-03 1.30830577E+00 4.53467410E-03
 
-32500-E+02 -1-.21213959-+02 -9.39707418E+06 -2.737816C3E+)4 2.08380428E-03 1.39516503E*o 2.457989TfE-03 -
3.50060E+02 -7.85789820E+02 -1.00678702E+r7 -2.62816515E+: 4 3.0848354E-04 1.43299088E+00 5.97621671E-04
 
3.75000E+02_-7.50163621E+02 
-9.25872687E+Th 3.99870922E+04 -I.24260279E-03 1.41141303E+00 -1.61074450E-03
 
3.85UO"E+02 -7.36141724E+2 -8.85879148E+06 3.99999579E+014 -1.76999095E-03 1.39274174E+00 -2.11601135E-03
 
4.00000E+02 -7.15522750E+02 -8.25344652E+06 4.7095545E+04 -2.42677725E-03 1.35600814E+90 -2.75349920E-03
 
4.25000E+02 -6.82604295E+02 -7.2214,196E+06 4.18422491E+04 3.33501729E-03 1.27409473E+2 -3.8195830OE-3
 
4.50000E+02 -6.52C414786+02 -6.1621031E+06 4.28938787E+04 -4.15332323E-03 1.16764385E+00 -4.75916897E-03
 
4.75000E+02 -6.24414932P+02 -5.07755291E+r-6 4.38445074E+04 -4.79680512E-03 1.04072665E+00 -5.33977115E-03
 
5.00000E+02 -6.0008208E+02 -3.97073945E+06 4.46807932E+24 -5.17703124E-03 9.02780572E-01 -5.66812897E-03
 
5,25000E+o2 -5.79329567+L 2 -2.84452625E+06 4.53956495E+04 -5.39081814E-03 7.59051673E-01 -5.716978912-03
 
5.50000E+02 -5.62189976E+02 -I.70199600E+06 4.59853188E+C,4 -5.53217253E-03 6.)9713339E-31 -6.17985308E-03
 
5.75000E+02 -5.48892272E+02 -5.46364986E+05 4.64428114E+04 -5.62290912E-03 4.538t4161E-01 -6.27703322E-03
 
7noooE+02 -- 5.479§72 212+402 --4.534484292+(05 4.64736116E+04 -5.62613436E-03 4.41246334-01f '-6. 28a069Y2122--0)3­
6.00000E02 -5.39511460E+02 6.1902730E+05 4.67655173E+04 -5.62003367E-03 2.96657689E-01 -6.27870292E-03
 
..... 
6.25G'E+(2 -5.34T48574E+u 2 1.79078674E+C6 4.69534015E 04 -5.52289557E-03 1.40670452E-01 -6.18421109E-03
 
6.50C00 +f,2 -5.32444518E+12 2.96558359E+06 4.70C84964E+14 -5.33ii1570E-03 -1.17485073E-02 -5.99322720E-03
 
6.75020E+C2 -5.345799112+02 4.14013857F+06 4.69349088E+l4 -5.04458227E-C3 -1.58185103F-01 -5.70563732E-03
 
7.0O0flE+02 -5.4$,275'3624-C2 5.31130757E+(,6 4.67388210E+04 -4.66344261E-03 -2.96227526E-01 -5.32173586E-03
 
7.25(30OE+C2 -5.492899892+U2 6.47612693E+ 6 4.64284861E+.4 -4.18809067E-03 -4.23473305E-01 -4.8420130IE-03
 
7.50000E+02 -5.61324992E+02 7.63186513E+06 4.60142168E+4 -3.6191504CE-03 -5.37536001E-01 -4.26723796E-03
 
7.750"""02 -5.76)'22346E+02 8.77607412E+06 4.55084117E+04 -2.97969136E-03 -6.35725454E-01 -3.56313254E-03
 
8.00)0E0+02 -5.92953963E+02 9.90664564E+06 4.49257369E+C4 -2.32256384E-03 -7.16320646E-01 -2.83895162E-D3
 
8.2500E+02 -6.11671 451E+C2 1.10218491E+97 4.42815713E+04 -1.64298009E-G3 -7.78859243E-01 -2.15196366E-03
 
8.50003E+02t6.31727051E+k12 1.21203401E+C7 4.35913614E+04 -9.24359453E-04 -8.23183722E-01 -1.4033854E03
 
8.75000E+02 -6.52653809E+02 1.32011673E+17 4.28712379E+04 -1.90476042E-04 -8.48259354E-01 -6423518850E-04
 
9.00000E+02 -6.73965448E+02 1.42598788E+07 4.17464183E+4 5.52498198E-04 -8.53874003E-01 1.62344756E-04
 
9.25(.002+0'2 -6.951712542+02 1.52882938E+0,7 4.053014842+C4 1.29118715E-0)3 -8.39769242E-01 9.64331119E-04
 
9.5)OJOE+02 -7.157799610+02 1.62866721E+07 3.93480175E+04 2.00891199E-03 -8.06663982E-1 l.69158926E-03
 
9.75o0OE+02 -7.35328537E+C2 1.72562004E+o7 3.82266347E+34 2.T7135621E-03 -7.54821216E-01 2.46307690E-03
 
9.91O0E+02 -7.47(62102E+02 1.78623885E+07 3.75535313E+04 3.28219816E-03 -7.11304908E-01 2,97934710E-03
 
1.0000+0 2.145180,932+0,4' 3.5769846&72-03 -6.8268 13E-0 343621E-03
-75336312+2i.8140i623E+t07 

1.02500E+03 -7.69195427E+02 1.80412402E+07 -2.80583138E+04 4.40282834E-03 -5.8212D144E-01 4.62203391E-03
 
-1.05000E+03 
 -7.82173265E+02 1.68122285E+07 -6.858067102+04 5.17086339E-03 -4.52734797E -01 5.70664988E-03
 
1.07500E+03 -7I.9600924E+02 l,47047262E+07 -9.80169983E+04 5.85432326E-03 -2.98685075E-01 6.58579339E-03
 
1.10003E 03 -7.96924286E+U2 1.20182037E+C7 -1.14648635E+05 6.41819914E-03 -1.25154495E-01 7.25505049E-03
 
1.12500E+03 -7.97766592Et02 9.08916929E+06 -1.17232917E+05 6.77041630E-03_ 5.90766359E-02 7.54446318E-03
 
1.133002+03 -7,97051303E+02 8.15991388E+06 -1.14806444E+05 6.853455432-03 1.19745673E-O1 7.61883172E-03
 
1.16000E+03 -7.91OOO77E+02 5.29046989E+6 -9.61191395E+04 7.06373166E-03 3.29542050E-01 7.89955027E-03
 
9
LA 0E'3 -7.77323786E+02 6.74209200E+05 -1.40,212854+)5 7.163337662-03 5*8"964766E-01 8.23118390E-03
 
1.20600E+03 -7.66984225E+02 -1.45741674E+06 -1.27058712E+05 7.15605648E-03 7. 11298319E-01 8.06361871E-03
 
1.21200E+03 -7.62590591E+02 -1.33988455E+06 2.01991680E+34 7.13099519E-03 7.53246074E-01 6.96049660E-03
 
1.22500E+3 -7.52217594E+02 -1.05908288E+06 2.30545196E+04 7.08385416E-03 8.42599610E-01 6.76286576E-03
 
1.4202-7.666b20 '-6.32157948E+05 2.725638852+04 7.040088242-03 9.4975265-0 .25443E­
1.25000E+C3 -7.291887405+02 -4.05613633E+05 2.93957184E+04 7.02747527E-03 9.93456072E-01 5.39437980E-03
 
1.26418E+03 -7.14570244E+02 3.94023711E+04 3.341967582+014-7.01939104E-03 1.068302612+00 5*162742392-03
 
1.264180002+03 TOTAL DEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM = -1.728693052+00
 
1.26418E+03 -7.14570244E+02 3.94023711E+04 -4.89916478E+03 7.01939104E-03 1.06833261E 00 7.29156686E-03
 
1.27500E±03 -7.02589665E+02 -. 0241928GE+03 -1.60157640E+03 7.02000791E-03 1.14622226E+00 7.10898437E-03
 






OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL.MASS -GENERALIZED MASS INTG. P H .SQDM ACCELERATION
 
5.95059058E+fI> 3.54095283E+03 8.07512953E+00 7.76312299E+01 6.95536307E+01 0.
 
STATION IN INTG. PHI'DX M/Q LB INIIN V/Q LB/IN" "B.SLOPE i/IN / .HI
 
1.1600'E+03 G. O. 0. 4.40222654E-02 -2.75681548E-01 4.40222654E-02
 
1.162ClE+C3 -4.64786778E-0' 1.42325135E+C5 7.11568962E+04 4.40224077E-02 -1.904834252-01 4.25992698E-02
 
1.164002+63 -7.60554788E-01 2.84635953E+05 7.11541830E+04 4.40228347E-02 -I.D5284447E-01 4.25997510E-02
 
4
.40 2 3 5 4 6 3E-0 2 

.I16600E+03 -8.85q23697E-i 4.26942909E+5 7.11530329E+04 -2.00842522E-02, 4.26004856E-02
 
1.16800E+03 -8.40890567E-d1 5.69249127E+05 7.11534460E+04 4.40245425E-'02 6.51176647E-02 4.26014736E-02
 
1.170)0E+03 -6.25451447E-01 7.11557735E+05 7.11554223E+04 4.40258233E-02 150321811E-01 4.26027148E-02
 
1.18000E+03 3.00804334E+('0, 1.42324605E+06 7.11887540E+04 4.40364970E-02 5.763§3715E-01 4.26127219E-02_
 
I.I9tnOE+03 l.09C28635E+(.1 2.13546312E+06 7.12611768E+04 4.40542900E-02 1.30259737E+00 4.26290664E-02
 
1.20002)E+03 2.30616435E+O1 2.84859993E+06 7.13727056E+04 4.40792093E-02 1.42899619E+0) 4.26517552E-02
 
1.206102+O3 3 .24024497E+Q1 3.2778621E+06 7.14584022E+04' 4.40975861E-02 1.68495557E+00 4.26684181E-02
 
1.21CO0E+C3 3.95068218E+I 2.98348548E+06 -7.33655920E+04 4.41059335E-02 1.86723488E+00 4.55732454E-02
 
1.21200E+03 4.33324403E+(;l 2.83678911E+06 -7.33304979E+04 4.41098137E-02 1.95838459E+00 4.55764236E-02
 
-	 1.22000E+03 6.G4580841E+01 2.25075569E+D6 -7.31733966E+04 4.41233799E-02 2.3234012E+00 4.55868478E-02
 
1.23C00E+C3 8.59679834E+1I 1.52015694E+06 -7.29393828E+04 4.41359483E-02 2.778952792+00 4.55947360E-02
 
1.240uE+O3 1.16373C8E+U2 7.92167452E+05 -7.26635432E+4 4.41436543E-02 3.23491584E+00 4.55969252E-02
 
1.242, E+C3 1.22598334E+02 -5.24895416E-09 2.149972512-09 4.41443977E-02 3.32608763E+00 4.41443977E-02
 





Modle4 Atlas SLv3A/Burner 2 
rBEAM I 
, OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL.MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG..PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION
 
7.91754873E+01 6.26875779E+03 2.08747824E+02 1.03783820E+02 8.923072672+01 0.
 
STATION IN INTG. PHI DX M/Q LB IN/IN ....- V/Q LB/IN BSLOPE i/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PRIME 1/IN
 
-5.70000E+01 0. 0. 0. 3.61191384E-02 -5.90977836E+00 3.61191384E-02
 
I-3.70000E+01 -7.13368951E+01 -6.21135867E+04 -6.C7640854E'+03 3.59796090E-02 -5.17131270E+00 3.76218815E-02
 
!-2.50000E+01 -1.30494361E+02 -1.54807720E+05 -9.31971525E+03 3.53482972E-02 -4.68826497E+D0 4.08304827E-02
 
0. 	 -2.34870475E+02 -4.62238633E+05 -1.5(1409111E+04 3.20965965E-02 -3.669n7575E+00 3.9258935_E-02 
'2,50000E+01 -3,14575209E+02 -8.95563091E+05 -1.94C85855E+04 2.79934247E-02 -2.73011568E+00 3.35387348E-02
 
5.00000E+01 -3.72662268E+02 -1.42283906E+06 -2.25910317E+04 2.49381742E-02 -1.93255096E+00 2.99584035E-02
 
7.50000E+01 -4*.12041168E+02 -2.01658021E+06 -2.47486960E+04 2.24061949E-.2 -1.23r084074E+0 _2.67480714E-02
 
1.00000E+02 -4.34761771E+02 -2.65265272E+06 -2.59919956E+04 1.93377364E-02 -5.957057252-01 2.389773562-02
 
1.25000E+02 -4.42611409E+02 -3.30937114E+06 -2.64194820E+04 1.54165202E-02 -4.42630469E-02 2.00515170E-02
 
1.50000E+02 -4.37993403E+02 -3.96791583E+06 -2.61628891E+04 1.06281231E-02 3.98634762E-01 1.52181037E-02
 
4.75000E402 -4.24186163E+02 -4.61335871E+06 -2.54042060E+04 8.07323037E-03 6.97746490E-01 1.06136510E-0I­
,,21,00000E+02 -4.03772443E+02 -5.23510173E+06 -2.42831148E+04 5.14074936E-03 9.25866638E-01 7.56906084E-03:
 
* t25000E 02 -3.78653348E+C2 -5.82535883E+06 -2.29038364E+34 1.84723369E-03 1.07297416E+00 4.13761733E-03
 
2.50000E+02 -3.50994063E+02 -6.37912233E+06 -2.1 .3854290E+04 -1.30532907E-03 1.12380088E+O-.35537583E-'­
2.75000E+02 -3.23323107E+02 -6.89465277E+06 -1.98667555E+04 -3.49!71395E-03 1.08152332E+00 -2.96396747E-03
 
- 3.00000E+02 -2.97462689E+02 -7.37329767E+06 -1.8447829E+24 -5.34253318E-03 9.80980560E-01 -5.D0979013E-03 
,45000E+02 	 -2.74712&24E+02 -7.818S470152+06 -1.71996309E+04 -6.97016517E-03 8.33658737E-01" -6,'735092722-03"" Qd E+62 -2.56159191Et02 -8.23519920E+06 -1.61815817E+04 -8.43470800E-f3 6.45909637E-31 -8.25667920E-03 
66t1 6.61743808E+05 4.24865540E-01 -8.81384270E-03OOE+02- -2.4Z769609E+O2 3.58525895E+04 -8.48376535E-03 
3.85000E+02 -2.38960146E+02 1.02030182E+06 3.585877552+04 -8.43489843E-03 3.370589322-01 -8.74509545E-03 
4 00000E+02 -2.34882265E+02 1.56019413E+06 3.61070276F+04 -8.33666419E-03 2.06746707E-01 -8.62644772E-03 
4,25000E+02 -2.32394936E+02 2.46544012E+06 3.625 83578E+04 -8.1C192284E-03 -7.14354155E-03 -8.52182276E-03 
QEO? -;2415SX1676 1E+0O2 3.37042597E+06 3.608750842+04 -7.74462466E-03 -2.16278966E-01 -8.25433523E-03 
[tt t +0 4.26720853E+06 3.56043515E+04 -7.31253320E-03 -4.16270937E-01 -7.75345396E-03I 	-a'4324198E+0  

O4&4:b 50290O586E+O2 5.148183)5E+06 3.48259835E+04 -6.92146646E-03 -6.34298529E-01 -7.30416957E-03 
,11000E+02 -2.73241898E+02 6.00619186E+06 3.37696653E+0f4 -6.57597135E-03 -7.81550995E-0 I-6.81860121E-03 
6.500O0t 02 -2.94898548E+02 6.83448183E+06 3.24504300E+0t4 -6.15727798E-03 -9.50931589E-01 -6.61432629E-03 
*SOOOE+02 -3.20669530E+02 7.62661899E+06 3.08804624E+04 -5.57390527E-03 -1.10886134E+00 -6.00884136E-03 
4~ ttt~lE~~2 +02 768824436E+06 3.07446708E+04 -5.5245234E-03 -1.12082777E+00 -5.95752587E-03 
8.365992+0 2901988204-4.92831197E-03 -1.250W'28182+00 -5.33791741E-03
 
i9 !56E+0 8.37659997E_06 2.90819868E+0
 
6.25000E+02_-3.8304767(E+02 9.07902609E-C6 2.7(805278E+04 -4.22411976E-03 -1.37524493E+01 -4.60553565E-03
 
6.50000E+02 -4.18776816E+02 9.72916636E+06 2.49039484E+04 -3.46535916E-03 -1.48062955E+3) -3.8161i900E-03
 
6.75000E+02 -4.56887624E02 1.03230138E+07 2.25822809E+if4 -2.65641339E-03 -1.56561554E+00 -2.97447369E-03
 
7.00000E+02 -4.96854399E+02 1.(8573376E+07 2.01475449E+04 -1.8195784E-03 -1.62896064E+00 -2.08572608E-03
 
"
 7.25000E+02 -5.38122026E+02 1.13297301E+07 1;76335518E+04 -9.16895575E-04 -1.66955409E+00 -1.15525546E-03
 
1.500002+02 -. 1(9323E+02 1.17386493E+07 1.50757007E+'24 2.37108239E-05 -1.68642203E+r0 -1.88622989E-04
 
7t75000E+02 -6.22216283E+02 1.20834558E+0j7 1.25107758E+t4 9.53642637E-04 -1.67872586E+00 7.93248375E-04
 
8.00000E+02 -6.63833893E+02 1.23644378E+07 9.97568554E+03 1.81433384E-(3 -1.64758164E+00 1.69967079E-03
 
8.25000E+02 -7.04394196E+02 1.25827765E+G7 7.50484234E+3 2.62464264E-03 -1.5946336%E+00 2.53838008E-03
 
8.5000E+02 -7.43372347E+02 1.27404847E+07 5.13052640E+3 3.41137629E-03 -1.52(89455E+30 3.35499688E-03
 
I 8.75000E+02 -7.80256776E+02 1.28403665E+07 2.88379586E+(3 4.1534C253E-03 -1.42723862E+00 4.12427328E-03
 
9.00000E+02 -8.14565009E+!2 1.28748032E+07 -3.11565368E+02 4.84985354E-03 -1.31488526E+00 4.85276536E-03
 
L.250002+02 -8.45840360E+02 1.28266361E+07 -3.48679966E+J3 5.49337853E-03 -1.18490792E+00 5.52149788E-03
 
9.50000E+02 -8.73666554E+02 1.27033812E+07 -6.31202C64E+;l3 6.07387377E-(,3 -1.Z3931159E+00 6.12477716E-03
 
9.75000E+02 -8.97665433E+C2 1.25142727E+07 -8.74874822E+03 6.64723305E-03 -8.78754774E-01 6.71778747E-13
 
9.91000E+02 -9.I0844988E+02 1.23633478E+G7 -l.S0869732E+14 7.00914125E-C3 -7.68280791E-01 7.09048781E-03
 
1I .00E+03 -9.17465497E+02 1.21598136E+C7 -4.00402147E+04 7.21019594E-03 -7.02649921E-01 7.53310S90E-03
I 1.02500E+03 -9.32531525E+02 1.005929702+07 -1.2331C,19E+C5 7.72241945E-03 -4.988758952-I 8.68577897E-03
 
J 1.05000E+03 -9.421867492+02 6.2438795CE+(,6 -1.7668102E P5 8.08482412E-03 -2.71128r26E-l 9.46514459E-03
 
1.07500E+03 -9.459641712+02 1.49663136E+C6 -1.97558415E+1)5 8.25447975E-C,3 -3.537614n1E-32 9.72879629E-03
 
1.10000E+03 -9.436892702+02 -3.35486806E+06 -1.84988211c+:5 8.21515948E-03 2.11746915E-01 9.56543839E-03
 
1.12500E+03 -9.354991,82+02 -7.47773375E+D6 -1.38722603E+D5 8.03375978E-03 4.41888968E-01 8.94969533E-03
 
-1.13300E+03 -9.31681059E+02 -8.49798318E+06 -1.157732C0E+05 7.95675726E-03 5.12623171E-01 8.72857859E-03
 
1.16000E+03 -9.14770685E+02 -1.03029527E+0,7 -2.05717727F+04 7.65503782E-03 7.36791946E-01 7.83392280E-03
 
L.190004E-03 -8.89983024E+02 -4.16854447E+06 2.46711395E+05 7.39965504E-03 9.12442822E-01 5.52072719E-03
 
1.20600E+03 -8.74689086E+02 7.81472825E+C4 2.81339331E+05 7.36217228E-03 9.99141171E-01 5.35260563E-03
 
1.21200E+03 -8.68559695E+02 -8.79939789E+03 -1.2987j380E+04 7.36276656E-03 1.04398917E+00 7.47238903E-03
 
1.22500E+03 -8.54357358E+02 -1.33318365E+C5 -6.C6733760E+3 7.35968613E-03 1.14098573E+00 7.44416175E-03
F 	1.24200E+03 -8.33893770E+02 -1.53176947E+05 3.90390003E+03 7.35159675E-03 1.26594822E+00 7.13471341E-3
 
1.25000E+03 -8.23542378E+02 -1.01914998E+05 8.9479287CE+03 7.34842336E-03 1.32189959E+01 6.85131621E-03
 
1.26418E+03 -8.04133824E+02 9.12726441E+04 1.84075469E+04 7.34771489E-03 1.41535271E+00 6.32507340E-03
 
1.26418000E+03 TOTAL DEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM = -7.59142213E-01
 
1.26418E+03 -8.04133824E+02 9.12726441E+04 -1.13833335E+04 7.34771489E-03 1.41535271E+01 7.9801564E-03
 
1.27500E+03 -7.88364903E+02 9.28344371E+03 -3.69824992E+03 7.34914184E-03 1.499420D8E+09 7.55460017E-13
 





OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INT.G. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION
 
7.91754873E+01 6.26875779E+03 8.07512953E+0C 1.13039133E+02 9.14940884E+O 0.
 
" 
I M/Q IN/IN LB/IN
STATIfON IN-- I'-'NTG. 'D'-6X LB V/Q B.SLOPE I/IN . Y"/Q--EQ. -'H-!-PHI I--MP-ATME-' /IN­
1.16000E+03 O. 9 0. -7.18281025E-02 2.18324144E+00 -7.18281025E-02
 
1.162,0E02+03 4.-21803395-+C0 -3 .06058159E+C5 -1.52943711,E+05 -7.18284086E-C2 2.04570619E+00 -6.87695344E-02
 
1.16400E+03 8.17190577E+CO -6.11880625E+05 -1.52879499E+05 -7.18293266E-02 1.90816501E+0 3 -6.87717366E-02
 
1.16600E+03 1.18506965E+01 -9.17579134E+-.5 -1.52819754E+05 -7.18308561E-02 1.77061890E+00 -6.8774461_E-02
 
1.16800E+03 1.52543771E+01 -1.22316262E+06 -1.52764478E+05 -7.18329968E-02 1.63306681E+00 -6.87777073E-02
 
1.17000E+03 1.83829527E+01 -1.52864002E+06 -1.52713669E+05 -7.18357487E-02 1.49550772E+00 -6.87814753E-02
 
• 1.180 E+03 2.98985646E+01 -3.05474852E+06 -1.52526651E+05 -7.18586672E-02 8.07570527E-01 -6.88081341E-02
 
-I.19 +03-"3.453325392+1' -4.57954554E+06 -1.52451383E+05 -7.18968393E-(2 1.19301642E-01 -6.88478116E-02
 
1.20000E+03 3.2283,1530E+01 -6.10414888E+06 -1.52487927E+f)5 -7.19502574E-02 -5.69429070E-01 -6.8900D4989E-02
 
I.296 _E+ 2..7.62_60474E+0 z_7.O192831E+.b -1.52563558E+5 -77.19896275E-02 -9.82943293E-01 -6.89383563E-02
0 3 

1.21000E+03 2.30953424E+01 -6.44521i24E+l6 1.43477828E+05 -7.ZO07580IE-02 -1.28241964E+00 -7.48771366E-02
 
1.21200E+G3 2.03807434E+01 -6.15829986E+06 1.43433743E+05 -7.20159824E-02 -1.43218151E+00 -7.48846573E-02
 
1.22000E+036.52669073EE+00-5.0116T799E+06 1.43208749E+05 -7.20457682E-02 -2.031365.3E+00 -7.49099432E-02
 
1'230300+03 -1.75328548E+01 -3.581442782+06 1.42818 14E+05 -7.2 74098E-02 -2.78057857E+00 .-7.49307701E-02
 
1:24001E+03 -4.90853771E+01 -2.15572334E+06 1.42305592E 05 -7.20935308E-02 -3.52994058E+00 -7.493961427E-02
 




















---.. . . . . .. 
OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQDM ACCELERATION 



















































































































































































































































































































































6.25000E+02 5.63398788+ 0 2 -1.67738191E+07 1.1612)668S+05 -4.61614225E-03 2.16382340E+0) -6.25164462E-03
 
6.50G0E+02 6.15379483E+02 -1.37953781E+07 1.22C71954E+05 -5.8497712-E-Z3 1.99"54618E+31 -7.56909450E-03
 
6.75000E+02 6.62646053E+02 -1.06747263E+C7 1.27483317E+05 -6.83737825E-03 1.78747964E+00 -8.63291793E-03
 
7.00000E+02 7.04534390E+02 -7.42635092E+C6 1.32278731E+s5 -7.56806617E-03 1.561114,3E+01 -9.43114689E-03
 
7.25000E+02 7.40546285E+02 -4.066460398E+06 1.3640116CE+ 5 -8.03217637E-03 1.31822326E+00 -9.95331946E-O3
 
7.50000E+02 7.70355958E+02 -6.12218193E+05 1.398133C3E+()5 -8.22140378E-03 1.)6582263E+00 -I.01906052E-02
 
7#75000E+02 7.93819417E+02 2.g1s1959DE+06 1.42498727E+)5 -8.13511768E-03 8.1236436DE-01 -9.96202444E-03
 
8.00000E+02 8.11045002E+02 6.50&J767i4'E-C6 1.44469928E+05 -7.8 526538E-O3 5.674Q1948F-01 -9.46583926E-03o
 
8.25000E+02 8.22327196E+02 1.01360215E+,7 1.4 5 7 604 1 3E+A5 -7.26508962E-03 3.36815953E-01 -8.94049666E-03
 
8.50000E+02 8.28050132E+02 1.37894788E+07 1.464145652+05 -6.522747792-03 1.23673012E-01 -8.13169905E-03
 
8.75000E+02 8.28723292+2 1.+4519242E+D7 1.46490677E+05 -5.61844888E-C3 -6.61414078E-02 -7.09815269E-3
 
.9.00000E+02 8.24981871E+02 2.11075767E+07 1.45807176E+05 -4.57635198E-03 -2.28920717E-01 -5.93903586E-03
 
OO.2500E+02 8.17543647E402 2.47363077E+07 1.44386001Et05 -3.43200880.-03 -3.61167713E-01 -4.59641203E-03
 
9.50000E+02 8.07217083E+02 2.83222904E+07 1.42413114E+05 -2.2259446lE-03 -4.61150938E-01 -3.37443745E-03
 
9.75000E+02 7.94792275E+C2 3.18536186E+l7 1.4CO39565E+05 -8.58085370E-04 -5.28514178E-01 -1.98743670E-03
 
9.91000E+02 7.86134583E+02 3.40811192E+07 1.3838577CE+05 1.01029467E-04 -5.52620738E-01 -1.01498481E-03
 
1.00000E+03 7.81134400E+02 3.51672568E+07 9.54797873E+04 6.68192085E-04 -5.57931802E-01 -1.01806200E-04
 
1.02500E+03 7.67476981E+02 3.57610135E+C7 -4.65866843E+04 2.29138723E-03 -5.25764985E-01 2.65534570E-03
 
1.05000E+03 7.55463875E+02 3.29806641E+07 -1.71588968E+05 3.81031665E-'3 -4.27517460E-0l 5.15085546E-03
 
1.07500E+03 7.46626328E+02 2.74582951E+07 -2.63529214E+05 5.12436206E-03 -2.73346095E-01 7.09099799E-03
 
1.10000E+03 7.42182899E+02 2.01858086E+07 -3.09823396E+05 6.13159496E-03 -7.82250174E-02 8.39307961E-03
 
1.12500E+03 7.42846836E+02 1.24123651E+07 -3.(I2488239E+05 6.67620028E-U3 1.33156160E-01 8.67342154E-03
 
1.i3300+03 7.44190245E+02 I.O0489496E+07 -2.873192752+05 6.78429636E-03 2.02696104E-01 8.699758192-03
 
1.16000E+03 7.52849928E+02 3.44813897E+06 -1.97430T63E+35 6.99070734E-03 4.38854847E-01 8.T0749659E-03
 
1.19000E+03 7.69485515E+02 1.4709441E+,6 -1.14327150E+04 7.06469522E-03 6.66254637E-01 7.15176557E-03
 
1.20600E+03 7.81040549E+02 1.707696922+06 3.75957I732+04 7.09194187E-03 7.77787892E-0i 6.823401032-03
 
1.21200E+03 7.85842059E+02 1.41210521E+06 -4.70466350E+04 7.11984102E-03 8.22715595E-01 7.51695761E-03
 
1.22500E+03 7.97178659E+02 8.66684468E+05 -3.66687231E+04 7.16406242E-03 9.21376588E-01 7.67461156E-03
 
i.24zOOE+0 8.13982128E+02 3.71052390E+05 -2.12908b42E+04 7.19474652E-03 1.057015342+00 8.37756898E-03
 
1.25000E+03 8.22699431E+02 2.32342469E+05 -1.33t?69895E+04 7.20193100E-03 1.12231039E+03 7.94120819E-03
 
1.264182+03 8.39372865E+02 1.50328439E+05 1.97021880E+03 7.20939134E-03 1.22904708E+00 7.09993474E-03
 
1.26418000E+03 TOTAL DEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM = -2.804C6043E-I.
 
1.26418E+03 8.39372865E+02 1.50328439E+05 -1.87092890E+04 7.20939134E-03 1.22904708E+00 8.24879629E-03
 
1.27500E+03 8.53133830E+02 1.53287176E+04 -6.1033271TE+03 7.21174379E-03 1.31456939E+00 7.55081752E-03
 





L__OMEGA OMEGA.SQUARED , TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION 





































INTG. PHI DX'- M/Q LB IN/IN V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE 1/IN 

0. 0. 0. -1.90956603E-02 

1.99211615E+VC -1.02712953E+05 -5.12811953E+0,4 -1.9r.957632E-02 

3.91703503E+00 -2.05216226E+05 -5.12224459E+34 -1.9f9671IE-C2 

5.76966736E+00 -3.076U4207E+05 -5.11659027E+04 -1.9q965842E-C2 








.1.6134371+1-1.02146260E+06 -5.r8318937E+;4 -1.91058929F-"2 

2.23598699E+01 -1.52887385E+06 -5.06595619E+C4 -1.9118646CE-52 

2.61957240E+01 -2.03483803E+06 -5.,:5424898E+04 -1.91364655E-02 

2.76273365E+01 -2.33795193E+06 -5.04987963E+04 -1.9149584E-32 












































































Mode I At2as SLV3A/Burner 2
 
OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ OM ACCELERATION 
3.39207146E+01 1.1561k88E+C,3 2.0751829CE+J2 2.07518290E+02 1#26225925E+02 0.
 
STATION IN. M/Q LB IN/IN V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE I/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PR. /IN
 
-5.706000OE+01 .. 0. -2.48483633E-C2 7.70898222E+00 -2.48483633E-02
 
-3.7i)0000uCE+Dl 1.51764432E+C4 1.5L084554E+03 -2.48144513E-02 7.20808362E+00 -2.52200852E-02
 
-2.50GCOCOCuE+ul 3.8333$037E+04 2.35233479E+03 -2.46590315E-02 6.89748250E+00 -2.60427579E-02
 
0. 1.18141648E+05 4.00497628E+03 -2.38432361E-02 6.24554073E+00 -2.574736762-02
 
2.50uOOOOOE+.U 2.37228628E+05 5.49529149E+C3 -2.27730125E-02 5.61129917E+00 -2.43430957E-02
 
5.OCCOGOOE+uI 3.91617873E+05 6.83072839E+03 -2.19484310E-02 5.01248143E+00 -2.34663707E-02
 
7.5CG00U00E+91 5.77536632E+C5 8.01873699E+03 -2.12381959E-02 4.43818557E+00 -2.26449918E-02
 
1.OOG000OE+02 7.91368974E+05 9.06446345E+03 -2.03404665E-02 3.88035158E+00 -2.19307233E-02
 
1.25010000E+02 1.2961147E+06 9.97246348E+03 -1.91449419E-02 3.34833388E+00 -. 09449692E-02
 
1.7560C0C0E+02 1.56606888E+06 1.14051881E+04 -1.67728565E-02 2.38055744E+00 -1.79133753E-02
 
2.)00000C0E+02 1.85821940E+06 1.19485681E+04 -1.57543968E-02 1.94438939E+00 -1.69492537E-02
 
-2.2500000uE02 2.1626U964E+06 1.23854740E+4 -1.45582632E-02 1.534664622+00 -1.579681062-02
 
2.50000000E+02 2.4766b645E+06 1.27233403a+04 -1.336335232-02 1.16013092E+00 -1.39998287E-02
 
2.75000000E+02- 2.79803912E+06 1.29724611E+04 -1.24963699E-02 8.25647986E-01 -1.28403213E-02
 
3.OOOOOOO+02 .-i24*61605E+f06 1.31407109E4-4-1.17286696E-02 5190320 1166820 
3.25300000E+02 3.4544474!E+06 1.32336653E+04 -1.10245040E-02 2.26433118E-01 -1.12053724E-02 
3.51200000E+02 4.16118155E+06 1.32556214E+U4 -1.03334751E-02 -5.74987084E-02 -1.04779602E-02 
595558620
 
3.85000YOE+u2 6.01614444E-06 1.23899092E+04 -9.12491084E-03 -3.90129688E-01 -9.23208998E-03
 
4.--gooqo..+u2 6.20144522E+(;.6 1.23130928E+04 -8.65678500E-03 -5.24941543E-01 -8.75560597E-03
 
4.250000002+02 o.53718917E+U6 1.21366527E+04 -7.91247754E-03 -73472553E-01 -8.05302940E-03
 
4.50000000E+02 6.80781059E+06 1.19041505E+04 -7.09801555E-03 -9.26083697E-01 -7.26615327E-03
 




-3.7-50f00000+0-2 5.-89'22403l0F-06 1. 2-3909328E+04 '-9.471461412-03 -t &9 6 fleEo 
5.0000300E+02 7.38848377E+06 1.12926491E+04 -5.70290282E0f - -1.25015086E+00 -5.B2699787 -03
 
* 5.25000000E432 7.66626722E+06 1.09235417E+04 -5.23530457E-03 -1.38940917E+00 -5.31378854E-03
 
I 5.50000000E+02 7.93434973E+06 1.05170557E+04 -4.73033723E-03 -1.51797469E+00. -4.87846477E-03
 
*5.7SOOOOO0CE+02 8.19183624E+06 -1.00765649E4-04 	 -4 .0bo00i37E-3 -i.6317739iE+00 -4.22193723E-03, 
* 	5.77000000E+02 8.21195283E+06 1.0C399902E+04 -4.02709829E-03 -1.64016438E+00 -4.16850660E-03
 
6.d0uuOOuE+02 8.43793223E+06 9.60658996E+03 -3.40937963E-03 -1.72889882E+00 -3.54468371E-03
 
r 6.2s000oooE,- 	 8.671959422+6 9.11186189E+03 -1.808843812+00 -2.84771760E-03719381512  

6.50000000E+02 8.89335958E+06 8.59724936E+03 -2.01101605E-03 -1.87112929E+00 -2.13210407E'703
 
6.75CCLC0 h+ 2 9.1lCo9ti&+06 8.06775129E+03 -1.28531993E-03 -1.91530283E+00 -1.39895023E-03 
7. J2U9E2 9b56&74E+C6 7.52848913E+03 -5.43359820E-04 -1.94094011E+00 -6.49394878E-04 
7.25C~u&+t2 9.478,845,E+C6 6.98469891E+03 2.13777932E-04 -1.94764556E+00 1.15401891E-04 
7.5 Otv00&tE+C2 9.6459-7744E+06 6.44172313E+'3 9.84997875E-04 -1.93505276E+00 8.94269380E04______ 
7.750,'J0uOE+!42 9.80022276E+C6 5.9u5t0237E+03 1.74396910E-03 -I.9f285995E+00 1.66826394E-03
 
8.tU00 uE+2 9.94125446E+d6 5.37989003E+03 2.43878267E-03 -1.85226754E+00 2.37694485E-03
 
8.25QutOOL,-+02 1.00693553E+07 4.87132632E+03 3.0885466E-03 -1.78466568E+00 3.03255434E-03. . .
 
8.5C00.QOUuE+32 I.e1849973E+c7 4.38393439E+03 3.71762111E-03 -1.70083893E+00 3.66944601E-03 
8.750jCO'],6E+J2 l.G2887656E+07 3.922164C5E+C3 4.31133466E-03 -1.60144633E+00 4.27171684E-03 
9.Uu.L E+J2 1.,379)'4 3E+C7 3.26154621E+03 4.87083317E-03 -1.48742469E+00 4.84035143E-03 9.25U600C2+U2 1.C45216472+0!7 2.598u332E+03 5.39212116E-03 -1.35958201E+00 5.37116944E-03
 
9.5!(OC00E+ij2 1.,;5C9z660 Fi7 1.99697768E+03 5.86857878E-03 -1.21929079E+00 5.85247412E-03 
9.75UGOCu 5+";2 1.0525815E+07 1.464C8999E+03 6.34731214E-03 -1.06694394E+00 .6.33550497E-03 
,S.9h.0000UE+C2 1.ij5735442E+-7 1.1614L252E+U3 6.65461298E-03 -9.63098407E-01 6.64524683E-03 
1lC'd.Lve+C3 i.)5!77933E+b7 -5.82322131E+03 6.82760139E-03 -9.02301237E-01 6.87456285E-03 
1.02S{:UE+ 3 1.0145"152E+07 -2.64389922E+04 7.29942439E-03 -7.22344142E-01 7.505979012-03_... . 
1. TSC'CLC ,E+C3 9.27545156E+06 -4.23038081E+04 7.72676176E-03 -5.27643777E-01 8.05726027E-03 
I.G750C0LCE+$3 8.07232377E+06 -5.30716157E+04 8.10247314E-03 -3.20504945E-01 8.49852998E-03 
1.1 	 3COOtME+03 6.o667658E+U6 -5.84613283E4U4 8.41313324E-03 -1.03527452E-01 8.83985827E-03 
. 125C1tCE +,3 5.19597724E+06 -5.82085351E+04 8.64152950E-03 1.22121055E-01 9.307230992-03 
1.133 JUUCL+j3 4.73550t78E+06 -5.679967013E+4 8.70920148E-03 1.97586082E-01 9.57637203E-03 
i.16C ' 0UE+C3 3.315o1443E+C6 -4.78504632Et04 8.94142891E-03 4.59150663E-01 9.79286064E-03 . . 
1.19C (-'(.E+,3 2.'J7580399E+06 -3.54472611E+04 9.16344189E-03 7.62691205E-01 1.1110936E-02 
1.2CtCC'Th.E+% 1.55o54e37E+06 -2.97909592E+0L4 9.21671188E-03 9.58201244E-011 1:46097168E-02 
±,212CZOiE+03 1.37939425E+06 -2.92514281E+04 9.22297301E-03 1.04546395E+00 9.28147587E-03 
3
4.22 5yC E+; 1.0732973E+U6 -2.79658790E+04 9.23330341E-C3 1.16617737a+00 9.28923517E-03
 
l,!42uCOiJf+,"3 5.47659535E+05 -2.6C729429E+04 9.24208463E-03 1.32414489E+00 9.29423051E-03
 
•250ZUL 3.42936134E+05 -2.50990414E+u4 9.24445609E-03 1.39850122E+00 9.29465417E-03 
1.26418000E+03 9.73vl0-351E-29 -2.32420961E+04 9.246C5629E-03 1.53028866E+00 9.-2925404E-03 
1.2641800.?OE+j3 TOTAL DEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM = 3.22679202E+00 









Mode 2 	 Atlas S.V3A/Burner 2 
I OMEGA--OMEGA SQUA TOTAL MAS'S .GENERALIZED MASS- INTG.-PHISQ DM ACCELERATION 
I4.834443312+01 2.33718421E+0,3 2.07518290E+02 2.075182q0E+02 .3525+1 0
 
STATION IN M/Q LB IN/IN V/Q L.B/I.N  B.SLOPE 1IN Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PR. 1/IN
 
-570900000E+01 0. 0. -3829015032-02 9.10473751E+0O -3.82901503E-02
 
10.70000000E+01 3.61615024E+04 3.56334145E+03 -3.82092047E-02 8.32956852E+00 -3.91722700E-02
 
-2.50000000E+01 9.09385361E+04 554619521Ef03 -. 78398000E-02 7.84072475E+00 -4.11022678E-2
 
0. 2.77466851E+05 9.28823664E+G3 -3.59077429E-02 6'812053042 00 -4.03307127E-02
 
2.50000000E+01 5.51038656E+05 1.25131509E+04 -3.34148379E-02 5.82700700E+00 -3.69900239E-02
 
5.0000C00E+01 8.99127600E+05 1.52571402E+O4 -3.15103764E-02 4.92570860E+09 _-3.49008520E-02
 
I 	 7.50000000E+01 1,31018616E+06 1.755588332+04 -2.98890593E-02 4.08204782E+00 -3296903882-02
 
1.00000QOOE+02 1.77341644E+06 1.94340257E+04 -2.78655211E-02 3.277576-99E+00 -3.12749993E-02
 
1.25000000E+02 2.27856228E+06 .2.09134780E+04 -2.52038002E-02 2.*52420341E+00 -2z.@872f3l4E-02
 
1.50000000E+02 2.81602105E+06 2.202496682+04 -2.18551463-02 1.8402202E+00 -2.57191-755E-02
 
1.75000000E+02 3.37713844E+06 2.28150179E+04 -2.00129235E-02 1.26004350E+00 -2.22944253E-02
 
2.00000000E+02 3.95440091E+06 2.3.32.7158E+04 -1.78315445E-02 - 7.28545469E-01 -2.01636160E-02
 
2.25000000E+oz k.54103001E+06 2.35692804E+04 -1.53034502E-02 2.54967585E-U1 -. 76603783E-02
 
2.50000000E+02 5.13C98935E+06 2.35933740E+04 -1.28099963E-02 -1.44169345E-01 -1.39902387E-02
 
2.75000000E+02 5.71919391E+06 2.343591(09E+04 -l.10-255999E-0? -4..659957E-01 -1 .16469789E-0O2
 
3.OOOOOOOOE+02 6.30154257E+06 2.312913392+04 -9.466742402-03 -7.3b454202-01 -9.8839220of-03
 
3.25OOOOOE+02 6.87459742E+06 2.26958665E+04 -8.05593460E-03 -9.58795576E-01 -8.36612573E-03
 
3.51200000E+02 7.93512202E+06 2.21318699E+04 -6.69025564E-03 -1.15891551E+00 -6.93149100E-03
 
3.7500000O2+02 9.50569147E+06 -1.32039496E+04 -5.23766437E-03 -. 1.29732846E+0-
610203E-03
 
3.850000002+02 9.37361220E+06 -1.32119541E+04 -4.68817042E-03 -1.34575036E+00 -4.57388016E
 
4.0000202 9.17193934E26 -1.36813481Et+04w-3.97695816E-03 -1.40886920E+0C -3.B67156002-03
 
4.25000000E+02 8.819697262+06 -1.450583142+04 -2.922150552-03 -1.49153919E+00 -2.75416177E-03
 
4.50000000E+02 8.44632143E+66 -1.53694910E+04 -1.86617519E-03 -1.54692504E+00 -1.64909198E-03
 
4.75000000E+02 8.05102571E+06 -1.625689332+04 -9.25559099E-04 -1.57585421E+0 -7.24235343E-04
 
.00000000E+02 7.63338963E+06 -1.71548939E+04 -2.69940441E-04 -. 58544670E+00 -8.142512262-05
 
5,25000000E+02 7.19327005E+06 -1.80543059E+04 1.91802814E-04 -1.58163325E+00 3.21520231E-04
 
5.50000000E+02 6.73071533E+06 -1.89486708E+04 6.39196286E-04 -1.56677666E+00 9.06078974E-04
 
5.75000000E+02 6.24594307E+06 -1.98303243E+04 1.16259678E-03 -1.53734502E+00 1.44189712E-03
 
5.77000000E+02 6.206212652406 -1.99000715E+04 1.20276510E-03 -1.53442003E+00 1.48304780E-03
 
6.00000000E+02 5.73936941E+06 -2.06915632E+04 1.64602022E-03 -1.49501736E+00 1.93745069E-03
 
6.25000000E+02 5.21159380E+06 -2.15253573E+.04 2.08773142E-03 -1.44082333E+00 2.39C905462-03
 
6.50000000E+02 4.66338404E+06 -2.23252737E+04 2.48605041E-03 -1.37583769E+00,, 2.80049088E-03
 
_ _ 	 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ "" _ _
 
6.7500OOGE+02 4.09566104E+06 
-2.30855018E+04 2.83936545E-03 - .O117850E2+Q 06451336-03
 
7.0000O00E+02 3.50948293E+06 -2.38008777E+04 3.14614468E-03 
-1.21800511E+00 3.48136831E-03
 
7.25000000E+02 2.90602860E+06 -2.44669066E+04 3.40494656E-03 
-1.12751573E+00 3.74955088E-03
 
7.50000000c+02 2.28658074E+06 -2.50797843E+04 3.61442895E-03_-.03094484E+00 3.96766535E-03.
 
7.75000000E+02 1.65250826E+06 
-2.56364360E+04 .. i76886106E-03 -9.29802558E-01 4.09753332E-03
 
8.O000OOE+02 1.00524388E+06 -2.61348984E+04 3.86275b30E-03 -8.26139705E-01 4.16315743E-03
 
8.25000000E+02 3.46256583Ef05 -2.65741710E±04 3.90669561E-03 -7.21357838E-01 4.21214585E-03
8.50000000E+02 
-3.2296734E-05 



















 3.41511624E-03 -1.19843471E-01 3.64427289E-03
 
9.910QOOOE+02 -4.25111168E+06 
-2.84705191E+04 3.2980698C.E-03 -6.24498954E-02 3.52767076Q-03
 
1.00000000E+03 
-4.51009149E+06 -2.91425035E+04 3.22639675E-03 -3.09980733E-02 3.46141694E-03
 
1.0250COOOE+03 
-5.24031408E+06 -2.85559293E+04 3.00517415E-03 5.28422552E-02 3.22816735E-03
 
-1.05000000E+03 -5.90326305E+06 -2.38167428E+04 




-1.52938086E+04 2.49391622E-03 1.99632499E-01 2.60804912E-03
 
I1.10000000E+03 -6.64000757E+06 -3.41870575E+03 2°218778E-03 2.60314023E-01 2.24366884E-03
 
I1.12500000E+03 -6.54576201E+06 1.16233594E+04 1.96290948E-03 
 3.117057282-31 1.82997902E-03
 
1.13300000E+03 -6.43008865E+06 1.7336304(E+04 1.8743968CE-03 3.25519038E-01 1.60972040E-G3
 
I1.16000000E+03 
-5.67509053E+06 3.70625226E+04 1.51806251E-03 3.59C44272E-01 8.58587016E-04
1.19000000E+03 
-4.29754101E+06 5.27334997E+04 1.09733484E-03 3,&0414176E-01-1.800110192-03
 
1.20600000E+03 -3.41253753E+06 
 5.73230236E+04 9.84739667E-04 2.92313608E-01 -9.39234642E-03
 








-1.31963275E+06 5.89586494E+04 9.26978956E-04 2.61055321E-01 8.09061657E-04
 
1.25000000E+03 
-8.46433611E+05 5.93426965E+04 9.21201413E-04 2.67499962E-01 8.02516020E-04
 
1.26418000E+03 
-4.59671774E-28 6-04631912+04 -9.1719244EZ04 
 2.788318542-1 ... 7.9710016E-04 .....
 
1.26418000E+03 TOTAL OEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM 
= -4.10411114E+00
 






.P]ase ..... - _--Mede 3 Atlas SLV3A/Bfrner 2 
OMEGA -OMEGA" SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ OM ACCELERATION 
*6.68018905E+01 4.462492572+03 2.07518290E+02 2.07518290E+02 1,.06962E+0 0 
STATION IN M/Q LB IN/IN V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE 1/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PR. I/IN 
FZV~oooooo+01 0.. -. 1589962-0 9.306263+00-5.15889962E-02 
!-3.70000000E+01 7.24441550E+04 7.10775802E+03 -5.14264913E-02 8.58012261E+00 -5.33475070E-02 
:_2.50000000E+01 1.81211010E+05 1.09672385E+04 -5.068867632-02 7.90280035E+00 -5.71399931E-021 
0. 5.45911804E+05 1.79756972 +04 -4.68645451E-02 6.4747570E+00 -5.54244009E-02 
2.50000000E+01 1,06866207E+06 2.36251678E+04 -4.19942083E-02 5.13720122E+00 -4.87442562E-02 
_5.00000000E+01 1.71704615E+06 2.80548722E+04 -3.83284584E-02 3.96602504E+00 -4.45628745E-02 
7.50000000E+01 2.46236647E+06 3.13993875E+04 -3.52557900E-02 2.90819409E+00 -4.076445442-02 
1.00000000E+02 3.27874446E+06 3.37515206E+04 -3.14851885E-02 1,92846912E+00 -3.74065079E-02 
1.25000000E+02 4.14235291E+06 3.519403142+04 -2.66068385E-02 1.04844060E+00 -3.27812300E-02 
1.50000000E+02 5.03179663t+06 3.583976932+04 -2.057297962-02 3.00211458E-01 -2.68606584E-02 













2.50000000E+02 8.53959336E+06 3.32237830E+04 -5.00557568E-03 -1.35742481E+00 -6.6675?275E-03 
I 2.75000002+02 9.35306750E+06 3.18353127E+04 -2.06106463E-03 -1.47387754E+00 -2.90514503E-03 
3.0OOOQOOOE+02 1.0130702E+07 3.03742577E+04 4.66892085E-04 -1.51004239E+00 -8.09676647E-05 
3.25000000E+02 1.08717600E+07 2.89103953E+04 2.71657502E-03 -1.48137424E+00 2o32144809E-03 
3.5120000UE+02 1.09553300E+67 2.74479102E+04 4.85786962E-03 -1.39072303E+00 4.558689902-03 
F3.75000000E+02 7.046455532+06 -5.350738982+04 6.02557072E-03 -1.24773156E+0O .6.S818723E-03 
3.858OUOOuE+02 6.51131078E+06- -5.35214306E+0k4 6.42028509E-03 -1.18068701E+00 6.883273255-03 
LQOUooooUE+02 5.70290177E+06 -5.42548782E+04 6889562792-03 -1.073939272+00 7.32499520E-03 
4.25000000E+02 4.33283086E+06 -5.53159782E+04 7.47950078E-03 -8.81355213E-01 8.12010273E-03 
4.5000000UE+02 2.93892090E+06 -5.61590583E+04 7.92386020E-03 -6.71861949E-01 8.71706724E-03 
4.75000000E+02 1.52683353E+06 -5.67680843E+04 8.18267074E-03 -4.51342808E-01 8.88568108E-03 
I 5.00000000E+02 1.02520914E+05 -5.71367791E+04 8.25393089E-03 -2.29083752E-01 8.88180759E-03 
5.25000o00E+02 -1.32800293E+06 -5.72652877E+04 8.21817620E-03 -8.60692370E-03 8.62961851E-03 
5.50000000E+02 -2.75877015E+06 -5.715619122+04 8.07934549E-03 2.11713369E-01 8.88436227E-03 
5.75000000E+02 -4.18381063E+06 -5.68075186E+04 7.79934412E-03 4.30507414E 01 8.599450022-03 
5.77000000E+u2 -4.297387842+06 -5.67694460E+04 7.77198538E-03 4.476785452-01 8.57155504E-03 
6.O000UOOOE+u2 -5.59720559E+06 -5.62261032E+04 7.40485060E-03 6.40704296E-01 8.19676755E-03 
6.25000000E+02 -6.99326621*E06 -5.5422831E+04 6.8703532-03 8.033528-01 7.67763887E-03. 
6.50000000E+02 -8.36661586E+06 -5.44118303E+04 6.27751533E-03 1.02363084E+00 7.04387913,2-03 
--
.19063280E+00 CA 
7.00LO u 3E+O2 -1.1t257C51E+07 -5.183817852+04 4.71188697E-03 1.33760525E+00 5.44200216E-03 
7.25CG0C0OE+u2 -I.23029497E+07 -5.03189405E+04 3.77096011E-03 1.46184480E+00 4.47967758E-03 
7.5000000E+u2 -1.354064L7E+07 -4.86785551E+04 2.72860416E-03 1.56072958E+00 3.41421761E-03 
7.75G00000E+02 -1.47361C77E+07 -4.69459335E+04 1.62572463E-03 1.63144061E+00 2.22759558E-03 
8.000uOOOE+;)2 -1.58874328E+07 -4.51525183E+04' 5.48172224E-04 1.67313353E+00 1.06716669E-03 
8.25006000E+2 -1.69934879E+07 -4.33295023E+04 -5.19636799E-04 I.68635313E+00 -2.15965432E-05 -_ • 
6.75,OCOO0E+02 -9.71226842E+06 -5.32102020E+04 5.54832614E-03 6.29776560E-03 " 
8 1 3 +U7
8.5t00000UE+C2 -1. 5 394 -4.15072846,+04 -I.60814520E-03 1.67153858E+00 -1.15202119E-03
,v

8.75LuGOOniE+02 -1.90691139E+07 -3.97165232E+04 -2.68441059E-03 1.62827298E+00 -2.28323358E-03
 
9,Ct~uu.Th'+"'2 -2.CC31197E+07 -3.7069786CE+04 -3.74267250E-03 1.55706558E+00 -3.39622590E-03
 
9.25 C0COG E+r2 -2.C9232967E+07 -3.43421124E;04 -4.76705962E-03 1.45829939E00 -4.49010710E-03:
 
9.iO0G0000E+02 -2.17498124E+07 -3.18166358E+04 -5.73714220E-03 1.33374058E+00 -5.48055643E-03
 
9.75COCO0CE+J)2 -2.25161916c:+07 -2.95387877E+04 -6.74340350E-03 1.18398681E+00 -6.50518747E-03
 
9.910002.A E+02 -2.29781910E+07 -2.82322246E+04 -7.405190642-03 1.07454178E+00 -7.17751141E-03 
1.OUQOuOE+.) -2.31188252E+07 2.01131342E+03 -7.78276213E-03 1.00733191E+00 -7.79898240E--" 
1.U2500UCCOE+ 3 -2.19156728&+07 9.06810887E+04 -8.81327360E-03 7.90069752E-01 -9.52171960E-03 
1,05000:05E+.3 -t.87795,.55E4+7 1.56012297E+05 -9.71168434E-03 5.33719296E-01 -lwO9305304E-02, J 
1.750000bE+03 -1.43383154E+C7 1.94598296E+05 -1.04308494E-02 2.47757128E-01 -1.18830755E-02 
1.1,JC00iCCE+03 -9.29245131E+06 2.04077375E+_05 -1.09294922E-02 -5.69969464E-02 -1.24191081E-02,
 
1,12500060E+ 3 -4.38958717E+C6 1.82469503E+05 -f.118973602-02 -3.74981383E-01 -1.32765472E-02
 
1.1331LUA06+C3 -2.98o,49bOE+V6 1.67798694E+05 -1.12398076E-02 -4.83155579E-01 -1.38016197E-02
 
.16JCCOE+53. 5.88966162E+05 9.63894303E+04 -1.1293375'6E-02 -8.46248751E-01 -1.30084900E-02
 
1.i900(:OuOE+03 2.14915805E+06 1.37752733E+04 -1.11572436E-02 -1.21789034E+00 -1.19141267E-02
 
1.206Q(O0E+03 2.Q8071822E+06 -1.98479781E+04 -1.10964079E-02 -1.38432283E+00 -7.50336340E-0i
 
1.21200000E+03 1.95290786E+06 -2.27692143E+04 -1.10878067E-02 -1.42824356E+00 -1.10422682E-02
 
1.22500000E+Q3 1.613t34947E+ 0 6 -2.95321128E+04 -1.10722881E-02 -1.57160247E+00 -1.1013229E-02r
 
1.2q20000E+33 1.u2971550E+06 -3.93496858E+04 -1.10571514E-02 -1.75852545E+00 -1.09784520E-02
 
1.2500000E+33 6.95076348E+(5 -4.43506907E+04 -1.10525342E-02 -1.84629373E+00 -1.09638328E-02 
1.2o4i8066E+03 7.77958732E-27 -5.38127643E+64 -1.10491431E-O2-0"2.00159670E+00 -1.09415175E-02 
1.261180U0E+03 TOTAL DEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM = 1.92634231E+00 
1.264180OE+03 7.77958732E-27 -9.39560106E-10 -1.10491431E-02 -2.00159670E+00 1.18855b77+313 _' 
V-J 
i­
17 -;50 t' 

tY j. E: A StrSustainer
Mode -
VA | ,,BaP~se i, 
" 4e4 Atlas SLV3A/Dan-er 2 
'W 0 -MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. SQ OM ACCELERATION.TOTAL PHI 

1 ,;i 2407518290E+02 2.07518290E+02 8.18274356E+01 0.
07292565E 02§ 1.1516944E+04 

STATION IN M/Q LB IN/IN V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE 1/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PR. 1/IN 
.OOOooE 0z ,o 0:,,,, . . 'Oa -6.85041969E-02 8.74694193E+00 -6.85041969E-02 
, OoaoodddobEOAOb 4 7q6E0,, 1.619IZb546E+04 -6.81284094E-02 7.33369754E+00 -7.25065323E-02 
I 86 0 ,~s,2-*,44850900E+04 -6.64419236E-02 6.38054334E+00 -8.08449177E-02 
0*. 1.20348720E+06 3.79876590E+04 -5.78863889E-02 4.37282524E+00 -7.59757503E-02 
2.50000000E+01 2.27116116E+06 4.66713923E+04 -4.73381254E-02 2.59439566E+00 -6.06728089E-02 
5.00000000E+01 3.50409751E+06 5.13727031E+04 -3.96987537E-02 1.18864670E+00 -5.11149100E-02 
V1170 SwQQQao:!4;to1246~528618369E+04 -3.35546485--02. 3.10336390E-02 -4.28286550E-02 
,r "-6E+06: 5.16648071E+04 -2.63553925E-02 -9.5i568595E-01 -3.54193937E-02 
I,,t5770000o oia*'o -'OAi7P 4E+6 4.82505636E+04 -1.74627369E-02 -1.72255337E+00 -2.59277481E-02 
1.50000000E+02 8.52378034E+06 '4.32150712E+04 -6.98735647E-03 -2.23237355E+00 -1.45689479E-02 
1.75000000E+02 9.53135366E+06 3.73028960E+04 -1.60646822E-03 -2.44180330E+00 -5.33675782E-03 
2.00000000E+02 1.03861418E+07 3.10580815E+04 4.32910722E-03 -2.49430913E+00 1.22329906E-03 
1taaS!2OOOOOOE,2l;,t',oi084'9101E+07, -2.48926048E+04 1.07269526E-02 -2.37685161E+00 8.23769210E-03 
St 6,2 VS ;1'35058Eb' 1.92491184E+04 1.66103324E-02 -2.07626596E+00 1.56474084E-02O&6bb EO7: 

I k 50~0E000E :.o55 5.76E+07 1o45682673E+04 2.05157578E-02 -1.62557993E+00 2.01294952E-02
 
3.O00000+OE02 1.23740455E+07 1,11481833E+04 2.36892570E-02 -1.07877908E+00 2.34881775E-02
 
3.25000000E+02 1.26251654E+07 9.20258763E+03 2.63691001E-02 -4.56137430E-01 2.62433257E-02
 
3.51200000E+02 2.83980303E+06 8.93056501E+03 2.87910032E-02 2.64427029E-01 2.86936608E-02
 
'q,3"'',000000 E.0 ii . ;:0,465E +O T.,,/'/4086834600E+04 2.33740700E-02 8.73171115E-01 2.29258651E-02 
*,f, a qaOO 2*Qat t,3sio0 ooEtO ,. 87128153E+04 2.12900781E-02 1.09203821E+00 2.08686870E-02 
,4 1.85914799E-02 1.38422060E+00. 1.81838118E-02 
,Z50OOOOOE+02 -3.34881313E+07 5.52506572E+04 1.45869308E-02 1.78553009E+00 1.39470854E-02
 
4.SQOOOOOOE+02 -3.20407037E+07 6.06823665E+04 1.05787211E-02 2.08275899E+00 9.72162556E-03
 
4*75000000E+02 -3.04483124E+07 6.68000947E+04 7.01488279E-03 2.27880606E+00 6.18763704E-03
 
,07- 7,33564030E+04 4.54162280E-03 2.40101852E+00 3.735508482-03
 
<250OO0 0,829'ie' ,o*7 . 481"f78774E+04 2.81307480E-03" 2.47226499E+00 2.23700261E-03
* ' ~-; gite34,;- t 46S2iE+64 .1.160769462-03 2.50097991E+4 -6.664422942-05
 
54750000,00E 02 r 12 NOl5p07 9.4427386E94.-7.399?9-1-3EM04 2.47394588E4 00 -42.06544444E-03 A K 5,470000002+02 -2. 2I22 5E+0 .466 E+O/-"- 6138E-IY 2.46966296E+- 227 ' 3 
" 6.0000000002 -!-1.99824545E+07 1.00935852E+05 -2.45087610E-03 2.39930564E+00 -3.87250783E-0-­
'
 0!6... ,3E+ --_ J,,,0489494E+05 3.95838498E-03 2.28204779E+00 -5.47232151E-03
 





6.75000000E+02 -1.16973416E+07 1.19356924E+05 -6.31102906E-03 .1.94150729E+00 -7.99211250E-03
 
7.00000000E+02 -8.64796352E+06 1.24494739E+05 -7.13226758E-03 1.73000474E+00 -8.8857146CE-03 
7.25000000E+02 -5.47777339E+06 1.29012975E+05 -7.70261292E-03 1.49938551E+00 -9.519697C7E-03 
7.50000000E+02 -2.20285248E+06 1.32867375E+05 -8.01296319E-03 1.25626491E+O0 -9.88433467E-03 
7*75000000E+02 1.15984666E+06 1.36032967E+05 -8.05731859E-03 1.00867680E+00 -9.80133098E-03 
8,000000E+02 4.59307555E+06 1.38512034E+05 -7.85671039E-03 7.66005918E-01 -9.44880273E-03 
8.25000000E+02 8.07991866E+06 1.40327359E+05 -7.44549508E-03 5.34177966E-01 -9.05845323E-03, 
8.50000000E+02 1.16041864E+07 1.41512578E+05 -6.834923130-03 3.16313495E-01 -8.39000640E-03 
8.75000000E+02 1.51506813E+07 1.42114841E+05 -6.06073735E-03 1.18254386E-01 -7.49624079E-03 
9.00000000E+02 1.87060811E+07 1.42211942E+05 -5.14598359E03 -5.62248910E-C2 -6.47506716E-03 












-2.89 87 86 97 E 03 
9.91000000E+02 3.14771493E+07 1.37355009E+05 -8.97082652E-04 -4.49722069E-01 -2.00478433E-03 
1.00000006E+03 3.25853259E+07 1.02775079E+05 -3.72464219E-04 -4.64385580E-01 -1.201295502-03 
1.02500000E+03 3.36677049E+07 -1.61500393E+04 1.14241656E-03 -4.63570141E01 .1.2685887E03._ 
1.O50OOOOOE+03 3.18442053E+07 -1.27147367E+05 2.58923698E-03 -4.02511306E-01 3.58257579E-03 
1:0750OOOOE+03 2.74983447E+07 -2.15688167E+05 3.87914343E-03 -2.88217499E-01 5.48875662E-03 
1.12500000E+03 1.43744141E+07 -2.8-----+ - -03 5,84453675E-2 8 5E 
1:130000 0 350 -2741496E+05 54977E-7&2 
1.13300000E+03 1.21633345E+07 -2.71644190E+05 5.78037571E-03 1.33074355E-01 9.92761526E-03 
1.16000000E03 5.70632344E+06 -1.99295969E+05 6.28173669E-0'3 4.02173257E-01 9.82792831E-03 
1o9000000E+03' 1*46940056E+06 -8,81710207E+04 6,55173026E-03 6.98395249E-01 1.139629182-02 
1.20600000E+03 5.00228786E+05 -3,59184356E+04 6.58221530E-03 8.87546906E-01 1.30844665E-02 
1.21200000E+03 2.99475605E+05 -3.09253528E+04 6.58392167E-03 9.63797771E-01 6.64577237E-03 _..­
1.22500000E+03 -2.75139361E04 -1.92135383E+04 6.58499021E-03 1.05005274E+00 6.62341729E-03 
1.24200000E+03 -2.13543986E+05 -2.38766431E+03 6.58335407E-03 1.16235870E+00 6.58812940E-03 
1.25000000E+03 -1.98864186E+05 6.12040045E+03 6.58222406E-03 1.21499160E+00 6.56998326E-03 
1*2641800OE+03 -9.04412598E-25 2.21246327E04 6.58110532-E03 .130791965EOf -6.53685606E-03-........ 
1,26418000E+03 TOTAL DEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM = -3.07017C43E-01 
i.26418000E+03 '-9.04412598E-25 -5.13813691E-07 6.58110532E-03 1.30791965E+00 6.49981555+315 
e 9'' 
iStart SustainerPhase 
Mode 5 AtIjL SLV3A/Burner 2 
OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS - INTG.' PHI'SQDN, ACCELERAT.ION
 
2.02443641E+02 4.09834276E+04 2.07518290E+02 2.07518290E+02 2.06229730E+02 0. .. - , -

STATION IN M/Q LB IN/IN V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE 1/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PR. I/IN
 
[-5.70000000E+01 0. 1 0. -1*199870406-01 9s04122028E400,'.-1.9987O40E-0 " "
 
-3.70000000E+01 5.88665222E+05 5.58160703E+04 -1,186449972-01 6.48924218E+0O. -1337304211-0.
 
-2.50000000E+01 1.40991825E+06 7.97198332E+04 -1.127922256-01 .4.61264622E+00 .. 59686245E#Ot
 
0. 3.77107735E+06 1.03405500E+05 -8.47902288E-02 7,87483766E-01 -1.34030943E-01
 
2*50000000E+01 6.32640413E+06 9,67097057E+04 :5.35126967E-02 -2.05349000E+00 -8.11440412E-02
 
5.00000000E+Ol 8.44510954E+06 7.03439219E+04 -3.36232234E-02 -3.68769995E+00 -4.92552061E-02
 
7.50000000E+01 9#75127328E+06 3.28127319E+04 -1*99339518E-02 -4.59327626E+OO.!2.5690Th4E'02 ­
.OO0OOOOE+02 1.00380131E+07 -1.04488512E+04 -6.79596230E-03 -4,97849299E400., -4.96283O50EO3 ..
 







*175000000E+02 4.48626321E+06 -1.30275639E+05 2.05508847E-02 -3.46110760E+00 3.35784485E-02
 
2.00000000E+02 8.74353616E+05 -1.57332463E+05 2.21798691E-02 -2.56130052E+00. 3.79131153E-02
 
2 25 0 00 00 E+0 2 
r- .-3.30988048E+06 -1.75957647E+05 2 14781074E-02. '1.59196084E*00', 3'.0738720E-02 '
 
2I50000000e+02 -7.85124421E+06 -1.860050762+05 1.87034634E-02 -7.04753608E-01 2 80082-403E02,
 
2.7500000E+02 -1.25562692E+07 -1-89510831E+05 1 537636072 02 .*-1.09023569E-01 .2040044422
 
3.00000000E+02 -1.72885431E+07 -1.88414872E+05 1.15208912E-02 3.309284342-01 1.491932572-02
 
3.25000000E+02 -2.19491311E+07 -1.83970818E+05 7.32737886E-03 6.40073391E-01 . 9.84176253E-03
 
3.51200000E+02 -3.00488793E+07 -1.77023003E+05 2.69836696E-03 8.29522873E-01 4.62790151E-03
3.750000001*92' -3.66267113E+07 2.66466296E*05 --32l8561-75E-037.6 95 87331-- 1
 
3.85000000E+02 -3.39616579E07 2.66543201E+05 -5.33360884E-03 ":.89210830EfO1 '71639345871-03,.,""
 
4.00OO0000E+O2 -2.993449771±07. 2.70279665E*05. -7.788280988-03 5S56276782E-01 -9.95745967E03 flt
 
4.25000000E+02 -2.31197458E+07 2.74404386E+05 -1.090612932-02 2.58034770E-01 -1.40839450E-02
 
4.50000000E+02 -1.62427821E+07 2.75115566E+05 -1.33107962E-02 -1.282669342-01 -1.71966092E-02
 
4.75000000E+02 -9.39905030E+06 2.71645038E+05 -1.47912338E-02 -5,72718571E-01 -1o81552591E-02
 
5.00000000E+02 -2,698078001+06 2,63677204E+05 -1.53097454E-02 -. 0288319-l;00:x'01 20729lE02', ;
 
5.25000000E+02 3.74718515E+06 2o51199620E+05 -1.52859849E-02 -1l476436862+00 170908561-02" J.',.'2

5.500000001+02 .9.82547409E+06 2.34319201E+05 -1.481623342-02 -. 92267747Et0O7 >'1;81165038E.0t 'Km
 
5.75000000E+02 1.54257446E+07 2.12976504E+05 -1.37944526E-02 -2.36012918E+00 -1.67941217E-02
 
5.770000002*02 1.58498093E+07 2.11083769E+05 -1.36935617E-02 -2.39359040E+00 -I666657262-02
 
6.000000002+02 2.04395204E+07 1.87464760E+05 -1.23439854E-02 -2.758318782+00 -1*498433421-02
 
6.25000000E+02 2A,47679512E*07. 1.58233135E+05 -1.05161913E-02 -3*10576217E+00.':12744I7O8 O2 it45*A
I O000E+02 20:63247830E+07 1.25,837535E+05 ±a.3699112tE-03. -3. ,253237t+9d: 
- " , .. 4-­
6.*75C0CtUO0E+'2. 3.1(0388236E+07 9.092406452±04L -. 730 5_ -3.610474+00 -7.25097098E-03
 
7.o00GOC0(E+02 3.28559698E+07 5.42105359E+04 -3.38777778E-03 -3.75334320E+00 -4.15130645E-03
 
7.250UU00E+U2 3.37407535E+07 1.64665348E+04 -6.96083248E-04 -3.81700188E+00 -9.28006273E-04
 
7.50CUO0OOE+02 3.36773754E+07 -2.15076420E+04 2.02877115E-03 -3.79943996E+00 2.33169569E-03
 
7.75000000E+02 3.26701994E+07 -5.89035729E+04 4.62554999E-03 -3.70161875E+00 5.38072400E-03
 
8.000000GE+02 3.07433412E+07 -9.49650001E+04 6.86355221E-03 -3.53316639E+00 7.95510.93E-03
 
8.25UOOOOE+02 2.79384690E+07 -1.29046296E+05 8.77341712E-03 -3.30508483E+00 1.02567079E-02 I
 
8.50000000E+02 2.43122089E+07 -1.605895512+05 1.04008251E-02 -3.02477529E+00 1.21655454E-02
 
8.7500C000E+02 1.99341119E+07 -1.89124342E+05 1.i6892756E-02 -2.70276546E+00 1.35996224E-02
 
9.0.(:C000CsE+02 1.47492858E+07 -2.27517883E+05 1.26351328E-02 -2.34813198E+00 1.47614681E-02
 
9.250C0000E+02. 8.60034605E+06 -2.63348334E+05 i.32282891E-02 -1.96946805E+00 1.53520660E402
 
9.5C000000E+02 1.63500826E+06 -2.92798754E+05 1.34636998E-02 -1.57898635E+00 1.58949801E-02
 
9.7500000C0E+02 -5.98't95976E+06 -3.15699169E+05 1.33670059E-02 -1.18142943E+00, 1.59129669E-02
 
9.91c0000u+02 -1.112929862+07 -3.26894579E+05 1,f185054E-02 -9.27859234E-01 1.57547521E-02
 
1.000000E+03 -1.49320848E+07 -5.52889290E+05 1.29083863E-02 -7.80024356E-01 1.73671709E-02
 
l.0250&GLOE+03 -3.58214856E+07 -1.04597338E+06 1.18038873E-02 -3.0095730BE-01 1.99755543E-02
 
1.O5COOOOOE+03 -6.34957988E+07 -1.09459154E+06 9,63025460E-03 1.85713861E-01 148181750E-02
 
1.0750000uE+03 -8.71779310E+07 -7.42452914E+05 6.34824190E-03 5.67740174E-01 1.L8889353E-02
 
1.1qOUOOOE+03 -9.84C591062+O7 -1.I2672156A05 2.3935736E-0l7.601867E-01 3.3185122.8E,.03
 
1.1250L00uO-03 -9.28641916E+07 5.739368932+05 -1.35393269E-03 7.20602780E-01 r7.9 17757 84 E-03
 
1.13300000E+'3 -8.73984582E+07 7.87932128E+05 -2.58455509E-03 6.32323462E-01 -1.46140532E-02
 
1.16600000E+03 -5.88229362E+07 1.17974818E+06 -6.861160 2E-03 3.28979925E-02 -2.78531209E-02
 
1.19000000E+03 -2.62740178E+07 9.03083485E+05 -1.03186855E-02 -1.06684284E+00 -5.993865722E02
 
1.20600000E+03 -1.47194415E+07 5.31996801E+05 -1.09358239E-02 -2.27480846E+00- -1.07242269E-0i
 
L_._I1OOOOE+03 -1.16726069E+07 4.81326066E+05 -1.09921161E-02 -2.89539110E+00_.-1.1954762 -02
 
1.22500000E+03 -6.20857352E+06 3.58229627E+05 -1.10684455E-02 -3.04976406E+00 -1.17849048E-02
 
1.2420000CE+03 -1.55293588E+06 1.87706657E+05 -1.11096896E-02 -3.24766419E+00 -1.14851029C-02
 
1.25000OOE+u3 -3.85420600E+05 1.03784724E+05 -1.11145602E-02 -3.33890037E+00 -1.13221296E-02
 
1.26"418U00E+03 2.92137583E-26 -5.06155966E+04 -1.11146573E-02 -3.49728061E+00 -1.10134261E-02
 
1.26418000E+03 TOTAL DEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM = 1.97288490E-01'
 

































































































































































_ _ _ _Model 
Atlas SLV3A/Burner 2
 
TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SO DM ACCELERATION. 
3.03410661E+02 3.03410661E+02 2.36178191E+0-2 0.
 
V/Q _ LB/IN B.SLOPE I/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PR. 1/IN 
0. -2.03919411E-02 7.72159310E+00 -2.03919411E-02
 
9.48930112E+02 -2.0370566C'E-02 7.31127358E+00 -2.06270336E-02
 
1.49316967E+03 -2*02723623E-02 7.05869767E+00 -2.11506974E-02
 
2.56520290E+03 -1.97528705E-02 6.52923533E+00 -2.09743957E-02
 
3.55431692E+03 -1.90719724E-02 6.01072627E+00 -2.00874915E-02
 
4.46345321E+03 -1,85426419E-02 5.51466561E+0 -1.95345204E-02
 
5.295577892+03 -1.80838290E-02 5.03418889E+00 -1.90128778E-02
 
6.05273860E+03 -1.74999157E-02 4.56408898E+00 -1.85617996E-02
 
6.73674221E+03 -1.67170997E-G2 4.10766416E+00 -1.78989843E-02
 
7.35021079E+03 -1.57128740E-02 3.67108872E+O0 -1.70023846E-02
 
7.89738348E+03 -1.51492853E-02 3.26600238E+00 -1.59390236E-02
 
8.38171702E+03._. -1.44682540E-02 2.87516889E90_ -1.53064257E-02
 
8.80570931E+03 -1.36625696E-02 2.50177045E+00 -1.45431405E-02
 
9.17245779E+03 -1#28520134E-02 2.15203653E+00 -1.33108594E-02
 
9.48637991E+03 -1.22593669E-02 1.82997152E+00 -1.25108885E-02
 
9.75088868E+03 -1.17305655E-02 1.52497579E+00 -1.19064421E-02
 
9.9684C218E+03 -1.12417784E-02 1.23403145E+00 -1.13780195E-02
 
1.01482052E+04 -1.07584528E-02 9.42672317E-01 -1.08690673E-02
 
1.90245876E+04-1.01493050E-02 6.89308460E-01 -1.03244551 E-02
 
1.90257811E+04 -9.89372367E-03 5.87397896E-01 -1.00583066E-02
 
1.90797391E+04 -9.53913463E-03 4.39328261E-01 -9...9226255E-03
 
1.91359182E+04 -8.95245535E-03 2.03865177E-01 -9.174C6413E-03
 
1.9152C449E+04 -8.28081917E-03 -1.74374784E-02 -8.55132828E-03
 
1.91367961E+04 -7.60278591E-03 -2.21958320E-01 -7.83969979E-03
 
1.89875633E+04 -6.63613982E-03' -5.86423500E-01 -6.77256254E-03
 
1.88700609E+04 -6.15621424E-03 -7.52626419E-01 -6.42198975E-03
 
1.87244828E+04 -5.52155996E-03 -9.05297104E-01 -5.78528507E-03
 
1.87117035E+04 -5.46915271E-03 -9.16815127E-01 -5.73269783F-nS
 
1.85535596E+04 -4.84915896E-03 -1.04157313E+00 -5.11047670E-03
 
1.83602491E+04 -4.13935536E-03 -1.16050661E+O0 -4.39795042E-03
 
',6.s000000E+02: 9.48828073E+06, 1.81476744E+04 -3.39253836E-03 -1.26115993E+001, -3.64813941E-03
 
" O 
6.75000000E+02 9.93914544E+6 1.79191221E+17-4 -2.609136)CE-03 -1.34261681E+00 -2.86151800E-03
 
7.00L00O00E+02 1.03841324E+07 1.7678g400E+,04 -1.78960848E-03 -1.4C393331E+0C -2.G3859496E- 3
 
7.2500000GE+02 1.08229730E+07 1.74280350E+U4 -9.34441253E-04 -1.44t23851E+00 -1.17990653E-03
 
7.50000000E+02 1.12554qI1E+(7 1.71728709E+C4 -4.41377266E-05 -1.46263522E+00 -2.86C09148E-C4
 
7.750000O E+02 1.16816062+0" 1.69164678E+C4 8.50795244E-04 -1.4582051QE+0 6.33917452E-04
 
8.00000000E+02 1.21013374E+07 1.66628020E+04 1.68768568E-03 -1.43169755E4+0 1.49615922E-03
 
wL8.25000000E+02 1.2314806E+07 1.64156363E+04 2.48694438E-03 -1.38432305E+30 2.29825890E-(3
 
8.50000000,c+02 1.29222332E+07 1.61785482E+04 3.27689275E-03 -1.31677o22E+ZC 3.0991Q651E-03
 
8.75000000E+02 1.33238412E+07 1.59550508E+04 4.fl3783079E-C3 -1.22938757E+,0 3.87666866E-13
 
9.00000000E+02 1.3b0401432+07 1.61079990E+03 -- 4.76838372E-03 -1.12190661+lc' 4.753329522-03
 
9.25000000E+02... 1.34135515E+07. .5.44654011E-03 -9.92294627E-Z1
624398o22+04 5.57753995E-03
 
9.50000000E+02 1.28198C89E+07 -3.08620t-31E+&,4 6.4413740E-C3 -8.43816626E-01 6.29302453E-03
 
9.75000000E+02 1.18912844E+07 -4.29808498E+t4 6.6U690103E-03 -6.78102552E-01 6.95352078E-03
 
9.910000GOE+Q2 1.11514600E+C7 -4.93032557E+04 6.94231339E-U3 -5.63713828E-P1 7.33992030E-03
 
1.000000OOE+03 1.06937844E+07 -5.23385492S+C4 7.12108445E-03 -4.96731992E-01 7.54316953E-03­
1.02500000E+03 9.29932583E+06 -5.87011785E+04 7.57548092E-03 -3.01654786E-01 8.03408387E-03
 
1.05000000E+03 7.78533514E+06 -6.18721100E+04 7.95043442E-C3 -9.56143752E-02 8.43381028E-l3
 
1.07500000E+03 6.23362914E+06 -6.16960I46E+04 B.2533320IE-03 1.18893478E-01 8.71375003E-03
 
1.10000000E+03 4.72937918E+06 -5.80597392E+04 8.48381413E-03 3.39373350E-01 8.90760785E-03
 
1.12500000E+03 3.36049444E+06 -5,07315C84E+04 8.63883072E-n3 5.64954498F-01 9.21902126E-03
 
1.13300000E+03 2.96769938E+06 -4.73985980E+4 8.68192245E-03 6.39403664E-01 9.40556517E-03
 
1.16000000E+03 1.87524651E+06 -3.39688395E+04 8.82010697E-03 8.93600251E-01 9.42453472E-03
 
1.1o000006E 03 1.07589818E+C6 -2.05114262E+04 8.93998329E-03 1.18018104E+00 1.00669847E-02
 
1.20600000E+03 7.92867045E+05 -1.52542767E+G4 8.96739052E-03 1.34953741E+00 1.17288454E-02
 
1.212GOOOOE+03 7.02681193E+05 -1.48118062E+04 8.97057954E-03 1.41963353E+00 9.00020315E-03
 
1.22500000E+03 5.15808C41E+C5 -1.39668907E+04 8.97585171E-03 1.53666084E+00 9.00378549E-03
 
1.24200000E+03 2.85765459E+05 -1.3159043IE+04 8.98038096E-C3 1.68975260E+00 9.00669905E-03
 
1.25000000E+03 1.81524121E+C5 -1.29173593E+04 8.98162620E-03 1.76180948E+00 9.0C746092E-03
 
1.26418000E+03 1.94920414E-28 -.-127424168E+04 5.98248224E-03 1.88954009E+00 9.00796707E-03 ­
1.26418000E+03 TOTAL DEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM = 2.81964350E+00
 
1.26418000E+03 1.94920414E-28 1.41313334E-10 8.98248224E-03 1.88954009E+00 -1.78763358±312
 







Atlas SLV3A/Burner 2 

















































































































































































































































































































































4.355 89S0$ t% 


























6.75v00000E+02 4.2722266'+G6 -1.87845253E+04 2.62344499E-03 -1.18438956E+00 2.88801577E-03 
7. O(OCOOE+02 3.79656721E+06 -1.94208389E+04 2.94898699E-03 -1.10792637E+00 3.22251993E-03 
7.2500000E+02 3.30355299E+C6 -2.06124994E+1)4 3.23538157E-03 -1.02359507E+00 3.51724776E-03 
7.5000OOOE+02 2.79634858E+06 -2.u5554202E+04 3.48143656E-03 -9.32405897E-01 3.77094952E-03 
7.75000000E+02 2.2762176tE+06 -2.1,460990E+C4 3.67999416E-03 -8.35606116E-01 3.94981594E-03 
8.000000E+02 1.74450045E+u6 -2.14819654E+04 3.82179903E-03 -7.35032006E-01 4.06871818E-03 
8.25000000E+02 1.20259032E+06 -2.18613155E+b4 3.91753512E-03 -6.31988165E-01 416881461E-03 
8.50000000E+02 6.51915890E+05 -2.21829472E+04 3.97526446E-03 -5.27167858E-01 4.219033112-03 
8.75000000E+02 9.39299381E+C4 -2.2446178CE+04 3.99717416E-C3 -4.21685096E-01 4.22390324E-03 
.00000000E+02 -5.83459322E+4'5 -3.6169U182E+04 3.98596228E-03 -3.15338477E-01 4.32399048E-03 
9.25b0000E+02 -1.67624542E+06 -5.01228035E04 3.93181526E-C3 -2.06619157E-01. 4. 33603142E-03 
9.50000000E+02 -3.03653389E+06 -5.77940124E+04 3.82543299E-03 -9.85545389E-02 4.29151373E-03 
9.75000000E+02 -4.52102381E-+u6 -6.00795448E+04 3.65388653E-03 7.04935205E-03 4.13839898E-03 
9o91OQOOOOE+02 -5.47484384E+06 -5.87991151E+04 3.50844247E-C3 7.20770482E-02 3.98262888E-03 
I.OOOOOOO0E+03 -5*99719447E+06 -5.71720703E+04 3.41456038E-03 1.07449471E-01 3.87562546E-03 
1.02500000E+03 -7.33906179E+06 -4.94014465E+04 3.11119390E-03 i.99952000E-01 3.49714270E-03 
1.05000000E+03 -8 4 3058630E+06 -3.72322609E+(4 2.76425579E-03 2.82022486E-01 3.05513283E-03 
1.07500000E+03 -7.16870089E+06 -2.12300472E+04 2.38290544E-03 3.52027177E-01 2.54133863E-03 
1.10000000E+03 .. 9,46547350E+06 -2.03524832E+03 1.98942690E-03 4.08867424E-01 2.00428273E-03 
1.12500000E+03 -9.24843445E+06 2.008C7334E+04 1.626352312-03 4.52100294E-01 1.396699152-03 
1.13300000E+03 -9.05586179E+06 2.80916021E+C4 1.50149462E-03 4.62057779E-01 '.07261520E-03 
1.16000000E+03 -7.90697003E-06 5.46301003E+04 1.00251511E-03 4.77160754E-01 3.04492702E-05 
1.19000000EO3., 5'.2997185E+06 7.43734915E+04 4.19323588E-04 4.44371600E-01 -3.66713199E-03 
1.2060000t+3-: o4.69115822E+06 7.97477228E+04 2.64156778E-04 3.31359784E-01 -1.41724332E-02 
h212000002+03: _4.21175701E+06 8.003(5960E+04 2.45170789E-04 2.46660500E-01 8.51095967E-05 
1.22500000 +03 -3,16831208E+06 8.04784225E+04 2.13186285E-C4 2.47543135E-01 5.22294402E-05 
1.24200000E+03 -1.796517275+G6 8.08729330E+04 1.85045918E-04 2.48162495E-01 2.33000520E-05 
1.25000000E+03 -1.14906(82E+G6 8.0983110!E+04 1.77190651E-04 2.48314227E-01 1.52244311E-05 
1.26418000E+03 -5.32573761E-26 8.10593122E+04 1.71758573E-04 2.48477321E-01 9.63994811E-06 
1.26418000E+03 TOTAL DEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM = -5.66826080E+00 
1.26418000E+03 -5.32573761E-26 -6.38272855E-06 1.71758573E-04 2.48477321E-01 8.07424150+316 





Madie 3 Atlas SLV3A/Burner 2 
OMEMEG A EGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ'DM ACCELE'RATION 
5.75050284E+1 3.30682829E+03 3.03410661E+02 3.03410661E+02 2.69377518E+02 0.-
STATION IN M/Q LB IN/IN V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE I/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PR. I/IN 
-5.70000000E+oJ 0. 0. -6.93028283E-02 1.44623323E+01 -6.93028283E-02 













2.50000000E+01 1.21359678E+06 2.71991472E+04 -5.84873148E-02 8.47814196E+00 -6.62584997E-02 
5.000000OOE+0l 1.96524625E+06 3.27393609E+04 -5.43084875E-02 6.87442920E+00 -6.158390I1E-02­
7.50000000E+01 2.84130593E+06 3.716813982+04 -5.07780043E-02 5.39856024E+00 -5.72987306E-02 
1.OOOOOOOOE+02 3.81503584E+06 4.05629521E+04 -4.64081360E-C2 4.01023377E+00 -5.35244433E-02 
1.25000000E+02 4.86140389E+06 4.29927969E_04 -4.07066098E-02 2.73485714E+00 -4.82492058E02 
1.50UO0OOE+02 5.95742088E+06 4.455309762+04 -3.35932354E-02 1.61082042E+00 -4.14C95683E-02 
1.75000000E+02 7.08300502E+06 4.53845495E+04 -2.97131864E-C2 7.05535717E-01 -3.42516414E-02 
2.00000000E+02 8.22149558E06 4.55981556E+04-2.51585393E-02 -9'.5621900E2022.97183549E-02 
2.250000002E+02 9.35844266E+06 4.52758289E+04 -1.99260139E-02 -7.74283582E-01 -2.445359682-02 
2.50000000E+02 1.04816155E+07 4.45145113E+04 -1.48082709E-02 -1.29898619E+00 -1.703507902-02 
2.75000000E+02 1.15815592E+07 4.34373422E+04 -1.11785858E-02 -1.66200227E+00 -1.23302820E-02 
3.00000000E+02 1.26516181E+07 4.21357548E+04 -8.03516640E-03 -1.924651032+00 -8.79516799E-03 
3.25000000E+02 1.36870189E+07 4.06744861E+04 -5.21440333E-C3 -2.10592766E+00 -5.77031358E-03 
3.51200000E+02 1.47313553E+07 3.90315405E+04 -2.50744441E-03 -2.21933263E+00 -2.93288464E-03 
3.75000000E+02 1.46107522E+07 -5.670610642+4 -2.04382860E-04 -2.23719399E+0O - I1768268cE-04 
3.85000000E+02 1.40435954E+07 -5.67252469E+04 6.29709059E-C4 -2.22994673E+00 1.12041189E-03 
4.00000000E+02 1.31846827E+07 -5.77944766E+04 1.67462588E-03 -2.20517693E+00 2.13846598E-03 
4.25000000E+02 1.17178979E+07 -5.95383426E+04 3.13593780E-03 -2.13094320E+Q0 3.82543800E-03 












921 816E-3.... ... 
I5250000002+02 5.44929033E+06 -6.55042624E+04 6.60819289E-03 -l.52710867E+l0 7.07883096E-03 
5_.50000000E+02 3.79695794E+06 -6.66572131E+04 6.89888895E-03 -1.33991187E+00 7.83772294E-03 
5.75000000E+02 2.11773767E+06-6.76537143E+04 7.I37552172-03 -1.140523232+00-8.9042138E-03 
5.77000000E+02 1.98235731E+06 -6.77264749E+04 7.15077836E-03 -1.12432799E+00 8.10467237E-03 
6.00000000E+02 4.15624843E+05 -6.84880024E+04 7.23984406E-03 -9.36546376E-01 8.20446381E-Oi- . 
6.25000000E+02 -1.30529077E+06 -6.91577904E+04 7.20408296E-03 -7.314699012-01 -8.178136342-03 
6.SOOOOOOOE+02: -3.04089740E+06 -6.96636092E+04 7.02891841E-03 -5.28820612E-01, 8.01009601E-03
 
6UQQLQQi± 78h?2.±k2QC83A±k.6,13005E - -3.a54A2592!!017.69936997E-0
 
7.00000000E+02 -6.54005196E+06 -7.01997061E+04 6.25662081E-03 -1.45046345E-01 7.24534907E-03
 
7.25000000E+02 -8.29590619E+06 -7.02453408E+04 5,65840434E-03 2.89168189E-02 6.64777534E-03
 
7.50000000E+02 -I.00512078E+07 -7.01577369E+04 4.91858661E-03 1.86146678E-01 5.90672375E-03
 
7.75C00 2OOE+02 -1.18028060E+07 -6.99518351E+04 4.06716856E-03 3.22544889E-01 4.96398696E-03
 
8.000000O0E+02 -1.35479667E+07 -6.96459090E+04 3.17566931E-03 4.35197924E-01 3.97619700E-03
 
L -52844316E+07 -6.92595148E+04 2.23950019E-03 5.23081823E-01 3.03558656E-03
 
8.50000000E+02 -1.70104367E+07 -6.88125146E+ 4 1.23676605E-03 5.85764033E-01 1.99294753E-03
 
8.750C0000E+02 -1.87247263E+07 -6.83258968E+04 2.01215811E-04 6.21431613E-01 8.91376384E-04
 
9.OOOOCOCOE+02 -2.01412091E+07 -3.26962994E+04 -8.54543513E04 6.26895462E-01 .-5.48970622E-04
 
9.25000000E+02 -2.03528740E+07 1.46893920E+04 -1.87276973E-03 5.94462279E-01 -1.99123256E-03
 
9.50000000E+02 -1.94620400E+07 5.57827299E+04 -2.7815477CE-03 5.29014676E-01 -3.23140843E-03
 
9.750000OE+02 -1.76126799E+07 9.10101741E+04 -3.62749283E-03 4.33812165E-01 -4.36144585E-03
 
9.9100000E+02 -1.60037820E+07 1.09519715E+U5 -4.11717704E-03 3.58817457E-01 -5.C0040055E-03
 
1.00000000E+03 -I.49775757E+07 1.18323118E+05 -4.37076883E-03 3.12333259E-01 -5.32498753E-03
 
1.02500000E+03 -1.17771536E+07 1.35974340E+05 -4.97974805E-03 1.69363729E-01 -6.04204758E-03
 
1.05000000E+03 -8.27054290E+06 1.42639670E+05 -5.42000028E-03 1.165079112-02 '-6.53437270E-03
 
1.07500000E+03 -4.74403898E+06 1.37463757E+05 -5.70102867E-03 -1.54518028E-01 -6.72687760E-03
 
I.10000000E+03 -1.49924124E+06 1.20O75238E+05 -5.83136422E-03 -3.22940265E-01 -6.70782581E-03
 
1.12500000E+03 1.15664712E+06 8i98669525E+04 -5.83434215E-03 -4.91094568E-01 -6.86210490E-03
 
1.13300000E+03 1.82390593E+06 7.67140072E+04 -5.81386309E-03 -5.46447362E-01 -6.98506930E-03
 
1.1600000CE+G3 3.17360097E+06 2.54738275E+04 -5.65775045E-03 -7.23600357E-O -6.11102140E-03
 
1.19000000E+03. 3.13941902E+06 -2.28991333E+04 -5.38156106E-03 -8.84433640E-01 -4.12336692E-03
 
1.20600000E+03 2.62157335E+06 -4.02999335E+04 -5.29765360E-03 -9.18064963E-01 1,99777245E-03
 
1.21200000E+03 2.37570677E+06 -4.16265311E+04 -5;28699585E-Q3 -9.05741799E-01 -5.20374279E-03
 
1.22500000E+03 1.81800134E+06 -4.408691822+04 -5.26879998E-03 -9.73233830E-01 -5.1806261E-03
 
1.24200000E+03 1.04712978E+06 -4.64211685E+04 -5.25252667E-03 -1,06111099E+00 -5.15968433E-03
 
1.25000000E+03 6.72798143E+05 -4.71151873E+04 -5.24793772E-03 -1.10236285E+00 -5.15370735E-03
 
1.264180002+03 3.920023022-19 -4.76155764E+04 -5.24475199E-03 -1.17540292E+00 -5.1,4952064-E-03­
1.26418000E+03 TOTAL DEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM = 2.30018660E+00
 
1.264180GOE+03 3.92002302E-19 -6.11297997E-06 -5.24475199E-03 -. _7540292E+00 7.73300575+316
 
i0 




mo-de 2 -4 
Atlas 8LV3A/Burner 2
 
OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ OM ACCELERATION 
1.06635642E 1.13711602Et01 3.0341G661E2+,2 -3.03410661E+02 l.10254958E+02 0. 
STATION IN M/0 Lb IN/IN V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE I/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PR. 1/IN 
-5,TdOO'-0E -- 0. -0. -8.53924825E-02 .,0998E+ol-8 53924825E-02 
;-3.70000000E+O1 '2.06427668E+05 2.00588654E+04 -8.49272688E-02 9.19862267E+00 -9.03485838E-02 
2.50000000E+01 5.10175626E+05 13.03301105E+04 -8.28390410E-02 8.01153514E+O0 -1.00680282E-01 
0. 1.49111760E+06 4.71029554E+04 -7.22415243E-02 5.51084789E+00 -9.46715031E-02 
2.5000000E+01 2.81583291E+C6 5.79446904E+u4 -5.91680833E-02 3.29361829E+00 -7.57237091E-02 
- 5.0000000E+01 4.34772729E±06 6.38780185E+C4 -4.9t93207OE-02 1.53800664E+00 -6.38883222E-02 
7.50000000E+01 5.97672615E+06 6.58455527E+04 -4.20669467E-02 8.98919336E-02 -5.36187981-02 
1.00000000E+02 7.61231476E+06 6.44911665Et04 -3.31230583E-02 -1.14141406E+00 -4.44372981E-02 
*1.25000000E+02 9.17833638E+06 6.03889285E+04 -2.20653105E-02?_ -2.1.j 30682+00 -3.26598593E-02 
... 1.500000+2 1.06149054E+07 5.42693282E+04 -9.02664007E-03 -2.75492164E+00 -1.85475748E-02 
1.75000000E+02 1.18827648E+07 4.70474034E+04 -2.32194311E-03 -3.02513729E+00 -7.02668344E-03 
2.00600000E+02 1.29636548E+07 3.9392691CE+04 5.08232367E-03 -3.1000194E00 1.14305457E-03 
2.250000002+02 1.38530052E+07 3.18120067E+C4 1.3072880IE-02 -2.96315964E+00 9.891679452-03 
2o5000000E+02 1.45593970E+07 2.485C8493E+04 2.04297693E-02 -2.59737364E+00 1.91866225E-02 
..?75000000E+02 1.51053440E+07 I.0548695E+04 2.53198579E-02 -2.04298226E+00 2.48146377.-02 
3.Jo00000UE+02 1.55249579E+07 1.4794(063E+04 2.92987611E-02 -1.36792250E+00 2.90319220E-02 
3.25000000E+02 1.58600600E+07 1.23333519E+04 3.26630906E-02 -5.97595404E-01 3.24945270E-02 
3.5120000E+02 1.61727265E+07 119220C85E+04 3.57158661E202 2.95260520E-01 3.55859173E-02 
3,75000000E+02 -4.38691560E+07 5.57739032E+04 2.92045166E-02 1,05489880E+00 2.86910334E-02 
3.85000000E+02 -4.33112479E+07 5.58090805E+04 2.66670891E-02 1.32914822E+00 2.61843116E-02 
4.000000+02 -4.24560214E+07 5.83226904E+04 2.33780210E-02 1.69649301E+00 2*29099416E-02 
4.25Ot000+02 -4.09331794E+07 6.373823262+04 1.84888480E-02- 2.20431084E+06 .7i 7507098E-02 
4.5C00J000E+02 -3.92588855E+07 7.03809477E+04 1.35836932E-02 2.58517739E+00 1.25896121E-02 
4.7500C000E+02 -3.74068447c+07 7.79003880E+Q4 9.21165273E-03 2.84219854E+00 8.24694204E-03 
5.000000005+02 -3.53590872E+07 8.59965469E+04 6.16906209E-03 3.00834747E+00 5.22404510E-03 
5.25000000E+02 -3.31039804E+07 9.44593423E+04 4.03600989E-03 3.11153275E+00 3.35733401E-03 
5. 60C00000E+02 -3.06342673E+07 1.03141114E+05 1.98908721E-03 3.16226611E+00 5.36395455E-04 
5.50000+02 -2.79466004E+07 1.11863872E+05 -3.745103612-0-4 3.14414229E+00 -1.95005785E-03 
5.77000000E+02 -2.77221783E+07 1.125581GIE+05 -5.54087812E-04 3.14005258E+00 -2.13941317E-03 
6.00000000E+02 -2,50421896E+07 1.20453297E+05 -2.51259853E-03 3.06665825E+00 -4.20912384E-03 
6.5000000+02 -1865057E+07 i.28753526E+05 -4.40788604E-03 2.935743632+00 -6.22131598E-03 
































































































































































































































































































1.26418000E+03 TOTAL DEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM = -2.76827320E-01
 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































-8.81748583E03 -5.39690121E-0i -1.11773258E-02 
-8.81636035E-03 -5,62040656E-C1 -1.11728259E-02 
-8.64913642E-03 -8.17110000E-01 -1.09569948E-02 
-8.15067829E-03 -1.08461352E+00 -1.03856360E-02 
-7.33253377E-03 -1.33356146E+004 -9.47476386E-03 
.-J176 
6.7000002O~ifl.484+07 1.42355±0 -62759-03 -1.5556A40E+0C -8.239372Z8E-13.
 
7.00000000E+02 1.92772739E+07 1.3524b448E+05 -4.79277795E-03 -1.74297651E+00 -6.69765750E-03
 
7.25000005E+U2 2.25364399E+07 1.25355229E+05 -3.10507883E-03 -1.88815107E+00 -4.87064543E-03
 
7.50000000E+32 2.55395325E+07 1.14804982E+05 -1.16475850E-C3 -1.98432569E+00 -2.78173007E-03
 
7#75000000E+02 2.82735524E+07 1.03879922E+05 9.34943741E-04 -2.02458304E+00 -3.96850129E-04
 
8.OOOOOOOOE+02 3.07330508E+07 9.28962444E+04 3.ol222129E-03 -2.00631068E+00 1.94444836E-03
 
L..........E+. 3.2920 180.+0.7 8.21697053E Q4 5.0B034712E-03 -1.93059279E00 4.13586774E-03
 
8.500000002+02 3.48462334E+07 7.20071395E+04 7.18593592E-03 -1.79865733E+00 6.39464867E-03
 
8.75C00000E+02 3.65281299E+u7 6.27154193E+U4 9.25603342E-03 -1.61030581E+00 8.62254433E-03
 
9.O0;6000UE+02 3.34696685E+07 -4.88865951E+05 - 1.12208016E-02 -1.32542455E+00 1.57896423E-02
 
7 S9.2500000E+021.Z446046EdO -1i.064612452+406_ 1'.2473"2372E-02 -8.50897467E-01 2.105882152E-02

I9.50000000E+02 -1.72869637E+07 '-1.34785167E+06 1.24127979E-02 -2.89051739E-01 2.32825694E-02
 
9fg.75000000E+02 -5.15733993E+07 -1.34811349E+06 1.08477834E-02 2.81462587E-01 2.17196664E-02
 
9.910000 UE+2 -- 7.-248&07E 07 -1.20668467E+06 9.04270975E-03 6.07312100E-01 1.87740378E-02
 
1.00000000E+03 -8.24800655E+07 -1.08449831E+06 7.77606950E-03 7.66441318E-01 1.65220236E-02
 
1.02500000E+03 -1.04115561E08 -6.20224761E+05 3 .49 78Q60 9E-03 1.08365848E+00 8.34331203E-03­
* 	 .05000000E+03 -I.1263109IE+68 -5.32317731E+04 -i.30732782E-03 1a17834553E+00 -8.91454588E-04 
1.07500000E+03 -I.06867112E+08 5.03083055E+05 -6.09771279E-03 1.0416544E+00 -9.85206394E-03 
1.10000000E+03 -8.84808131Et07 9.39666979E+05 -1.02471755E-02 6.99749534E-01 -1.71060585E-02 
1.12500000+03 -6.16192499E+07 1.16816054E+06 -1.315190742-02 1.76871424E-01 -2.651156712-02 
1.13300000E+03 -5.22033769E+C7 * 1.17919438E+06 -1.39274854E-02 -5.55236747E-02 -3.19304530E-02 
1.16000000E+03 -2.28464394E+07 9,27688475E+05 -1.60334904E-02 -9.43668618E-01 -3.25404028E-02 
II0 E+033.7478217+5 	 1.698947802 -1.90880552E+00 -3.75773752-02-

I 	 1.20600000E+03 1.35438997E+05 9.24634272E+04 -1.70397609E-02 -2.48189685E+00 -3.37782524E-02
 
1.2120000UE+03 6.13010696E+05 6.68508954E+04 -1.70381486E-02 -2.67324679E+00 -1.71718504E-02
 
1.22500000E+03 1.15031200E+06 1.74975048E+04 -1.703)0433E-02 -2.89576978E+00 -1.70650383E-02
 
1.24200000E+03 1.015644C9E+06 -2.97132616E+04 -1.70170097E-02 -3.18489829E+00 -1.69575832E-02
 
1.25000000E+03 7.17683990E+05 -4.38375345E+04 -1.70123372E-02 -3.32041871E+O0 -1.69246621E-02
 
8
1*':418000 3 T;-2. 5.0933E0 .0089E 3.56C18556Et0O1 -1.6900709182-02 ­
.26418000E+03 TOTAL DEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM = 3.85794898E-01 
fl26418000E+03 -2.18942868E-27 1.08130078E08 -1.70088296E202 -3.56018556E+00 -1.36786071+314 
SASODM
 


























OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED3 TOTAL MASS. GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERAtION"
 
:_4.2lo01236E+01 1.77249619E+03 5.56555674E+01 5.56555674E+01 2.37316524E+01 0.
 
STATION IN M/Q LB IN/IN V/Q __LB/IN B.SLOPE 1/IN YIQ EQ. PHI PHI PR. 1/IN
 
3.51200000E+02 0. O. -6.91887754E-03 6.00072253E-01 -6.91887754E-03
 
3.75000000E+02 2.18342622E+06 1.38733122E+04 -6.66638394E-03 4.34983926E-01 -6#79467394-03
 
- 3.B,000000E+02 2.32216882E+06 1.3875.834E+04 -6555O1618E. 3.763569E-01 -6.•7594372E-O3
 
4.0006CE+02 2.53034762E+06 1.38834099E+04 -6.38505763E-03 2.68846803E-01 -6.49648147E-03
 
4.25000000E+02 2.87770830E+06 1.39052690E+04 -6.06926319E-03 1.09992639E-01 -6.23029700E-03
 
4.50GCOOOOE+O2 3.22547973E+06 1.39114492E+04 -5.69588373E-O3 -4..13392163E-02 -5.89237312E-03
 
4.75000003+02 3.572919002+06 1.38743443E+04 -5. 3O994763 E-'03 -1.83323619E-01 '-5.48176613E 03
 
5.0OCO00COE+02 3.91863052E+06 1.37693352E+04 -4.99807803E-03 -3.16031073E-01 -5.14938940E-03
 
5.25000000E+02 4.260(63224E+06 1.35739580E+04 -4.74434279E-03 -4.41136577E-01 -4.84186959E-03
 
5.500000.OE+02 4.59640087E+06, 1,32672264E+04 -4.45676050E-03 -5.60515668E-01 -4.64362284E-03
 
5.75000COCE+02 4.92290257E+06 1.28297659E+04 -4.07284417E-03 -6.71789206E-01 -4.25354509E-03
 
5.770000'E+02 4.94852114E+06 1.27886501E+04 -4.04100082E-03 -6.80263904E-01 -4.22112265E-03
 
76.76500300E+02 5.23667458E+t'6 1.22466727E+04 -3.66308587E-03 -7.72960383E-01 -3.83557421E-03
 
6.25000000E02 5.53392748E+06 1.15066584E+04 -3.22866309E-03 -8.63343857E-01 -3.39072870E-03
 
I 6.50000000E+02 5.81063571E+06 1.06021609E+04 -2;77106907E-03 -9.42284309E-01 -2.92039528E-03
 
7.OOGOC000E+02 6.28571657E+06 8.28941379E+03 -1.79400230E-03 -1.06342202E+00 -1.91075461E-03
 
7.25000000E+02 6.47574701E+06 6.88653630E+03 -1.27919143E-03 -1.10454537E+00 -1.37618490E-03
 
F 7.-CO --- 26-2224 EE+02 62-04 -1.13209766E+00 -8.2553,55o1E-04
 
7.750UOOOOE+02 6.74109170E+06 3.63417327E+03 -2.28492256E-04 -1.14574569E+00 -2.75084221E-04
 
8.00000000E+_2 6.80945378E2+06 1.81601592E+03 2.48655625E-04 -1.14629560E+00 2.27781879E-04
 
8.25000000E+02 6.83103898E+06 -1.04515738E+02 6.917886242-04 -1.134791072+00 6.92989955E-04
 
8.5000000E+02 6.80355674E+06 -2.10552265E+03 1.11549534E-03 -1.11186524E+00 1.13863295E-03
 
8.75C0000E+U2 6.72529384E+06 -4.1627673CE+03 1.50809089E-03 -1.07818199E+00 1.55013905E-03
 
I9.0oCOOOUE+02 6.59516514E+06 -6.25035922E+03 1.86896452E-03 -1.03462664E+00 1.92737909E-03
 
9.25000000E+02 6.41274872E+06 -8.34117149E+03 2.19484445E-03 -9.82062894E-01 2.26211196E-03
 
L 9.50000000E+02 6.17830921E+06 -1.04076297E+04 2.48120059E-03 -9.21699488E-01 2.56513308E-03
 
9.75000000E+02 5.89280473E+06 -1.24215392E+04 2.75573484E-03 -8.53908301E-01 2.85590855E-03
 
* 	9.91000000E+02 5.68402852E+06 -1.36692125E+04 2.92417354E-03 -8.06777256E-01 3.03440913-03
 
1.00000000E+03 555791712E+C6 -. 43532241E+U4 3.01616149E-03 -7,79027174E-01 3.13191330E-03 -.
 
1*02500000E+O3 5.17608590E,+06 -1.61717932E+04 3.25995764E-03 -6.97460336E-01 3.38629977E-03
 
1.05000000E+03 4.75053310E+06 -1.78456841E+04 3.47779965E-03 -6.09874848E-01 3.61721906E-03 .11
 
_____ _ - __ _ ____ 
____ _-- ___-1 	 *V 
1.0750CO00E+03 4.28527177E+06 -1.93431973E+04 3.67310216E-03 -5.16895733E-01 3.81745437E-03 
1.lOCOuuOOE+03 3.7851G549E+06 -2.06328448E+04 3.84301110E-03 -4.19190026E-01 3.99361580E-03 
I.12500000E+03 3.25562032E+06 -2.16833670E+04 3.97882356E-03 -3.16933730E-01 4.22680523E-03 
1.13300000E+03 3.08101459E+06 -2.19632290E+04 4.02201827E-03 -2.82630203E-01 '4.35733475E-03 
1.16C00000 E+03 2.45005 860E+06 -2.36967691E+04 4.18319223E-03 -1.61547625E-01 4.60484,292 E-03tt': A 
1.I9C00 0OE+03 1.73281494E+06 -2.40310638E+04 4.35806144E-03 -1.43403767E-02 5.67844956E2-03: 
1.2060000uE+03 _ 1.34861033+66 -2.39587033E+04 4.40190515E-03 9.21467801E-02 8.73910705E-03 
I.2120 00GE+u3 1.20511769E+06 -2.38647088E+04 4.40735120E-03 1.44406124E-01 4.455080612-03 
1.225000J3E+03 8.96679595E+05 -2.357U1351E+04 4.41645622E-03 2.02380645E-01 4.46359649E-03 
1.24200C'ULE+03 5.0(G349272E+05 -2.30265424E+04 4.42436399E-03 2.78326641E-01 4.47041708Er03 
1.250GC-OUOE+03 3.1738824OE+05 -2.27067879E+04 4.42654349E-03 3.14096843E-01 4.47195706E-03 
1.26418300E+d3 4.84734506E-28 -2.20365425E+04 4.42803619E-03 3.77514135E-01 4.47210928E-03 




Mode 2 	 Atlas SLV3A/Burner 2 











3i75(00000E02 	 5.84921671E+06 1.32312474E+04 
3_ 850_00_E02 5.98152986E+06 1.32312318E+04 
4.00000000E02 .6.17996503E+06 1.32242336E+04 

4.25000000E+02 6.50986770E+06 1.31501587E+04 

4.500000G00+02 6.83628321E+06 1.29337699E+04 
4.7500000002 7.15485117E+C6 1.25133351E+04 
5.00000000E+02 7.45985023E+06 1.18412222E+04b 5.25000000E+02 7.74449311E+06 1.08790204E04 
5.50000000E+02 8.00111387E+06 9.59439234E+03 
5.75000000E+02 8.22132672E+06 7.964C7218E+03 
5.77000000E02 8.23710960E+06 7.81842963E+03 
6.0000000002 8,39638037E+06 5.98173879E+03 
6.25000000E402 8.51753572E+06 3.65450033E+03 
: 6.500000006+02 8.57639793E+06 1.00281762+03 
6.75000000E+02 8.56525151E+06 -1.93943051E+03 
7.00000000+02 8.47739438E+06 -5.12508893E+03 

7.250000002+02 8.30746570E+06 -8.49409930E+03 

7.50000000E 02 8.05176113E+06 -1.19741229E+04 

7:75000000E+02 7.70852917E+06 -1.54815176E+04 

08.OOOOO0E+02 7.27820776E+06 -1.89260558E+04 

8.25000000E+02 6.76351526E+06 -2.22157927E+04 

8.50000000E+02 6.16949533E+06 -2.52562793E+04 

8.75000000E+02 5.50358052E+06 -2.79514700E+04I O000002E+02 4.77558947E+06 -3.02067294E+04IL t25000000E+02 3.99768281E+06 -3.19295106E04 
[t 54Q0000OEtO2 3.18427725E+06 -3.303249242+04 

9.75000000E+02 2.35193763E+06 -3.34300484E+C4 

9.91000000E+02 1.81784723E+06 -3.32756207E+04 

1.0OOo0000E03 1.51934914E+06 -3.30388352E+04 

I%1025QOQOOE+O3 7.07229184E+05 -3.17798097E+04 















































































































































































































__7_LO_0EO3.7.6372 6 C3__-2 ,6 3 1 ±D. 5,.59_595587.FQ..__5l_0 _8.8. _2j- 5,70276804E-03.
 
1.10000000E+03 -1.37154979E+06 -2.20989076E+04 5.46079453E-03 7.11834889E-01 5.62210043E-03
 
1.1250000-3+03 -1.85898163E+06 -1.67041777E+04 5.39774525E-03 8.51685687E-01 5.58878246E-03
 
1.13300000E+03 -1.,98480581E+06 -1.47315292E+04 5.37151367E-03 8.96416646E-01 5.59642251E-03
 
'
m 1A0-6-OOO EY-2-- -- 71E6- "- 6.28687057E+02 5.25111975E-03 1.04136666E+00 5.23993314E-,03 
1.19000000E+03 -1.90783245E+06 1.06758392E+04 5:08157744E-03 1.191200702+00 4.49499287E'03 
L1.206o002+03 -1.68930747E+06 1.67093550E+04 5.03112580E-03 1.25043454E+00 2.00626066E-03 
1.21200000E-3 -1.582uI869E+06 1.90587684E+04 5.024149822-03 1.26158888E+00 4.98603228E-03 
1.22500000E+03 -1.300C9399E+06 2.43722627E+04 5.01161078E-03 1.32625483E+00 4.96286625E-03 
1.2420.00E0.+03 -8.23C49107E+05 3.18521642E+04 4.99945954E-03 1.41038718E+00 4.93575521E-03 
1.25300000E+03 -5.5533936074+05 3.55846202E+04 4.99577576E-03 1.44982785E+00 4,92460652E-03 . . 
1.26418000E+03 1.60430866E-21 4.25412739E+04 4.99308234E-03 1.51953588E+00 4.90799980E-03 
1	 
_,26418000E+03 TOTAL DEFELECTION OF THE SPR"_ING MASS SYSTEM.= -1.58566659E+00 
1.26418000E+03 1.60430866E-21 8. 18374255E-12 4.99308234E-03 51953588.+00 -1.03525496+311-. 
- ------	 t-­
t ' 
___ 	 _ - ­
't:-I 























































































































































































































































































































































































































- - - - - - - - -
1.07500000E+03 1.20325241E+C7 .- 8.98180663+4. 6.74999716E-03 -3.13524199E-01 7.42028124E-03 ,51
 
.1OOCC0E+,3 9.71783116E+06 -9.46737962E+04 7.20820865E-03 -1.21706051E-01 7.89925825E-03
 
1.12500C00E+03 7.33528966E+06 -9.51469462E+04 7.53647933E-03 8.28177210E-02 8.62462670E-03
 
1.13300C00E+03 6.57731139E+06 -9.42572772E+04 7.63128154E-03 1.53471687E-01 9.07032394E-03
1-Y60640+03 4.23545204E+06 -8.25556644E+C4 7.94276479E-03 4.02232064E-01 9*41171611E,03-,4%,tfl5Kti
 
1.19COCOOOE+03 1.98163507E+C6 -6.61023499E+04 8.19665692E-03 . 7.03010335E-01 1.i8286542E-02""'S"'.
 
1.2060000E+03 1.62522056E+06 -5.28112501E+04 8.24135821E-03 9.23038622E-01 1.78016859E-'02
 
1.212606CC0+( 7.26423452E+05 -4.66618132E+04 8.24509556E-03 1.02704143E+00 8.33841918E--3
 
1.2250000E+03 2.14451664E+05 -3.18170167E+04 8.24903332E-03 1.13528202E+00 8.31266735E-03
 
1.2420(000O03 -1.4337,499E+05 -9.77763482E+03 8.24908226E-03 1.27623740E+00 8.26863753E-03
 
1.25000000E+03 -1.76351472E+05 1.6470;175E0+3 8.248189042-03 1.34229256E+00 ...
'.8.24489492E2-03, 7' ',"I?
 
1.26418000E+03 -1.49901753E-27 2.35897991E+04 8.24711038E-03 1.45888956E+00. 8.19993078E-03''
 
1.264I800uE+03 TOTAL DEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM = -2.62993583E-01 __ ,, __" ___,,
 






Atlas SLV3A/Burner 2 
OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS-- INTG. PHI SQ"OM ACCELERATION 
2#16810972E+02 4.70069977Et04 5.56555674E+0-1 5.56555674E+01 5.10029052+1O0 
STATION IN M/Q LB IN/IN V/Q LB/IN ....B.SLOPE /IN... . .EQ. PHI PHI PR. 1/IN

3.51200000E+02 0. 0. 5.544072342-03 4.196003452-01 5.54407234-03
 
e,3.7500000,0E 02 -3.30097613E+07 2.57320691E+05 1.03283665E-03 4.34527860E-01 -1.34667242E-03
 
,3.85000000E+02 -3.04362930E+07 2.57373350E+05 -5.36278093E-04 4.13845532E-01 -2.76269115E-03
 
4.QOOOOOOOE+02 -2.65740583E47 2.57644757E05 -2.53553320E-03 3.58129423E-01 -4.60330814-03
 
4.25000000E+02 -2.01222191E+07 2.58537808E+05 -5.27288355E-03 1.99538227E-01 -8.26695198E-03
 
4.50000000E+02 -1.36506524E+07 2.58996157E+05 -7.33580282E-C3 -3.67483588E-02 -1.09939406E-02
 
"
4,75000000E+02 -7.18932033E+06 2.57430677E+05 -8.542125742-03 -3.23052171E-0 f -1.17301217E-02 
5.0O0000O0E+02 -8.09752583E+05 2.52194351E+05 -8.88937434E-63 -6.16242641E-01 -1.16607408E-02 
5.25000000E+02 5.37742190E+06 2.41808987E+O5 -8.75608906E-03 -8.99905015E-01 -1.04934495E-02 
5.50000000E+02 1.12273905E+u7 2.24981317E+C5 -8.18955663E-03 -1.17926448E+0O -1.13583076E-02 
5.75000000E+02 1.65601043E+07 2.00234640E+05 -7.06493759E-03 -1.44595080E+00 -9.88514378E-03 
5.7700000QE+02 1.69582348E+07 1.97886534E+C5 -6.95681139E-03 -1.46558645E+00 -9.74394567E-03 
6.00000000E+02 2.11669084E+07 1.66842516E05 -5.53807737E-03 -1.66914761E+00 -7.88797196E-03 
6.1500000E+02 2.48293421E+07 1.24727164E+05 -3.67631271E-03 -1.83652693E+00 -5.43303333E-03 
6.50000000E+02 2,73354480E+07 7.44986052E+04 -1.56445152E-03 -1.93775528E+00 -2.61372765E-03 
6.75000000E+02 2.84976835E+07 1.75043553E+04 6.964653862-04--19-6517026'- 44-- 04....­9925171 

7O0000000E02 2.81714572E+07 -4.41719948E+04 2.99188084E-03 -1.91441660E+00 3.61402161E-03
 
7.25000000E+02 2.62729041E+07 -1.07771195E+05 5.19791205E-03 -1.78498505E+00 6.71581621E-03
 
7.50000000E+02 2.27943623E+07 -1.69982286E+05 7.186892762-03- -58059802+O0 ...9.58100946E-03
 
KT.75000000E+02 1.78159242E+07 -2.27141666E+05 8.78603425E-03 -1.31149255E00 1.16981069E-02
 
18.00000000E02,. 1,15085872E+07 -2.75742169E+05 9.82805293E-03 -9.98327056E-01 1.29975031E-02
 
8.25000000E+02 4.12531053E+06 -3.12762610E+05 1.03406613E-02 -6.60353388E-01 1.39356339E-02
 
8.50000000E+02 -4.01129054E+06 -3.35624942E+05 1.03485312E-02 -3.10785830E-01 1.40367173E-02
 
8.75000000E+02 -1.25218343E+07 -3.42448467E+05 9.87373206E-03 3.07076919E-02 1.33328075E-02
 
9.o;00000000E02 -2.09918918E+07 -3.32301554E+05 8.96948650E-03 3.48493884E-01 1.20751085E-02
 
- -2.89948576E+07 -3.05151145E+05 7.72238593E-03 6.28650333E-01 1.01832823E-02
i9.250000E+02 

*$,%O50000000E+02 -3.61163037E+07 -2.62009780E+05 6.23849956E-03 8.61267348E-01 8.35148166E-03
 
9.75000000E+02 -4.19748267E+07 -2.04440018E+05 4.45824608E-03 1.04277809E+00 6.10695591E-03
 
9.91000000E+02 -4.49052510E+07 -1.61107006E+05 3.19285482E-03 1.12773304E+O0 4.49210487E-03
 
'1.00000000E+03 -4.62380865E+07 -1.34876970E+05 2.44681490E-03 1,16387657E+00 3.53453240E-03
 
- [1' 111OOOE.0$ -4.86468251E+07 -5*67215504E 04 2.86033993E-04 1.21763890E+00 7.29171105E-04 
l! 0000O0Q9lE+03-. 4 .90378691E+07, 2.57726043E+04 -1.86371880E-03 1.20100867E+00" -2.06506727E-03
 
.O750OoE
o+03 -4.73622313E+07 1.07771738E+05 -3.95283401E-U3 1.11533453E+00. -4.75710072E-03
 
J.10000000E+03 -4.36964506E+07 1.84106991E+05 -5.87500330E-03 9.64934018E-GI 

1.12500000E+03 -3.82475911E+07 2.49493252E+05 -7.46027924E-03 7.51608953E-01 

1.13300000E+03 -3.61801852E+07 2.67023364E+05 -7.96775676E-03 6.62625684E-01 

i.16000000E+03 -2. 66470180E+07 3.105i469T+05 -9.79749193E-03 2.66198718E-0"1 

119000000E+03 -1.53965904E+07 3.69577960E+05 -1.15459938E-02 -3.53446822E-01 

1.20600000E+03 -9.72063528E+06 .3.33525343E+05 -1.19124982E-02 -1.07295987E+00 

1.212000002+03 -7.796139662+L6 3.06284678E+05 -1.194986642-02 -1.49440932E+00 

1.22500000E+03 -4.26669812E+06 2.35300883E+05 -1.2C:014723E-02 -1.65718504E+00 

1.24200000E+03 -1.14413434E+06.1.29604329E+05 -1.20304368E-02 -1.86775157E+00 

1.25000000E+03 -3.24576002E+05 7.47336449E+04 -1.2C341583E-02 -1.96565197E+00 

1.26418000E+03 2.16928294E-26 -3.07058035E+04 -1.20345147E-02 -2.13695165E+00 

1.26418000E+03 TOTAL DEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM = 1.04347877E-01
 





























. Mode - - -
Atlas SLV3A/Burner 2 
OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION 
3.43563793E+O2 1.18036080E+05 5.56555674E+01 5.565.55674501 5.452841.60E+01 0. 
STATION IN. M/Q LB IN/IN V/Q LB/-N B.SLOPE 1/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PR. 1/IN 
3.512 000E+02 . 0. 2.768920g7E-03 2.95952684E-0' 2.76892067E-03 
3.75COOOOE+02 -3.77355558E+07 4.55677972E+05 -2.62879343E-03 1.85398393E-01 -6.84256210U-03 
3.85000000E+02 -3.31785294E+Q7 4.55723998E+05 -4.38292741E-03 1.09359586E-01 -8.32517653E-03 
4.00COCOtOE+O2 -2.634212'0E+07 4.57718i9E+05 -6.471281522-03 -2.976836152-02 -1.01291617E-02 
4.25CuOUOOE+02 -1.49600516E+07 4.54194624E+05 -8.89806628E-03 -3.28906584E-01 -1.41579924E-02 
4.500000OE+02 -3.68305940E+06 4.46504109E+05 -i.00318032E-02 -7.02774785E-01 -1.63383584E-02 
4.756000002+02 7.26765352E+U6 4.271795392+05 -9.8576109E-03 -1.09878697E+00 "-1.51477600E-02 
5.00000000E+02 1.75400754E+07 3.91600940E+05 -8.83931989E-03 -1.45277137E+00 -1.314262692-02 
5.25000000E+02 2.66854873E+07-3.36606693E+05 -7.47221888-03 -1.74930513E2+00 -9.89068630E-03 
5.50000000E+02 3.41941263E+07 2.60338472E+05 -5.46015875E-03 -1.99891111E+00 -9.12689779E-03 
5.75000000E+02 3.95126257E+07 1.615C1892E+05 -2.47149991E-03 -2.17386024E+00 -4.74617445E-03 
5.770uOOOOE+02 3.98268276E+07 1.52678784E+05 -2.21555671E-03 -2.18297301E+00 -4.36596212E-03 
S6.0000Co00E+02 4.210307382+07 4.28302759E+04 8.39408972E-04 -2.23118290E+00 2.36165649E-04 













7.00000000E+02 1.977C7218E+07 -4.72260966E+05 1.22375022E-02 -1.20231260E+00 1.88890651E-02 
7.25000000E+02 6.86232706E+06 -5.54210253E+05 1.33252147E-02 -6.98799120E-01 2.11309929E-02 
7.50000000E+02 -7.58566716E+06 -5.93771739E+05 1.33027174E-02 -1.60026648E-01 2.16656997E-02 
7.750000uOE+02 -2.24045767E2+7 -5.82945183E+05 1.21441434E-02 3.63592485E-01 1.96177996E-02 
I_8.JUC-OOO0CE+02 
-3.62944111E+07 -5.195598452+05. 1.00749325E-02 8.18297463E-01 I. 60468848E-02 
8.250000002+U2 -4.797183002+07 -4.069451902+05 7.323767922-03 1.17158653E+00 1.20012988E-02 
8.50000000E+02 -5.62935410E+07 -2.52742676E+05 4.06715621E-03 1.40689130E+00 6.84454825E-03 












9.50000000E+02 -4.36438899E+07 4.97334625E+05 -7.70874497E-03 1.07512265E+00 -1.17195081E-02 -
9.75000000E+02 -2.93923043E+07 6.35468305E+05 -9.38176128E-03 7.45208001E-01 -1.45065057E-02 
9.91000000E+02 -1.86943874E+07 6.98004937E+05 -1.00836312F-02 5.02796254E-01 -1.57127013 -02 
1.00000000E+03 -1.22949757E+07 7.22773480E+05 -1.03374843E-02 3.59214606E-01 -1.61663027E-02 -
1.02500000E+03 6.22642425E06 7.47849811E+05 -1.04781644E-02 -5.19104754E-02 -1.63207410E-02 - -­
1.05000000E+03 2.45256437E+07 7.04488797E+05 -9.79981662E-03 -4.50022388E-01 -1.53036353E-02 
- v- 5, 
1.OYSUOOQ0t'E+03 4. 8 762146E+07 -8.37976560E-03 -8.03C-55713 -01 -1.2011E-02-5.92459C6382+05 

i.lO00Coc.ZO+03 5.36270101E+L7 4.18019607E+05 -6.37945565E-C3 -1.08269917E+00 -9.43069366E-03
 
1.1250000E+U3 6.13534169E+C7 1.92597327E+05 -4.13717637E-03 -1.27839702E+00 -6.33981431E-03
 
1.13300000E+03 6.25729182E+07 1.11661221E+05 -3.29145898E-03 -1.32400372E+00 -4.99621045E-03
 
1.16000000E+03 5.32566698E+07 -4.82287408E+05 1.26913689E-04 -1.21399036E+00 8.70854017E-03
 
1.19006000E+03 3.47455203E+67 -7.31105294E+05 3.85031595E-03 -6.40786531E-01 4.40209365E-02
 
1.20600COuE+03 2.26792475E+07 -7.51032454E+05 4.68792479E203 5.72202832E-01 1.40646008E-01
1.2120000bE+03 1.831482662+07 -6.9543198(E+05 4.77538178E-03 1.39375780E+00 6,16624574E-03
 
1.22500000E+03 1.3SjIllE+07 -5.33310690E+05 4.89792487E-03 1.47270785E+00 5.96454625E-03
 
1.242vt C6L-+Z3 3.!7009135E+66 -3.04109439E+05 4.97066384E-03 1.57099665E+00 5.57888272E-03
 
1.25tGOCOOE+53 1.19244689E+C6 -1.89600979E+05 4.98189017E-03 1.61476918E+00 5.36109213E-03
 
1.2b41800,)E+03 6.12(,15805E-26 2.356C1485E+04 4.98514534E-03 1.68783369E+00 4.93802504E-03
 
1.264183G0E+J3 TOTAL DEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM = -3.18851829E-02
 
1.26418000E+03 6.12015805E-26 -2.63879744E-07 4.98514534E-03 1.68783369E+00 3.33811,592+315
 
fU 
. . . . ... . . . ... . X= 0
 
t=220 
Mode 1 Atlas SLV3A/Burner 2 
OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION
 
4.16467054E+01 1.73444807E+03 1.56072189E+02 1.56072189E+02 2.96181555E+01 0. 
STATION IN M Q LB IN V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE 1/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PR. 1/IN
 
. -7.52272112E-03 6.36151153E-01 -7.52272112E-03
 
3.75000000E+02 2.31468037E+06 1.44248141E+04 -7.20876838E-03 4.57270736E-01 -7.34215825E-03
 
3.85000000E+02 2.45894797E+06 1.44276926E+04 -7.07003792E-03 3.84585911E-01 -7.19484495E-03
 
;'4o6dOUooE+o2 2.67602471E06- 1.45113920E+04 -6.87347007E-03 2.78227639E-01 -6.98993389E-03
 
4.25000000E+02 3.03997097E+06 1.45923039E+04 -6.53901511E-03 1.07253050E-01 -6.70800531E-03
 
4.50000000E+02 3.40505337E+06 1.46028496E+04 -6.14472458E-03 -5.57738272E-02 -6.35097952E-03
 
0 - 3.769557272+06 145467126E+04 -5.73742050E-03 -2.08927235G-01 -5.91756554E-03
 
5.00000000E+02 4.13186940E+06 1.44281952E+04 -5.40848126E-03 -3.52291975E-01 -5.56703285E-03
 
5.25000000E+02 4.49047840E+06 1.42510222E+04 -5.14100128E-03 -4.87646187E-01 -5.24339269E-03
 
5.50000000+02.. 84395748E+06 1.40i82057E+04 -4.83793253E-03 -6.16980822E-01 -5.03537205E-03
 
5.75000000E+02 5.19094723E+06 1.37324894E+04 -4.43325127E-03 -7.37816100E-01 -4.62666661E-03
 
5.77000000E02 5.21838724E+06 1.37074691E+04 -4.39967274E-03 -7.47035533E-01 -4.59273569E-03
 
V&0O-OOOOE+02 5.53017603E+06 1.33980728E+04 -4.00089171E-03 -8.48077755E-01 -4. 18959696E-03 
! 6.25000000E+02 5.86048330E+06 1.30195582E+04 -3.54152732E-03 -9.47065706E-01 -3.72490138E-03 
L6.500OgOE+02 6.18082715E 06 1.26018387E+04 -3.05592042E-03 -1.03409951E+00 -3.23341110E-03 
6---7-Do-0ET -- 67496-2)158L+(6 1.215897E+04 -2.54491230E-03 -1.10852057E+00 -2.71604032E-03 
7.00000000E+02 6.78809338E+06 1.16697590E+04 -2.00941283E-03 -1.16969406E+00 -2.17377564E-03 
7.25000000E+02 7.O7358886E+06 1.11665562E+04 -1.45038948E-03 -1.21701062E+00 -I,60766492E-03[7;3u- -O~h-2-O---T.628-2oE+0& 1.064644252+04 -8.688557432-04 -1.249887722+00 -1.01880564E-03
 
7.75000000E+02 7.60582167E+06 1.01156211E+04 -2.85395319E-04 -1.26774889E+00 -4.15082768E-04
 
8.OOOO0000E+02 7.85202449E+06 9.58036435E+03 2.58612300E-04 -1.27114024E+00 1.48493169E-04
 
8.25000000E+02 8.08485238E+06 9.046584322+03 7.76115589E-04 -1.26091383E+O0 6.72131861E-04
 
8.50000000E+02 8.30441272E+06 8.51988246E+03 1.28514111E-03 -1.23756849E+00 1.19151603E-03
 
8.75000000E+02 8.51095112E+06 8.00573047E+03 1.77272750EC3 -1.20140766E+00 l.69186154E-03
 
--9-0.0--O0-0E02 8.70219643E+06 7.24575319E+03 2.23867333E-03 -1.15302422E+00 2.17095601E-03
 
9.25000000E+02 8.87338847E+06 6.45664631E+03 2.67842495E-03 -1.09292021E+00 2.62635522E-03
 
9.50000000E+02 9.02541259E+06 5.71356804E+03 3.08528626E-03 -1.02211421E+00 3.03920910E-03
 
I 9.75000000E+02 9.15951146E+06 5.02384375E+03 3.49864531E-03 -9.40909209E-01 3.45813044E-O3 
9.91000000E+02 9.23657826E+06 4.61381164E+03 3.76624071E-03 -8.83414616E-01 3.72903255E-03 
1.00000000E+03 9.27711063E06 4.39482524E+03 3.91771903E-03 -8.49164169E-01 3.88227689E-03­
flr 500o-0OE--+ 833-3 10q 4.3411905T-03 40 -- 0...3..-- -- -563203 --. 77626E-- 4.31i2422 
1;05000000E+03 9.45915464E+06 -1.09774617E+03 4.75457260E-03 -6.33688198E-01" 4.76314875E-03 
_z_
 
1.07500000E-03 9.14871132E+06 -2.29335054E+04 5.15836691E-03 -5.073797C2E-01 5.32951248E-03
 
1.1O000000E+03 8.35485934E+06 -3.96861168E+24 5.52804957E-03 -3.67837645E-I 5.81.772925E-03
 
1.12500000E+03 7.21023523E+06 -5.10431268E+04 5.82902572E-03 -2.16093744E-01 6.41278007E-03
 
1.13300000E+03 6.79131411E+06 -5.35708018E+04 5.92448502E-03 -1.63556C99E-01 6.74235986E-03
 
1.16JOOOOOE+03 5.27446216E+06 -5.69513176E+04 6.27592344E-03 2.59836852E-02 7.28929208E-03
 
1.19000000E+03 3.61526438E+06 -5.30114147E+04 6.64627i4)F-03 2.b3574813E-01 9.55898649E-03
 
1.20600000E+03 2.79t4724362+Ct -4.9589b489E+04 6.73745525E-03 4.47910805E-01 1.57146183E-02
 
1.212000002+03 2.49831718E+06 -4.92062401E+04 6.74874264E-03 5.41751431E-01 6,8471551?F-0----­
1.22500000E+03 1.86397653E+06 -4.84024531E+n4 6.76763835E-03 6.30882545E-01 6.86444326E-03
 
1.24200000E+03 1.04861336E+06 -4.75760195E+04 6.78412971E-03 7.47716390E-01 6.87928175E-03
 
1.26418000E+03 0. -4.71208820E+04 6.79186986E-03 9.00400104E-01 6.83611162E-03
 
1.2641800,E+03 TOTAL DEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM = 4.33988054£+00
 




Mode 2 Atlas SLV3A/Burner 2 
OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION 
6.37121323E+01 4.05923580E+03 1.56072189E+02 1.56072189E+02 7.36472035E+01 0. 
STATION IN M/ LB IN/IN V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE 1/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PR. I/IN 
3.51200000E+02 0. 0. -1.95787698E-02 3.76981756E-01 -1.95787698E-02 
3.7500000E+02 1.24809108E+07 1.99783049E+04 -1.77855739E-02 -7.26521194E-02 -1.797031R3-j02 
3.85000000E+02 1.26806817E+07 1.99762520E+04 -1.70542029E-02 -2.48617253Et01 -1.72270078E02 
4.00UOOOOOE+02 1.29788461E+07 1.97542965E+04 -1.60709264E-02 -4.99332739E-01 -1.62294681E-02 
4.2,5000000E+02 1.34649222E+07 1.90682869E+04 -1.45219394E-02 -8.85890068E-01 -1.47427650E-02 
4.50000000E+02 1.39292421E+07 1.80201575E+04 -1.28461977E-02 -1.23377902E+00 -1.31007197E-02 
4.75000000E+02 1.43632423E+07' 1.66496464E+04 -1.12366021E-02 -1.53955219E+00 -1.14427897E-02 
5.00000000E+02 1.47593707E+07 1.49963545E+04 -1.00218957E-02 -1.80913103E+00 -1.01866908E-02 
5.25000000E+02 1.51109655E+07 1.30914885E+04 -9.09365154E-03 -2.05106395E+00 -9.18771188E-03 .... 
5.50000000E+02 1.54120490E+07 1.09589158E+04 -8.10655944E-03 -2.27130105E+00 -8.26091037E-03 
5.75C00000E+02 1.56572158E+07 8.62311940E+03 -6.85337398E-03 -2.46179448E+00 -6.97482637E-03 
5.77000000E+02 1.56742675E+07 8.42840743E+03 -6.75230447E-03 -2.47564034E+00 -6L8710144AtE-03 
6.00000000E+02 1.58417726E+07 6.11545351E+03 -5.58283209E-03 -2.61987746E+00 -5.66896523E-03 
6.25000000E+02 1.59618242E+07 3.46809263E+03 -4.29998412E-03 -2.74512371E+00 -4.34883050E-03 
6.50000000E+02 1.60142841E+07 7.13562532E+02 -3.01016204E-03 -2.83724823E+00 -3.02021222E-03 
6.7500uOOE+02 1.59968820E+07 -2.11540235E+03 -1.71891383E-0b -2.89611366E+O0 -1.68911943E-03 
7.00000000E+02 1.59081670E+07 -4.98600693E+03 -4.31937541E-04 -2.92173489E+O0 -3.61712091E-04 
7.25000000E+02 1.57475073E+07 -7.86554709E+03 8.44984817E-04 -2.91428199E+00 9.55767170E-04 
7.500000COE+02 1.55150858E+07 -1.07215635E+04 2.10605317E-03 -'2-.87408142E+00 2.25706111E-03 
7.75C00000E+02 1.52118924E+07 -1.35220241E+04 3.30613852E-03 -2.80186972E+00 3.4T949780E-03 
8.0uCO0000E+02 1.48396986E+07 -1.62369045E+04 4.36436238Ez03 -2.70108414E+00 4.55099346E-03 
8.25000000E+02 1.44009816E+07 -1.88397355E+04 5.314087282-03 -2.575001432+00 5.53063596E-03 
8.5000000E+02 1.38988461E+07 -2.13065413E+04 6.19338660E-03 -2.42548583E+00 6.42752441E-03 
8.75000000E+02 1.33369729E+07 -2.36152590E+04 6.98370789E-03 -2.25476014E+00 7.22224586E-03 
9.OOOOOCOE+02 i. 27 0 8 16 54 +0 7 - 2 .6 8 7 2 7 5 23 EK­0 4 7.68941813E-03 -2.06507714E+00 7.94056534E-03 
9.25000000E+02 1.19953196E+07 -3.00982870E+04 8.30852522E-03 -1.85845302E+00 8.55125334E-03 
9.50000000E+02 1.12061787E+07 -3.29725283E+04 8.83610422E-03 -1.63770637E+00, 9.10201170E-03 
9.75000000E+02 1.03498084E-07 -3.54730091E+04 9.32624983E -03"- 1.-4C"- w6a-(T-u-O----.612322E9E-03 J 
9.91000000E+02 9.77086586E+06 -3.68674180E+04 9.61896827E-03 -1.24743653E+00 9.91628616E-03 
1.00000000E+03 9.43581806E+06 -3.75787767E+04 9.77612260E-03 -1.15745251E+00 1.00791773E-02 
1;02'5bboOE"O '8.47431909E+06 -3.92106624E+04.1.01827895E02-9.00124408E-01 1.04895916E-02, ., 
















-9.63542554E+04 1.10500139E-02 3.39335921E-01 
 1.25210712E-02
 
1.160006(huE+ ;3 -2.,64o4160E+0b 












-2.44384474F+0l6 4.05172614E+04 1.05903046E-02 1.14687158E+00 1.0509270t-02
 
1.22500000E+03 
-1.89102417E+06 4.44196937E+04 1.05714835E-02 1.28331237E+00 1.04826441E-02
 
1.24200000E+03 
-1.1U076289E+o(6 4.82776805E+04 1.05544679E-02 1.46128974E+00 1.04579126E-02
 
1.264'8000E+03 l.0 sI11CL-20 5.03298609E+04 1.05462729E-02 1.69306531E+00 1.0445613E-02
 




-1.57708428E-09 1.05462729E-02 1.69306531E+00 1.99503383+313
 
('D 

























































































































































































































INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION
 
8.74485980E+OI .... . ... 







































































































1.07500000E+03 3.83186613E+07 -2.23276878E+05 1.06518976E-02 -7.57844C'64E-01 1.23181430E-02
 
1.10000000E+03 3.05471862E+07 -3.83003878E+05 1.21154421E-02 -4.15110662E-01 1.49110909E-02
 
1.12500000E+03 2.00022490E+07 -4.42590488E+05 1.30915795E-G2 -9.83859871E-03 1.81532624E-02
 
1.13300000E+03 1.64764585E+07 -4.36480601E+05 1.33400262E-02 1.42324505E-C1 2.00038521E-02
 
fT---dO-- ()-3 . O 1031E406" -3.19356157E+65 1.39621524E-.02 6.83320010E-01 1.96446463E-02
 
I1.19000000E+03 -3.24938368E+05 -1.10509275E+05 1.41441310E-02 1.25644472E+00 2.02160693E-02
 
1.20600900E03 -1.25055180E+06 -1.11682674E+04 1.41230252E-02 1.55551834E+00 1.61447970E-02
 
1.21200000E+03 -1.29128386E+06 -2.48149427E+03 1.41175995E-02 1.64864579E+00 1.41225624F- ....
 
1.22500000E+03 -1.21054944E+06 1.439664GIE+04 1.41065995E-02 1.83194086E+00 1.40778062E-02
 
1.24200000E+03 -8.14775564E+05 3.09661171E+04 1.40948560E-02 2.07085531E+00 1.40329237E-02
 
" " 
flT4T8000Eo3 -3.07363"4372-26 3.97233376E+04 1.40885904E-02 2.38175776E+00 1.40091437E-02
 
1.26418000E+03 TOTAL DEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM = -5.1775593GE-01
 




'[ . .. . 
t=220 
Mode 4 
Atlas SLV3A/Burner Z 
OMEGA OMEGA SQUARE0 TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION
 
- 2.25846847E+02 5.10067983E+04 1.56072189E+02 1.56072189E+02 1.40865701 +02 0. 
STATION IN M/Q LB IN/IN V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE 1/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PR. I/IN
 
3.51200000E+02 0. 0. 1.00934172E-02" 7.17896478E-01 1.00934172E-02
 
3.75000000E+02 -6.57814773E+07 4.78980642E+05 -3.73094897E-04 7.15506769E-01 -4.80234921E-03 
3.85000000E+02 -6.09907565E+07 4.79116836E+05 -4.05930590E-03 6.50155961E-01 -8.20391520E-03 
4.OC000000E+02 -5.37703663E+O7 4.83408641E+05 -8.46775577E-03 4.94310638E-01 -I.23474399E-02 
4.25000000E+02 -4.1o270408E+07 4.87234519E+05 -1.40729345E-02 9.75064846E-02 -1.97154882E-02 
4.50000000E+02 -2.94579570E+07 4.85156016E+05 -1.84147796E-02 -4.56476490E-01 -2.52672657E-02 
4;75000000E+02 -1.74331665E+07 4.75466758E+05 -2.11197035E-02 -1.11445837E 0O -2.70078368E-02 
5.00000000E02 -5.75409092E+06 4.57458300E+05 -2.21104673E-02 -1.79294887E+00 -2.71374816E-02 
5.25000000E+02 5.37000094E+06 4.31091047E+05 -2.21370563E-02 -2.45968272E+00 -2.52343793E-02 
5.50000bOOE+02 1.57332342E07 .... 3.96589484E+05 -2.14011338E-02 -3.i229-5408E+00 -2.69869012E-02 
5.75000000E+02 2.51301871E+07 3.53827568E+05 -1.97462289E-02 -3.77122687E+00 -2.47297158E-02 
5.77000000E+02 2.58340884E+07 3.50065600E+05 -1.95818240E-02 -3.82046978E+00 -2.45123254E-OZ 
* 6.00000E+02 3.33608921E+07 3.03427847E+05 -1.73792475E-02 -4.35260406E+00 -2.16528792E-02
 
6.25000000E+02 4.02457854E+07 2.46340277E+05 -1.44016420E-02 -4.84799263E+00 -1.78712233E-02
 
6.50000000E+02 4.56318551E+07 1.83732669E+05 -1.09283117E-02 -5.24138241E+00 -1.35160957E-02
 
6.75000000E+02 4.93975897E+07 1.16950097E+05 -7.08525523E-03 -5.52022342E+00 -8.73243969E-03
 
7.00000000E+02 5.14568571E+07 4.74700834E+04 -3.00686626E-03 -5.67572480E+00 -3.67545899E-03
 
7.25000000E+02 5.17616220E+07 -2.31453662E+04 1.16703744E-03 -5.70306635E+00 1.49302851E-03
 
7.56000000E6-2 5.0334353E+07 .-9.32997848E+04 5.29435469E-03 -5.60151603E+00 6.60843617E-03
 
7.75000000E+02 4.71136546E+07 -1.61415900E+05 9.11092582E-03 -5.37622748E+00 1.11803604E-02
 
8.OOCOOOOOE+02 4.22614922E+07 -2.26075010E+05 1.22681491E-02 -5.04676666E+00 1.48667124E-02
 
8".2500000E+02 .5883797E+07 - 286120706E+5- "1481230902-02 -4.63367916E+00 1.81010528E-02
 
8.50000000E+02 2.80019500E+07 -3.40596497E+05 1.68036334E-02 -4.15065715E+00 2.05464520E-02 
8.75000000E+02 1.88713125E+07 -3.88755622E+05 1.81727420E-02 -3.61799231E+00 2.20995665E-02 
s0EiO2-----8.-399293132+06--4.517740032+05 " 1.89233792E-02 -3.05236043E+00 2.31455662E-02 
9.25000000E+02 -3.63264524E+06 -5.08771110E+05 1.90586097E-02 -2.46961288E+00 2.31616025E-02 
9.50000000E+02 -1.69394302E+07 -5.53777459E+05 1.85953244E-02 -1.89036538E+00 2.30612716E-02 
9875010000 02 -3. 12227392+0 91220E+055-86 3 7Y -7E'- -1.32258659E +0O 2.22370278E-02 
9.91000000E+02 -4.07404479E+07 -6.02067182E+05 1.64577271E-02 -9.73766733E-01 2.13131076E-02 
1.00000000E+03 -4.61895001E+07 -6.08599348E+05 1.57465623E-02 -7.84836601E-01 2.06546215E-02-. 
Tn2500UO6Ed6r5nr3-76-l5 -642E+ol1 :6.--1465-E+05 13057-2-2641476-01- 1.81436674E-02 
1.05000000E+03 -7.70598481E+07 -6.03997421E+05 1.02620689E-02 1.20556515E-01 1.49807988E-02 
.Ls 
1.075C-C00E+C3 -8.88695644E+07 -2.84031200E+05 6. 65186366E-03 4.22888178E-01 

1.ICCOCOOOE+03 -8.92315312E+07 2.77850040E+05 2.85719582E-03 5.44353303E-01 

1.12500000E+03 -7.47558731E+07 8.70124736E+05 -3.50731757E-04 4.47252872E-01 

l.1330OO00E+03 -6.71445028L+07 1.02580576E+06 -1.31914879E-03 3.39915328E-01 

l.160-O000E+03 -3.59493394E+07 1.13610371E+06 -4.28780786E-03 -2.50976864E-01 

1.190uGOCOE+03 -9.15723280E+06 6.03174285E+05 -6.01815553E-03 -1.07371984E+00 

1.2D0OC000E+03 -2.79074532L+06 2.00435671E+05 -6.19476835E-03 -1.71391028E+00 

l.2120C000E+n33 -1.71285647E+06 1.58600284E+05 -6.20434477E-03 -I.95031338E+00 

1.22500u00E+03 -1.95720629E+05 7.80639864E+04 -6.21185875E-03 -2.03406722E+00 

1.242u(Gk0(0E+c'3 4.4)356281E+05 4.04599900E+03 -6.20923183E-03 -2.14094689E+00 

1.264180U0E+t*3 9.27659451E-27 -3.26034857E+04 -6.20490360E-03 -2.2777004E+0O 

1.2o4180C0E+0i3 T(JTAL DEFELEC1ION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM = 1.02108439E-01
 






























Mode 5 Atlas SLV3A/Burner 2
 
OMEA SUARD TTA MAS GNER~iZD ASS INT. PI QOMACACELERATI-ON'-­
_3Ljg0929+o02 1.01820029E+05 1.56072189E+02 1.56072189E+02 1.54717863E+02--. 0...............
 
STATION IN M/Q LB IN/IN V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE I/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PR. 1/IN 
0E 02 03 2.9200 838 -03 2 .8741848 2-01 -2.96738 5382-03F.
3.750000fOE+02 -3.57917525E+07 3.83211587E+05 -2.94105308E-03 1.93595345E-01 -6.48470689E-i 
tI3.85000000E+02_-3.19591779E+07 3..83278110E+05 .- 4.136576E-03 1.19820579E-01 -8.22692035E03. 
4.25000000E+02 -1.66352019E+07 3.80008181E+05 -9.66847382E-03 -3.20008104E-01 -1.40692634E-02
 
4.50000000E+02 -7.27105659E+06 3.67594249E+05 -1.11236600E-02 -6.93794084E-01 -1.63156692E-02
 
,4.75000000E+02 1.66240161E+06 3.45419606E+05 -1.14657805E-02 -1.09676589E+OO -1.57434226E-02 
L 5.00000000E+02 9.91904990E+06 3.13556129E+05 -1.09955255E-02 -1.47444943E+00 -1.44411972E-02
 
5.5000+2 17619E0 2.72811734E+05 -1.01570709E-02 -1.81343651E00i-.21171813E-02
 
5.50000000E+02 2.34944795E+07 2.24167132E+05 -8.80450773E-03 -2.123117602+00 -I.19617913E-02 
5.75000000E+02 2.84133104E+07 1.68250726E+05 -6.70205253E-03 -2.38705575E+00 -9.07178107E-03 
5.770OOOOOE+02 2.87450775E+07 1.63510469E+05 -6.51766554E-03 -2.40494860E+00 -8.82062988E-03 
I 6.0000000E+02 3.18603840E+07 1.O6747303E+05 -4.26132310E-03 -2.57322771E+00 -5.76480625E-03 
I 6.25000000E+02 3.37210425E+07 4.16935059E+04 -1.60597534E-03 -2.67308817E+00 -2.19320782E-03
 
36.50000000E+02.39337859E+07 -2.47109114E+04 1.13320441E-03 -2.68202994E+00 1.48124541E-03
 
6.75000000E+02 3.24931122E+07 -9.0202i.7-905E+04 -. -7422. -2. -59954756E2-+00
-3 8.2271 -03 5.093179252-03
 
7.00000000E+02 2.94498289E+07 -1.52557503E+05 6.33089826E-03 -2.42925264E+00 8.47959549E-03
 
7.25000000E+02 2.49088270E+07 -2.09689417E+05 8.53238306E-03 -2.17874051E+00 1.14857551E-02
 
7.00000E-+02 .... 9-0243999E+07 -2.59747280E+05 1.03122983E-02 -1.85931358E+00 1.39707107E-02
 
7.75000000E+02 1.19932547E+07 -3.01210394E+05 1.15363392E-02 -1.48831228E+00 1.53980109E-02
 
8.00000000E+02 4.04335853E+06 -3.33139892E+05 1.21089377E-02 -1.09134574E+00 . 1.59381318E-02
 
8.25000000E+02 -4.58115409E+06 -3.55159703E+05 1.20944559E-02 -6.88503741E-01 1.61767514E-02
 
8.0000000E+02 -1.36317701E+07 -3.67255931E+05 1.15319154E-02 -2.92034091E-01 1.55676949E-02
 
8.7,5000000E+02 -2.28642686E+07 -3.69816059E+05 1.04780330E-02 7.92383051E-02 1.42135487E-02 . .
 
-9'00000000E+02 -3.20180760E+07 .-3.5.9914040E¥05- 8.99568722E-03 4.92431078E-01 1.23593698E-02
 
I 9.25000000E+02 -4.07530811E+07 -3.36957801E+05 7.17947355E-03' 6.91455550E-01 9.89687518E-03

I 9.50000000E+02 -4.87806292E+07 -3.03737012E+05 5.14146715E-03 9.10966108E-01 7.59095918E-039.75000000E+02 -5.58749232E+07 -2.-6-27-519E0 ....2.75904453f-63----1.06760659E +0 0. 4.87783097E-03
 
9.91000000E+02 -5.98483413E+07 -2.33671272E+05 1.07466964E-03 1.13047413E+00 2,95911539E-03
 
1.OOOOOOOOE+03 -6.18753641E+07 -2.16725001E+05 7.85405908E-05 1.15203540E+00 1.82632286E-03
 
-i.0-23-00- U---6-.b956018E+07 -1.6881ii4405- .43152:-03 .'15670503E+00 -1.52"4587406-03-.. ..
 
'.05000000E+03 -6.93163634E+07 3.16771403E+05 -5.85028968E-03 1.06880445E+00' -8.32506627E-03
 
C3o 
1.u7500000E+03 -3.45620428E+07 2.29702684E+06 -8.27724990E-03 6.26764320E-01 

I.Iooo0o0-b3 -3.39675631E+07 2.91416077E+06 -8.35632829E-O3 -9.29447663E-02 

1.12500000E+03 9.75925658E+07 1.88589069E+06 -5.70428478E-03 -8.01292964E-01 

1.133000CE+03 1.09956822E+08 1.17914480E+06 -4.28212164E-03 -1.00240730E+00 

1.IbUOOOOOE+03 1.02237047E+08 -1.46909034E+06 2.26269796E-03 -8.93845287E-01 

1.19000000E+03 4.06732078E+07 -2.05483676E+06 8.27436223E-03 9.42846602E-01 

1.20600000E+03 1.60037564E+07 -9.20643380E+05 9.11478078E-03 3.24051229E+00 

1.21200000E+03 1.09816551E+07 -7.47947862E+05 9.17222024E-03 4.22121865E+00 

1.22500000E+03 3.60357703E+06 -4.01762083E+05 9.23217141E-03 4.35567262E+00 

1.24200000E+33 -3.23633427E+05 -8.73924486E+04 9.24570646E-03 4.52065161E+00 
1.26418000E+03 -2.97621495E-26 6.61542609E 04 9.23910422E-03 4.72498942E+00-
1.26418000E+03 TOTAL DEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM = -1.03788748E-01 



























Atlas SLVJA/Buxner 2 
UMOEGA 
--.... 4L GENERALIZED MASS
OMEGA -- SQUARED 0TA MASS. INTG. PHI SO DM ACCELERATION
 
4.30073322E+01 1.8'49c3(b3E+03 1.3C6296372+oZ2 1.3CA:69637r+C2 2.17441781E-C. '
 




-6.71' 38229E-C3 5.1261l189E-Ci -6.71f.38229E-03
 
3.75006000t 2 2.164119022+(<6 1.212561(6E+'4 
-6.414498f2E-03 3.43410 6 98E--'l -6.52662659E-7'3
3.B 500000+2 2.26538284+6 1.21271009E+'.4 -6.285184212-C3 2.78836P1I-C1 
-6.9aL8993E-03
 
4.00OOOOiuE+02 2.467783946+C6 1.21894714E+,$4 
-6.1u32-'765E-rl3 1.3443 536e-?i -6.2C1C3647E-C3
 
4.25LO000E+02 2.7732743(E+C6 1.2238 )122m+,4 -5.7965?,62F-:)3 3.29 54347E-O2 -5.9382273CE-03
 
























5.75000bOiE+02 .5 608008*2+C6 








6.iOOO L+c 4-bS5891953 









6.50000000E+02 5.36464191E+(6 1.01152218E+C4 
-2.71239402E-03
6. 7 5 0 0 0 -9.73711415E-01 -2.85486194E-03O -- E+02 5.61192625 +06 9.662598382+03 -2 26 7441E-03 -1.C3951820E+OC -2.40580735E-13
 
















7.75000000E+02 6.47900544E+Oc 7.63579877E+03 




 7.10272945EtC3 1.31786906E-04 
-I.18800929E+00 5.01463379E-05
 
8.250Cb00uE-02 6.83414614E +06 6.5701 802E +3 5.7 385837E-C4 -1.18122343E+,)OC 4.94566894E-04
 
8.500000E+02 6.99179522+06 b.04311665E+C3 9.9951377CE-6A 
-1.16333705E+0C 9.33105894E-04
 
8.75LOOOOOE+02 7.13638931E+6 5.5265Ec124E+3 1.4G92 451E-C3 -1.13465915E+4)0 1.35338066E-03
 
9.00000000E+02 7.2655724E+06 4.7587 7562+03 1.799n8412E-C3 
-1.(9572761E+0O 1.75461003E-03
 
9.250000002+02 7.37443018E+06 3.95597905E+03 2.16542892E-.3 
-1.C4h0111E+O0 2.13352587E-03
 
9.50000000E+02 7.46370389E+6 3.19310759E+03 
 2.50273149E-03 
-9.893775C8E-C1 2.47698063E-03
9.7500000+02 7.53447196E+06 2.47f66515-E+3 
-2&36-6§99 C3-9.23124937E-1 2.8 2369436E-03
 








 1.270358E+03 3.275599E-03 -7.64471610E-01 3.52331298E-03
 
1l.09000000E+03 7.64895926E+06 
 6.703653582+02 3.86777392E-03 -6.7214r9495E-01 3.86253669E-03
 
' 5622E+06 44FE+02t>4.'lt 5'{dOOO'}' % :2.0431 ; '9836 4.8E-O3 
1 1,10000000E+03 7.44394933E+06 -1.86820834E+04 4.51780719E-03 
I1-i12500000E+03 6.76183635E+06 -3.52591254E+04 4.79316242E-03 
1.13300000E+03 6.46135452E+06 -3.97605551E+04 4.88333978E-03 
60000E0,E',+0 "-'5>2 - - e'<5. 2Z48'5348E 0'0 5:5E+ =500:,'15f27E+04-
1'90Q00OOQE:% ,56,, PE , 5. 981Q21+04 :l5'. b ib... 
%kz';nooooE~s'~J'aZ49~gEoe8 5.502K~' 4 56 929E--03 
11.21200000E+03 2.54229579E+06 .-5.03058695E+04 5.70051686E-03 

1.225000d0E+03 1.89252698E+06 -4.96350360E+04 5.71972812E-03 

1.24:200000E+03 1.05765836E+06 -4.85444531E+04" '5.73642833E-03 

,2500000f4-0.3':' "65 '1,E- ".-"47 '9E ,..7O E-03" 

."2 0d'OE+4'h,,"'l42Z53'44 E428 , '6i572Q16Et045.74Ai9."8
 
1.26418000E+03 1.52253494E-28 1.02240167E-09 '5.74419911E-03 

4 '~dt2;~stt.n ','~-, ut ~ 
rv' RmI', 4' 
I. ma, Tr~t~c 







4, 9391E ,- 6 I - 87 87EO3 :"
 
6.4643624E2 , .45 248T19E03- ..
 











,<s~<4 ~ kv%>~ 7,~' 'hw-s J 
'~~~'' 
----- -- -
- t 260M ode 2... 
.	 . . . . . ..... . .Atlas SLVA/Burner 2 
OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS 
 INTG. PHI S50DM ACCELERATION
 
W6§.471138C8E+0i 4. 18756280E+03 
-- 1.30629637E+02 1.30629637E+02 5.71860461E+01 0.
 
STATION IN M/Q LB IN/IN .....V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE I/IN Y/Q 
 EQ. PHI PHI PR. I/IN




















4.50000000E+02 1.40368122E+67 1.577C;3937E+t)4 
-1.26355779E-02 
-1. 2 645 6 154 E+00 -1.28583236E-02
l4 750 00 0 0 0 E+0 2 1.44136811E+07 1.432836682+04 -1.1?167907E-02 
-1.5647910E+- -". ii94217-02......
























76.0000oooo E+02 1. 5 5 7 8 4 374c+07 3.41397086E+0l3' 5'.40201729E-C3 
-2.61425499E+00 
-5.45010138E-03












6.TSOO0OUOOE+02 1-i.5-5225-5832E+07 -5 .0376790CE+ C3 -1.62699789E-03 








-1.09252694E+04 8.48 4 26036'-04 
-2.89055010E+00 1.00230307E-03
 






-1.94897499E+04 4.1989377CE- -. 68012054Et0
0 4.422957812-03

























-4.08819585E+04 8.97757665E-03 -1.29622385E+00 9.30726986E-03 
1.0000000E+03 7.85730149E+06 -4.16472727E+04 9.10919896E-03 -1.21183348E+00 9.44506406E-03 






l.07500000E+03 4.54889077E+06 -4.59465063E+04 9.93688825E-3 -4.68627296E-01 1.02797726E-02
 
1.IO000OOOE+u3 3.054'j8429E+06 -7.32037161E+C'4 1.0(99677IE-02 -2.06999364E-01 1.06340107E-02
 
1.12500000E+03 1.-38812854E+06 -7.98709714E+f04 1.01792977E-02 6.32862830S-02 1.10927415m-02
 
1.13300000E+03 4,611107C3E+O5 -7.64036766;+04 1.C1897925E-02 1.53015909E-01 1.13562608E-02.
 
I.lbCOOOOOE+03 -1.23675535E+06 -4.63910846E+04 1.01594313E-02 4.55775975E-01 1.09848654E-02
 
1.19000000E+03 -1.90986702E+06 -6.93761296E+02 1,0.j15o663E-02 7.726273162-01 I.C0537851E-02
 
1.20600000E+03 -1.74649C82E+06 1 . 97 387232E+q4 9.96415794E-03 9.13926268E-01 6.39089161E-03
 
1.21200000E+03 -1.62264127E+06 2.15:-38692+04 9.95t97368E-03 9.516324532-01 9.91386290ECF
 
1.22500000E+03 -1.3150638E+C6 2.5854147(E+04 9.94420324E-3 1.Z8037207E+00 9.89249494E-03
 
1.2420000E+03 -8.22105810E+C5 3.229b4424E+u4 9.93198914E-03 1.24832587E+00 9.86739626E-03
 
1.25000006E+03 -5.50459410E6+-5 3.56493947E+04 9.q283175E-03 1.327222832+00 9.857G1826C-03
 
1.26418000E+03 0. 4.20968698F+04 9.92564319E-03 1.466880342+OC 9.84144945E-03
 




Mode3 Atlas SLYVjBurner 2. 
OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION
 
1.18276931E+02 1.39894325E+04 1.3(4629637Et021l.30629637E+C2 8.16537456E+01 0. ___
 
STATION IN M/o Lb IN/IN V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE I/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PR. I/IN
 
3.512000COE+02 U. 0. 1.77798340E-02 5.69102363E201 1.77798340E-02
 
3.7500000OE+02 .- 3.30403636E+07 1.03888101E+!5 1.24674490E-02 9.03509066E-01 t.15067696F-0Q2
 
3.85000000E+02 -3.40013122E+07 1.O3922811E+05 1.04602542E-2. 1.00873308E+00 9.612679Ea03
 
4.6000010E+02 -3.24263676E+07 1.06111895E-+G5 7.91170903E-03 1.13264342E+00 7.06008868E-03
 
4.25000000E+02 -2.97233395E+07 1.10201366E+05 4.26593634E-03 1.25863099E+00 2.98971902E-03
 
4.50000000E+02 -2.o9141091E+07 I.1554223E+05 8.02306780E-04 1.28801490E+00 -8.15690723E-04
 
.4Y5T600OE+02-2.3996201E+07 1.18851997E+05 -2.10610112E-03 1.23044301E+00 -3457795248E-03
 
5.00000000E+02 -2.09740074E+01 1.22852898E+05 -3.99022752E-03 1.11743365EOO -5.34025937E-03
 
5.25000000E+62 -1.78572261t+07 1.264(6370E+05 -5.20288579E-03 9.69931630E-01 -6.11109616E-03
 
5.5000OOOE+02 -1.46581671E+07 1.29416883E+Qj5 -6.23757189E-03 7.92245476E-01 ,-8.06034490E-03
 
5.7500000CE+02 -1.13920535E+07 1.31751048E+05 -7.28837625E-03 5.76620734E-01 -9.14401072E-03
 
5.77OUOOOOE+02 -1.11283983E+07 1.319('429CE+05 -7.3610230B3E-3 5.58257598E-01 -9.21882993&_03
 
6.00000000E+02 -8,077'12771E06" 1.333v5456E+r5 -8.07368588E-03 3.37348867E-01 -9.95126977E-03
 
6.25000000t+02 -4.733664,8bE+06 1.34023567E+05 -8.59037035E-03 8.13953446E-02 -1.04780262E-02
 
6.50000000E+02 -1.38335638E+06 1.33850651E+05 -8.83699544E-03 -1.84197117E-01 -1.07222159E-02
 
6.75000000E+02 1.95128780E+06 1E2768966_+.i -0.813913232-03 -4.52360609E-01 -1.06838987E-02
 
7.OOOCOOC'E+02 5,24753908E+06 1.3C781751Ec+A5 -8.52330401E-03 -7.16055762E-01 -1.03653005E-02
 
7.25000000E+02 8.48304786E+06 1.27916036E+C5 -7.96916971E-03 -9.68325885E-01 -9.77080402E-03
 
7.50000000E+02 1,16364340E+07 1.24222275E+05 -7.15727950E-23-1.20235024E+00 -8.90688901E-03
 




1.14672o34E+C5 -4.99535254E-03 -1.58687119E+00 -6631342879E-03
 
8.25000000E+02 2.04169993E+67 1.C.QflK5444+,5 -3.75963113E-03 -1.72883975E+00 -5&01285578E-03
 
8.50000000E+02 2.3b76988E+7 1.0296, .t8E+C5 -2.40881129E-03 -1.83549239E+00 -3.54029533E-03
 
8.75000000E+U2 2.55o27617E+f7 9.6601382LE+&4 -9.98964196E-t04 -1.90387086E+G0 -1A97473573E-03
 
9.00000000E+02 2.7'86155 +17 8.65833955E+4 4.47260446E-04 -1.93283860E+00 -3.61930167E-04
 
9.25GO0000+02 2.98893479E+07 7.565C(t145E+C4 1.89188895E-03 -1.92126590E+00 1.28180174E-03
 
9.500000uGE+02 3.16455927E+07 6.48963716E+04 3.29142935E-03 -1.87080399E00 2.76807121E-03
 
97 5C C; E + 02 3.313743622+07 5. 453463872E+,*04 4.76475216E-03 -1.78227398E+00 4.32495668E-03 
9.91C0fl02OEU02 3.39590240E+07 4.821C 5831E+04 5.74094599E-03 -1.70488597E+00 5.3521A096fl-2
 
1.:)COOCGOOE+03 3.43774304E+07 4.478586 54E+04 6.30010445E-03 -1.65408062E+00 5.93892812E-03
 
1.02500000E+03 3.538373852+01 3.587839u8+C4 7.88417323E:03 -1.48495164E+00 7.60387330E-03
 
1.05U00000E+03 3.61803103E+67 2.804 9556E+04 9.45427627E-03 -1.:7451698E+00 9.23516724E-Oj
 
:,O0$ 31..: 7-'5 S+ 3.o796933t '.-+4L _.,15211948E+04 1.1C305367E-02 -1.02308409E+00 1.08699308E-02 
i.1i-(.0t t?2+I]3 3.44c,639262+C7 
-2.18441668c+05 1.25524577E-02 
-7.10858225E-01 1.41469225E-02 
1.IcCO0C'+j3 2.6739%22E+C7 -3.810C26f7E+O5 1.37439186E-02 -3.15014540E-01 1.81015266E-02 
i..13 CI;0E+ 2. 5 7t8738E+C7 -4.06768007E+05 1.40871150E-_02 -1. 61969014E-01 2.02972136E-02)3 

I. 16Q00'6 3,O +C3 1.257%-8125j7 -3.j7924128E+05 1.51195424E-02 4.13590735E-01 2.17729967E-02
 
1.19CO0G00CE+'3 3.98610236E(+06 -1.955657U5-+U5 1.57615349E-02 1.09069219E+00 2.65069033E-02
 
1.206CC.L0OE+3 1.72662895E+&6 -9.09610567E+04 1.58456726E-02 1.54193308E+00 3.23121927E-02
 
i.12 OtmCE,3 1.2124397E+06 
-8.02120118E+04 1.58519435E-02 1.73090930E+00 1.60123675E-02
 
1.22500000E+l3 3.35079194E+05 
-5.42768196E+04 1.58584059E-02 1.93878953E+00 1.59669596E-172
 
i.2420000oE+"3 -2.686.-o31F.+C. 
-1. 59365536E+04 1.58581658E-02 2.20959791E+00 1.58900389E-02
 
1.62OR"00C0E+$"-3 -3.17967561E+05 3.83-111532+0 1555020 2.336555152+00 1,58488605E-02
1.2641800vE+$,.3 4.59717228E-28 4.15882895E+fV4 1.58546060E-02 2.56074763E+00 1.57714295E-02 
1.26418000E+",3 TOTAL DEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM = -4.74893940E-01 








-, . ' 
t-260 
Mad-Atlas SLV3A/Buzner 2. 
OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION 
2,1'6947662E 021 4.70662881E+04 1.30629637E+02 1.30629637E+02 1.18335946E+02 0. 
STATION IN 
3.51200000E+02 




LB/IN B.SLOPE 1/IN 
9.05346249E-03 
Y/Q EQ. PHI 
6.21087930E-01 
PHI PR. I/IN 
9.05346249E-03 
3.7OOOOOOE+02 -5.48364075E+07 3.81366912E+05 3.59217369E-04 6.39007771E-01 -3.16737827E-03 
3.85000000E+02 -5.10223568E+07 3.81442302E+05 -2.71883940E-03 5.92819988E-01 -6.01851329E-03 
4.O0000000E+02 -4.52720234E+07 3.85133975E+05 -6.41753654E-03 4.74961200E-01 -9.50849942E-03 
4.25000000E+02 -3.55890576E+07 3.88906888E+05 -1.11680104E-02 1.63331804E-01 -1.56718539E-02 
4.50000000E+02 -. 58628572E+07 3.88348301E+05 -1.49220933E-02 -2.80977378E-01 -2.04072388E-02 
4475000000E+02 -1.62192927E+07 3.82116295E+05 -1.73465852E-02 -8.15869395E-01 -2.20786755E-02 
5.00000000E+02







5.50000000E+02 1.06759859E+07 3.25629993E+05 -1.80216592E-02 -2.47884767E00 -2.26079971E-02 
5.75000POOE+02 
5.77000000E+02L600000000E+02 1.84360293E+07 1.90215138E+07 2,53326863E+07 2.94131947E+05 2.91346212E+05 2.56652845E+05 -1.68424944E-02 -1.67216606E-02 -1.50713282E-02 -3.02525014E+00 -3.06706119E+00 -3.52246802E+00 -2.09851979E-02 -2.08251284E-02 -1.86861570E-0-2 
6.25000000E+02 3.12242398E+07 2.13847693E+05 -1.27836132E-02 -3.95462457E+00 -1.57955525E-02 
6.50000000E+02 3.59875116E+07 1.66f540239E+05 -1.00655112E-02 -4.30812750E+00 -1.24111484E-02 
6.75000000E+02 3.95217397E+07 1.15695090E+05 -7.01223808E-03 -4.57197120E+00 -8.64174639E-03 
7.00000000E+02 4.17517171E+07 6,23866705E+04 -3.72612322E-03 -4.73798363E+00 -4.60480872E-03 
7.25000000E+02 4.26301236E+07 7.76571648E+03 -3.14449672E-04 -4.80101034E+00 -4.23825960E-04 
7#5000000E+02 4.21389956E+07 -4.69759457E+04 3.11286023E-03 -4.75903037E+00 3.77449327E-03 
7*75000000E02 4.02902987E+07 









8.25000000E+02 3.27093632E+07 -2.00530786E+05 1.13483148E-02 -4.07439262E+00 1.36532663E-02 
8.50000000E+02 2.71308211E+07 -2.45048703E+05 1.32134301E-02 -3.70490514E+00 1.59062730E-02 
8.75000000E+02 .2.04946249E+07 -2.85052834E+05 1.46022560E-02 -3.28776228E+00 1.74815776E-02 
j[. OOOOOOOE-+O2:" '$*27319527E+07-3.38485839E+05Z5 O0O00E+O2. . I632025276+06 -3.87997236E+05 1.55116845E-021.5933913,OE-O2 -2.83571607E+00-2.36087641E+00 1.86751036E-021.90629230E-02 
|C9i.50d0d000024. ?6a59210811E+06 -4.28405516E+05 1.58704651E-02 -1.87990047E+00 1.93253483E-02 
9*75000000E+02 -1077116544E+07 -4.59631342E+05 1.53210636E-02 -1*39927928E+00 1.90277680E-02 
9.91000000E+02 -2.51924068E+07 -4.74851405E+05 1.46975949E-02 -1.09851118E+00 1.85270417E-02 
1.0000000E+03 -2.94982669E+07 -4.81817816E+05 1.42502113E-02 -9.33468542E-01 1.81358388E-02 
V614 
T 
090 *03- -;.17306814E+07 




1.05320316E-02D. -4.97749005E-01 -1.09584065E-01- 1,65055419E-02 1.44468320E-02 
______ __ _____ 
1.07500000E+03 -6.67282503E+07 -4.99954933E+05 7.92243515E-03 2.17254749E-01 1.1653442t0t4¢flt !42
 ,

1.10000000E+03 -7.58122471E+07 -1.66870908E+05 4.89582122E-03 4.45231679E-01 6.1385704E-03
 
1.12500000E+03 -7.37127044E+07 3.53782257E+05 1.96733012E-03 5.08718825E-0i -2.07869812E-03
 
1.13300000E+03 -7.01603875E+07 5.32211902E+05 9.85017803E-04 4.73298224E-01 -7.14O35474E-03
 
1.16000000E+03 -4.90738511E+07 9.14889005E+05 -2.51551510E-03 1.04238559E-01- -1.87946789E "'
0,2 ,:; Z 
1.19000000E+03 -2.26987926E+07 7.60310752E+05 -5.45111372E-03 -7.03226206E-01 -4.72264298E#O2>i:Y
 
1.20600000E 03 -1.28286326E+07 -1.68334380E+00)t6'892f0 ,
4.60206972E+05 -,-5.96883695E-03 4S3&OtAA't 

1.21200000E+03 -1.01923980E+07 4.16340341E+05 -6.01793807E-03 -2.19936506E+00 -6.85061875E-03
 
1.225000002+03 -5.46893230E+06 3.09647980E+05 -6.08480211E-03 -2.28752415E+00 -6.70409807E-03
 
1.24200000E+03 -1.43396332E+06 1.63894506E+05 -6.12157832E-03 -2.39941312E+00 -6.44936733E-03
 
1.25000000E+03 -4.05675910E+05 9.292838-97E+04 -6.12623171E-03 -24065E0,', 64,12'049,P
 
1.26418000E+03 -1.25427709E-28 -3.64684235E+04 -6.12670374E-03 -2.538153792+0-6.0 6 TIr42
 
.26418000E+03 TOTAL DEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM = 1.23774935E-01 ,-__o________-_,_________,______,
 




' - . 
Mode 5 Atlas SLV3A/Burner 2 
OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SO DM ACCELERATION 
3.10946427E+02 9.66876802E+04 1.30629637E+02 1.30629637E+02 1.29418658E+02 0. 
STATION IN 
3L5O0000E+02F.75000"00E+02 






BSSLOPE I/IN . 
2.83134766E-03 
-2.53811521E-03 
/C EQ. PHI 
2.69967811E-01 
1.89365609E-01 
PHI PR. 1IN 
2.83134766E-03 
-5.68680620E-03 
'3.85000000E+02 -2.9212,0424E+07 3.40539832E+05 -4.36143E-03-1.24327936E-01 -7.282041122-03 
4.00000000E+02 -2.4(,949314E+07 3.41450235E+05 -6.38599166E-03 3.03924507E-04 -9.12636273E-03 
4.25000000E+02 -1.55832118E+07 3.38429999E+05 -8.72037544E-03 -2.68742550E-01 -1.26396574E-02 
4.50000000E+02 -7.233088362+C6 3.28270,8692+05 -1.01098669E-02 -6.0567091?2E-01 -1.474646112-02 
'4.750000002+02 7.59839365E+05 3.09730894E+05 -1.04991113E-02 -9.71241422E-01 -1.43347880E-02 













5.75000000E+02 2.51105802E+07 1.58541884E+05 -6.450O500E-03 -2.16442136E+00 -3.63798928E-03 
5.770000042+02 2.54235870E+07 1.54459611E+05 -6.24198716E-03 -2.18147724E+00 -8.41747465E-03 
)600000000E+02 2.84193773E+07 1.05456156E+05 -4.23761557E-03 -2.34461308E+00 -5.72291354E-03 
6.25000000E+02 3.03554523E+07 4.90233410E+04 -1.85817666E-03 -2.44840458E+00 -2.54864626E-03 
6.50000000E+02 3.08581043E+07 -8.89986513E+03 6.19848583E-04 -2.47104776E+00 7.45198796E-04 
6.75000000E+02 2.99140988E+07 -6.63867596E+04 3.080003972-03 -2.41134506E+00 4.01502876E-03 
7.0000000E+02 2.75583687E+07 -1.21524686E+05 5.40671060E-03 -2.27168583E+00 7.11832589E-03 
7.25000000E+02 2.38726162E+07 -1.72498456E+05 7.48910897E-03 -2.05795651E+00 9.91866468E-03 
j[i.5000000E2'02 1.89818674E+07 -2.17670209EV .9.224705232-03"1.7793 792E+00 ".22904828E-02 
V 7.75000QQOE+02 B.O0OO00E+02 1.30490869E+07 6.26629807E+06 -2.55660446E+05 -2.85559953E+05 1.04867058E-02 1.11738905E-02 -1.45027573E+00 -1.09297928E+00 1.37644038E-02 1.44561888E-02 
8.25000000E+02 -1.15780947E+06 -3.06928284E+05 1.134264172-02 -7.251832672-01 1.48705530E-02 
8.50000000E+02 -9.00776794E+06 -3.19630838E+05 I.I0298995F-02 -3.57793314E-01 1.45423263E-02 
8.75000000E+02 -1.70686420E+07 -3.23869892E+05 1.02778456E-02 -7.47151906E-03 1.35492587E-02 
r9i0000000E+022.51169139E+07 -3.17842114E+05 9.1391117TE-03 3.133209992-01 1.21095988E02 
S9'25000000E+02 -3.28619509E+07 -2.99933498E+05 7.69277276E-03 5.92792029E-OI 1.01115913E-02 
- '9.5000000E+02 ,4.00308483E+07 -2.72076538E+05 6.03347759E-03 8.22863043E-01 8.22764322E-03 
9.75000000E+02 -4.63988409E+07 -2.36199616E+05 4.06576584E-03 1.00106164E+00 5.970601462-03 
9.91Q00000E+02 -4.99714730E+07 -2.10033733E+05 2.66303066E-03 1.08384191E+00 4.35682109E-03 
-1.00000000E+03 -5.17922723E+07 -1.94506394E+05 1.83019776E-03 1.11876751E+00 3.39879771E-03 
,1I02500000E403 -5.60965469E+07 -1. 49507802E+05 -6.225121612-04 .1.16902342+00 5.4551753-04 
i>,1.05000000E+03 -5.92630582E+07 -1.03957659E+05 -3.15649411E-03 1.14669244E+00 -2.34432490E-03 
-N 
1.07500._00.90E+03 6.13 1E+07 " -6.07115675E+04 -5.76365214E-03 1.05080685E+00 -5.31058074E-03 
1.1CCOCOCCE-+,J3 -4.17642932E+07 1.70062425E+C6 -8.10368242E-03 7.32142682E-01 -2.05169981E-02 
1.i2500fC;E+'C2+ 1.5C69597E+C7 2.6C124037E+06 -8.66616683E-03 2.91935357E-02 -3.84152336E-02 
1.133ccU rCE+-'3 3. 564*71b8E+!7 2.50124498E+C6 -8.31827125E-C3 -3.09610252E-01 -4.65052175E-02 
1ftCOE+U 3 8.11313069Et 7 6. 17988305E+)5­ 4.539344787E-03 -1.23133563E+00 -1.55355811E-02 -
































3.78888400E-03 - : I 
Lbk641000EeO3 TOTAL DEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM = -7.72844916E-02 __ 
1.264180OE-)3 7.14598847E-24 1.58521552E-03 3.88243918E-03 3.33713802+00 -2.00531996+319 
$ASO01 







-p25. ,95j. ,975. ,991.,4000. ,1625. , 
10G50.,1075.,11OC. ,1125. ,1133. ,1160. ,1190., 
Li206t.°,12.,1225.,1242. 1250., 
1264.18, 
SPRNG=1264.18,C.,.,1.3724,6.26, t eo,5 
RHOAC=351.2,5033.t,133., .... ._ 
[783.7, 
!SEND 
CODE 1 FREE _ 
1.00000000E+00 I








OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION 
4.41864430E+1 1.95244174E+03 1.23712539E+02 1,23712539E+02 1.89644434E+% 0. 
STATION IN M/U LB IN/IN V/Q LB/IN 8.SLOPE 1/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PR. 1/IN 
3.51200000E+J2 0. 0. -6.70517382E-03 4.66500834E-01 -6.70517382E-03 
3.75000000E+0)2 2.26C95819E+06 1.18797905E+04 -6.39468001E-03 3.C7.508282E-01 -6.51649999E-03 
3.85000000E+02 2.37976332E+06 1.18811823E+04 -6.25980712E-03 2.43036428E-01 -6.37781816E-03 
4.0CCO.O0OcE+02 2.558+3216E+06 1.19368635E+04 -6.07073273E-03 1.48851436E-Cl -6.18396681E-03 
4.25000000E+02 2.85743459E+06 1.19714349E+04 -5.75377328E-03 -1.71345259E-03 -5.892411782-03 
4.500000OE+02S4.75000000E+02 3.15o42387E+06 3.4537C789E+Cb 1.19364188E+C4 1.18357391E+04 -5.385865992-03 -5.01047476E-3 -1.446314122-01 -2.78329476E-01 -5.55445948E-03 -5.15704739E-03 
5.0000000E+02 3.74770106E+(6 1.16738564E+04 -4.71058679E-C3 -4.03099756E-01 -4.83887093E-03 
5.25000000E+'2 4.036922582+06 1.14545762E+04 -4.46933060E-03 -5.20639604E-01 -4.55132998E-03 
5.500C0000E+02 4.31q9776CE+i6 1.118C9505E+04 -4.19785204E-03 -6.32708817E-01 -4.35533021E-03 
5.750G0000+02 4.59554025E+06 1.08558115E+04 -3.83830071E-03 -7.370881912-01 -3.99119946E-03 
5.770000Q00+02 4.61722381E+C6 1.08276982E+04 -3.80858209E-03 -7.45040499E-01 -3.961084882-03 
60 00E+U2 4.86237398E+06 1.04833790E+04 -3.456870622-03 -8.32080888-01 -3.60452384E-03 
S6.5OOCOGE+02 5.11935321E+06 1.006823642+04 -3.05431186E-03 -9.17133273E-01 -3.19611800E-03 
6.50000012+02 5.36547015E+06 9.61522428E+03 -2.6314606VE-03 -9.91713217E-01 -2.76688629E-03 
6.75000000E+u2 5.59984117E+36 9.12943Q32E+03 -2.18922931E-03 -1.05531222E+0( -2.31781284E-03 
7.OOO 00E+(2 5.82171278E+06 8.61617722E+03 -1.72859654E-C3 -1.10744727E+-0 -1.84995115E-03 
7.250000C'LE+u2 6.C3L46736E+C6 8.C8101039E+03 -1.25G59612E-03 -1.14766246E+0G -1.36441317E-03 
7.50COtCOQE+V2 6.22562859=+06 7.529684742*03 -7.56306058E-04 -1.17553028+E0C -8.62357956E-04 
7.75000000E+02 6.43686648E+06 6.96815258E+03 -2.63307333E-04 -1.19064788E+00 -3.52642622E-04 
8.00C00000E+02 6.57400108E+06 6.4C238194E+03 1.93562521E-04 -1.19358152E+00 1.19971924'04 
8.25U00GC00+32 6.72o99o972+06 5.83795739E+03 6.25489473E-04 -1.185122642+OC 5.58386515E-04 
8.500C00E+02 6.8o595409E+66 5.28014555E+03 1.04768865E-03 -1.16573308E+DC 9.89665075E-04 
8.75000000E+02 6.9911U201E+06 4.734059572+C3 1.44952937E-03 -1.13574754E+00 1.40171059E-03 
9.OOOOC- E022 7.09996778E+C6 3.92319584E+C3 1.83100817E-03 -1.09571714E+OC 1.79434279E-03 
9.25000000E+02 7.18737849E+06 3.07619815E+03 2.18855051E-03" -1.04611364E+00 2.16374246E-03 
' 9.5000000E+02 7.25413371E+06 2.27189493E+03 2.51684287E-03 -9.87840892E-01 2.49852114E-03 
9.750OuC00E+02 7.301384652+06 1.516961982+03 2.84772161E-03 -9.21169364-01 2.835488O5E-03 













1.0500000CE+03 7.340119632+06 -3.84984529E+02 3.83545032E-03 -6.7C5974242-01" 3.83845801E-03 
----
.-. 1" +	 - --
75 7 E+6,. 8.7993706E 02'i -4524E 03 -5.70605862240!w ,'4.1586719E-03,,
 
1.IO000000E+03 7.20605978E+06 -1.34778377E+04 4.45889745E-03 -4.62133426E-01 4.5,4223559E-03
 
1.12500000E+03 6.64079446E+06 -3.11151017E+04 4.72745932E-'03 -3.44358740E-01 4.87337894E-03
 
1.13300000E+03 6.37203288E+06 -3.59770110E04 4.81620757E-03 -3.04971670E-01 4.97282160E-03
 
4,I'.,6000000E403I. 5.-2-1070107E+06'"-4,T6.746380E4 04"t,"5.'155262,72E-03, -1.'66041562E-01 532233798E 03 
'1i9600600E4&3 3.106846844E+06 ' .1.i9a3si1&o 5.5i7t5EO 86f9aO220 5.7S 2-'0 
4*20&600+03 '<2.S0370424t06 5.O66f41O12+04 5.6265190 9§.07232412 E-t02 5751420 __ 
1.212QQ0OOE+03 2.59019503E+06 -5.05330809E+04 5.63430996E-03 1.25281618E-01 5.76306036E-03
 
1.22500000E+03 1.93519178E+06 -5.02119944E+04 5.65391695E-03 2.00275666E-01 5.77367639E-03
 
1.24200000E+03 1.08669701E+06 -4.95686907E+04 5.67103066E-03 2.98495136E-01 5.78014058E-03
 if 	 1,250,00000E203 -, 6.91671767E+05 4.91782633E+04 5.67577159E403 3i44737890E0l' 5a78023'202E'03 
4.26~670 2- 1 .7757 24Ee0311.24100240.'~~32124EFO T4834813130144 8.046316a&' b3-ft .26418003E+03 TOTAL DEFELECTION.FTESPRING MA4SS SYSEM;-<3.95,<1O64E400 -_ __." ._ __, , 
1.26418000E+03 8.83210248E-30 -1.92782157E-09 5.67903162E-03 4.266767002-01 2*43872143+313 
"­
[Atls SLV3A/Burner 2 
OMEGA OMA SQUARED TOTAIJMASS GENERALIZED 
-MASS , INTGO PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION-

I 6.517817232+01 4.24819415E+63, 1 2.237125392 2371253+02 5.242721 iE+b1 0. ] 
-I
 
STATION IN M/Q LB IN/IN V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE 1/IN 
 Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PR. 1/IN

' 3.51200000E+02 O; 0. 
-1i94574335E-02 3.102586'87401 - I.94574335E-021 3.75000000E+02- 1.28951572E+07 1.71825143E+04, '1.75987159E-02 io.5244187E- ,Lttt7g1z1p,0
[ 3.85000000E+02 1.30669716E+07 1.21M3.E+04 71.68440679Er02s3.0917074720I K,1:.7014 I06E0oi,
 
























5.250000002±02. 1. 5,0&961d02±07 






































































-3.49858581E±04 7.75804461E-03 '-1.85124351E+00 6.0401?8630$


























1.12500000E+03 9.15235341E+05 -7.10761768E+04 9o93313192E-03 4o40506106E-02 1.02664559E-02
 
-,t.10000000E+031,133 E+03 2.4298+6-6.32116044E+04-6.830 3926E+04 9.94174114E-03 1.26082009E-01
86456 58 -2,127958792-Cl 1.O255420gE 0Ot
3.55931833E+05 02390817E 2  
1.21200000E+03 -1.52482467E+06. 1.99248806E+04 9.72115801E-03 
 9.11444680E-01 9.67039252E1'03 
 I 
1.22500000E+03 -1.23920391E+06 2.41066180E+04 9470914129E-03 1.03703572E+00 9.65164517E-0'
 
1.24200000E+03 -7.77306945E+05 3.03875203E+04 9.69761355E-03 1.20092930E+00 9.63072496E-03
 
7E *00,,- ,&9k,,6$ #5- 0,3-'*"--',

'1,2500 8000E4&03-, 65. {21,,7136,]E;-12,1, , -. 9 ,,77 ,., ,96,,6 3E0 ,.\14t2 :,.....
 
:, Jt'Wy$"<', t' 4I;, 1'26'48OOEt 3ttOALELCTION",OFAtTHE>SPRING NA$S&-SYSTEM =#A- .,45027Si4,20Et,00% ,A4-$P4',.:,t 









:.. -.. , 310 S t eg t 














_00 o9pOQ*02;z O6 4012 
'64, 5,000000E+02 6,05501424E+06 

I'J''0 0(000OE+02 9.79159 0IE+06 

OO"1.3396490+07tiw. 594qE+0r , 
7,, .99500E+02 2.59212905E+07 

8 .1 660o06E ,2 ",2.84968413E+07 

2600OO0E+02:































B.SLOPE 1/IN Y/Q EQ, PHI PHI PR. 1/IN 
~lE0 Z'~ 6-i343211:8QVfg455 t-JQ~~~Y4t4ttt75:Th ~i5-i223-E402 9 '452~13J.5 28E ... ad 01 ' 4O~ ..:, :; O 5 L.. • : ....... ;













































1.51832572E+05 -1.00928379E-02 -1.11242272E+00. -1.22313248E-02
 
1.46899987E+05, -9.45303283E-03 -1.41000185E+00 -1.15220467E-02
 
140844695E+05 -8.51724735E-03, -1.68592601E+00 -1.05009754E-02








-03-0k-'2J'5'53 43, E005,-7-E0,' 2 389,70686E97 , O 








-4,41m 'S'T U ~ 
1 
83 .80t7Ea&..,. 2S1 R4 bt1754304685

'1'ie100000E0 3.9952E0 
-1 9 71'2 0 1. 4 0 6 1-02 -7.38805587E-01 166531727E-02OOOOO250E+03 2-3 40530+0700 
1.664416752-02 -2.97481789E-01 1.84483668E-02
Lt.-jiZSGOOOOE+03 2.41339032+07 v-.415892+05 





.Z*1200000E+Q,3 J1.5361126E±06 -. 2870+4 1626320 .7801+0 1943720
 
~ .2500'O+0563660245-6.00024946E+04. 1.88363541E-02 1.617962172+0O 1.89794646E-0z0
 
1.24200000E+03 -1.470123042+05 -2.21965310E+04 1.88380951E-02, 1.93983889E+00 1.8886953.82-02
 
6.051352-9 3466352091..641002+0 -. 1.883537992-02 2.35734760E+00 5.49479657+313 
qjI, 
,4, 
s~ Y#z~s '-;c'j 'lip'4' Ay~ s\$ yC4~r i~s"&~;'2Z%'t4~...\- '-vt2 
A $ 4 z ~ ~ ,-.tr Y ~ ,J 4 ± %A~ K ' $ < - . >~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ t ~ . s 
"%qca0. ,A0 .j2~ t Q :- 9 '.4t 
' mode" 4 / > ,- " ,, - . ,-- , ,' , , .: . .. . . , F % . . . 
OMEGA M'E~GA"-2SiURE TO $AS NERAIEMS QNTG:PR->SQACCELERTO01 

2 5 89 E
Z> 2 .+OZ2A 2371I253,92E+0'2, 1 5,1i 02 O
-;553392'57S4:02- , 6&.,268 97I437E+04+%, L:]2 3 ?l' ,A.'z 1, E. 0 " 

STATION IN M/Q LB IN/IN V/Q LB/IN B.-SLOPE 1/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI - PHI PR. 1/IN
 
:,,51'2O9 0;. -",,? 0 -7.600- 50-03 7'60095508E,,03-'<'""
" .$*-0 -t9809715E0-

, .;7,4.e88, 0Et05 .. 1n,882,775E Q3 ;5,2370J3Et 1 996
.996OZ449,Er 

8500000 E~t0'2; i- 5•. 4T34078 9E2*,.O /, A:.:.,890Z1'1Et 05 '5.:30;7.20 34E-... ' 1 3-3-1648545 E-'
,:,' 

4.oOOOOQOE+02 -4.73710564E+07 4.92397548E+05 -9.23058790E-03 2.69575632E-01 -1.39015122E-02,
 
4.25000'000E+02 -3.50338893E+07 4.93536993E+05 '-1.40740813E-02 -1.40169184E-01 -1.97896226-02
 
4.50000000E+02 -2.27549294E+07 4.87406081E+05 -1.76017508E-02 -6.8538301TE-01 -2.44860175,E-02
 
2.5.0b00 Eta,2>& o, t;61';. 9,0893T76 7E*.0-k.2257873147E-02•­-3094-E 

5.50000000E+02 2.13622835E+07 3'70020384E+05 -1.84941108E-02, -3.13701794E+00 -2.37056655E-02
 
5.75000060E+02 2.99793685E+07 3.17927091E+05 -1.64151279E-02' -3.69619912E+00 -2.08929742E-02
 






­'6.75000000E+02 4t.87792914E+07 4.49085562E+04 -2.97341599E-03 -4.98130651E+00 -3.60593086E-03
 
7.00000000E+02 4.89505239E+07 -3.127936,49E+04 9.80107660E-04 -5.00866338E+00 1.42066210E-03
 
;7.25000000E+02 4.72198169E+07 -1-06928930E+05 4.87065875E-03 -4.91086177E+00 6.37670001E-03

-
02 % %>, >8O-.5 9922E+,05'', ,13,Et99t% ,
Fr?,. &5000 O000 E0£ .'3,6Z42 59;0E# Ot7tQ;-t,:. 8.54 603 5qE:.03,'.t44 6 L.99 .1. 10 834z98Z2ErO2t<,,: 
8.25000000E+02 2.26768643E+07 -3.69076955E+05 1.59723267E-02 -3.47146446E+00 2.02145906E-02
 
8.50000000E+02 1.28220468E+07 -4.17980900E+05 1.76827742E-02 -2.94805534E+00 2.16759709E-02 

" " ,',
30, 93E-0 t O<-
w;9o.o9,0cOOOEf8.75000000E+02Oz ".tg]ZI51.84616454E+067020 07,' '5*.O17-4.58 03378E+054"2t7-1 05"';jW /, ,; 1.75179253E-02- 2 1  -2.40099334E+00849850"15.5 .','t2042.21512927E-0290 OE O W'" "[ / :
 
9.~~~~ ~ ~ wl * 8$78 5t$b4E5 +b Ot 2~ ~ t;3744EO013-O 93 
I944msi65E000+05 ...1'5793,34Eb2 ,,a 98623200,Ei,0 i. .i; 9726032E,02' ... .
 
9.75000000E+02 -5.20595307E+07 -5.88639127E+05 1.30593862E-02 -3.27886027E-01 1.78064759E-02
 
9.91000000E+02 -6.15082742E+07 -5.91716856E+05. 1.14076101E-02 -5.55839909E-02 - 1.61795202F-02 ,
 
1.0O00000E+03 -6.68340463E+07 -5.91573625E+05 1.03575349E-02 ,8.53742859E-02 1051282899E-02
 
'>,1 .o'500000q.op'8" 55845kEtO .+'5 84953 33ZE+0 6"989532h.O31 :"~t4\.2i2822E , ,',155,9480.3..-0 -.,, 
5lt05000000E+0O3,L,:9,i5602031 64E+07,,,j,5 9843EO 09397961E-03 6.62492232EZ01 . 5573.- , 







1.10000000E+03 -1.18978865E+08 9.75425976E+04 -6.23175518E-03 7.63071268E-01 -6.83489490E-03
 
1.12500000E+03 -1.04674768E+08 9.90964404E+05 -1.06160738E-02 4.78601216E-01 -1.52633717E-02
 
.. 13300000E+03 -9.59079485E+0i7 1.19034083E+06 -1.19849188E-02 3.48607013E-01 -1.71666743E-02
 
bbboto'- 2eq-919E?*07§t111 a 4;V &lE+4~ 4 ?l6O0E,02t 3l<.& 60E~0
 
"1.21200000E+03 -1.18536332E+07 4.42047293E+05 -2.04606722E-02 -l3940080E+00 -2.158693o98E-02
 
1.22500000E+03 -6.68846369E+06 3.49646785E+05 -2.05401538E-02 *-1..59870138E+00 -2.13740880E-02 





I,:t1,264rl8000OE+03")TTl AL'tO ,Et:EarTi!NQF,,THE SPR1'NG< MA'SVSYSTEM > -,:" 8tt753689E0-.2Q; 4,t>.;--A.;'-t " A":- ,-",',,:-.; >,. 
1.26418000E+03 -3.86511201E-27 1.34697268E-08 -2.05947476E-02 --2.42018261E+00 -1.70393940+314
 
- , S l 4 ' <.- ­
° ' 
.. .:', :'.y . , ; :',, "",",..' ." ':',' " '<.:." ?'::''., :-,? ""-' "':,','-.. ""-; ...'': ".'>.C o~ :,g ,',:,+-; '.''>,:.; ' 
. 
. : ,: ; :. . . " " : .. .' -. , .,.- 4-- :.- ,...:. , : : .. : , . ':,.< -, .; ,:.. . .,4 .,,',,,-:<,+,: . .. :4-,,,,, 










OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIzE- MASS- INTG. PH Q OM----ACCELERAION 
4.65267800E.02- 2.16474126E+05 l.23712539E+02 1.23712539E+02 1.218157002+02 0. 
STATION IN M/Q LB IN/IN V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE 1/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PR. i/IN 
3;05120000E+02. 0.- 0. 3.66796827E-03 4.80713429E-01 3.66796827E-03 
3 -.75000000E+02 -8.34348373E+07 1.35721575E+06 -1.09161066E-02 4.12634045E-02 -2.48335231F-02 
3.85000000E+02 -6.98628066E+07 1.35716527E+06 -1.53753715E-02 -2.27991935E-01 -2.88555516E-02 
4.o00000000E+02 -4.95947898E+07 1.34279140E+06 -1.99780439E-02 -6.929150232-01 -3.271587542 02 
4.250000002+02 -1.66648069E+07 1.284C6416E+06 -2.38857319E-02 -1.555015312+00 -3.87561912E-02 













5.50000000E+02 9.36525137E+07 3.23044510E+05 -6.08721582E-03 -5.083462832+00 -1.063713852-02 
5.75000000E+02 9.83451912E+07 5.13016077E+04 1.70032200E-03 -5.20518185E+00 9.77764146E-04 
5.77000000E+02 9.84259043E+07 2.94135089E+04 2.33509101E-03 -5.20228333E+00 1.920816232-03 
*6000000006+02 9.62283481E+07 -2.19146770E+05 9.59150714E-03 -5.033863042+00 1.267808142-02 
6.250000008+02 8,75263544E+07 -4.73004920E+05 1.70436589E-02 -4.57689658E+00 2.37057000E-02 
[ 6.50000000E+02 7.28370076E+07 -6,95856350E+05 2.35473972E-02 -3.86014576E+00 3.33481909E-02 
6.750000002+02 5.309772202+07 -8.75095543E+05 2.86555501E-02 -2.92627124E+00 4.09808394E-02 
7.00000000E+02 2.95297483E+07 -1.000745C52+06 3.200843042-02 -1.83206482E+00 4.61034311E-02 
7.25000000E+02 3.56390372E+06 -1.066109772+06 3.33538414E-02 -6.44953845E-01 4.836947202-02 
*7.50000000E+02 -2.32475725E+07 -1.068230202+06 3.25604987E-02 5.61110593E-01 4.76059946E-02 
7'tSOOOOOE0 2 -4.93279427E+07 -1.008173512+06 2.97420776E-02 1.70150922E+00 4.26673790E-02 
*i..'-0000000E+02 -7.318745692+07 -8.91851400E+05 2.542336802-02 2.69495160E+00 3.56745335E-02 
8.250000002+02 -9.35264896E+07 -7.28218393E+05 1.99884211E-02 3.49913460E+00 2.83587475E-02 
8.50000000E+02 -1.09289610E+08 -5.27605596E+05 1.36664384E-02 4.09575680E+00 1.946430212-02 
8.75000000E+02 -1,19694824E+08 -3.01611919E+05 7.003828892-03 4.46190408E+00 1.005041392-02 
[9p9Q0000000E+02 1.22986120E+08 6.52595372E+04 3.93325185E-04 4.58576278E+00 -2.16577033E-04 













9.91000000E+02 -5.41946058E+07 1.370984982+06 -1.64786435E-02 3.18696506E+00 -2.75349740E-f2 
1.00000000E+03 -4.14152393E+07 1.467534322+06 -1.72620903E-02 2.93191558E+00 -2.909704442-02 _ 
j P ?5P000*03 -41.78904795E+06 1.691340872+06 -1.82650404E-02 2.16492874E+00 -3.14786409E-02 
















































































































'Ii2641,8000E+03 TOTAL DEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASS SYSTEM = -2.20206654E-02 




























































IR O. 	 0. '.......boWbooE+00
 




Phase 	 Atlas SLV3A/Burner 2
 
____ ___ __ k Mode 1 
OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION
 
.15081732E+00 1.72292844E+01 3.46629400E+04 3.46629400E+04 3.45943439E+04 0.
 
__STATION 
 IN M/Q LB IN/IN V/Q LB/IN 8'.SLOPE 1/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PR. 1/IN
 
03.51200000E+02 0. -1.70075251E-02 8.12135447E-01' -1.70075251E-02
. 

3.75000000E+02 1.72019141E+06 7.04414718E+04 -I.68779501E-02 3.90544307E-01 -1,76002843-02
 
3.85000000E+02 2.42463473E+06 7.04466883E+04 -1.67576260E-02 2.15227952E-01 -1.74573448E-02
 
4.00000000E+02 3.482267222+06 7.05289820E+04 -1.65324963E-02 -4.47606254E-02 -1.72015402E-02
 
4.25000000E+02 5.24171534E+06 7.1128880E+04 -1.60233590E-02 -4.68290503E-01 -1.68353206E-02
 
4.50000000E+02 6.98228224E+06 6.90215548E+04 -1.52748315E-02 -8.B0777626E-01 -1.62497122E-02
 
K4.750OOOOE+02 8.68734766E+0' 6.72778560E+04 -1.43877364E-02 -1.27391072E+00 -1.52208987E-02
 
5.00000000E+02 1.03410522E+07 6.49192740E+04 -1.35969745E-02 -1.64264839E+00 -1.43103731E-02
 
5.59000_00E2_1.19284974E+07 6.19829044E+04 -1.29068871E-02 -1.98970707E+00 -1.33522248E-02
 
5.50000000E+02 1.34356600E+07 5.85007408E+04 -1.20803422E-02 -2.32073269E+00 -1.29042963E-02
 
5.75000000E+02 1.48491993E+07 5.44994986E+04 -1.09391513E-02 -2.62862288E+00 -I17067498E-02
 
5.77000000E+02 1.49578576E+07 5.41583205E+04 -1.08429991E-02 -2.65193555E+00 -1.16057923E-02
 
16.00000000E+02 1.61566975E+07 5.00259165E+04 -9.68816174E-03 -2.90509947E+00 -1.03927521E-02
S6.25000000E+02 1.73469996E+07 4.51330225E+04 -8.33638401E-03 -3.14737112E+00 -8.97206038E-Q3
 
! 	6o50000000E+02 1.84103310E+07 3.98781499E+04 -6.89367313E-03 -3.35290200E00 -7.45533721E-03
 
6.75U00000E02 01.93383997E+07 3.43225069E+04 -5.37061332E-03 -3.51943291E+00 -5.85402891E-03
 
i7.0000OOoE+02 2.01244876E+07 2.85307157E+04 -3.77839461E-03 -3.64499926E+00 -4.18023567E-03
 
* 	7.25000000E+02 2.07635298E+07 2.25703233E+04 -2.12868264E-03 -3.72794569E+00 -2.44657452E-03
 
750000002E+02 2.12521813E+07 1.65112933E+04 -4.33482576E-04 -3.76693728E+00 -6.66036003E-04
 
7.75000000E+02 2.15888709E+07 1.04254751E+04 1.23938795E-03 -3.76106171E+00 1.10572801E-03
 
I_8.00000000+02 2.17738241E+07 4.38369125E+03 2.76634247E-03 -3.71312556E+00 2.715§5522E-03
 
8.25000000E+02 2.18089657E+07 -1.54909503E+03 4.18217083E-03 -3.62667781E+00 4.199976522-03
 
8.50000000E+02 2.16977806E+07 -7.31264809E+03 5.53410402E-03 -3.50389307E+00 5.61446279E-03
 
8.75000000E+02 2.14452202E+07 -I 28499473E+04 6.78595533E-03 -3.34702606E+00 6.91575278E-03
 
9.00000000E+02 2.10295054E+07 -2.08966272E+04 7.93686149E-03 -3.15870743E+00 8.13215707E-03
 
9.25000000E+02 2.04031588E+07 -2.91134726E+04 8.975052182-03 -2.94128137E+00 9.20983825E-03
 
9.5C000000E+02 1.95789967E+07 -3.67106978E+04 9.88445706E-03 -2.69881296E+00 1.01805111E-02
 
9.75000000E+02 1.85733323E+07 -4.36230202E+04 1.07522101E-02 -2.43264917E+00 I.I1040087E-02
 
9.91000000E+02 1.78426605E+07 -4.76586382E+04 1.12820538E-02 -2.25045420E+00 1.166639770-02
 
1.0000000E+03 1.74040718E+07 -4.97883335E+04 1.15704623E-02 -2.14407549E+00 1.19719811E-02
 
1.02500000E+03 1.60906284E+07 -5.51482641E+04 1.23311849E-02 -1.83458974E+00 1.27620307E-02
 
1*05000000E+03 1.46538161E+07 -5.96495067E+04 1.30058165E-02 -1.50652081E+00 1.34718283E-02
 
L 1.0750000C'E+U3 I.31157052E+07 -6.32447761E+04 1.36059590E-02 -i.14j99814E+0 l 4O7793502t' w? 
1.100000,30E+03 1.14994708E+07 1.41240957E-02 -8.03243312E-01 1.46050664E-02
-65892 932.+04 

1.12500000E+03 9.74181475E+06 -9.01117118E+04 1.4534998C E-02 -4.29941673E-01 1.55655600E-02
 
1.133000CGOE+03 8.941779492+06 -1.08815936E+05 1.46625038E-02 -3.02566060E-01 1.63238158E-02
 
1.16006000E+03 5.57694483E+06 -1.24882332E+05 1.50830338E-02 1.54488337E-01 1.73051t94E 0t2 % Z$ ?
 
1.19000000E+03 2.46680281E+06 -7.83912177E+04 1.54054619E-02 6.90626132E-01 1.97126717E02 -4xtt "A 
I.20600000E+03 147925862E+06 -4.60538717E+04 1.54625608E-02 1.02627885E+00 2.37996121 -02-.
 
1.21200000e+03 1,21296140E+06 -4.26344716E+04 1.54683036E-02 1.16742138E+00 1.5553572 N
N
 
1.22500000E 03 7.12645262E+05 -3.41108567E+4 1.54765678E-02 1.36956838E+00 1. 55447896 --2
 
1.242('CC00E+03 2.41629549E+05 -2.09159895E+04 i.54817636E-02 1.63366379E+00 1.55235955E-02
 
1.-2c01C066E+0 1207181Eff+05 -1.39040515E+04 l.42T5E0 11581220 .55104631E-02'~~%$~
 
1.2b418000E+03 -4 .10023619E-29 -2.14982064E+02 1.54829842E-02 1.97755275E+00 1.54834142E-02;,"w'
 
1.26418000E+03 TOTAL DEFELECTION OF TH. SPRNG MASS SYSTEM 1.99324487E+00 ______________,__
 
1.26418:002+03 -4.10023619E-29 -2.44421326E-09 1.548298422-02 1.977552752+00 3.09196420+313




End Sustainer .... 






























































































































































































































































































































































































1.07_500C00E+03 -5.6176034E+07. 5588267+0trtt?2454201E -_ * 9291926EQ1 S_11786599E-4
 
i.io000COOE+9 3 -6.11417668E+07 -1.91695870E+05 -3.18981265E-03 8.85239505E-01 -1.79C,57272E-03
 
1.1250C000E+23 -6.49418803E+07 4.1241'2888E+04 -5.64052833E-03 8.06083090E-01 -6.11218403E-03
 
. .I.133000OE+,3 -6.36879848E+0 7 2.69054569E+05 -6.51949921E-03 7.40371013E-01 -1.06272026E-02
 
1.160O0O0E+03 '-4.765480652+07 7.85085716E+05 -9.81533998E-03 2.54421805E-01 -2.37848367E-02,,.
 
1.19000000E+03 -2.37521402E+07' 7.15504799E+05 -1.27580912E-02 -7.12875146E-01 -5.20715416E02 "
 
-1.20600lr,0E+03 -1.42371812E+07 4.6092010.E+.05 ,
-
- 1.3096469E-02 -1.78347627E+00 -9.67492021E-02"
 
1.2!c.OGO2T+3 -1.157951102+07 ,4.230400,7E+05 -1.3364Ti3E-02 -2.34663857E+00 -1.42107931E-02
 
1.225000CE+03 -6.68526843E+06 3.28734009E+05 -1.34429750E-02 -2.53072298E+00 -r,41004430E-02
 
1.2420' .jZuE+03 -2.21877248E+06 1.94730630E+05 -1.34912797E-02 -2.76866888E+00 -1,38807410E-02
 
1.25G,00000+03 -9.27979608E+05 1.27529185E+0,5 -1.34994321E-02 -2.8,7921790E+00. -lo37544905E-02
 
1.264180O0E+03 -1.43042928E-25 1.99758007E+03 -1.35024161E-02 -3.07252733E+00 -1.35064112E-02'
 
L.-..2641 T8O.TAL DEFELECTION OF THE SPRING MASSSYSTEM ._-3.21833610E+0 ' .-.I
 















































































Phase Atlas SLV3A/Burner 2
 
M..de 3. 
OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION
 
2.94'870314E+02 3.46629400E+04 3.46629400E+04 3.45078300E+04 0.
 
M/Q LB IN/IN V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE 1/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI PH! PR. 1/IN 
O. -2.84998778E-02 3.0282t829E-01 -2.84998778E-02
 
1.19590127E+07 4.49122790E+05 -2.75287303E-02 -4.80984845E-01 -3.21342095E-02
 
1.64493746E+07, 4.48934035E+05 -2.67039482E-02 -7.9749099E-01 -3.11630305E-02
 
2.30650532E+07 4.31902071E+05 -2.51956908E-02 -1.25138998E+00 -2.92927499E-02
 
'3.33484894E+07 3.87618324E+05 -2.18918223E-02 -1.93681433E+00 -2.63807432E-02
 
4.22975891E+07 3.25564164c+05 -1.72467527E-02 -2.53506241E+00 -2.18451166E-02
 
4 95028249E407 2.48739011E+05 -1.202517492-02 -2.99468923E+00 -1.51055342E-02
 
/!.46473174E+07 1.61422261E+05 -7.67534985E-03 -3.29882915E+00- -9.44922085E-03
 
'5e7519371OE+07 6.75348054E+04 -4.18091856E-03 -3.47439624E+O_ -4.66614577E-03
 
5.79960692E+07 -2.97238824E+04 -4.36065781E-04 -3.5425129E+C0 -1.74195489E-05
 
5.60331523E+07 -1.26964710E+05 4.17823476E-03 -3.46774753E+00 5.96647014E-03
 
5.57715629E+07 -1.346201889+05 4.53890339E-03 -3.45534575E+00 6.43496237E-3
 
5.16821062E+07 -2.20100164E+05 8.53724983E-03 -3.24679021E+00 146372521E-02
 
4.50950069E+07 -3.05225127E+05 1.24538637E-02 -2.89051790E+00 1.67528092E-02
 
3.65171114E+07 -3.78816962E+05 1.57570468E-02 -2.41562406E+00 2.10924970E-02
 
2.62753593E+07 -4.37887465E+05 1.82989317E-02 -1.84395256E+00 2.44663607E-02
 
1.47633263E+07 -4.80113691E+05 1.99608158E-02 -1.20162913E+00 2.67229804E-02
 
2.42322896E+06 -5.03942245E+05 2.06578272E-02 -5.18017420E-01 2.77556053E-02
 
-1.02743011E+07 -5.08662821E+05 2.03420444E-0- 1.75453974E-01 2.75063094E-02 
-2.28519041E+07 -4.94464711E+05 1.90584085E-02 8.42325893E-01 2.53976997E-02 
-3.48508733r+07 -4.62662480E+05 1.70281010E-02 1.44618496E+00 .. 2.23460606E-02 
r4.58554466E+07 -4.15302118E+05 1.44013544E-02 1.9670316E00 1.91749420E-02
 
-5.55061C64E+07 -3.54777957E+05 1.12472390E-02 2.39536014E+00 1.51458979E-02
 
-6.35075991E+07 -2.83865636E+05 7.79112166E-03 2.71632582E+00 1.06584513E-02
 
-6.92218092E+07 -1.63620485E+05 4.18694001E-03 2.92113041E+00 5.716103412-03
 
-7.16084999E+07 -2.66949171E+04 6.50369744E-04 3:00209257E+00 8.65651334E-04. 
-7.05480028E+07 1.11281533E+05 -2.59353306E-03 2.96915015E+00 -3.49096477E-03 
-6.60778563E+07 2.45252192E+05 -5.71135980E-03 2.828865872+00 -7.68920006E-03 
-6.14969838E+07 3.26652143E+05 -7.57015158E-03 2.68549355E+00 -1.02044431E-02 
-5.83590332E+07 3.70399713E+05 -8.55132841E-03 2.58760234E+00 -1.15384229E-02 
-4.76683737E+07 4 .8237159§3E+057 6-196858872E-02-" 2.2564-5-9,8,0,E400 -1.47366167E-02 
-3.43851940E+07 5.77259221E+05 -1.27766892E-02 1.85465460E+00 -1.72865269E-02 
- Cs­
[ 1.cn0750oE+03 -1.89707369E+07 6.52421698E+05 -1.39376116E-02 1.40213395E+00 

1.IOO000OE+03 -1.94422186E+06 7.06000895E+05 -1.43851221E-02 9.20860996E-01 

1.12500000E+03 1.76686495E+07 1.12244995Et06 -1.40985766E-02 3.93982187E-01 

1.1330C000E+03 2.77544830E+07 1.36379385E+06 -1.37904561E-02 1.48920157E-01 

1.-I6CO)t)E+3"-5.97C765722+07 6.07686695E+05 -1.10405871E-02 -7.14809777E-01 

1.190000E+03 4.91270888E+07 -1.07302"783E+06 -6.11248698E-03 -5.50741928E-01 

1_1.2--6-0E+03-3.08279608E+07--1.05238527E+06 -4.94187445E-03 1.08212091E+00 

1.212000d05+03 2.47587968E+07 -9.59426737E+05 -4.82331164E-03 2.157724692oo 

1.225000Ju+03 1.38894913E+07 -7.13536801E+05 -4.65814436E-03 2.11793589E+00 
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5. THRUST VECTOR CONTROL DATA 
The linearized TVC Model for the Saturn IB control system is 
given in Figure D-t0 and the associated data for the S-I and S-IVB stages in 
Table D-4. Table D-5 gives the corresponding TVC transfer functions. 
8c + 	 + A 1 + 	 A 
+ 
L 	 2S 
F 
Note: 5 is derived from an actuator moment equation. 
Figure D-tO. 	 Linearized Block Diagram of Saturn iB 
Thrust Vector Control System 
371 
Table D-4 
Parameters for S-IB and S-IVB Stages-
Parameter S- * S-IVB 
(H- i Engines) (J-2 Engine) 
In (slug-ft z) 1015.0 2660
 
d (in.) 27.5 11.625
 
ML lb-sec 16. 1 117.0
 
I (ft) Z.657 Z.4Z5 
n
 




 K z (in/ib) 0.704437 x 0.6573 x 
K (lb/in) 4.35 x 105 12. 889 x 105 
o
 
3. 9101 x 105KL (lb/in) 0. 668 x 105 
B (ib-sec/irn 116.0 538 
w (rad/sec) z0.0 iz.0 
H i Engine data is only for one engine. 
Table D-5
 
Thrust Vector Control System Transfer Function
 
TC As) Wppro~imated 
System c e 
~ __ +( +i + ~ I~Si (s 1 6 + ° I s +( +
+
10.67+4 + + 1 5.8073 +j 127.45 (20.674 ± 1 S770 
s.+ _ :b( ) 8( I X +17 050ee~q38 6710. Z85 3.583 9.050438.671 + k0. 285 + 15, 
Note: The effect of engine reaction is neglected. 
S-IB actuator limit :80 S-IVB actuator limit *-70 




Bending Mode Data 
Parameter Printout 
Bending mode frequency oEGA (rad/sec) 
Bending Modal Mass Total Mass (1/12 slugs) 
Bending Mode Deflection Y/Q M PHIT (non dimensional) 
Bending Mode Slope FM PR (inch 1 ) 
Primary Stations: 
Engine Gimbal 100 inches 
Saturn Instrment Unit 168o inches 






















































OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENFRALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM 
2.6-7.6 5-_7tEa.tCQ2. .3_294358d1E+03 3.2943588!E+03 3.29435881E+03-










2.24204u312+06 3.47062666E+04 -6.65072302E-C3 1.988302202+3C 

4.16219033E+06 4.14436489E+04 -6.58722809E-03 1.65152964+00 

j.38922j75_ 4, UI&7 E±04 ., 6.4_224134E-03 1,3170 Z667E+00 

9.18828944E+06 6.58195843E+04 -6.32792835E-03 9.890797342-01 

1.29559308E+07 8.37219107E+04 -6.10797781E-03, 6.66439068E-01 

J&Zfi45S-7t8E±_+S T-L 9,4 7 .OA7.6E+L04. -5 a0i87&.99E.-3a. 4494.88OE-01 
2.23236769E+07 9.92783176E+04 -5.4,U756142E-03 5.86975620E-02 

2.72684508E+07 9.75036675E+04 -4.91149167E-03 -2.15125408E-01 

24. ,3j 839863.19780491E+0_ 8._9973_8_6 -- -03_-4.61 _Q 55-0 
'3.61811423E+07 7.73665341E+04 -3.63575509E-03 -6.73691941E-01 

3.96432585E+07 6.04761624E+04 -2.87610260E-03 -8.47906448E-01
4.21722487E__+O7+ .180429_ -2.562565_-3 _ 963_7281E-9A3 
4.36228156E+07 1.75070368E+04 -1.19641401E-03 -1.06583125E+00 
4.38998730E+07 -6.56778892E+03 -3.191797782-04 -1.10465922E+00 
4.29605572E+07 -3.09715118E+04 5.514559267E-04 -1.0956.2404E+0 .,.. 
4*09698824 +07 -4.33322909E+04 1.39179498E-03 -1.04013402E+OC 
',3.88644011E+07 -4.44498185E 04 2.15829008E-03 -9.47568644E-01 

3.65176086E+07 -4.56225591E+04 2.49146862E-03 -8.14902268E-01 

3,42225859E+07 -4.62925188E+04 2.66710893E-03 -6.758608152-01 

3.18830839E+07 -4,7146074E±Q4__ 8_0 L18 E_3 -, 3
 
007 -4.73145557E+04 3.11103297E-03 -3.58337829E-01 

92E+07 -4.74744953E+04 3.13314040E-03 -3.41147482E-01 

:142741E+07 -4.92053813E+04 3.26130818E-03 -. 3238091E-O-

2.709520262+07, -5.046134872+04 3.30788217E-03 -1.82624570E-01 

2.44920966E+07 -5.29074479E+04 3.47436119E-03 1.87648048E-03 

2.29122581+07 -5.21791949E+04 3.56610450E-03 1.165263992-01 





























































1.3,iuXCi0Ei-:3 1. 931753&bE+07 -5.f75522OE+04 ,3.)Q-BL7 12 E r0--fl 3M74 AA7F-fl -l"~­
1.c4CLCGCtE'-33 1.68133.5E+07 -4.93712t78E+C4 3.79499763E-03 5.86002803E-01 4.0.1442549E-03
 
1.45C0O1CCt+> 1.431djffE6l+C7 -4.74864456F+04 3.86996692E-03 7.88447732E-01 4.08101779E-03
 
j.5tCCO6CC+>5 1.2C70295E+C7 -4.50419150E+04 0_.. 9.933,24872975r01' 4.013371872-O3
 
1.3500CCeyE+C3 9.89484795r+C6 -4.20297817E+04 3.99784047E-03 1.20400856E+00 1 4.41813829E-03
 
1.6COC4sOoCE+03 7.8661b3316E+Ot -3.96967409E+04 4.09122131E-03 1.42659066E+00 4.48818811E-03
 
I.65cs'COCtE+)3 5.912913O5+C6 -3.8310Q844E+04 4.i69,69.-A. 165260132E*00 4.54679380E03
 
l.QSLOGOC'?+23/ 4.7;432217=+O -3.58324010E+04 4.19746644E-03 1.78922275E+00 :4.55579045 -03
 
,
1,7CQ0CEn+ 3 .,73 .?SCE+Co -3.2653234CE+04 4.21618443E-03 1.88023425Et0O 4_403677E03
 
1.744CrOCOCE+Y5 g 3iE+C6 -2 '1021b842E+U4 4.Ztl 7Er03 2.08709950E+00 4.6241920QE3
 
1.75060000603 2.78483473E+0(6 -1.93767605E+C4 4.28396615E-03 2.11478138E+00 4.60345107E-03
 
1.800UOOCUE+03 2.05549772E+06 -1.16674338E+04 4.33172340E-03 2,34220081E+00 4.52205674E-03
 
1.850000CuE+03 1,52u95449E+06 -9.6863774E+03 . . 6,37262JE7 _L__2 397l4F+(0 l.52363961F-0B
 
1,90OuCuuI+$3 ,C9C1S905+06 -7.51755250E+03 4.39325323E-03 2.79436665E+00 4.51334193E-03
 
1.95LO00u4 7.72237t83E+ 5 -5.16893649E+03 4.41168148E-03 3.01957056E+00 4.49340459E03
 
2.3 (CCCCE+-,$ .ZIt1823<c-5 .-4.5Aj$$5973EQ?. -.4 4Z-4&43fzfl3124432353E+00 4,49582266E-03
 
2.5000000E+03 3.18143883E+C5 -3.88319235E+03 4.43306051E-03 3.46906910E+OD %4.49321841E-03
 
2.0800000CE+03 2.07915131E+05 -3.46272106E+03 4.43620425E-03 3.60381398E+00 4.48952610E-03
 
2.100000CQd+3 7 i.6131C0r05 72,U471424E+03.... 4.-37 Z7-7 3 3,69326965F+00 4-471I$517F3
 
2.120C'CCOE+3 i.2G5o3871E+05 -1.88842677E+03 4.43880086E-03 3.78265866E+00 4.46764942E-03
 
2.2CtOCCvE+&3 2.B2C14770E+04 -5.17218877E+02 4.44091325E-03 4.13926892E+00 4.44869098E-03
 
2.2 .OCQQO+Q3 _ 7.Y tCs+t360±QL __-Z.941 1697F03U-+Oa__4_4I4.36207170E+00 4,45620906F-03
 
2.30000000E+03 4.72823585E-30 -4.45010046E-10 4.44190423Er03 4.58474347E+00 4.44190423E-03
 
.. . . . . .. . ...





I} "O.MEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS 
Lht4'45a.hot 7_+109_E _ _3.29435881F+03 
STATION IN MIQ LB IN/IN ,V/ LB/IN 

0. 	 . 




1.50000000E±02 1.17702728E+07 1.76433372E+ 
2 .03957Q48E C5
2.00000000E+02 2.13692707E+07 
QQQ00OOE 0 .2u78588_+07_2231Za2527E+S 
0,4E'p2'- 4.408'40687E+07 . 2.54228898E+C5 
," 5.68491536E+07 2.48374954E+O 
ycb60 2,op',6.A187O712F+07 j,$4 i1ZE+05 
4.50000000,E+02 7.60885957E+07 1.12624773E+05 
5.0060000E+02 7.90652058E+07 3.69166386E+03 


































































,pQ.00 i+o -1.42972002E+08 
tO oo0E+03 -1.39302744E408 








































































INTG. PHI SW OM 
3.29435881E+03 
































































































































1 bS3(O.b0.)  























































-7. s,42,. C 59E+06 
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Ii t =0 . . . ...... .. . ......... .... . .
.. .. --.--.  .. . .
 
OMEGA OMEGA SOUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ OM ACCELERATION 
, Ef I ---. ._ _03 ....... 0. .29.3.,B.B 2.9_43..& 81E+03 -_3.294358.81E+03 
STATION IN M/Q LB IN/IN .tQ_8/IN .SOPE_1/IN .. QEQ, PHI . . HI PR. 1fIN
 
O,0. 0. -1.30372590E-02 3.47105952E+00 -1.30372590E-02
 
5.00000000E+O 1.75638475E+06 1.01706851E+05 -1.30283012E-02 2.81423200E+00 -1.33215047E-02
 
5J =43aJa4$E&5La9EJ52+az138l67E_I DQ QEQ , .ia1rEn -10-8B857189E-02 
i1.50000000E+02 3.37798218E+07 4.93463959E+05 -1.24557572E-02 1.43583219E+00 -1.39043758E-02
 
2.00000000E02 6.02493020E+07 5.54833682E+05 -1.15204270E-02 7.56149412E-01 -1.31642520E-02
 
*2.50000000E+02 8.7079±O a1159,01Q..3iQOZu39496.312Q91 .- I17.1-AtOE-02 ­
3OaOOOOOaE402': 1.17460713E+08 5.37412977E+05 -7.96637075E-03 -4.08504515E-01 -9.58855865E-03 
3.50000000E+02 1.39831486E+08 3.35637638E+05 -5.37657819E-03 -8.11771062E-01 -6.39933210E-03
I_4±--7 -E~L93~n+ -1Z.0 -2.*E±4 -7-5ii53ttna3--lM34473aE~-ws---25J-.422E-3 
­
4.5000OOOE+02 1.42083450E+08 -3.21595884E+05 4.83618315E-04 -1.06387466E+00 1.48256969E-03
 
5.OOOOOOOE+02 1.17550734E+08 -6.50410574E+05 3.10742353S-03 -8.95433384E-01 5.14751147E-03
 
5.50000000E+02 78448Q8-i-±IL-Lt-53S-.- iL -- 8-.-8D-3-----Ir f-Q. - .ZM419.E%03
Q -6-h-QQ 

6000 000E+02 3,01758921E+07 -1.01122972E+06 6.18378828E-03 -1.24496381E-01 9.41891630E-03
 
6.50006600E+02 -2.01007871E 07 -9.73485407E+05 6.28139078E-03 3.52979001E-01 9.42715149E-03
 
7.00 .(*100000E+92isi~ YklQt - 79911501 -3--­
7.50000000E+02 -9.61217154E+07 -460484283E+05 3,78441988E-03 1.12977389E+00 5.30305506E-03
 
8.00000000E+02 -1.09194032E+08 -5.24015763E+04 1.69719490E-03 1.31118254E 00 1.87180632E-03
 
8.50000000E+02 -1.00848713E+08 3.86357212E+05 -4.39858188E-04 -. 1390250+O0 .- 1.74078727_ 93
 
V9.OOOOOOOOE+02 -T.36-9895E 07 6.04554679E+05 -2.20347569E-03 1.15358075E+00 -4.26071517E-03 
948000000E+02 -4.42751582E+07 6,21919879E+05 -3.33737418E-03 9.17695444E-01 -5.47548770E-03F9.62p00a000E4O2.-3.5328+7 6 U,6EQ ~.5f~5JEA 3225E0 - 291 E 0 m 
1O0000000E03 '-1.14547336E+07 6o37454111E+05 -3.63381491E-03 6.13237083E-01 -6.16893500E-03 
1.05000000E+03 2#05499193E+07 6.43222778E+05 
--3.60829854E-03 2.89314962E-01 -6.81280191E-03 
1.O10000000E+03 5.28155490E+07 6,4D5 5 ­
h 5o0a00o"a4 5-s01668bE407 6.44606563E+05 -2.84786530E--03 -4.43071515E-01 -7.14524239E-03 
Ltp,55o000E+0 -8j3069240E+07 6.41455370E+05 -2978267688E-03' -4.78583918E-01 -7.05904601E-03 
'dA-&obo00E+O3 l 0O6bE0E8 5.8274568E+S -2.34389827f--Qj -6.82fl8Z,7E-Q-I 5A9J3as6~~ ­
1.20000000E+03 1.15332246Et08 5.20290824E+05 -2.15461513E-03 -7.55477162E-01 -4.96699797E-03 
1.25900000E+03 1.32801966E+08 1.64748038E+05 -1.34445942E-03 -9.43252480E-01 -2.28587678E-03 
1.28000000E+03 1.35079566E+08 -1.43084984E+04 -8.24246984E-04 -9.88819910E-01 -7.42484136E2-04 
-7.95945444E+04 -5.65171421E-04 -9.98542334E-01 -2.11L17891E-04 
, '. - . . ... . . ... . . .. . . ­
Ia5D00000+03 1 .291376-6 31106zE.5_.Z-0I9E88±61824COL .. 6.04C69330E04 .....­
1.400000002+03 1.22112583E+08 -1.60164434E+05 6.73293009E-04 -9.38709447E-01 1.38513494E-03 
1.45000000E+03 1.13168460E+08 -1.9700021CE+05 1.23961071E-03 -8.5(955979E-01 2.11516720E-03 
1.50000000E+03 1.02484766E+08 -2.2950882E+05 1.75865943E-03 7..28302058E-01 _2.77869757E-O - ._. 
171.55000000E+03 9.03126617E+07 -2.56271707E+05 2.327401402-03 -5.59794882E-01 4.89011847E-03 
I;60000000E+03 7.70648279E+07 -2.69047958E+05 3.20891137E-03 -2.883265432-01 5.89939095E-03 
6
_'t.65000000E+0 , 935651SE_10±flL.2. 583Z3a±Q5 3,94912469E%03 . 2.62454396E-02 .6 549 570 2&r03
 
1.68000000E+03 5.54731842E+07 -2.674893972+05 4.32497938E-03 2.31372395E-01 6.999R72A3F-l
 
1.70000000E+03 5.01918230E+07 -2.59569211E+05 4.54737714E-03 3.72946567E-01 7.V4306926E-03
 
.7440000+03 3.96978955.E+0Q. _-2.07i2615±QL.5_.33097Q7E%03 7. 51AQ27-C1 .- a.78.112188-03
 
1 600O-03 3.8'4734347E+07 -1.99471718+05 5.42889155E-03 8.17635765E-01 8.71779045E-03
 
.V800O00E+03 3.'00340694E+07 -1.48244303E+05 6.10959562E-03 1.24524438t+00 8.52793662E-03
 
L-."a3'sgb6b00ojtE+03 
-.. 2304119aE±QLk7-1-m.,3.C5a9J53aE+05- .6.638alZE-.:03 .-... .0272 Eito00 8.74701599E-03 
. 
1.900 0000E+03 1.70621051E+07 -1.07681411E+05 7.0380011C-03 2.11647596E+00 8.75815143E-03
 
1.9500000+03 1.23611275E+07 -7.94830838E+04 7.3298834.-03 2.55C79268E+00 8.58653299E-03
 
__2aQQ_0OOOOOE+0- 8.58655-67 &51_OA+ .38h 77Z2E03 -... 2 9-8Z99 5E-+O.... 65427B5.2E-r03
 
2.05000000E+03 5.25379329E+06 6.180974212+04 7.67629089E-03 3.41474991E+00 8.63383918E-03
 
2.08000000E+O 3.44286032E+06 -5.55092517E+04 7.72858179E-03 3.67307535E+00 8.58335931E-03
 
2.120000002+03 2.05457584E+06 -3.13391238E+04 7.77247529E-03 4.0C523663E+00 8.25122756E-03 
2.20000000E+03 4.94270983E+05 -8.98252282E+03 7.80887641E-03 4.65250574E+00 7.94395195E-03 
2_.225000000E+03 1.40611940E+05 -5+_._ .. ­
2.30OOOOOOE4b's 2t29* 95 45 1- 2 3 1.54522512E-04 7.82633133E-03 5.45769667E+00 7.82633130E-03 
3• ­ --
_c 
Satur= Th/Oeszr__ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ 
t= 0 
Mode 14 
OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION
 
7.02316346E+01 4.93248249E+03 3.29435881E+0.3 5BatE.o.__a n 0.29

 
STATION .IN.._.. MLQ__LB_IN/IN V/t L__.// __-EQ-LQE _9S __.L PHI PR. I/IN 
O. 0. a. -1,13703758E-02 2.40757951E+00 -1.13703758E-02
 
5.00000000E+01 3.32206452E+06 1.90236615E+05 -1.13533316E-02 1.82967249E+00 -1.19017512E-02
 
1.00000000+02 2.27825,84E+C7 5.93784486E+05 _=.,129137E-02 r.20964654E+0g -1.28542215E-02
 
1.50000tOOE+02 5.8989C151E+07 8.14167034E+05 -1.03273771E-02 5.64430842E-01 -1.2-7174555E-02
 
2.0000000GE+02 1.01234680E+08 8.56760918E+05 -8.7285132ZE-03 -4.00857395E-02 -1.12668686E-02
 
2.SO0u COE+02_ 1.43C97239_E+O8 .99.25256332+5 6 ~ 04t49f i -5,43402471E--DLi8hJ&34k6E-03
 
3.00000000E+02 1.73218911E+08 2.98668554E+05 -3.07693637E-03 -8.70336813E-01' -3.9784720E-03
 
3.5000000E+02 1.67471318E+08 -5.35957562t+05 3.99805779E-04 -9.19255093E-01 2.03297389E-03
 
4.00000000 +02 LZ±Lj1534.E28±4542h8­
4.5C000000E+02 4.45195549E+07 -1.71300466E+06 5.04080811E-03 -2.26692497E-01 1.03617977E-02
 
5.0GOOOOOOE+G2 -4.22874855E+07 -1.67700883E+06 5.06010686E-03 3.04042886E-01 1.03202389E-02
 
.SOOOCitL153J79lttntL 23i)Fl.L1_,_4LRZ.94P-03 7428Rn7602-0I 716446553EF-0
6.00000000E+02 -1.54358881E+08 -3.50200797E+05 6.75999742E04 9.83214186E-O1 I.79636279E-0a ­
6.50000000E+02 -1 48989002E+08 ,5.55415259E+05 -2.43323978E-03 9.21443102E-01 -4.22803144E-03
 
JAA0C00000OEt±0ZQ 2D&fED. W2 3a!&~ t~l U Q+Q5jU ~ -qJ_47_371 DEu 
7.50000000E+32 -2.90C22919E+07 1.56990759E+06 -6.33879538E-03 4.96713716E-02 -1.1516207,-E-02
 
8.00000OOOE+02 4.61841524E+07 1.34958072E+06 -6.14855343E-03, -5.18015661E-01 -1.06455976E-02
 
8.50000000E+2 9.78485693E+G,7 6.47713240E+05 -4.64953554E-03 -9.65246989E-01 -6.83049507E-03
 
9.00000000E+02 1.12575233E+08 1.46466403E+05 -2.50262889E-03 -1.19495055E+00 -3.00103951E-03 ­
9.48000000E+02 1.18296690E+08 8.75231638,+04 -2.81730938E-04 -1.28177684E+00 -5.82628956E-04 .
 
9.62Q00E04- _1,2237041 ± . _6.55303801E+04_ -3,. 8 8_Q 5 3 -E _04- ._Z842 +o 1.5791370j-04­
1.OC000000E+3 1.20748C'04E+C8 1.69248057E+04 7.61358075E-04 -1.26820070E+00 6.94049050E-04
 
1.0500OOOE+03 1.2C634113=+08 -3.06010886E+04 1.36235517E-03 -1.21497210E+00 1.51480825E-03
 
l~l0Q c 1.3l.1713523 U±0 Czr. 9 2a 99E±tt Jm03 0761AQ2MLQZE&Ou92_kAQAOOEt .t__2_U__4i -. Sto
 
1.1500000+03 1.11746568E+08- -1.15777335E+05 2.99242746E-03 -9.43677349E-01 3.76427635E-03 - ­
1.15500000E+03 1.11122765E+08 -1.33681800E+05 3.07621853E-03 -9.24346858E-01 3.96743053E-03
 
1.18600000F+0 -J It045207E E+08. .5657E0 3 29O403-.516-1 5.49631310E-03 '.'
 
1.20000000E+.5" 9.82411974E+07 -5.35988894E+05 3.73532333E-03 -6.94472762E-01 6.63256060E-03
 
1.2500000uE+03 5.53183345E+07 -1.09892952E+06 4.24611078E-03 -2.48499679E-01 1.05257080E-02
 
1.2800OOtiu+03 2.12538358E+07 _-1.140Q6408E+06 4.39474812-03 7.60967055-02 1.09322574E-02
 
1.300000002+03 -1.37119731E+06 -1.11266201E+06 4.41376561E-03 2. 4809882- 9.35893012E­
i.3oo6'd6E~3-1.1262616.-. 371973E+0 (0928 8Oi 0
 
1.a5CeoC0Ei -3-_zit55iif6&E+0 7  -1.05555568E+06 4.2-75I196&R.E=- --. 7.25 ntBI33E-O1I a -9QAA95852AF-fl 
1.4GO0C0_+3 -l.Obu69641E+U8 -9.4712G038E+05 3.88391988E-03 I.15343687E+O0 8.09334227E-03
 
1.4500COQCE+03 -1.49735660E+08 -7.92353173E+05 3.26590103E-03 1.52712883E+00 6.78747069E-03
 
1.5 000xit i. 4 612Z4F±a__ -5.98730468Et0 2.45819 L9E 203_j.,.-I 613321+00
+E'5..921779F-03 
1.55OO000+03 -2.09118500E+08 -3.75551300E+O5 1.27021236E-03 2.05546399E+00 5.0257253&E-03
 
1.6COOOOCCE+03 -2.22658943E+08 -2.13521725E+05 -1.00982261E-03 2.19795897E+00 1.12539464E-03
 
1.o56OOOOOE±03 !2.31524483+08 -=3.4038705 2.7663UEt .l917fl
-. 31212594E+05 Z.Ika -_r_2 -Ol
 
1.68600000+03 -2.33646427E+08 -3.806o0578E+03 -4.87548417E-03 2.07572742E+00 -4.83741811E-03
 
1.70COGOOCE+J3 -2.32533361E+08 1.42391806E+05 -5.85836247E-03 1.95524852E+00 -7.2WZ28053E-03
 
1.744C000La+03 -2.17286276E+08 5.53167297E+05. + 0 -1.89763_7Z8-02
 
1.75GOOOO0+03 -2.13835335E+08 5.95799755E05 -1.03613121E-02 1.23858734E+00 -t.01848854E-02
 
I 1.8000000E+03 -1.79670574E+08 7.16859124E+05 -1.43057083E-02 5.88174749E-02, -2.59999844E-02
 
1.85000000t053. . 4 41 56049+08 _6. 95953719E+05. -=17_542237. F-0 2 __-3 B_9_F +O0 -2-8776B567F-n?
 
1.90000000E+03 -1.lu885264E+08 6.26532135E+05 -2.008b8670E-02 -2.79447596E+00 -3.00953675E-02
 
1.95000C00E+03 -8.235020012+07 5.06352937E+05 -2.20092062E-02 -4.30282199E+00 -3.00147863E-02
 
~2.90Q0.~j+O -z5. B..Q~?1L~7.4..kbA32?78E+05r-72s2Afl.212 E-02 -r3.822822BflnE±D-3406759255F-02 
.-2.050000002+03 -3.61299364E+07 4.09577292E+05 -2.43465564E-02 -7.359648102+00 -3.0691673E-02 
2.08000000E+03 -2.441568562+07 3.70611065E+05 -2.47086611E-02 -8.27676640E+00 -3.O4156378E-02 
_2 L9C000P.Qi3 1t _ _ 6 -8- R.5 ­- .9188165tE±f .2 * 46963856E.05 T2zf8f2_2-0 2Et4__-M. A7p4Ri4F-fl 

2.12600OGE+03 -1.45493562E+07 2.16601469E+05 -2.50172405E-02 -9.42315967E+00 ,2.85261539E-02
 
2.20000000E+03 -3.58672008E+06 6.46727135E+04 -2.527756725-02 -1.16036758E+01 -2.62500892E-02
 
- .Z00005-. D1Lt.0E±~ 3.720A9455E-I04r2..531&61P-0 -1 -2-963A2172Ft+01- - 27?A8A659f -l
 
2.3O0OOOOE+03 2.54912396E-22 2.61956248E-04 -2.54047641E-02 -1.43081626E+01 -2.54047642E-02
 



















OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS 

0 0.-.329435 8.81 E±
.59 7(23 -67.6E±k ... 3 2.~9-435-aa&tEQ.-3 
M!Q.LB_LNIN. V/ Q . ... RLT
L./lN$ B5 

0. 0. -1.22310084E-02 

4.08337092E+06 2.33260817E+05 -1.22100313E-02 


















-50000 QC tQ2.. -1 .±_9035572+O
. 










9.67659220E+05 -1.09646209E-02 4.85117540E-01 





1.85872774E+05 -2.39342789E-03 -1.00101661E+06 

-9.15609076E+05 1.50938067E-03 -9.65626356E-01 

X&.24hZZ O.C6A .5t5_83Z50Ef_--5..SAI&8.0E-.oL_ 
7,0O0O00OE+02- 5..7 s-6Q&-8E-+QL- i856 -f- -. -­-8E±-&Q6--h462 2,-5-32- h 

7.5'OCOOOOOE+02 4.10615627E+07 1.83476137E+06 -6.58695509E-03 -4.01051384E-01 

8.O00OO00E+32 1.16178644E+08 1.06899172E+06 -4.95047085E-03, -9.44679233E-01 

8.50000000E+02 1.40208676E+08 -1.56610903E+05 -2.28405690E-03 -1.20786970E+00 

9.OOOOUOCE+02 1.075741362+08 -8.50844424E+05 2.51840024E-04 -1.14524135E+00 

9.48C0C00C+C2 6.53609498E+07 -9.09917812E+05 1.91656979E-03 -9.45565677E-01 

9.620.OO0QCE+02 __k,2i_9_i_ t_7-9,285 75.12EtQ5_.-a,246Lz---aEz7023tjO 93flr_0Q 

-2.14320310E+06 5.77498604E-03 -1.87381897E-02 

-1.82577762E+06 4.94790237E-03 5.76165634E-01 

.zu9 33a89_2&ZE£+_0l_02 33__-..9_Q2-l_8_6L581E= 
2.44573148E+05 -1.16884683E-03 1.07448551E+00 





I .t.Q 9QPOE+3 _ -. 19726966E+07 
1.15000000E+03 -1.31664336E+08 
1.15500000E+03 -1.36587994E+08 
iL. 1860000Q0+03_-1. 679 2E+_0 
































































































































1.40000C000E+i3 -1.77271019E+07 1.11272888E+06 -2.t9684975E-03 -2.92658274E-01 -7.64231142E-03
 
1.45CGOOOE+03 3.6465o683E+07 1.04635166E+06 -2.65047475E-03 -6.68284383E-01 -7.30092656E-03
 
1.59000(PQOEt!.3 8.6Q726373E+07. 9..Z9i6b4,8+±_..,3_25.8Q.U_1A 855E+00 -64867539E-03
 
1.55000000E+03 1.28717853E+08 7.68544101E+05 -1.69127391E-03 -1.35293636E+00 -9.37671492E-03<..., ., 
1.bOOOOOOUE+03 1.o2775389E+08 6.31245747E+05 -1.50668913E-04 -1.74104330E+00 -6,463126 8E-03. 
.1.65000000±t. .... 1,92.1.6 9E7t_&_617,h.9.E±Q_---1jaao2E=DL.,2_L n_ 44816E+00 -3 87746-03--­
1.68000000E+03 2.07063575E+08 3.98894286E+05 2o98715953E-03 -2.07549963E+00 ,-1.00178333E-03 ,
 
1.70000000E+03 2.13344192E+08 2.18498732E+05 3.87349254E-03 -2.06974255E+00 1.68850522E-03
 
1.74400000E+03 2.10786248E+08 -3.571 72555E+Q5 . 64380443E-03 -1.7,74110.4A5+00 1.35421164E-02 !
 
1.75C00000E+03 2.08433231E+08 -4.25377459E+05 -8.14694946E-03 -1,.68791446E+00' 1.5160592E.62:".>.?...
 
1.20415611E-02 -7.00114279E-01 2.28639396E-OV "2 -t1.80000000E+03 1.79117588E+08 .- 6.63411798E+05 

1.9G0GOUUE+03 1.13254205E+08 -6.18826915E+05 1.78743520E-02 1.88108368E+00 2.71597660E-02
 
1.95000000E+03 8.46920551E+07 -5.14194099E+05 1.98450953E-02 3.28043644E+00 2.79746463E-02
 
2.000_OE Q3.. _1 _tIE_O~z-._4t752OP1E+_O ,2..LZBOE-02 4.70058309E+00 2.87139497E-02 
2.05000000E+03 3.74771242E+07 -4.20605770E+05 2.22572913E-02 6.14048672E+O0 2.8732598E'-02- --,'­
2.08000000E+03 2.54344418E+07 -3.813845318+05 2.26335840E-02- '7.00022250E+00,,2.85064594Er02, -'-t,.i, 
2.1O0O0.Q0QE+ 0t3 au463+_ .5.03.96_E._._sB.iQ E-02 7.53798610E+00 2.674,19020E', , 
2.12000000E+03 1.52068295E+07 -2.24978015E+05 2.29555112E-02 8.06944058E+00 ,2.63923889E-02 
2.20000000E+03 3.7717790E+C6 -6.7876§136E+04 2.32282790E-02 1.00927856E+01 2.42489844E-02 
.2_2.50,000.+3. ..8 851 84 +06 -3.9..5.6-8 .+4 .332518E-02 1.13549691E+01 2.52903372F-02
 
2.30C00000E+03 8.62258097F-18 8.410941,42E-08 2.33621770E-02 1.26015581E+01 2.3 217-0,.0 ,-"'.-,
 
- '" / -
SASOO 







ACC=O. .. . ..-- --.­ "­
OUTST=.,50.t,100.,150.,200.,250.,300., ." - " 
. . ---.-






.J.600 , ..1 C. ,X..k .. , 4.at 7j 50-Lj__80O. __ ______________,______ ­l7.00.  --

iv" t,-s 77,' i1850.,1900.,1950.,2000.,2050.,2080.,2100.,. 





t si' 30 
Model1 
OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MA.SS ...GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION
 
t.49 Z,8Z4476E±3
- 015452lL Q± 2.8224!57!625±03-.2.tQ2Z46762E+03 Q*1 
STATION IN M/QLaIN/IN V/Q LB/IN - B.SLOPE, !/IN .- Y/Q .EQ, PHI PHI PR. .1/IN
 
,,. 0. 0. -7.24244432E-03 3.04182416E+CO -7.24244432E-03
 
5.00000000E+01 1.32568189E+05 7.78606135E+03 -7.24177343E-03 2.67932713E+00 -7.26421931E-03
 
_i OOflQDOffD2_OSB_.._Bu.__ ,0 Z,.75600252E+C4..7.2322983E-.l3 .. 2.31492-4OE 00-. 731242142E-03 ... . 
1.50000000E+02 2.78800911E+06 4.296382b9E+04 -7.19576274E-03 1.94881373E+00 -7.52188786E-03 
2.00000000E+02 5.159o1523E+06 5.10801485E+04 -7.11694574E-03 1.58380300E+00 -7.26828268E-03 
2.50000000E+02 7. 8 2 Q3 0L_iO &___ 5Z95633E±O4 -6.8Z0C813E 03.... 2 222 !2E± __-_j .1a2C32s1E-. .
 
t00000000E+02 1.12849055E+07 7.86953497E+04 76.79683701E-03 8.67768983E-01 -7.03437993E-03
 3.50000000E+02 1.57239214E+07 9.73123871E+04 -6.52829985E-03 5.20805244E-01 -6.82482984E-03
 
44_aQgOOOOOE+02 2 8-63-a 7 L---/-067,81543E±5=6.6321337.-.-
-1045E-- 6.49 J18948E=..-.
 
4.50000000E+02 2.62581223E+07 1.07567198E+05 -5.69206116E-03 -1.26156961E-01 -6.02618982E-03
 
5.00000000E+02 3.14827714E+07 1.00107496E+05 -5.114029702-03 -4.13052166E-01 -5.42802844E-03
 





6.50000000E+02 4.24460544E+07 3.72628426E+04 -2.84865097E-03 -1.05340166E+00 -2.96906364E-03
 
7.O0 DOQE---a55bnni-+-7- 6,56589929E+O3- 7D9zE---0-.- 7631 LE±fQ-L-.00 U-0-422E-0 --------­
7.50000000E+02 4.30567992E+07 -2.6888736E+04 -1.11715425E-03 -1.25385962E+00 -1.02850358E-03
 
8.00000000E+02 4.16977783E+07 -2.74823275E+04 -2.69558331E-04 -1.28390897E 00 -1.77982303E-04
 
8.50000000E+02 4.03084958E+Q7 .-2.80880418E2+04 _5.50554907E-04 -1.27211463E+_0 6.45132073Em-04 .
 
9OOOOOOO0E+02 3.88892277E*07 -2.86785643E+04 1.34258137E-03 -1.21986368E+00 1.44017168E-03
 
9.48000000E+02 3.74996550E+07 -2.92137264E+04 2.07595576E-03 -1.13295916E+00 2.17639034E-03
 
BL4.6?ZOflDflfEA fl,jQa_6 83k28EULrZt9a62j3 1 J2~fZ±1+2.88.2fA3 . 2. a6.5 !8E=03 
1.O0000000E+03 3.59463101'+07 -3.05575500E+04 2.39941658E-03 -1.00782768E+00 2.52094228E-03
 
1.05000000E+03 3.43967382E+07 -3.16127535E+04 2.57414830E-03 -8.76735619E-01 2.73164144E-03
 
. s 1 9 S 3 r 3 .
 
[ V.15000000E+03 2. 90-79 714-03 -7 3351371 E-013.11158959E+07+017:3.3t- .33358346E0402C 3.03099911E 03 -5.76854516E-01 1*15500Q00E+03 3.09484064E+07 -3.36584117E*04 3.05433165E-032 -5.60524540E -01 3.27872106E-03 
1.18600000E+03 2.98616948E+07 -3.75781761E±04_ 3.19086933E-O3 -4.56679605E-01 3.39399460E-03 
1.20000000E+03 2.93135497E+07 -4.06711184E+04 -3.24108475E-03 -4.08691895E-01 3.46092863E-03 
1.25000000E+03 2.69826837E+07 -5.16030113E+04 3.42298373E-03 -2.28708180E-01 3.71785809E-03 
1.28000000E+03 2.53906646E+07 -5.42423471E+0k 3.52437704E-03 -1.15385114E-01 3.83433331E-03 
'-140OOOOOOE+03 2.43009062E+07 -5.46646939E+04 3.57215875E-03 -3.957289526-02 3.81511295E-03
 







1, 5000o0064dE+O .16975_I1EQ0..-r5.44715557E+04 3.68242090E,,03-.1.53984764E-01 3.92451670E03
 
1.40000000E+03 1.88648788E+07 -5.36108279E+04 3.77960230E-03 3.52611210E-01 4.C1787265E-03
 
1.45000000E+03 1.622C0652E+07 -5.20666224E+04 3.86391018E-03 5.55506738E-01 4.09531739E-03
 
5000 Q 0_ 	 .. i __461i82i 5716380E-03 
455000000+03' 1.12492806E+07 -4.68767893E+64 4.00869404E-03 9.73659749E-01 4.47746194E-03
 
rl&o600000E+03 8.98137756E+06 -4.45006606E+04 4.11506028E-03 1.19953192E+00 4.56006628E-03
 
dkAO&0Qf 6.797H7Z17E+O.&r4.30297227E+04 1.42939201E+00. 4.62828801E-03..
E±+03 4.19799079E-03 

1.68000000+03 5.52981238E+06 -4.03499490E+04 4.23684581E-03 1.56851250E+00 4.64034530F-03
 
1.700000OOE+03 4.75512450E+06 -3.68783095E+04 4.25847399E-03 1.661218005+00 4.6-2725708E-03
 
1.74400000E+03 3.39_2-50±tPrT Q9325qE+04.. 4.32932665E-QC3_ 1.87285608E+00 4.72586838E-03
 
r1'40OOOOE+03 -3.25348385E+06 -2.21867892c+04 4.33729906E-03 1.90114188E+00 4.70311587E-03
4.39323136E-03 	 4.61419808E-703
,i.8000000E+03 -1.354525966+04E.1221817E+06 	 2.13327795E+00 

£a5oQo qttahfn ozQE± U- 12 12918 4.43506902E-03 	 , 4.61734a08Er03.9 . 80Ef04 2.36413056E+00 
1.900000002+03 1.28688562E+06 -8.807206752+03 4.46563408E-03 2.59477606E+00 4.60632428E-03 
1.95000000E+03 9.13451275E+05 -6.09178735E+03 4.48741116E-03 2.82456982E+00 4.583724002-03 
2.OOOOOOOOE+03 6.26688Si 9tL--756934733E+03 4.50275235E-O7 3,05385896+G+0. /,5.86779%9ErD3.... 
f2'.050OOOOE-aa 	 -3.7-7455988E+05 -4.59054315E+03 4.51272889E-03 3.283147922+00 4.58384497t-03
 
3.42060312E+00 4.57953838E-03
2.ooooo603 '2.47103896E+05 -4.09621774E+03 4.51646142E-03 - 3.51179978E+00 4.55795626E-03F
i.aP QfOOOE+O _ -895.9+05 -2.591282442+03 4.51821267E-03 
2.12000000E+03 1.435065282+05 -2.241529862+03 4.519549432-03 3.602918072+00 4.53379217E-03 
2.20000000E+03 3.36673600E+04 -6.16859328E+02 4.52206666E-03 3.96627332E+00 4.53134274E-03 
2.25000000E+03 9.51132550 3 -3,46878324Et02 -. 5229 9 70Ep.3 .4.q3280292+C0. .5&Q33462EtO3­
1.91966093E-29 -1.00368841E-09 4.52325035E-03 4.42013175E+00 4.52325035E-03
Kh2° iz000E_-63 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ 
t= 30 
Mode 2 




STATION IN M/QL__IN/IN. JQ-LB/IN - B.SLOPE /IN_.. YIQEQ. PHI .... I . 1/IN' 
0. 0. 0. -7.10937894E-03 2.241467822+00 -7.10937894E-03
 
5.00000000+01 5.02317202E+05 2.92693606E+04 -7.106825702-03 1.88457887E+00 -7.19120426E-03
 
__ aO0op.E+_02_. k653 __915F±6 .9_.99322096E+04.t r7 ,07 13154 4E70 3 , 1.52G73174E+0 -736201634E-03
 
1.50000000E+02 1.00629367E+07 1.50816958E+05 -6.93837882E-03 1.15121680E+00 -7.38111887E-03
 









 3.76730344E+07 2.17023983E+05 -5.55274157E-03 1.11460638E-01 -6.20783122E-03
 
3.50000000E+02 4.85b36917E+07 2.11780370E+05 -4.68993058E-03 -1.78544473E-01 -5.33526703E-03
 
Ai9000-E-2-5c?585-.-7- .1p&91.Q164EtO5-- -3..61846973.E.-03 .!7A.16639449E-01 :r4.13871011IE-03 
4.50000000E+02 6.49535710E+07 9.58880860E+04 -2.38056283E-03 -5.87965296F-01 -2.67841345E-03
 
5.O00000OOE+02 6.74941328E+07 3.48034614E+03 -1.04837283E-03 -6.81819359E-01 -1.05928934E-33
 
5.50000000E+02 6.5174657E _ 657E 286662l35E0B0 -6L933447972-Cl 5.92447109E-04 ...
 
-'6OOOOOOOE+02 5.79111039E+07 -1.92346852E+05 1.52551558E-03 -6.24299405E-01 2.14087198E-03 
- @ 50000000E+02 4.61955413E+07 -2.72883576E+05 2.57330306E-03 -4.83172012E-01 3.45511025E-03 
. bOOOOOaE+o2. 3.103 53E+7_ - 2874926 92 .... -.2.8457238C2-C1 4.42342311E-033.35027483E-03 

750000000E+02 1.38490101E+07 -3.53019862E+05 3.80114509E-03 -4.79598165F-C2 4.96537240E-03
 
8.00000000E+02 -3.79976573E+06 -3.5282b566E+05 3.90162143E-03 2.04585506E01 5.,7730261E-03
 
8.50000000E+02 -2.14231756E+07 -3.52006579E+05 3.64932365E-03 ** 4.5385925QE-01 4.83458907E-03
["9.00,0,00000E +OZ, -3.89904550E+07 -3.50590027E+05 3o04506922E-03 ""6.'82147581E-01 4.23809223E-03 
9.°4b0O00O0E+b20 -5.57760556E+07 -3.48737211E+05 2.135168322-03 8.651748492-01 3.33410048E-03 
9.62000005+02S.....6.o654092L_+_7_-=-.43fU_ 
-E+0.-_-Ao9l-88a-_0a3s_.os9612s50E-O1 3.00957361E03. ....... 
.O0000000E+03 -7.37552388E+07 -3;42483209E+05 1.59762917E-03 1.02303307E+90 2.95966613E-03 
1.05000000E+03 -9.07499298E+07 -3.35863473E+05 1.18696132E-03 1.16884976E+00 2.86021617E-03 
~1O000000E+03 -It _/Z2 E±Q.5 -3.24678v8E±05- . 17..9 I.Em4.. J_7 333435E+00 -21.70.9.3-4.71E-03..-.. 
-3150000004a3--1.23379865E+08 -3.21280869E+05 -3.22242329E-04 1.42167251E+CO 1.81963013E-03
 
*il15500000E+i- -1.24975657E+08 -3.17031517E05 -4.15610397E-04 1.43046699E+00 1.69793305E-03
 
1.20000000E+03 -1.37359658E+08. -2.00899891E+05 -1.22745210E-03 1.46932563E+00 -1.41506740E-04
 
1.25000000E+03 -1.43874211E+08 5.93269112E+04 -2.13208684E-03 1.40551482E+00 -2.47109776E-03
 
1.28000000E+03 -1.37431678E+08 1.68944931E+05 - 2.67180393E-03 1.• 31!375153_-0I.20 E 3
 




1'35 0'0'0 Q0403 -1.22A83. .O12E 2.2-8$6A9O6Et-LO-53..5A.97i580En03 .. iO3Q76245E+O0 .r.55360983E-Q3..
 
1.40000000E 03 -1.11165016E+08 2.42160122E+05 -4.11270974E-03 7.86882217E-01 -5.18897696E-03
 
1.45000000E+03 -9.87450503E+07 2.53822794E+05 -4.61753500E-03 5.13177393E-01 -5.74563631E-03
 
1,50000000E+03 -8.5868276E+Q....2z,055 98E+05 -5.061448)IE-03 2.13714696E-C! -6.21858444E-03
 
II4.5000000E+03 -7.28021518E+07 2.61309840E+05 -5.52764750E-03 -1.22180126E-01 -8.14074590E-03
 
,.60000000E+03 -5.98269203E+07 2.58135466E+05 -6.22553812E-03 -5.46330977E-01 -8.80689278E-03
 
r6.78 7 64 5 5 3E-0 3 
11.A5000000E+03 -sfOllk63.fOl±Q 2534879.5CE+05 -1.00037569E+00 -9.32252503E-03
 
1.68000000E+03 -3.95372024E+07 2.42635787E+05 -7.06078817E-03 -1.28296447E+00 -9.48714604F-01
 
1.70000000E+03 -3.48276075E+07 2.27037661E+05 -7.21723664E-03 -1.47287363E+OC -9a48761325E-03
 
1.74400000E+03 -2.61294425E+O7 1.6.1.278883E+05 -7.74935829 -03. -1.94702294E+00 -1.C4119562E-02 ......
 
iI.7'000000+E03 -2.51923814E+07 1.51188809E+05 -7.91093237E-03 -2.00916529E+03 -1.C3037404E-02
 
o.180000000E+03 -1.91707671E+07 1.01013454E+05 -8.25G33C33E-03 -2.50998843F+00 -9.89818439E-03
 
-L.85000O00E+b3 -I.AA7219J]f+l7__$.64929915E+04 -8.58554989E-03 .-3.0075328ZE+OC0 -9.98172409E-03..
 
1.90000000E+03 -1.05652292E+07 6.93480088E+04 -8.83449533E-03 -3.50610946E+0O -9.94229100E-03
 
1.95006000E+03 -7.58098254E+06 4.95864804E+04 -9.01431078E-03 -4.00001783E+O0 -9.79831837E-03
 
tL0A9Job3+C4 -9.83227245E-03­2.00000000+03 -_5.23595592E+O(l__ -944202337E-03-4.491011615+00 

2.05000000E+03 -3.18086763E+06 :3.79908679E+04 -9.22568193E-03 -4.98237809E+00 -9.81423140E-03
 
2.080000002+03 -2.10017984E+06 3.40170291E+04 -9.2572490CE-03 -5.27634689E+00 -9.78107144E-03
 
__0.0__0_-3__-63-6-49E+D00  -. 090.998E+04, -9.27215668E-03 -5.46878041E+CC .-9.60665208E-0,3.
 
2.12000000E+03 -1.22843023E+06 1.89350566E+04 -9.28357623E-63 -5.66058266E+00 -9.57283771E-03
 
2.20000000E+03 -2.92314687E+05 5.33114208E+03 -9.30524568E-03 -6.41854371E+00 -9.38541323E-03
 
9 3 13 2 8 3 0 2 Fr0 3 
2.25000000E+03 -8.29092864E+O _3. .7k6315E,+03 - . _-6,89164237E+On9.-A6416618ETQ3
 
2.30000000E+03 -4.52660822E-28 2.47808056E-09 -9.31554887E-03 -7.36342765E+00 -9.31554887E-03
 
J2_.t
I ,," .. . -..-. i/0
... ..l  . ....




Satur n ln/nwi 
OMEGA ... 'UM'EGA SQUARED.. TOTA'L-MASS GENERALIZED MASS, INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELE'ATION 
4.*95094158 E±.Q1.3t1 .25t0- 8 Z66 l -2*.822A6J&62tOi3- -2~Aaa-h6hE o-O 
&9. INR/I N ---LBIJ).STATIU,'.I.N - LB -- .... ...... L-UP-.EI.t-I-N_L Y Q_ E.,- HI PHI PR. I IN 
o. O. 0. -1.51406229E-02 .3.77008692E+00 -1.51406229E-02
 
5.0000OCOE+01 2.63817666E+06 1.52326555E+05 -1.51271468E-02 3.00559914E+00 -1.55662T82E 02
 
100O0000E2±02. Ie.JtI5.1503E±O.7. 4*9T115&74+05.-rI,49-44A9-aE=D2 2.20618345F+00 -1.639249 F-f--l2.
 
1,>0GOOOOOE+C2 4.97350535E+07 7.16851987E+05 -1.42788424E-02 1,38204130E+00 -l.6382416E-02
 
2.OOC.OOOOOE+u 8.78949093E+07 7.93958187E+05 -1.29087617E-02 5.86618951E-01 -1.52610492E-02
 
2.50C0-010 +.02 £_22. Th71.8k±O8,11852iE405-.±fl_85scE..2-2aa80471-01 -I.31761899F-02
 
3.00000000E+02 1.66289214E+08 6.54464114E+05 -7.79042829E-03 -7.09235118E-01 49.76593653t-03
 
3.50000000E+02 1.89395426E+08 2.41810235E+05 -4.19907677E-03 -1.08093358E+00 -4.93592013E-03
 
4.0000OGOtOZ... 1.8Z647aE+o8£.. 2, Q9781 t500iz3s5_iL63UIROQAI.il2.DRD9E+00 4.89247728F-0.4
 
4.5000OOOE+02 1.61200942E+0C8 -8.039b0873E+05 3.16681577E-03 -1.03588252E+00 5.66410463E-03
 
5.OOOQOO0CE+02 1.10381574E+08 -1.198810952+06 5.91563736E-03 -6.45899796E-01 9.67584648F-03

_5 0000 -£ 4_. 3965E+Qj- i.3745L 68E+Q__7,40-3 -9.9363633 118318028F-02
 
6.00000000E+02 -2.25691464E+07 -1.28197508E+06 7.70067803E 03 5.01014165E-01. 1.18019751E-02
 
.,.5COGOO0E+02 -7.87119208E+07 -9.21892975E+15 6.65780212E-03 1.04513313E+00 9.63684492E-03
 
7.OQQQOOrE+Q2 -1.11091717Et08 _-3;43161195E 05 _4.1428-347B4+o±Q ~ i4-n __
 
7.5000000uE+02 -1.1C805b21E+08 3.68238598E+05 2.43307275E-03 1.61471034E+00 1.21865544E-03
 
8,O0OCCOCtO;+t2 -q.207105G3E+07 3.81153507E+05 4.03228948E-04 1.62195001E+00 -8.668426602-04
 
8.joOOC.ooO-E+2 -7.26958362+07 3.93736981E+05 -1.245489702-03 I.53437771E+00 -2.57126840E-03'
 
9.00000006+C2 -5.27142350E+07 4.05313046E+05 -2.50055608E-03 1.37142232E+00 -3.87979609E-03
 
S,4800C.00C+02 -3.30204717E+07 4.14995131E+05 -3.32435311E-03 1.16275097E+00 -4.75107499E-03
 
*9.62Ls000002+'J2 -. 1298 .9 .AU-4f~~g9~4~±Q~l2A32AM5E 4lC50EOz .. __ 
1,OOCOCZLOE+03 -i.08801328E+07 4.36727688E+05 -3.55231740E-03 9.00538531E-01 -5.28915950E-03 
1.05000000E+63 1.12570515E+07 4.50768780E+05 -3.54957950E-03 6.24141994E-01 -5.79528678E-03 
I-1C000OOE+3l3., 3.423123552+C07 ~4.65154548E+0 +6km 3 j fU7 9-01 -6.50 49396E-0l3_____ 
1.15000000E+03 5.75307127E+07 4.66404457E+05 -3.05453302E-03 1.61232924E-04 -6.16389606E -03
 
I1.15500006E+-3 5.98624946E+07 4.66259561E+05 -3.01040019E-03 -3.05470433E-02 -60 11879726E-03
 
186000002+O3 7.41529622F+07 4.45 ! ;51042+05. -2.71055657E-03 -2.110909002-01 -5.12101659E-03
 
1.20G00000E+03 8.u1988892E+07 4.16375432E+05 -2.57953290E-03 -2.80814162E-0l -4.83021091E-03
 
1.25000000E+j3 9.58892195E+07 1.91394819E+05 -2.00534631E-03 -4.85519498E-01 -3.09903099E-03
 
_I28000000F+$3 9.96491739E+7 5.60147863E+04 -1.62557545E-03 -5.61505066E-01 -1.94565995E-03
 
1.30C6u"6036.3--i U 24525-C8 3.084210o31+03 -1.43319985E-03 -5.94743823E-01 -1.44690745E-03
 
,L . .. ... .. .. . . . . .... . ...... .... .. . ... ....  . .. . - ­
--
....
.... 1.350 00.foO.X=+±,0 _ __9.&9$898.3Et0tO._.-. 2610A91l1E±04.. -9..28068.ZE_-(fl__C-..,_.Sf.38kSA_4E0Ot&.0llH flA--ft' ­
1.40006000E+03 9.693q7419E+07 -7.073092872+04 -4.79261210E-04 -6.75412186E-01 -1.64901527E-04
 
1.45000OCE-03 '4.2438017!E+07 -1.09266137E+05 -2.32538249E-05 -6.67877209E-01 4.62373452E-04
 
1.SCGCCQQE+03 .. =. .... ... .L __8.6.75AX±0_-. 46.L18Et05 46,_03..5i 0o8.1E0_. _QE-D h1. E- . 
1.55000000E+03 7.78396914E+07 -1.80641053E+05 8.91177160E-04 -5.52621365E-!01 2.69758T69E-03 r" 
1.6GOOOOOE+03 6.81749066E+07 -1.99627284E+05 1.66054091E-03 -3.91755046E-01 3.65681376E-03 
1.65000000E+03- 5.80635014E.±0.. -2..048.6-9319E+.0 .2.25.1a8IE-Q31nf.5A83E-0A.f8a315l­
1.68000000EtO3 5.i86143E+07 -2.08201695E+05 2.67238985E-03 -5.35191190E-02 03B-S.
 
1.7COOOOE+03 4.76955363E+07 -2.08285428E+05 2.8814459E-03 4.376000112-02 4.916848872-03
 
1. 7440u00.00L+,., 3 3.89u371E+n7 -1.84338701E+05....64249.5. . 313675 EzPL±6D S .r . 
1.75000000E+03 3.78115949E+07 -1.78573121E±05 -3.73454234E-03 3.73869500E-01 6.67886420E-03,:- , 
1.800060000+03 2.9943Co9E+07 --1.42239295E+05 4.40895035E-03 7.07185237E-01 6.72933037E-O3 ... 4§1<"I 
1.850000COE+03 .2.3173298Et07.. -l.27462380E+O5 4.S38.2ZL-fi ... 5-l,"2L.h16 SE ,f.& s.:' 
1.90000000E+03 1.72947376E+07 -1.06813789E+05 5.34190250r-03 1.40323322E+00 7.04819306E-03
 




2.0500000CE+03 5.38796823E+06 -6.29059862E+04 5.99242460E-03 2.44963514E+00 6.9669557E-0< "":.""I
 
2.08000000E+03 3.59437400E+06 -5.65809737E+04 6.04612890E-03 2.65797124E+00 6.91.74096'8E-03 " '; "
 
2. OOOOOOQC'Et$ ... 8.Z74.0472.4E0.6 .7.22969T00Et04 6881f.3E0..a2 
-. 2. 10000000E+0.3. 2..81111790E+O6-3.68913959E±+04. 6.Q.716sO05aE-n. 2.J91 .4f.2 0.._6.3zrn9Er.al"- i' 
2.120000002+,03 2.12010341E+06 -3.21736748E+04 6.09135257E-03 2.92341490E+00 .6.58285386E-03 
2.20000000E+03 5.12712561E+G5 -9.30191589E+03 6.12899369.E-03 3.43696836E+00 6.26887212E-03 K 
*2.25000000E+----1Abck&-3F+ 5..-.530 46 1774E+03 .6. 31I4L 
2.30000OE+03 3.89817851E-25 -1.60976080E-08 6.147,11635E-03 4.07508925E+00 . 147 163
 














































































±q_-9_i3.5E_± E­r, 17564;2-AF0c2.B4 5 _-2,174.88694 
6.21792273E+07 9.16021459E+04 -1.01992698E-03 

5.89202792E+07 -2.23519916E+05 2.11438467E-04 

L-5--. -. .E..O4.05n 1 99.L 1 .EtO5- 23A 14-4 
1.12828740E+07 -6.45343276E+05 1.76532472E-03 

-2.09929622E+07 -6.14847028E+05 1.66566551E-03 



























GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SO DM 
..2..&2Z47k ±DLZ.8224.676ZE+03 

















































































































































3•37 2EQ-03_ . 
4.962C2189E-03 
1.11694942E-02 






















































-2i .a1 _S.fl._t13984EtO5__r3_397336E-03, 2,7Q64566E+O0 








































































6.89447163E+05 -1.21108590E-02 1.714362752+00 -2.34784957E-02
 




























































UMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS I'NiG.PHT'SQ UM ACCELERATION 
9.387315oE+J1 6.81216944E+03 2,82246762E+03 2.82246762E+03 2..Z246762EtEQ3___2,__
 
STATION IN .. 4/Q.L8 IN/IN V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE 111N Y/Q.Q PHI PHI PR 1/IN
 
0. .. -1.62892354E-02 3.01054425E+00 -1.62892354E-02
 
5.0O0000GE+01 7.27113958E+06 4.12779034E+05 -1.62517583E-02 2.1755:635E+00 -1.74417296E-02
 
1,.OGGQOQE+u2 .. 83?2117E+07. 1.22351.77E+06 -Io57655448E7pZ ....2527I5!Et O-.IL Z27405E-O2
 
1.50000000E+32 1.20467815E+08 1.57054265E+06 -1.41060534E-02 2.890156602-01 -1.87Y-65570E-02
 
2.00OO0CtE +02 1.99,5733E+C8 1.53534365E+06 -1.09073913E-02 -5.74734439E-01 -1.54562074E-02
 
-2.oD9582384E+U8
2500Q00CCE+ 92 1,23182914E+06 -6.19554296-03-_.- 7R9L978±OC-9: 87916009E-0-3
 
*3.OOOOOOOOE+v2 2.96423565F+08 -q.43575272E+05 -3.99550227E-04 -1.46569730E+00 19.39387369E-04
 
---3.50000000E+02 2.17656040E+08 -2.60953447E+06 4.92273072E-03 -1.10686934E+00 1.28744956E-02
 
4.QOOQQ0OQE+02 5.2489127U-07 ,-3.77003315E+06 .7.7211628.1-.03__ 2,jIogn67E,_A__.,_IQO0
 
4.50600060S+02 -1.33756071E+08 -3.41455517E+06 6.87879341E-03 6.85222487E-01 1.74851934E-02
 
5.0006000Q,+02 -2.65374301E+08 -1.66645316E+06 2.74089246E-03 1.34733623E+00 7.96791542E-03
 
.LA614t~r~225~rl5 * 2.~r2696 +C -..- 7.214630022E+0)5 	 __500PC~pJE+ ~ 	 -3,009,09a85E0 
6.30000000E+02 -2.o1o50492+08 2.67261338F+06 -8.C8035593E-03 8.51883891E-01 -1.66305856E-02
 
6.50000000E+02 -4.48773815E+07 3.30188459E+06 -1.059238672-02 -1.30261025E-01 -2.12622321E-02
 
7.OQ00 0.tLQ025±8 . 2.2a2892452+06 -99t51T-D ,1-j69.Ea-= 2-44-=-1
 
7.500000002+02 1. 5G59105E+08 -2.14752335E+05 -7.1875t579E-03 -1.73974882E+00 -6.47933218E7-03
 
8.0.G0OWOuE+02 1.43051695E+08 -2.68254872E+05 -4.20160255E-03. -1.98353387E+00 -3.30772938E-03
 
8. 5QrioG0 g+0±2_ je1.936732+8 3.65C60+0 .:.4482 :3~ -2.0465-2 E+C -3.84885691E-04
 
9.00000000E+02 1.10391720E+08 -3.853 5494E+05 9.06472749E-04 -2.02735919E+00 2.21776516E-03
 
9.48GOuOGLE+u2 	 9.05914239E+07 -4.36939088F+05 2.84002934E-03 -1.86819076E+00 4.34906873E-03 
A0~Q4tu 8 t 3 ItZ9-5.l±P7.... m4 53 c 2923E-S5. - zti08L3-A9 1E±00Q. AJ9 1- 3-3299414EQ flAE23,(-=--
1.OOGOOOOE+03 6.439988312+07 -5.70642835E+05 3.56392064E-03 -1.59836844E+00 5.83333595E-03 
1.050CuG0CE+03 3.38489862E+07 -6.67321179E+05 3.80727568E-03 -1.27757790E+00 7.13183606E-03 
1,.0.PS2Q~+ 2 7..83 4711512+Et05 -_03 -8-7149169E-01 9 27RAI128F-03-294f34j-a -3.0564 

1.15000000E+03 -4.26316828E+07 -8.01850701E+05 3.73378606E-03 -4.14960303E-01 9'.07945740E-03
 
1.155000002+03 -4.66751635E+07 -8.15281687E+05 3.70021626E-03 -3.694174922-01 9.13542751E-03
 
__,18600000E+03 -7.31678756E+07 -9 .Q2930842+O5 3.43427492E-03 -8.88100535E-02 8.31488618E -3
 
1.20000000E03 -8.595940522+07 -9.161089982+05 3.299283732-03 2.74934692E-02 8.25122425E-03
 
1.2500000%E+03 -1.23310138E+08 -4.541136222+05 2.61145745E-03 3.89714146E-01 5.20639243E-03
 
1.28000000E+03 -1.30898764E+08 -3.42420855E+04 2.11538124E-03 5.04053060E-01 2.31105030E-03
 
i 1.30000000E+03 -1.29882278E+08 1.37815516 +05 1*8408044E-03 5.3,9326608E-01 1.25156704E-03
 
* 	 0-­
1.46000000E+03 -1.04544502E+08 3.69906849E+05 7.18313166E-04 5.53804400E-01 -9.25717276E-04
 
1.45000000E+03 -8.33047230E+07 4.77274838E+05 2.64599373E-04 4.83552521E-01 -1.85662213E-03
 1i.50000. Q 02+03 -flfl,__. Eo. _32 .653i7k1z Ef±Oi_-_L7 _b5i9_0l4E-9_ __ fl4 5_AI__fl0L _-2.BSi 6484F-0 g 
7 2 7 1 74 3 2 2 0 E+ 0 7
1.55000000E+03 . 6.27111434E+05 -3.13317902E-04 1.94096666E-01 -6.58443224E-03
 
1.6000000CE+03 4.64102002E+06 6.37587166E+05 -4.32301601E-04 -1.44094093E-01 -6.80817326E-03
 
,-.,500000QE+C 3-L_3.612.09BQ4E±Q7---- 6A5ZU63898E±05. -,2.16814350E:=04 -=4.765Q337-gI 6r17433aa.E-6
 
1.680000G0O+03 5.38412631E+07 5.52886165E+05 6.82497471E-05 -6.56214217E-01 -5.46A11gp)F-p
 
1.7000000E+03 6.+0544759E+07 4.60864003E+05 3.17093393E-04 -7.54564049E-01 -4,24154664E-03
 
1.7440000E+63o 7.67143235E07_ ..7,86237313E+Q4 ... 8099T iz039,35_3i3A,1 .29_7_l53fr0__ _
 
1.75000000-+03 7.70210627E+07 2.45640787E+04 I.765544402-03 -9.18876042--01 1.36053073E-03
 
1.80000000E+03 7.09963740E+07 -2.00404867E+05 3.264254932-03 -6.93963619E-01 6.53350236E-03
 
1.8500000C1+03 -, _6,0210361I9Et =.3L533708E+05. 3.20263.73-4ElL.....---t52. 8-19E1nt
±D -,4.575_427--03- -. 
1.90COOGGGE+03 4.826co598E+07 -2.37671398E+05 5.66201181E-03 1.26890529E-01 9.45867952E-03
 
1.95000000E+03 3.68116602E+07 -2.15371373E+05 6.51087785E-03 6.14132017E-01 9.91595884E-03
 
2.0GO0CO0EtO3 __2.352990Ej7 ,P2520765E±05. ,-1412180aEO..03.. Lt21i4. £06aE
2k3 ±QOO--(92_84i1=2-f...
 
2.05000000E+03 1.66868968E+07 -1.82039677E+05 7.56974600E-03 1.63992888E+00 1.03898804E-02
 
2.08000000E+03 1.14585793E+07 -1.66054077E+05 7.73813928E-03 1.95046039E+00 1.02951777E-02
 
2.100000006+03 9.05841437EtQ 2.l 3d2e195E+0-..-.7. 20-04447ED:%3__ZUAZ2%614OE140E+_9_.5-65_875kia7-5Eb3 ..... 
2.1200CCGC0E+3 6.91282187E+06 -1.00543243E+05 7.88375230E-03 2.33287171E+00 '9.41970162E-03
 
2.2COOOOE+53 1.742769902+06 -3.12009656E+04 8.00857886E-03 3.04813404E+00 8.47776631E-03
 
2.2500002-03 .02017615E+CS -D2Qa2~tasa~9Ea.8.p1315P41+04-8.Q56837j3Zr-0_iZ. _ 




-,ASE, III ... SgN~DBU$.--------------N~ - - ----- _ 
N= 5, wOSQ=O., 0WGS- 10., H=0., 
iCODEI=1,CODEII=I,P=O.,









1J0 ,, ,0. 8(L 7_ .750 ,i800., . _.. -. 
i1850. , 1900.,1950.,2000.,2050.,2080.,2100., 
:2120.,2200.,2250.,23C0., 









OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIMASS ASS INTG. PHI SQ OM ACCELERATION
 
Ia 535_5E± .. __,z, 4a+& 2.. .,.2.3425,1534E+03- -.0-,.342Z545.3.4E+03L.a9847597E 0a 
STATION IN M/Q LB IN .V _.BJN ... L.PE l.IN Y/Q. EQl P.H-I. PHI PR. I/IN 
0I 0. 0. -7.68735829E-03 2.94669378E+00 -7.68735829E-03 
5.oooOoE+01; 1.71025749E+05 1.00225087E+04 -7.68649170c-03 2.56184234E+00 -7.71538488E-03 
_l..DOOOOCCE+02 12,2 ].79_S.E+0 .3.. 35-13Z48Q2E±04. -7.67425991E-13-. .217455681E+00 -7.77645963E-03 
1.50000000E+02 3.54994427E+06 5.43156145E+04 -7.62768698E-03 1.78514316E+00 -7.787"13654E-03 
2.0000OOOE+02 6.53725104E+06 6.41235202E+04 -7.52761135E-03 1.39720033E+00 -7.71759234E-03 
__50000000E+02 9.95563A6_9±.a 4 _M2.22E+..4. 6fl_869E-02.... L.-44644E+OC._ .77.58074b97E-03
 
30OOOOOO0E+02 1.40859188E+07 9.38753103E+04 -7.12471271E-03 6.39506873E-01 -7.40807652E-03
 
3.50000000E+02 1.92446588E+07 1.10291274E+05 -6.79277437E-03 2.75491684E-01 -7.12885357E-03
 
t&_DDOOOOOE+0 2 ?.aAa5i52E±Q7__.190---- 0tE+ .-t .a5 Z7fla-fl3r2flS.1Q580E- 02. -6.70203987E-03 . 
4.50000000E+02 3.04312407E+07 1.05312947E+05 -5.79756747E-03 -3.92194267E-01 -6.12469390E-03 
5.0000000E+02 3.52455702E+07 8.54913706E+04 -5.13914616E-03 -6.81038662E-01 -5.40729972E-03 
5.50000000E+02 3. 881502690 -_t.57Z674hf_-03 ..... 
6-OOOOOOOE+02 4.06813604E+07 1.76358717E+04 -3.59791828E-03 -1.13690560E+00 -3.65433899E-03 
6.5000000OE+02 4.08688649E+07 -6.34638716E+01 -2.78110043E-03 -1.29699234E+00 -2.78089535E-03 
, Q0QO0000E+02 4. 08AA7AJ42 E07_-- 9 s2A4595 0-6iF_+0 ?,_L9- i _ fl6 -E __rAb4A1 535 87E± _ - 1*z96-Tl7.04E- -03. 
7.50000000E+02 4.07753704E+07 -1.84782409E+03 -1.14761980E-03 -1.49309112E+00 -1.14152585E-03 
8.OOOOOOOE+02 4.06590913F+C7 -2.80720507E+03 -3.33195212E-04 -1.52971621E+00 -3.23841103E-04 
8.50000000E+02 4.04944789E+07 -3.77684816E+03 4.78421320E-04 -1.5255__20_ i+__ 38A04.--04 
9.o0000000E+02 4.02816656E+07 -4.73094843E+03 1.28626230E-03 -1.48066497E+00 1.30236125E-03 
9.4800000t+02 4.c0333235E+07 -5.60841748E+03 2.05735361E-03 -1.39954958E+00 2.07663492E-03 
9.2OOOOOOEta 2 3*99530807ZEtn z-_Saa9359 _ ._ WlI1rl r.BgEf .. 3.0503If-L. -. 
1.00OOOOOOE+03 3. 96844336E+07 -7.86158490E+03 2.40633095E-03 -1.27889360E+00 2.43759604E-03 
1.05000000E+03 3.92539773E+07 -9.69122040E+03 2.60255083E-03 -1.15192985E+00 2.65083200E-03 1,1 C00O00E+0 3 3L 86964121E +07 -1. •2269 g0E,+Di__2_5_-l4 ,zQL -_.f]i2.5B Ji4+OO .2J-3,.5.Z1..3E__ _. _ 
iL'SOOO6OOE0 38098986E+07 -1.28199709E+04 3.14281500E-03 --8.58464148E-01 3.22828148E-03
 
,4.5500000E+03 3.80041779E+07 -1.34662496E+04 3.17141448E-03:-8.42240415E-01 3.26118948E-03
 
Ii18600000E+03 3.,4968728E+07 82 -7.37981929_2,QL_3 4583_6tE-_Q .
-2. 172 7_E+4 _3.34091581E-03 

1.20O00000E+03 3.71443837E+07 -2.85550153E+04 3.40426131E-03 -6. 88859646E-01 3.55861275E-03
 
1.25000000E+03 3.50007109E+07 -5.58848407E+04 3.63773305E703 -5.00502457E-01 3.95707500E-03
 
1.28000000E+03 3.31824378E+07 -6.49177796E+04 3.76978784E-03 -3.78981922E-01 4.14074658E-03









-. 2 C7.628E7~03 
4.40894317E-03 
1.45000000E+03 2.16634936E+07 -6.70621407E+04 4.2182545CE-03 3.53875101E-01 4.51630845E-03 
1.50000000E+03 1.83593535E+7 -6.43430120-E+04 4.31442056E03_ 5.A1943246E-01 . 60299887E-0 . 
.5'50000E+03 1.51879746E+07 -6.17473959E+04 4.41272481E-03 8.17377220E-01 5.03019877E-03 




7.60109984E+06 -5.38169453E+04 4.72280597E-03 1.48930830E+00 
5.,2415.711il0.E=D3 
5.26097542E-03 
1o70000000E+03 6.56603151E+06 -4.93742283E+04 4.75260040E-03 1.59442029E+00 5.24634268E-03 
1,7440000E+03 4.73017772E±06 -3.2359t45E+04 4 .85O 94O9 3 E-Q . 83627879E+0C 5.38970715E-03 
1 O75000000E+03 4.54169142E+06 -3.02256582E+04 4.86203428E-03 1.86852764E+00 5.36C39633E-03 
1.800000002+03 3.38519837E+06 -1.87671493E+04 4.94034130E-03 2.13265781E+00 5.24649382E-03 
l1flj5jLLDDE±01 t52136A8Ek thfl ,57274<62E+04. 4.99915362ErD3_ 2.39523707E+00. 5.25302700E-03 .. 
1.90000000E+03 1.81832923E+96 -1.23352229E+04 5.04226786E-03 2.65762289c+00 5.23931615E-03 
1.95000000E+03 1.29370321E+06 -8.59135015E+03 5.07307620E-03 2.91889018E+00 5.2C890782E-03 
2,000lQ00E+03 8,__3295+4E__5 ---7..58715575E+03.- 5 .09481838-EQZ.-3.17948962E+0Q. .5.21355321E-P3 
2.05000000E+03 5.36418354E+05 -6.49712320E+03 5.!C898055E-03 3.44010270E+00 5.20963312E-01' 
2.08000000E+03 3.51855508E+05 -5.80192224E+03 5.11428934E-03 3.59630806E+00 5.2C363215E-03 
2,10000000E+03 2,7339l46.+05 _z-3.6alA1892EFO3 5.11678388E-03.-_3,9982575E+00 5.17324736E-03 
2.12000000E+03 2.04681417E+05 -3.18721572E403 5.11868958E-03 3.80323317E+00 5.1673791CE-03 
2.20000000E+03 4.81801678E+04 -8.81802249E+02 5.12228463E-03 4.21528095E+00 5.13554482E-03 
,2m5000CE+03 1.36241219E±.C4__-a56,.5$Oa 02. -,123,60756fi7r3f__AZ2687972+OC .­5,1484393,E-03 





* Mde 2 
OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION
 
_53A±O---2. 425-45-Dlt03
2,8133 -$6E±1 __ 7.391 712 527 E+ 2. 2 . 342 It53_A-.E±3 -2A 	 2 - -3 ____ . 
- STATIQNtJN.... M!/ LQ .IN/IJ. -. Y!.Q-....1/N-....-tSLD.lELIN .Y/_EQ,.PJJL____L_2LJ. lIN 
o. a. 	 0. -7.85184325E-03 2.43437087E+00 ,-7.85184325E-03 
5. OOCOOOOOE+O1 5.62473476E+05 3.27565946E+04 -7.84898338E-03 2.04018867E+00' -7.94341504E-03 
-	 1.000 tOAD _B&469612+06 1 115562OOE+Q5 -7,80S26i5E-fl. 1.&6182352E+00 -8. 133779g1F- ...
 
1.50000000E+02 i.12298867E+07 1.67970933E+05 -7.66081386E-03 1.22999589E+00 -8.15391132E-03
 
2.GGOOOOOOE+02 2.03579900E+07 1.93740890E+05 -7.34702393E-03 8.27115234E-01 -7.92102681E-03
 2, 1 3Et5 a9(_k 	 -7.4730460 3F-0
2.5 O00GE qEt07 	 Q6 - E -D3 4.4 (kf _Ql 
3.OOQOC000E+02 4.18003580E+07 2.36854638E+05 -6.11875727E-03 8.25490553E-02 -6.83370601E-03
 
3.50000000E+32 5.35421195E+07 2.25075760E+05 -5.16434307E-03 -2.36118421E-01 -5.85019318E-03
 
4.OJC QOPQQgE_2 - - - 36QC0550E+C7 X09A5 99E_+5 r32&t7i_80___7.i6i_63f-0_t5I20754F-03 
4.50CO0000E+2 7.OC440482E+07 8.22244145E+04 -2.64455273E-03 -6.82836766E-01 -2.89996082E-03 
5.00600000E+02 7.14640480E+07 -2.79325303E+04 -1.22027817E-03 -7.83994956E-01 -1.13266456E-03 
5.,50 _Q9_QOE O+2 --- 6.11TLQ47.91+465.08760 1+. 884F-04 __ 6,39SA3E-04 ­.	 tn.5_ .751h -_ _6016977E-01 

6.00000000E+02 - 5.68915980E+07 -2.60423704E+05 1.424887 8 4E-0 3 -7.22613299E-01 2.25803584E-03
 
6.50000000E02 4.21896417E+07 -3.02910011E+05 2'.41880230E-03 -5.78008015E-01 3.39763814E-03
 i. 	00 000OE+02 . 2701093F652+07 -3kQ41T43E 5 -..., 09 1213-03 _b-._9202 161EOi A,_Of _ _RE-03 
7.5000000UU+02 1.17826344E+07 -3.04882059E+05 3.49890827E-03 -1.72722439E-01 4.50438150E-03 
8.OOUCOOGCE+02 -3.46767706E+06 -3.05032530E+05 3.58207039E-03, 5.61274886E-02 4.59849330E-03
 
8.500_OOOE+C2 -1.87108251E+07 -3.04596788E+05 3.36024902F-03 2.82014344E-01 4.38587769E-Q3
 
9.0 O0C000E+02 -3.3918167+07 -. 036020852+05 2.83387764E-03 4.89610567E-01 3.86700536E-03
 
9.48000GuCE+02 -4.84585053E+C7 -3.02182668E+05 2.04295393E-03 6.57504652E-01 3.08183509E-03
 
- 9.62 000CRC ±+ j 6-a--SU-6TEt7 7 3 JQtIJ53 _6S82Q5 E_L 2.80007679E-OL
-0.1t 9 5_3B± 	 ______ 
1.OCOOOOOOE+03 -6.40482862E+07 -2.97179993E+05 1.57603809E-03 8.04316528E-01 2.75790665E-03
 
1.0500000uE+03 -7.36010832E+07 -2.91727112E+05 1.21943804E-03 9.40354356E-01 2.67280777E-03
 
- 500 LE -2 2 ... 61804673-04 _a. 074943F+00 2_702-03
l 

1.15000000E+03 -1.07172416E+08 -2.79469088E+05 -9.12856547E-05 1.17899858E+00 1.771841606-03'
 
1.15500000E+03 -1.0856067GE+08 -2.75828419E+05 -1.72389459E-04 1.18759486E+00 1.66646667E-03
 
L._18_OOE+3 -1. 16558_82_E_08 -2. ?3341767E+05 6.77 19545-04 1.22581985E+00 5.29833249E-04
 
1.200000C00+03 -1.19352405E+08 -1.75720123E+05 -8.77680854E-04 1.23004035E+00 7.21576473E-05
 
1.25C00000E+03 -1.22479859E+08 5.00036775E+04 -1.66394916E-03 1.18445488E+00 -1.94968446E-03
 
1.2800000CE+03 -1.19531395E+08 1.45538403E+05 -2.1332823QE-03 1.11061951E+00 -2.96493032E-03
 
n-i.-hOoodbbi-E+ -1.16298260E+08 1.77483197E+05 -2.36014391E-03 1.05130541E+00 -3.14895812E-03
 
_ _ - _ __ . . .... .	 -­
___ 
1.3 iX(YD C)00Q +±'3._ l 0_taBs3_7_E_±D8 -... _ 	 -_ -&Z82flIRI2-I-- - 7SaAA1AF--VB ffl c95339591 Et05 ,2.8-9-719C-8E_-(0 

1.400CCU0uE+33 -9.68221772E+07 2.09725422E+05 -3.38735060E-03 
 6.75807906E-01 -4.31946358E-03
 
1.45000000E+03 -8.6C582267E+C7 2.20 129708E+05 -3.82717548E-03 4.47389297E-01 -4.80552974E-03
 
1.500COOCE+03 -7.488076kE+C7 .26104165I+05 - f.2141?73gE-_3 _l
 
-6.89331007E-03
1.55000000E+03 -6.35281180E+07 	 2.27243556E+05 -4.62087451E-03 -8.62600302E-02 

2.24677651E+05 -5.23004233E-03 -4.45928847E-61 -7.47681884E-03
1.60000C00GE+03 -5.22380311E+07 

A.500Q+3 -U8199'6E:LQ7- .227,7Et0 2
 
-8.07342731AFT­1.6SCOC002E+3 -3.45727294E+07 	 2.11363454E+05 -5.95979277E-03 -1.07216316E+00 

-3. 0469'3700E+07 1.97886115E+05 	-6.09662868E-03 -1.23379270E+00 -8.0Y'548984E-03
1.700LCOCCE+3,-

1.744,j-0,,+.j3 -2.28E1q297E+C7 1.40846252E+05 _-6.:56238305=-_0_3 -1.63867711EQ0 -888765 01E-03
 
.69171793E+00 -8.79397937E-03
1.750000COE+- 3 -2.2,o29586F+07 1.32075903+05 -6. 616305792-03 

.8000O000r~ -1.67972672E+07 8.84038558E+04 -7.00122268E-03 -2.11898303E+00 -8.44337367E-03
0-

-j.85QOCOOCE+U3' -1,26641929E+07 .7.57345D13E+O.4 .7o.Z.9A98152E._- _--2.5.34 8,4 6EO- -B6,1749163FO1
 
1.90COC)G0C+u,3 -9.26237314E+06 6.07528247E+04 -7.51319869E-03 -2.96893193E+00 -8.48369110E-03 
1.9SOCOCOCE+L3 -6.6q7316942+06 4.34676467E+04 -7.67085512E-03 -3.39032181E+00 -8.35809064E-03 
.2.000uOCLP+c!3... .591-j.ezTAE+C6 -- 3.86686 472E+04t 7- 837875- -­
-4.22835974E+00 -8.37225709E-03,.
2.05GOO00E+03 -2.78976881E+66 	 3.33107604E+04 -7.85621123E-03 

-7.88389847E-03 -4.47912630+00 	-8.34321584E-03'




 2.10G,CO0E+3,--1Ijt435.! .6 7 E+06 1.91273080E±04 77*-969-' -1E----3 ---- ,-6-43-- 9 aE 81O3BBQ4F"-4
 
2.12600®LCE+33 -1.077o335 5E+9 0 6 1.66075678E+04 -7.90699257E-03 -4.80671323E+00 .8.16069816E-03
 
2.20uOO0OE+J3 -2.56481759E+05 	 4.67733375E+C3 -7.92600346--03 
-5.45267178E+00 -7.99633930E-03
 
-- - 6 5 4 4 6  ­
000 GE : __7,2.93.6 5E+04 227 5.85u 933055.TE:--a3- -- 5.5-84- E-.Q--­
-7.93504397E-03 -6.25787149E+00 -7.93504397E-03
2.3000000CE+03 4.91617282E-28 	 8.99696454E-10 

- -- - - -.--- --. -------------------- ----- -
---- -. 
- ~~~ ---- - ­
- Sabumun /ceutav 
tI 6o
 
OMEG4A OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION
 
L_6.%aaiL7AE1Ao_. _,l..E..2.342545-03. 	 ,2.34254534E+Q .. .2.34.254534E+03. 0.................
 
STATION IN -M _LB LN.N .. LB/lN-...... SL.OPE.IIILK.- -/Q.. EQ.o PHI -. PH.L PR.I/.IN.------.. 
0. 0. 0. -1.48987921E-02 3.34432629E+00 -1.48987921E-02 
5.O00000E+0l 3.85312943E+06 2.21344925E+05 -1.48790563E-02 2.58849704F+00 -1.55171559E-02 
_L_±.&lfflcE.+fL..&__ A.-. A.O7...02-936.99E+05 -L.4614t769E-Ct2-.....I78299803E+C0 -1,66590903F-02 
1.50000000E+02 7.00051245E+07 9.82713566E+05 -1.36706187E-02 9.45703562E-GI -1 .65554843F-02 
2.00000000E+02 1.21514901E+08 1.05542689E+06 -1.17612371E-02 1.53690195E-C1 -1.48881871E-02 
_ -8.80407 11A E.--03 _-5.2CB55250E-C1 -L.863016-5E-02 
3.00000000E+02 2.16516173E+08 5.73141275E+05 -4.86332771E-03 -9.94002354E-Cl -6.59336194E-03 
i 3*50000000E+02 2.24959146E+08 -2.55158420E+05 -3.79270167E-04 -1.15128187E+00 3.98247729E-04 
I..Q0QQ.QQ.E±o 21.2.6.a2E 8e-.o91aA6-269.9Et0ok 2..850-t-49.E-03 -9.58338736E-01. .. 14037538E-03
 
4.50000000E+02 1.22128624E+08 -1.63214891E+06 7.03163815E-03 -4.66778122E-01 1.21014710E-02
 
5.00000000E+02 3.56738588E+07 -1.74026252E+06 8.61873513E-03 2.015847482-01 1.40772697E-02
 
.5_, QOOE+0 -iz2i.2J E±cT_-_I,39. E+ . . LO42E-_.0.._& &.8,84318737E-OL _..,26884392E-02
I' 	6.00000000E+02 -8.82001893E+07 -4.20005456E+05 7.12322945E-03 1.42271958E+00 8.46691168E-03 
6.50000000E+02 -9.06565968E+07 5.379043952+04 5.29927237E-03 1.74119048E+00 5.12545173E-03 
3 261.33423E0 3
3 _ O .. - 8. . 0 . _ . , +7.. 07.69E_-0 . .,95063040 E+0 ....

7.50000000E+02 -8.27882658E+07 1.05GI8033E+05 1.81324621E-03 2.06848411E+-O0 1.46690632E-03 
8.00000000E+02 8.50000000E+02 -7.68472673E+07-6.95218036E+07 1.32689023E+05 2.14583804E-041.60216663E+05_ -1.25140194p-0 2.09898652F+002.04791409 + -2.27559738E-04.79087842 -03.. 
I 9.OOOOOOOOE+02 -6.08452665E+07 1.86568160E+05 -2.55726956E-03 1.92260041E+00 -3.19214246E-03 
I9.48000000E+02 *-5.13208092E+07 2.09898719E+05 -3.63585629E-03 1.74065353E+00 -4.35747221E-03 
L.9,_o_~o. a. L....3 -O.EOZ___-. 9 1-,,9.4312AE--03 . -_ 6 7..750695E+O0 -4.,66057358E-f03­
1.O0000000E+03 -3.,89535443E+07 2.66726927E+05 -4.05214608E-03 1.49128856E+00 -5.11290447E-03 
1.05000000E+03 -2.47375859E+07 3.09040632E+05 -4.21000609E-03 1.22126761E+00 -5.74963089E-03 
_OO0 E+03 - l9_Oi Eti._B 933.? 2-77. 4,31 3..75E00 . 23 9.- 01 . - 6,12-65.8.661-E-0 a---- . 
P lwl50000"00E+03 i.06225149E+07 3.71741263E+05 -4.30314123E-03 - 5.71424162E-01 -6.78141632E-03 
:15500000E+03' 1,25034594E+07 3.80546461E+05 -4.29445001E-03 5.37389965E-01 -6.83142642E-03 
S1,18600000E+03', 2_53383596E.C7 4,O8 Z8_93-E+5.2J46O65E3 6 . _56692.62-03 ...-.-.- -. 
1.20000000E+03 3 . 2 310255 6E+07 5.23948497E+05 -4.16265563E-03 2.27001484E-01 -6.99480966E-03 
1.25000000E+03 6.09691204E+07 5.65676320E+05 -3.86288481E-03 -1.38179321E-01 -7.09532093E-03 
1.28000000E+03 7.66048748E+07 4.62329627E+05 -3.59561229E-03 -3.395549652-Cl -6.237495872-03 
:'>3OCOO006E4O3 . 8 52772977E+07 4.021489502+05 -3.43976373E-03 -4.48480528E-01 ,0-5.227092402-0387) 
- - - - - -
1.350000F+3 1.04115164F+iR '-47473_7.8E±05. =2.9aa39735.-03. .-6-9LLO54E-O1 ...-.. 52727434SE-flS... . 








1.50000000E+03 1.37237848E+08 7.18052104E+04 
-1.19277918E-03. 
-:.I15961825E+00 7.o51191345E7Q3 '. .
 
:l ,550000OOOE+03 1.38017151E+08 -4.13555012E+04 -3.70793451E-04 -1.20368698E+00 4.27615609E-05
 j1.60000000E+03 1.33490541E+08 
-1.16706359E+05 
 1.06167340E-03 -1.14094415E+00 2.22873699E-03 
u165 0 00 E+ . .1 2 6 1 9 1 2 ± - 9 .. . 4 9 _98 , 3 ~ i 9 o - - - - ­Z-3 8 45-A 4 64 8fr.+ 05 2 .. 43 36 4 2 0 1#68000000E+03 1.21839614E+08 -1.94931148E+05 3.21992552E-03 
-8.51879035E-01 5,169237002-03
 
.,70000000E+03 1.17481382E+08 -2.42617472+05 3.72409464E-03 -7.38825787E-01 6.1502"6871E-03
1.74400000E+03 1.04302377E+08 
-3.49350598E+05 5.68288043E-03 -3.12473588E-01 1 14504067E-02
 
1.750'000OOE+03 1.02182243E+08 -3.56919326E+05 5.930671032-03 -2.42651119E-01 1.18155734E-02
 
148000OOOE+03 8.40337238E+07 
-3.58295202E+05 7.79259989E-03 3.99589416E-01 1.36375461E-02
 
-.18500600E0+63 46 *A5A5fliiE±0Uj -.
.. ,29580,750EtC3--- 1.118Q7S5E+0C 
.- 1.47.40247,3E=02z72I97E+O5 
1.90000000E+03 5.U6555213E+07 .-2.95545247E+05 1.04655153E-02 1.86265532E+00 
 1.51866854E-02
 
1.95000000E+03 3.73623735E+07 -2.32636482E+05 1.13404515E-02 2.62021211E+00 1.50184986E-02
 
2.OOOOOOOOE+03 2.62246865E+07 
-2.120002Q3E+0U Iq1496JAI 25E-:0 -3.37922195E+OQ_ -.
_ 922895E-02 ....
 
2.0500QOOOE+03 i.62499763E+07 -1.86110032E+05 1.23971916E-02 4.14467547E+00 1.52803834E-02
 
2.08000000E+03 1.09328379E+07 
-1.68051623E+05 1.25597467E-02 4.60131780E+00 1.51475450F-02
 
2.10000000E+03 8.57783176E+06 -I.11141332E+05 1.2637643E-02 4.89516072+00 1.43422360E-02
 
2.12000000E+03 6.49222965E+06 -9.72880042E+04 1.26977099E-02 5.17482266E+00 1.41839305E-02
 
2.200000002+03 1.59011798E+06 
-2.87312145E+04 1.28135678E-02 6.27072180E+-0 1.32456162E-02
 






K- - - - - - . - - - - - . . - - - - . - .-- - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - -




OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION
 
L5-1-25521+C3
72Z90.9 74E± 3±_ .. 2#3425_534F+0.E 	 . 
ST.TI-I N ...--... 	 Lk/ IN... .B.5LpRE /. 9,.PI.... L .
N .. YLQ. jjI.N .. .... I ..
 
" 0. 0. -8.09404377E-03 1.69684475E+00 -8.09404377E-03
 
5.00000000E+01 2.51943847E+C6 1.44186441E+05 -8.08111346E-03 1.28502264E+00 -8.49677829E-03
 
itk -- -PQQj .. 12flja1EF+07_ 4.48375183E+05 .,7,9096336.1E.rD-3.. 841368L2IErO1 9_213948_4E=003_... ..
 
1.50060000E+02 4.45126106E+07 6.11872660E+05 -7.30559615E-03 3.78987308E-01 -9.1l181677EL03
 
2.0000000C&+02 7.61820818E+07 6.40639139E+05 -6.10091775E-03 -5.22198789E-02 -7.99896164E-03
2.500.0COOF+02 -_i, 9tQ6j335Ett .. 5.92209107E+05 r452615j2137I5Q ,_.kka288a-_01-- z 2 9.E_ __S 
3.00000000E+C2 1.29172742E+08 1.98282777E+05 -1.86436107E-03 -6.27169640E"01 12.46288015E-03
 
3.5000000E+02 1.23213778E+08 -4.38273158E+05 7.12782498E-04 -6.37312749E-01 2.04828702E-03
 
_400000Q .LE±02_ ... ±QL .<r977.560831t05_- 2.85,90862EoQn4,33977596E-l...8.63.0715E
969 5 ..........
 
4.5C000000E+02 3.6000443E+67 -1.24275930E+06 4.05196517E-03 -8.02212414E-02 7.91226367E-03
 
5.0000000E 02 -3.08059391E+07 -1.12318103E+06 4.03391017E-03 3.16797907E-01 7.55689731E-03
 
5QZJ.Sifl2I~t7.*5 OUOOOE ~z. 59, 148E05 2,923fl-6753E=Q3 A.37-21A6.1$E--01- A.S_3A25F-Oa3_ 
1.19 82 34 97 Er0 3  
i 	 6.0OCOOOOE+02 -9.03541102E+07 9.16942892E+04 7.86764983E-01 9.0/886433E-04
 
6.50000C00E+02 -7.30303667F+07 4.15128392E+05 -4.59452493E-04 7.47958905E-01 -1.80091542E-03
 
,.7..00Q0000EtZ n~,j.9A75852±c07. --A,27025197E+Q.5, -71.7_iQ424.5k--0.&. 6-.23546592En0l -.7-3o41.5E0. 
I 7.50000000E+02 -3.03720757E+07 4.36281514E+05 -2.53459324E-03 4.44763779E-01 -3.97340989E-03 
8.00C00000E+02 -8.39119C8E+06 4.42150307E+05 -2.92276458E-03 2.33647512E-01 -4.39608843E-03 
I8.50000003E+02 1.378G21?1E+'07 4..44268346E+05 -.2_.69t10007EtO3 1. 2:72Q2A!2 -02L- -4. 3 5 l39E-0I____ 
t9.uo0o_00E+02 3.59684197E+07 4.42662536E+05 -2.37147945E-03 -1.95249662E-01 -3.87781606E-03 
9.480000CE+02 5.71154007F+07 4.38002972E+05 -1.47751623E-03 -3.61579239E-01 -2.98333733E-03 
9.620Q0.CtQE±02 - 6..32347 71B+0 4,36163438EIQ5 7.1o,052370E-03..49Qt51Q3__r tk4 .5-z.... 
l.00000000E+03 7.94055540E+07 4.18129392E+05 -9.15821385E-04 -5.00148525E-01 -2.57869908E-03 
1.05000000E+03 9.98540124E+07 3.94320425E+05 -4.67797250E-04 -6.26317348E-01 -2.43228168E-03 
A1.100Q0P.E±Q",._.1.183S15ftEtQ8 *._3.51645557E-05 2.41003162E-04 -7.394320502-1 ZJ3I9y55503 ____ 
1.1500000E+23 1.35632333E+08 3.38158189E+05 1.19636537E-03 -8.19043696E-01 -1.05802255E-03
 
* 1.15500000E+03 1.37280745E+C8 3.21190214E+05 1.29896959E-03 -8.23795288E-01 -3.42298506E-04
 
1.4860000F .q3. 1.446912862+08-_.10577294E+04 1.93364683E-03 -.8..190840E-01 1 .49 5496942-0mQ3
 
* 1.20000000E+03 l.4 4 3444855+08 -1.29271161E+05 -2.17930486E-03 -7.91242466E-01 2.87806789E-03
 
,.2500000;E+03 1.15o64519E+08 -9.608837.02E+05 3.04086475E-03 -4.96075000E-01 8.531628 76E 03
2
 
:1.28000000E+03 8.344147002E+07 -1.16117623E+06- 3.42816434E-03 -2.14596326-01 1.006345712-02
 
1.3000'000CE+03 5.990712662+07 -1.18649813E+06 3-.56680225f-03 ---3.9981-54-5-82-02 8.83940526A-03
 
____ 
1 35 130-40fE--7-12 (,--05---=-..-6388334E + 06 .... 7.241 84015-E -O -- &A.S-325Q62E-0 ._A.ZSRbSSOfl PE-0
 
1.4000C000E+03 -5.55662562E+07 
-1.08648622E+06 3.57892163E-03 8.39765080E-01 8.40774926E-03
 
1.45000000E+03 
-1.06865285E+08 -9.57245488E+05 3.18587063E-03 1.23790881E+00 7.44029502E-03
1* 5 C L+5D-5z57a tci_-.D2-800E±Q1 2..6,36346E-0a ._I E-3326120 Et105 .. A.5.Z65AZ0]E±0fl609_75Q 
-1.8 4 4 54 5 4 8E+0 81.5500000+03 -5.69360375E+05 1.54651453E-03 -1.86785470E+00 7.240118,28E-03
 




-3 18312692E 5- -2.8121a.98E-Q3 .2-.2.2a863BaEtn__z0995_9-sE_-04
 
1.68000000E+03 -2.33859273E+08 








1.744QCOQ -E+03-2.2518u659Et08 . 87985£+05__.-9. 4631794E-0__. _,_6_2_51 Q6EZQ0 -_- 5_ _7_E.-Q2 _.__. 
1.75000000E+03 -2.22031908E+08 5.52830123E+05 -9.88304692E-03 1.51677663E+00 -1.89981355E-02 
1.80000000E+'03 
-1.88237336E+08 7.29566184E+05 -1.39996835E-02 3.62751468E-01 -2.59012526E-02
2.. 8500C.OOCE+_._ --1,.5 1_$a5A C0 ±_08 ..., --S8 180 28t± 05 rA,.T399630E--Qt_.--IaI5916z5E#Qoo_-_.as9s3An±IE-_0z 
... 
1.90000000E+03 -1.17304840E+06 6.54011665E+05 -2.00855263E-02 
-2.51051775E+00 -3.05329970E-02 
1.950000E+03 -8.73605481E+07 5.34427470E+05 
-2.212221462-02 -4.04416831E+00 
-3.05716607E-02 
2.000 000 2+Q3 -6. 165898.66+07 4..932259 5_ - 2.3088131 E_-0 5-5,5ss05_E±oo-1 _y1 _Z_ ........
 
2.05C60000E+03 -3.84614819E+07 4.34237219E+05 
-2.45052657E-02 -7.16240828E+00 
-3i'0324108E-02 
2.080OOOOOE+G3 -2.60365168E+07 3.93255904E+05 
-2.49910242E-02 -8.09864162E 00 -3.10467049E-02 
2.ICOOCO0E±03 -2.0 4 7 5jLS7 CE+07 . 628421.6o3Q5--2,51685 0Z 8586257E+_C.2--2 95002zflZ 
2.12000000-+03 -i.553627112+O7 2.30704043E+05 -2.53202859E-02 
-9.26650095E+00 -2.88446373E-02 
2.200000COE+J3 -3.83961622E+06 6.91773878E+04 
-2.5598554ZE-02 -1.14832749E+01 







... . ... .... ....

j" ... . ... ...... . .............. . ... . T... . ... ... .. .
 
..... . .. ......... . ... .




' 8eatirti 3/Cmtar 





OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ OM ACCELERATION
 
Lj Z±3-L45_7Ua-t-2 ---1.261As56.4ltO4. 2.34s434Eto -2934254534L-+03... 345434E+03.f... 
-----
StALION IN _ _L.B._NLIN V/Q-L8IIN.... YQ_ EQ. I..... P. 1/IN.
 
0. 0. -7.O1?4?OE-03 1,.180?5804Et0O :7* 0124352'E-03L o5.00000000E+01 4.01526690E+06 2.26303914E+05 -6.99166386E03 §!j§,92?'i5E-01 - ;64495 ?4-0 
,.O.DQQQOf.E±2.._2t5.789292Er0J.. 6...40801454E+05. .6,72744.4BZE A3.... 2)9588E=O._
--- 85-9152404E-03.
 
1.500000002E02 6.25733344E+07 7970912856E+05 -5.85243491E-03 -1.46848844E-C2 -8.11553581E-03­
S2.000OOOOE+02 9.97185602E+07 6.95006837E*05 -4.22316769F-03 -3.79213806E-01 -6.28228865E-03
 
.... 9EtQ-3 76.23037900E-r. -3..270-Z21E._3
)50000 91 

3 OOOOOOOOE+02 1.27855743f+08 -6.76976410E+05 -7-:7222 E-4 :6.47689241E-01 2.79363412E-03
 




4.50000000c+02 -1.37484959E+08 -1.36628599E+06 1.02059657E-63 ,.i4797QQ3E=01 5.26459480E-03
 
5.O000O00E+02 -1.71846388E+08 2.39218751E+04 -2.18953652E-03 5.95518597E-01 -2.2§47O25E-03
 
5.59000E 21i457EtA 1s53688+6 sSt 49E:.03-3.A46786EoL. r 9 .. 0 5119829E,03

6.OOOOOOOOE+02 -7.39517690E+07 1.25430516E+06 -7.54080190E-03 -2.36679852E-01 -1015555773E-02
 
6.50000000E+02 -2.44013930E+07 9.06094586E+05 -8949647887E-03 -8900908736E-01 -114244701E-02
 
8.615287E+0. r.5378 8 9ErO. l.37430506E+00 .. zrl.1 3 5 0 61402-02 
7,50000000E+02 6.13790318E+07 7.94187336E+05 -7.7l957418E-03 -1,92031902E+00 -1.03387316E-02
 
8.00000000E+02 9,89581928E+07 7.05752523E+05 -6.10882813E-03 -2.39372337E+CC -8.46052168E-03
 
'8.50000000E+02 684±5373638-327369E0-58436E3 M 

L.OOOOOOOOE+02 1.58778093E+08 4.82816926E+05 -8.79523755E-04 -2.96440583E+00 -2.52250176E-03
 
9*48000000E+02 1,79138475E+08 3.65299975E+05 2.37350683E-03 -2,99973713E+00 1.11763315E-03
 
9.0A .-OQE±0z-1_6aQ1.301E+ -..3..3 3*90.5543CE-03.. r2.97620365E+00-. 2.2488D072E-3
31C82A9E+05 .... 

1O0000000E+03 1.90054491E+08 4,60945310E+04 3.98101373E-03 -2.85830823E+00 3.79769830E-03
 
1&05000000E+03 1.86917218E+08 -2,21139847E+05 - 4.92334658E-03 -2.62147020E+00 6.02505413E-03
 
-" 0D0=f0FE±Ota 5ZGAA6E*c-8 .x&-9020-4iE+l5-6675a00 Ea3.---- 22C03821EtQ 1
-- _.f002i144E002.-. 
1015000000E+03 1.33600943E+08 -6.7015862lE+05 7.19333308E 03 -1.67683672E+00 1.16610572E-02
 
15500000E+03 1.30Q47067E+08 -7.50902368E+05 7.29247416E-03 -- 1.61692859E+00 1.22984899E-02
 
.0.O43Z31 _- =I*66 79 83.74.E*06....-.1-3-073ZE-.03 -.- 1916915847E+00. '.1.68292022E-02 ..... 
I.20000000E+03 6.83347682E+07 -2.31179537E+06 7.95410135E-03 -9.07129424E-01 2.04502926E-02 
1.25000000E+U3 -8.40509793E+07 -3.16975420E+06 7.92701052E-03 3.64846266P-G1 2.60398917E-021,280O.00.F0.03 -_96692_8728E;O8__:220046481E+06 .4 3184704E-P 3... 26J.470E±0Q _2.,&C59317E-02.
 
i43 0000 0 00E*03 -2.05384551E+08 -1.62044C231E+Q 7.07199987E-03 1.38569026E+00 1.42739568E-02
 
LL.35OOCOooE43"z..7r4e14.69_E±Q8 l.115556b22E+06 5,90815637E-03 ..2.0903528E00. .1v.8661840E-02
 
1.40000000E+03 -3.14288276E+08 -4.52068q52E+05 4.47934451E-03 2.45608359E+00 6.48853985E-03
 
1.45000000E+03 -3.18184210E+08 3.06188120E+05 2.94377019E-03 2.65905540E+20 1.58293410E-03
 
J.,5QOV9Q~+03 Z..~ikA%2±Q8. 1.08768742E+06 1.482265362E-03 ._2.61388475E+00 -3.35190097E-03­
1.55000000E+03' -2.10240627E+08 1.81763445E+06 3.06399387E-05 2.23337703E+00 -1.81457046E-02
 
1.60000000E+03 -1.0,6882668E+08 2.18485375E+06 -1.65498965E-03 1.15462278E+00 -2.35035271E-02
 
L5AGQQ0Q E+Q_3 .t. Z6E±Q_. 2.23088812E+06 .2199 5 14 6 6F-03 jr5e3 74 38098F-02 -2.45C83958E-02
 
1.68000000E+03 7.0093393bE+07 2.1575b5135+06 -1.96498745E-03 -7.79872471F-01 -2.354f5lU7F-07
 
1.70000000E+03 1.11598132E+08 1.96792443E+06 -1.58116720E-03 ?1.23067100E+00 -2-.126c4115E-02
 
_hT9gQQ__+03 265 .3E 08. 7.81333870E+C5 1.02867.56E-03,.-2,31811445E+00 -1.187C5818E-02
 
1.73000000E+03 1.80216044E+08 5.841241L8E+05 1.45652462F-03 -2.37813087E+00 -8.17454063E-03
 
1.80000000E+03 1.80957317E+C8 -3.17799094E+05 5.14345606E-03 -2.22593038E+00 1.03277806E-02
 




4 1.90000000E+03 1.33774559E+08 -5.79056796E+05 1.15261755E-02 -6.15658963E-O1 2.C7762841E-02 
1.950OOOOOE+03 1.04265857E+08 -5.85290021E+05 1.39071087E-02 4.91587418E-01 2.31607058E-02 
.--.--- a1._ -5 62267888E+'05 - -1.570256C4E-02....I,68.717621E+00- .2.45017449f-02.........
QQQ7,7P_1E 10351E+07 

2.05000000E+03' 4.84719818+07 -5.1330b823E+05 1*69379108E-02 2.92585732E+00 2.48899917E-02
 
2.08000000E+03 3.36796815E+07 -4.71265426E+05 1.74295595E-02 3,67029369E+00 2.46864955E-02
L-.zIQo .- 3Z$-218ZQE+7-=3.30175530E+05t..., 2.27348274E-02
Q2 707855E-02.Afl.t-,12.807641E kO0. 

2.12000000E+03 2.34978776E+07 -2.93178621E+05 1.78592350E-02 4.57897753E+00 2.25379796E-02 
2,2C000000E+03 5.24847075E+06 -9.35030728E+G4 1.82317471E-02 6.25730642E+00 1.96378083E-02 
-_2 oo .. 3.157612E+0-4. I.,8$ Z.l C.Sn,8 7A-3 75 8UE+-O 
-.
Er 2.1.1131388EO£2 




[L ML- QQQ31RN_- --- - ---
-- --
























I OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS. INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION 
I _.SjOPE_ YL ­
. . 0. -7.42875524E-03 2.64494540E+00 -7.42875524E-03 
5.00000000E+01 1.84140389E+05 i.07698002E+04 -7.42782118E-03 2.27298706E+00 -7.45886868E-03 
-..,OOO000E+02± .. 1.55 sE+6.--a.74232./436E*tQ4 ..7.4L4--7.035.2E3--,-A-,-.89843,-La-E-tO- _-.5235kA72EAL-03 
1.50000000E+02 3.77746188E+06 5.74203645E+04 -7.36503533E-03 1.52165603E+00 7;53359923E-03 
i 	 2.0000000E+02 6.92491889E+06 §.73489166E+04 -7.25881733E703 1.14651366E+00 -7.45835431E-03 
2t50000E4A9834E+ _7.55472E±0b. _-._85.2_Q .a.169J6_.Z-.9._. -AIZ4I -Q3 
3.00000OOE+'32 147154955E+07 9.37830382E+04 -6.83462565E-03 4.15955938E-01f '-7.11771095E-03 
, 3.5000POQO E+02. 1.97283143E+07 1.04207319E+05 -6.49105550E-03 6.71912185E-02 -6.80859570E-03
 
STAT1PNTN-9/ IN - 13 L-D/IN_ ...- I-_±L ..... 	 RE.LI N 
_ 	 ... ..98894610 E±,O.Qi...-6,0* _._ l F_ E-.­
4.50,000000+02 2,94795133E+07 8.14383891E+04 -5.49927053E-03 -5.65594908E-01 -5.75223705E-03
 
5.OUOOOOE+02 3.28220436E+07 5.02686453E+04 -4.87365578E-03 -8.35626565E-01 -5.03132920E-03
 
,.t.0O0QQQ.O)+ . 48.90,?38_9E0 9 	 ObA.0I9 Et_ .-._. _--. 
5.50500 00C +2 -. . _4 55 7 +2±. .2.80,U6619 E±94 .=4-. 19 _25-1 - - . _0-8,337E 00 -4,2 9,6444 -03 
6.00000000E+02 3.57649433E+07 2.49087905E+04 -3.49554567E-03 -1.264321l19E+00 -3.57523392E-03
 
6.5C000000E+92 3.69851609E+C7 2.38794651E+04 -2.76795882E-03 -1.42493368E+00 -2.8451239CE-03
 
7,00000000E*02-... .Q3,i9ZE±Q7 2.27415642E+04 .--= &By_-­
7.5000 0uE+02 3.92579873E+07 2.15238934E+04 -1.24230938E-03 -1.63362310E+00 -1.31329322E-03
 
8.OO(000UE+O2 .030T0338E+07 2.02561383E+04 -4.46597495E-04 -1.67939563E+00 -5.14094568E-04
 
I 	8,5000000Qt02 4232746 +D7 1.89688154E 04 3.6936889-9F.-01_.- 68469264E+00 3,05497704E-04
 
' 	9.Q0000000E+G2 4.21997104E+07 1.7693219@E+04 I.20430508E-03 -1.6485Z908E+00 yA . '144096812-03
 
9*48000000E+02 4.30203545E+07 1.65093978E+04 2:02250865E-03 -1.57395530E00 q 1.96575059E-03
 
1.00C00000E+03 4,38007702E+07 1.34328998E+04 2.40075297E-03 -1.45821101E+00 2.34733107E-03
 
1.0500-0OOE+O3 4.44206842E+07 1.08928318E+04 2.62016260E,-03 -1.33565277E+00 2.56589506E-03
 
at-	 21. 00GQO OL___9.A8626_ ±9_+7 7.7161h190E±03. 549.E90-__321A.E± 	 .__,58j981OF-03 
1.15000000E+03 4.52064930E+07 6.45618027E+03 - 3.24722430E-03 -1.04872096E+00 3.204183I0-0W3 
1,15500C0OE+03 4.52363832E+07 5.50236029E+03 3.28122568E-03 -1.03259912E+00 '3.244*543iS8-03
 ;.J8000Q0E± 3.__ r69I3Q6E+.03 ...._840233E03 9.27909962E-_1- 3.521702. OE-03 
..ZC(;00'0E+.3 4.51023678E+07 -1.73289946+04 3.56110481E-03 -8.77670591E-01 3.65477505E-03 
1*25000000E+03 4*31153971E+07 -6.05337004E+04 3.84685704E-03 -6.81063840E-01 4.192763906-03 
5.51460661E-Ot_ 

1.30600000E+03 3.95004330E+07 -8.02663397E+04' 408740804E-03 -4,63540293E-01 4.44414f73E-03

.1.28UQLCOE+QL-	 7_.l7995350+QiA.00992949E_3 .628.E+O 4.44306969E-03
 
,I, 	 ------­
LI. 35000000-E+Q3---3.54336E3--8E+7. -821955323E+Q.4 .A.*26757f)79E-m03.- -:)-SMhSf925E-fl A- &f42 Rfl2 7p..fl 
1.40000000E+03 3.13Q21053E+07 -8.28514409E+04 4.42801251E-03 -6.74665698E-04 4.79624114E-03
 
1.45QOOOOO+03 Z.717G5137E+07 -8.21891587E+04 4.56855843F-03. 2.42685018E-01 4.93384358E-03
 
1. 50CQ00QCt +33 ,._._2 31C~k29402+0J.0 .r 1 05'E+04 . 468389E0At.2l4l.E~i.AIAS1 ~.t 
1.55000000E+03 ,.91765539E+07 -7.67633520E+04 4.81331978E-03 7.51229868E-01 5.58095330E-03
 
lq6OOOOOE+03 1.54364927L+Ci7 -7.36638344E+04 4.99534827E-03 1.03401098E+00 5.73198661E-03
 
1.6500000v.Et03. -1.911982187E+07 -nd152.3473404 ...-5.138957E_-__1-323.9QL95EtOfQ-l-i_,3 aS0naO-n5
 
1.68000000E+03 9.70270353F+06 -6.74341559E+04 5.20642902E-03 1.500Q6554E+00 5.88077058E-03
 
1.7000COOOE+03 8.40428557E+06 -6.20162918E+04 5.24451106E-03 1.61756820E+00 5.86467398E-03
 
1.74400000E+03 6.08977149E+06 -4,13693777E+04 5.3707090r _._. _3 Y4-EO_
 ___26O 

1,7500QOOQE+03 5.85065607E+06 -3,83757841E+04 5.38503182E-03 1.92587002E+00 6.01777352E-03 
1.o8000C000E+C3 4.37428205E+06 .-2.40700369E+04 5.48607958E-03 2.22199327E+00 5.878739236-03 
S1.85u00000E+03 3,2kA69687E+0& !,202339411E+04 .. 56.1496E O3m..2..5he98aE ±Q_.. .S_8LJ.Ef-O jh 

1.9C0000E+03 2.35883223E+06 -1.59212642E+04 5.61802559E-03 2.81042907E+00 5.87235888E-03
 
*195LG,(00E+03 1.68049289E+C6 -1.11333041E+04 5.65801984E-03 3,10317026E+00 5983404046E-03
 
E+0 3 2.00C00000CEt.Th _,155.6O543Et.6 ..-- 9 .8 4 2 8 7109 -- 5.686.2Y.329E-03.3.35-8-6.F+Qt..5-.S3lI&3.E3r______ 
2,050000002+03 6.98138587E+05 -8.43647783E+03 5.70469353E-03 3068701462E+00 5.83539032E-03
 
2.08000000£+03 4.58432009E+05 -7.53701222E+03 5.71160597E-03 ,3.86196884E 00 5.82766714E-03
 
2.100000OEtDM a.5.635 ZE±05. .. 7947051E+03 -

2.120000u0E+O 2.66925179E+05 -4,14933854E+03 5.71734133E-03 4,09349576E+00 .5.76072872E-03
 
2.20C00000E+03 6.29479020E+04 -1.15139081E+03 5.72203307E-03 4.55421027E+00 5.73934722E-03
 
22 . .. n,490255 97Et02 7? .F-__
iZkE+O4.. .
 




- - -tI, 
t- 80
 
-OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION
 
S2.847 .. _192 Z_7E 02....._2, 0 I0.Z145E.+03 
 .O1029145E+0t ._2,01029145E+03-...
 
STATIO N _/_LBIN/I-------VQ...L8/UN-...SLOE1/JN.. .EQ, PHI ..PoI. PR. A.IN. 
0. 0. 	 0. -9.75186387E-03 2.88351957E+00 -9.75186387E-03 
L 5.00000000E+01 7.47837740E+05 4.34811741E+04 -9.74805817E-03 2.39381239E+00 -9.87340695E-03
 
L-j9IQQnaE±azt024 abIaE+Ob_ ._J,46968220E+05 1.S. .
2__ -r96954376EO3 B9385255E+DO_ -1.0122951SE-02.... 

1.50000000E+02 1.478C3956E+07 2.19744105E+05 -9.49964780E-03 1.38577469E+00 _-I.01447312E-02
 
2,00000000F+02 2.66833792E+07 2.51856377E+05 -9.08761156E-03 8.84992679E-01 -9.83379522E-03
 
_,.5.O&s.QiQ _i± __.s~a6.9i... _- ,_243.72 05205 _. .8,424.2Z189Et03__ 4.*3.6985550E-C1_. r92_3895822EQO3U... . 
* 	3.00000000E+02 5.40600450E+07 2.90733296E+05 -7.48698850E-03 -3.47581334E-02 -8.36457065E-03
 
3.50000000E+02 6.79021826E+07- 2,52358306E 05 -6.2b415635F-03 -4.21669481E-01 -7.C3314175E-03
 
!L. .~9QQQ._QE±.Q2_.7326564 7_. ,6549579E+05. -4,79376931E-,]3_._-It302-5671E.-0T.- 5.27538330E .. . 
4,50000000E+02 8,27672609+07 1.47195456E+04 -3.17089357E-03 -9.44092125E-01 -3.21661589E-03 
5,00000000E+02 7.9359d922E+C7 -1,53995416E+05 -1.53554344E-03 -1.05081286E+00 -I.C5251902E-03 
S5.50000_0_ 2.._6 795Q .rZ,68.85.817E±05 .-.. ,305B.37CE-._-1,O53..7T.0. ._76393076_E0...... 
6.00000000E+02 5,47512708E+07 -2,64811853F+05 1.17388912E-03 -9.82440186E-01 2.02107570E-03 
6,50000000E+02 4.14424467E+07 -267480025E+05 2.13604879E-03 -8.55790860E-01 3.00039472E-03 
17A_.0Q Q-00OOgt924--_ ___89LO463.E6 O7...x,2.69717852E+05 ... 2.307644aE-03..k-s86760a2E-01_ 37112143.Et03... 
7,50000000E+02 1.'44795684E+07 -271422647E+05 3.25580693E-03 -4.89138140E-01 4915093406E-03 
8.OOOOOCOOE+02 8.78164692E+C.5 -2.7253G890E+05 3.40947663E-03 -2.76333965E&01 4.31759827F-03 
_8.50000000E+02 -1.27635aE+07 3.2906(736E-03. -6.20003536E-02- 4.20996665e---0---.....-,-273018511E+05 
U 9.000000002+02 -2.64135787E+07 -2,72901C72E+O5 2.9889019E-03 I.40082435E-01 3.82754541E-03 
9.48000000E+02 -3.94995699E+07 -2.72270C15E+05 2.26607542E-03 3,09805250E-01 3.20211914E-03 
i-_0Q~Qg£9 ..-f 95.0E-07 r._-2,720.01593E+05 2.03420823E-03.. 3,5305G116E-OL_ 2.972144.76E-0_...-..... 
1.00000000E+03 -5.35847514E±7 -2,69267437E+05 1.88170084E-03 4.65638119E-01 2.95256269E-03 
*I, -6,69748939E+07 1.58067052E-03 6.12221381E-01 2.903C1411E-0305000000E+03 	 -2.b5426938E+05 

_ -A.3_ 588711E 5 1,1.0370302E03 7.552 9 43 6 5E--1 . 2o82561443E-03. 
f1J.loo000E+03 -. 29049g3E 07 -2.55915084E+05 4.53428431E-04 8.80335775E-01 2.15952899E-03 
1 1.15500000E+03 -9.41768210E+07 -2.52843462E+05 3.83095991E-04 8.90906895E-01 2.06871907E-03 
t J4 	 3- 150-4 210....... 9. 433ft449E0. 
La.4a n L.-1V E8 7 0iE055Et0 -59421005E-O .. - ,.440 6 2 





1.25000000E+03 -1.07462953E+08 3.43696246E+04 -9.18689166E-04 9.45691961E-01 -1.11508702E-03
 
128000000E+03 -1.05122422+08 _.20929965E+05 -l.3398215E-Q3-.....8-,98.549781E-01_ _-2.02201053E-03.....
 
-130o0000E+03 1.50187720E405 -1.53562532E-03 8.5786531iE-01 -2.19812628E-03
- -1.02408989E+08 
-*-,-, 	 ­
- -- --- --- - - -
n,QOQ1v- '-9- _+__ 5 E*01 ..... L°6798490E+05 

1.40C00000E+03 -8.57767062E+07 1.80557209E+05 






_I.55000000E+03 -5.67920687E+07 1.99862511E+05 

11.6OqOOOOE+03 -4.68351388E+07 1.98432203E+05 

SQ Q QQ9+5 -3.k9I7556E+07.. 4.95254658E+05 

1.68000000E+03 -3.12107219E07 1.87412323E+05 

1.70000000E+03 -2.75676399E+07 1.75922084E+05 

_Ski4flOOCE+03 -2.0t957250E+7... 1.26371435E+05 

1.75000000E+03 -2.00608287E+07 1.18677713E+05 





I1.90000000E+03 -8.46283358E+06 5.53208686E+04 

1.95000000E+03 -6.07864865E+06 3.96899008E+04 

2.000000002+03 -4.2gQ. 8665E+0Q6 _3tA .334699E+O4 

2*05000000E+03 -2.55398224E406 3.04555165E+04 

2.08000000E+03 -1.68750521E406 2.72784064E+04 

2.0000 E9 -1143Z3iE±0Q6_.75093393et04




_ZU o2.0 .. ---





















































O]MEGA OMEGA SQ)UARED TTAL'-MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION 
.6,92943983E+_± ___;8A _]Q.70162.+±Q...2 01091A.5tQ+3:-.....2 .Q 19{)2945E±+.0i.. 2.O1Q 29.A.45E±.3_ L.( __ ___ _ 
STATXONJ M/Q LB IN/I.N -/Q LBI/N.. - . IN_.... -LO.Y!tEQtt_ Q- PHI P1_ PR'_I/IN 
0. 0. 0. -5.04735389E-03 1.12005227E+00 -5904735389E-03 
5.00000000E+01 1.51377852E+06 8.68976880E+04 -5.03959746E-63 8.63406415E-01 -5.29010862E-03 
1.Q.0O00Q0f±Q2 .... 1- 04-65.5742E-+....--2. 74605388E+05 -4 m.9 35,9029E-Q.35 8.7329896-02 I Z-5.ea472h13 
.o00OOOOOE+02 2.73260614E+07 3.81552707E+05 -4.56681921E-03 2,99068757E-0. -5.68690986E-03 
2.00G000GE+02 4.72596428E+07 4.07105688E+05 -3.82300114E-03 2.88696910E-02 -5.02914735-03 
2,50CC,0C OCE±+O2 ... b.784739 E+Q ..... 3,C38,8450E*05. -2ilt75,1-9.5iE3- . -_ 5-L6 5 2-83E- -l_ _4232883 - 3 
3.00000000E+02 8.32964421E+07 2.04159153E+05 -1.15337052E-03 -3.40008078E-01' -I.76962752E-03 
3.50OOOCOE+02 8.55881836E+07 -1.15714532E+05 5.62257406E-04 -3.61889117E-01 9.14862347E-04 
4.0000 _.00Q0+l9.t2L-90.601E, 7 ­ -3.95990601%E05 _2 165509i7-01_.-'2.521.ZJaE_-Bu--3.383-74_75-EA_ 
4.5C0000%0+02 4.83633264E+07 -5.32655279E+05 3.38450641E-03 -3.70915142E-02 5.03905719E-03 
5.0000000F-+02 2.28672815E+07 -4.46697149E+05 4,08966294E-03 2.31472105E-01 5@49078018E-03 
5 * 5 (C 0600 F022-- 2.&- 5 9.8fl _+C - =.2 7_4-0-472 tt.05 4. 364A8.215j-Q as.t.4_9-6-4895 QAE--Q1 .3!j3 1F-03 
6.OCOG00OOE+02 -7.24-71785E+06 -2.64944646E+05 4.35407666E-03 7.58584480E-01 5.20168807E-03 
6.50uOGOOOE+02 -2.0162725&E+07 -2.51158411E+05 4.07886309E-03 1.012020982+00 4.890466695-03 
7.JOLO QQO E±.O3_rB.2296.Z52±E+7.?_--.,33587065E+05 ... 3.55207543r__ _L.,/i223k5tf.kQ__ i_523Ef-3... 
.... 
.7.5COOOOOE+02 -4.34656666E+07 -2,12676569F+05 
8.00000000E+02 -5.35188618E+07 -1.89063363£+05 
8.COOCC0OOE+02 _ -6.2?403 570+071.6___-1•6355b834E+O5 
9.000000002+02 -6.98589493E1 7 -1.37119198E+05 
9.48CO00C0E+02 -7.58521914E+07 -1.11876613E+05 
9.6CUGOOQE±Z,. -77. 731480A417.±9L.-A.04692790E-t05 
I.000O000E+03 -7.99653540E+07 -4.54788260E+04 
1.05000000E+03 -8.11247496E+07 9.16011982E+03 
Il0 OO OOE+03 ,7.8t.858C68E+7 . 8.48837753E+04 
1.15000000E+uB -7.37960811E+07 1.02112456E+05 
I.I55O0000E+O3 -7.32396863E+07 1.20367718E+05
_.1:86000002+03 -6.70427521E+07.-. 3.4361 























9.657598382-01 -5.09001768E-037.88683532 -01 42 56561-03 
6.90696978E-01 -7.513108905-03 
_ 
1.25000000 +03 -1.98719123E+07 














- "-' 0 
r _q _ 
-1i3 5L CC 0E+C3 . .3:c0,947.4E*07 9.63642795E+05-. -4.68073033E-03 7:-7.07643 55E-O... A. 635A72Fl-0'A
 
l.40GOOCOE+03 1.28598218E+08 8.523t5902E+05 -4.16984690E-03 -1.20259732E+00 -7.95791757E-03
 
1.454C'OCOE+C3 1.67491883E+08 6.96629571F+05 -3.45497108E-03 -1.56685812E+00 -6.55110251E-03
 
1.500C000CGE+3 1.976L447E+0 5.04425182E+05 -2.57336995E-03 -1.85221370E*00-4.8I52kAE±D. ...
 
1.55000000E+3 .17485589E+08 2.85190831E+05 -1.32402664E-03 -2.06025766EtO0 -4.17593495E-03
 
1.bOOCCOOCE+03 2.26663115E+C8 1.28209461E+05 1.02087932E-03 -2.160O0143E+00 -2.61215297E-04
 
1.65000:003E+ . 2.31354528E+08 5.03476010E+04 3.43491942E-03_-2.09572784E*_00.2934 A......
 
1.680000OuE+63 "2.31359858E+08 -6.81272807E+04 4.89799838E-03 -1.97078687E+00 5.57927119E-03
 
1.700000005+C3 2.2b717971+E08 -2.02516138E+05 5.86752679E-03 -1.83669369E+00 7.89268816E-03
 
1.74400OC(+-.3 2.11717GSE+U8 -5.69868224E+05 9.76758S.Er.Q.3 .r.2097226E+0.- -1 .975A966fQ.....
 
1.75LOOOOE-C3 2.08177358E+C8 -6.06676981E+05 1.02714933E-02 -1.09131167E00 2.02744114E-02
 
1.80GGOCOE+C3 1.74242166E+08 -7.03747282E+05 1.41030507E-02 7.73772521E-02 2.55834305E-02
 
1.850C0C00E+-3 1.39480456E+08 .-6.79296138E+05 1.72382436,E02.....L.42i91593E*O0.... 2.82034.EM8:8 .l....
 
l.o90000uE+03 1.07Lb5469E+08 -6.C8552104E+05 1.96980093E-02 2.87427094E+00 2.94192889E-02
 
1.95LGGUOE+03 7.94316463E+07 -4.89502747E+05 2.15532591E-02 4.34741775E+00 2.92924330E-02
 
... .. -4.48376C73E+05 2.29034956E-02.5.8a0.4Z024E00- 2-*9.2032S5EO.... .
2000000C0E+ 3 5936t99CEt07 

2.05000000E+03 3.'7954462EC7 -3.95173873E+05 2.380b3635E-02 7.32911037E400 2.99283445E-02
 




2.LZOOOOZOE+03 1.39921930E+07 -2.08551676E+05 2.4451842CE-02 9.34183232E400 .2.76377826E-02
 
2.20GOCO0E+C3 3.44537535E4C6 -6.21470511F+04 2.47020818E-02 1.14703135E+01 2.56366239E-02
 
*2.5CQ02UktE .... 5._-304QEsC5. 2.47972164Et02 .1.27975212E+O "
 
* Ozu0 .3.911E+07 2.37868382E+05 2.4322426.5E-02. -..885..-808E+00. -ZU.91.1l6EQ ...... -. 
-3.573326b3E+04 .2.583-8J9.Bi 

2.30000000E+03 2.96475367E-23 -6.66828147E-05 2.48242421E-02 1.41102705E+01 2.48242421E-02
 




OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION
 
.....?0_LQZ9145E+03 -.2.01029.245E+03.- 2.,010291.45E+03 .0, 
:c STATION IN M/Q LB IN. .- V4Q. - LB/IN. 8_. kPPEJ Q...EQ. PHI PHI PR. 1/IN 
O. O. -1.62420261E-02 3.21933643E+00 -1.62420261E-02
 
5oOOOOOOOOE+O1 6.53603114E+06 3.72730103E+05 -1.62084197E-02 2.38876548E+00 -1.72829368E-02
 
1tQ& ~QA4h~±js3~ 11E+06 tL.57670 ZZE-OZ. 1.47725262E+00 -1.9C&,7003_4E-QL - -.1.50000000E+02 1.12178455E+08 1.50578799E+06 -1.42343623P-02 5.226677505-01 -1.86547713E-02
 
200000000E+02 1.88968149E+08 1.52979781E+06 -1.12246374E-02 -3.46683235E-C1 -1.57570226E-02
 






I 3.50000006E+02 2.64468442E+08 -1.61093690E+06 4.86847573E-03 -1.11810299E+00 9.77731733E-03 
!___OOOOOE0 35a02a3E Ch. r26_2.E0-9L396-,173382-o01 
_.34.53856E- 02­4.50000000E+02 1.47303422E+07 -2.62689048E+06 1.08061189E-02 5.20226549E-01 1.89658497E202
 
5.OCOC0000E+02 -8.82'830065E+07 -1.29805513E+06 9.95944283E-03 1.36938378E+00 1.40309428E-02
 
5.50000006E+02 -1.0829142+0Q8_ 3.18914 +7SE+,3-J,80 k936 E -03 -1,889875 Q. E
85013fr 
6.OOOOOOE+02 -1.07435614E+08 5.20273227E+04 5.70289136E-03 2.21588113E+00 5.53644545E-03 
t 6.50000000E+02 -1.03470673E+G8 1.07437121E+05 3.58920816E-03 2.43509767E+00 3.24203144E-03 
~~~~~~~~~~~ 2s46C8 & 1.kf2~4t03910967E,029.BZ29r3 

7.50000000E+02 -8.67797196E+07 2.27216527E+05 -2.55836692E-04 2.54165198E+00 -1.00517608E-03
8.00000000E+02 -7.39257127E+07 2.86560319E+05 -1.86783855E-03 2.44486949E+00 -2.82270875E-03 
8.50000000E+02 -5.81792268E+07 3.42584036E+05 -3.19355843E-03 2.?642632EOO __4..AZ 5 F ...... 
F9O0o0OOE+02 -3.975293332+07 393485189E+05 -4.177123182-03 2.01608638E+00 -5.51611417E-03I 9.48000000E+02 -1.98135244E+07 4.36244221E+05 -4.75224572E-03 1.73204409E+00 -6.25202036E-03 
9 2U O.±2--L-26-34-L .7,9.1-D..-.4a8552-:!3-- 6310E00 -6.38891552E-,03
1.OOOO0OOE+03 5.39923601E+06 5.34558940E+05 -4.85908346E-03 1.38838079E+00 -6.98499509E-03
 
1.05000000E+03 3.35417971E+07 6.013C7833E+05 -4.76102198E-03 1.02191544E+00 -7.75670721E-03
 
*ALfO0000E+03 6.i8d-BZ32S2E±CLY..-6..74349-34E+05. 74 .43723823Er03_... &4-8428 75Erfli8-..rfl9&0AA.5E03.­tlflsboooE+o3 9.98265755E+07 6.840809062+05 -3.81483722E-03 -8.375376602-03
-1.70686099E-01 
1"1 5100000E+03 1.03258138F+08 6.88346118E+05 -3.73849092E-03 1.289246170E-01 
Ii~x.A'6000oo0 E+03 1 * 2 4 65Z?_62~Q 8_ 67.3--752 57j5E1+0.5 - z UZ21237E7Q~l-- r-ltt6 2Z69?E-S) I.. _=6.. 87.Q5181.JErO.-­
4 8.32746504E-03 
1.200000QOE+03 1.33713300E+08 6.15096859E+05 -3.00927691E-03 -2.09186402E-01 -6.33412480E-03
 
1.259OOOOOE+03 1.51411153E+08 2.67501176E+04 -2.07330986E-03 -4.378656782-01 -2.22616767E-03
 
1.280000002E+03 1.46980671E+08 -3.25690741E+05 -1.49237158E-03-4.65990628E-O1j.._3.68718.3692-0Q4





33-O--0I aDQE-+OI 3 
1.40000000E+03 8.68443860E+07 






i, l 650_QOODQ-OO03-6 A478724-2EtQ7 
.. ... ...... .3. . ....i. 















































































































029-15 +-QF±i-L-J. 9 6659E+C5-. 0811E -. L 94E+0 
-7.83498785E+06 1.148213672+05 -1,02431033E-02 -3.25592295E+00 
-1.96114962E+06 3.51906419E+04 -1.03841663E-02 -4.17141515E+00 
_.3._Q12 . -5I6386-794E+Q.7298048E+CO1728=+ I04384 =Z4
3.32871585E-25 1.75007690E-08 -1.04538943E-02 -5.30658891E+00 

- -

















































t - 80 
Mode5
 
OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ OM ACCELERATIbN
 
1 .128470661+QZ-.., 2Z344.04E+Q4 . -2.01029145E+03 . Z.P_2_,02_145ED3t 0m 
LBIN PHISTATION IN MAQ LB IN/IN VQ P _Y__EQ_.IHI,IS.LQBELJ PR. 1/IN 
0. 0. 0. -6.47852661E-03 1.09141558E+00 -6.47852661E-03 
5.OOC0000E+0O 3.74883739E+06 2.11296733E+05 -6.4591340IE-03 7.56897857E-01 -7.06826634E-03 
1.O0000o00 ±0oZ2. 2.567A77E+07. 5,98320987E+05 .- 6,2124aa32E.-Dfl32.7l9637UE-o 
-7l95293814r-11 
1.50000000-+02 5.842192261+C7 7.19656127E+05 -5.39544990E-03 -1.39479435E-02 -7.50808095E-03 
2.UOO00COE+02 9.30934844E+07 6.48661440E+05 -3.87435825E-03 -3.50830862E-01 -5.79617010E-03 
2..5COGOOOgE+.. 1.2-T .4.23816467E+05 - i _1_7 f - 5 n __ -2.98531124­8th 165+E tO8 
3.00000000E+02 1.19433792E+08 -6.27369020E+05 7.68786924E-04 -5.94868454E-01 2.66250828E-03 
3.50000000b+02 5.73478667E+07 -1.74642099E+06 2.63046582E-03 -3.16245031E-01 7.95215411E-03 
4.QOOOQOCE+O .-tQjl125733E±97 .-m..97779413E+06 -2,82Zi_76trQl__,2k&D0r01 8.90668498-03 
4.500u000u2E+92 -1.23212511E+08 -l.20069112E+06 1.12354232E-03 4.89074984E-01 4.85316731E-03
5.OOCOOOOOE+02 -1.550798049E+08 1.26599395E+05 -1.72807626E-03 5.62199498E-01 -2.12516990E-03 
5.50000000E+J2 8. 92I06E+05 -4.48416572E-03 3_O0j_47_04£-Oj)-.18375.693+08_-7,219046211-03
 
-6.4 18 56 76 8Er0 3 
6.00000000E+02 -7.50287431E+07 8.67635261E+05 -1.12423408E-01 -9919430802E-03
 
6.50C000002+02 -3.19266040E+'G7 8.53079779E+05 -7.48691020E-03 -6.02236230E-01 -1.02435872E-02
 
7._000QQOEtp 9._287284 3E+6 .8 17561. 143+Et0 92910E-l3793-112143055E+00 -1.03727239E-02 
7.500000002+02 4.94745120E+07 7.60807500E+05 -7.10516535E-03 -1.62469884E+00 -9.61423911E-03 
8.00000000E+02 8.56804469E+07 6.84372539E+05 -5.74724254E-03 -2.06903833E+00 -8.02769417E-03 
8.50000000E+02 1.17637116E+08 5.91512968E+05 -3.70632340E-03 -2.41507017E+00 -5.698047152-03 
9.00000000E+02 1.44636976E+08 4.87013940E+05 -1.07486768E-03 -2.62822854E+00 -2.73212771E-03 
9.48OOOC.E+02 1.65487102E+08 3.81391157E+05 1.91044107E-03 -2.68107609E+00 5,99247113E-04
9.62OOOO 2..i.7A61O96+08 ._3505QQ702Et05- .. 2,_8518E-Q_.Bi__ k&_I4-+OQlh_9 
_1-O_ 
lO0ooooocE+03 l.78006722E+08 9*22842719E+04 3.40198877E-03 -2.57381495E+00 3.03497928E-03 
1.0500300E+33 1.77658126E+08 -1.51780155E+05 4.29113764E-03 -2.37974951E+00 5.04729870E-03 
1.IOOCOLE+03 .1.60748522+08-4.91441940E+05 .. 35389370_E-03 -203622257E+00 8.66_59669E-03 
1.15000000E+03 '1.337597072+08 -5,658993582+05 6.497044061-03 -1.56146484E+00 1.02697064E-02. . 
1.15500000E+03 1,30739182E+08 -6.41874672E+05 6.59650353E-03 -1.50859319E+00 1.087566801-02 
1.1860QO.QE+03 1.997923E+ -l .!3552 072+06 7.128219572-03 -1.10731143E+00 1.53095821-02 
1.2000000E+03 7.53068372E+07 -2.13176543E+06 7.27902925E-03 -8.67539365E-01 -1.88020857E-02
 
1.25OOuOOCE+J3 -6.76974348E+07 -3.01062788E+06 7.32777333E-03 3.18713524E-01 2.45313612E-02
 
1.28L,0O000pE+33 -1.46890520E+08 -2.12090734E+06 6.90381519E-03 9.85482240E-01 1.90232857E-02
 
-1.841284752+08
13-i+0 1.579205012+06 6.58379649-03 1 .28597884E+00 6
 
.... ___.. ........ . .. .*_=. . . . .
 
. 05.fIZ O-2+3._-.3Z.51947.1R i 5-.ItOhb.:... 5239S5E-03 l.5-1o6+nn' 1-n-n
a l 

1.40000000E+03 -2.91913940E+08 -4.74221235E+05 4.20601520E-03 2.31323331E+00 6.31366513E-03 "
 
1.45000000E+23 -2.97813479E+08 2.48185589E+05 2.77391240E-03. 2.51407050E+00 1.67086534E-03
 
9535386X5i-O1965 	 -79-4lifl 4~t
835E lz 624F-01 
1.55C00000E+03 -1.99031103E+08 1.64548962E+06 3.12980842E-05 2.12741831E+00 "-1.'69235981E-O2,i x:" 
' 
1.60000000E+03 -1.02228999E+08 2.04981026E+06 -1.57026798E-03 1.L1664583E+O0 -2.20683706E-02' ,;
1 .6 5Q.O.O...Q5+E_+ IFfQ__7_22._ .. 	 142 2.19 Q - 2,30"&79A3E'04 U-319--"D-,-±Q3 	 - ._g__5. Fa .6.,.. .,0 -=1,327 
1.68000000E+03 6.40499099E+07 2.03166861E+06' -1.89275251E-03 -7.03393404E-01 -2.22C94'AAAF-l2
 
1.70000000E+03 1.03172099E+08 1.85708863E+06 -1.53949903E-03 -1.12921080E+00 -2.01103854E-02 
1.74400000E+03 1.64266851E+08 7.4532+4855E+05 2.866 022E03 -:°21905 E0 - t1A7° iflk42E- -,7.2 
1.75000GOO+03 .1 .68174866E+08 5.59595609E+05 1.28606402E-03 -2.21959057E+00 -1.4 2 M_2zE.t_02 
1.80000002+03 f1l69293221E+08' ,,.2o919 70800E+05 4.73176531E-03 -2.08812745E+00 9.4§474737E-'-? '<A, 
1.*85000000OE+13 .-..in-i3ZIa2±8 a L63& f)Dl..17'o419830±5..9312S~l~ >~~jI  

1.9OOOOOO0E+03 1.25456574E+08 '-5.40932624E+05 1.07106972E-02 -5.94319645E-01 1.93517935E-02 ;, ,
 
1.95000000&+03 9.78421144E+07 -5.48582445E+05 1.29443308E-02 4.38207829E-01 2.16175711E-02.
2.00000Q.0Q}E±Q._3 _ ..-,527329768 ... 	 ..5A4 .Blf.E+±02..Zfl ...
.2A8._J_4flAEftL E05 .,,62924ZEz0___Z 	 8494F-02 

2.050000COE+03 4.55172678E+07 -4.81623359E+05 1.57892367E-02 2.71144197E+00 2.32p04ti'6E b,. 9 ,,,,", 
2. 08000000E+03 3.16366977E+07 -4.42256942E+05 1.62509795E-02 3.40685965E+00 2 306'T-Z,'88E- 2 ',< 4, 
.2 	000.00_EQ±.. 2.51187259F-_Q..-...3..10037694Et.5-. 1*6.477..585-0E n._. 3.0-A0,&E±0..- 2127644F-60} ,
 
2.1200000UE+03 1.92589682E+07 -2.75336327F+05 1.66546332E-02 4.25550267E+00 2.0860099E-02
 
2.2000000COE+03 4.93324669E+06 -8.78759795E+04 1.70046890E-02 5.82234946E+00 '1.83261323E-02
 
?.25QOOCOE+03 .. -5.41±Z22606E+0 ._ Q.9A4_LE+0O 1.97131673F102
k.2.69Z223Et06 1.7..LS_.5_Q.._-











ACC=Q.OUTST =0... 5 0. ,lOC. . ,15 0.. 200.. .---.---. -- -	 ;-, 7.... ..... ...... ..............................................250. ,300  , 	 %,. , ,,/.,' % "z,,.Vt' : ,. ;. . "' ,,­
'350.,40.,450.,500.,550.,600.,650.,700., 	 ',v , -' ,
-,.---.,--...'.?
. L. __.. . .  	 ­750.,800.,850. ,90.0.j.9 8a,,9.62.',t0.0®t s ....................... ..-.. -- .., '.  ~ . .. ... 

1050. ,1100. ,i1C., 1155., 1186. 1200. , 1250.,
 
1280. 1300. 13 5C. 1400., 1450. 1500. ,1550.,
 













OMEGA UMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZE D MASS INTG. PHI SQ D" -ACCELERATION
 
LI.6ZD_4O5.i..I_2 3 IZ0594E+02 1.67761658E+03 1.67761658E+03 - L.67761658E+03 - D . 
......... L .. /XN_, .V/Q
1T_ I.L LB/IN B.SLOPE I/IN Y/Q. EQ, PHI PHI PR. 1/IN

0. 0. 0. -6.52639738E-03 2.15048236E+00 -6.52639738E-03 
5OOOOOOGOE+O1 1.67299753E+05 9.76276554E+03 -6.52554769E-03 1.82368954E+00 -6.55369208E-03 
tIO QQ~flflfl.lEtC_ 227S159flQb--.35328075E+04 -6.51368374E-03 1.49456200E+00 -6.61137549E-03 
i,1.50000000E+02 3.38571209E+06 5.10724236E+04 -6.46905114E-03 1.16349027E+00 -6.61897995E-03 
2.O00OOOO0E+02 6.17405786E+06 5.9436o461E+04 -6.37413213E-03 8.33953835E-01 -6.55022716E-03 [.2..5QQ_0Q0OE.Q2..aaan_.UL%.. 
-6.57988759E+04 .- 6.219.S.4155.r3 5.02413307E-01 -6.41660413E-03 
3f0ooooooooE+02 1.28985497E+07 7.75868240E+04 -5.99874319E-03 1.92961867E-01 -6.23294000E-03 
3.50000000E+02 1.68877880F+07 7.95032735E+04 -5.70103874E-03 -1.11964718E-Cl -5.9433C085E-03
 
_LA.flflQQ0Q0f222_0SQ+ 5Aa_± 950-6373Et04. -5.3250382aEQ3_-399314859E-01 
-5.53100725E-03
.5  0Q.... 6J 

4.50000000E+02 2.33764664E+07 4.66277778E+04 -4.88324983E-03 -6.63308533E-01 -5.02808652E-03
 
5.OOOOOOOOE+02 2.56918591E+07 4.59536766E+04 -4.39251038E-03 -9.02622620E-01 -4.53664940E-03
 
_5.50000000E+02 . 9b5_&89 ( .. 50849581tQ4 , -3.855833A3Ez0-3..-. l.o 19722EO00- -3.998.64458Ej! Df... .
F6.000000C0+02 3.01974951E+07 4.40447186E+04 -3.27408592E-03 -1.30172621E+00 -3.41499387E-03I 6.50000000E+02 3.23706189E+07 4.28580134E+04 -2.64830586E-03 -1.45695412E+00 -2.78679901E-03 
-I-Q-QQqD j±DA181-E.. -78--- 9794771&Ez03 .-z5796L8458Et0 -2.11531685.E:03 . 
7.50000000E+02 3.o5242876E+07 4.01549344E+04 -1.26950541E-03 -1.66778738E+00 -1.40193272E-03 
8OOOOOOOOE+02 3.84957953E+07 3.86980103E+04 -5.19183133E-04 -1.71920419E+00 -6.48131819E-04 
8.50000000E+02 4.03936262E+07 3.72133972E+04 -2.69834836E-04 r.1Z3lR284E±OP 1.445-3162-04. 
[90000oo0OE+02 4.22172397E+07- 3.57351231E+04 1.09606672E-03 -1.70412992E+00 9.74463650E-04 
9*480000002+02 4.38991832E+07 3.43550011E+04 1.92289040E-03 -1.63755677E+00 1.80478051E-03 
L-9knnnQn+.O -. Aaz 4UaEt.07---.39.644440E+OA.4.. 2,177Qoa42E-fl3.- -610 55577E±-00 ..2 Ct5294.865ErQ-03.
1.00000000E+03 4.55940114E+07 3.07413885E+04 2.31137101E-C3 -1.52998077E+00 2.18911419E-03 
1.05000000E+03, 4.70698191E 07 2.77278325E+04 2.54191424E-03 -1.41544130E+00 2.40377558E-03 
1o19000000E£+03 8__341_ E±Q-.2.. -_34 b5i6E+O - 2.5.-0253E 00_ nl,2.8827b3h 00 2.693i561ZE-03..--- . 
.15000000E+03 4.94790064E+07 2.23988178E+04 3.21800206E-03 -1.14424299E+00 3.06867661E-03 
],15500000E+03 4.95880660E+07 2.12276701E+04 3.25524569E-03 :-1.12878697E+00 3.113727892-03 
I 18600'000E+03 5.08035 E+0 .a856584Q0t. 9 _3.±4l_,a2Q.572 +00 ....±4473_3. 79E-03 ......... 
1.20000000E+03 5.00702190E+07 -7.16639123E+03 3.56397175E-03 -9.78163404E-01 3.60270900E-03
 
1.25.000000E+03 4.82956417E+07 -6.20230407E+04 3.88277776E-03 -7.81806332E-01 4.23719513E-03
 
1.28000000E+03 4.61266795E+07 . 5 37612-Cl _4.53408954E-0 .
-8.19640413+04 06572359-03_
[1.so0000a0E+o3 4,44260229E+07 -8.79536622E+04 4.15281268E-03 -5.60414479E-01 4.54371785E-03
 
,- , , ,
 
I- -.'." - *--- -- ..---- - -- ,±.-' .. 
.9_riI5___0 Q+0 

I 1.40000000E+03 3.53800549E+07 -9.19855335E+04 

1.45000000E+03 3.07804876E+07 -9.17381331E+04 






















































































































































































































OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION
 
3,42D698.8.+ +01. ,J.7Q5E+Q3 ..,6'761658Et+03 .6776Lk 8E.3I.t..65_+.. ..
 
STATION IN ./. L IN/N. V/Q. LB/IN. ..... SLQ-P.E..Z N ....Y._/..Q. PHI PRH.I..._LIN 
C. 0. 0 -1.23480553E-02 3.31847410E+00 -1.23480553E-02
 
5.000000(0E+Ol 1.11767432E+06 6.47641314E+04 -1.23423554E-02 2.69791155E+00 -1.25290593E-02
 
1,0000000GEt02 -. 2,15220163E+05 - 28903222E- ­2..98,0k67173E+66 -1.22642499E-2.-..2,.6228603E00. ....
 
1.50000000E+&2 2.15962168E+C 7 3.16599212E+05 -1.19768857E-02 1.41531977E+00 -1.29062981E-02,
 
2.OOCOOuO0E+02 3.86148094F+07 3.57434065E+05 -1.13780794E-02 7.79830517E-01 -1.24370617E-02
 
2,50000Q00E+i2 5..T7Q82045E+07 ... 76850714E+05 -1.0423a9Z1E02. 83a4732E -Ad- fla12aE___
 
3.00COCOOE+02 7.57779509E+67 3.54857902E+05 -9.09316647E-03 -3.67348568E-01' -1.01643096E-02
 
3.50000000E+02 9.06747011E+07 2.24527334E+05 -7.41775494E-03 -8.26531419E-01 -8.10193389E-03
 
S.4,.0000tOOtEa?T._ 718147E 7 7.45463549E+03 -5%52507105f - -zI-,6Z.567-5 9Et0.0-S__-.48DZ2= M-_
 
4.5000GOOE+02 9.05783019E+07 -2.16086505E+05 -3.63044199E-03 -1.37843640E+00 -2.95922721E-03
 
5.00000300E+02 7.96394316E+07 -2.21533842E+05 -1.92781037E-03 -1.48233616E+00 -1.23294387E-03
 
5.500Q00'0o +C2 6,$429911EtQ7 -4 4673.215IE-QA--_ O4QZS+_QDt73Dfl43f0Erl4
I. -2,27.218254E+05, 

S6.00000000E+02 5.69184339E+07 -2.32854523E+05 8.07132037Er04 -1.45881701E+00 1.55208066E-03
 
6.500000OE+02 4.51404045E+07 -2.38200416E+05 1.82816611E-03 -1.35408280E+00 2.59789672E-03
 
z.DOOOOOOOE+02..O...3.aO65594a±07 _-2,43057884E+05 _2s6i10A9irCI__- .20iO1I9E Q...L 4l-O4A.. .
 
7.50000000F+02 2.08453293E+07 -2.47274198E+05 3.15091105E-03 -1.01771410E+00 3.96639880E-03
 
8.OOOOGOOOE+02 8.39162664E+06 -2.50742965E+05 3.44356973E-03. -8.10529900E-01 4.279090I0E-03
 
.8,50q-pQ!pE+Ot-4.21549339E+0.-2.53405QQ2E+Q5 _3,A8555Z 90E- .__-.94021847Q._j _
4 L3 88a -03
 
9.00000000E+u2 -1.69352116E+07 -2.55249037E+05 3.27419948E-03 -3.80911854E-01 4.14278658E-03
 
9.48000OOOE+02 -2.92147582E+07 -2.56283784E+05 2.83123916E-03 -1.91437703E-01 3.71232343E-03
 
S,6Z00Ov.+0 2-z3,280440257E±07. -2,5459735E+05. 2.65758772E3.-- _A406-34274E-01.35_1931.3E-0_
 
i.O00OOOOE+03 -4.25700555+07 -2.57242701E+05 2.53891636E-03 -5.61322198E-03 3.56195650E-03
 
1.050COCOUE+03 -5.54197010E+07 -2.563219822+05 2.29410181E-03 1.72783068E-01 3-.57108497E-03
 
',., 3.XO00 E_+_.:.450.5Q0+±_7z_-2. 2852120E+05 1.893033002-03 3,135488E-0. 5787138 -03
 
i 1.15000000E+03 -8.07489403E+07 -2.51198996E+05 1.33322930E-03 5.16427817E-01 3.00788928E-03
 
1.15500000E+03 -8.19990080E+07 -2.48816850E+05 1.27204512E-03 5.31275180E-01 2.93082412E-03
 
1.1860000C0E+03 -8.93267093E+07 -2 1383355E05 8.87812431E-04 6.11842858E-01 2.03042516E-03
 
i62000000E+03 -9.2037540E+07 -1.755605792+05 7.33857148E-04 6.37850419E-01. 1.68283325E-03
 
1.25000000E+03 -9.63001822E+07 7.68534330E+03 1.21310189E-04 ' 6.83705356E-01 7.73939420E-05
 
1.28000600E+03 -9.481302732+07 9.12446115E+04 -2.49394680E-04 6.73271657E-01 -7.70792460E-04
 







1.4COCCO0GE+u3 -7.89843411E+07 1.52603430E+05 -1.25776843E-03 5.10645901E-01 -1.93600590E-03
 
1.450uCC~uc+J3 -7.1u291129E+07 1.65117076E+05 -1.61862851E-03 4.03220010E-01 -2.35248218E-03
 
1.56C00UE+53 -6,25Zi.09E±0Q_.I.,74427767E+05 -1.93986123'-03 2.7629.604OE-01 r2.7105_-iE5.73_E- _____
 
1.5EGOOCOOE+03 -5.36480930E+07 1.80013576E+05 -2.28162508E-03 1.22389218E-01 -4.08176084E-03
 
1.60000O0CE+03 -4.46087374E+07 1.80892155E+05 -2.79879887E-03 -9.54115216E-02 -4.60772042E-03
 
1.65C000002+03 rA.5&02025E±.. 1.78859884E+05 -3.22086457-03.. *3.36383670E-01l -5.00946.3AEr-l ___
 
1.6800000E+33 -3.03052838E+07 1.72816811E+05 -3.42889329E-03 -4.89162809E-01 -5.15706139E-03
 
1.350'OOCL+0]3. -u8.6Z49_2BE±07. .31 5.4328E+05 .. .  A1SI.5&83EF-l'.
 
.1.7C00002+03 -2.69339991E+07 1.63458311E+05 -3.54933172E03 -5.926815072-01 -5.183914832-03
 
31.7440C1 + -,3 -2.0570124ZE0Q7 _ 1.2057138CE+u5 - 3 .964 5 66 0 8 F- .-- ,A986448E Q1.-5s553E2. t.
 
1.75CCOG0 E+03 -1.98674879E+07 1.13708085E+05 -4.01308298E-03 -8.99512866E-01 -5.88790714E-03
 
1.0CCOOOOCE+03 -1.52508619E+07 , 7.86233942E+04 -4.36129729E-03 -1.18499471E+00 -5.64389752E-03
 
1.85.OrO0uE+O3 -1.15.76&6i-EtD7.. .6.79633683E+04 -4.62868422E-03 .--.1, 4 6 9 6 8062E+00 ,.1I.523-1E-a..
 
i.9COuOjua+.o -8.49282289E+06 5.50069114E+04 -4.82829935E-03 -1.75589150+00 -5.70700400E-03
 
1.9000000 +3 -6.1114746E+06 3.97610827E+04 -4.97309852E-03 -2.03893731E+00 -5.60173223E-03
 
2.0C00O~0L+0J3 -4.23113f6t.t .3..54.669370E+04 .- 5.076&19354ErC03. .zZ31294838E+00. 9.6.A 1an.aE-o3:
 
2.u5000 E+03 -2 .576o9693E+0 6  3.06183502E+04 -5.14386786E-03 -2.60135132E+00 -5.61820326E-03 
2.U8CC00C0E- 03 -1.70527325E+06 2.74434234E+04 -5.16946443E-03 -2.769537542+00 -5.59206103E-03
 
2.00U00002+03 -1.329b044a8206 1.76613994E+04 -5.18157tI1E 03 Z.37882648Et0- -5.45Z45-4,47,-3
 
2.1200C0L0t+.A -9.99352486E+05 1.53495112E+04 -5.19085912E-03 -2.98761059E+00 n5.42534600E-03
 
2.2CGOOO(J0+05 -2.38689070E+05 4.34788274E+03 -5.20851378E-03 -3.41529316E+00 -5.27389548E-03
 
2.3500OOvF+U3 ..- :6.7o4939E+04- .2,6532940E+03 -5.215079742E03 -3
 





OdM-EGA O?4EGA SQUA RED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS XNTG. PHIf SQ DM ACCELERATION 
STATION IN _!I .. J_......LB/LN.... B..SLOPE. 1/IN- --- YIQ_,£FQ, PHI.-.- PHI PR /IN. 
0. 0. 0. -3.22839873E-03 7.30026833E-01 -3.22839873E-03
 
5.00000000E+01 9.95189750E+05 5.71810547E+04 --3.22330202E-03 5.65794297E-01 -3.38814522E-03
 
1 0000_+ 2 6, ULM2_0Z1OQE±Qb_-I5l.2Z8E+O5- -3.15.500.41LE-03 3.88729408E-01 -3.68301391E-03
 
1.50000000E+02 1.80722340E+07 2.53358221E+05 -2.91120802E-03 2.03486003E-01 -3.65496942E-03
 
2.OOOOOOOOE+02 3.13391524E+07 2.71589787E+05 -2.41855176E-03 3.00066438E-02 -3.22320028E-03
 
_.500000q0E+02 4-_4.aL.1365IE±. 7_. ka.9_9.ml-E±p.5 =_4.65626600E-03 -I.13112465E-01 -2.44270348E-03
 
3.O0000000E02 5.58172610E+07 1#51216900E+05 -6.40886571E-04 -2.04497682E-01 -1.09733671E-03
 
3.50000000E02 5.85861753E+07 -4.21895330E+04 5.19347209E-04 -2.16141296E-01 6.47907015E-04
 
4.0,0000000E+02 5.20l7h1E±.0D A -2Z3.943E+50-5 1.63977497EtQ3r..41656850E-01 .2.27733315E-03.
 
4.50000000E+02 3.95018898E+07 -2.71909965E+05 2.56103575E-03 3.29131161E-03 3.4C0,565114E-03
 
5.00000000E+02 2.59310959E+07 -2.70431323e+05 3.21524290E-03 1.91188677E-01 4.06348200E-03
 
5.50000000E 02 1.25115672EtQ 65_7_91Ext.p3__,5 998Zs._ ,..968819E-01 .441Z0537E-03
 
S6';O0000S0OOE-+02 
 -5.90352806E+05 -2,57695834E+05 3.71782072E-03 6.30695339E-01 4.54224171E-03
 
6,50000000+02 -1.31989569E+07 -2.46063715E+05 3.57895811E-03 8.54704183E-01 4.37409850E-03
 
22oopaO42_-2 5xaL9aaE±Q2.312E2-a1B05..I.319431(55Et 02,.1.06381126E±00 3.9A484*641 1E-03
 
7 50000000E+02 -3.62502514E+07 -2.12915519E+05 2.57890573E-03 1.24551925E+00 3.28108170E-03
 
8.00000000E+02 -4.63887580E+07 -1,92252275E+05 1.75079295E-03 1.38821275E400 2.39141189E-03
 
8.50000000E+02 -5.54444214E+07ztA=_J_ ilL0 ~tQ&3BE .tA,_8t33155Ej0Q. j3Q209673E703
t
4 00o00E 0 -6.33450001E+07 -1.46202636E+05 -4.59272491E-04 1.51551246E+00 3.82405488E-05
 
4000 02 -6.98180423E07 -1.23582725E+05 -1.73937579E-03 1.48537892E+00 -1.31450773E-03
 
Sazo~an~ozzm~ohAAE~7 1.7Il52f~ -A35J60E03.--AA&4nQ69a-5E+0- -.I.73125.07E-Tfl3
 
1.00000000E+03 -7.47261245E+07 -6.37001841E+04 -2.36534212E-03 1.39052695E+00 -2.11200997E-03
 
1.05000000E+03 -7.689965662+07 -1.40453688E+04 -2.74348845E-03 1.27265642E+00 -2.67351514E-03
 
1.O4OO~O -7 56078718E+07 9;.526f866Ef43,f27831ZE-zO---d1 556A+nff360QB55E=l3-­
E+07 7.12207510E+04 -3.79472853E-03- 9.18682862E-01 -4.26953353E-03
 
*5463 -7,2034090lE+07 8#82674332E+04 -3.84904480E-03' 8.96914033E-01 -4.43749435E-03
 
I4tliOb 06O9403 -6.69825,52 E+0L -- 29-3BIbhE±Dz4 l IES3.4f4Zb, .77650-762E-03­
2000000E+03 -6.16249619E+07 4.63515005E+05 -4.27304384E-03 6.52777221E-01 -6.77853036E-03 
*2000000E+03 -2.38212512E+07 9.69648873E+05 -4.56254724E-03 2.14840482E-01 -1.01033979E-02 
iiodop+03 6.12285844E+06 1.00055709E+06 -4.59709849E--03 -935_6_QEOZ_=LDaA66 - -
S-," 3v 5 A' E4'07 9.67399115E+05 -4.56624309E-03 -2.73353105E-01 -8.86579472E-03 
-46. 
'~ r Q 4 
1.35000000F+03 7E.I±u4A13-22EtO7 .4.11983939E+05 -4.32739&86E-03 r7a0364138E-01 -8.380652812-03
 
1.40000000E+03 1.16269746E+08 8.09561853E+05 -3.87u25618E-03 -1.10428534E+00 -7.46830886E-03
 
1.45000000E+03 1.53300944E+08 6.65249823E+05 -3.21935696E-03 -1.44685105E+00 -6.17602284E-03
 
1.50000000+03 1.82216315F+08. 4.86295842E+05 -2.40923794E-03 -1.71665829F+00 -4.57055280E-03
 




L__,_ pqOcLQO +? .. 22ZUQ E+Q8 6.102485092+04 3.17214933E-03 -1.96642379E+00 2.56190O82EnO3
 
1.68000000E+03 2.16325588E+08 -5.10315464E+04 4.53890163E-03 -1.85484369E+00 f
 
1.70000000E+03 2.14092367E+08 -1.78459524E+05 5.44593927E-03 -1.73264691E+00 7.23C53450E-03
 
1.74400000E+03 1.9853114E+28 -5.28810069F+05 9.10018438E-03 -1.153709975+00 1.783045692-02
 
iE. --oo-o-ooE+03 1.95248707E+08 -5.64178206E+35 9.57276264F-03 -1.04353094E+00 1.88749589E-02
 
1.80000000E+03 1.63543342E+08 -6.58976749E+05 1.31679005E-02 4.75559802E-02 2.39179291E-02
 
L~biOfl00D £E3...1t30 79E+08 -t.36789263E+05 1.61112338E-02 1.31077212E+00 2.63903179Er02
 
1.90000000E+03 1.00532176E+08 -5.71013845'+05 1.84214208E-02 2.66454626E+00 2.75430477E-02
 
1.95000000E+03 7.463279802+07 -4.59730729E+05 2.01643965E-02 4.04398188E+00 2.74328665E-02
 
.----OQOE00 i__5.25A5245_t07 r4.2119olG+ 3 5  2.14331387F-02 .5,43294222E+00 2.80246277E-02
 
2.05000000E+03 3.27C301292+07 -3.71280206E+05 2.22816344E-02 6.83672029E+00 2.80334579F-02
 
' 2.Q80000002+03 2.20857454;+07 -3.358560982+05 2.26093042E-02 7.67439749E+00 2.77810950E-02
v000E0...7i529099E+972 27667126E-02 8,20095800E+00 26195 418-02
2L__. -2.235596652+05 

2.12000000E+03 1.315't29422+O7 -1.96019419E+05 2.28883742E-02 8.72183549E+00 2.58828658F-02
 
2.20000002E+03 3.23976290E+06 -5.84341709C+04 2.31236498E-02 1.07149093E+01 2.40023591E-02
 
2.250002O+ 3L 9.27520141E+05 -3.36017651E+04 2.32131093r-02 1.19576973E+01 2.48931976.E02
 
2.32385241E-02 1.31'68958E+01 2.32385241E-02






........- ..-...- -..--- - - - - - - - ..- . . .. ....-- - - - - - - - - .. --..  . ......... . 
. . ... .. . . .. -...
II_'_. . . . . . .... .. 
____ ____ ___ 
t 	 = 100 
Mode 4 
OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION
 
1.*01 7Aas_76±__2... L.(fl_9i_9.L1E.tQ. _i, 6L7..165 &.EtO.1___ J5E~l tbJ_!_ }.Eb.__bi_7BE±O 	 0 
.. .. STATIUN. IN _M/.QL . N .... V/Q .L _/iN_.... Si i I/- _Q._ __ PHI PR. 1/TN 
0. 0. 0. -8.90379179E-03 1.70634210E+00 -8.90379179E-03
 
5.0000OOOGE+01 4.87068773E+06 2.77031225E+U5 -8.87871475E-03 1.24738943E+00 -9.67734837E-03
 
1,00000 QE +L2-25532a7E+0-78.27326607E±Q5 8.5 51M.7.EFl-_0 .a5 1 -6L- _--L. 53E­
1.500000005+02 8.14761336E+07 1.06807491E+06 -7.43138093E-03 1.82420748E-01 -1.05668343E-02
 
2.00000000E+02 1.35114921E+08 1.05170285E+06 -5.26395634E-03 -2.97626446E-01 -8.37987300E-03
 
2.50 0q00G =t)2 .. 1. s3__a2Et0_a 8&8A7 36 Ei-i5 	 1Er __- Q29 -4a65392817F-03_ 2.-058 5I53Er- nI 

3.00000000E+02 2.06609454E+08 -1.14556135E+05 1.92631214E-03 -7.03345607E-01 2.27210129E-03
 
3.5000000E+02 1.70756778E+08 -1.22216121E+06 5.79297450E-03 -3.98472639E-01 9.51714012E-03
 
4. O Q0O Q Q 0±Q+Q _2 9ZQ 3 3_9S36 -__ i3868Q5 E+_ _ _i f1.8428674E-01 I.29849031F-02 .
 
4.5COOOOOCE+02 4.45732738E+07 -7.58840187E+05 9.87995259E-03 8.17413737E-01 1.22370861E-02
 




'6.000000E+02 -5.836o6971E+07 -5.82494748E+05 7266028108E+00 1.11972059E-0,2
 
5.5 OU6CCDGC,E+0_2 -Zt7L7U1hBTE51QQ5EtFL2-_, _7 	 22_5_7 1.22926390E-02 
6.50000O00E+02 -8.51091826E+07 -4.84301777E+05 7.89074288E-03 3.17909232E+00 9o45573552E-0q3
 
... 000 -1.*065 f3Z-49E±Q.tia32E± 	 83 35ZEQQ. 717367690E-03mLC~QO&E+Q2. 	 u-494lkrll$9 
7.50000000E+02 -l.21911541E+08 -2.44370475E+05 3.66956745E-03 3.88951560E+00 4.47547900E-03
 
8.00000000E+02 -1.30845548E+08 -1.10949081E+05 1.13057285E-03 4.03975893E+00 1.50027502E-03
 
_8.50000000E+02 -1.32994o76E+08 2.497C8984E+04 -1.51916151E'-03 4.03740219E+00 -1.60324273E-03 9.0000000E+02 -1.28393243E+08 1.58205012E+05 -4.14414893E-03 3,87984010E+00 -4.68250486E-03
 
9.48000000E+02 -1.17867262E+08 2.78805657E+05 -6.51751571E-03 3.5871'185E+00 -7.47602848E-03
i99620 OD +oft_-LA3Q.k51 37_.h1t99+_Z8__ l±9 Lzki-7i1k296lBt - lh7707 O±0 -8L220 2 5l-0O ! 
1.00000000E+03 -9.57158414E+07 5.78761672E+05 -7.49715487E-03 3.13130371E+00 -9.79885835E-03
 
1.05000000E+03 -6.20692675E+07 8.05759869E+05 -7.89093189E-03 2.59586888E+00 -1.19051868E-02
 
1.i.u 0 3 -t3A44627E+97__ 1-.0Q_90 497982+06 -8.13524186E-03 1,91282264E+00 -1.54052284E-02 
F1.150O000 	E+03 4.24677815E+07 1.14164203E+06 -8.02773453E-03 1.13424684E+00 -1.56386814E-09
 
1.15500000E+03 4.82875118E+07 1.18572109E+06 -7.99362980E-03 1.05539341E+00 :1589843706-,
O2U' ;
S14.86.C00+03 8.99786206E+07 1.592687922+06 -7.691030912-03 5.456072382-011 -1 63001548E0[

1.20600000+03 1.13937887E+08 1.81017339E+06 -7.51843946E-03 3.09584221E-01 -1.73031605E-02
 
1.25000000E+03 2.04614336E+08 1.46980326E+0 -6.48136305E-03 -5.61042345E-01 -1.48802388E-02
 
1.28000000E03 2.37326353E+08 6.44423532E+05 -5.61800955E-03 -9.29773352E-01 -9.30042973E-03
 
1.30000000E+03 2.46416199E+08 2.55058507E+05 -5.15162843E-03 -1,07789779E200 -;2 041
 I 
L.3500000QE±03 __ 52&8-b249E+0B .. 3. 83604807E+04,. -3.9474149020r3 -1.3603097033E+0O.-2,_ 6A _8FE-On­
1.40GCCOOOE+03 2.41821737E+C8 -3.772C0022E+05 -2.75333538E-03 -1.45238180E+00 -1.07689084E-03
 
1.45COGOOOE+03 2.14151130c+08 -7.29078488E+05 -1.65018985E-03 -1.43893506E+00 1.59015898E-03
 
Q_I.50000000E+0B.3.._1.69231419Ej-08 -1.062013978+06 -7,21,92ZbQE=QI. -=lIZ79A36±Qt. 3i.S2-GIAaEz2 
1.55000000E+03 1.08755780E+08 -1.34536335E+06 8.40107597E-05 -9.72899147E-01 1.35376443E-02
 
1.600OCDOCE+03 3.74146436E+07 -1.46126468E+06 8.58444072E-04 -2.32786447E-01 1.54710908E-02
 
1.65000000E+03 -3, 5411733F+07.- -1.44530130E+06 8.6767291OE-04- 5. 431265.08E-01 .l..530&BUi9-02
 
1.6800C0002+03 -7.77561215E+07 -1.34401104E+06 5.08332286E-04 9.86582310E-01 1.39484427E-02
 
1.70000000E+03 -1.03085872E+08 -1.17224712E+06 1.26417010E-04 1.24640390E+00 1.18488882E-02
 
1.74400O0C+03 -1.38697866E+08 -3.49222737E+05 -2.0553575E0 1. 949296F+QaL _JAE-rS3.m
 
1.7500000E+03 -1.40414059e+08 -2.24725551E+05 -2.39044119E-03 1.812473838EO0 1.31484407E-03
 
1.8G0000008+03 -1.34374712E+08 3.16710371E+05 -5.18319599E-03 1.52392668E+00 -1.03497600E-02
 
1.85000000E+03... -,1 6.167475E+08 4.04234413E+05 .7.69592544EO3-- .905036661E-01_ zh.4A2-21QZ6E-OflL..
 
1.90OCCOOOE+03 -9.47905863E+07 4.415538678+05 -9.80862522E-03 1.22395575E-01 -1.68622014E-02
 
1.95000COGE+ 3 -7.30074909E+07 4.19324054E+05 -1.14847575E-02 -7.57951330E-01 -1.81143868E-02
 
2.0000OuOE+03 -5.25043 Z±07. 3.98053648E+0 1. 27-811A9 0L .b8U3 E±QD UIAtt2 -_­
2.05COOGOOE+03 -3.3477414C8+07 3.60285914E+05 -1.35947962E-02 -2.64394358E+00 -1.91762976E-02
 
2.08000000E+03 -2.31140182E+07 3.29607143E+05 -1.39334244E-02 -3.21725016E+00 -1.90089887E-02
 
2.100000QOE+03 -1,8U9d5170E+7 .- 2.28205580E+5.. -1 ,4098J-72rL 571 18E-j00fl F02
 
2.1200C000+03 -1.40017807E+07 2.02062031E+05 -1.42276898E-02 -3.92073796E+00 1.73144914E-02
 
2.23O000GOE+03 -3.55583141E+06 6.35132867E+04 -1.44812853E-02 -5.22986264E+00 -1.54363723E-02
 
2.25O0qQOOE±p? =1.0Q- 22-Q-9E+06 3.70298!4Q9 Et01tQ!L--:- 522&3U5 EZmQ? ..- 6.______IF.±00- -412AE­
2.30006000+03 9.03329989E-23 -5.03824063E-05 -1.46080167E-02' -6.85363705E+00 -1.46080167E-02
 
L.-. 




OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTO. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION
 
,--6_..7O& -6T7 . -.t677L .. 0.3 E-Q-_,_ 5 8E +03 616&58E+03 1.67761658E+03 
STATION IN MLB_ LNIN ...... V/Q.. LB/IN . B.SLOPE 1/IN _Y/Q EQ. PHI -PHI PR. 1/IN
0. 0. 0. 
-1.35815741E-02 2.28668471E+30 -1.35815741E-02
 




.71.2.88-47212E702 7.59797885E-01 -1.7-4051103E-021.50000000+02 1.51281175E+08 1.83286120E+06 
-1.07605267E-02 
-9.56066271E-02 
-1.61410958E-02I 2.00000000E+02 2.38553771E+08 1.61186288E+06 -6.84373093E-03 
-8.00352427E-01 
-1.16192532E-02 
2.50000000E+02__3j,._848_7. 8 __ 00488344E+06 -. ,,34914379E-03 -1.21103913E+OC 
-4.35.411074E-03 
3'.OOOOO0OE+02 2.99082801E+08 -1.60247449E+06 4.91340079E-03 -1.10090769E+00 9.75049041E-03 
3.50000000E+02 1.54475564E+08 -3.77969367E+06 9.63200053E-03 -2.86254687E-01 2.11494706E-02 
--, OQaQ-±+ Q2-z----L-3--. -3 13O + O .1,08253739E-0Z .. 013.0129DE-01 . 2..008546 8E-Q2..

4.50000000E+02 




-1.47747846E+05 7.12005486E-03 1.97460168E+00 7.58348306E-03
 
-4.838i8554.E-03 228872204E+00_ 4.95601188E-03 
-6iOOOOOOOOE+O2 




-1.071838192+08 2.15967912E+05 2.91800523E-04 2.51420339E+00 
-4.060B7052E-04 
L_&_Q0_Q.QDOOOOE+02__ 
-2g.j sz .L+- -I972232435E703 ....­.. 3,443_43528E.05 2.4317QQ82E+O ._-2.846.3.7754E-Q3 
-....
 








-1.57602046E+07 6.65b7_712E+05 -5.23223693E-03. 1.59480563E+00 
-7.47366565E-03 .
 
9.O000000OE+02 1.94210828E+07 7.38276518E+05 
-5.20167894E-03 1.21192645E+00 -7.71396055E-03
 




zbO00O E402 6.7 290305_4E+_±Q7__ ,_Q_96$974 + 05 -4.j j44_A41E-O3 7.5Z378058E-O1 t_6.89644609E-0a3...___ 
1.000000002+03 9.96142072E+07 8.80319863E+05 
-3.87212487E-03 4.80069221E-01 -7.37310876E-03 
1.05000000E+03 1.44436888E+08 9.11929928E+05 -3.26191997E-03 1.00976275E-01 
-7.80510878E-03
 
J,10000000E+03 i,898908 0E+O8 8_986290A8E±05. q .3-81656587EQ..
_174_79.5.5ThO1.94117L4E-01 





















-2.45977672E+06 3.08867579E-03 3.21275185E-01 i!71445428E-Q2___

t.30000000E+03 4.59649146E+07 















1.45000000E+03 -1.834573072+0b -5.9765C886E+05 1.93880807F-03 2.04097796E+03 4.59501423E-03 
l.SCOOO000E+03 _.. 3 8 0 2f65E+0B 1 1.0161'821F-03 2.16103746E+C0 1.65904193E-04 
1.55000000E+03 -1.64281643F+L8 9.815373562+05 -5.37659101E-05 2.)0684065E+00 -9.86913947E-03 
1.60000000E+03 -1.003e9155E+0S 1.42541661F+06 -1.46676494E-03 1.32666000E+00 -1.57209310E-02 
1.65QO00PO0Qt J .r2,6'712127E+u7 1.53037377E+06 -2.13843774E-03 4.93525088E-O -1.74421755'-02 
1.68000000E+03 2.u23G2002E+u7 1.566'+1278E+06 -2.158472672-03 - .7t:'99.'21-E-02 -1.78226005f-02 
1.70000000E+03 5.11969832E+rT7 1.51359148E+06 -2.C0774528F-3 -3.89245321E-01 -1.71A35-60CE-02 
1.74400000E+03 I.049470892+08 7.61065239E+05 -5.34432,-85-C4 -1.341813E+G3 -. 31490705E-02 
1.750600000+03 1.09070844S+C8 6.14684752E+05 -3.27435614F-04 -1.41259219c+00 -I.C4023862:-02 
1.80000000E+03 1.174697(9E+CS -1.03068841E+C5 1.99828726E-03 -1.50 0 73326E+lC 3.6796713CE-03 
*18500000 2_...80372oE+08 -2.539988612+05 4.26962554E-03 -1.20526919E+OC 8.36968787E-03 








9.Z29541332-03 -2.56418081E-C2 1.,'2784222E-027.17817895-C0I 1.5342063C-C2 
2.050000002+03 3.48270555F+07 -3.60861702E+05 1.01123115E-02 1.49682784E+03 1.57C276292-02 













2.26000000+03 3.8660u4572+06 -6.86455953c+04 1.10517387E-02 3.58107706E+0C 1.20840033F-02 
>2.25000000E+&3 1.121944E+6 -4.03589254E+04 1.115o123CF-02 4.2366C2462+00 I.31770693E-02 
F2.-oooooooE+o -5.9194143-2.' -1.SO0 tOE-08 1.118994982-02 4.877513262+00 1.11899498E-02 
I$ASOOI 
IP2 Vt_.. 1Q2SECUND. BURN 
SN=+5SWOSQ=O.,DWO5=10.,H=O., 
CODEI=IICODEII=I,P=
ACC=O . .. .. 
., 
.. ... . . . 












. . . .. : . . . . - ... . . . 
satura tB/Centar 
Mode l 
M-EGA . IEGA ,SQUARED. 6TAL MASS-GENERALIZED"MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION
 
1.66255878E+01 ... __76.0.168 E+Q2.. l.263,49741E+03 1347_ . __ i.ZaL4E4974 +, ±P2_.__ .... 
M/Q LB V/Q 	 .SLOPE1IN Y/ PHISTATION Ili IN/IN LB/IN .	 _IJIN EQ. PHI PR. 1/IN 
0. 	 0. 0. -5.27729705E-03 1.61174354E+0 -5.27729705E-03
5.000OOOOoE+v1 1.29855686E+05 7.55938042E+03 -5.27663666E-03 1.34751161E+00 -5.29842906E-03 
K:-	1,OpOOOOOtE+02... ,9t_41830LEt05... -2,.57202723E+04 -.rZ64ZZ.8ED3 - 1.08I f79EO0 -5.3429264E-n1 
1.500000E+02 2.58963Cb8E+46 3.87350730E+04 -5.23323815E-03 8.14015839E-01 -5.34694"928E-03 
2.0000COE+02 4.69+98803E+06 4.46785692E+04 -5.16087438E-03 5.47777662E-01 -5.29324513E-03 
* 	2.50.C0CC.+02 7 03271747 + C 6 4.86243734+04- 5..432 49E-_01Z 8 987E-01 -5 18933305E-03 
3.0)GOCcO0E+C2, 	 9.57512124E+06 5.29332390E+04 -4.87824765E-03 2.95987522E-02 L5.03802730E-03
 
3.5000000OE+02 1.21839402E+07 5.14516316E+04 -4.66048049E-03 -2.16998439E-01 -4.81726373E-03
i_4. 000COOG E+_02 1.42491 545E+07_ 5.,11P0.1= IE+ 04 _-4,_39_i11j r_-j-__z4t~i3_5420E-O I 4.5_A857812F-03 
4.50600C00+02 1.729o3891E+07 5.06765539E+04 -4.07062878E-03 -6.709867362-01 -4.22804190E-03
 
5.0000CCOE+C2 1.981365792+07 4.99840107E+04 -3.69947058E-03 -8.73306253E-01 -3.85625121E-03
 
5. 	 500000EtQa -. 22i1S921_5 E_07 .. 4,9.1i90674E+ 0kt-3t2763A2ZA4E-_ -L..iir696-LiE±DQ_--343393gp228F-O3 
6.O0000CO0E+02 2.47230050E+07 4.81006217E+04 -2.80810865E-03 -1.21587237E+00 -2.96199225E-03
 
6.50000000E+02 2.70997700E+07 4.69497916E+04 -2.28978497E-03 -1.3515956E+00 -2.44150045E-03
 
..- QQQQOAE---Z.2 4 - 61 6-A7LtG-2Q3 A&-986 74EtO4___1- 52_G_ Qi___t-I. 45Z33,flE+_D -t._B266 771 F-03
 
7.50000COOE+02 3.16673608E+07 4.43462579E+04 -1.11357335E-03 -1.53775941E+00 -1.25982327E-03
 
8.00000000E+02 3.38498523E+07 4.29464306E+04 -4.58284536E-04 -1.58447246E+00 -6.01389719E-04
 
8.5000000+02 3.59615568E+07 4.15198486E+04 2 3994847QE-04 - 1,597i8QOoE+o0 1.00144150E-04
 
7~%00000E02 3.601934207 4.0070 +E0 9.79701702E-04 -1.57376513E+00 8.43252522E-04
 
9.4800000E+02 3.98944957E+07 3.87680490E+04 1.727609392-03 -1.51540813E+00 1.59432777E-03
 
.s .92 0•DD0 E~0j0z9d2A3A6Q~-6-Caa__E G- -. l 695 Et4 9 -25333E-_- 1_* 8201 49990
_ 07 3.p Ai 	 i -L91Q3Q+±QD 
1.O0000OuE+03 4.18219392E+07 3.52771828E+04 2.08173260E-03 -1.42005966E+00 1.94143718E-03
 
1.05000COGE+03 4.35264451E+07 3.23555846E+04 2.29411107E-03 -1.31845988E+00 2.13291719E-03
 
_F 50l3__0 482E ±7_ -2.81889692 +04. 2.5803625_-03 --. 2_Q556551E+00 2.39243608F-03
1.15000000E+0 3  4.64082477E+07 2.71659892E+04 2.92412806E-03 -1.07721922E+00 2.74302146E-03
 
1.15500000E+03 4.65411973E+07 2.60163168E+04 2.95907182E-03 -1.06339759E+00 2.78562970E-03 
iA 9QQ600E+03 L 4.71843699E+07 1.08767932E+04 3.16945146E-03 -9.72494310E-01 3.11065798E-03 >4 
1.20000000E+03 4. 72459043E+07 -1. 98556447-03 3.24959958E-03 -9.27893695E-01 3.26033236E-03 
1.25000000E+33 4.57419450E+07 -5.647990.74+04 3.55104729E-03 -7.492428642-01 3.87378962E-03
 
1.28000000E+03 4.37387847E+07 -7.648122352+04 3.72442934E-03 -6.28644707E-01 4.16146490E-03
 





























































































































































































.... 7Lb8I r 
4.55749427E-03 
4.70855955E-03 




































_____ __ __-_ 	
__ _ __ 	 /e 2/
Saturn fl/Centsar
 
t 1 20 
1Zde 2 
I OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION 
IL._ 4 64A9 .i 2.099898 Q+_ _tI. 2_3A741.E+f_i_._aL._-6a49741tQ&3-.... 263497.LEtl-3 - . 
STATION IN M/Q LB IN/IN V/Q _LB/IN __ B.SLOPE 1/IN X/.. EQ. PHI ..... PH PR, II N------­
0. 	 0. -1.52567407E-02 3.24423709E+00 -1.52567407E-02
 
5.00000000E+01 	 1.90785889E+06 1.09340749E+05 -1.52469559E-02 2.47600834E+O0 -1.55621666E-02 
00000+ 329 E+O7 34.93792E+05 -3 653E3.2 i0 683.2316E 00 i.1828 Q- 2.14 ....
1.50000000E+02 3.42994419E+07 4.79304792E+05 -1.465332542-02 8.75565488E-01 -1.60603782E-02
 
2.00O000OE+02 5.93709219E+07 5.12455085E+05 -1.37192738E-02 9.02147951E-02 -1.52375423E-02
 
2.50000bOE+02 8.46950390E+07 4.9-----9-227b8a2CE-2.-37J6312E-0L. _-_L.3_737Z9E-2.
 
3.00000000E+02 1.04641009E+08 2.22617913E+05 -1.03613322E-02 -1.26472363E+00 -1.10333072E-02
 
3.50000000E+02 1.04398265E+08 -1.12718625E+05 -8.24021285E-03 -1.72889905E+00 -7.896737C3E-03
 
.4.0O0Q0QE+02 9.84Q-7--E--LiL231Q58f -+±5-. -- 118551E--L..2s-- 338820 ._-5_ .826305.99.E--3--........
 
4.50000000E+02 9.17778624E+07 -1.40069228E+05 -4.30815539E-03 -2.31327565E+00 -3.87306789E-03
 
5.00000E+02 8.43714784E+07 -1.56353311E+05 -2.54530433E-03 -2.46087483E+00 -2.05488410E-03
 
5.50000000E+02 7.61308450E+07 -_, __4 2.E 5. -9 ._.8 _2 E.A-__.-.,52.1522 E+0--3 .B791902.ED....
 
I 6.00000000E+02 6.170351817E+07 -1.90464911E+05 4.94222909E-04 -2.50271637E+00 1.10355861E-03 
6.50000000E+02 5.70905557E+07 -2.07219586E+05 1.73687696E-03 -2.41413323E+00 2.40649484E-03
 
7.0000 OE+02 4_63268035E+0 2,3_ft154ZEtQ,5 	 . 3_3EtP.L__.500 8 5 E- .3-JJ2.. 94E. 6 53 . 
1.50000000E+02 3.47941389E+07 -2.37920372E+05 3.58481905E-03 -2.06781115E+00 4.36945875E-03 
8.OOOOOOOOE+02 2.25594615E+07 -2.51199993E+05 4.15946190E-03 -1.83262482E+00 4.99650518E-03 
8.50OO0000E+02 9.70238436E+06. -2.62788002E+05 .-48304615E-03 -1.57242268E+00 _5.3678976_0 3 
[900000000E+02 -3.68899260E+06 -2.72558467E+05 4.54399430E-03 -1.30029974E+00 5.47148367E-03 
9.48000000E+02 -1*69618602E+07 -2.80194868E+05 4.34633253E-03 -1.04051351E+00 5.30962130E-03 
LLAZDD.DQQE±flZ -2,05981277F±07__2 5_9&E+.05 .---- Z413f-E;D.-9.66213.SE--..13-I.3. 	 3 . --- -..... 
1.0OoDOOOOE+03 -3.19531865E+07 -2.96449889E+05 4.15711542E-03 -7.66198412E-01 5.33608040E-03
 
1905000000E+03 -4.69897384E+07 -3.06322026E+05 3.95966594E-03 -4.95948362E-01 5.48574679E-03
 
1.1000000 E0+3 -62.259323E 7F -3. 568846-7i5---3.D-3--50I aEz----6329LErL23s.. ...
 
'so15,00d00OE+03 -7.83986083E+07 -3.16217100E+05 3.07362208E-03. 5.64663754E-02 5.18173608E-03
 
*1;1550000dE+03 -7.99783662E+07 -3.15651037E+05 3.01408169E-03 8.22178490E-02 5.11842194E-03
 
|1A60oooooE+0 3 -8.95783634E+07 l+24 f5 -2lii 	 -314199 iE0---L .22"i29_T7lE-03-2.94722 ]l _6562E-3Af 
1.20000000E+03 -9.35239542E+07 -2.67955307E+05 2.47875315E-03 2.88545719E-01 3.92716022E-03 
1.25000000E+03 -1.02626757E+08 -8.27400899E+04 1,84093867E-03 4.48800461E-01 2.31373918E-03 
1.28000000E+03 -1.03557319E+08 2.27041532E+04 1.44085283E-03 5. 3.3 377jjE 1.311J1_ -3__ 9 

O0O',,2702409E+08 	 6.30873351E+04 1.24239689E-03 5.26383915E-01 . 9.62008737E-04 
,Lt O+ 
_5,E+t.__2. 
-978 87111E +04 
1.40000000E+03 -9.37087712E+07 1.17372926E+05 
1.45000000E+03 -8.71591465E+07 1.44404299E+05 
1..A.5000000E+03 -7.930021871Et07 1.695267/5E+05 
* 1.55000000E+03 -7.025940252+0.. 1.91435801E+05 
1.60000000E+03 -6.03117128E+07 2.02575126E+05 
..1 650Ou~tt.0_--ti,ft 7l'lEAQL. 2..0450,7297E+05 
1.68000000E+03 -4.39994597E+07 2.03331670E+05 
1.70000000E+03 -3.99721289E+07 1.98647516E+05 
1--10033 -3.18606906E+07 16336987E+05 
1.15000000E+03 -3.09009731E+07 1.56596050E+05 
1.80000000E+03 -2.42101971E+07 1.18367714E+05 
L1flOQP9.±Q. 3i,.8L4fl3AE+07.. 1.04728302E+05 
1.90000000E+03 -1.38105202E+07 8.67040371E+04 
1.95000000E+03 -1.00176819E+07 6.42812816E+04 
2.02Q0CQ E+03-.k330PSE+0& 5.7716500E+04 
2.050000002+03 -4.26381051E+06 5.00852558E+04 
I 2.080000002+03 -2.83664909E+06 4.49951466E+04 
-2.52056790E+04 
I 2.12000000E+03 -1.66944680E+06 2.54403786E+04 
2.200000GE+03 -4.02007819E+05 7.30349280E+03 
-Z52QDT±t~±~~8a±D~...U.37E0 
{2.30000000E+03 4.29371203E-23 -7.69440848E-04 
7.57271209E-G4 5.59342729E-01 3.58205115E-04 
2.93747219E-04 5.624992136-01 -2.27910228E-04 
-1.41573262E-04 5.37062899F-01 -7.83370148E-04 
-5.42219533E-04 4.84882046E-01 -1.29567173E-03 
-9.83622336E-04 3.97475897E-01 -2.89798035E-03 
-1.671313032-03 2.311875882-01 -3.69709429E-03 
-2.25269213E-03 3.08006402E-02 -4.29776510E-03 
-2.549919882-03 -1.02618489E-Cl -4.5RR323hAF-03 
-2.72666984E-03 -1.956859106-01 -4.703145006-03 
-3.35650311E-03 -4.64611624E-01 -6.C5307886E-03 
-3.43180901F-03 -5.00811834E-01 -6.CI377191E-03 
-3.97965093E-03 -7.96412907E-01 -5.91060875E-03 
-4.40676354E-03 -1.09734928E+00 -6.09729303E-03 
-4.72951385E-03 -1.403314892+00 -6.11456237E-03 
-4.9659272GE-03 -1.7C630863E+ 0 -5.98223204E-03 
-. 1351900CE-03 -2.00713967E+00 -6.03842239E-03 
-5.24682519E-03 -2.30895224F+00 -6.02273930E-03 
-5.28927524E-03 -2.48908061E+00 -5.98214784E-03 
-5.30943827E703 7 2 o 60461 184E+00 -5.75737813E-03 
-5.32493057E-03 -2.71933197E+00 -5.71S57063E-03 
-5.35451977E-03 -3.16601743E+00 -5.46434673E-03 
5358620 .r3.4 44t509 8 0E+OO -- 5.957343.149E-03 
-5.36871885E-03 -3.72123778E+00 -5.36871870E-03 






.-- OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TO T'AL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ OM ACCELERATION
 
*.,,.Z48211FTL A. _3A21_QO_7E€,tO .,263497.1E+03 .ilAZA3__7AIE_+3 	 _.649tE+O3 a. 
STATION IN M!LB ININ V/Q LB/IN .... .SLOPLLLN YQ EQ, fHL, PHI PR. I/IN
 
. O. . -5.23791894E-03 1.04380010E+00 -5.23791894E-03
 
5.000000002E+0 1.42891168E+06 8.15521014E+04 -5.23057465E-03 7.77866255E-01 -5.46567540E-03
 
I.,1.00&OOQOE±. +5-_ 	 4. 94120637-0i -5.86187138r-03 
1.50000GuOE+02 2.48069142E+07 3.36892027E+05 -4.79600190E-03 2.00429184E-01 -5.78498613E-03 I 2.OOOOOOCOE+02 4.21194193E+07 3.+7585715E+05 -4.12756525E-03 -7.51633014E-02 -5.15736956E-03 
2.5 O0QO 02_ 5-83 +h3 21tB k 49 Et5-t -3i a0_U.Q JA F_-J 1 -4.05044139E-O+ 0_2 	 I0 f7R 
6.99927265E+07 6.15851547E+04 -1.80575928E-03 -4.64850471E-01 LI.99165486E-03 
i 3.50000000E+02 6.38226934E+07 -2.07935241E+05 -4.43258737E-04 -5.01763119E-01 1,90360846E-04 
,LA.000000tD2&764S1-..U.iq~fl+05._t275~~h~~D~r~fl32a4ErL..1.3906861 7E-03 
I 4.50000000E+02 4.22453261E+07 -2.22226824E+05 1.68253351E-03 -3.66214577E-01 2.37282155E-03 
5.0000000E+02 3.10048485E+07 -2.27023072E+05 2.41543555E-03 -2.27742177E-01 3.12751966E-03
 
_5.500000E+O2 1.95845196E+07 -2.29335897E+05 2 9 2238E-03 -5,736856482-02 3.64796667E-03
 
6.OCOOOOO0E+02 8.11968809E+06 -2.28749695E+05 3.19851581E-03 1.33084430E-01 .3.93033226E-o0
 




7.,ooooo_+ -1. 43314.2.2E___-_2-.•itQ_8_ E. 	 5129E-3 5.2654550E- 01 3,78292551E-037.50000000E+02 -2. 53048402E+07 -2.08289865E+05 2.67656510E-03 7,06175859E-01 3o56348608E-03
 
8.0C000000E+02 -3.51157550E+07 -1.95738514E+05 2.07431265E-03. 8.59306238E-01 2.72654836E-03
 
8.50000000E+02 -4.45425110E+07 -1.81022091E+05 1.27650290E-03 9.75436117E-01 1.88603475E-03
 
IF 	9.Oo000OOE+02 -5.31929662E+07 -1.64811092E+05 2.97796332E-04 1.04479365E+00 8.58632095F-04
 
9.48000GOOE+02 -6.07157654E+07 -1.48602040E+05 -7.96973115E-04 1.05911952E+00 -2.86090540E-04 it'>
 Wk9. 20000E+_02_-6.21630743E+07 -43875+05 -i447-03 	 1.05260389E+00 -6.46622195ET-t0 
i.0,O000E+03 -6.73232202E+07 -1.04307938E+05 -1.34753351E-03 1.02222821E+00 -9.32706549E-04
 
1.0500OOOE+03 -7.17693333E+07 -6.63197430E+04 -1.69449645E-03 9.66188705E-01 -1.36409484E-03
 
1.1 0E+03 -7.35214g61E+ 174349212+04 -2.16544979E-03 8.79965948E-01 -2.08715984E-03 
i.Y500OoE+O3 -7.37719854E+07 1.39948553E+03 -2.71959629E-03 7.59518137E-01 -2. 7 28 9 26 2OErOS 4 
1.15500000E+03 -7.37287957E+07 1.58315861E+04 K '2.77505224E-03 7.45493570E-01 -2'.88059614E-03: 

,
1.18600_0E+03 -7.124 1 1 3 3 5 E+07- 1.98429368E+05 -3.10246829E-03 6.38871049E-01 -. 1505946-6e3oij, 
1.20000000E+03 -6.74173625E+07 3.45211823E+05 -3.22040796E-03 
 5.73934342E-01 -5.08641782E-03
 
1.25000000E+03 -3.66108848E+07 8.23427315E+05 -3.56909293E-03 
 2.27324019E-01 -8.27439187E-03
 
1.28000000E+03 -1.07985728E+07 8.75303054E+05 -3.66135245E-03 -2.88810470E-02 -8.66308419E-03
 








































-4. -1'A0flAAF-flAaa95-4 2 S 
8.72972977E+07 7.313237185+05 -3.20409003E-03 -8.88148849E-01 -6.45441767E-03 
1.21C13462E+08 6.11481739E+05 -2.70094798E-03 -1.18628685E+00 -5.41864460E-03- + u L ­
_.S.U7ZJ!0..%i ... .4&.&22 SZE±P ---2 -sfl54- l-E.--t- ---s ,Z5 2kOE D t3O 5hfl1ZEz-3--
1.66678041E+08 2.86055181E+05 -1.10275174E-03 -1.60852654E+00 -3,96330355E-03 
1.76879611E+08 1.59164875E+05 7.11337396E-04 -1.72076480E+00 -8.80311351E-04 
.1 .BA-9,iQ. S470.4A129E-+04 u--2gia4. E&f.D491Ulf. 1A3:36F0 




lb88C075GE+08 -4.73073346E+05 8.10945732E-03 -,9.619116002-01 1.59095125E-02
 
1.41762783E+08 -5.66465236E+05 1.12222834E-02 -3.29841027E-02 2.04631519E-02
 
1,137 9/06E+08 -5.49553130E+05 _la Q49514f _- -2A465137F-02 -155-9E02-. 

8.74452859E+07 -4.94441087E+05 1.57825554E-02 2.21247727E+00 2.36809753E-02
 
b.49323845E+07 -3.99370249E+05 1.72984092E-02 3.39922133E+00 2.36125633E-02
 
575a4-I.E±Q7z.- 3.6e16ZI69Et05 1,840249f9E-flt-.A.55S3E+flO 2.o412877lF-0
 
2.84821683E+07 -3.22963465E+05 1.91412360E-02 5.804023.78E+00 2.41445430E-02
 
1.92453794E+07 -2.92222965E+05 1.94266791E-02 6.52549129E+00 2.39265708E-02
 
1.51241976Et7 -1.94692003E+05 1.95638566E=02---A&9tUZ1a54±+0f P.2949933F.-02
 
1.14c73182F+07 -1.70747590E+05 1.96699035E-02 7.42715287E+00 2.22783 98E-02
 
2.82644b79E+06 -5.09669052E+04 1.98750700E-02 9.14194177E+00 2.06414896E-02
 
a9~3fc~ -2.93 i.eoi a3E±t-. .9.95 3ta-40i..--Latt1AZa2473F01SQ""21E-0'2
 









....-: KOMEGA ,,',4 MEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION
 
+02' 6848f E +0 2Z_ 3_A_7. A +._O.__
,,O6h3288al FU5 t1 O4 t 6EO _ 263 9_41F 3 0 ..
 
L _E PHI
STATION IN M/Q LB IN/IN V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE IlIN Y I/iQ H..PHI PRL ... .
 
.. -6.71342646E-03 1.26153456E+00 -6.71342646E-03
 
",X51O00000OE01 ,".697'1-1O38E 6 2.10013393E+05 -6.69437893E-03 9.15416567E-01 -7.29981160E-03
 
.469Zh6Efi 1 b0a O & _ 86 E o- - . 4 4 69 6 5 3 '3r- . 5 . 24 5 Q.O 3.. 5825f E ­oa 2. __ 2 f -f _ 5 . k- -- - ... ..... 
1.50000000E+02 6.12'498422E+07 7.96508184E+05 -5.60275199E-03 1.13130423E-01 -7.94099084E-03 
2.OOOOOOOOE+02 1.01045814E+08 7.76086939E+05 -3.97798481E-03 -2.47071419E-01 -6.27732462E-03 
.5000000E+02 1B99171F+8 ,___ 




&50000E+2 Kl.i28334607E+08 -7.07353896E+05 4.27210866E-03 -3.31951197E-01 6.42755512E-03
 
V4.obbboo0004t 9 27314405E+07 f 5_II-167 4- R 90f81 B.I7882
-7.13 4fi 1fi1_ 1 -2 38E-3.. 
4.50000000E+02 5.72211820E+07 -7.04003373E+05 7.98197807E-03 5.23272056E-01 1.01687758E-02
 
5.OOOOOOOOE+02 2.26228163E+07 -6.76877490E+05 8.77815871E-03 1.05315066E+00 1.09012632E-02
 
-
5.50000000E+02 -1 0 3753 5 52 Q Q2kLZ&E± Q 9-f2fQ6a-EtDLM6U12fl-A±D 8fr&F- D2- f 

$6Ki06c0000Ei02 ,-.01670664E+07 -5,66450761E+05 8.39043769E-03 2.13139344+00 1.02026280E-02 %
 
6;5000bo2E+o2 , -6*65059404E+07 -4.84340829E+05 7.31686261E-03 2.61094720E+00 8.88198144E-03
 
i6 6OEo2 s _34617lE±2~ 8i6963&lE±Q 5L 5,1UQ22 1Fn a 0flQ6I fl ±D 7 2-Q-54
fli-rD
7.50000000E+02 -1.05000898E+08 -2.77520507E+05 3.81762793E-03 3.30607977E+00 4.73286526E-03
 
8.00000000E+02 -1.15962397E+08 -1.59944630E+05 1.59819223E-03 3.47870942E+00 2.13115632E-03
 
8.50000000E+02 -1.20934251E+08 -3.87133274E+04 -7.80881922E-04 3.51619263E+00 -6.50527631E-04
 
<t'.;d0 00'99g -I.,19852517E+08 8.13879848E+04 -3.19876314E-03 3.41293161E+00 -3.47571837E-03 
'6;00Q :E+ ;1I13281999E+08 1.91109229E+05 -5.44528478E-03 3.18248062E+00 -6.10230386E-03 
KYO 62000000E~o L 1 10392957 21 Q Fl±f_-=O_-zLsfhj 2Z2- __ a4 4E±+O0 - 2i4 5 8 - DE ____l _Qf 3E-_ f 03
 
SO000000QE+03 -9.63268572E+07 4.66356476E+05 -6.39835b32E-03 2.80248145E+00 -8.25303049E-03
 
' 1.05000000E+03 -6.86517395E+07 6.76832091E+05 -6.81023292E-03 2.34826908E+00 -1.01821762E-02 
*l.1 I0000OOE+03 -2.70105403E+07 9.43650429E+05 -7.12019162E-03 1.758123-A+Of0 -1.341119A 5E-024SooO og,,S 
 W14955'2OE+07 '9.92669096E+05 
-7.14246037E-03 1.07666294E+00




00 E.03 ,,,,6.36238478E+07 1.44851545E+06 -6.92937547E-03 5.52463192-01_ -1..7591887-02 
2000000E03 8.56651450E+07 1.68155529E+06 -6.80316527E-03 3.37149859E-01 -1.58926533-02 
F,.2500000E+03 1.72951156E+08 1.47341743E+06 -5.96308385E-03 -4.83171483E-01 -1.43826120E-02 
kif-'42oodbOOE+03 2.06801538E+08 7.16055684E+05 -5.22075085E-03 -8.44685429E-01 -9.31249761E-03 
.










































































































































































































































_ ____ _--- ---- -- --- --
II 
I 10r- -- - ­Sturn23/C.0tWX
 
, o&e5 
OMEGA IOMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SO DM ACCELERATION 







































































































































-9.49828315E+05 1.00707573E-02 1.22305041E+00 
-8.57282290E+05 1.01333927E-02 1.87344537E+00 
.0 .+7 ..... £_,..892Q0096E-1 

-7.j6 -885AE-P-,-ij3I58+-Q- -28.92 h±0.-
-5.61504290E+05 7.82668486E-03 3.02376065E+00 

-3.67749687E+05 5.75232527E-03 3.44C18427E+00 

7.23400087E+04 7.19131122E-04 3.81803666E+00 

2.99502193E+05 -1.801218695-03 3.75931103E+00 

5.18380268 E05 -4.0 2276098-03 3.54330038E0Q 

7.20167414E+05 -5.72735519E-03 3.19182091E+00 

8.91154120E+05 -6.69045401E-03 2.75817925E+00 














































































































































1.40000000E+03 -6.82213376E+07 -1.92346158E+06 2.36019718E-03 1.56224091E+00 	 1.09089153E-02
 
6.92927177E-03
1.45000000E+03 -1.45800255E408 -1.14730202E+06 1.83015168E-03 2.01335120E 00 

' 4_836 - E_ _ 30 .2-6T2 -03 2.623 93 -150 100 2.02 90E474 0,
 
.55000000E+03 -1.67463236E+08 7.41272849E+05 -2.39165778E-05 2.17455766E+00 -7.43664%p &O3
 
1.60000000E+03 -1.11419870E+08 1.31184400E+06 -1.51779457E-03 1.57307430E+00 -1.46362346I02
 
LIs 6.5.0I0itZ+ _._zt 8-8&0.5EOL 4.71..,71.05071EtO 6..-2.33LI9 6_4E_ __l7..8i6.67 O'-I -I - 7,049(07F-20"1.68000000E+03 3.85143125E+0j6 1. 57722363E+06 -2. 45367326E-03 2.48566698E-01 -1. 82259096E-02
 
1.70000000E+03 3.56977767E+07 1.59195636E+06 -2.37053288E-03 -1.18361445E-01 -1.82900965E-02
 
_.7440OC0E±? 3 ___,3-7_ 9 91 J3f2~ -i924~PQ3zJ2fQi- -1-63284735F-02
 
1.75000000E+03 1.00368427E+08 7.66347359E+05 -9.38633945E-04 -1.27925471E+00 -'1435"742046E-02.
 
* 1.80000000E+03 1.14515326E+08- -1.85377130E+04 1.27654550E-03 -1.50451707E+00 i.57895517E-03 
-S- 2 ­
- A.* &i® 0 00.QEt .i__l_. Otii7 _- --- 0-a90Et50t2L5265 II 4.0 E-fl3r26----f SaaE - A.110 A AA-fl 
1.90000000E+03 9.537100182+07 -3.36331009E+05 5.58151659E-03 -8.47008419E-01 1.09542164E-02
 
.1.95000000E+03 7.64937474E+07 -4.05570439E+05 7.30595102E-03 -2.23293118E-01 1.37181319E-02
 
12.0500000-E--+03 3.67295442E+07 -3.74346760E+05 9.56006438E-03 1.25570461E+00 1.5§593 45E-02
 
,2.08000000E+03 2.58931777E+07 -3.46648502E+05 9.93496970E-03 1.71583202E 00 i.52729509E-402
 
'' 2.1i 000002+0Q3_ 2.,_66Q92Q1J±..+ stt-2_.97hI.f.El.+1_ ... I,__2_ ].,_Q2 .. L___J2 _+_3._I. 17.j.0 
2.IZ00000E+03 1.59252163E+07 -2.23230483E+05 1.02668678E-02 2.27330458E+00 il.36770493E-02 
2.20000000E403 4.15209021E+06 -7.35483566E+04 1.05584641E-02 3.28750299E+00 1.16644544E-02 
2.25Q000002+03 1 20g 415902+06 -4338_532I0t_.. 0t_9_],E -0 2. _ 3 E 0 1.28433247E-02 
12.-30000000E+03 4.12883563E-25 -1.29230773E-08 1.07070872E-02 4.54889316E 00 1.07070872-02 ... 
!$ASOOl
 









350. ,400.,450. ,500. ,550. ,600. ,65 ,700.,
 
1050. , ii00. ,1150. ,1155. ,1186. 1200. ,1250.,










2R 781 S;QUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED 	 H SQ DM ELERATION 
_____________2_78__ 	 9,_68r__ 105475389.E+315119*&.lA~B2 ~ l 0 _ 
STATION IN M/Q LB IN/IN V -B/._. ... ... I. IN Y/Q.E.PL -. H.B.lN 
-, , , .0. -4.89373597E-03 1.53165940E+00 -4.89373597E-03 





1.50000000E+02 2.48419712E+06 3.69901320E+04 -4.85143555E-03 7.91716624E-01 -4.96002422E-03
 
2.OOOOOOOOE+02 4.48275522E+06 4.19889460E+04 -4.78217824E-03 5.44814868E-01 -4.90658035E-03
 
2.50000000E+02 6.64829351E+06 4.-47L-784 .E±Q.O=-67L1262E2Lz_-__ I0185.650.9E Qt-AI,_ 0A.zo.z2E -Q3
 
, oObOOpE.O2 '8 9'5231569E4-06 4.68254907E+04 -4.51528136E-03 6.50823272E-02 -4.65662470E-03
 
t';'OOooooE+0- 1.12"933160E+07 4.67529046E+04 -4.31281831E-03 -1.6291506-4E-01 -4.45528361E-03
 
<A. OOOOOE+02 1.36252,635E+07 _.__5_A_8.E__-_ .a._6IOz-O _.9 .05E-t r. .2fl6.7873 1E_0.
 
4.50000000E+02 1.59421002E+07 4.61042116E+04 -3.76790417E-03 -5.82803030E-01 -3.91111454E-03
 
5.OOOOOOOOE+02 1.82327508E+07 4.54937083E+04 -3.42610477E-03 -7.69994050E-01 -3.56880104E-03
 
5.50OOOOOOE+O2 .04887941E+07 4.4(226603_+4O - 8--9__3 4Em. - 3
 
,Oo~ooOE+0o -2.27026313E+07 4,38085519E+04 -2.60683459E-03 -1.08728966E+00 -2.74698699E-03
 
.6500.OOO,0E+0,2 	 2.48675891E+07 -4.27709016E+04 -2.13104590E-03 -1.21287787E+00 -2.26925754E-03
 
- 978 98-+Q- -h-U2j-5.E-QA-=-61A9A8-14±--Xar-A.
.49.-4E-+__ .7_83931.22F30.--...
 
7.50000000E+02 2.90294002E+07 4.04129576E+04 -1.05231906E-03 -1.38701828E+00 -1.18559731E-03
 
8.OOOOOOOOE+02 3.10184272E+07 3.91414561E+04 -4.51734798E-04 -1.43137879E+00 -5.82161126E-04
 
8.50000000E+02 3.29431103E+07 3.78438850E+04 1.87988738E-04 -1,44457959E+..O 6 5602Q ,-

Ilj, ooo Ode',2<'," 34,8928625E+07 3.65491834E+04 8,65556390E-04 -1.42469095E+00 7.41183152E-04 
I;;48 2 I 3.53374014E+04 1.55042538E-03 -1.37274015E+00 1.42893807E-03.dOOOOO .3,65279609E+07 

00-E-o•6,±,-.to2734E+7 .,-3.4993I._E_ DA . -- .E. 3I_.1.3-U29092E+_±- t 6-35b-9_ E-0
- . ft-5b 

1.OOOOOOOOE+03 3.82848253E+07 3#21546420E04 1.87464308E-03 -1.28704221E+00 1.74676583E-03
 
1.05006000E+03 3.98384179E+07 2.94894453E+04 2.06904190E-03 -1.19555691E+00 1.92212698E-03





 2.64559112E-03 -9.77756970E-01 2.48057221E-03










:.'-142000000OE+03 4.32265417E+07 -1.87949643E+03 2.94338847E-03 -8.42595904E-01 2.95354791E-03
 
",4'2,000000E+03 4.18489094E+07 -5..16816681E+04 3.21918430E-03 -6.80622206E-01 3.51450812E-03
 
, SO0i0000+03 4.00162120E+07 -6.99658813E+04 3.37780984E-03 -5.71177009E-01 3.7776 487E-03
 
, 	 r4331,"33f , -0 -49396E0 	 3o8941 03
 " 0 	 0 9, ­
[IV35000'000'E"i! .'5Z47147-905FE+07 -7. a10 3i44BF±Q4. 3a.t2A5iZ5t2.flta -2174nO-Lntil .6t8,B26E-flt.-F 
1.40000000E+03 3.07716489E+07 -7.94058730E+04 3.78702111E-03 -9.91285755E-02 4.13993610E-03
 
1.45000000E+03 2.67965692E+07 -7.93697252E+04 3.92540554E-03 1.11428758E-01 4.27815987E-03
1,500000E+03 2.28577994E+07 -7.79470882E+04 _ 	 -4Q04473848E-034.3916999E-03..282669662-O1 
155d00000E+03 1.90255933E+07 -7.509854362+04 4.16755352E-03 5.54431464E-01 4.91853895E-03
1.60000000E+03 1.53575769E+07 -7.23400115E+04 4.3483878CE-03 -8.04170829E-01 5.07178792E-03
 
1.68000000E+03 9.71980719E+06 -6.64453078E+04 4.558982592-03 1.21747807E+00 5-.22343567E-03
 
1o70000000E+03 8.43913217E+06 -6.12404027E+04 4.59717550E-03 1.32185536E+00 5.20957953E-03
I1.7440000QE+03 6.14588990E+06 -4.11,B6036E+94, 4.7Z421098E-03. 512569E+00 5,40420509--03
 
"1.75Q00000+03 5.90765153E+06 -3.82625976E+04 4.73867171E-03 1.59744527E+00 5.36954719E-03
 
1.80000000E+03 4.42854536E+06 -2.42127081E+04 4.84085290E-03 1.86132372E+00 5.23583998E-03
 
-9.0E±ph 	 -- Q-8.3tISE +O - 91.793064ErD3..2 12.3525070T+01lD 5bDf0()aD3+M D 2 G _ 	 _5.247363716E-03-------­
1.90000000E+03 2.39605477E+06 -1.61032934E+04 4.97464175E-03 2.38560971E+00 5.231 88286E-03
 
1.95000000E+03 1.70892584E+06 -1.12988856E+04 5.01529118E-03 2.646338512+00 5.19392969E-03
 
_Q 	 __E±A3WL i9DIZD _-fl&_9s 105 E+O... 54AAflat93920F-6Z49887E+OC..DOSQ5j j£frZ­
,	2.05000000E+03 7.11094249E+05 -8.57657511E+03 5.06278415E-03 3.16619843E+00 5.19565131E-03
 
2a;080QOCOOE+03 4.67362036E+05 -7.66494404E+03 5.06982754E-03 3.32195964E+00 5.18785871E-03

I-2.10D0Q0D +_ 	 19EEQQ+867. 8758E 03-- . 07314222E-03 3.42-49809tQn .-5.1479656E-%t03. 
2.12000000E+03 2.72332752E+05 -4.22739581E+03 5.07567657E-03 3.52787191E+00 5.14025640E-03
 
2.20000000E+03 6.43211193E+04 -1.17592456E+03 5.080466252-03 3.93731925E+00 5.09814933E-03
 
2.5000±2 L2536F Q -Ltb3323ZE±Z 5 B223A3-03. 30k9-6±02.--- 511 -39:932E0
rL.---

S0Od00000E+03 1.23726461E-27 -5.04364315E-10 5.08273038E-03 4.44652343E+00 5.08273038E-03 
K 
_ __ 
_ _ _ _ 







OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ'M: "ACELEATON:
 
_49_E. .... n 
! 5 Qia__3____ Os__aZs_ E_0_.___i_ _7 9i_+03 1.0547,5389E+03' 0.
 
S . TATION IN M/ Q_L B jIN __/ LN/I_ a__Elj IN Y/0 E0. PHI - PHI PR. 1/TN
0. 0. 0. -l.38754513E-Q2 2.23120859E+00 -1.38754513E-02 , 1 
I 5.OCO00000E+01 1.91873247E+06 1.07986007E+05 -1.38655162E-02 1.53201533E+O0 -I.41768213E.O2
 
1.50000000E+02 3.02365334E+07 3.80399104E+05 -1.33185035E-02 8.05768562E-02 -1.44352077E-02
 
S2.00 0E+02 4. 89480714E+07 3.61315655E+05 - 1.25249208E-02 -6. 22250328E-01 .r1.35954033E-02
 
2.50C'00_00QE+O2__6.55_Z+072 4_6+05 -I.I737977E-02 -1.27049310E+00 -l.22245247-02 
3.00000000E+02 7.46448139E+07 1.02999157E+05 -9.95444008E-03. -1.83176748E+00 -tlO65i,'E - , 
3.50000000E+02 7.86520368E+07 5.95401077E+04 -8.41783236E-03 -2.30355541E+00 -8.59926278E-O3 . ,, 
.O_00_0._E+z.___.9_699_+____.;2'/,
 
4.50000000E+02 8.19581203E+07 5.67326097E+03 -5.18881312E-03 -2.99514587E+00 -5.20643558E-03 
-, 5.00000000E+02 8.14429423E+07 -2.66560078E+04 -3.55210744E-03' -3.21201391E+00 -3.46849779E-03 
5.O5,O00000E+02 7.92624728E+07 -6. 078 4189_+Q04 -1.94220799E-03 -3.34231278E+O0 -1.74965462F-O1 
[6.00000000E+02 7.53489243E+07 -9.58324081E+04 -3.93172788E-04 -3.38790839E400 -8.65855692E-k;bS:,"7M 
6.50000000E+02 6.96784431E+07 -1.30925433E+05 1.06002615E-03 -3.35252766E+00 1.48310397E-O3,<+>§%Qt0 
_E uE +_Z B4Z ±Q52f3E -03 -3..2418162E+O0 2.92180669E-02Kt,4t,,J._-s6 

7.50000000E+02 5.31783300E+07 -1.98070534E+05 3.53957417E-03 -3.06314326E+00 4.19279273E-03
 
8.00000000E+02 4.24983443E+07 -2.28717698E+05 4.49889541E-03 -2.82588303E+00 5.26102366E-03
 
8.50000000E+02 3.03520249E+07 -2.56641300E+05 5.22972651E-03 -2.54096559E+00 6.09388097E-03
 
I9.00000000E-+02 1.68868796E+07 -2.81409846E+05 5.70417989E-03 -2.2209t284E+00:.'t76Mt8912E ,;3.

9.48000000E+02 2.87328859E+06 -3.01945116E+05 5.89545471E-03 -1.89351092E+00,, 6,f 933518E ,, ,
 
_ +6__=_3Q 7
62._ Q 0 _i+_a_-___8..2 55 + -_ ±Q 5.89 - - .9 2I1.00000000E+03 -1.40386491E+07 -3.49052073E+05 5.87538807E-03 -1.52550036E+00 7.26354905E-03
 
1.05000000E+03 -3.21773118E+07 -3.81582161E+05 5.75947053E-03 -1.15343699E+00 7.66049357E-03
 
.10000000E+03 -5.23663L51.E+O7 -4.19043894E+05 5.48437885E-03 -7.55236384E-01 8.27800481E-03
 
1.15000000E+03 -7.34793326E+07 -4.24775571E+05 5.01145423E-03 -3-514?5856E-0u ,';t845 '3
 '
 
1.155000002+03 -7.56137599E+07 -4.28913957E+05 4.95540549E-03 , -3.'12278525-4, .82 S,S4

1.ls6000bOE+o -8.92861407E+07, -4.56065026E+05. 4.586765362-03 "-7 66819192E-02- ,
 
1.20000000E+03 -9.57193094E+07 -4.60397994E+05 4.42979963E-03 2.12206208E,02 6.91843743E-03 ,
 
1.25000000E+03 -1.16177592E+08 -3.181439.66E+05 3.74235357E-03 3.42983822E-01 5.56031909E-03'
 
1.28000000E+03 -1.23723405E+08 -1.76585391E+05 3.27665982E-03 4.91460771E-01 4#28571919E-03 '
 
30000000+03 -1.26635307E+08 "1#13088670E+05', 3.03572768E-01' t 
-~~ Il 
. 0 q. 
415I3292 -;R323A62EFOilZ21f1&5
J'~ f 3 t 
1.40000000E+03 -1.32918330E+08 -5.84803063E+03 1.77924583E-03 8.36717645E-01 1.80523708E-03
 
1.45000000E+03 -1.31596431E+08 5.95612904E+04 1.14208188E-03 9.03849308E-01 8.77365035E-04
 
._±+LS_ 2522Et _ 5... 9 3Ql 3pU _44_9 245E-O1 -5.07121194F-05 
1.55000000E+03 -1.18774461E+08 1.96683436E+05 -2.09597662E-04 8.88065350E-01 -2.1,T&6302ELo0 <t: t 4
 
1.60000GOOE+03 -1.07562419E+08 2.38481843E+05 -1.40276296E-03 7.35140657E-01 -3.78758138E-0'
 
1.65QO000.E+Q3_ -- 9,52672095E+Q7L 43.3A9f8QSE+5 -r24.5flAO..__,50lf4 -OL -S.b0391 3E-03' -,
 
1.6800000E+03 -8.7q603867E+07 2.70006066E+05 -3.04842075E-03 3.538207OIE-01 -5.74848141E-03
 
1.70COOuCE+03 -8.19217871E+07 2.83740399E+05 -3.40511208E-03 2.33860500E-01 -6.24251607E-03
 
1.7440C0002E+3 -6.9i17729bE+07 2.88578371E+05 -A.7346?975E-3_-.5-9.498850 .B_-03 77.
 
1.75000000E+03 -6.73;77968E+07 2.84594763E+05 -4.89844358E-03 -2.15707300E-01 -9-*590855I7E -3: 'K
 
1.80000002E+03 -5.42025468E+07 2.46666999E+05 -6.11107492E-03 -7.08479239E-01 -1.01350064E-02
 
u.1.85QOOOOOE+03 _-4.235408982+07 ... 25350158E+05 .07Af65A9E-OirZS.1R97E± - 7 a 2 "-,__
 
1.9000O002+03 -3.18638568E+07 1.92269595E+05 -7.81428838E-03 -1.77297819E+00 -1.08856877E-02
 
1.95000OC;-+33 -2.33266680E+07 1.47231233E+05 -8.36244015E-03 -2.313812(2E+00 -1.06902067E-02
 
2.OOOOOOCE+03 -1.6301 8977£+07 .... 33273928Et05. 8,7 5.ja - 42267-02
-e 2-74 E=.t-a2nEO__.__ 
S o2.05_006-0+03 -1.0480694+07 1.16390637E+05 -9.01965546E-03 -3.39524207E+00 "i4.08,22763?-O2 
I 2.08000000E+03 -6.72b74009E+06 1.04856511E+05 -9.11995829E-03 -3.71873736E+00 -. Q7346259E-02 , 
2,000OQO_.E+O.3 -5.2j78642OF+06 6.876.94606Et0A.-9,__6.7826f1i-O_3__2AO25*_S!6i -3f0222572F-2 , A, 
2.12000000E+03 -3.97876890E+06 6.006677,34E+04 -9.20469651E-03 -4.12753100E+00 -,1.01223069E-02
 
2.20000000E+03 -9.67283554E+05 1.75192129E+04 -9.27548709E-03 -4.91308830E+00 -9.53893390E-03
 





































5i6. ±0.. 1,.05475389E+03 .1.05475389E+03 1.05475389E+03 
M/L8 INI. V/ .Q LB/IN R.SLOPE IIN 2y/Q EQ. PHI
_IN
0. 	 0. -1.03353362E-02 1.57312824E+00 
2.31262660E+06 1.29513908E+05 -1.03233313E-02 1.04982848E+0C
1.4fl5-ZO-....357974C91E+05 -, .01728545E-D2 5.00474493E-01 
3.49230439E+07 4.21797735E+05 -9.68168897E-03 -5.66709111-C2 
5.51281298E+07 3.80056650E+05 -8.77750743E-03 -5.79418683E-0I 










6.50586525E+07 -1. 34278142E+05 

_5_,_J 	 _79-9_-_, I -1.68710735F+05 

4.82130299E+07 -2.0162169 5 

3.73607630E+07 -2.31962793E 05' 





























































































































































































































1.-I.35CMCQOO±s3..'t71 8E+C7 6.3557G638 E+05 -2.:3C25o1E-103 -1.67676459E-C1 -5.74391419E-03 
1.4000CGOOE+03 1.ISSC15E+(7 7.95370229E+C5 -2.C70l24738E-33 -4.52908984 -C: -5.6C522A18E-03 
1.45000000E+03 4.9%76378E+C7 7.1S17316E+05 -1 .9 1 9 7 5 7 9 6c-C 3 -7.22342935E-C1 -5.11583492E-03 
_1.5QpGOO&+03_ 8.33'2246CE+C7 6.3995875E+CE -1.5970659E-G3 -9.59174761w-Cl -4.30799319E-03 
1.55000000E+03 l.10519502E+C8 4.727L-2592E+05 -I.004662 ^ E-03 -1.17512169E+,C -5.73208800E-03 
1.60000000E+03 1.0tb3195 +8 3.643"32C2E+uF 2.o9383CZ4F-34 -1.3960C388E+Cu -3.37354902E-C3 
1,65OOOOQOtP3 1.475t5aSE+08 3.02417132E+05 1.73703683F-03 -1.5153/643E+O0 -1.28 7 13450E-03 
1.68000000E+03 1.55341601E+C8 1.99468377E+C5 2.t9519488E-C3 -1.52679544P+CZ 7.CCcA111ft--l4 
1.7000COOCE+03 1.58166535E+08 7.61043465E+04 3.35$C76glE-03 -1.49455136E+O( 2.59573344E-03 
1.74460000+03 1.53427392-'L8 -3.02817.E+.5 5.1231)762-03 -1.2731765+Cc 1.11223646E-('2 
1.75000000E+03 1.51477148E+C8 -3.46120175E+QE 6.4592'379bE-03 -1.1373-1295E+,3 1.-.21958834E-02 
1.8000OOO0E+03 1.292152o4E+CS












2.OCOO00c+O3 4.27324206F+07 -3.39548-7CE+O5 1.59372169F-02 3.6491682C+7C 2.12509629F-02 
2.05C0OOOOE+03 2.6539899CE+G7 -3.O0493856E+5 1.66281855E-02 4.71445467 +OG 2.12833963E-02 
2.080c0ooooEtQ3 1.8u892l67R+C7 -2.72291057E+05 1.68a60141F-C2 5.35042"94E+C"C .1 89777E-O2 
2.1Q0PQQQQE+q3 1.42317145E+C7 -1.823t6(36E+C5 1.7C25023CE-02 5.7k89o824+SQ 1.98220589E-02 
2.120000002E+03 1.08C4u669E+07 -1.6C152F51tz+05 1.7124867CE-02 6.14298177c+0C 1.95714?83P-02 
2.2C000000E+03 2.t7468618E+06 -4.8i628239F+04 1.73185124E-22 7.645834'35+C 1.804276 4E-02 
2.25GOCOCE+C3__ 7.66792S93E+G5 -2.77660C564E+C4 1.739241489-02 8.5832295SE+CC 1.87804176P-02 
2.3000u00CL+23 -1.02657647E-25 -1.15248763E-07 1.7413435-02 9.5C952349E+O30 1.74134335E-02 
41. 
WA 





OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ OM ACCELERATION 
1.1088008GE+02 1.22943922E+Q4 1.05475389E+03 1,fZ3&.E0±O5AL5_.D.9.Q3D.
 
STATIUN IN-....M/Q LB IN/IN.. /Q. LB/IN B.SLOPE1I.IN Y/Q -EQ. PHI PHI PR. IIN
 
0. 0. 0. -1.18757661E-02 1.71431406E+00 -1.18757661E-02
 
5.0000000GE+-3 5.51975604'+06 3.07244461E+05 -1.18470268E-02 1.10493453E+00 -1.27327600E-02
 
1.OuOOQOOCOE2 3..2C96972E+07 ,092Q0o823a+05 -t.149a429-D-4._5_ie7zkb:--O1-=I]B3847092F-02
 
1.5OC0C0C0L+12 7.8163j638E+07 8.78397199E+05 -1.03746179E-02 -2.42940006E-01 -1.295325'12E-02
 
2.0CCOLOC&+2 1.131873E+0.8 7.14378839E+05 -8.39700972E-03 -8.33564973E-01 -1.05135248E-02
 
2.SuOOCCCC7E+s2 1.4735 825+C8 3.89167690E+05 m5.7i527O725-0 3___ 5578__722 -6.79023j65-03 
3.OOLSOOOLLE+02 1.48428781,+08 -2.49083682E+05 -2.69652932E-03 -1.48910350E+00 -1.94466T06E-03
 
3.50COGOUE+02 1.32b481692+08 -3.71453253E+05 1.24452277E-04 -1.50421249E+00 1.256343406-03
 
4.0CO0,0C0QE+O2 1.32417289E+08 -4.26494236E+05 _.5796BIZ-_L __&Lz_ S39_E+00 3.89176133E-03 - 7
 
4.5C000CE+62 8.98C02804=+07 -4.76515562E+05 4.60602979E-03 -1.12152107E+00 6.08619760E-03
 
5.OOCuOOGCE+u2 o.49668455E+07 -5.145C6001=+05 6.15687028E-03 -7.72859101E-01 7.77067783E-03
5.5C00C0+02 --3.8o066205+.7 -5.37120523E+05 .7,19A9A!i9Q_0 3.3785573E - 1 8,89587425F-03
 
6.00G0000uE+02 1.15489974E+07 -5.42124392E+05 7.69646543E-03 1.06878561E-01 9.43083080E-03
 
6.5C00000E+02 -1.52938999E+07 -5.28454358F+05 7.65787694E-03 5.79280273E-01 9.36554605E-03
 
7.OO"OCOOCEt? -4.09866472E+O7 4.9i6238348EQ5 _ 7,Q9?Z359SQ1fJlA___3A_20_lE± - - ­fl227430-03
 
7.5CO00000GE+02 -6.46295622F+07 -4.46771078E+05 6.03209827E-03 1.44127036E+00 7.50550855E-03
 
8.00000000E+u2 -8.94155314E+07 -3.82445606E+05 4.52628321E-03 1.77585872E+00 5.80066032E-03
 
-8.500COOOOE+u2 -i.;2682344E+08. -3.06643453E+05 _ 2.63898307E-03 2.01425582E+00 3.67150320E-03 
9.0CO00OGOE+02 -1.15958598E+08 -2.23588354E+05 4.45647180E-04 2.13740552E+00 1.20649612E-03 
9.480OCOOE+,j2 -1.24721790E+08 -1.41566874E+05 -1.87118808E-03 2.13382722E+00 -1.38449187E-03 
9.6200000-i-02. -1 .26537789 +06 . - 179_7834E+05L. ,7&9i~tJ.~~lE0 21824067E-01
 
1.G0000000E+03 -1.26515556E+08 7.81000864E+04 -2.97418820E-03 2.00328004E+00 -3.28478797E-03
 
1.05060000E+G3 -i1.8918l6bE+C8 2.58813787E+05 -3.58732742E-03 1.80516241E+00 -4.87672463E-03
 
1.1000000E+3 -9.8686591+67 5.0_428784E+05 4.2944625E-03 1.49149204E+00 -7.65597148E-03
 
1.1SUOOCOOE+03 -7.23111775E+07 5.556366832+05 -4.93961706E-03 1.08271136E+00 -8.64386161E-03
 
1.15500000E+03 -6.94054153E+07 6.06316286E+05 -4.99290985E-03 1.03850739E+00 -9.03 014,E-03,. . .,
 
1.1860000;E+03 -4.42165199E+07 1.16580541E+06 -5.25585795E-03 7.19423019E-01 -155750885-0
O...
 
1.200000002+03 -2.51028516E+07 1.546982576+06 -5.31542529E-03 5.42069271E-01 -1.36774933E-02
 
1.2500C000+33 7.19953446E+C7 1.951012.48E+06 -5.17524937E-03 -2.77702238E-01 -1.63238921E-02
 
1.28COCQOOE+03 1.22133140E+08 1.29796613E+06 -4.79318917E-03 -7.14213451E-01 -1.22101385E-02
 
1.30000000E+03 1.44506691E+08 9.24717663E+05 -4.53561196E-03 -9.07010620E-01 -a.645468?40tZ 4 E:V ,-":;
 
- 'cr -*: 














1.73 .3,.LL+ 5 






































































































































































































- Q t7/Vb,/ 
*F t~l4oI
,+4-/" ,, 9 u<~ .4 '<t 44 '- t 4 t'.,7 J44, 4' '-y < ~ 4 ~ 
* '. ,ode 5 
A~ TOTAIM/A&.5 rur PAT 
•%A.2STATION IN' M/Q LB NIN V/0 LB/I B.SLOPE IIN YI EQ. PHI PHI PR, 1I<74___
 
-'' 
lil 47,O00 . , - ; .....0o ... ~ ,.,,, A' 422E; E,02- , 9& 9 Iz* ,5,;, . :.. 7O,{ ..... ...4447 ~~~~. M330,PE. t<5fl?12&6539E+fl.. .~ '24Z94 ,2 , _  .   .1 I12.]L ................... ) 3 ,714- 7 4+t&

7,~~n 
t <-$<:+4%<: - i'44 i, 
, 
o~gt<. %)4R~ 6<,-,44f aB4 A 
1145000 7477021.24200827E+08 1.30313 42E+06 -1.01031772E-02 -3.92423440E-01 -1.:928671E-02U'
 
;".60000E+02 1.80589517E+0,8 9.49996838E+05 -7-,02496507E-03 -9.'§1581216E-01 -9.8B3955379E-03.,­
2.ociPb60O6402 2,159;272"6E+08 %8..51t6O 7F+Q05 -lI994-~ -55<3F0 4QMA)f-'
OFdabtidt '6"j5% 4294pQ44A ,49' 5''84Eb8 9 
637t82TZ +:Z05t1,024- gi 7<YQO±3F-0 4t'F06137a-p, 74 4 , 
4 
'1,'50000000E 02 7.39.808598E+07 -9.29224997E+05 9.76412186E-03 -3.17850587E-02 1.26505101E-02
 
4,,00OO0000E+02 2.78203212E+0.7 -9.10001825E+05 1.07805346E-02 6.29762239E-01 1.36348605E-02
 
'SOOOOOOOE+02 -1,.62813671E+07 -8.46622307E+05 1.08906419E-02 1.31422197E+00 1.35724024E-02 I
 
5-,, 9i ,597q i5 5E*0b.':.i 0 -02 " :;-,4 ,.: ,::, .:8.95 Q .,S :F T Y,, 3 6 408, t,.5:-. %sVr,6 9 931 'E.'-T4<"-, ,kW2 ti993 <ZW.J' 
",5'O00000E+02 -1.30005469E+08 -2.00947363E+05 4.16782120E-03 3.34022952E+00 4.83052728E-03 
8,':§ O000O000E+02 -1.34500837E+08 2.28396382E+04 1.50409755E-03 3.49727266E'+00 1.42799179E.03 
':L.5'0000000E+02 -1.27643945E+08, 2.51278776E:+05 -1.13639846E-03 3.48289235E+00 -1.98249640-03 
Od,) tfoobn;4o2%'4 94,19s,78 E 14358 842E+,0:5t t 58'61:52:21E -z'50112,9 13,6 8530:8Ejr03-, 7>,O1O.-0 x .- >dJ ?96E- , ," 
~~~~- 4., 9875E+8E'~3 :2 
K1.O0000000E+03 -3.47860007E+07 1t14995609E+06 -5.98184896E-03 2.51775436E+00 -1.05551614E-02 
'.05O0000+03 4 2.87787672+07 1.49049771E+06 -5.99507081E-03 1.92833676E+00 -1.34206551E-02 
*-.10000000E+03 1I.15883847E+08 1.8748440824+06 -5.5 218321F0 140730-10E+0O -1XL An07W271=-09 ­
< t'0 6-:-k443Zb89Ead;'0,£d 4O~~ L ,-- -. tT'8 ,,L-:1'0:-L4.-75o7096E.+O i04 40"474,474/ 
1.20000000E+03 3.Or49i5471E+08 1.36200634E+06 -2.51703618E-03 -4.77379813E-01 -9.87923263E-03
 
1 2:500000bE+03 13.0,,140560E+08 -1.43869078E+06 -4.91330265E-04 -5.5124,7626E-01 7.72975992E-03
 
4, 
A2'SO800000E+03 2.44l46157E+08 -2.28442958E+06 5.73334688E-04 0 1.3672180E-02
0-.. . 104:,e-O2 jp:­
tc - b 4. A 4b, 0 6E .3 
i 
nI 8 +01o: tii 
1.40000000E+03 -2.09655970E+07 -1.82132900E+06 

1.45000000E+03 -9.69539218E+07 -1.18513778E+06 

1.o50000000E+03 -1.36848579E+08 -3.91925411E+05 

1.68000000E+03 -5.70291175E+06 1.26637857E+06 

1.70000000E+03 2.02632256E+07 1.31878564E+06 

1.74400002E+03 7.14635599E+07 8.95705642+5 

,i,''0.,00 00, 3 ,'"0'8k6695'Et0"7 57i82&2cE4,2. 0 "2 
,1.9000000,OE+03 7.87225804E+07 -2.57723194E+05 

S.95000000E+03 6.37681120E+07 -3.31588934E+05 
jE2_OlQDDP00E+3 4.70503613r+07 -3.31468700E+05 
2.12000009E+03 1.3499496OE+07 -1.'88062482E+05 

2.20000000E+03 3.53882491E+06 -6.25781392E+04 

2 25000000+03 1.02964074E+06 -3.70060443E+04 















1.80222123E-03 1.13144036E+00, 9.89701678E-03 
1.50599719E-03 1,55339629E+00 6.77327622E-03 
9.28057451E-04 1.79235768E+00 2.66994816F-03 
-2.01035078E-03 3.35025416E-01 -.,467--4L1bSAEF-A92
 
-1.98007985E-03 3.52780883E-02 -I. 167b363E-02
 
-. 4j08649E-03 -8.86315801E-01 :-1.48366977E-02
 
,-t62260Z,57E 4 -94E04" 
4.25313491E-03 -7.67941086E-01 8.37011884E-03 
5.68361458E-03 -2.79707092E-01 1.09261274E-02 
6 o79119102E-03 2.95571885F-01 i.19784946F-02 





, -- 7.' .4!600a, ; "1"",g700... o, -- > n -", - '-' ' , 
 ,
 
, . . .; 7. - +77 ­
2,I00( a&-22.-.
,,D 
sA.IO'dt5.-,M0 L000.;'y N 
i1 - , 
5:tto,OOOE+a 2.68311g9341E+067 
r.,od60ooE+o2 At3 122E+06 





















:,.- '.,. .L 
- - U,, MAi& 
V/ Q< i+ B.S054 IIL173-IN 
Q

. ,p , 
.i5 I . ,,, - *3.7177857E+O4 -4.88079061E-03 















2.4921785 E+04 2 .19 6\2 436 3E;g03 





3-8'08102 0t4 2 ,4 
-1 -0
 
- .PR.2 8 -- 8 ­







*&'4 4t416 &3wr 



























1.40000000E+03 3.01006785E+07 -7.76283235E+04 

1.45000000E+03 2.6214 8222+07 -7.76014096E+04 

1.50000000E+03 2.23631021E+O7 -7.6220907182+04 

t68000000E+03 ­
1.70-00000E+03 8.26030315E+06 -5t99122164E+04 

1.74400000E+03 6.01654400E+06 -4.0306,08332+04 

5'0'0'000E40l3,,' 3V784052lE&66,-xS4'7 444.so 
-. 9.51315135E+06 .f*t9992739E+04 

Li sooon4oF;u: f 0 
1.90000000E+03 '2.34603764E+06 -1.57654310E+04 

i.,95000000E+03 1.6732986&OE+06 -1.10628078E+04 

2.000.00000E+03 1.15148296E+06' -9,78993457E+03 

2.12000000E+03 2.66673548E+05 -4.13943526E+03 
2.20000000E+03 .6.29863223E+04 -1.15151074E+03 
2.25000000E+03 1.782787842+04 -6.49561206E+O2 
0'l 
-4JCi-44S S . 2 - " -
































44 85062286F-03 -2.79339744F+00 


































O TOTAL MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM ACCELERATION
Eb'" GENERALIZED MASS 

.. 2_E±0 290E+02
________________6 ___9_.63__9%QE+6023.f_ Z9L6.L-__bf .. 9,96 30B 0. 
.STATION IN M/Q LB IN/IN V/L ._IB , SLOPLLN . /Q EQ. PHI PHI PR, 1/IN
 
- ( w ,4 .- 4 ,d A , , 0. -1.19779536E-02 1.74383783E+00 -1.19779536E-02 
, ,, 8.949545 8E+04 -. 19696145-02 1.14041061E+00 -1.22276146E-02 
, " lI ..E --- 5.19258023E-01
2,Afl9.8_5<6E±D5~f_ -__a l' . -1.25668389E-02 
-. 50000000E+02 2.32239702E+07 2669196097E+05 -1.15351270E-02 -1.05293812E-01 -1.23253820E-02 
2,00000000E+02 3.60461076E+07 2.39744901E+05 -1.09398645E-02 -7.06048849E-01 -1.16501648E-02 
?.5000300E+02 4.691848F+07 1.90394836E± =5-iflQI061298E-- --1. 265454L3E+00 r1,06754796E-02 
1.49354510E+05 -9.07944152E-03 -1.77131450E+00 -9.53027001E-03 
A O409g+Q026(i93i6796E+07 1.13446654E+05 -7.90296468E-03 -2.21621266E+00 -8.24865895E-03 
O M"' ,,.i....+7 9.1B 24E±D4 -h.6itf l03.0-7__-Qi2..9.818.BE+00.689448553E-03.-. 
4.50000000E+02 7.08218215E+07 6.06543313E+04 -5.23107788E-03 -2.90320285E+00 -5.41948430E-03 
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SATURN V/VOYAGER, BENDING MODAL FREQUENCIES 
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SATURN V/VOYAGER, MODAL DEFLECTION AT THE ENGINE GIMBAL 
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SATURN V/VOYAGER, MODAL SLOPES AT THE ENGINE GIMBAL 
STATIO'N 100, (T 1T' 
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SATURN V/VOYAGER, MODAL SLOPES AT THE ENGINE GIMBAL 
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SATURN V/VOYAGER MODAL SLOPES AT THE INSTRUMENT UNIT 
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SATURN V/VOYAGER, MODAL SLOPES AT THE SPACECRAFT
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3. SATURN V TIRUST VECTOR CONTROL SYSTEM DATA
 
3.1 SATURN V CONTROL COMPUTER FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
The Saturn V control computer mixing amplifier has a frequency ­
response as shown in. Figure E-5. The linear equation that describes 
this response is as follows: 
oC, 
 1666. 
S2'in. .270 (9)Z2 (396)S i 
I in. = Input current in mA 
I° = Servovalve or output current in mA 
200 








AMPLITUDE RATIO OF < 
OUTPUT/INPUT OF THE 100 
O SATURN V BREADBOARD Z 
Z -30 -COMPUTER USING MOOG VALVE- 120 
VALVE S/N-6 AS LOAD 
UNDER PRESSURIZED 140 
4 CONDITIONS 
-40 160 
-50 I I I I Ih!IIjI ! I I Iliii 1 I * 180 
0.1 1.0 10.0 100 FREQUENCY (Hz) 
Figure E-5., Saturn V Control Computer Mixing 
Amplifier Trequency Response 
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3.Z S-IC STAGE TVC DATA 
The linear block diagram for the S-IC stage TVC system is shown in 
Figure E-6. The nonlinear block diagram and system parameters are 
shown in Figure E-7 and Table E-l, respectively. The frequency response 
and time response specifications are shown in Figures E-8, E-9, and 
E- 10. 
The linear equation describing the S-IC Stage thrust vector control 
system is as follows: 
e s 0. 1036 (0.2 5 S + )
 
PC S SL +___2(0. 434)5 +
0 -13 + 2+)(34 34.48 
18297 + 2(0. 594)S 1 2 + 2(.946) + 
84.09 + (409.68)2 409.68 
wher e: 
Pe is in degrees
 
PC is in milliamperes
 
2 c/-
..... K ".. ci I 50 in""/45 lb-eci-e21i : 7:deg/.e . 
Kt .004in-lb/-m*JI-IS 
















sec .. H - . 6.03688 x 10 5 .psi 
= 5.3ift 
"K, ------ -- 0 .0 00 Mesin" , -- - - 94.5'""" "" - I in . .. ... 
















A, a.; 57 -----







*'- OS D 
U-----­ _ _ 
H4 [,-211 
I. x 2 
TdS +I KL 
in-lb H 
in 
Figure E-7. S-IC Stage Thrust Vector 











= 2940 "c[sK in. -b 
" T = 3.32x 10 sec 
v 
T d = 0.25 sec 




= 3.69 x0H 
5H = 2.51 x 10 - in._3psi 
H = 5. 'i 6 in. -b 
4 in. 
A = 57 
2in. 
a 
S = 94I5 b-sec in.e 
I505lb-sec= 
 in. 
PS = 1800 psi (nom) 
K = 239,000 Inin. 
= 205,000 lb 
in.
 
(Xa) max. = ±0. 05 in. 
(Qs2 ) max. = ±740 cis 
(pi) max. = E5.74 in. 
F = 12, 000 lb 
g 
-(AP -P ) AP 1/2-
I 
-
(AP+P l P 11/2 
Qs2 - PAP-Ps 
s sl si 




0 I II II I111 I I i li ii i ii i I iI I L l 
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- LU TIC COMMANDED POSITION
 







0.01 0.1 1.0 10 100 
FREQUENCY (Hz) 
Figure E-8. S-IC Frequency 	Response Specification. (amplitude ratio) 
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00.01 	 0.1 1.0 10 Too 
FREQUENCY (lz) 











0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 
TIME (SEC) 
0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 
Figure E-1O. S-IC Time Response Specification 
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3.3 S-II STAGE TVC DATA 
The linear block diagram for the S-Il Stage TVC system is shown in 
Figure E-ll. The nonlinear block diagram and system parameters are 
shown in Figure E- 12 and Table E-2, respectively. The frequency response 
specification is shown in Figure E-13. 
The linear equation describing the S-If Stage thrust vector control 
system is as follows: 
Re0. 159 [o,08Ss+ 1)
142o2 (33.73) 2 3.7 +1([ 11S02 + ][-L-+ 1] [(S'3) + 2(0.399)S+lf 
[ )(94.22)2 1+ 
where: 
Pe is in degrees
 
PC is in milliamperes
 
:.0.03 in- lb/a '
 
K .. cis ib. 
-sec 'max
"" 22 cis/in....... 125 lb 2/in 

T ' 3.18 x+0 sec 62 5 lbin.sec/in'..e 9.6sdeg/smc 
: - ------ ,Y0 0 ma. 312,000....
'-.03"b/ ' in ... .;-- -1.6 In-1 " "'DW ma n = 
,.~ . C . . --- . . = .9 i 
.. , .. ,, ". :. Ta ASfI0 
69 slug ft 
-.N' 77a..fl 
" ";-- ' - 2:bf T""on S' 
.... - lb =.34rad/sec 
S2 .b - h.e..,,:, =24 ra.d/sec''. TWD 
*Figure E-II. S-Il Linear Thrust Vector Control System
TBlock Diagram and System Parameters 
* 





in. -Ib in. 






S-II TVC System Block Diagram Parameters 
= 0. 035 in. -KTM 
mA 
K = 220 .cis 
v in. -1b 
10- 3 T = 3. 18 x sec 
v 
Td = 8x 10 -2 sec 
= 1. 06 in. -lbH in. 







Ps = 3500 psi (nom) 
KL = 31Z, 000 lb/in. 
KT = 260, 000 lb/in. 
(Xd) max. = ±0. 26 in. 
(Qsz) max. = ±71 cis 
(pi) max. =: 1. 51 in. 
F = 9000 Ibg 
F L = 20, 000 + 40, 000 sin (500 t) 
1/2
 05 (AP+Ps) Ap 
Qs IAP+P s PS 











AMPLITUDE RATIO AND 


















I I I I I 
1.0 












3.4 S-WE StAdE TVC DATA 
The linear block diagram for the S-IVB Stage TVC system is shown 
in Figure E- 14. The nonlinear block diagram and system parameters are 
shown in Figure E-15 and Table E-3, respectively. The frequency 
response specification is shown in Figure E-16. 
The linear equation describing the S-IVB Stage thrust vector 
control system is as follows: 
S0. 1496 [0.08 S+ 
32.257 + 1 i] 404+ ] 
7i]( 6 S+l](34.8) 
where: 
Pe is in degrees 
PC is in milliamperes 
- n-lb/a . 8 . .. 125 lb-sec 2/in 
A 
. .. . . 149.5 cis/in - lb. -. ..... , ..: 
-v . . . . .3 . 18 x 1o- 3 :----- 035' lb/.. .......... .,. .. 
-e 
.. .. " . ~~..... ..............T ----- 3.8x1-T-------
- - :--O-- 1/1. 78. n... .. .. .. . . . ,.. . .... . ., .... ' -
.KT -- .... 23300., i/'I . '.. :i''-....'..:. .,,: 
D .. . 538. Ib-se/n 
.T j - . . . . . .0 .0 8 sec . 
. . . , .. . ... 
. 
.. ... . .... .0.8scR 
. . . .... ........-,---- "1..0 4,0,7 n l / 





. ,-,.sl ' 
. 'DW T 
R 
can 
=0 . 966 ft
= d e 
966= ra fte 
Z660 su 
= 31 rad/ sec 
.,. 
Figure E-14. S-IVB Linear Thrust Vector Control System 






S-IVB TVC System Block Diagram Parameters
 
-Ib






BT = 3.18x 10 sec 
v 
T d = 8x 10 - 2 sec 
in.-lb
H = 1.1l29 in. 
2 
= 11. 78 in.A 




Ps = 3650 psi (nom) 
K L = 284, 000 lb/in. 
KT = Z33, 000 Ib/in. 
(Xd) max. = *0.26 in. 
(Q..) max. = +40.4 cis 
(9i) max. = A:-1.45 in. 
F = 9000 lbg 
F L = 15, 000 + 30, 000 sin (500 t) 
Q5 (AP + P) AP 1/Z
+Qs2 - A =~~~~P j P 8+ + IAI 
Q4 -(AP - Ps) A p 1/2 





















BENDING MODE DATA 
PARAMETER PRINTOUT 
Bending Mode Frequency OMEGA (rad/see)
 
Bending Modal Mass TOTAL MASS (- slugs)
 
Bending Mode Deflection Y/Q EQ PHI (non-dimensional)
 
-




Engine Gimbal 100 inches
 
Saturn Instrument Unit 3222 inches
 
Spacecraft Sensors 3370 inches
 
VOYAGER STAGE I MODES LIFTOFF
 
OMEGA OMEGA SOUAREDi TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SO DM ACCELERATION 
.75299710 01 '.56700463 02 .16175824 05 .16175824 05 '.16175824 05 .00000000 00 
STATION IN MI LB IN/IN V/0 LBIIN B.SLOPE I/IN Y/ EQ. PHI PHI PP. 1tIN 
4111550000 03 .O00000 O0 .dObOOoOO 00 -. 22317485-02 .21544475 01 -. 223"17485-02 
.ooo0coob 90 ..316J8894 06 .581272S8 64 -. 22316393-02 .18963779 01 -. 22372554-02 
9 lio0o0000 03 .13841738 0? i26963865 05 -. 22309509-02 .16722087 01 -. 22512058-02 
.23500000 03 .57575748 07 .31436979 05 -. 22266399-02 .13670336 01 -. 22632940-02 
.36000000 03 .13605157 08 .97341741 05 -.22133526-02 .10796652 01 -. 23478489-02 
.60000000 03 .51675759 08 .20646423 06 -.20941037-02 .49543104 00 -. 24989355-0'2 
---.­1i.77500006,00 .89779'10 08 21c'64128 06 -. 18610263-02 .72802542-01 -. 22920876-02 
,.q-boooo'&3, .11921362 09 .211'5931b 06 '-.15946484-02 -. 21901574 00 -. 20095368-02 
19t3518,4.,0l9e29 7R pg 4Sb561 b ,loi13925A6-o2 -. 62246425 00 -. 13148644-02 
.14000000 04 .17647837 09 -. 19139800 05 -.54214648-03 -. 84647516 00 -. 51152280-03 
.15410000 04 .17253509 09 -. 29371734 05 -. 49887325-04 -. 87986600 00 .11303786-04 
.16200000 04 .17015371 09 -. 31175012 05 .20080053-03 -. 86q25784 0O .26131453-03 
At.o6800 A4' .16822f25 09 --.334t2199 05 '.38879896-03 -. 84780679 00 .45381294-03 
.7900b 0,"-04 .16394775 09 -.53272222 05 .71439798-03 -. 77864319 00 .80245124-03 
.191006&O0 04. .iq3088,7 0 -.'1 f '6A 06 .10658942-02 -. 6S216974 00 .133300'15-02 
.19800000 04 .14517643 09 --.12363831 06 .12958537-02 -. 54981601 00 .15800797-02 
.23900000 04 .93278284 08 -. 12652891 06 .23711455-02 .33724062 00 .26620165-02 
.24700000 04 .83222920 08 -. 12467030 06 .26104355-02 .57n43770 00 .3047(752-02 
2519000004 ' ..7712072 68 3437727 06 .27436005-62 .72306331 0 .31800119-Oa 
" 26460000 04 .61389349 08 -..1232795Z 0'6 .31180427-02 .11546344 01 .36376953-02 
',.sin,,.o b 4 .423t8879 bd. -j93895ztz 05 ..38641118-02 .18134106 01 .4334'1878-02 
.28900000 04 .35956591 08 -.70855251 05 .41902215-02 .21665050 01 .45197807-02 
.32225000 04 .16117557 08 -.46160009 05 .52254304-02 .38449794 01 .56007150-02 
.32585000 04 .14495695 03 -. 43922832 05 .54457491-02 .40635130 01 .61429369-02 
a,od7000.#4, .fl105'57 bt' . .37'564'5 05 7.59841580-P2 47785966 01 .66152124-02 












°37785000 04 .31235816 06 -. 18493626 04 .66158974-02 .75549980 01 .66452524-02 
.41135000 04 .14254592 04 -. 14221723 03 .66711122-02 .98107792 01 .68568297-02 












































































































-. 40987623 08 

-. 89990285 08 

-. 10283879 09 

-. 14728748 09 

-. 14930535 09 

-. 14970715 09 

-. 14998626 09 

-. 14480365 09 

-. 13230891 O 

-. 70672818 08 

-. 64276548 08 







-. 17765196 07 




























-. 216C2294 06 

-. 63628279 06 

-. 64983758 06 

-. 64817551 06 

-. 64379023 06 

-. 57055530 06 

-. 22520588 06 

-. 16945246 06 

-. 40083738 05 



















































































































-. 66394101 00 

-. 71921504 00 


























-. 13460286 01 
-. 17754299 01 






-. 14974352 02 




















































































































































-. 29464807 08 







-. 38530293 09 

-. 39416636 09 

-. 35405236 09 

-. 80445849 08 



















































-. 95400552 06 





-. 93230555 06 

-. 90563531 06 

















-. 7916b909 05 

-. 25232699 '6 

-. 25861223 06 

-. 25795583 06 

-. 21599929 06 

- 14913692 06 

-. 21070954 05 



























































































-. 22592893 00 



















-. 12652709 01 
-.20261975 01 
-. 28521304 01 
-.290493r3 ft 
-. 14955790 01 




















































































VOYAGER STAGE I MODES 

OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED 

.35155422 02 .12359037 04 

STATION IN M/D LB EN/IN 

-.11550000 03 -.oaoooooo 00 

.000000o 00 11242134 08 

.10000000 03 .41197764 08 

.23500000 03 .18298819 09 

.36000000 03 .38029787 09 

.60000000 '3 .80322907 09 

.17500000 03 .77113838 09 

.91000000 03 .62205859 09

.1100000 04 -. 28678573 0g 
.14000000 04 -. 61441561 09 

.15410000 04 -. 36442641 09 

.16200000 04 -. 22011144 09 

.16800000 04 -. 10917503 09 

.17900000 04 .91159561 08 

.19100000 04 .2086g4 09 

.19800000 n4 .23105819 09 

.23900000 04 .16773255 09 

.24700000 04 .13408308 09 

.25190000 04 .11160935 09 

.26460000 04 .52317350 08 

,28100000 04 -. 19143243 08 

.28900000 04 -. 36115301 08 

.32225000 04 -. 51145252 08 

.32585000 04 -. 48752640 08 

*.33700000 04 -. 60015503 a' 
.35580000 04 -. 19887499 08 
.36700000 04 -. 83134299 0l 
.37785000 04 -.26930317 07 
.41135000 04 -. 14053368 05 





















































-. 31064312 06 



























































































ITM P41 S4 O 
.161504 05 



























-. 10215034 01 














































.11885745 01 -. 82241320-OS
 
.11243691 01 -. 22279705-02
 
.1531S0 00 ;.44#655ql;42 














" i i i i~r I
... / 

VVOYAGER STAGE 1 MODES - LM00
IFTOFF
 
" O-",4E'-, -OMEGA 'S6UAkEO TdT, MA'SS GtNERA'LIZED MASS INYG. PHI SO OM ACCELERATION 
', .' 687lt53 b" A3f4388 .4 .161 4 0"5 '.16175824 05 .16t75824 05 .0000000 00 
SfATION IN' M/0 LB IN/IN V/0 LB/IN B.SLOPE I/IN Y/ EQ. PHI PHI PR. I/IN 
.., ii50 V0 -. dbdd'obbbd 











f. bbod.oW .1126273J b . ,"15600084 0Q? -.81202662 -02 .21140313 01 -. 96477139-02 
" .23500000 03 .42502851 09 .25936131 07 -. 77929923-02 .13335966 01 -. 10298899-01 
.36000000 03 .82152321 09 .36560802 07 -. 68965077-02 -. 81306502-01 -. 11948086-01L 
.600o0000 03 .10879811 10 -. 30663945 07 -. 27179285-02 -. 16295672 01 .32946096-02 
--
577'500OOO t, 0 0 
,6obdd4 
b' .2645760 0o 
1,OV-- - -.36225913 09 













c .14oooao o4 .51676091 09 -. 23066125 06 -. 10358622-02 -. 11032279 01 -. 66680423-03 
.1 410O00 04- .41701625 09 -.71850754 06 .28866425-03 -.94470546 00 .19105549-02 
. 6200000 04 .35294537 09 -.85186812 06 .85258997-03 -. 77459549 00 .25067028-02 
1.68bb-bod-A4 .29967912 o ':.9286026 d6 .12155130-02 -.60882 33 00 .3011852-02 
.t90Ob 4 '.18'5395'11 09 -.1 81292 07 ..To01050-02 -. 341fl77 00 .38179532-02 
-.1qI'O0~OfO " . .1861[8827 08 't1I66145f 01 190 !9558-62 .31e42463 *.45887491:.-02 
.1J000 04 -. 53313031 08 -. 91119361 06 .18798746-02 .61713897 00 .41125035-02 
. .390000d 04 -. 26476033 09 .78969277 05 .11553644-03 .15789807 01 -. 66002124-04 
.24700000 04 -. 24785619 09 .34493543 06 -. 58433268-03 .15017615 01 -. 17946324-02 
. w2419000 04d' 


















.28900000 04 -. 36328426 08 .65014245 06 -.46223924-02 -. 52266483 00 -. 76463107-02 
.32225000 64 .10332271 09 .65454969 05 -. 20332423-02 -. 26062680 01 -. 25653965-02 
.2585000 04" .10455664 09 .2365197 04 -. 53381358-03 -. 26727444 01 -. 57883769-03 
<zjV'w-,',,Tdiib 6 , ' .tb 6121838 04 -'.9'82345 'd - ,.418221-42 -.24323771 01 .55974838-:02 
-- I360000 04 




' ,.A zb'1a,, 6 







.37785000 04 .10012103 08 -. 50731055 05 .13063025-01 .31161275 01 .13868280-01 
.41135000 04 .55109236 05 -. 54668624 04 .15008393-01 .88629729 01 .22147414-01 





































































































































































-. 64626039 04 











-. 12079102 06 









-. 70082898 05 









..- 116 79148 05 

-. 18787486 04 































































































-. 82925569 00 
-'.88070812 00 
























































































































































































-. 11690275 08 
-. 582Y7409 08 
-. 72543809 08 
-. 12819590 09 
-.13270002 09 
-. 13463116 09 
-. 13886212 09 
-. 13839043 09 
-. 12720923 09 
-. 68913324 08 
-. 62731076 08 
-. 43991487 08 
-. 18401058 18 
-. 66857146 01 
-. 17639089 07 























-. 1637519 06 
-. 55692044 06 
-. 57350171 06 
-. 57336205 06 
-. 51102958 06 
-. 51715381 06 
-#23866224 06 
-. 19147681 06 
-. 70937676 05 
-. 41093790 05 
-. 37721791 05 



















































































INTG. PHI SO ON AtCESLERAT'ON 
.13298786 05 .00000000 a0
 
Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PA. 1/lN
 




.138956S Ol -. 2498538-02
 
.10456952 01 -. 25664165-02
 




-. 43218710 O0 -.
*2ZS'fl40-02
 
-. 68329016 00 -.1351fl59-O2
 
-. 17568Y58 0 .4"16719-01
 
-. 47295717 0 .20193605-02
 






















.12322224 01 -. 45406406-02
 
-. 10181038 01 -.92495651-02
 




s,558s7 e OL -. 13125249-bI 
-;3[SS2 01: -431Z44O5-b1 
-. 89225872 ot -. [4314823-01 
-. 13892100 02 -. 15572938-01
 
-. 14206887 02 -.14479379-01
 
- - - -
VnYAGER STAGE 1 MODES 



























-93 07638 06 



































-.22 i44 4 702 























































INTG'. PHI SQ OM ACCERATTION 
.32q874 05. .,0,60,0O000 ' 
YQ EQ. PHI PHI PR. I/IN
 
T'5444514 01 -'22444?-Q2 
t 285116 Oi :-92557'-02 -
1O5788S ofOSi4f55f2 
.73216054 00 -,2 4 4 18293Z02
 
.41025479 00 -. 27244908-02
 




-.'74634876 00 -, l248124-03
 
-. 7656453 0 11'4A2725 4-2 
.18865288 00 .30743291-02 
.67774189 00 .33411553-02 
.92102902 O0 .29313Q79-O2 
.10882 05 0, .2625621102 
.13246256 bi d8 7002 
-'.32301"16 O1f 2,143120 412 
.11788458 01 -.24016754-02 
-. 34181390 00 -.45330588-02 
-.76281846 00 -. S1890864-02 




-Y5125444 ' T Z,"238Z2"99-0 
-.25820386 01 .23618118-03 
-.14203691 01 .74049542-02 























































































-. 12784113 09 








































a- - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
06/03/68 
VOYAGER STAGE I MODES PDPC 4 25 PERCENT FUEL EXPENDED 
OMEGA OMEGA SQUAREb ,TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SO OM ACCELERATION 
.38398554 02 ".14744490 04 .1298784 05 .13298784 05 .13298784 05 .0000000 00 
STATION IN M/a LB TN/IN V/0 LB/IN B.SLOPE I/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PR. I/IN 
-.i1550000 03 .00000000 DO .00000000 Ot -.62223191-02 .36173756 01 -.62223191-02 
.oooooobo o0 .13392452 08 .24189370 06 -.62176588-02 .28858891 01 -.64513725-02 
.10000000 03 .55699437 08 .78121637 06 -.61892500-02 .22243498 01 -.6q440484-02 
.23500000 03 .23409152 09 .15825533 07 -.60175547-12 .12254906 01 -.75465917-02 
.36000000 03 .47290759 09 .22176465 07 -.55109978-02 .21061186 00 -.85751032-02 
.60000000 03




.91000000 03 .58052885 09 -.24592665 07 .170.17467-02 -.10270235 01 .65238378-02 
.11600000.04 -.28905904 09 -,33483177 07 .21969707-02 .67397734 00 .69081715-02 
.14000000 04 -.59615243 09 .12884477 07 .326C'3143-03 .14452694 01 -.17354848-02 
.15410000 04 -.37306448 09 .16283586 07 -.10456375-02 .92232182 00 -.44380512-02 
.16200000 04 -.24299953 09 .16670835 07 -.14966608-02 .56809336 00 -.47337161-02 
.16800000 '34 -.­14210803 09 .16955366 07 -'.17107636-02 .27540438 0 -.50030677-02 
.17900000 04 .43461513 08 .16124425 07 -.16116566-02 -.26771703 00 -.44768508-02 
.19100000 04 .17750525 b9 '.43829520 06 -012921'61-02 -.72956009 O0 -.25367413-0Z 
.19800000 04 .19588548 09 .20188458 06 -.12404307-02 -.86891062 00 -.17045331-02 
.23900000 04 .17124980 09 -.32819986 06 .58031263-03 -.94009076 00 .13347951-02 
.24700000 04 .14124171 09 -.42024910 06 .10056914-02 -.77486031 00 .24802496-02 
.25190000 04 .12041766 09 -:.42864480 06 .12230751-02 -.64711782 00 .2727'0919-02 
.26460000 04 .64985405 08 -.44258060 06 .17174905-02 -.24671396 00 .35830731-02 
.28100000 04 -.47932024 07 -.39131881 06 .20811668-02 .40480127 00 .37377608-02 
.28900000 04 -.23799454 08 -.17575639 06 .19550583-02 .65770768 00 .277252q9-02 
.32225000 04 -.49536247 08 .40880835 05 .30946443-04 .11873034 01 -.30141807-03 
.32585000 04 -.47752912 08 .58093949 05 -.67027721-03 .11467562 01 -. 15924034-02 
.33700000 04 -.40592177 08 .80349768 05 -'.26486143-02 .84515443 00 -.l9240074-02 
. o558000004 -.20861443 08 .11440304 06 -.49990237-02 -.21048094 00 -.68149449-02 
.36700000 04 -o89333312 07 .87774441 05 -.56550626-02 -.10014674 01 -.70483078-02 
.37785000 04 -.29816429 07 .15601830 05 -.58852784-02 -.17243268 01 -.61329265-02 
.41135000 04 -.15760302 05 .15654867 04 -.64531296-02 -.40971736 01 -.84974543-02 
.41340000 04 -.22078709-03 .40556690-02 -.64585923-02 -.42631846 0l -.64626480-02 
VOYAGER STAGE I MODES /i4O5 6-	 25 PERCENT FUEL EXPENDED 
OMIN," otA 'soUAid YrOfUtL "A S 'ENERAtIZ0 MASS INTG. PH 'SO OM ACCELERATION 
L69BG63414 2-. d46 b4, .1398784 0'5 ..3298784 6.s '.'32987e'4 05 .oodo 6-o 
.STAibNIN' N/O LB IN/IN V/0 LBIN B.SLOPE I/IN Y/ EQ. PHI PHI PR. 1/IN 
: ' i'O000'006 00oot WO -d'0881060-02 .'54493432 00 -.l088{1060'02'0ooOO'Ob' d6 "d 
* ~~ ~ ~ .dSSS~ ~ O1 .aoododo 1o -. 1885-2 .41206018 00 1.I1997164-02'4V,,f000000 0 	 Ar'i06.6594'9580 hA 64284,e 




- .2350000 03 .10363118 09 .65323737 06 -.99396480-03 .70602065-01 -. 16251120-02 
.536000000 03 .18228544 09 .4801607 06 -.78342483-03 -.13557737 00 -.14467976-02 
,60600 3 . 87312 0 :,,11751 -- 1443802-03 -.75791438-01 .210994,2-02
1'6'155 -15007 	 -'.18279738-03 .30935323 0 .2078913502 
2.t4 ...od 6.Oda' -. 14 "It461455 06 	 .38890215 06 -.20159426-021bC14 b0 >-.1'l993-03 

-. "; no tt5ppgqS 462133t4[ 01
' .:. p0 44'.47503t1-03 L.36S'83637 60 -. 19374547-0'2 
.14000000 04 -.33335528 08 -.24936821 07 .14371145-03 .64176912-01 .41336029-02 
.'1541i0000 04 -. 37202731 09 -. 23491841 07 -.43124413-03 .76072504 00 .44628893-02 
.16200000 04 -.55233037 09 -.21836397 -.11089490-02 .1057155 01 *31311280-02 
S'.6r6;49f b,9'5f b"t - *$17930±632?fl. '.16z638427 0 .19333120-02 
;:."}d41,7o 04 -e808igs53 O4 
,; 
.63216 t6 -.32880620-02 .1125912 OI 	 -.45216605-02 
+,"64.0 ,, -.34,4idi 09 .nuunu0t 01 -,4629-u2 -oct459,8 60 -. 16577315- t 
.1980000 04 -.58406938 07 .46404639 07 -.48878347-02 -.13879254 01 -.15555568-01 
* 	 .23960000':-0l4 .80298277 09 -. 15969311 07 .70138377-03 -.'4365979701 .43724911-02 
, 04 .61721292 09 -. 30211741 07 .26526956-02 -.35970712 01 .13249797-01.47,000

,:-.2SL:o....... 	 WI4 fl57 A;'5"1722-bZ 2 CI'
$4Q'> .465,4t9f[lo 'o9 - at 	 -. "Z92410 A415Q6b82-0t 
.14.49 '63 43 .46943689-o1 	 00- *%64000fl * 01 	 -. 76975871 '.18956618-01 
-. 'b~~b~-	 666 54 Ls-A 01-,'fl
Z. ~tiosit 	 Itt~~ 6~ 20d96q44 61f08545-02 
.28900000 04 -.38631696 09 .12110214 07 -.22164998-02 .18899510 01 -.78491574-02 
.3222o500 0 .8734574,08 .10622274 07 -.69624225-02 -.29053698 01 -.15598417-01 
lSaoo 0',- .12411964 09 .90047493 06 -.54224765-02 -.37066634 01 -.19715729-01 
, n4- , 63 onobf' 06 	 ' 61-b-,	 'd1S'409 ".2700b171 .283691'30-O 
<K 	 14646 ,t&7i2 Z4Y54010C 220 15 2I3d5 21-o01~6 	 2t 66 
.37'78 500 04 '4246?462 08 -.20126273 06 .27113744-01 
-
.45814784 01 .30308390-01 
4i1 00p-64 .539154 06 -.95259308 05 .35728910-01 .19697874 02 .68714326-01 








VOYAGER STAGE I MODES 

I'EG'A SOUKREb 
.824142,65 di .614I1 02 
STATION IN M/0 L8 IN/IN 

tL.-Itsoaaba' o~doo oo 

idboo0oo O,b .3486771 06 
-"ododOb 0 .1494151135 d7 
.23500000 03 .67938501 07 
.36000000 03 .14749961 08 
.60000000 03 .42956860 08 
>.f:l'b~o'b -'5694061 "S 
"'Alobb6od '03 .89g473 b8 
-.l1600d00o '4 -.;'2;!5J072.b9 
.14000000 04 .13991326 09 
.15410000 (4 .14333057 09 
.16200000 04 .14506941 09 
U6-t 4 b0iibbdo6 1-4624641 
" qoob '04.I4V4O'9 0 
.1toon '6i 'l141372 '3 0 
.19800000 '04 .13425693 09 
.23900000 04 .88998647 08 
.24700000 04 .79910925 08 
.25190O 0 .-7436 2651 08 
.264600060d4 *60627791 68 
-. ib oo b O . .4248161e8 
.28900000 04 .36324265 08 
.32225000 04 .16538885 08 
.32585000 04 .14889866 08 
317bd0d000 04 '.I0018940 08 
'.Y 'Ob6n, .t9762967 '07 
6.6600 '.137162'7 dl4 

.37785000 04 .32911385 06 

.41135000 04 .15095320 04 




































































































































INTG. PHI SO 'o ACCELER'ATION 
.i'028119 05 .ooo'oooo 00 


























-. 87628209 bO 49051203-44 
-.85314286 00 .36435005-03 
-.77766695 o0 .90710581-03 
-.10535859 00 .11440401-02 
-.97183887-02 .21747145-02 
.18317963 00 .25398546-02 
'.3179866 00 .'26675090-'2 
.67619686 00 .31080917-02 
.12476581 01 .381q1828-02 
.15606274 01 .40260742-02 
.30795036 01 .51379851-02 
.32817188 01 .56928945-02 
'.34475650 01 .6t8'17896-02 
.51392172 01 .64650703-02 
*58651302 01 .64299460-02 
.65521416 01 .62219210-02 
.8667B294 Ol .64460869-02 
.87q91712 01 .62508643-02 
p b'"'
 
VOYAGER STAGE I MODES MODS2 50 PERCENT FUEL EXPENOED 
dM'GA SOIJAr4E TOtAL MASS KkE~~tbHSS5 PHI, -SoD4bkt' nn' %CCECft-sATIOMN 
.i&2fII143' 0 .2640SOlI 0i .10288195 O's Adti'av- #> r t 8145, ;6060r0db0ooo5 00 
STATION IN M/0 LB IN/IN V/0 LB/IN B.'SLOPE 1/IN Y/Q "O. PHI PHI PA. 1/TN
 
'dDOooZOo --'6dOaob0O' 00 fl5D- 01,-. 1155004a 03 - T00 -'A24S169902 . . .',2455T5W#
 
-.oo'ooooo o00 .i1996t1l .2l97 05 '24546621-62 A1142045 0i 45' 
.23500000 03 .24399817 08 .11074121 06 -. 24342465-02 .10227896 01 -. 25992197-;0"2
 
.36000000 03 .51521379 08 .27452168 06 -. 23802820-02 .68832156 00 -. 27*55865-02
 
.60000000 03 .13568472 09 .38969035 06 -.20262147-02 .11500178-01 .,27405134-02
 
aMooodb dY- .2013656 DOl .3826031b f6d%~i005-02 -. 429616013 1bj 7
66i 6 

.910l0000 03 A5&Q2128 d9 ;.2619a9526 66 -~62360i ~6r~W b
 
.11600000 64 A533 &a -. 05 6t6464h4 f 0'84 
 .
09 '91*4f69 "' dU*41'a* o , ,
 
.14000000 04 .21038240 09 -.43494035 06 .8'3528378-03 -.- 63376871 00 .'153118'83'-02
 
.15410000 04 .14678278 09 -. 45406350 06 "o13391974-02 -.345826 00 .O22'51'629;- 02
 
.16200000 04 .11082225 09 -.45639196 06 .15276542-02 -. 6244489 00 . 138521-02

.o1680000 04 '8340200ba -04514o5Ui 0' .l aSS1P-b ' ,413fl6T.9Ut1 .4 
.17C)9000,0 b4 '13599485 d8 - * 52i294 66 ;'&4705l6-~2bo :> 447,Z62'
 
.19800000 04 -. 26595677 08 -.23225636 06 '.17417685-02 " .721514462 00 .227569'12-02
 
.23900000 04 -.10220428 09 -.12414082 06 .1128000-02 .150'6445 01 '141t3842-02
 
.24700000 04 -. 11096483 09 -. 94124630 05 .83841805-03 .16187674 01 .11646,40-02
 
.251900b6 "0; 1115"49'01 "04 '-.9639994 0,5 65632f 46.55th rlof
',,, A6TltfJ V 

.26460000 04 -.12608 9 09 -.81145t?'9 05llbf
 
.28.100600 04 -135 6 4 '4 W6290983,d' EO5 ~ ~ A-;n~Md
 
.28900000 04 -. 12423292 09 .14919604 ?6 -. 30607747-02 .14612930 O V ;3757091-52
 
.32225000 04 -. 69016278 08 .17021954 06 -.'70dg10166-02 -.5862 4q0 00 8470752.02
 
.32585000 04 -. 62922041 08 .16818564 06 -'.80401442-'02 -. 95805 00 'Vl0t0558-,-OI
 
0700b0004 -".443165'343*6'8 00td4"? 1'6 -I--43083420 922894425 O' 1, -f d97*a4"0 ,C
 
.3580006 64 1t048!6 dil 'Atk649s b06 ;za4&nzgf t.I;fflwj0

.36766000 64 -.6~8Y a '4408ag69~ffW fl'zts~ul~
 
.37785000 04 -.18228851 07 .10330813 05 -.1346164-01 80Zl74t9 O0- -- ;14625676-'1
 
.41135000 04 -. 87622063 04 .87281945 03 -.'13192581-01 - .126300 02 4""143744IF,01
 
.41340000 ,04 .45427275-06 .1932468!'-04 -AgS517 Q01 -.113B8345 '02 ; 1 379n01
 
t . 's,
-. I t -' 
.1 p
 
VOYAGER STAGE 1 MODES mtO 3p& 50 P EWY~N 'FUEL EkPSN0~t0
 
OMEGA dWt6A sbOdK0~ TOOL N4A'Ss jUt4WtAJLE 4SSS 1NTC'. P4 156 V4 
.23339660 '02 '5447fl913 03 .1xi2ee1v5 05. *dti3t ;was#tys 05~. srtroato m 
STATION IN P4/0 LB WNIN V/o LBIN B.SLOPE I/IN V/C to. PHI1 PHI Pik.' 1/11
 
.11550000 03 t 10oo1o000b .Addobbo0 .6 111.2l5n47 ­
.0060000 61 06l2 '0 '2 '-2. ... .. ..
 
-00 * .1427309 0,1ir 4r , 
.23500000 03 .43150336 08 .29698155 06 -.24717229-02 .79379"795 00 ".275866f6-02 
.36000000 03 .88965"988 08 .44808539 06 -.23774365-02 .441486"2 00 -,2965527-02 
..60000000 03 .21206104 09 :496490250 -.179D0'51-o2 -. 2825k)770 0 -.o2SB'4"02 
.flsooodd b~i .20601 41 i 56 96666E1W 0'.624Ofl. 
-S;4booodo 03 'i366I94*i 64 .iseai o& ;16044S7-+63 ;.;94#6$b1 O&% 0~~2W 
.116000b6 04 4~ a~7~3o166-0 Z3 O'- .nl f4tt14t§6flll 52 no 
.000000 04 .64799350 08 -.10024086 07 .14573'039-02 -'.6975t079-'0t 166'Irs7702 
.15410000 04 -. 76661649 08 -.10006899 07 .14404705-02 .439 I4045 00 .3525241 -02 
.16200000 04 -. 15535730 09 -.9891245706 .6945q312 00 -,­2706452-02 3i€n7;" 
.t16so0Od 64 7.'2141,7865 69 A1S1I13W6 Y663f&2 Sft l 0'$4UVO
-79oo 6,d4 ;3.'1333836 dg 10375858 06I .B4-74t'tO3' . ....... 0"+ C-7 ....
nt""l 
l?, o' ,st1, o ' 
. b191odoo , , ,2d416Ma b" • I96473 66 + ,12 visfti b 4,"& 4n-
.19800000 04 -. 30947066 09 .44626029 06 -.696935r90-03 .11217172 01 -.l11ZS8lO002 
.23900000 34 -;.95162770 08 .55899061 06 -.25555784 02 -.10414595 00 -'.44061i4V02 
.24700000 04 -.50788512 08 .54781324 06 -'.21532771-02 -.46620085 00 - 46154298-02 
.25rc90000 '64 -a4061f1 0'8 '.5452'd8 06 11f7;52 00 - 1A7, 0 , 49 P, 6W80;5 
.26460000 04 .44601074 08 .539'94000 66 '2T0Af 1 01 F41 'Ar;2 
. . .281'00000 64- 11'933t34 09 .6 20792f100b606- .• 4 bAbgt . 2,3I lOt ,-iZL';9 "wduutti: 
.28900000 04 .12394179 09 -.29887447 05 -. 36561204-03 -.21288179 01 -,22606'6-;03. 
.32225000 04 .67248075 08 -. 18032180 06 .42626'75-'22 1tO0l484 01 .572t7044;'02' 
.32585000 04 .806317263 08 -.1668936 06 .54711220-02 -1026l453 01 .8430457-02 
.3378000 ,d4 t5 08' -.1S27952 Z445 5960.1286F0­
* .35580d00 04 4266460.97 08 -16g2 067a;r9*l.o A 
.41135000 04 .14685146 05 -.14614733 04 ..13409054-0'1 .1a4143Y0O 02 '.451r556;41
 
.41340000 04 .26125484-04 -.16682782-02 '.13414051-01 ".'0M01O .134159ff',
 
-z'..r-




VOYAGER STAGE 1 MODES ntDE 4 50 PERCENT IUEL CXPCN6ED
 
OMEGA OMEGA SOUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZSO MASS INt. *PHr So ON ACCULERAYIOA 
.43q97660 02 .19357941 04 .10288195 05 .10288195 05 ; s288195 05 o0000000 o 













.10000000 03 .69746124 08 .95601140 06 -.63204404-02 .20656756 Of ;7244t286-0% 
.2350A070 03 .2824q955 09 .18555820 07 -.61106822-02 .10179856 o1 79035150-02 
.36C00000 03 .54287677 09 .22388451 07 -.55144157-02 -.27850530-01 .. 84078113-02 
.60000003 13 .88982325 n9 .11012704 05 -.25990587-02 -.15902721 01 .26206522-02 
.77500000 03 
.91000000 3 























.16200000 04 -.29812188 09 .14188557 07 -.14362057-02 .7786863 00 -.4102651-02 
.16800000 04 -.21130935 09 .14170688 07 -.1&tillb*9k2 .1496342 0 -;457615;002 
* .17900000 04 -.43596746 08 .15899661 ol -. iT= OZ -. "999254-02 -<44362-02 



































.28900900 04 -.34864721 07 -. 33074621 06 .28452243-02 .58042927 00 .43835786-02 
.32225000 04 -.65613542 08 .81390489 04 .75106662-03 .162441'13 01 '.68489549-03 
.32585000 04 -.64754635 08 .39565275 05 -.18893823-03 .16206043 O -.81695846-03 
.33700000 04 -.5894472 08 .84512925 05 -.2965601-2 .13516641Ot , SI6SS630*2 
.35580000 04 -.32261891 08 .16853398 66 -.64984258-02 .49931904-0 2 915684-0* 
.36700000 04 -.14418060 08 .14509685 66 -.75301595-02 -. I0713431 01 ;;.9674!5539-0 
.37785000 04 -.50603200 07 .26015333 05 -.79094919-02 -.20&i48 O -.8322(335-02 
.41135000 04 -.27343400 05 .27141142 04 -.88843094-02 -.53984273 01 -.12428504-0 
.41340000 n4 .17n99383-02 .96818578-02 -.88938638-02 -.56390619 01 -.89035497-02 
... . ... , ,' . . , , ,4 
VOYAGER STAGE I MODES nope 5 50 PERCENT FUEL 
.O~~h, dEo', "S RE6 "Yot'tS 'GEhEfALI'ZEbD,MASS INTG. PHI SO OM 

.... 5,1 27 '04 J Id288tS 05 05'.1466922 65 a.10268115 





-> +dbO 4- .A'1'4035'4 '07 .6416'b44 06 :.25?24732-02 o'10348725 1 

1dod, dOtObO.-boaoboC oo '25756627-62 '.134.11037 01 
.23500000 03 .14751403 09 .94980573 06 -.24428613-02 .30587210 00 

.36000000 03 ".27479657 09 .'1d170372 07 -.21361099-02 -. 13580757 00 

.60000000 03 .36570831 09 -. 55328586 06 -. 79481594-03 -. 63406409 00 

,'+;pt-1 l5o000 031 .173i291 b'" W21dS96583 07 .15314113-03 -.35164558 00 
tsp. 00i60,o66&ka *ji1b60446 -t 814o5 '07 :.460§5200-O3 '*65675Z98-02 

~hooiv . 6 66486-03
I ~,Oj~pfj3345 Z+~." 6 ma rl4 0 '-4 .3516634 00 
'.14000000 04 .-.20118354 08 12691609 07 -. 29418539-03 .11020666 00 
.15410000-04 .16136883 04 .12798289 07 -. 94882695-04 -. 30134002 00 
.16200000 64 .26120237 O69 .12387420 07 .21460192-03 -,49142115 00 

+i+Oi+ .3fl664,64t7< tj& W,4: -4 '.1t4660645 t%7 -545'41123+-03 -o60972472 00 
+;Qk~tj t~P14'ob&&o64' ,, . 66 . 60
Os a b4 -e A11152fl-:02 -704'86205 

$$3:" 4 6dO-4<,6Z 3 2 ....-'.21lq22121-02 -+.24311436
. O0 

.198000d0 '04 .18111014 09 -.20139848 07 .25805573-02 .24937373 00 

.23900000 44- -.40825413 09 -.47927555 0'6 .10765829-02 .25418328 01 

.24'OdO0004 + -.42631365 09 '.3*1995376 05 -'.64357914-04 .26405781 01
++ ,2 f* S' kj 60r 
-,>Q4,jbOo&6, bOAM- 66 .22953922 Of 
' : 9 d0,% 4-20, 1151 64 , 5 7+ 10 mlg t-0.'26086'160 ''ot''61 01 
(.236666 3t0245l'6'-2ttj:~'-134~fO~~ t2bflfl 14,41,06 Nf0114bAl.S~tOtS .68100

. kA+b2iid&0464 4-+#4 '666 . 47,4637 02 .12,5220 O0 
.28900000,04 . -.1686236) 09 '.17165958 07 -.10429577-01 -.48759305 00 
.32225d00 04 .21436161 09 .32"727271 06 -.60715215-02 -.60199766 01 
.32 s'e5d6o -6 .4 t24a12-5 4 .15199033 06 -;.26263562-02 -.63197706 01 
4

-3fl b1 d 6 fd4. :2l311 64 0 -i~l-2> 010013"W0 -614633e4 (if" 
.,.l-Sfl&66 00 - 0 +.,2664VOP6i -1l31465t 01-
,17.37,9S000 04 .27681850 08 -.1186767 06 .31602000-01 .70623866 01 
.41135000 04 .15462'146 06 -'.19330188 O5 .37019484-01 .21462341 02 

4' 000 4 - '.16310895-03 -$ 1424773'Z .31074182-01 .22552038 02 
,+ -+, - ++ . . .. , . 9-
:++++ ,.,++ .+ . + + ++ .:&: -: , , ++" + .. +:,- - '" ' 
,,+++ d+ + . ,e - . - . + . . . p.,-. . . .,, - . , ­
,+ '++' ' + +5 + "+ - ., .+' %.+, .+ ­
-++++ - +++~~~~~~~~~~-- ,-,- - ,'"• , - ,, .. - . - + -,,-, ++ -,- -- --- +,-.-- - - ' , -- <' -• - - - -- '+ m +,'+ + -'+ + . . -++ ++, 




































































-~~~~~ -- -- -- -- - - --~ ~~ ---- -- -- -- --
610 1/6 
VOYAGER STAGE I MODES mOve / 75 PERCENT FUEL EXPENDED 
OM&EcA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENFRALIZED MASS INYG*. PHI SO OM ACCELERATION 
.87479372 01 .76526404 02 .72860925 04 .72860924 04 .72960924 04 000000000 00 
STATION IN N/0 LB IN/IN V/0 LR/IN p.SLOPE I/IN Y/Q EO. PHI PHI PA. I/IN 
-.11550000 03 -.00000000 00 -.00000000 O0 -.18105506-02 '.I8082509 01 '.18105506-02 
.no0000 00 .35893880 06 .65996085 04 -. 18104267-02 .I59sQs8l 01' -,181690310z 
.10000000 03 .15594164 07 .22823824 05 -. 18096461-02 .14166156 01 -.1811t6980-02 
.2350C000 03 .69735219 07 .49030294 05 -.18046211-02 .11673445 01 -. 18519934-02 
.36000000 03 .14332160 08 .70506896 05 -. 17893634-02 .93365295 00 -. 18867822--02 
.60000000 03 .35874998 08 .10527128 06 -. 16<48259-02 .47757244 00 -. 19012402-02 
.77500000 03 .55052148 08 .11069812 06. -. 15444102-02 .155*6719 00 .17,6l965-02 
.9100000 03 .70056142 08 .11095192 06 -.13855915-02 -.7204[58S-01 -.t603t442-02 
.11600000 04 .96072908 OR .93200559 05 -,11196698-02 -.'42206478 00 .|2568062-02 
.14000000 04 .11435485 09 .,6341153 05 -.75274288-03 -.67624585 00. -.84288873-03 
.1541C100 '34 .12184624 09 .51948020 05 -.41960639-03 -.77475129 00 -.52783142-03 
.16200000 34 .12587606 09 .49736900 05 -. 23838092-33 -. 80860536 00 -. 33495742-03 
.16800000 04 .12878126 09 .46769031 05 -. 96888747-04 -.8232077 00 -.18710240-03 
.17900000 04 .13311002 09 .1905076 05 .15980364-03 -.828'097 O0 .12031484-03 
.19100000 04 .t2965842 09 -. 76663843 05 .45198119-03 -,7854627 00 .62821)41-03 
.19800000 04 .12363399 09 -. 89041P76 05 .64690158-03 -. 73309775 00 .85159370-03 
.23900000 04 .83891782 08 -. 10226343 06 .15860337-02 -. 17171685 00 .18211220-02 
.24700100 04 .75684777 08 -. 10216711 06 .18024178-02 -­ 84719193-02 ,21630041-02 






-. 83386822 as 
.22710942-02
.29889725-02 .4158P13t 00.91S91412 00 .272467502-,4bSd6&-02 
.28900000 14 .35687360 08 -.67047608 05 .33104823-02 .11994347 01 .36223316-02 
.32225000 04 .16429104 08 -. 46215431 05 .43528894-02 .25828205 01 .47286245-02 
.32585000 04 .14801704 08 -.44171829 05 .45176628-02 .21701126 at .52788029-02 
.33700000 04 .99810481 07 -.40220229 05 .51290291-02 .33896894 01 .'57674454-02 
,.35580000 04 .39761365 07 -.26428675 05 .56358153-0Z .45039863 Of .60553381-02 
.36700000 04 .13714150 '07 -.17002667 05 .57515562-02 .51840641 01 .602t4401-02 
.37785000 04 .33295032 06 -. 19575453 04 .57827672-02 .58267895 01 *58138394-02 
.41135000 04 .15323461 04 -.15284196 03 .58418758-02 .78062267 01 .60414678-02 
.41340000 04 .86224081-06 -. 16354688-02 .58423818-02 .79292623 01 .58440171-02 
0CA) 
VOYAGER STAGE I MODES 

J... STATION' IN 9'i0 LB "INA/N 

,f.,., t500 0 : , , ,-,, ,O0 (O O .
 
.23500000 03 24046582 08 
'.160'00000 03 48100033 '6'8 
', 0 0c0d 04 .19087793 0c) 

1984000" 04 . 15o3 6 9 

-181991103




.qob d - .38 61 9 as,{ 






4 136000 O4 0915 6
.2890 .2- 9 

.', oo dd"1i, b4 
Jg:::..- g q as,.S~b ­
/'l 0 94 7 
V/0 LB/IN 

. ,- ,: 0. 0 0 O0 
.16484778 06 
.22'37307 06 
- 2220 280 06 

















75 PERCENT FUEL EXPENDED
 
6.SLOPE I/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PR. U/IN 
,,'d '.'1528 01 .12208 57 5,-40 2:.220 4 '3 -0 18 
-.21876389-02 .8570590 0 -2346121-02
 
-.21357953-02 5572481 01 -.2440137-02
 
.429 273-03 - 759 325 1 0 79831122-03
 
.93467780-03 .65927 00 1435168-02
 
,.11517445-02 ,ft020908i 00. .125048-02
 
01 1097740451'0 
.17235"870-02 .2 9 59 9 0 .246 16748-02 
-'.2079-OZ 100 -. 
t5 92 69 02t20 3621-01 0848 0
 
F317 l.- 445T00 01 201138;-0 
-'.22091923-02 16 18629. 01 -. 14593760-01
 
6 9 5 7 - 2.8 73 1 01. 6 9 7 1 ­
-.2 3 8 0 '2._27 2 8 0-'9 .19 7 3 6 0
 
VOYAGER STAGE I MODES /IWPD-o3 
"
b IKGA 'MEdA'SdULARED TOTL MA'SS 
j,2560849i,*'A2- : .65'579510 iA .12860925 04 

STATION IN M/O LB IN/IN V/0 LB/IN 

.:z1 50000 0 .ob00ao6 do -.obOO000 00 
.boboio-'00 .,346710799 at ;,'62889143 05 
,.i0d0000da3,o. t520321 08 .2d52562 06 
.23500000 03 .60464695 08 .40569590 06 
.36000000 03 .11814391 09 .51805647 06 
.60000000 03 .24871100 09 .50750530 06 
77.S0000 03' 132890096 09 .411-64396 06 
.iodaob 0 .318208 64 A193'0312 06 
00D60006 64 .31B944 09 .52390913 06 
.14000000 04 .14280158 09 -. 10093771 07 
.15410000 04 -. 21523269 07 -. 10311836 07 
.16200000 04 -. 83531787 08 -. 10274348 07 
. la4 6 O,' -s''14,487941 09 Z.'l149740 07 
A49o00o06 ' -. 25055539 09 -.74"08528 06 
-i)t;abo4 '.291035'40 04 .1613'2896 6 
.ia800000 04 -. 27240677 09 .29986710 06 
.23900000 04 -. 11054945 09 .45970712 06 
.24700000 04 -.43501045 08 .46439293 06 
odo b;si04 -50158446 08 4.Z637Z093 06 
.flhlf0b0-' ' .'5145066 
'.aftdogbdi. l4 ij-bA 'i6T-r1T60632 ' 

.28900000 04 .80193662 08 .1637758"2 05 

.32225000 04 .62257209 08 -. 11929190 06 

.32585000 04 .51836241 08 -.12612859 06 

1S700600 04., -1060847 06018343 A 
psoooOTo4:!5 V"l .44ti 11 ::1'.11911612 06 
,4,A, i34791.248-0z"7t 1,243'05b4,Zo-.828443 O6 

.377A5000 04 .22907546 07 -.12510436 05 

.41135000 04 .11499543 05 -. 11440931 04 






















































































-. 45888862 00 

-. 95248915 0) 

-. 11774100 01 

-. 11006019 01 
















































































































VOYAGER STAGE I MODES f 15 PERCENT ,FUL eXPEN E07 DC 

OMEGA ",OMEGA 'SQARED6' TOTAL MASS 'GENEl(AC17zE0 MASS (T H1S 1 
STATION IN MIQ LB I'IN V/Q LB/IN B. SLOPE I/IN Yi EQ'. 'PHI PHI P'; f/'IN 
'.b00BaanoOO .4211S1 0'? -. 1689,6618 06­
.23500000 03 .14685455 09 .92621942 06 -'.26026457-'02 '.3119160
0" '.3697S370 
.36000000 03 .26751739 09 .95922818 06 -.25011344-02 -.'16674'40 00 -.30264-12"-2 
.60000000 03 .40956632 09 .3231d80g o5 -61136120 -0' -.8452120266 -OA.I(g47AE', 
Y~i 6b66''' '-- "4B3671.fO ,b .g'fs0Vt' f4qt44:,>N$ 6flO 
.14000000 04 -.32476823 09 -.30952504 '06 .55628651-05 .80 185' 00 t'15tS'23-4O2
 
.15410000 04 -.3501911'1 09 -.13382371 06 -.3941'0748-03 .870418446 O0 4120050q03
 

















.24700000 04 .38504054 09 -.29851062 06 ,41892fl-03 -'.234376( 01 -
-..264606d4: 
., -,.4.81aodo0a0t:< ',. <. '09-06440,'-0 -o- 502'Vy~lE'.'[x40ns6 0$i'0"b-.07:-t,"-,tIr i (OYi-,.' ! ). .... t*4t.2rfli4,it,,kI, 
.28900000 04 .10221502 09 -.12592228 0? .81648442-02 .'61686861 o .14021"694;4' 
.32225000 d4 -'.18215905 09 -.11241361 06 ".424464'23-02 .65922l40 01' '.'5iGO9#D;02 ' 
.32585000 04 
000 




-.69711405 05 .I"57sSAT-02 
- -A-2MdW~ i 
4+&6V71' -0A'A 
..- , ,3>slI~l. ,.,::,..le, 













- .1255904 -o 
;;:,422tt0­
.41340000 04 .1439391q-0 ~ .651'06S994-62 28f 1-0 1flil7 2'sla@a' 
V3 '-~ -­t+i L-''-t:Jh
~'~'~ ' ~+"" - - '''"%;ts-~W<~''t'~' -''44~'* j</r' ~ ;~ '' j'~ xG"-'''~'<4~O ~ pm7~- ~-7~ 


































































































































































































































































































































































b-.1912299 .46389391 069 









































VfYAGER STAGE 1 MOnES 

OME'A OMEGA SQUARED 

.94172543 01 .88684619 02 

STATION IN M/0 LB IN/IN 

-.11550000 03 .00000000 00 
.OOCO0000 10 .41176599 06 
.1crCoOO 13 .17935783 07 
.23500000 13 .79218257 07 
.1600(000 03 .15331522 18 
.6000n00 13 .30614052 08 
.7750COO0 n3 .42219968 08 
.91000000 03 .51357208 08 
.11600000 04 .68382307 08 
.14000000 04 .84624606 08 
.15410000 04 .94001298 08 
.16200-,t00 14 .99126001 08 
.16800000 04 .10288389 09 
.17900000 04 .10886854 09 
.19100000 14 .10713548 09 
.19800000 14 .10321832 09 
.?3900000 n4 .72072161 08 
.24700000 04 .65415087 08 
.25190000 04 .61306112 08 
.264600C0 04 .50653446 08 
.28100000 04 .37373547 08 
.28q00000 04 .32275150 08 
.32229Y00 )4 .15063102 08 
.32585000 04 .13583245 08 
.33700000 04 .91963940 07 
.35580000 04 .36797947 07 
.36700000 04 o12799177 0 
.3778b000 04 .31216987 06 
.41135000 04 .14425849 04 






























































-. 18291354 04 


























































































































































35 64211 01 




























- - ---------------------------------------------------------- 
----------- --
Vfly GFt STAME 1 '40;)LS M006 z 100 PERCENT FUEL EXPENDED 
fl'fdlFA CMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GFNERALIZED MASS INTG, PHI SO DM ACCELERATION 
.19285793 9? .37194181 03 .42813976 A4 .42813975 04 .42813975 04 .00000000 00 
ST I fl"! 1% MI L !N/IN VIJ LB/IN FlSLOPF lfIN Y/0 EO. PHI PHI PR. 1/IN 
-.11I50000 0 .OOCOOrCo0 09 .O0000OO0 op -. 12393563-02 .83610234 00 -. 12393563-02 
p0%00 9((00 .789623f') ?6 .14353384 05 -. 12390824-02 .69220143 00 -. t2529504-02 
.10000000 '13 .3317391? n7 .46086210 05 -.12373938-02 .56591629 00 -. 12819215-02 
*?3 00300i .137)67n7 "S .912427'7 AS -.12272710-02 .38936541 00 -. 13154282-02 
.16000000 Ill .25781247 08 .99547979 05 -. 11985714-02 .22301168 00 -. 13361161-02 
.6G000 ) .4Qul6677 '8 .10-'67588 n6 -. I531190-02 -. 89574834-01 -. 12505226-02 
7700t100 03 .67275453 08 .97084538 05 -. 85o46803-03 -. 29179927 00 -. 10498299-02 
9.lOO00
.11600000 i3)4 .8no56420 08.1018107q 0g .91955919 05.83008845 05 -.67168132-03 -.38147995-03 -. 42057886 00 -. 58319082 00 -. 85198704-03 -. 44927631-03 
-14000,000 04 .1,2 1-4895 09 .77190786 0 5 .48161867-05 -.65q55081 00 -. 11868907-03 
.1541Cq0%1 *14 .1312Q820 09 .6819g7768 05 .36092386-03 -. 65545832 0 .21884518-03 
.16.200000 ;4 .13639083 Oq .59526217 05 .95691702-03 -°62gl4473 00 .44123214-03 
.168e0)00 14 .13967092 09 .48726709 05 .71024252-03 -.59752031 00 .61562755-0'3 
.17900000 n4 .14240121 09 -.38360333 n5 .98775687-03 -. 50915272 00 .10511624-02 
.19000GO )4
198 C"'I0 ")4 
.12220939 09 
If 1057'04 0 9 
-. 28405152 06 
- .3 7 1,-A4 4 0 6 
.12838053-02 
.14556928-02 
-. 33095020 00 
-. 18625129 Of) .19367473-02 1616800-02 
.2390000'* 04 --.2126D711 08 -. 26758041 06 .18031157-0 .80092964 Do . 412431-02 
.74700200 0, -. 41742097 08 -.24317957 06 .17172477-02 .10107569 01 .25705091-02 
.25190000 04 -. 53581196 08 -. 23998769 06 .16380592-02 .11345829 01 .24801213-02 
.26460000 04 -.83453612 08 -.230r5544 06 .12567639-02 .14367672 01 .22265024-02 
.28100000 04 -. 11326876 09 -.3587220? 05 -. 27056383-03 .1618877? 01 -.91202821-04 
.28qO0000o 4 -. 10953925 09 .03464428 05 -. 12C65350-02 .16013555 01 -. 16412533-02 
.W?225700 J4 -. 66591400 -8 .15372077 06 -.49511073-02 .35290159 00 -. 62008697-02 
.32585000 04 -.61040069 08 .15451317 06 -.58700875-02 .67598813-01 -. 83226298-02 
.33700000 04 -. 43900088 08 .15n32915 A6 -. 82088507-02 -. 99647993 00 -. 10595028-01 
.5580000 04 -. 18936064 08 .11852242 06 -. 10527329-01 -.31832718 01 -.12408636-01 
.16700000 04 -.70692872 07 .80547964 05 -.11092947-01 -.45873891 01 -.12371486-01 
.377850C0 34 -. 19515406 07 .10922187 05 -611261375-01 -. 58833488 01 -. 11434743-01 
.4113SO00 04 -.q5193691 04 .947900 3 0- -. 11618281-01 -. 99096373 01 -. 2856118-01 
.41340000 04 -. 15947386-05 -. 82076090-01 -.11621488-01 -. 10168174 02 -.11620667-01 
10 
VOYAGFR STAGE I MnDES 
OMF'^A OMEGA SQUARED 

.47668714 02 .22723064 04 

STATION IN M/0 LB IN/IN 

-. 11550000 03 -. 00000000 00 

.00Of0O0 0' .78847582 07 

.10000000 03 .30332118 08 

.2350000'1 'l 10249564 09 

.36000000 13 .17330195 09 

.60000000 -3 .29369734 09 

.77500100 03 .35386970 09 

.91000000 03 .37410695 09
I.11600000 04 .35349067 09 

.14'00000 14 .29522777 09 

.15410000 04 .24345423 09 

.16200000 14 .20578328 09 

.16800000 04 .17078046 09 

.i7o0000 04 .83029678 08 

.19100000 04 -. 84920455 08 

.19800000 04 -. 16042651 09 

.23900A00 04 -. 35478741 09 

.24700000 04 -. 323q3261 09 

)25190000 -. 29659108 09
04 

.26460000 04 -. 2191S335 09 

.2810000 04 -. 98644731 08 

-2890C-100 04 -. 33374473 08 

.32225000 04 .12207353 09 

.32585000 04 .12285448 09 

.33700000 04 .11812502 09 

.35580000 04 .61553603 08 

.36700000 04 .31089'21'7 08 

.37785000 !4 .11275075 08 

.41135000 04 .61819301 05 































-. 29762637 06 

-. 43122984 06 

























-. 138374199 05 





-. 29179676 06 

-. 51300999 f)5 

-. 61333450 04 






100 PERCENT FUEL EXPENDED 
GENERALIZED MASS INtG.' PHI So OK ACCELERATION
 
.428'13975 64 .42813975 '4 .00000000 00
 
f.SLOPE I/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI' PHI PR. I/IN
 
-. 3844241'1-62 .14437259 01 .3442411-02
 
-.38414649-02 '99217681 00 -.34756486-02
 
-. 38253566-:02 ;569690 e
so, .4189176-02
 
-.37445399-02 .52578618-d -. 43049087-02
 
-. 35434273-02 -. 53634338 00 -,43001959-02
 




-. 62942890-03 -. gt665184 01 '-.74 18101I'03
 
.54178190-01 -. Z1508465 6 *80146663-03
 
.16686056-02 -. 17967050 01 .21448078-02
 
.24325776-02 -. 1397q929 01 .33309731202
 
.27621877-12 -.11192842 01 .37085715-02
 
297'0619-09 -.87909403 00 .42150268-02
 
.32322086-02 -337Z49034 bo .'51385466-02
 
.3216564-'07 .554007k) 00 '60420733-02
 
.30263359-02 .74676529 00 .53572631-02
 
.31216341-03 .19398765 01 -,21747096-03
 
-. 61375080-03 .18220106 O -. 25149182-02
 
-. 11293f64-b 6831189 01 3t42399"2- Og
 
-.25234Z71-0 .156 8901 ".5228064-02
 
-.48316782-0Z ,-.21014159-6l -. 92367387-02
 
-. 53798046-02 -*74336973 00 -. 88394874-02
 
-.21503694-02 -. 30860823 01 -. 26138223-62
 
-. 38383588-(13 -. 31446003 01 -. 16418510-03
 
".50294401-02 :-,.A,,s82s (it .956t044-62
 
.122810'34-01 -. !31'170666 00 .'17685676-41,
 
l°14'466900-Of .17742676 01+ 1°8996-O0l
 
.15297990-01 .37112728 01 .16207S29-01
 
.17484589-01 .10377229 b2 .25493950-01
 




* _*) ' J -! 
06/03/6R 
VOYAGER STAGE I MODES AoVD&q r r pr F-N1 f-fl E F.}'E" 
OMElA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS N PAI ! ZFI? MASS I TG. PHI SO lrA ACCELEPATI IN 
.58195429 12 .33867079 04 .42813976 0 42qj3975 4 .42'H3975 04 .j0O1CC 30 
STATION IN M/O 1K IN/IN Vl/0 L/IN qS! rP' I/IN Y/ E). "hI DHII op . I/N 









































-. 70090409 C7 
-. 83710258 08 
-. 23998Q48 09 
-. 35515852 C9 
-. 33316235 r9 






-. 11341884 09 
-. t2407212 09 
-. 14541942 09 
-. 95899595 ;18 
-. 48161443 08 
-. 191286(4 )8 






.85C)41 78 C6 
.60113Q16 1,6 
.16339810 06 
-. 21973131 06 
-. 69524e82 06 
-.89280442 n( 
-. 1)9384(3 '7 
-. 12235F71 07 
-.1336581) 07 




.90691f(17 n t 
.79624971 06 
.74783174 06 
-. 44019129 06 
-. l:115458q 17 
-. 34866C85 DA 





































.18R16043 01 -. 54281314-02 
.1242154) 01 -5 67c)3 2 4­ 2 
.66,J4985 00 -. 60407606-02 
-. 18 ?2546 ' -.61;48Rl-l2 
-.09324740 02 -. 6083?6 5-0) 
-.221,1941 .n) -.1574-41A-­
-.28493568 01 -. 2-08q6l-n' 
-. 29721246 C1 .13470070-03 
-. 76810207 01 .2?3 3 79C'2-02 
-. 1947R6 0l .38001r31-1)? 
-. 12i2Lj40 %1 .5f)316 6-02 
-. 8"'.4Q06 ll' .52478776-02 
-.5636379 nn .54174945-12 
.2566A7L7-01 .50127155-02 
.516'77?5 00 .17282174-02 
.56"9?1'I OI 340f.253-03 
-. 39562021-CI -. 2540C2?4-n2 
-. 3n?-2Q8 ?. -. 34635179-12 
-.47702825 On -. 3364o81q-?2 
-. 89757602 n -. 312??58-0? 
-. IA175548 0l .53827161-0? 
-. 376R?'49 .q f42292-02 
.3"113472 rl .7'2650?2- 2 
.I-Ar72A', l .6321351-02 
.35922716.l -. 285474Q8-02 
.I15c8581 01 -.?007?070-01 
-. 12838I52 01 -. 22739543-01 
-.36172534 nl -. 1931Cl71-31 
-. 12250072 '2 -. 35767906-01 





VOYAGER STAGE I MODES 

OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED 

.72364360 02 .52366005 04 

STATION IN M/Q LB IN/IN 

-;Iis0000 03 -. 00000000 00 
.0oooodo do .19416011 08 
.100O0000 03 .71826910 08 
.23500000 03 .21560010 09 
.36000000 03 .33566652 09 

.60600100 03 .50138808 09 

-.77500006 03 .53287920 09 

.91000000 03 .48190260.09 

.ii60d00 04 .24391454 09 

.14000000 04 -. 60810836 08 

.15410000 04 -. 25924174 09 

.16200000 *)4 -.37390884 09 

.16800000 04 -.45928018 09 

.1790aOOO 04 -.57579613 09 

.19100000,04 -. 35812789 09 

.19800000 04 -. 15434330 09 

.23900000 04 .417C7699 P9 

.24700000 04 .332023B4 09 

.25196000 b4 .25749331 09 

*26460000 04 .50272253 08 
aoinddod o4 -. 19600268 09 
.28900000 04 -. 18881l00 09 
.32225000 04 .31725143 08 
.32585000 04 .50383723 08 
aj370'0000 04 .g8746g67 0a 
.3S80000 04 .8360628t 08 

.36700000 04 . .48064251 08 

.37785000 04 .21643405 08 

.41135000 .4 .13164131 06 






























-. 13466658 07 















-. 14809082 07 

-. 15587518 07 

-. 16846864 07 



















































































































-. 85948321 00 















-. 20278003 01 





















































































































































M/O LB [N/IN 












































































L.1 3 9 135 4 3 06 

-. 13770964 06 

































































































































































VOYAGER STAGE 2 MODES STARTBURN
 
STATION IN M/0 LB IN/IN VIa LB/I[N E.SLOP8 1/IN YIQ EQ. PHI PHI PR. IIIN 
*1 0 ; d a 0015.0 :-ov: 1247, *','4576" 285,4;,-.S000"00000-80 275'>4713124  01 
.,-,..6'20,000....O 4 -4 6<,bY57A954V.kOZ ....... . .. 034S51O63?w(.
 
.16800000 04 .14633594 08 .23904663 06 -.45651677-02 .10489119 01 -.50293359--02 
.17900000 04 .60845452 08 .833C6990 06 -.45033156-02 .46571559 00 -.58802§06-02 
.19100000 04 .2010l2291 .09 .10639648 o7 -.42062511-02 -.34508448 00 -.665214'7--02 
-- : .1. .;',aaoaora4 ;<-t k26.5538]4:09;4. ;85886279.'.06 .:;-i .,.384591e9-02't-.4,'75,7.S79;:0o...'.,.5820316"I-02.,V: 
27 -. 05 9,ts*7~~~~ r0, 
.25190000 04 .32039687 09 -.71317067 06 .11159400-02 -. 1 958237 0,1 .36182931-02 
.2646a000 04 .22549963 09 -.17681551 O .25'88'1785Z 02 -.10979049 01 .58626404-02 
.28100000 04 87047733 08 -'.91227700 0'6 .4'8199206-02 .17207567 00 .93813655-02 
wn12b 6&8tt7-0d8, 53x41 V.W 
.33700000 04 -.11533206 09 .13251130 06 -.52298361-02 .27312794 01 -73331900'-02 
.35580000 04 -.65080951 08 .331561d6 06 -.1225s8389-0 .22893'803 00 -.17521263'-01 
.36700000 04 -.29692775 08 .27177496 0'6 -.14357036-01 -.'18381731 01 -.18670924-01 
1066,3252o0 5,43 7 .a 0s~747tI 5 14 T322.70.:04
~~tS~~siitV'027c tt 4oi' tT~~i 3* 17~55~td" 
-2~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 4t,.,, -'*p .s../t~A 4 A~ 4 5 62<-'& 
A' 'A.'&2lA A A4~~~~~A',4 V1 A> < .4.....Y ~ ~ - '*A AA * A -' - - ­
VOYAGER STAGE 2 MODES 






STATION IN Ml/ 18 IN/IN 

.15410000-044,-,;,4.00000000 00 
.f66 boo00 .4flt34 " 
. 1664000 64 ,,,.192004 08 . 
.16800000 f4 .26119767 08 
.17900000 04 .10727608 09 
.19100000 04 .31705059 09 
,1930000& 04 .37313240o " 
.2390600, 04 .2865,1186 09 
;2.70060- b4 .1 013'381i 09 
.25190000 04 .10774117 09 
.264,60300 04 -. 82074481 08 
.28100000 04 -. 268644746 09 
.,21a8900000 "-e21354364 09

.2 2'5'00'0 6*4, 6-82155608 

.3268500O 0A , .11438918 04 
.33700000 04 .15121744 09 

.35580000 04 .10719167 09 

.36700000 04 .56096518 08 

.37785000 04 .'23177792 08 

..4f1350400 .135i1485 0& 



























-. 1'1765028 01 

.466501 07 
-. 14866704 07 














-. 43644012 06 














B.SLOPE 1/IN YQ EQ. PHI 

-.43347277-02 .16738041 01 
-.43l4g9-02 .13170017 01 
-. 43206,463-02 .11024951 O1 
-.43138634-02 .10212461 01 
-.42038767-02 .40436188 00 
-. 37094328-02 -.49622101 00 
-.31747105-02 -.86796670 00 
J9282195-43 -. 12119168 01 
".103b8198-02 -.74427425 00 
.12700389-02 -. 48340316 00 
.12976810-02 .41943422 00 




:.47274321-02 -. 21300'61301 

-'.39l4055-02 -'31359585 01 

.28156569-02 -. 37573534 01 

.13305079-01 -. 14873242 01 

.16963489-01 .10402132 01 

.18556246-01 .35027901 01 

"2185562-01 .12969242 02 



















































+ • • . 
.. . . tO . . . ... CM 
06/06/68 -
VOYAGER STAGE 2 MODES oDe0 t STARTBURN 
OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ OM ACCELERATION 
.97449729 02 .94964496 04 Ai5359057 04 .35i59056 o4 o35359056 04 .00000000 00 
STATION IN MI LB IN/IN V/0 LB/IN 8.SLOPE 1/IN Y/Q EQ. DHI PHI PR. I/IN 
.15410000 04 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 -. 49156331-02 .23260882 01 -. 49156331-02 
.16200000 04 .25213437 08 .71927951 06 -.49041692-02 .18890079 01 -. 63008284-02 
.16640000 04 .67197862 08 .12242332 01 -.48677299-02 .15912105 01 -. 72448818-02 
.16800000 04 .89364905 08 .14684712 07 -.48445430-02 .14716261 01 -. 76959434-02 
.17900000 04 .36443125 09 .46676721 07 -.44678646-02 .45583360 00 -. 12183025-01 
.19100000 04 .84963419 09 -. 14386613 06 -.29615072-02 -.93464684 00 -. 26367805-02 
.19800000 04 .74088808 09 -. 19985971 07 -. 17320006-02 -. 84811860 00 28624754-02 
.23900000 04 -. 19058446 09 -. 12006696 07 .50425716-03 .13458370 01 *32644170-02 
.24700000 04 -. 24774005 09 -. 10043182 06 -. 10836987-03 .'1544050 01 .5518119'1-03 
.25190000 04 -. 25417748 09 -. 72232322 05 -.52601680-03 .15564935 01 -. 27257005-03 
.26460000 04 -. 24434289 09 .22101627 06 -. 19012345-02 .13689763 01 -. 28328707-02 
.28100000 04 -. 10191302 09 .21251729 07 -.47941065-02 .'12488522 00 -. 15419971-01 
.28900000 04 .48405965 08 .15094111 07 -.49909540-02 -.98928077 004I20U471-01 
.32225000 04 .11151161 09 -. 13285336 07 .21953404-02 -.16422230 01 .12946421-01 
.32585000 04 .61396895 08 -. 14411998 07 .34450981-02 -. 7231l147 00 ;26321286-01 
.33700000 04 -.95134378 08 -. 12197439 07 .26195196-02 .21644963 01 .21980533-01 
.35580000 04 -. 17058409 09 .16328212 06 -.92534165-02 .28216913 01 -. 11845196-01 
.36700000 04 -. 13449299 09 .55377964 06 -. 16278433-01 .80441898 00 -. 25068586-01 
.37785000 04 -477397885 08 .33102363 06 -.20788891-01 -4135735L 01 -.2604323e4"01 
.41135000 04 -.53440873 06 .52600622 05 -.37574088-01 -.20754136 02 -.10626175 00 
.41340000 04 -. 70986580-04 .11014427-01 -.37778173-01 -. 22663439 02 -. 37789187-01 
f 
0("4 u 
- -- -- - -- - - - --- - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - -
TQ~jvsjE 	 - -
VOYAGER STAGE 2 MODES 	 STARTBURN
 
;t t ° ONEOAtm; D% EGA-SQUARED- 'TOTAL MASS 'GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ UM 
24 ,S, ,." 9057 04 .35905704 .35359057 04 
STATION IN M/Q LB IN/IN V/0 LB/IN B.SLOPE 1/IN YiQ EQ. PHI 

,:tv;,.,-,,000,,-t.,,,PO00000 0 .'-00000006 00 -.45516678-02 .22899521 01 

, -d , d8 .8420625 06 -.453827'36-02 .18733764 01 

,.:s. 	SCC&-,b41&4 ,l-0 J'd 0i ' .614493 6 '1 -.44956342-02 .15776053 01 

.16800000 04 .10465160 09 .17213610 07 -.44684846-02 .14567936 01 

.17900000 'A .42415105 09 .53311299 07 -.40279385-02 .40418331 00 

',,19100(i0 0 04 .90909732 09 -.12834988 07 -.23514837-02 -.90386997 Og 
, 0 9
9S00000"13VW .?l1I '-.32647922 	 -.56750929 00
	 -.10926160-02
=#boa 	 ,int499ii 0,6 -.24565205-03 '.17488628 01 
,& 441d6~J'b .Y->,2 12'-O ' ,48"9ci g0_7 -.92'263785-03 .14689760 01 
.25190000 04 -.13097351 09 .16128144 07 -.12043162-02 .11487834 01 
.26460000 04 .86195659 08 .17680305 07 -.12866362-02 .14331868 00 
'.2810000 04 .27949840 09 -.89281488 06 oZ1300953-02 -.75636302 00 
<Y4'1304A2;4 09; , q5668 07 .3289-02 .14813182 00 
OW29~tt~ls~ - *10329538 07 '.'96116doZ-03 .*'23205'380 01 
.,d , ,lA~i'7 :ot ±132'V6-02 .15990029 01 
.33700000 04 .50421557 C8 .11984272 07 -.29781045-02 -.97491344 00 
43"SWS0O00 04 .15798474 09 .83978511 05 .64248591-02 -.24819332 01 
' s.36006d 04 .14576286 09 -.41788292 06 .13468609-01 -.11694771 01 

-t.',,rf7: "76'f,0-;,,$92823488; .,,3oa605806 o18632753-01 .14334103 01
" 

Te;66 	 24oa 6N5W S9280882-01 .2196462 02 
1ty00t07~'-<- * 2.445660& -. 621 563 ; 9542ft4t 1 * 24205137 02 

TRA ENO22 	 995
 
-	 4vl~-s 
















































VOYAGER STAGE 2 MODES 

- OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED 
S.1688192 02 .28497465 03 

STATION IN M/0 LB IN/IN 

,15410000 04 -*00000000 00 

*&2006b0O 04 .10898494 07 

-.-664 600 04 .32964397 07 

.16800000 04 .42199130 07 

.17900000 04 .11408680 08 

.19100000 04 .23076142 08 

* 	,119800000 04 .30561531 08 

.0 0ooo-04 .69948392 '08 

.24t6b6b 04 .759d1104 08 
.25190000 04 .79234463 08 
.26460000 04 .87354126 08 
.28100000 04 .93151771 08 
.289000O 04 ' .86798879 08 
'A"tt'dOd:04 .466822d9 08 
'320Sdo0 04 '4441765 08 
.33700000 04 .31402239 08 

,35580000 04 .13271784 08






,4ti 04 .6283027 04 

;Wi dd0 b' I91f0l6P-06 






























-. 39413142 05 





-. 11791345 06 

-. 11249292 06 

-. 84342792 05 






































































-. 12423268 00 




-. 97442360 00 

-. 10891432 01 

-. 10857397 01 




































































VOYAGER STAGE 2 MODES Moe 2 " MIDBURN 
OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZEO ',,MASS INTG."PHI,'SO: ACCELERAYTION,
 
.47414999 02 .22481821 04 .25755431 04 .554154,30 O] 3 :;.Odl0wo ,od ,o
 




.16200060 04 iad18i~5 08 .61927026 06 '-.45037097"& A0t91 C
 
.16640060 04 .53420212 08 .900021.03 06 >434lrZ ~ j~~d.>A'3~ o. :
 
.16800000 04 .68062214 08 .92958740 06 -.45174970-02 .73290846 00 -. 63225210-02
 
.17900000 04 .17638135 09 .10590038 07 -.42839384-02 .46042271-01 -. 60343580-02
 
.19100000 04 .28258660 09 .50594131 06 -.37547778-02 -. 64867798 00 -.49178613-02
 
.19800000-04 .30884834 09 .32188857 '06 .3'2985602--02' 4-95614843 Q0 '-... 38 Pg :'­




.23900000 04 .31726618 6O -. 336806'82 06 2'I-03 'ti64 4.2tb4i '.36P75 ,r4O, ­
.24700000 04 09 -.40556839.28423,S9 06 '. 778 -b3 'S, ,5849 tt it "6flflT42'
 
.25190000 04 .25951856 09 -. 51800972 06 .99966776-03 -. 14622438 01 .28172457-02
 
.26460000 04 .18981117 09 -. 57610076 06 .22136861-02 -.99237269 00 '.46420881-02
 
.28100000 04 .82827758 08 -. 76556539 06 .41874700-02 .42699714-01 .80152968-02
 
.28900000 04 .26630036 08 -. 63664439 06' .46412642-02 . 0666r93,. 6024009r0 ,
, 0 
.32225000 04 1655~420'8 69 -. 44807230 b5 ;tbtbss895s-oZ !26724V50-"ft T2lOW*
 
.258'5000 04 -. 1060712 09 .15633906 05 2843i'i.03, ,, t3?fl& 0t'... ,,;a2-g'O%
 
.33700000 04 -. 10161474 09 .10715396 06 -.43806338-02 .24130050 01 -.60814902-02
 
.35580000 04 -. 57941512 08 .29270683 06 -. 10609037-01 .2578'2079 00 -.15255'177-01
 
.36700000 04 -. 26615645 08 .24173629 06 -. 12482572-01 -. 15457592 01 -. 1'6319656-01
 
.37785000 04 -.96301931 07 .48978017 05 -.131S3346-01' - '32t-5028V0 ;n970 t '."
 
.411350 0 -.52746486 05 .0333141 - 950U7UO, -3;O1.,
,4 ...... 
:41340000 04 11434725-r64 *59906123-02 ­
4 V~j' ~">t'. 'V '!4'2 
--- - - - -- - - - -
06/r,61-b8 
VOYAGER STAGE 2 MODES /4o p6 3 MIDBURN 
OMEGA- OMEGA SQUARED' TOTAL MASS 'GENERALLZED MASS' [fNTG. PHI' 54 OM, ACC URA7M, 
.61686209 62 .3S051684 '04 02555,4 31, 04', 2%6'16 ~ S4L 4 ocla6wm,6z
 




.15410000 04 .-.00000000 00 -'.00000000 O0 .4464 1780,02 *V 58-59 

.16200060 04" .o'g3"936 d8 .vd6'O494 ? :-'.1'6645'2'049- .VVo E56 '01,
 
.16640000 04 9129290'2 68 'AS0450162 >-S 4d4itYy V'fl$64t5 00
 
.16800000 04 .11616275 09 .15771940 07 -.43733675-02 .67512784 00. -. 74'58300-02
 
.17900000 04 .29638070 09 .16686493 01 -.39770540-02 -.1219a941 00: -.67S5151-02
 
.19100000 04 .42849721 09 .18398632 06 -.313 06888-02 -. 805697Z8 00. "-355S64&-0
 
.19800000 04 i42283167 '9-01558987s06 , 247l'41-0Z' .9.$S759-099 7 0­
.23900060 04 .1t222974 d 24 ZOkdfal .o,6: 6dow74sps'Cl5~t d
 
.24700000 04 .10 
- * 
-dkA ~f~r~.
i 938 6d d.f&C 6$bT0*o~ 
.25190000 04 .49119576 08 '-.10670567 07 .10117107-02 -.20639200 'op .4T75i769Y4­
.26460000 04 -.86379832 08 -.10582447 07 .e7q"9b286-i .'44247611 00
 
.28100000 04 -.21396068 09 .12708636 06 -. 17034036-02 ".1021"6079 01
 
.28900000 04 -416580332 09 i,84166126- 06' .'3z74+U :'.3S1 f '00 ;. 

.3,225324ao 6 -. 4A6Z R6Zl,1124 0a- I r ".,
Ai "- b"-t'o 
, "7tU . ;
.95635221 .08 . 0 4 6's. - ' , 'e2 1 d 

.33700000 04 .12267783 09 .10602872 06 .24643538-02 --. A,0491101 01..781M: ­
.3558oooO 04 .85476903 08 -. 36375889 06 .10889491-01 -- 1 64034 01 '6.& 44S2r01
 
.3670000 04 .44301370 08 .3714813-01. 06VIM45"aO
 
.32585000 04 . . 88936-18 St;7 

-. 34883309 06 ,89680017 0 

.37785000 04 .18135676 08" r88247913 05' ,.15047,75)01, ae0'2 57 oil

.41135000 04 .10525112 66 ";42" SS'5 - ;[ ''"td6E*9 ,, C661 

.41 40000 04 ': 4 3 §6 9 5Z0 4 - 96 ~~683-62 4,, 0 OZ
'*186&&Z ft 
VOYAGER STAGE 2 MODES pp y 	 MIDBURN 
OMIA,- OMEGA SWUARE TOTAL MASS GENERALZED MASS INTG. PHI SO OM ACCELERATION
 
..S4431N6 	a2 .Iii2380 64 .25155431 04 .251'55431 04 .25755431 04 .00000000 00 
STATION IN M/0 LB IN/IN V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE 1/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PR. 1/IN
 
t54'10000 04 .00600000 0 .00000000 00 -.24285948-02 .11328940 01 -. 24285948-02 
I..6W 0oo 04 .S643d464 08 .1q34558Z O -o24064163-02 .83179041 00 -.61628399-02 
;1C64ddd' 4 . .t6562191 69 .27'5040t2 07 -.23181923-02 .51551653 00 -.76587771-02 
.16800000 04 .21021524 09 .28198737 07 -.22625392-02 .39227573 00 -.77380222-02 
. a1790000 .51623757 09 -.15549341-02 -.39345q04 00 -.55362840-0204 .24087168 07 
.19100000 04 .57037340 09 -.17703673 07 -.25396237-03 -.57546282 00 .38158473-02 
4.980Q0O0 04 .41881981 09 !.22692498 07 .51013831-03 -.21686428 00 .57268043-02 
21906600, 04 -2153463 0 -.94430748 66 .53614741 -03 .18579986 01 .17880289-02 
- .t141ib d 6., 0.972i5fl .41z47684 06 	 .19171614 01 -. 89503499-03, -,.26809855-03 
.25190000 04 -.29534944 09 .31054422 06 -.78946545-03 .184q0436 01 -.18790943-02 
.2646o0000 04 -.23503706 09 .62599862 06 -.22415879-02 .14266530 01 -.48803212-02 
.28100000 04 -.46522187 08 .19901645 07 -.45040751-02 -.51225804-01 -.14457897-01 
.24900000 04 '7 985380'00 - '115339g1 01 - .4 32 533 40-02 -.10126443 01 -.96899438-02 
.32295do 	 64 .e6s14zdo as Atigodjss di .22458917-02 -1221369 8 01 .11839678-01 
6 
' 
,'; 4"14i88 odblS5dhd' t.,2*43387 ol .;a2109030-02 -.40518844 00 .23121042-01 
.33700000 04 -.9065C586 08 -.10366859 07 .21147276-02 .20980832 01 .18570058-01 
.35580000 d4 -.14875160 09 .18329957 06 -.85379853-02 .24796747 01 -.11447502-01 
.36700d0b 04 -.11369670 09 .49745916 06 -.14571704-01 .61481914 00 -.22467881-01 
" 7785000 04 -.64028711 08 27616683 06 -,1"8341270-01 -.19790656 01 -.2272491-8-01 
8.4fllbb4 412i631'06 .43d50146 '05 -.39l51505-O1 -.17718864 02 -.88369473-01
 
;40t 0 a. 
.S23:784-01.4 ..- 19.10152 02 o2486AI
-.3233616 -01
 




VOYAGER STAGE 2 MODES nove 5" MIOBURN 
OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZEC MASS INTG. PHI SO DM ACCELERATION 
.10824205 03 .11716341 05 .25755431 04 .2555431 04 .25755431 04 .06,000000. o 
STATION IN M/0 LB IN/IN V/0 LB/IN R.SLOPE I/IN Y/C EQ. PHI PHI PR. 1/I'N 
.15410000 04 .00000000 00 .o000o0 00 -. 1795054-02 .99441606 00 .1t795O4 02 
.16200000 0.4' .64210778 08 .21988622 07 -.17542729-02 .7295458t 00 -. 60239082'-02 
.16640000 04 .18772077 09 .31000536 07 -. 16540832-02 .41438f64 00 -. T6136046&02 ' 
.16800000 04 .23790905 09 .31694375 07 -. 15910544-02 .29094776 00 -. 77453020-02 
.17900000 04 .57255201 09 .23825268 07 -.79597135-03 -.47121498 00 -. 47340322-02 
.19100000 04 .54777015 09 -. 27277984 07 .55712947-03 -.38879085 00 .68279303-02 
.198000C.0 J4 .33635402 09 -. 30564179 07 .12390370-02 .16199508 00 .82652849-02 
.23900000 04 -. 36128755 09 .50035582 06 -. 18193100-04 .22417743 01 '.'11684363-02 
.24700)00 04 -. 28033713 09 .15214173 01 -.90669713-03 .19260961 b -.62450035-02 
.25190000 J4 -.20161044 09 .16867590 07 -.13080773-02 .15950668 O -. 72265299-02 
.2646n00O 04 .31986904 08 .19471848 07 -.17334830-02 .49159053 00 -. 99413309-02 
.28100000 D4 .27680599 09 -.41851449 06 .12257946-02 -.77296492 00 .33183670-02 
.28900000 Of .16398870 09 -. 18084525 07 .31471168-02 -. 59321687-01 .11558524-01 
.32225000 04 -. 11796790 09 .82580357 06 -. 59463231-04 .21478089 01 L,67733132-02 
.32585000 04 -. 84100113 08 .10444912 07 -.15237123-02 .15675665 01 -. 1810293b8-01 
.3370000 34 .34319101 08 .10396419 07 -.26391838-02 -. 59336677 00 -. 19141436-01 
355800(0 04 .13704750 09 .14158180 06 .50838362-02 -. 21132818 01 .28365061-02 
.36700000 14 .13280546 09 -.33165500 06 .11353258-01 -. 11243619 01 .16617622-01 
.37785000 04 .87063223 08 -.35389541 06 .16133976-01 .11113908 01 .21751363-01 
.41135000 04 .64146785 06 -.62998037 05 .35632189-01 .19997627 02 .11189954 00 
.41340000 04 -. 60694339-04 .20428624-02 .35882424-01 .22092241 02 .35880381;01 



































































































































































































INTG. PHI SO 0M 
.13386266 04 

























































































































































M/0 LB IN/IN 













































Mo p Z BURNOUT 
TOTAL MASS GENERALLZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM 

.f3386266 04 .13S86266 d4 .13386266 04 

V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE 1/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI 

--0000000 1O -. 17075450-02 .36390432 00 

.1683995b 06 -.17055151-02 .21918539 00 

.23319115 06 -.16977567.-0Z .12616196 '0 

.23832739 06 -.16929301-02 .91706205-01 

.23581159 06 -.16322811-02 -.14058856 00 

.21067774 06 -. 15011934-02 -. 38356128 00 

.19124214 06 -.13802657-02 -.51689279 o0 

.10616230 06 -.30017665-03 -.10251937 01 
.76332842 05 .11265823-d3 -d30575938 01 
.52556576 05 .37413488-03 -. 10567685 01 
-. 70651028 04 .12532917-02 -. 96861455 00 
-. 59096656 06 .35417461-02 -. 45218182 00 
-.73525073 06 .44291747-02 m.13736493 00 
-.15173563 06 .2645.3245-02 .25360493 61 
-. 76485399 05 .12385747-02 .26747957 01 
.42951239 05 -.35168265-02 .26330255 01 

.31568580 06 -.10419435-01 .60518504 00 
.27452627 06 -. 12601083-01 -. 12449639 01 
.60393115 05 -.13469600-01 -.29805940 01 
.67048657 04 4.15835002-01 -.91581498 01 


















































VOYAGER STAGE 2 MODES MoD6- 3 BURNOUT 
OMEGA t'MEGA SQUA'RE TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ OM ACCELERATION 
.92b58082 02 .84746903 04 .i3366266 04 .13186266 04 .13386266 04 .00000000 00 
STATION IN M/0 LB IN/IN V/Q LB/IN R.SLOPE I/IN Y/0 EQ. PHI PHI PR. 1/IN 
.15410000 04 .'o000bO000 
b62090004 .2604433 08 
,.16640000 04 .68473766 b8 
.16800000 04 .84754893 08 
.17900000 04 .19047480 09 
.19100000 04 .27809912 09 
'.­9800000 04 .'31116775 09 
.2$90000 04 33476451 o0 
.2470000004 .30429546 '09. 
.25190000 04 .27713317 09 
.26460000 04 .17811412 09 
.28100000 04 -.26225200 08 
.28900000 '04 -".11053324 09 
43222'50610 04 -4'558609421 08


























































































































































- .12428195 05 























-. 13612162 07 

-. 24419900 09 







-. 14870289 08 

-. 10143366 09 

-. 10634844 09 

-. 72839717 08 



























-. 90050906 06 

-. 11882492 07 

-. 13822054 07 







-. 51314768 06 

-. 70341457 06 

-. 754253?3 06 









































































-. 20517916 00 

-. 15869311 01 

















-. 17072405 01 









-. 66833448 00 

-. 16056274 02 























































VOYAGER STAGE 2 MODES 

OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED 

.13205309 03 .11438019 05 

STATION IN MtQ LB IN/IN 

.15410000 04 .00000000 00 

.16200000 04 .23517705 08 

.16640000 04 .58661979 08 

.16800000 04 .71520029 08 

.17900000 04 .14922092 09 

.19100000 04 .19840900 09 

.19800000 04 .20642120 09 

.23900000 04 .94445731 08 

.24700000 04 .47932446 08 

.25190000 04 .15668458 08 

.26460000 04 -. 74506281 08 

.28100000 04 -. 10010935 09 

.289000C0 04 .15784845 08 

.32225000 04 .44722187 08 

.32585000 04 .87496461 07 

.33700000 04 -. 86693873 08 

.35580100 04 .40352366 08 

.36700000 04 .15873180 09 

.37785000 04 .15851410 09 

.41135000 04 .13893445 07 



























-. 53492086 06 

-. 63097554 06 

-. 68246058 06 









-. 97438958 06 















GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SO O 

.13i86266 04 .13386266 04 

A.SLOPE I/IN YIO EQ. PHI 

-. 20055793-02 .30776755 00 

-.19957849-02 .10381905 d0 

-. 19624813-02 -. 51604402-01 

-.19431858-02 -. 10782190 00 

-.17256245-02 -. 45606881 00 

-. 13290947-02 -. 73733778 00 





.70628827-03 -. 44289474-00 

.75945733-03 -. 29355863 00 

.58023189-03 .14417640 00 

-. 118§7563-02 .21951818 00 

-.15385619-02 -.446C1496 00 

.27819257-02 -.17847261 00 

.31716001-02 .51544424 00 





.21007740-02 -. 19506018 01 

.94517730-02 -. 13200064 01 

.48241321-01 .28375452 02 









































































































































-. 65609941 05 

-. 98874448 05 

-. 14488355 06 

























































-. 40182983 00 

-. 18928457 01 



















































































M/0 LB INIIN 













-. 76430317 08 

-. 10493973 09 

-. 74462812 '08 

-. 39647455 08 

















































































-. 15942032 00 













-. 16536061 01 

-. 12138954 02 



































VOYAGER STAGE 3 MODES MtDE 3 STARTBURN 
OMEGA CMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ OM ACCELERATION 
.12549997,03 "'.15750242 05 .83050628 03 .83d50627 03 .83050627 03 .00000000 00 
STATION IN M/0 LB IN/IN V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE 1/IN - Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PR. I/IN 
.25190000' Ca4 -. 00oooo 00O -. 00000000 00 -. 54704224-02 .21320160 01 -. 54704224-02 
.­26460000 04: '.38866535 08 .56600504 06 -.53880210-02 .12862562 0l -. 77738672-02 
:,:iob000a O64 .21061278 09 .12209411 07 -. 36274830-02 -. 33484002 00 -. 97321886-02 
.28900000 04 .22736867 09 -.48537048 06 -.17037468-02 -.63158176 00 .55379031-03 
.32225000 04 -. 29867979 08 -. 33666720 06 .16011948-02 .11081119 ot .43383264-02 
.32585000 04 -.38638790 08 -.14561696 06 .10997224-02 .13002003 01 .34111026-02 
.33700000-04 -. 44389638 08 .21983920 06 -.88539917-03 .14067762 01 -. 43749102-02 
.35580000 04 .'14711619 08 .75704487 06 -.34531813-03 -.74779611 00 -.12361903-01 
-'. 67000O'6 04 .13910650 09 .19610595 06 .46962476-02 -. 15532736 01 .15834547-02 
.37785000 04 .12000379 09 -.43956303 06 .10574614-01 -. 41366130 00 .17551804-01 
.41135000 04 .99761674 06 -. 97583202 05 .39136971-01 .22729223 02 .16656811 00 
.41340000 34 .81329956-05 .28776826-03 .39540489-01 .25641780 02 .39540201-01 


















































-. 95616853 08 







-. 4'7449147 08 

-. 69878916 08 



























-. 68963558 06 








































































































-- - - ----- - - - - - -- -----
VOYAGER STAGE 3 MODES 
OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED 

.20282494 03 .41137956 05 

STATION IN M/0 LB IN/IN 

.25190ooO 04 -.0000000 00 

.26460000 04' .14711734 O 

.28100000 04 .35127378 09 

.28900000 J4 -.11141943 08 

.32225000 04 .12105009 09 

.32585000 04 .12876005 09 

.33700000 04 .70796465 08 

.35580000 04 -.11942143 09 

.36700000 04 -.67671444 08 

.37785000 04 .41907446 08 

.41135000 04 .93671236 06 






































GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI So: OM 

.830'50627 '03: .8305062'7 03 

8.SLOPE I/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI 

-.87555385-02 .31863238 01 

-. 84402015-02 .15033445 bi] ' 

-.33994411-02 -.4 9546 072 00 

-.20,463314-02 .10290497 01 

-.49356695-02 -. 18253691 01 

-.31017492-02 -.20976895 01 

.17646079-02 -.12308543 "01 
-.23252226-02 .19748529 01 . 
-. 72362231-02 .598 170900 
-. 72637547-02 -. 19735677 01 
.10716759-01 .72364996 01 


































VOYAGER STAGE 3 MODES 

OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED 

".:.4t56d.o2 .21303351 04 

STATION IN M/U LB IN/IN 

-...2514o'0q 04 -.00000000 '00 
S :.2646bd0:'d4- .42418589 07 
A166666d 0b4 233i24bl 08 
- .28900000 04 .40064989 08 
.32225000 04 .79252211 08 




.3Sbdo00 4 .39539956 OS 
.,,610006o 04, .17'63442 08 
.37785000 04 .62718723 07 
.41135000 04 .34059644 05 
.41340000 04 -.41331999-06 
. .. it
 
• . \, 
, - ', 
-
































GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SO OM 

.59532503 03 .52532503 03 

B.SLOPE /IN Y/C EQ. PHI 

-;.514'97122-02 .17335897 O1 

-.51407161-02 .10630951 01 

-:,4515375-02 .13773710 00 

-.46883893-02 -.32789549 00 









,83519405-02 .11785308 01 

.88211103-02 .22971420 01 

.10030461-01 .61054319 01 





































VOYAGER STAGE 3 MODES 

'MEGA OMEGA SQUARED 

" ;, 993498602 '39.63410 04 

STATION IN MI LB ININ 

,251900090 --.O0000000 00 

';i:.L264o-. W0378,28, 0W 

t, ."j. dd 410009146i3 dg 
.28900000 04 .14234894 09 
.32225000 04 .61433137 08 
.32585000 04 .34730130 08 
'" '.3370000 04 -'.48167970 08 

04 -.,8b2658d d8 

:i' 0bb6, 04 -'.69364400 08 

.37765000 04 -. 39834910 08 

.V1I3500O '04 -.27438184 06 




















-. 71154235 06 

























































-. 20644373 00 

-. 76950923 00 

-. 80017985 00 















































VOYAGER STAGE 3 MODES M a MIDBURN 
OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHt SQ ON ACCELERAtION 
.12911654 03 .16671082 05 .52532503 03 .52 32503 03 .52532503 03 .0d000000 00 
STATION IN M/Q LB IN/IN V/Q LB/IN B.SLOPE I/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI PHI PR. I/IN 
.25190000 04 -.0000000 00 -. 00000000 00 -. 42227310-02 .14931951 01 -.42273101-02 
.26460000 04 .28426866 08 .41040572 06 -.41622459-02 .8464S535 00 -. 589Z2037-02 
.28100000 04 .12675619 09 .58765499 06 -. 29924314-02 -. 24303168 00 -. 59307064--02 
.28900000 04 .14201364 09 -. 92465398 05 -. 18342361-02 -. 51009531 00 -. 14041645-02 
.32225000 04 .58320511 07 -.50732223 06 .14650823-02 .39381159 00 .55896533-02 
.32585000 04 -. 10909287 08 -. 4137 178 06 .14244931-02 .71903603 00 .79926165-02 
.33700000 04 -.47998344 08 -. 69962261 05 -. 12057505-04 .14028155 01 .109S4545-02 
.35580000 04 .43876059 08 .73580223 06 -. 1'1599112-02 -. 28141053 00 -. t2839311 ­ 1 
.36100000 04 .11103721 Oq *29297320 06 .25036894-0Z -.Z3011S05 bi 2'1466'780-02 
.37785000 04 .10330974 09 -. 36830657 06 .74209052-02 -. 63679708 00 .13267041-01 
.41135000 04 .88368637 06 -. 86359158 05 .32376308-01 .18943617 02 .14515107 00 
.41340000 04 .11392174-04 .28017628-03 .32736584-01 .21473872 02 .32736304-01 
C)I 
ii ~ ~ - c 
06/0(6/68
 














































-. 10179320 09 





















































































-. 76114111 00 







-. 13898712 00 







































VOYAGER STAGE 3 MODES ,5-
MIOBURN  
OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS INTG. PHI SO OM ACCELERATION
 
1872129 03-, .4)'841625 05, , 2532503 03 . 52!i325 03 03 .52532503 0 .00000000 00 
STATION IN M/O LB IN/IN V/0 LB/IN 6.SLOPE 1/IN Y/O EQ. PHI PHI PR. 1/IN
 
.25190000 04 -'00000oO c -.00000000 00 -. 32586180-02 .12413656 01 -. 32586180-02 
.26460000 d4 .,66,43ig 08 .93314682 06 -.31156202-02 .56878646 00 -. 707013'25-02 
i,.28100000 ,, .s050ia20 -. 107J3"51q5 07 -. 81217293-03 -. 32857227 00 .45554246-02 
.28900000 04 .45489653 08 -. 17082961 07 .17040697-03 .29220994 00 .81159701-02 
.32225000 04 .51854545 07 .11180877 07 -. 27592528-02 -. 28611372 00 -. 11849397-01 
.325S5000 04 .40869348 08 .81143867 06 -. 24144013-02 -.96182585 00 -. 15294380-01 
;33700000 04 .92749108 08 -.6i589205 06 '.10915870-02 -'.18845846 01 .11185111-01 
Mddd-~v -791978 0.?21073898-02 .1045765 -01-A~iflr 9 .23647464 01 
.lx- ".6jddbt- 04 "i0,&546 82,, 71898§595 07 -'.9W'g5877702 .12591314 01 -.40138091-01 
.37785000 04 .44041820 08 .16302324 06 -. 11224944-01 -.27878174 01 -. 13812614-01 
.41135000 04 .14722189 07 -. 13941772 06 .13949910-01 .94373112 01 .19601156 00 






VOYAGER STAGE 3 MODES 

OMEGA OMEGA SQUARE0 

.51793081 02 .26825233 04 

STATION IN M/0 LB IN/IN 

.25190000 04 .00000000 00 

.26460000.04 .42212965 07 

.28100000 04 .18088734 08 

.28900000 04 .26119475 08 

.32225000 04 .53141916 08 

.32585000 04 .54336731 08 

.33700000 04 .54555343 08 

.35580000 04 .32354927 08 

.36700000 04 .15250197 08 

.37785000 04 .56757671 07 

.41135000 04 .31554093 05 






TOTAL MASS GENERALIZED MASS 

.22014375 03 .22614374 03 

V/O LB/IN 8.SLOPE 11/N 

.00000000 00 -.38174845-02 

.61831456 05 -.38085483-02 

.99108113 05 -.36375437-02 

.10020543 06 -.34542300-02 

.49785915 05 -.15934164-02 

.16312605 05 -.81812626-03 

-.38454434 .05 v!6301988-02 

-.15813418 06 .50474205-02 

-.13446411 06 .61045921-02 

-.28561253 05 .65170432-02 
































































7, VS YEYN s 
VOYAGER STAGE 3 MODES 

OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED 

41 16 03 .'131l4923 05 

STATION IN M/Q LB IN/IN 

i251'0 ,04' -. 0O0oo000 00 

.2646000064P ,14098363 08 

.a d2dDO 04 506'13065 08 

.28900000 04 .63982528 08 

.32225000 04 .52656838 08 

.32585000 04 .41577096 08 

.33700000 04 "-.36499483 07 

.358000 d4 -'.6613t2"lql 08 

,.670000004 '75'58212 06, 

.37785000 04 -. 54192792 08 

.41135000 04 -. 41690179 06 


















-. 23443552 06 

















GENERALI-ZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ DM 

.2ti14374 03 .22014374 03 

B.SLOPE 1/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI 

".40654662-02 .99345914 00 

-.40350079-02 .42246646 00 

-.35207231-02 -. 58293510 00 

-. 30411489-02 -. 70920548 00 

-. 10859032-03 -. 11685670 01 

.57602469-03 -. 97981910 00 

'.1453,5498-02 -. 13018794 00 

-'.15840853-02 .92357045 00 

-.48929114-02 .71526141 O0 

-. 77550633-02 -. 31915604 00 

-. 20152598-01 -.11466583 02 



































VOYAGER STAGE 3 MODES 

OMEGA OMEGA SQUARED 

.14286195 03 .2040q538 05 

STATION IN M/C LB IN/IN 

.25190000 04 -,00000000 0'0 

.26460000 04 .27854259 08 

.28100000 04. .95453326 08 

.28900000 04 .11564322 09 

.32225000 04 .61466153 08 

.32585000 04 .39528066 08 

.33700000 04 -. 35669648 08 

.35580000 04 -. 18182299 '08 

.36700000 04 '.36784462 08 

.37785000 04 .51397489 0B 

.41135000 04 .49612030 06 




























-. 16100650 06 







'GENE LLZEO MASS INTG'. PHI So OM 
-.a01'61'4307 03 4201I4374 03 
B.SLOPE I/IN Y/Q EQ. PHI 

-.5362787Z-02 .1282;594 01 

- t'3ei40218,1-02 '.49380681 00 
-. '4321S23-01 t4 6S85,0 00 
-.34263078-02 -. 10441650 01 

.10740559-02 -'.10530106 01 

.18087009-02 -.64380217 00 

.18507466-02 .78550017 00 
'-.15464392-02 -w:'5f55 f lS " 
-,1483301-'02 - .44'152 00 
.99094844-03 -.79051037 00 

.14ZZ9531-01 .85414185 01 
































STATION IN MiQ LB IN/IN 
' ..25190004 04-- ".'.OOOfoodO ' 
"2646000d-0, .50766'593 diS. 1516475, d 
.28900000 04 .16004076 09 
.32225000 04 -.19170439 08 
.32585000 04 -.40333709 08 
:"A-".'4337 00 (O4 --..598 16242 08 
0d0.'3564 '.043$40'$ 
,04,, ;"i2 7 S 
.37785000 04 -.29692757 08 
.41135000 04 -.91621269 06 
.41340000 04 .39993390-05 
-
"TOTAL MASS 'GENERALIZED MASS 
;t2014375 03 .22i14314 03 
V/0 LB/IN B.SLOPE I/IN 
-. 0000000o 00 -. ,43935377-,2' 
.'6722065 b6 -.42823806-02 
.81322684i.4 06 -. 26058469-02 
-.56880141 05 -.12872704-02 
-.12979053 06 .20198120-02 
-.41469785 06 .15778285-02 
.54797837 06 -.10091587-02 
.4,2714588 06 .14090664-02 
r.-.21510bO 0l, .63677748-62 
-.90465498 05 .70238846-02 
.86872328 05 -.89761052-02 
-.20357467-01 -.94321370-02 
INTG. PHI SO OM 
.22014374 03 





























7 . . .. . 
- -. , 
. -
,rS 
VOYAGER STAGE 3 MODES A 00e 5" BURNOUT 
GENERALZED MASS INTG. PHI SQ OM ACCELERATION
IMEGA "OMEGA SQUARED' TOTAL MASS 

* ,.2'600n iI - 1.4 Q4 a5: -,,.22d.1435 03 .22614374 03 .22014374 03 .00000000 00 
STATION IN M/0 LB NIIN V/0 1B/IN 8.SLOPE I/IN Y/O EQ. PHI PHI PR. 1/IN
 
4,519000W 0'4, . ',-;00000000 00 .;Oaoocooo00 -.58598290-02 .14297698 01 -. 58598290-02 
.264600 --.99178109 08. .'12955148 01' -.56412864-02 .30167009 00 -. 11102190-01 
.. -6 4' . 26711272 O- .2,8143051 06 -.25334382-02 -'.12220418 01 -. 39405908-02 
.25271648 09 -. 51645533 06 -. 31964855-03 -.12640130 01 .20824693-02.28900000 04 

.32225000 04 -. 97614734 08 -. 72368457 06 .21772108-02 .15394547 01 .80608250-02
 
.32585000 04 -. 10356327 09 .40832528 06 .68049240-03 .16905148 01 -. 58008610-02
 
.29422659 00 -. 43082895.01
'33700000 04-' -'.24037521 08 .12950681 07 -.25262585-02 
M5 0OOgO  30095092 -1. a8 07 -.58788376-03 .11111234 00 .18615597-01a098193 

" QOW-6704 i0d44 09 '58757577 06 -'.43341134-02 .98498478 00 -. 13660713-01d0b% 03 
.37785000 04 -. 28696376 07 .26584055 06 -.64421369-02 -. 11906724 01 -. 10661828-01 






.41340000 04 .54541388-05 - 27522671-01 .75763951-02 


















bc ~ S + S2 +
+21±fkft 

7- .5 L(106 .3)2 T106.3 S + i 
Deflection Limit = 5 degrees
 





6c [S-2 + 2([085)S +
Y-7+ (4.)2 (48.3) 
Deflection Limit = 3 degrees
 
Actuation Rate Limit = 42 deg/sec 





Deflection Limit = 8 degrees
 
Actuation Rate Limit = 24 deg/sec
 
S IV B Engine: 
6 _ 112.5 1 
S+ )2+ + + J. 
Deflection Limit = 7 degrees
 








S[ 11~ (84S 2 (84 
2097[(3(3) + 4 + ]L 49 - * 
Deflection Limit = 5.15 degrees
 







0+ ] (33.73)2 +(373 + [ 94  2 + (94.22) 
Deflection Limit = 7 degrees
 
Actuation Rate Limit = 9.6 deg/sec
 
S IV B Engine:
 
C +S - S2 
Deflection Limit = 7 degrees
 
Actuation Rate Limit = 8 deg/sec (at rated load)
 
